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PREFACE 
•yhe first two Volumes of this book have already seen the light 

of the day. In the prefaces to those volumes, have been 

given by me explanations to the various doubts and difficulties 

which, I thought, might rise into the minds of my readers and 

critics. They are, therefore, requested to go through them before 
they begin the perusal of this volume. 

With the passage of time, various criticisms, friendly and 

otherwise, have appeared, and are still appearing, in the press 

and in the periodicals. These criticisms present different points of 

view. Among the various charges hurled against me, two deserve 

special notice : (1) 1 have laid special emphasis upon religion, 

and have written these volumes in a partisan spirit. (2) In the 

second place; it has be6n often stated that I have stuffed the 

volume with rather startling novelties. 

Readers will please read the explanations given below. 
As regards partisan-spirit in matters of religion, I have simply 

to refer my readers to the prefaces to the first two volumes. It 

will be sufiicient here to add that exposition of truth and nothing 

but sole truth has been the sole aim of my life. In historical 
treatises, I firmly and earnestly believe, the sanctity of truth is 

inviolate. I consider it nothing short of sacrilege to depart from 

truth in them. The crux of the whole problem is this. Due to 
the fault of Jains themselves, Jaina literature has hitherto been 

almost unknown to the students of ancient Indian history. 

Consequently, it has played a very inconspicuous part in shaping 
ancient history. One important facet of ancient Indian life has 

thus remained entirely hidden from seekers of truth. So the whole 
ancient Indian history has been a sort of twisted and one-sided 

picture. It has been the present writer’s aim to bring forth all 
available information contained in Jaina sources and thus help 

the students of history in formulating an authentic and correct 

idea of ancient India, Naturally, the influx of a whole bhlden 
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literature would cause several changes, rather of a startling nature 

to the orthodox mind, in the current and widely accepted theories 
and contentions. It is, therefore, no wonder that those students 
of history who have got into the habit of thinking that certain 

dieories and contentions are gospel truth, are either furious or 
jocular when they find their favourite idols dislodged from their 
pedestals. To these students we preach patience and calm search 

for truth. To them we request to remember that not unoften 
truth is stranger than fiction, and that everything else should be 

sacrificed at the altar of truth. Them we recommend a dispassionate 
perusal of these pages and an impartial and unbiased approach 
to, , and study of, the information presented therein. 

An author, unless of course he is as vindictive and fiery as 
Bernard Shaw, can ill afford to reply and re-reply to all the 

criticisms hurled against him. That would leave him no time 
for other publications, which he has still to see through print. 

Especially it is difficult or well nigh impossible for a man 

like the present author, who has already seen as many as sixty 
summers and who cherishes the ambition of publishing (1) Life 
of Priyadariin ( 500 pages), (2) Life of Mahavir ( 500 pages); 
(3) and about 30 volumes (1000 pages each) of “ Encyclopaedia 

Jainica.” Hence it has been my policy to refrain from answering 

criticisms except those, which absolutely require a reply. Truth, 

I am sure, will persist, inspite of a torrent of adverse criticism. 

It will see itself through all vicissitudes. Readers, therefore, are 

requested to give a dispassionate reading to these volumes and 

then form their own opinions about the theories stated therein. 
That would be an easier way of arriving at truth than gang 

through the labyrinth of unnecessary or vituperative criticism. 

The Gomat Idol (Vol II, pp. 334) is in the nude. It has 
been printed here with the private parts covered, for the 
of decency. 

The present volume contains an account of the §ui^a 
dynasty and of all the foreign races that invaded India. The 

account of the Gardabhila dynasty and two chapters containing 
general information of eras have also been incorporated in this 

voteme. The preparation of a correct dynastic and chronological 
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list of the Sungas has been a task of no small magnitude. Fresh 

details have been given about Patanjali, Pusyamitra, Agnimitra, 
Vasumitra and Kalki. The part played by Demetrius and 

Menander in bringing about the downfall of the Sungas has been 
duly described. 

Eleven chapters have been devoted to the account of the 

various foreign races that invaded India. Special care has been 
taken to classify the different races, and connected accounts vnth 

corrected chronological tables etc. have been given of each race. 
The repercussions of Aryan and foreign civilizations over each 

other have been duly described and pieces of evidence based on 

coins and rock-inscriptions have been given in support of them. 
Mathura and Taksilla have been dealt with in special apendixes. 

New facts have been given about the Abhirs, the Traikutakas, 
the O^vals, the Srimals and the Gurjaras. Readers will find that 

the account of these foreigners is well-arranged and it will give 

them the impression of a connected whole. 

Next comes the account of the Gardabhila dynasty. Three 

chapters are devoted to it. One of them, really speaking, contains 
the account of the intervening rule of the Sakas who ruled over 

Avanti for a period of seven years. Many new details about the 

dynasty are presented in these chapters. 

The next two chapters contain details about the different 

eras that were founded in ancient India. Details are given therein 
about the origin, the founder, and the duration of each era. 

Authorities on eras have been freely quoted in these chapters 

and their views are discussed and then we have arrived at final 

conclusions. The names of some of the eras viz. Mahanra era, 

K^arafa era, Chasthaija era—are practically unknown to readers. 
It has been shown that these eras have been mentioned in various 

inscriptions and coins, which prove their existence indubitably. 

Minute but important details about both the Vikrama era and 

the ^aka era have also been given. 
Maps showing the territorial extents of various kings, pictures 

illustrating ancient sculpture and coins bearing the portrait-heads 

of various rulers are also, as in previous volumes, special features 
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of this volume. Various dynastic lists and chronologies have bedn 

also given wherever necessary. Facing pp. 79 is given a comparative 

^table showing who were the native rulers when particular races 
invaded India. Another such table is given on pp. 329. It has taken 
the writer no small amount of time and toil to prepare them, of 
course, for the facility of readers. 

There is a class of critics who have chosen to declare that 
the arguments and proofs stated in support of the theories advanced 

by the author, are not convincing enough. These critics are 

requested to go through the following paragraphs. 

Historical data are generally gathered from the following 
sources:—(1) Legends and traditions; (2) Inscriptions; (3) Coins; 
and (4) Contemporaneous incidents narrated in historical treatises 
of other countries. All these sources are useful in more or less 
degree. A theory based on the corroborating pieces of evidence 
gathered from all the four, is well nigh true and irrefutable. In 
other words, when all the four sources tell the same tale in 
connection with a problem, the solution based on the common 
evidence gathered from them is correct enough to inspire confidence. 
So far as information is available from all the four sources and 
so far as these sources are unanimous about a thing, there is 
little room for doubt or dissent. 

In ancient times however,—with which we are concerned in 
these volumes—no proper, or very improper, records were kept. 
Of those records that might have been kept, few have come down 
to us and many must have been destroyed, one way or the other, 

in course of time. Furthermore, no uniform system of dating 

events existed in those times. In relation to these times, therefore 

any stray piece of evidence gathered from any of the above 
sources, is extremely valuable. The more so it is, if it is supported 
by the other sources. In fact, when all the four sources are 

unanimous on a point, it is not in any way unsafe to come to 
a conclusion about it, based on the common pieces of evidence. 

Sometimes, information on a point may be available from only 
one or two sources, while the remaining two may be silent about 

this. The general rule that may be observed is, that the more 



the number of the sources supporting a theory, the greater its 

reliability is. To make, however, assurance doubly sure, we have 

always seen to it, that the theory thus supported, fits in chrono¬ 

logically with other events. Mr. Vincent Smith observes, and very 

rightly too, “ A body of history must be supported upon a skeleton 

of chronology and without chronology, history is impossible." This, 

is an axiom most reverently followed by me throughout the pages 

of these volumes. I have always seen, whether a particular event 
fits in with the general chronological table of a particular period, 

or not, because Arithmetic can never be cheated. For instance,, 

if it be proved that a particular king was on the throne of Magadh 

in B. C. 327, it logically follows that he was a contemporary of 

Alexander the Great who invaded India in the same year. Thus, 

Sandrecottus of the Greek history must have been that king, 

who was on the throne of Magadh in B. C. 327. Similarly, if it 

be proved that during the time when Priyadariin was on the 

throne of Magadh, the five kings whose names are stated in 

R. E. XIII of Priyadariin, were ruling over particular territories, 

that during the same time particular Ceylonese kings (variously 

named in Mahlvam^a, Dipvam^a and in Simhalese Chronicles ) 

were on the throne and that ^i-Hu-Wang, the great Chinese 

emperor built the famous gigantic wall during the same time, we 

logically come to the conclusion that they were all contemporaries. 

Thousands of details contained in the Rock-edicts and Pillar-edicts 

clash with one another and produce a violently discordant note 

because it has been erroneously and presumptuously taken for 

granted by scholars that A^ok and Priyadar^in were one and the 

same individual. When we try to confirm these details in the light 

of chronology, we find ourselves immersed in an ocean of the most 

confounding kind. All these confusions, discordant notes and 

intellectual dissatisfaction vanish into thin air when we, in the light of 

chronological evidence, strike upon the troth that they were names of 

two different emperors, one succeeding the other. All the details in all 

the Rock-edicts and Pillar-edicts when tested on the anvil of 

chronology, rise like a fountain emitting the most powerful and 

harmonious streaks of truth. These details and chronology seem 



tb be working hand<*in-hand like bosom friends. In spite of this 

overwhelmingly logical and convincing result, there are readers 
and critics who choose to stick to old and dry-as-dust theories, 
no matter how much they go against the actual and logical 

information gathered in the most refreshingly reasonable and 
convincing methods. When these readers and critics come across 

any theory, which strikes at the root of their pet beliefs and 
accepted conventions, they, like spoilt children or like dogmatists, 

become vituperative, raise the critical broad-sword and plunge 
themselves heart and soul into the unseemly and unscholarly work 
of hacking and hewing the new theory into infinitesimally small 

pieces. To such readers, we humbly request to have patience 
and impartiality. Them do we exhort to approach a new 

theory with a dispassionate, unbiased and catholic mind. 
Them do we advise not to discard a theory simply because 

it is new. 

It has been stated that evidence based on coins and inscriptions 
is well nigh irrefutable. This is true in a large measure. But a 
word of caution is necessary here. In the case of inscriptions, 
everything depends upon the correct deciphering and interpreting 

of the script. Now, script on an inscription is not, and cannot 

be, immune from the inclemancies of weather. Due to many other 

reasons, several changes might have been effected in the original 
drafts of various inscriptions. Sometimes both the script and the 
language are unknown to us and sometimes one of them. These 
obstacles, we have to bear in mind while accepting as true the 

evidence based on them. The same conditions apply to the coins. 

No doubt, the coins bear signs, symbols, and some of them, 
porirait-heads; and hence, evidence based upon them is more 

reliable than that based on inscriptions. The absolutely reliable 

way, however, of establishing and finding out truth is the skeleton 
of chronology. A thing which is proved to be chronologically 
correct must always be taken as true. 

These volumes are intended for scholars as weU as for 
laymen. Hence minute details are given in foot-notes. The book 

itself contains a presentation of those things only, which are 
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likely to interest the general reader for whom, specially, these 

volumes are meant. At the same time, advanced students of 
history will also find much to attract their attention and deserve 

their notice. The primary motive, however, is to initiate the 

general mass of readers into the cobwebs of Ancient Indian 

history and to make them permanently interested in the glorious 

past of India. 

The author humbly hopes that perusal of the foregoing para¬ 

graphs will go some way in quieting the doubts and difficulties 

of most of the readers and critics of these volumes. 

The author takes this opportunity to thank all, who have 

helped him, one way or the other, in bringing out this volume. He 

acknowledges his debt to various historical treatises, a full list 

of which is given elsewhere and to all historians, whom he has 

quoted in the books. He also recognizes the services of the translator 

of these volumes, from Vernacular into English-Mr. R. J. Desai, 

M. A. of Rajkot. Last, but not the least, he forwards his sincere 

thanks to those readers, scholars, and reviewers of the published 

volumes, who have, through love for history, penned something in 

favour of or against the theories stated in the book. 

Trlbhuvandas L. Shah 



Pictures in the Book 
In the following description, the first line of numbers shows the 

serial numbers of the pictures themselves, and the second 

line indicates the page in the book on which they are given. 

Defficiency in successive numbers of the pictures represents, 

those pictures given at the top of every chapter and 

various maps; for their details see ante. 

( A ) 

J^o. Page Details 

1 Cover page:—The picture represents the Kalpa Tree (i. e. 

the Desire-fulfilling Tree). Details about it have 

been given on pp. 19 of the preface to Vol. II. 

2 The inner Cover page:—This is a typical selection. It 

represents the Lion-capital Pillar at Mathura. It 

has been selected doe to following reasons:—(1) It 

is a model of ancient sculpture. (2) Details about 

it have been given in this volume. (3) It contains 

important historical material, (4) It throws good 

light on the life of those, who played a prominent 

part in its establishment. Let us discuss these 
points in details:— 

(1) It gives us a good idea of the proficiency of 
the artists of those times. Of course, it is not the 

best model of ancient sculpture. For further details 

see picture No. 54, below. It was erected in B. C. 115. 

It, thus, represents antiquity in a good measure. 

(2) Details about it have been given on pp. 171 & 

201 and elsewhere. For the exact number of pages, 
see the index. 

(3) It throws good light on king Kalki, much 

definite information about whom is not hitherto 
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available. ( Vide the account of Agnimitra). The re- 

installation ceremony of this Sthpa was performed 

in B. C. 115, and 65 years before that, it was 

destroyed by Agnimitra. This means that there is 

close connection between the assumption of the 

title Kalki by Agnimitra and the original name 

(Vodva Stupa or Deva-rachit Stflpa) of this Stupa. 

(4) The Queen-consort of Mahaksatrap Rajuvul 

got it re-installed. All the Ksaharata chiefs were 

invited to attend the ceremony. This showed that 

the Ksaharafas were very devotedly attached to 

their religion, namely Jainism. 

This is, in brief, the account of the Stupa. In 

course of time, however, like many other relics of 

antiquity, it underwent through many vicissitudes 

and was found to form a part of a certain goddess 

(The Small-pox Goddess). At present, it is kept 

in the museum at London. On pp. 135, Vol. IX, 

of Epigraphica Indica, it is stated:—“ The object 

of the inscription is to record a religious donation 

on the part of the chief queen of Satrap Rajuvul... 

Found on the steps of an altar devoted to Sitala 

on a site belonging to low caste Hindus at Mathura... 

Secured by Dr.Bhagavanlal who brought it to Bombay; 

then presented to British Museum where it lies at 

present. Being contemporary vnth Taxilla plate, this 

can be placed as nearly 6. C. 42.” 

Inner The Pillar inscription of Samath. The sculpture of 

cover this pillar has elicited the praise of all the sculptors 

and art-experts of the world. Details about it have 

been given in the previous volumes. Its picture has 

been given here, in order to facilitate comparison 

with the picture of the Lion-capital of Mathura, 

which has also htxn given here. The Mathura- 

pillar was erected nearly 125 years sfter the er^tioo 
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of the Sarnath Pillar. Priyadar^in, a staunch Jain 

like Rajuvul, but a more powerful emperor than he, 

erected it. 

104 Portrait-head of Demetrius, the Yona chief who 

first established a foreign kingdom in India. 

106 Portrait-head of Menander. He was at first a 

favourite general of Demetrius. They have put on 

helmets in such a way, that unlike other European 

kings, their necks are properly covered, which is a 

sign of respectibility in the Aryan culture. These 

portrait-heads are reprints from their coins. 

143 Portrait-head of Nahapin. Many foreign chiefs 

have got their coins minted. These coins contain 

art, religious symbols and portrait-heads and so, 

are extremely valuable and reliable pieces of historical 

evidences as well as informations. Nahapaij's coins 

contain the best sort of information about him. 

The system introduced by him is seen to be 

continued without any vital changes. Portrait-heads 

are generally found with crowns on the head, in 

imitation of his portrait-head. For further details 

vide the chapters on coins. 

164 Portrait-head of Chastha^. Like No. 14, Chastha^’s 

coin has also been set up as a standard. Both 

Nahapa? and Chasthap belong to different races, 

and to difierent places. Their coins are how¬ 

ever, similar. 

176 The portrait-head of Rajuvul. His territorial extent 

was less than that of Chastha? or of NahapaQ. 

Nevertheless, he was a powerful king endowed with 

all the virtues of the other two. He was, in religions 

matters, more devout than they; the Lion-capital 

Pillar was re-installed by his Chief Queen. It has 
pade their names long lasting. 
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18 185 Portrait-head of Mahaksatrap Patik of Mathura. 

It is a reprint from his coins. He was very much 

devoted to religion, as is shown in the account 
of his life. 

25 308 Portrait-head of Hvardatta Abhir. He was one of 

the Sakas who had settled in Govardhan Samay, 

the capital of which was Nasik. ^aka Chiefs were 

appointed as governors over this region during the 

time of the Chasthaijas. Later on, when the time 

was opportune, they proclaimed themselves inde¬ 

pendent rulers. Their leader assumed the title 

Mahaksatrap and founded the Abhira dynasty. He 

also started an era in the name of the dynasty. 
It is known as the Kalchuri or Chedi era. 

26 305 This is the portrait-head of Dharsen, who succeeded 

Hvardatta after an interval of nearly 250 years. 

He continued the era founded by his predecessor; 

but he changed the name of the dynasty to Trai- 

kutak, deriving it from the name of the mountain 

—Trirasmi—in that region. These two were thus the 

most important and the most prominent members 

of the dynasty. Details about them have been given 
in a special chapter XI, at the end of Part VII. 

33-38 400 Details about all the nine eras that were founded 

in Ancient India, are given in this volume. Some 

eras were founded by kings in commemoration of 

their names. Others were started voluntarily by the 

people in commemoration of, either a religious 

prophet or of a king. Of the nine persons—prophets 

or kings—cennected with the eras, the portrait- 

heads of six are available. All the six have been 

printed here. Of these No. 33 to 35 show Mahavir 

Buddha, and Christ respectively. The remaining 

three are the portrait-heads of the three kings, who 

either founded or are connected with, an era. Their 

names are*.—Nahapa^;, Kani§ka 1, and Cbai;|haQ. 
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The Ksaharata era was founded by Nahapaij. 

It was dated from the beginning year of the reign 

of his father—Bhumak—as a mark of respect. 

Bhumak struck no coins and erected no inscription. 

Nahapaii dated the events described in his inscriptions 

in this era, even during the life-time of Bhumak. All 

Ksaharata chiefs—Rajuvul, Sodas, Liak and Patik— 

made use of this era, in the inscriptions and 

plates. Hence, it has been given the general name, 
K^harata era. 

We have given the name “ Ku^an ” to the era 

started by Kaniska, though the era was founded 

by him and was dated from the first year of his 

reign. The choice of the word “Ku^an” is due to its 

being well-known in history. Again, Kaniska was 

not the founder of the Ku^ana dynasty. His grand¬ 

father Kuzula Kadaphisis I, was the founder and 

his father Vima Kadaphisis II, was the first to put 

his footsteps into India; however “Ku^an” represents 
the whole dynasty. 

The last is the portrait-head of Chastha^. The era 

founded by him has been given the name Chasthao” 

era by us. He began the dating of his era from the 

first year of the reign of his father-Ghsamotik-as 

a mark of respect for him. Hence, we have given 

the name of the dynasty to the era, rather than 

of any individual member of the dynasty, or of the 

race to which he belonged. Chastha? belonged to 

the Kus3na race and it was necessary to distinguish 

him and his era from the other Kudins and their 

era. Again, Gh^motik was not as powerful as hia 

son. So, taking into consideration all these circum* 

stances, the name "Cha^haoa era” has been found 
to be the most appropriate of all. 

The last three pictures are reprints from coins; the 
first three have been made out from idols. 



Details about decorative pictures 

Part V 

Chapter I—The sacrificial horse is let loose by Agnimitra. 

While fighting against the Yavanas, Vasumitra loses his life. The 

horse is led further after re-instatements have been sent by 

Agnimitra. 

Chapter II—Patanjali has firmly established a rigorously 

Brahminic regime. The Jains are persecuted by Brahmins. All 

sorts of atrocities are perpetrated upon them. Religious propa¬ 

ganda by means, fair as well as foul—is in full force. A smoke- 

prevailing scene represents the degradation of the moral of 

the people. 

Chapter III—The power of the incarnation of Kalki-sword 

in hand-spreads in all the corners of the world. A city has 

fallen a prey to a gigantic flood which has played a havoc there. 
Agnimitra is delighted at his marriage with princess Malavika 

through the good offices of his queen consort, Dhari^i. 

Chapter IV—A nation steeped in luxury and licenticmsness 

is bound to fall. Crime was rampant in the ^unga kii^idcwa 

during its latter days. Heliodorus, the Yona representative gc^ a 
pillar erected as mark of his devotion to Krs^a, 

Part VI 

Chapter I—From B. C. 600 to B. C. 300 India fell conti¬ 

nuously a prey to foreign invasions. Some foreign invaders returned 

home laden with rich booty. Some settled in India. Of those, who 

settled were Ksatraps, Ku^ans and §akas. 

Chapter II—The Yavanas are seen turning their back upon 

India after being severely beaten by the Indians. The Aivame^ 

sacrifice is left half-finished and Sumitra dies. The Yona chiefs 



who have settled in India, introduce the Indian system in 

their coins. 

Chapter III—The Brahmi and the Kharosthi scripts are 

seen shaking hands as a sign of mutual borrowings. The Sun 
and the Moon shower their blessings upon these scripts, which 

seem to be related as mother and son. 

Chapter IV—Nahapaij the wise ruler of Avanti, is seen 

making provision for wells and other means of public welfare. 
Nahapaij cherished ambitions of expanding his trade inland as 

well as foreign. 

Chapter V—The chief queen of Mahaksatrap Rajuvul per¬ 
forms the re-installation ceremony of the Lion-capital Pillar at 
Mathura. The Brahmins are given perfect religious liberty. The 
king is seen absorbed in the contemplation of spiritual bliss near 

the idol of TIrthankar. 

Chapter VI—Jainism was at its zenith in Mathura. Buddha 
offers his own head to the hungry tiger. The name Taxilla 
owes its existence to this incident of selflessness. 

Chapter VII—The old Mauryas and the new Mauryas in 
the south are seen treating each other very cordially. The Persian 
Empire is making rapid inroads in India. 

Chapter VIII—India was partly ruled by the Persians and 

partly by the Indians themselves. During these times many 
foreign invasions took place both by land and by sea. 

Chapter IX—Coins of Menander are seen near Broach. The 
^kas were all powerful in India at that time. Powerful races 
were busy establishing power over Saurastra. 

Chapter X—The Abhirs, though they were breeders of 

cattle, were none the less a warlike people. They descended 
from the ^ahi kings of Saurastra. !Rsabhadatta married the 
daughter of Nahapajj. 

Chapter XI—In ancient times, hills, vallesrs, dales or 
adjoining plateaux were selected for erecting temples. Stfipas were 
also built on such sites; and as a result of war one nation used 

to vanish to be supplanted^by another. 
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Part VII 

Chapter I—Human intellect works perversely in times of 

adversity. Sarasvati, a Jaina nun, is being forcibly carried away 

to the palace by the servants of the king. Her brother, Kaliksuri, 

an influential Jaina monk, resorts to the ^akas as an extreme 

measure. The ^aka soldiers stuff the mouth of Gardabhil with 

arrows and thus effectively prevent him from braying like an ass- 

an act which would have killed all who heard it. The Gardabhila 

king sues for peace. 

Chapter 11—King Udayan renounced the world, entered the 

Jaina Holy Orders and entrusted the throne to his nephew. The 

new king began to perpetrate all kinds of actrocities upon his 

subjects. When Udayan—now a monk-returned to his capital to 

give good advice to his nephew, the latter tried to poison 

him to death. 

The §aka-rule over Avanti was no less cruel. At last Vikra- 

maditya extirpated them. Rows of lamps were lighted in the 

temple of Mahavir in commemoration of the place were he died. 

Chapter III—Vikramaditya was a wise and popular king. He 

always risked his life for the sake of his people and visited all 

sorts of places alone, at all odd times. He also established 
an observatory. 

Part VIII 

Chapter I—Vikramaditya is still fresh in the memory of 

the people on account of his era, which is widely prevalent at 

present. The Mahavira era is represented by a lotus which blooms 

in autumn and which withers in winter. 

Chapter II—Priyadar^in’s empire, one can say without much 

fear of exaggeration, spread to almost every corner of Ihe world. 

Many eras merge themselves into one principal era, which in the 
form of a lamp, emits powerful light. 
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47 Agnimitra was at first the commander-in-chief of 

the lastMaurya king. When he found that Mauryan 
empire was fast dwindling down, he took the reins 
of the government in his own hands. He consolidated 
his power at home first. Then he began his conquests 

and became the emperor of a mighty empire. 

71 Downfall of Sunga empire. Though A^oka and 
Agnimitra were both powerful emperors, yet it was 

a different story with their successors. Anoka’s 
successor was the mighty Priyadar^in, while the 

successors of Agnimitra steeped themselves in luxury 

and vice, and consequently lost the empire. Foreigners 

are, once more seen, re-establishing their power as 

a consequence. 

84 The earth was no doubt believed to be round in 

old times. Several oceans and lands-both circular in 

shape-however surrounded it alternately. The map 
illustrates this view-point. The last circle contains 
a mountain. Then follows the land-the bourne where 
no man or no bird can remain alive. 

89 In Jambudwip there was a large peninsula named 

^akadwip. Later on, both these Dwipas combined 
and became one strech of land. An idea is given 

of the political formation of various countries out 
of this combination. 

89 The map shows the place of the origin of the Ar3ran8 
and of the old sages and saints. 

149 Map showing the territorial extent of Nahapaij K^baraf. 

He established a reign of peace and order in India. 

257 It seems that peace was not the lot of India in 
those times. The moment Nahapai? died, foreign 
invasions began to take place as frequently as before. 

People were very unhappy. Kings had adopted the 
policy of self-preservation. 
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Acharya Kalik-suri incited the Sakas to invade India. 
He had to resort to this measure when the Gardabhila 

king turned a deaf ear to his importunities to set 
his sister at liberty. The ^akas landed in SaurfipStra 
and established his power there and in Sind. When 
the monsoon was over, they invaded Avanti, and 
conquered it. Gardabhil fled away. The last Saka 

king died in forest while pursuing the Arisfakarija 
^atakarni, who had helped Gardabhil. 

8 345 The map shows that, north India was under the rule 
of the Indo-Parthian emperor Aziz I, western India 
was under the rule of the ^akas, and the Andhras 

were supreme in south India. It is a wonder, why 

Aziz did not try to grab the kingdom of Avanti, 
when it was in a state of turmoil under the ^akas. 

9 353 Map showing the region around Bhilsa. Details about 

it have been given on pp. 178 & seq. of Vol. I (Vol. 
I, Intro, pp. 31; description of Map No. 4 & picture 

No. 27 there). We may add here, that many events 
connected with the life of Mahavir have taken place 
here. It is a very holy place of the Jains. 

10 377 Map showing the territorial extent of ^akari Vikrama- 
ditya. He established his power over all the regions 
which were under the rule of the Sakas. He established 
a reign of peace and order. People were happy and 
contented. 

11 393 Map showing the territorial extent of Vikrama-charitra, 

the grandson of Vikramaditya. He was known in 
the Punjab through a legend. When the last Indo- 
Parthian emperor Go^dofarnes, left India for good, 

the whole of his kingdom, was annexed by Vikrama- 

charitra. The Andhra empire was intact because the 

Andhras always maintained friendly relations with the 
Gardabhils. They had also helped him in recovering 

their lost throne. They took a prominent part in 
extirpating the Sakas and re-established the seat of 

their capital in Paithaij. In short, the people wer^ 
happy under their rule also. 
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PART 5 

The Sungas 

I Chapter Sungabhrtya and Sunga Dynasty 

II Chapter Sungabhrtya Pusyamitra 

III Chapter The Sunga Dynasty 

(1) Agnimitra 

IV Chapter End of the Sunga Dynasty 

(2-3) Odrak and Bhagvat 

(4-7) Five Petty Sunga Kings 



Chapter I 

Sungabhrtya or Sunga Dynasty 

Synopsis:—Plan of chapters—some changes in it. 

Distinction between " Sungabhrtya ” and “ Sunga —Duration 

of the dynasty as “ sungabhHya ” and as “ Sunga'' 

Details about Pusyamitra, Agnimitra and Vasumitra—doubts 

and difficulties pertaining to them—Durations of their reigns 

and problems concerning them—List of the names of the remaining 

kings and a discussion about the duration of the whole dynasty. 

Salient dates in the lives of Pu^amitra, Agnimitra and 

Vasumitra—Dynastic list based upon the authority of numerous 

Puratias and corrections in it—A correct dynastic list of the 

whole $unga dynasty. 



Dynastic list Cbaptsf 2 

Sunga dynasty 

Immediately after the end of the Maurya dynasty, the Mangas ^ 

became the rulers of Ujjain-Avanti. Their rule 
The dynastic list lasted for 90 years, from B. C. 204 to B. C. 

114, or from A. M. 323 to A. M. 413. 

The divergences between the accounts given by the Jaina 
writers and by the Vedic writers, require elucidation here. The 

author of Parisista-parva has given an account 
A note to historians of the kings that ruled over Avanti, right from 

the Nirvan of Mahavir to the time of ^akari 
Vikramaditya, i. e. for 470 years. The three verses which contain 
this account have been variously misinterpreted by many a 

historian and antiquarian. These misinterpretations have resulted 
into errors in the dates of the kings of the whole Maurya 
dynasty. We have dealt with this problem in Vol. I. Pp. 202, and 

have given there the true interpretation of these verses. The 
dates of the rule of the Sunga dynasty have not enjoyed immunity 
from these errors. 

According to the Jaina writer the rule of the ^ungas lasted 
for 90 years. The Vedic writers, on the other hand, have given 

112 years to their credit.® So, we have to explain the cause 
of this difference of 22 years. The explanation is as follows:— 

While giving the account of the reign of any king, the Jaina 
writer always clings to the habit of giving the dates of his rule 

beginning from his accession to the throne. The Vedic writers, 
on the other hand, have been found to have taken into account 

the dates when a particular person had not actually ascended the 
throne, but was merely either the prime-minister or the command¬ 

er-in-chief or in some position of power. They seem to have 

drawn little distinction between King de facto and King de jure. 
When a person was powerful enough to overshadow the actual 

(1) C. H. I. pp. 514:—The origin is obscure. Their name which means “fig- 
tree” may perhaps be tribal, 

(2) See Pargiter’s “Dynastic list of the Kali Age.” 
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king, they have begun to consider him as king himself, and have 

included his period of pre-kingship, into the duration of his 

reign.® They have particularly adopted this method when the 
person in question has happened to have been a follower of the 

Vedic religion. That they have done so with regard to the §unga 
kings is quite obvious. The first twenty-two years of the political 

career of Pusyamitra, the founder of the Sunga dynasty, were 
spent by him as a servant-may be a servant of power and 

position and perhaps wielding more authority than the king in 
question-( Bhrtya^ ) of the Maurya dynasty and of the Andhra 

dynasty. During the later years of his life he acted as the regent 

of Agnimitra, and had retired from active political life. 

We have stated in chapter VI of Vol. II that the last kings 
of the Mauryan dynasty were little more than figureheads, and 

that the real power lay in the hands of Pusyamitra, the 

commander-in-chief, who was appointed there by Satvahana kings 
of the Andhra dynasty. Thus we see that though Pusyamitra wielded 

more power than the kings themselves, yet he was, in fact, a 

servant of the Mauryas through the Andhras. So this period of 

his pre-kingship can be truly called as the rule of the Sungabhr- 

tya® dynasty. This period comprised 22 years. The remaining 90 
years were the years during which the Sungas ruled as kings, 

both de facto and de jure. 

The Jaina writers have refrained from the use of the term 

“ Bhrtya ”, because they had no necessity to do so. They were 

(3) Same was the condition with calculation of the duration of the rule 

of Nandivardhan of the Naga dynasty, Cbandragupta of the Maurya dynasty 

and of A^ka. We have discussed and fixed their periods of rule in their 

accounts. 

(4) See f. n. no. 5 below. 

(5) Scholars have interpreted the word jgungabhrtya as “ The servant of 

Sunga ”. This Interpretation is misleading. The real meaning of the word is 

“ A Sunga servant," i. e. a servant who descended from the dynasty of that 

name. (The word “Andhrabhrtya” in vol. IV, ia to be interpreted similarly. 

Cf. vol. I. Pp. 151 and seq. with f. n. given there. Further in this volume 

and f. n. below). 



4 Another poiht of difference Chapter 

concerned with those kings who were kings both in name and 

in power. 

The Jaina writer, the author of Parisisfa-parva, states that 

the rule of Pusyamitra and Agnimitra lasted for 30 years,® and 

that the rule of Balamitra and Bhanumitra lasted 

Another point of for the remaining 60 years. Thus he gives 
difference only four names and distributes 90 years among 

them as stated above. The Vedic writers, on 

the other hand, have given 8 to 10 names,^ and have distributed 

the years as follows;— 

Pusyamitra = 38 years. 

Agnimitra =7 „ 

Vasumitra =7 „ 
The remaining 

kings from Sujyestha 

to Devabhuti® = 60 „ 

112 total. 

We shall now attempt to explain this difference;— 

The Jaina writer has assigned 30 years to Pusyamitra and 

Agnimitra and has not mentioned Vasumitra at all. This means 

that, only the first two must have actually ascended the throne, 
and that Vasumitra must have not. He might have, no doubt, 

held a position of great power during the rules of the first two. 

The Puragas have given his name on account of the reason 

which we stated just above. In the dynastic list given by them, they 

have also mentioned “ Vasumitra II ”. This means that, according 

to them, there was a “Vasumitra I”. Again in the famous play 
of Kalidas,—“ Malvikagnimitram ”, there is a character named 

“Vasumitra”. He is treated there as an independent king. This 

can only mean that the Vedic writers are in the habit of considering 

that person as a king, who wielded much power. In short, 

(6) For further explanation vide further pages. 

(7) i The list of names is given later on. 

(8) See f. n. no. 7 above. 
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we can safely assign the first 30 years, out of the aggregate of 90, 
to Pusyamitra, Agnimitra and Vasumitra. The first twenty-two 
years of the pre-kingship period of Pusyamitra may be added to 

this, making a total of 52 years. Some Puranik writers^ distribute 
these 52 years in the following manner;-38 to Pusyamitra; 7 to 

Agnimitra and 7 to Vasumitra. Any way, the total number of 
years comes to 52, though there exists a sort of riddle as to their 
distribution among the kings concerned. We shall tackle the problem 

later on. Thus both the jaina and the Vedic writers are correct 
in their own way. We may divide the period of Sunga rule 

as follows;— 

(1) The first twenty-two years;—the period during which 
Pusyamitra was the commander-in-chief of the Mauryas. We can 
call this period as the rule of the Sunga-bhrtya dynasty. 

(2) The next thirty years;—the period of independent rule and 
kingship of Pusyamitra, Agnimitra and Vasumitra. 

(3) The last sixty years;—the period of the rule of the 
remaining Sunga kings. 

According to some of the Puranas, the names of the remaining 

kings and the years of their rule aro given as follow;—Sujyestha=7 

years; Pulindik=3 years; Ghos=3 years; Vasu- 
The remaining kings mitra II =7 years; Odrak=7 years and Devbhuti 

=10 years. This amounts to 37 years of rule 

among six kings. Other Puranas have given other lists and have 

distributed different numbers of years to the kings. One of them 
has given one more name;-Bhagavat, and has ascribed 22 years 

of rule to him. We can deduce one thing from all these; during 

the rule of these five, six or seven kings, no event of any 
importance must have taken place, from the view point of the Vedic 

writers. If at all any event must have taken place, it must have 
been disgraceful to the Vedic religion, and hence they must have 

thought it proper to omit to mention it. Any event, enhancing 

the credit of the religion, must have been dealt with relish and 

gusto by them. 

(9) See t a, no. 7 above. 



The problem of the distribution of the years of rule Chapter 

The Jaina writers on the other hand have given only two 

names, viz, Balamitra and Bhanumitra, and have assigned the 
remaining 6o years to them. To understand this difference, one 
has to know the method of the narration of the Jaina writers. 
The Vedic writers, as we already know, have, not only not omitted 

the most unimportant kings, but have also included in the list 
those, who actually did not ascend the throne, but wielded much 
power. The author of Parisista-parva was concerned with the 

names of those persons who actually ascended the throne of 
Avanti, and out of them too, with those of any historic impor¬ 

tance. He has given the names, in order to indicate the period, 
during which Avanti was under the rule of a particular dynasty. 

It was not his intention to give an exhaustive account of these 
dynasties. So, when he gave only two names, viz, Balamitra and 
Bhanumitra for a period of sixty years, we naturally come to 

the conclusion that he must have meant “Balamitra, Bhanumitra 

and others”. 
The reader will now see that the divergences between the 

accounts of the Jaina w'riters and of the Vedic writers, are only 
apparent and not fundamental. Only, he has to understand them 

from the view-points of these writers. 

The conclusions that are drawn above, may be open to 

question as long as they are not substantiated by some convincing 
pieces of evidence. In this connection, we have 

The problem of the quoted a famous aphoristic sentence from Mr. 
distribution^of the Smith^® and have put it into practice 

years o e y(,}jjlg arranging the dynastic lists in Volume I 

and II. A body of history must be supported upon a skeleton 

of chronology and without chronology history is impossible. Again, 

a chronological piece of evidence is not only well nigh irrefutable, 

but also a guide to further deductions. An attempt of the kind 
is made below. 

Both the Vedic and the Jaina writers are unanimous in stating 

that^\ there was to flourish a king named Kalki 124 years before 

(10) Vide vol. I. Intro, pp. 10. 

(11) For further details vide the account of Agnimitra. 
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the Vikrama Era and that he would die at the age of 86. This 

king, thus, must have flourished in 181 B. C. ( 57 B. C. the 

beginning of the Vikrama Era+ 124 years ), or 
Pufyamitra in 470-124=346 A. M. We have now to decide 

whether this year was the date of Kalki’s birth 

or of the beginning of his rule as a king or of his assuming the 

title “Kalki”. 

We shall give later on an account of Kalki. That account 
is convincing enough to come to the conclusion that Kalki was 

the title given to Pusyamitra. Even according to foreign writers, 
Pusyamitra was a very powerful king. We shall show presently, 
however, that I'Calki was the title given to Agnimitra, the son 

of Pusyamitra. Pusyamitra began his career as a commander-in¬ 

chief and a commander-in-chief, cannot be called a king, however 

powerful he must have been. Again, when he actually ascended 

the throne, he was very old and about to retire from active life. 
He did actually live a retired life, (in the same manner in which 

A^oka had spent the remaining 19 years of his life after the 

coronation ceremony of Priyadarsin ). Agnimitra, the actual king, 

respected his father and treated him with honour. So the Vedic 
writers have described this period of retirement as the period of 

active kingship by Pusyamitra. We can now divide his political 
career as follows:— 

(1) As commander-in-chief during 

the Mauryan rule. 22 Years 
(2) The remaining years as his 

period of retirement. 16 Years 

38 Years 

The Jaina writers, as we have already seen, have ascribed 

30 years to Pusyamitra and Agnimitra together. This can be 

explained as follows:— 

Had Pusyamitra been an independent ruler at any time and 
for any number of years, the Jaina writers must have mentioned 

that number against his name alone. That they have not done 

so, means that he had not, at any time, enjoyed that position. 
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For the first twenty-two years of his political career he was the 
commander-in-chief of the Mauryas, and for the remaining sixteen 
years he was the regent of his son Agnimitra, who was on the 
throne. The 38 years ascribed to Pusyamitra by the Puratias can 
be explained in this way only. Now the reader will understand 

that out of the 30 years ascribed to Pusyamitra and Agnimitra 
together, by the Jaina writers. Pusyamitra was the regent of 

Agnimitra for the first sixteen years, and for the remaining four¬ 
teen years Agnimitra was the independent ruler. It becomes quite 
clear from this that for all the thirty years, the king de jure was 
Agnimitra, while Pusyamitra never enjoyed that position during 
his life. Hence Pusyamitra’s name is not included- in the list 
of Sunga kings’^*. It is only proper to call him ^ungabhrtya. 

The Vedic writers have stated that he died at the age of 
80,^® (or of 88). We can now state the dates of the main 

events of his life as follows:— 

Birth-.- A. M. B. C. Age No. of years for which be held 
276 0 0 the position. 

Commander 
-in-chief 222 

226 
to 

204 

50 
to 
72 

22 

Regentship= 323 204 72 16 

to to to — 

339 188 88 38 
Death 339 188 88 0 

(12) Ind. His. Quart. V. No. 3. (Sept. 1929). Pp. 397;—“In Divyavadau, 

XXIX, PuSyamitra is represented as the last king of the Maurya Dynasty 

and not the first king of Sunga dynasty.’* 

(13) If we take it for granted that he died at the age of 80, we shall 

also have to accept the theory that he became the father of a son, when he 

was only eight years old; his son was born in A. M. 267, while his own 

year of birth would come to A. M. 259—B. C. 268. So, it is more reasonable 

to accept, that he died at the age of 88- It is possible that the original 

number in the manuscript must have been 88, out of which the digit in the 

unit’s place must have worn away in course of time. The scribe must have 

hence written down 80, just for want of any clear digit, 
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In tlie commentaries of Amarako^ Agnimita has been 
described as a Chakravarti—i. e. an all-powerful king. An account 

of his life justifies this description. He was a 
Agnimitra powerful and valorous king with a masterful 

personality. As marks of his brilliant rule, two 
A^vamedha sacrifices were performed by him under the supervision 
of Patafijali, the royal preceptor. The account of Kalki—it will 
be given later—as given in the Puranas, agrees in all respects 
with the account of Agnimitra. 

We shall now turn to the question whether B. C. 181 orA. M. 
346 was the year of the death of Kalki or whether that was the 
year in which the title “ Kalki ” was assumed by him, after 
performing some notable acts of valour. On it depends the fixation 

of the dates of the rule of the Sunga dynasty. 
We have already stated above that the role of the ^unga 

dynasty, and so of Agnimitra the first actual king, began in A. M. 
323 or B. C. 204. His rule lasted for 30 years, i. e. he died in 

353 A. M. Now the name Kalki came to light in 346 A. M., as 
we have already calculated above. The Puranas have stated that 
Agnimitra lived for nearly eight years after he performed the 
second Asvamedha sacrifice. So he must have performed this 
sacrifice in 346 A. M. then must have assumed the title of Kalki. 
In short, Agnimitra performed the second Asvamedha sacrifice in 
346 A. M.=181 B. C. and thenceforth the Jaina writers have 

described him as Kalki. 
Agnimitra died in A. M. 353 or B. C. 174 at the age of 86. 

This means that he was born in^® 267 A. M. = B. C. 260. We 
have given below the main dates of his life:— 

Birth. 

during the re¬ 
gency of his 
father. 

A. M. B. C. Age Period for which he held 
the position. 

267 260 0 0 years 
323 204 56 
to to to 16 years 

339 188 72 

(14) See f. n. no. 16 below and the matter concerning it. 

(15) Cf. f. n. no* 13 above. 
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(2) as an in- 339 188 72 
dependent to to to 14 years. 

ruler. 353 174 86 

Assumption of 
th? title, 346 

“ Kalki” 
181 79 7 years^® 

Death 353 174 86 

It has been stated about Vasumitra that at a particular time 

-the time when he came into power-in the life of Pusymitra his 

age was twenty^’. According to some Puranas 

Vasumitra he lived for seven years after this^®; while 

according to others he lived for ten years. 

Let us fix this particular time. It can be any one of the following;- 

Birth Death 

(1) When Pusyamitra became B. C. 246 B. C. 219 or 216 

commander-in-chief B. C. 226 A. M. 281 A. M. 308 or 311 

(2) When Pusyamitra retired and B. C. 224 B. C. 197 to 194 

Agnimitra came to the throne A. M. 303 A. M. 330 to 333 
in B. C. 204 

(3) When Pusyamitra died and B. C. 208 B. C. 181 to 178 
Agnimitra became independ- A. M. 319 A. M. 346 to 349 

ent king in B. C. 188 

Now we have to decide which of the above three dates are 

true. Let us take the first dates, viz. birth in B. C. 246. His 
father Agnimitra himself was born in 260 B. C. So in B. C. 246 

he must have been only fourteen, and he must have married 

at the age of twelve. This is far from acceptable. Again, if we 

accept that he was born in B. C. 246, his death must have taken 

place at the latest in B. C. 216, taking into consideration that 
his life lasted for not more than thirty years. Now this could not 

have been the case; because he was alive, when after ascending 

(16) Bh. S. I. pp. 225, “ Agnimitra, the son of Pusyamitra ruled for 

eight years only.” Cf. f, n. no. 26 below. 

(17) J. B. O. R. S. vol. 13, pp. 240 to pp. 250. 

(18) Vide Supra. 

(19) Read further. 
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the throne in B. C. 204. Agnimitra became a sovereign emperor. 
Turning to the second set of dates, the year of his birth seems 

to be unobjectionable enough; but we have to reject it when we 

take into consideration the propriety of the year of his death, 

which would be at the latest B. C. 194. He has been proved to 
have been living nearly six years after B. C. 149, i. e. in B. C. 

188, when Pusyamitra died and Agnimitra became independent 
king. According to the third set of dates, he was born in B. C. 208 
and he died at the latest in B. C. 178. Details given in the 

account of Agnimitra will prove that these dates are correct and 

that they satisfy all conditions. The incidents which go to prove 
the correctness of these dates will be described in detail there; 

but they may be mentioned below:—(1) The fights of Vasumitra 

with the Yavana chiefs on pitched battle-field; his victory in the 

first battle; while his defeat and death in the second. (2) His 

infatuation for the Yavana princess. (3) Incidents concerning the 

Asvamedha sacrifice; and so on. So we come to the conclusion 

that Vasumitra was born in B. C. 208. It is not certain whether 

he died in B. C. 181 or in B. C. 178. We can arrive at a certain 

measure of accuracy and definiteness by basing our calculations 
on the following incident. As far as our infonnation goes, Vasu¬ 

mitra was not alive in B. C. 181, when Agnimitra completed the 
second Asvamedha sacrifice and assumed the title “Kalki”. We 
might try to find out at what time exactly he died. The performer 

of the Asvamedha sacrifice had to let loose the sacrificial horse, 

a year before the beginning of the actual ceremony. The horse 

was led round the whole world, and the heir-apparent of the 

performer, or in his absence the nearest blood-relation, followed 

the horse and protected it. Vasumitra thus followed the sacrificial 

horse. When he reached the banks of the Sutalaj, the Yavana 

chiefs hindered the progress of the horse. Consequently, a battle 

took place; (The second incident of the two, mentioned above), 

in which Vasumitra lost his life. Agnimitra himself invaded the 

Yavanas, defeated them and then completed the Asvamedha 

sacrifice. So year of Vasumitra’s death can be fixed up as B. C. 

181, in which three important eyents took place one after another, 
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namely, in the beginning of B. C. 181 Vasumitra died while 
fighting against the Yavanas; immediately after that, Agnimitra 

invaded and defeated the Yavanas; a little later he completed 
the sacrifice and assumed the title Kalki. We can have from this 
some idea of the prowess of Agnimitra and of the resisting power 

of the Yavanas. 

The reader will note from the calculations and conclusions 

stated above, that Vasumitra died at the age of 27 and not at 
the age of 30. The Jaina writers have not mentioned his name 
in the dynastic list of the Sunga kings, because, as the reader 

now can clearly understand, that he never actually ascended the 
throne. He died during the life time of his father. We can arrange 
his main dates as follow;— 

A. M. B. C. Age Period for which he 

enjoyed the position 
Birth . 319 208 0 0 

As heir-apparent (when 339 188 20 7 

Pusyamitra died and 

Agnimitra became 

independent king). 

Death ... ... 346 181 27 0 

Thus we have clarified the dates of Pusyamitra, Agnimitra 

and of Vasumitra. For these thirty years, Agnimitra alone ruled 

as the king de Jure, while both Pusyamitra®® and Vasumitra, 

(20) J. O. B. R. S. vol. XX, no. 3 and 4, pp. 301:—“Senapatisya tftaya’ 

means, “the third from its Senapati” like the expression “Senapateh Pu§ya- 

mitrasya Sasthena” of the Ayodhya Inscription. 

The quotation is taken from Pandit Jayaswal’s account of the coins of 
Sumitra, who has described himself as the third from “Senapati” Pufyamitra. 

This proves that Pusyamitra was the first person in the dynasty, but he 

was never anything more than a commander-in-chief. Sumitra’s own description 

is evidence enough. 

Now this Sumitra will have to be placed somewhere in the Sunga dynasty; 
probably it was another name of SujyeStha who must have nasnmad ft to 
preserve the continuity of each Sunga king having “mitra” at the end of his 
same. Read further. 
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though they wielded positions of power, were only his helpers, 
the first as regent and the second as heir-apparent. Agnimitra 

was the first Sunga king de Jure and ruled for the first thirty 

years of the Sunga role. Dr. Bhaijdarkar has described them as 

contemporary rulers. Agnimitra was succeeded by Odrak or 

Balamitra, who can thus be called the second Sunga king. Five 
kings succeeded him one after another, thus making the total 

number of Sunga kings to have been seven. Sunga rule thus began 
from B. C. 204, when began the rule of Agnimitra. Pusyamitra 

and he alone—, can be described as the Sungabhrtya king. 

We know that six kings came to the throne after Agnimitra. 
Their rule lasted for 60 years in the aggregate. 

No event of any importance seems to have taken place during 
these years. A rock-inscription®^, however, deserves our notice as 

it leads to some tangible results. One of these 
The* remaining kings kings, Odrak by name, has got two rock- 

inscriptions erected, one during the tenth year 

of his reign and the other during the fourteenth®®. This means 

that Odraka’s reign must have lasted at least 15 years. Mr. Vincent 

Smith, in the third edition of E. H. I. states that a certain king, 
named Bhagavat, belonging to this dynasty, ruled for 32 years®®. 

The Jaina writers, as we have already seen, have given only two 
names—Balamitra and Bhanumitra—for all these sixty years. It 

is just probable that, Bhag,—the name goes to the credit of 

the Puraiias—, and Bhagavat—the name given by Mr. Vincent 

Smith, and Bhanumitra—the name filtering from the Jaina books—, 

may have been names of the same individual. The Greek history®*, 
on the other hand tells us that Menander was engaged in a battle 
with some §unga king in B. C. 150-154. As we have already 

shown above, no particular writer is wrong; each has written from 
a particular view-point; and to glean the grains of truth we have 

to try to understand the view-point of the writer; the apparent 

(21) See the rock-inscriptions of Kausanjbi-Prabhas; see f*n. no, 22 below* 

(22) Vide C. H. 1. pp. 522. 

(23) See the dynastic lists below. 

(24) Vide further for the account of Menander. 
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differences, then, will melt away of their own accord. Hence, we 

come to the conclusion that the king who succeeded Agnimitra, 
was named Balamitra, and that he ruled for seventeen years. 
Bhanumitra succeeded Balamitra, and ruled for the remaining 15 

years, thus making a total of 32 years between Balamitra and 
himself. Then we can easily fix up Bhanumitra as a contemporary 

of Menander. (Vide his account). The remaining four kings may 
be given the remaining 28 years. 

The dynastic list of the ^ungas®®—including that of Sunga- 
bhrtya—is given below;— 

(25) The dynastic lists with details about them are given below:— 

( i) Mr. Pargiter's list, based on the evidence of many Puranas; P. K. 

List pp» 70. 

Pufyamitra 36 

Agnimitra 8 

Sujyestha 7 

Vasumitra 10 (See f. n. no. 19 above). 

Andhrak 2 

Pulindik 3 

Ghos 3 

Vajramitra 9 

Bhagavat 32 

Devbhuti 10 

120 

(ii) Mr. Vincent Smith; E. H. 1. Third Edition, pp. 204; f. n. no. 

PuSyamitra 36 

Agnimitra 8 

Vasumitra 10 

Andhrak 2 

Pulindik 3 

Ghos 3 

Vajramitra 9 

Bhagavat 32 

Devbhuti 10 

113 

1:~ 

(iii) C. H. I. pp. 118; the list is the same as given by Mr. Pargiter. 

(List (i) above). 
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Name A. M. B. C. Years 

^ungabhftya 301-323 226-204 22 

Pusyamitra 301-323 
323-339 

226-204 
204-218 

22 ( 
.e 

Remarks 

38 

As the commander-in* 
chief of the Maurya kings. 

Sungabhrtya 
in retirement. 

{iv) “ Buddhiprakas ” vol. 76, pp. 88; the lir.t arranged by Dinan 
Bahadur Kesavalal Harsadaray Dhruv, after his research work upon Vayupuran;— 

PuSyamitra 37 

Agnimitra 30 

Sujyeftha 7 

Vasumitra 7 

Pulindik 3 

Ghos 3 

Vasumitra 7 

Odrak 7 

Devbhuti 10 

111 

(V) J. A. S. B. vol. 49 (1880), part I. pp. 21 to 29; Mr. A. C. Carlyle 

of the Indian Archeological Survey, has given the following list of the kings 

of “ Mitra ” dynasty. The list is based on a study of coins unearthed by him. 

The reader has to understand that the names given by him are not in order 

of succession. He has given these names as he found them upon the coins. 

He has given no details about the “ Mitra ” dynasty, nor even suggested any 

connection between it and the 8unga dynasty. (The Persian kings also boast 

of descent from the Raghu dynasty of Dilipa. Their names also end'in “Mitra”)* 

1 PuSyamitra 

2 Bhadraghos 

3 Suryamitra 

4 Anumitra 

5 Bhanumitra 

6 Agnimitra 

7 Falgunimitra 

8 Bhumimitra 

9 Indramitra 

10 Vijayamitra 

11 Satyamitra 

12 Sayamitra 

13 Ayumitra 

14 Dhruvamitra 

Mr. Carlyle himself has not seen the coin of Dhruvamitra. He has stated 
that Mr. Cunningham had seen it. 
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^UNGA DYNASTY 323-413 204-114 90 

Name A. M. B. C. Years 

(1) Agnimitra; The founder of 

the ^unga dynasty 

(a) during the life-time of 
•> 

Pusyamitra 323-339 204-188 16 

(b) As an independent king®® 

but without any title. 339-346 188-181 7 > 

(c) As sovereign emperor 

with the title, Kalki. 346-353 181-174 7 

(Inclusive of) J 

Heir-apparent Vasumitra. 339-346 187-181 7 

(2) Odrak alias Balamitra. 353-370 174-157 
] 

(3) Bhag alias Bhagavat 

alias Bhanumitra. 370-385 157-142 15 J 
(4) Sujyestha alias Sumitra®^ 385-392 142-135 7 ■ 
(5) Ghos®’^ 392-396 135-131 4 

(6) Vasumitra®’ 396-403 131-124 7 

(7) Devbhuti®’ 403-413 124-114 10 , 

30 

32 

28 

90 

(26) See f* q« no. 16 above; for the first seven years he was an inde¬ 

pendent king without any title; for the next seven years he was a sovereign 
emperor with the title “ Kalki 

(27) We have given 28 years in the aggregate to these four kings. The 

years assigned to the first three kings are liable to change^ as we have no 

conclusive piece of evidence to settle them with a ring of finality about thenif 

The last king, DevbhutI, had, however, definitely 10 years of rule. 



Chapter II 

Synopsis:—Details about the origin and birth of Pusyamitra 

—His devotedness to his religion and his zeal for religious 

propaganda— 

(7) Emperor Kharvel of Kaling; (2) ^rimukh, the founder 

of the Andhra dynasty, (3) Menander-Merander, the Yavan 

chief; (4) Brhaspatimitra, the Magadha emperor; these four have 

been stated to have been contemporaries of Pu^amitra by historians; 

a detailed discussion of it and reference to vol. I, pp. 151 and 

seq, ... 

Details about Patafljali and Pusyamitra and their religious 

propaganda;—Origin of PataHjali—The time when he flourished; 

Character Judies of both—Comparison as regards some incidents 

of th^ lives. 
■ a 
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PUSYAMITRA 

We have already explained that Pusyamitra himself cannot 
be included in the list of §unga kings. So, in an account of the 

Sunga dynasty, his account cannot appropriately 

SufiKabhrtya be incorporated. He was, however, mainly 
Pusyamitra instrumental in wresting power from the 

Mauryas. In an account of the origin of the 
dynasty, some details of his life would not only be proper to 
be given but also necessary. 

Several details about him have already been given in the 
chapter on the decline of the Maurya dynasty, and several others 
will be given while writing the accounts of Patafijali and Agnimitra. 

Little information is available about his native-place. The 
pieces of information at hand are as follow; A writer says;— 

“ Pusyamitra belonged to Sunga dynasty, a branch of the 
Bharadvaja clan of Brahmins.” Another writer® has stated on the 

authority of Puraijas:—“ At the time when Kaliyuga would be about 
to end, God Vishnu will be born in the form of Kalki® of the 
Brahmin Vishnusharma, the headman of the village named Sham- 
bhala, for the protection of religion.” (Vide ^rimad Bhagavat, 

Skandh 12, Chap. 2, Pp. 1030-40). In the Buddhist sacred book, 

Divyavadan XXIX, it has been stated that Pusyamitra was the 
son of a certain Puspadharma^. Different as the versions are of 
these writers about the name of the father of Pusyamitra, they are 
unanimous in the thing that Pusyamitra was a Brahmin by birth. 
The Sunga kings may reasonably be described as the followers of 

the Vedic religion. 

(1) Vide Ind. Hist. Quarterly, vol. V, pp. 394. 

(2) Vide “Nagari Pracharini Sabha’s Patrika”—a Quarterly, vol. X, part 

IV, pp. 620, f. u. no. 31. 

(3) So« this writer holds the opinion that Pusyamitra himself bore the 

title “Kalki.” For details about this question the reader is refened to the 

account of Kalki given later on. 

(4) Vide “Nagari Pracharini Patrika,” vol. X, part IV, pp. 618, f.»n. 

given there. 
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Whether he had any other sons besides Agnimitra or whether 

he led a monogamous or polygamous life, is not known. A 

writer, however, says®;—“ He had eight sons. The name of one 
of them was Brhaspatimitra. The sixth son, named Dhandev, 
was born of Kausiki, the daughter of Falgudev, the king of 
Kosal. ” How far this statement is true, we have no means to 
decide. Turning to the question of his native place, a writer, 

quoted above, has said that he was born in Sambhal. We have, 
again, no further data to locate its situation. The event stated 
below may help us to come to some definite conclusion on this 
question. When Satakarani II of the Andhra dynasty, the seventh 
in the line, invaded Avanti, defeated Vrsabhasen and killed him, 

he seated his son on the throne and appointed Pusyamitra 
as the commander-in-chief. It is difficult to decide whether he 

had brought Pusyamitra with him at the time of the invasion 

or whether Pusyamitra was called to the place after the battle 

had taken place. He was no doubt, a trusted agent of the 

Satakarani king and probably their native place must have been 
common. Several events go to connect into close alliance the 

lives of Patanjali, the Satakarani king and of Pusyamitra. It 

would not be unreasonable, therefore, to come to the conclusion 

that they hailed from the same place, namely, from the region 

encircled by the sources of the Godavari and the Kriiiia. The 

region was known at that time as “ Goverdhan ”. (Vide further 

the account of Patanjali). The three persons belonged to the 

(5) J. B. O. R. S. vol. XIII, pp. 240 to 250. 

Pu§yamitra 

p- -- I 
(1) Brhaspatimitra Sons born of other queeens Born of queen Kausiki, 

_1_ daughter of king Falgunidev 

of Kosal 
(2) (3) (4) (5) 

I 
(6) Dhandev (7) (8) 

We Can say, which of these sons succeeded Pusyamitra and asanmt^d the 

asme Agnimitra. Probably he was Dhandev (no. 6). 
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same religion. It will thus become clear to the reader that 

Pusyamitra's first master was the Andhra king, and the second 
masters, by the virtue of his appointment, the Maurya kings, 

whom he served for twenty two years. So instead of calling 

himself, first “Andhra-bhrtya” and then “ Maurya-bhrtya ”, he 
probably preferred calling himself “Sungabhrtya”; or, more 

probably, the historians gave him that name, for the sake of 
preserving uniformity and of avoiding any ambiguity. 

He had entrusted his son Agnimitra, with a responsible post 
in the army, when events moved to a crisis in 204 B. C., the 
father and the son seized the opportunity, killed the last Maurya 
king, Brhadrath, and became masters of Avanti® in B. C. 204 
=A. M. 323. 

The Sunga kings were religious zealots and some of them 
almost begots. The first kings were encouraged by Pataiijali and 

the rest just followed the footsteps of their predecessors. Their 
ministers were all Brahmins—the historians have called them 

Kaijvas-Jainism, which had its brightest time during the rule of 

Priyadarsin, began to suffer, and that too, not to an ordinary 

extent. The Sramaijas—the Jaina preachers—were especially made 

the victims of severe repression. Jainism, during the rule of the 

^ungas, had a rapid and great fall.’' (Details will be given later- 

on). So much about the stain on the dynasty. It should, however, 
be stated to their credit, that they had effectively checked the 

frequent invasions of foreigners from the north-west, during the 

rule of Vrsabhsen the Maurya kang. Kasmlr, a part of the Punjab 

and Muthura, in north India, were wrested from Vrsabhsen; but 

the ^ungas cannot be blamed for that. 

Scholars are of the opinion that the following persons were 

contemporaries of Pusyamitra:-^ (1) Emperor Kharvel of Kaling; 

(6) In “Malvikagnimitram” it is stated that the seat of Agnimitra’s capital 

Was “Vidisa.” (Vide “Buddhiprakas” vol» 76, pp. 96, lines 16—18). 

(7) There has been found an interregnum of a century and a half in the 

history of the Jaina monks in line from Mahavir. The religious fanaticism of 

the 6uagas was responsible for this. 
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(2) ^rlmukb, the founder of the Andhra dynasty; (3) Menander, 

the Yavana chief; (4) a certain Brhaspatimitra, the king of Magadh, 

(his dynasty is not known ). (5) the famous 
Contemporaries grammarian, Patailjali. This question demands 

close scrutiny of all students of history. On it 

depends the fixation of the dates of many an important event in 

Indian history. 

Let us, then, start with Kharvel of Kaling and Brhaspati¬ 
mitra, and see whether they could have trodden our mundane 
earth when Pusyamitra inhabited it. The scholars are not at all 
definite about the dynasty of Brhaspatimitra, or about his time®. 

Evidence based on coins and inscription is always more to be 

taken into account than that supported by books or by legends. 

It is stated in the Hathigumfa inscription by Kharvel,” “Kharvel 
invaded Magadh and laid siege to Kajgrh and that four years 

later, he captured the royal palace (at Pataliputra) and made the 
Raja of Magadh fall at his feet. ” It is also stated on the other 

hand^”;—“Brhaspati is the master of the constellation named 
Pusya. So “ Brhaspati ” and “ Pusya ” are words having the 

same meaning and can be used as duplicate of each other. So 

Brhaspatimitra was none other than Pusyamitra; hence Brhaspati¬ 

mitra, who was defeated by Kharvel, was Pusyamitra himself. ” 

It is, again, stated (Details given later on) that Pusyamitra, 

the kin^j of Avanti^^, invaded Patliputra, the capital of Magadh, 

defeated the king and carried fire and sword through the city. 

This proves that Pusyamitra was . quite a different individual 

from the king of Magadh. Thus we see that the statements that, 

on the one hand, the king defeated by Kharvel bore two names, 

viz. Pusyamitra and Brhaspatimitra; and on the other hand, 

(8) Cf. f. n. no. 24 below. 

(9) Vide Ind. His. Quarterly, vol. V, pp. 58?. 
(10) Vide J. B. O. R. S. vol. XIII, pp. 244-50. 

(11) C. H. I. pp. 518:—“It is with the kingdom of Vidisa that the ^ungas 

are especially associated with the literature and inscriptions." This shows 
that the Tonga's seat of capital was in Avaotl beyond doubt. 
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that Pusyamitra, the king of Avanti, invaded and defeated 

Brhaspatimitra of Magadh, are mutually incompatible and belie 
each other. 

These contradictions go to prove that (1) Brhaspatimitra, 
who was defeated by Kharvel was quite a different individual 

from Pusyamitra; (2) that Kharvel and Pusyamitra were not 

contemporaries, (3) and that Kharvel and Brhaspatimitra were 
certainly contemporaries, as is testified by the rock-inscription’®, 

(for further proofs vide Vol. I, Pp. 325 & 355, and specially Vol. 
IV, the account of Kharvel). 

Not only Kharvel and Pusyamitra were not contemporaries 

but there elapsed a number of years between them. Kharvel was 

by many years a predecessor of Pusyamitra. It is stated in J. 

O. B. R. S, Vol. Xlll, Pp. 240-50 (see F. N. 16 below), on the 
authority of Amarakosa:—“After Pusyamitra, his son Agnimitra 

became the emperor of India. He has been called “ Chakravarti ”, 

sovereign emperor in the commentaries of Amarakosa. The coins 

of Agnimitra and Brhaspatimitra are very similar; the coins of the 
latter are believed to be earlier than those of the former’®. 
Brhaspatimitra was related to the kings of Ahicchatra. The 

Kosama-pabhosa inscriptions state that the Ahicchatras were 

Brahmins.”** From this quotation, we conclude that (1) Agnimitra 
was a sovereign emperor; (2) though the coins of Agnimitra and 

Brhaspatimitra are apparently similar, yet on close scrutiny, the 
coins of the latter are of earlier origin than that of the former. 

Their similarity might be taken as indicative of their having 

(12) Kharvel lived from B. C. 429 to 393=A. M. 98 to 134; and Brha¬ 

spatimitra or Nand VIII lived from B. C. 417 to 414; while PuSyamitra’s 

time is 204 B. C. (An interval of nearly 175 years). 

(13) “Jaina Sahitya Sansodhak”, part III, pp. 378, f. n. no. 16. We have 

also proved the same thing; because Brhaspatimitra lived in B. C. 417. (Vol. I, 

pp. 326). Pusyamitra, on the other band, lived in B. C. 204. 

(14) This is accepted by reputed European historians. (Pa^^it Jayasval; 

and Jaina S^itya Sansodhak, part II, pp. 373). 
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ruled over the same territory*®; but the differences between them 
clearly point to a certain period having elapsed between them- 

Now, if we accept that Brhaspatimitra and Pusyamitra denote 

the same individual, we cannot maintain that there was a pretty 

long interval of time between Brhaspatimitra and Agnimitra, 

because Agnimitra was the immediate successor of Pusyamitra. 
Now we can be definite about the fact that the coins of 

Brhaspatimitra are of much earlier origin than those of Pusyamitra 
and Agnimitra’®. 

All the arguments stated above, obviously lead to the 

conclusion that Khar\'el flourished much earlier limn Pusyamitra, 
and that they could not have been contemporaries by any stretch 

of imagination. Some one might launch an argument in the 

following manner. It is all right that Kharvel defeated Brhaspati¬ 

mitra of Magadh, as is stated in the Hathigumfa inscriptions. 

Then Kharvel may well be called the master and ruler of Magadh. 
Then, is it not plausible enough to believe that Pui^amitra of 
AvantT may have invaded Kharvel after he became master of 

Magadh ? If you grant the plausibility of this supposition, you 

will also have to admit that Pusyamitra and Kharvel were 

contemporaries. To any student of history, this argument would 
sound as coming from one, who is a layman in the field of history. 

Even when Kharvel was the emperor of Kaling only and not the 

master of Magadh as he subsequently became, Pusyamitra could 

not have dared raise a finger against him. Any talk of his 

being invaded after his conquest of Magadh’by a petty chief 

(15) A. C. I. pp. 79, (by Sir Cuaningham), “I incline rather to assign the 

coins (bearing the name of Agnimitra) to a local dynasty of princes as they 

are very rarely found beyond the limits of North Panchal.” 

(16) A. C. I. pp. 81, (by Sir Cunningham):—“The coin (Plate no. VII, 

iig. 1 & 2 of Brhaspatimitra) is earlier than any of the Mitras.” This means 

that it is earlier than any king of the ^unga dynasty, whose name ends in 

“Mitra.” Cf. f. n. no. 13 above. 

(17) Vide the account of Kharvel; there is given the map showing the 

extent of his territory. Compare it with the map showing the extent of the 

territory of Pufyamitra. This is only one of the proofs against the possibility 
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like Pasyamitra would be nothing more than futile. Pusyamitra 

would have found it impossible to attack even any region of the 

empire further from the capital. This definitely proves that 
Kharvel and Pusyamitra were not contemporaries. 

We have now proved that neither Kharvel nor Brhaspatimitra 
was a contemporary of Pusyamitra. Let us now take up the 
question of ^rimukh. The Hathigumfa inscription plainly tells us 

that ^rimukh and Kharvel were contemporaries. Hence it naturally 
and logically follows that Srimukh and Pusyamitra did not 
flourish at the same time. Scholars have submitted themselves 
to the following laughable and contradictory contentions. On the 
one hand, they say that Srimukh and Pusyamitra were contem¬ 
poraries, On the other hand, they say that the prime-minister 
of Devbhuti, the last descendent of Pusyamitra, killed his mater 

and founded the Kanva dynasty; and that Susarman, the last of 

the Kanva dynasty was killed by Srimukh who then founded 
the Andhra dynasty and became the ruler of AvantI also^*. These 

contentions lead one to the inevitable conclusion that Srimukh was 
a contemporary of Pu^amitra as well as of Susarman, the last 
of the Kanvas. His reign is said to have lasted for 36 years 

according to the authorities on this period. But if we accept the 
contentions stated above, he must have lived for, 25 years to 
be the contemporary of Pusyamitra + 90 years of the ^unga 
dynasty + 45 years of the Kanvas-h36 years of his own rule=196 

years. This is absurd. Srimukh could in no sense have been a 
contemporary of Pusyamitra. So neither Kharvel, nor Srimukh 
nor Brhaspatimitra could have inhabited this globe at the time 

when Pusyamitra had the honour to occupy it. (Details are 
given in the account of Kharvel; some of them are also given 
in Vol. I, Pp. 151 to 155.) 

of Pusyamitra and Kharvel having been contemporaries. Many others are all 
in the account of Kharvel. 

(18) C. A* R. Pre. LXIV, 58:—“The four Puranas which have been thus 

independently examined for the purpose of this introduction ( I. e. for the purpose 

of looking into the origin of the Andhra dynasty), agree in stating that first of 

the Andhra kings rose to power by slaying Susarman, the last of the Kanvas.” 
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We now turn to the question of the possibility of Menander 
or Merander and Pusyamitra having been contemporaries. 

According to the Greek history, Menander was connected with 
the Greek king Eucratides (B. C. 160); and he ruled over 
the Indian territory during the time of Heliocles ( B. C. 130 

the son of Eucratides*'^®. Now Pusyamitra flourished fromB. C. 226 
to 188. These dates make it clear that Pusyamitra was not pro¬ 
bably a contemporary of Eucratides, not to talk of his son Heliocles. 
Demetrius, the illustrious predecessor and master of Eucratides, 
was certainly a contemporary of Pusyamitra.* ‘ In short, Menander 
ruled over the Indian territory forty years after the death of 

Pusyamitra. This settles definitely the fact that they were not 
contemporaries, in any sense of the term. 

The arguments stated above will convince the reader that 
the contention, that Kharvel, Srimukh of Andhra, Brhaspatimitra 
of Magadh and the foreign chief Menander® ® were contemporaries 
of Pusyamitra is ill-founded and wrong. The following statement 
is found on P. 394 of Ind. His. Quarterly, Volume V®*;—“ Most 
of the writers (A notable exception is H. Roy. Chaudhary, Pol. 
His. Pp. 199-201 )on the ^unga period are of the opinion that 
Kharvel was a contemporary to Pusyamitra; the arguments of 
scholars like Messrs Rapson, Jayaswal, and Stenkonow, who 

recognize Kharvel as a contemporary to Pusyamitra, demand a 
careful scrutiny.” As for the authenticity of the dates given by 

us, we have only to state that they are based on irrefutable and 
universally accredited pieces of evidence like those of coins 

(19) J. O. B. R. S. Vol. 13, pp. 245, and the list given further on in 

this volume. 

(20) The list of names and dates is given in the chapter on foreign invaders. 

(21) Ind. His. Quarterly, vol. V, pp. 404:—^“The career of Demetrius 

practically came to an end soon after B. C. 175,” 

(22) £. H. I. 3rd edi. pp. 214:—®The words of Fatanjali in which he 

abides to the borse-sacri€ce of Pufyamitra, when read with other relevant 

passages, permit of no doubt, that the grammarian was the contemporary of 

that king, as well as of the Greek invader, presumed to be Menander." 

(23) The writer of this article is Sri Ramprasid Cbandaji. 

4 
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and inscriptions. They can only be proved wrong if the coins 

and inscriptions are denounced as worthless forgeries, which 
tbey are not. Even then, every one is welcome to state reasons 

in suport of any contention to the contrary. We, in short, state 
with conviction based on evidence, that emperor Kharvel, 

Brhaspatimitra®* and irimukh were contemporaries; this the 
Hathigurnfa inscription tells us definitely. Pusyamitra was not a 
contemporary either of these three or of Menander, who lived 

much later than Pusyamitra, just as the first three lived much 

earlier than he.®“ 

Some scholars are of the opinion that Patanjali, the famous 
author of “Mahabhasya ” was a native of Gonard, situated near 

BengaP®. Some other scholars®hold the 
Patanjali and view that the province of Oudh in northern 
Pusyamitra India was his native place. If we accept that 

Gonard was but another name of Ka^mir®®, 

Patanjali could be said to be the native of Kasmir, just as the 

famous trio consisting of Pa^iini, Chaiiakya and Varauchi hailed 
from Gandhar®*. Be that as it may, one thing is certain; and 

that is, that Avanti was not the native place of Patanjali—Avanti 
where he won renown and respect; just the same thing happened 

with that famous trio; Magadh, where they earned fame and 

(24—25) In the Hiithigumfa inscription there is no mention whatsoever 

of Pusyamitra. As the scholars, however, could not settle Brhaspatimitra 

anywhere on solid historical basis, they rather came to the conclusion that 

Brhaspatimitra was but another name of Pusyamitra, taking support of the 

astronomical fact that Brhaspati was the master of the constellation named 
“ Pusya ”. 

We have shown in these pages, and also in vol. I, pp. 151 to 155 that 
this theory is contrary to truth. 

(26) Patanjali, a contemporary of Menander (we have proved that this 

is impossible) and Pufyamitra, was a native of Gonard in eastern India* 

(Chronology of India by Duffe, pp. 17). 

<27) Patanjali, a native of Oudh. (R. A. S. 1877, pp. 221). 

*(28) Vide vol. I, pp. 332 and vol. II, pp. 174. 

(29) We have made certain changes in this connection, when more details 
were found out. (Vol. II, 130 and seq.) 
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honoar, was not their native place. One thing, however, deserves 
notice here;—The famous writer Vakpatiraj*®, who flourished in 

the 8th century A. D., and who was a contemporary and protege 
of Yasodharman, the king of Gwaliar, states in his book named 

Gaudvaho—an account of the death of the king of a region named 
Gaud—that he was a native of certain city named LaksnavatL This 
Laksnavati was the capital of Gaud, which was a region about source 
of the Godavari, as it amply becomes clear from its description. 

When we go through the book, we find that this Yasodharman had 
to wage war against Dharmapal, the king of Gaud situated in the 

east of Bengal. We can conclude from this, that there were two 
regions bearing the name “ Gaud, ” one in the east of Bengal 
and the other about the source of the Godavari in Daksiuapath. 
Now Patanjali is known as the native of Gaud. If the details 
stated above are true, southern India could also be said to be the 

native place of Patafijali. The information to our command 
inclines us towards placing him in the south rather than in the 

east or the north, because he was probably the preceptor who 
conducted the Asvamedha sacrifice performed by Satakaraiji II, 
king of Daksiijapath ( For details vide Vol. IV, the account of 

Andhra ). After the death of Satakarani, his successors gave up 

the Vedic religion and re-adopted their old family religion. Then 
Patafijali went to Avanti, and lived there under the patronage 

of Pusyamitra, who performed two Asvamedha sacrifices under 
his tutelage. 

European scholars have fixed his time to have been about 

B. C. 150-140*^ In one of the Jaina books it is stated that 

he lived about 175 B. C. Now Satakaraiji II lived from B. C. 

(30) Some details about this are given farther under the desaiption of 
Mathura. Chap. VI, part VI. 

(31) E. H. I. Third edition, pp. 214:—“The date of Patanjali is fixed to 

B. C. 150-140 in round numbers.” 

R. A. S. (1877) pp. 208:—According to Prof. Weber, his time was B. C. 

160; according to Prof. Goldstuker, it was B. C. 140-20; and according to 

Prof. Bhan^rkar it was from B. C. 144-142. 

(32) Vide "lai&a Sahitya Saiusodhak, vol. Ill, part IV. pg* ^73* 
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281 to 225-6=56 years*^; and Pasyamitra lived from B. C. 204 
to 188=16 years. Patafijali, therefore, who has been proved above 

to have been a contemporary of those two, must also have lived 

from B. C. 270 to 180=90 years. 

The data collected by us lead us to fix his native place in 

Daksioapath, near the source of the Godavari. This region was 

at that time called Govardhan®* Samaya—“Samaya” means 

district. He was probably a Brahmin. Bred up in the atmosphere 

of the hilly region of Nasik and Tryambak, he had had a fine 

opportunity to make himself well-versed in the Vedas. His 
religious zeal was given an impetus by king Satakaraiji II of 
Andhra, who hailed from Paithan. Later on he conducted the 

A^amedha sacrifice which was performed by ^atakarai?i. 

Ten years before these things happened, the greatest and 

the most powerful Jaina emperor—Priyadarsin—had died. He 

was succeeded on the throne by his heir-apparent—Vrsabhasen 

by name. He was a young man of haughty temperament. His 
youth was spent in cold countries like Afganistan and ^istan; 
and so the haughtiness was aggrevated. When he ascended the 

throne and thus became the master of a vast empire, his 
haughtiness took the form of religious fanaticism®®. He plunged 
himself heart and soul into severe persecution of those, who 

refused to accept the royal religion. This was naturally resented 

by ^atakarani II, a staunch and equally fanatic follower of the 

Vedic religion. So he began a reign of terror upon those, who were 

co-religionists of Vr^bhasen. As a result of this religions rivalry, 

^takara^i invaded Avanti and defeated Vrsabhasen and killed 

him. Avanti came under the power of the Andhra king**, 

(A. M. 301=B. C. 226 ). In celebration of his victory, the Andhra 

king performed A^vamedha sacrifice in Vidi^a, the cai»tal of 

Avanti, under the tutelage of Patahjali. The people of Vidisa 

(33) Vide further in the account of the Andhra dynasty. 

(34) See the Nasik rock-inscriptions concerning Nahapain, 

(35) Vide his account, vol. II, pp. 371 and seq. 

(36) Vide chap. VI, vol. II, part III. 
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were compelled to defray the expenses of the sacrifice. In com¬ 
memoration of the event, a pillar was erected with inscription on 
it’^. A descendant of the dead Maurya king was given the throne, 
and he was forced to submit to the vassalage®®. Pusyamitra was 

appointed as his prime-minister and commander-in-chief. Thus 

he avenged himself for his insult®®, (details given in his account 
in the chapters on Andhra dynasty ), and then returned to hiS 

own country. Shortly after this, Satakarani, who had by this time 

reached a ripe old age, died in 226 B. C. Pusyamitra grew more 
and more powerful over the weak Maurya kings, and became 
the ruler de facto, calling himself Andhrabhrtya all the while, 

(B. C. 226 ). By this time he had already entrusted his son 

Agnimitra with a responsible post in the army. 

The descendants of Satakarani II, who succeeded him on the 

throne, continued the policy of religious repression. Thus the 

Vedic religion was forced on the people both in Andhra and in 
Avanti, where Pusyamitra only too zealously propagated it among 

them. Asvamedha sacrifices were frequently performed in both 

the kingdoms. Resentment and spirit of revolt, however, grew 

among the people of Andhra, who became restive under this 

(37) Read the inscription on Sancbi Stupa. 

(38) It was not a custom in those times to annex the territory that was 

conquered. (Cf. vol. I» pp. 260 and 345); (the policy of Sre9ik). 

(39) Later researches have revealed that Priyadarsin had defeated his 

father. He himself was not defeated. So he avenged his father. 

See the inscription on lake Sudarsan, which is believed to have been 

carved by Rudrad^an. bnt for which Priyadarsin is really responsible. (For 

detailst vide vol. IL pp. 352 to 356). 

(40) Apparently he was a servant of the Maurya emperors; while really 

speaking he was a servant of the Andhra kings. He has been known as 
“Sungabbrtya” mainly, because he was a servant of one dynasty or another. 

(Pp. 3, f. n. no. 5). In the same manner, the Andhras were at first servants 

of Kharvel, the king of Chedi. Then they became servants of Naga-Nanda 

dynasty. Later on, they were nnder the service of Maurya kings, Chandragupta 

and Bindnsar. They found it inconvenient to append “fihl'tya’’ to so many 

dynasties. So they became known by the general name "Andhra-’bhftya". 

Tbt same "Snnga-bhttya” had the same history. 
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repressive regime. The Andhra kings, as soon as they became 
aware of it, effected a change in their policy. They discarded the 
Vedic religion, and reverted to the religion of their fore-fathers. 
So Patanjali found himself stranded in Daksinapath. In the 
meantime he was invited to go to Avanti by Pusyamitra. The 
Andhra kings adopted the policy of religious tolerance and free¬ 

dom; but in the north, Pusyamitra continued the old policy, 

because the Maurya kings were mere puppets in his hands. 
Pusyamitra, moreover, was a religious bigot and his bigotry was 

encouraged by Patanjali. Consequently, the people became very 

unhappy and restive. Having heard of this unsettled condition of 
central India, hoards of foreigners from the west, flooded India 
(Details will be given in the chapters on foreigners). 

This kind of religious fanaticism and lust for power continued 
for nearly twenty years. In the meanwhile, there rose a powerful 
tide of foreign invasions from the west—a tide which Pusyamitra 

and Agnimitra found very difficult to check. All the territories 

outside India, which were subjugated by Priyadarsin, were already 
lost. The things, however did not stop there. A state of rebellion 

prevailed over the whole of northern India, Territory after terri¬ 

tory was lost. Within a short time, things came to such a pass 
that Avanti was reduced to a very small state with only a slice 

of its former boundaries* ^ Pusyamitra at this time invited the 
Maurya king Brhadrath, to inspect the army. The historians say 
that while Brhadrath, mounted on the horse, was busy inspecting 

the army, Pusyamitra*** murdered him and became king himself**, 

(41) C. H. I. pp. 516:—"It seems however certain that the Sungas 

succeeded to a realm already greatly diminished. (We have no trustworthy 

guide for the period of its decline). 

(42) We have come to the conclusion that the perpetrator of the murder 

was Agnimitra and not Pusyamitra. The plan of the murder was probably 

pre-arranged. (Vide the account of Kalki). 

(43) E. H. I. Third edition, pp. 198, f. n. no. 1:—After stating that the 

details given by the Purarias are supported by the poet Bana, Mr. Smith 

continues further as follows;—and reviewing the whole army under the 

pretext of showing him his forces, the base-boin Anarya general Pufyamitra 
ctusbed his master Brhadrath, the Maurya." 
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and that from that time onward he stopped calling himself §an- 

gabhrtya and the rule of the ^unga dynasty began. 

So long as ^atakarani II was alive (A. M. 301 B. C. 226), 
Patafijali’s power remained firmly established both over Avanti 

(B. C. 228 to 225 ) and Paithan (B. C. 236 to 226). After the 

death of ^atakaraiji, and especially after his descendants changed 

the policy of religious persecution for that of religious tolerance, 

he found it safer to make a permanent stay in Avanti, where 

Pu^amitra and his son Agnimitra were all powerful. So, when 

Pusyamitra and Agnimitra seized the throne of Avanti, they 
invited Patanjali there; and the latter only too readily accepted 

the invitation. No sooner did Agnimitra ascend the throne, than 

he advised him to begin the Asvamedha sacrifice—the first one- 

in order that his rule might last for a long time. The verses at 

the sacrifice were sung and recited in the name of Pusyamitra, 

out of deference to him. Agnimitra, who was away from Avanti 

at this time, was informed of the performance, because as a king 

he ought to have been informed. Some years later, another 

Asvamedha sacrifice was performed. By this time Pusyamitra was 
dead. So this time the verses were recited in the name of Agni¬ 

mitra. It was the custom for the heir—apparent to follow the 
sacrificial horse and to protect it everywhere. If there was no 
heir—apparent, the nearest relative had to undertake this task. 

So Vasumitra, the heir—apparent, was sent this time to follow 
the sacrificial horse. It is now clear, that the first Asvamedha 

sacrifice was performed during the lifetime of Pusyamitra, while 
Agnimitra was on the throne (about B. C. 189). The second 
was performed after the death of Pusyamitra, seven years after 
Agnimitra became independent king and during the twenty-third 

year after he ascended the throne (B. C. 181). Vasumitra, the 
heir-apparent died during the twenty-second year of Agnimitra’s 

reign. So he could not take a leading part in this second 

On pp. 45 of J. B. B. R* A. S. 1928, it is stated that be was called 
Anarya, in the Harfacharita, printed in 1986 in the Nir^yas%ar Press, 
because he killed his master. See f. n. no. 47 below. 
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sacrifice^^. He died six months or a year before its actual 
performance. 

We cannot say definitely the year in which Patafijali died. 

He probably died shortly after the completion of the second 
A^vamedha sacrifice (in about 180 B. C.), at about the age of 95. 

Pusyamitra was born of a Brahmin family of high order. 
That Mr. Vincent Smith and others have called him “base-born” 

seems to have been due to the reason that 

toTstlldiesof^Pus^^ believed him to be the murderer of 
mltra & Patanjaii Brhadrath. Really speaking, he did not actually 

commit the murder. He was, no doubt, mainly 
responsible for the murder, and had directed the whole conspiracy. 
Thus he was a successful conspirator and plotter. He began his 

career as an officer in the army and must have naturally been 

of a military temperament. Proud and insolent by nature, he 
firmly believed in ruling with a firm and severe hand. In all this 
he was encouraged by Patanjaii, who advised him to perform 

A^vamedha sacrifice—a sacrifice full of violence. Later on, however, 
during the period of his regency, he was a changed man in many 
respects, because, experience had taught him many a lesson, and 

like a good and sensible student, he had learnt them. He had 
then become cool-natured and had mastered the fact of having 
his aims and desires fulfilled. He had also learnt that the best 
way to maintain power was to rule in conformity with the wishes 

of the people. Agnimitra, who had remained in close contact with 

his father upto the latter’s death, had acquired all these qualities; 

and so he became a powerful and successful ruler. Thus there is 

no doubt that Pusyamitra was a statesman of the first order, 
though he never actually became king. 

Patafijali, too, was born of a high Brahmin family. He was 

a devoted lover of learning. He spared no pains to propagate the Vedic 

(44) As the second sacrifice was begun in 182, Vasumitra followed the 

horse; but while he followed the horse, the horse was stopped. A battle followed 

in which he was killed. The sacrifice bad to be postponed for some time and 
was completed in B. C. 181. 

It is clear from this that Agnimitra alone performed all the rites of the 

sBcrificei because his son Vasumitra was dead. 
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religion. In this task he was fortunate enough to get powerful and 

willing helpers like ^takanji and Pusyamitra. Under his tutelage 
the A^vamedha sacrifice was performed in Daksiqapath. Another was 
performed, as we have already described, in Vidi^a, after ^atakarqi 
had conquered it. The third one was performed during the life-time of 

Pusyamitra; and the fourth was performed several years after his 
death, in order to proclaim the paramountcy of Agnimitra. Thus he 
dedicated his life to the propagation of his religion ,\ just as 
Priyadar^in did his life for Jainism. Their methods of propagation 
no doubt widely differed. For instance, Patanjali advised and 
caused Agnimitra to kill all the ^ramanas individually and 
collectively as they were found and caught. European scholars say 
that these ^ramanas were Buddhists. It may be that there might 
have been a small number of Buddhist ^rama^as who were 
killed; but the majority were Jains*®. Buddhism, by that time, 

had almost disappeared from India. By his advice, Agnimitra 
had issued a proclamation to the effect that whoever would sever 

the head from the body of a ^rama?, would be given one hun¬ 

dred dinars*®, as a prize*’. Priyadar^in spread, preached and 
practised, in keeping with his duties as a king, the gospel of 
non-violence. Patafijali seems to have been determined to undo 
all this. He got destroyed as many temples and idols as possible. 

(45) Jaina books contain no mention of the Jaina monks having been 

thus beheaded; though they contain descriptions of how Jaina monks were 

harassed and fined by the Kalki king. 

(46) One dinar is equal to the value of ten rupees. 

(47) Vide C. H. I. pp. 518:—“In Buddhist literature Pusyamitra figures 

as a great prosecutor of their religion and ofiTered a reward of 100 dinars for 

the head of every monk.” 
£. H. I. Third edition, pp. 502:—It contains a similar observation, and 

states further:— 
“Pusyamitra indulged in a savage persecution of Buddhism, burning 

monasteries and slaying monks from Magadh to Jalandhar in the Pnpjab. 

Many monks who escaped his sword are said to have fled into the territories 

oi other rulers.” 

“Bharat-no Ptachin RajvamM.” part II, pp. 145. 

lad* His. Quarterly, vol, V, no. 3 (1929| S^.) pp, 399. 
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The gold idols were thrown into the furnace and turned into 

bullion. All jewels and rubies and emeralds on the idols were 

sold and the money went directly to the treasury. The reader 

can clearly understand why we find no remains in Avanti of the 
Jaina temples erected by emperor Priyadar^in. The same is the 

reason why gold idols are conspicuous by their absence in Avanti. 
Only stone idols are found, because it was not possible to sell 

them and thus turn them into money**. The Jaina ^ravakas of 

those times might well have tried to bury as many idols as 
possible deep in the ground, in order to prevent them from being 

destroyed; but they must have found it impossible to do it, on 
account of the strict vigilance of the servants of the king and on 
account of the heavy penalty inflicted on those who tried to do 
so. On account of these atrocities, the Jaina monks had already 

left Avanti and had gone to other safer places. In spite of this, 

numerous groups of great Jaina monks were butchered in Avanti. 

Those, who survived emigrated towards Rajputana, and some of 

them towards Saurastra. Wherever they were, they had taken to 
reciting and repeating mantras for the establishment of peace. 

Acharya Supratibaddha and Acharya Susthita, the monks in line 

of Mahavir, repeated the mantra for ten million times and so 
they and their followers were called “ Kaudinya Gana.** ” More 

details of these atrocities are given in the account of Kalki. We 

shall close here with a legend which is aptly applicable to the 

severe regime of Agnimitra and Patafijali. It is as follows;-Suppose 
a man encounters a wild elephant on his way: suppose he finds 
no outlet to run away and save his life except by entering into 

(48) The Jaina stupas of Sanchf and of Vidisa have survived the oppression 

of these kings. Why? This proves that the aim of these persecutors was to 

make money out of religious idols. Stones could not be turned into money. 

So they were left as they were, and thus escaped destruction. 

(49) The original word must have been “Krodin" or “Kotin.” Some say 

that “Kautin” was the family name of these monks. Bat that is not probable, 

because, while the family name is applied right from the birthr the "GaiUa” 

or the group name is applied after the occurrence of a particular bveut. So 

the word “Krodia“^ or.*'Kojin” must be indicative of Ga9a andnot o£ Gotta. 
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a Jaina temple which happens to be in the vicinity; even then, he 
should not enter into it. Such was their hatred for Jainism. 

Patanjali was one of the greatest grammarians. He was 
doubtless a great scholar. Nevertheless, he cannot stand comparison 
with Paijini, who was imbued with an ever burning desire for the 
well-being of all people. He was also a royal preceptor, but 
he cannot hold a candle with Chaijakya, perhaps the greatest 
politician and statesman that ancient India produced. From the 
religious point of view, the reign of Priyadar^in may well be com¬ 
pared with that of Akbar,—a reign of religious tolerance and 
freedom; while, the reign of Agnimitra, under the guidance of 
Patanjali, may well be compared with that of another Mogal 
emperor Aurangzeb—a reign of terror and religious bigotry. 



Chapter III 

Synopsis:—to Kalki in other books and extracts 
from themr-Dtscimion ahoui them and reasons for the am- 

(Mity of the title Kalki ” to Agnimitra—Agnimitra's life before 
he became king—His anger and resentment at the sight of the 
downfall of Hindu kings—His seizure of the throne at the cost 
of the murder of his master in order to prevent the wrdched 
state of affairSr-His efficacious prevention of the onslaughts of 

foreign raids, after his coming to the throne—The beginning of 

the first Ahamedha sacrifice due to his success in his efforts- 
Ftrm establishment of the kingdom of Avanti and preparations 

for the second Asvamedha sacrifice—Prevention of the sacrificial 
horse by the yavana chief Demetrius and figU with him- 

V^Ms death m the fight and the consequent engagement 
of Agmmitra himself in the battl^Death of Demetrius and 

c^pieti^ of the second Ahamedha sacrifice-influence of 
Mvan^ha sacrifices on the people and its evU conseguences- 

The^nga r^ at its zenith and its description-Descriptions 
of Pusyamdra and Agmmitra as given by the Puram—A 

d^usston Proving that though apparently looking incorrect 

they are true in a way-An account of PataUputra from the daU 

of Its foundat^ to the date of its destruction—Relation of 
Agmmtira xetth Sujyeifha or SumUra. * 



Ill Agsimitra 

(1) AGNIMITRA 

We have already stated that Agnimitra became the indepen¬ 
dent king, after the death of Pusyamitra. We 

Aenimitra- also stated the duration of his reign, and 
(Including Vasuml- helped by his father Pusyamitra 

tra s account) 
and by his son Vasumitra. We give below 

the principal dates of his reign for the 

A. M. 

sake of clarity. 

B. C. Years Age 

Birth;— 267 260 0 0 

As king ( while his father 
was alive) 

323-339 204-188 16 56-72 

As independent king 339-353 188-174 14 72-86 
(of which last seven - 
years as Kalki) 30 years 

Both the Puraiias and the Jaina books contain an account 

of a certain king named Kalki. At first sight, it was found almost 
impossible to identify him with any known 

Kalki and recognized king. Munisri Kalyanvijayji is 

a student of history; and owing to his monk- 

life, he must have had ample time and facility to study books 

on Jainism. He has tried to prove that‘, this Kalki was the 

same as Pusyamitra. He has given instances and arguments in 
support of his contention. The only evidence—and the most impor¬ 

tant evidence—that is lacking, is that of dates. We have to come 

to the conjecture that he must not have found dates adequate 

enough to support his contention; and so must have rested 

contend with what pieces of evidence he might have gleaned as 

a result of his study. We have, on the contrary, given definite 
dates for various events, which we have already described. We 
have seen from these dates that Kalki is the title aptly belonging 

to no other kmg but Agnimitra. We have given below extracts 

from Munisri Kalyaijvijayaji. We shall then state reasons why 

we have to differ from him;— 

(1) Vida Nagati Pracbati^i Patrika, vol. X, no. 4. pp. 610 to eSl asd 

PP> 733. 
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On Pp. 620 ^he states: —As regards Kalki, the authors of the 
PoraQas have said as follows;—“ On the eve of the completion 

of the Kaliyug, there shall be born, ;at the place of a certain 

Brahmin named ViBijayasa**, the headman of a village named 
§ambal, God Visgu in the form of Kalki, for the sake of the 

protection of religion^. Kalki will ride a powerful horse named 

Devdatta, and will annihilate all rogues and thieves and outlaws 

with his sword. The Mlechchhas^, and those following other 
religions®, will all be killed by l^alki®. (Shrimad Bhagvat, 12 

Skandha, A. 2, Pp. 1030—1034 ).” 

(2) If it is proved that Kalki was AgDimitra, Visnuys^a was but another 

name of FuSyamitra. It can be said that, that was his name, before he 

became commander-in-chief, and that his native place was Sambal. (Vide 

his account). 

We recollect that in one of the Puranas, the same name is found in the 

dynastic list of the Maurya kings. This needs research. If it is there, Visnu- 

yasa was definitely another name of Pufyamitra, and his son will be Kalki, 

and so Agnimitra. 

(3) I. e. for the protection of the Vedic religion, because the Purarias 

state that he was born for the protection of that religion. 

(4) The word includes the Greeks, the Yavanas, the 6akas, the Balkas, 

the Parthians and others who invaded India at that time. 

(5) The Jains and probably the Buddhists—if there was Buddhism in 

India at that time, were the chief victims. 

(6) The repression of Kalki is mainly responsible for the many Kulas 

and GaUas and divisions into which Jainism is found at present. Monks could 

not meet together and had to improvise new rules and innovate new things 

as suited their peculiar conditions. The paucity of information about many 

Acharyas of these times is also due to this reason. 

We have stated elsewhere that the division of Jainism into numerous 

Gai;tas and Kulas was due to iSvettrabara and Digambara divisions. We now 

find that, that contention is not well-founded. On further thought, we conclude 

that the time for these two main divisions was about the second century of 

the Vikrama era. We have alluded to it in vol. II. (pp. 153, f. n. no. 45 

and 49). We have now found reasons to change that time also, which may 

have to be taken a little further. Be that as it may, these divisions of Jainism 

during Kalki's time have no connection With the otigination of tba 

plggmban sect. 
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Then the writer has stated that in different Jaina books 

like Titthogali, Kala-saptatika, Dipmala (by Jinsundarsuri), and 

Tiloysar by the Digambara monk Nemichandra suri, different dates 
are given about Kalki. He has also given the footnote from 

Dipmala by Upadhyay K^makalyan; it is quoted below:-( Vide 
Pp. 621, f. n. of that book)—“(Four hundred and seventy-five 

years after the nirvag of Mahavir Y, there will be a king named 

Vikramaditya®, hundred and twenty-four" years after him, in a 
city named Pataliputra'”, will be born Chaturmukh.” (In Kala- 
saptatika, three names have been given for Kalki, viz. Kalki, 
Rudra and Chaturmukh). 

In f. n. 31 of Pp. 622, it has been stated on the authority 

of Titthogali-payanna. (The Payanna books are the most sacred 

Little is known about the Jaina monks during the two centuries after 

Aryasuhastiji. This was doe to the role of the ^ungas. Again, several stories 

are found in Jaina books extolling the Vedic religion and the Tapasa sect. 

They were also incorporated at this time. 

In order to save their lives from the repressive measures of Kalki, the 

Jaina monks fled hither and thither. Some of them took shelter into the 

neighbouring kingdoms, which were probably Rajaputana and the land under 

the rule of Kfaharal Bhumak. This land was known as Madhyades and the 

name of its capital was Madhyamika, which was probably near Ajmer. 

(Cf. also f. n. no. 47 in the preceding chapter). 

(7) The words given within the brackets are mine. This is done for the 

facility of the readers. 

(8) The interval between the inception of the Mahavira era and that of 

the Vikrama era is 470 years. But here the figure is stated 475. So there is a 

clear difference of five years. Hence instead of 124 years, we shall have to 

take into account 129 years. Then calculate it any way and it comes to the 

same thing 470-124=346 or 475-129= 346. 

(9) It was not “after” 124 years; because that way, PuSyamitra’s time 

would come to the second century after the Vikrama era. Pu^yamitra’s time 

was the second century *'before" the Vikrama era. In old manuscripts such 

mistakes by scribes were common. 

(10) The birth-place may have been quite another place; as the whole 

account, however, is concerning Pataiiputra, the writer must have written it 

4ow8 isere by oversight. 
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and the most authoritative of all the Shtras of ^vetambaras)— 

"There will be a king named Chaturmukh'^ in Pataliputra. He 
will see five stupas...There reigned a very powerful Nandaking^®, 

for a very long time; he was handsome, rich and renowned.” 
From the extracts given above we come to the following 

conclusions:— 

(1) Pataliputra came uuder the power of Pusyamitra. (2) 

Mahanand or Nand IX, was handsome, powerful, rich and 

famous. (3) His rule lasted for a very long time. (4) Pusyamitra 

had seen the gold stupas in their original condition. (5) Those 

stupas or hills were erected by the Nanda king. According to our 
calculation they were nine in all (Vide Vol. 1, Pp. 360); here it 

is said that they were five. It is further stated that he would 

take away all the gold after digging the stupas^®. 
On Pp. 623 he says;—"Pataliputra will be destroyed by a 

powerful flood caused by unremitting and ceaseless rainfall. On 

the day of Sariivatsarik Parana there will be a terrible storm 
.for seventy*® days and nights, there will be ceaseless rainfall; 
on account of this, the Ganges and the ^on will be in flood^®.” 

(11) In Kal-saptatika three names are given for Kalki—Kalki, Rudra 

and Chaturmukh. 

(12) Compare these details with the account of Hand IX. It will be seen 

that the Nanda king referred to here was the same. (Vide vol. I. pp. 328 and 

further specially 334). 

(13) A similar statement is made by the writer on pp. 610, f. n. no. 24 

of the same Patrika. “Kalki saw hve stupas.” In Jaina books Kalki has been 

described as an enemy of Jainism. 

It seems probable from this that the whole of Pataliputra was dug on 

account of his lust for wealth. So the city’s destruction, as the scholars have 

taken it for granted, was not due to fire. It was deliberately destroyed. 

(14) I. e. the hfth day of the bright half of Bhadrapad. The Paryufana 

holidays of the Jains begin on the 12tb day of the dark half of Sravau and 

end on the fourth day of the bright half of Bhadrapad. See f. n. no. 21 below. 

(15) The original writer may have meant that the rainfall lasted for 
.seven days and nights. 

(16) pataliputra was situated on the confluence of the So:? and of the 
Ganges. So a flood in both of them might well have destroyed PatgUpntra. 
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(A detailed description of the destruction of Pataliputra is given on 

Pp. 622—23. Readers desirous of being acquainted with it, are 

referred to those pages ). 

On Pp. 624 it is stated;—“Acharya Padivat^'^, will recite 
mantras and will thus invoke Indra.Kalki, the king of haughty 
temperament, will, at the age of eighty-six^®, 2000 years*® 
after the nirvan, be killed by Indra®**, after he has perpetrated 
endless atrocities. On the fifth day of the bright half of Bhadrapad®^, 

If we read this in conjunction with f. n. nn. 13 above, we come to the 

conclusion that, part of the city was destroyed by Kalki for the sake of 

wealth, and the rest of it must have been ruined by this flood. 

(17) *‘Padivat*’ must have been a scribe’s error. The Jaina monks Arya- 

susthit and Aryapratibaddha had repeated the mantra for ten million times 

and so they were called “Kaudinya.” The word “Padivat” may be a deteriorated 

form of “Kaudinya.*^ 

(18) Vide pp. 9 and pp. 10 above, and f. n. no. 20 below, where some 

details are given from Kalpa-Sutra. 

(19) We have stated on pp. 39 above, ‘‘Different books give different 

dates of Kalki.” This statement is of the same kind. The statament of 124 

years of the author of Payanna above, must be more authoritative. 

(20) K- S. S. Com. pp. 103. It is stated there, in Lord Mahavir’s own 

words as follows:—“Oh Indra, you will kill that wicked king Kalki, when he 

is in his eighty-sixth year and two thousand years after that the Bhasma 

planet in the constellation of my birth will be removed.” That is, two 

thousand years after the death of Kalki, the Bhasma planet will be removed 

from the constellation of Mahavir and thence-forth Jainism will begin to 

have less repressive or tolerant regimes. Now A. M. 346+2000 = 2346 A. M. 

i. e. 2346-527=B. C. 1819. In that year was born queen Victoria. She issued 

a proclamation to the Indian people that complete religious freedom was to 

be granted to all. A good end to Bhasma planet. 

On the authority of Divyavadan 29, it is stated on Pp. 398 of Ind. His. 

Quarterly, Vol. V, “ But ultimately PuSyamitra ( Pu?yamitra has been wrongly 

placed here. The mistake, as we have already seen, is common. The real name 

should be Agnimitra. See supra f. n. 2) was killed by a Yaksa named 

Krimisen, was vowed to protect the religion of Buddha*” Thus according 

to even Buddhism, Kalki did not die a natural death. 

(21) Cf* f* n. no* 14 above* 
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Kalki at the age of 86, will be killed by a direct blow, from 

Indra^®, and will be an inmate of hell/' 

It is further stated on Pp, 631-*^ It should be stated here that 

the Kalki incarnation described in the Puranas, the Kalkiraja'' 

described in the ]aina books, and Pusyamitra described by the 
Buddhists, are names of the same individual." Then the writer 

has discussed the origin of the title Kalki. The horse ( probably 

the sacrificial horse) must have been a Karka of white colour^®. 

So one who rode Karka might be called Karki, " which later 
on deteriorated into ^‘Kalki" in Prakrt. So Kalki was another 

name of Pusyamitra." In Titthogali, it is stated that during 

the time of Kalki, the temples of Baladev and of Krsna, in 

Mathura/*^ ^ were razed to the ground/' 

(22) Cf. f. n- no. 20 above. 

(23) We should try to find out whether the Puranas have to say anything 

about this or not. 

(24) Mathura was a very holy place of the Jains. Archeological experts 

have lent support to this view, when idols were found out from the excavations 

at the mount of Kankalitila near the city. They have also said that the gate of the 

stupa of Mathura is directly connected with Jainism. Jaina books also contain the 

description of the erection of gold Devstupa in Mathura during the time of 

Parsvanath. Later on the same stupa was made of stone. (See further on 

this vol. the chapter about Mathura,) All these things point to the fact that 

the description given above pertains to the stupa. 

The temple of Krsua referred to here, is to he taken to have been a Jaina 

temple and not a Vaisuava one. Jainism claims Krsna also to have been one 

of its followers like his first cousin Neminath, the twenty second Jaina 

Tirthaukar. Looking from that point of view, the temple must have been a 

Jaina one* For more details the reader is referred to the chapter on Mathura* 

Again Kalki himself was a follower of the Vedic religion. So he must not 

have destroyed a temple connected with his own faith. Hence the statement 

of Titthogali that the temple was a Jaina one is quite true. 

Kjina was probably a follower of Jainism. No doubt, Kl?ua was also 

known as Visnu. So a follower of KF?na may legitimately be called a Vaisnav* 

But the terms “ Vaisnav ** and “ Vaisnav are not identical. The Vaisnavite 

sect or Vaisnavism began in the fifteenth century A. D. A Vaifnav * means 

a devotee of Visuu or KfSna and a Vaisnava means a follower of Vallabhacharya. 

So, it is clear that the words are quite different and have different meanings. 
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From the extracts quoted above from the Puraijas and from 
Jaina books by the writer, we deduce the following things:— 

(1) Kalki was a devoted follower and propagator of the Vedic religion. 
(2) He was the destroyer of other faiths. (3) He was a man of 

a very haughty temperament and had killed many persons. 
(4) He was mainly responsible for the destruction of Pataliputra. 

(5) He died at the age of eighty-six. He died at the hands of a 
god or of a yaksa. (6) Kalki was very covetous of wealth and 
was very cruel. (7) He was a Brahmin by birth and had slain 
many Mlechchhas. 

If we compare these deductions and those given on pp. 40 with 

the details given about Pusyamitra and Patanjali in the preceding 
chapter, we shall easily infer, that they resemble in more respects 
than one, and that some one closely connected with Patafijali was 

Kalki. We have now to decide whether he was Pusyamitra or 
Agnimitra. We have to find out from the account of the extent 

of their territories, which of them defeated the Mlechchhas. 

Let us now turn to this question of the applicability of the 

title "Kalki” to Pusyamitra or to Agnimitra. Wc have stated in 
the previous pages that in A. M. 301 or B. C. 

Who «n J‘®*'**y 226, ^atakarni II invaded Avanli, killed 

Kalki ? Pusyamitra Vrsabhasen the Maurya king, and seated his 
or Agnimitra ? brother on the throne. Then he appointed 

Pusyamitra as the commander-in-chief in Avanti.*® 
Pusyamitra was born in A. M. 251 (vide pp. 8). So in A. M. 301 

to sansk^t grammar N is changed to N in certain conditions only. It must 

be preceded by R, R or S and there can be a vowel or a semi-vowel except 
L or a letter of the guttural or the labial class between R, R or S and N. 

It would be no doubt interesting to consult a follower of Vaisnavism on 
the point. 

(25) It is also believed that PuSyamitra had been under the service of 

the Maurya kings before A. M. 301, i. e. before the invasion of Avanti by 

fetakar^i II; because we find the words:—“6atakarni snatched Avanti from 

Pufyamitra.” This means that PuSyamitra was already in the service of the 

Mauryas by the time Satakarni invaded Avanti. Then he must have been 

appointed as prime-minister, and his son Agnimitra might have been appointed 

M the commander-in-chief. (Cf. f. n. no. 26 below). 
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he was nearly fifty years of age. Now king Kalki died in 353 A. M. 

Both the Puraijas and the Jaina books agree about this; and if 
we accept that Pusyamitra was Kalki, then he must have died 
at the age of 102 odd years. There are certain objections to a 

contention of this type. (1) Such a long life is impossible to a 

man actively engaged in political intricacies throughout his life. 

It is plausible enough to imagine a peaceful man to have enjoyed 

such spell of longevity. (2) Pusyamitra died in A. M. 339 as we 
have shown on pp. 8; and it is not given to us-poor mortals- 
to grant him a lease of 14 years’ existence on the teaestrial plane. 

(3) In an authoritative book like Amarakos, Agnimitra has been 

called the emperor. Pusyamitra has not been granted the same 
privilege. (4) Kalidas has composed a play called “Malvikagnimitram;” 
but he has not written “Malvikapusyamitram.” The four objections 
stated above are based on the authority of the Purapas. 

(5) A glance at the map of the extent of the territory of Agnimitra will 
convince us, that he was definitely a powerful emperor. Ample 
proofs are available in favour of calling him an independent 

sovereign emperor. (6) Agnimitra has been found to have ruled 

as a king even during the life-time of Pusyamitra, whom we have 
found to have been a Sungabhrtya as long as Agnimitra did not 
ascend the throne. (7) Dates from the account of the Yavana 

king (the account will be given later on ) go in favour of Agni¬ 

mitra. (8) It has been already proved ( pp. 7 above) that Pusyamitra 
never ascended the throne. Yet, even if we take it for granted for 

once that he actually ascended the throne and that he died in 
A. M. 353, at the age of 102 years, we shall have to answer 
many objections to the theory. In the first place, his political 

career is said to have lasted for 38 years. Out of these, for the 
first 22 years he was the commander-in-chief in Avanti. So he 
must have ruled as a king for the remaining 16 years. Calculating 
back from 102 years, we come to 86 when he must have ascended 
the throne. Then we shall have to swallow-willingly or unwillingly- 
the impossibilities like his conquests over the Yavanas at the 

fag-end of his life and the completion of the A^vamedha sacrifice by 

him during his senility. (9) Suppose, some one argues for the sake 

of argument that Pusyamitra was no doubt an independent king; 
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however the conquest over the yavanas and the performance of 

the sacrifice were the achievements of Agnimitra. This would 

mean that the territory of Agnimitra was larger than that of 

Pusyamitra (because Agnimitra must have wrested some 

territory from the Yavanas as a result of his victory). Then the 
objection no. 5 will have to be taken as valid and will go in 

favour of Agnimitra and against Pusyamitra. (10) Again, if we 

accept Pusyamitra as Kalki, we w'ill have to accept that he died 
in A. M. 353 at the age of 88, (because Pusyamitra certainly 

died at the age of 88). Counting back, we shall have to agree 
to A. M. 265 as the year of his birth, (though we have proved 

that he was born in A. M. 251). Now we know that Satakarni II 

invaded AvantI in A. M. 301; defeated and killed the Maurya king 
and appointed Pusyamitra as the commander-in-chief of Avanti. 

When we accept that he was born in A. M. 265, we must also 
grant that he was 36 years of age in A. M. 301. Then we shall 

have to face the impossibility of his having been appointed to 

the highest position in the army together with a position of grave 
responsibility of maintaining [leace and order in a foreign country 

only recently conquered—a position which must have been entrusted 

to a man ripe with the experience of politics and policy—at the 

young age of 36. Then, at what age must he have joined the 

army to rise to such a position at 36 ? Or was he appointed 
straight off just as an heir-apparent is annointed and seated on 

the throne, irrespective of his age and experience ? 

All these objections lead to one conclusion. And that conclusion 

goes against Pusyamitra. Kalki was the title assumed by 

Agnimitra * and has belonged to him since the time he adopted it. 

Agnimitra was born in A. M. 267=B. C. 260. Pusyamitra 
joined the Mauryan army in A. M. 298 or B. C. 229. At that 
time Agnimitra was about thirty years old. His political career can 

be said to have begun from this time^®, because he also joined 
the army and began to receive training under the guidance of 

* Cf. the latter portion of f. n. no. 2 on pp« 38. 

(26) Cfi f. s< nOt 25 above. 
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his father. In B. C. 226, the Andhra king Satakara^ji II appointed 

Pusyamitra as prime-minister of Avanti. From that time Agnimitra 

was the commander-in-chief de facto. His 

HI* life before he temperament was moulded under the direct 
became emperor influence of his father and he led constant 

military life. He remained on the post for nearly 

fifteen years, upto A. M. 316=B. C. 211. By that time, Satdhanva 

or Satdharman, the Maury a king died. His son Brhadrath succeeded 

him on the throne. Senility had overtaken Pusyamitra by this 
time and he had almost detached himself from affairs-political. 
Agnimitra had shouldered the whole responsibility. Brhadrath’s rule 

lasted from A. M. 316 to 323=7 years=B. C. 211 to 204. 

The territorial extent of the Mauryan empire had been 
reduced to a very great degree, (a) People had become restive 
on account of religious persecution. Money was extracted from them 

in most tortuous ways. Jalauk, one of the sons of emperor 

Priyadarsin, had become the king of Kasmir. He invaded the Mauryan 

territory^ and wrested from it, the whole of south-western 
portion^*’, and a large slice from northern India—the portion 
which is now called United Ih'ovinccs and Audh. (b) The 

descendants of Salisuk,-a branch of the Mauryas-had annexed the 
region now known as Behar and the eastern portion of Bengal, 

(c) The eastern portion of Avanti, which was then called Vidarbha 

and which now consists of Central Provinces and Central India 

States Agency, was then either under the ruling power of Bengal 

or of Andhra, (d) The whole of southern India, with the exception 
of a small independent piece, was under the hegemony of 

the ^atavahan king of Andhra, (e) It is not certain under whose 
power were the provinces of Saurastra, Rajputana*®, (and probably 

Sindh. It is probable that Sakas who emigrated to India through Sindh, 
had made the portion their colony.) In these ways the extent of 

(27) Appendix D in vol. II; from pp. 360 to 365. it contains an account 

of Jalauk. 

(28) Ec H. 1. 3rd edi. pp. 199:—" It is unlikely that either the later 

Mauryas or the Sungas exercised any jurisdiction in the Punjab, 

(29) Vide further for the account of the reign of Odrak. 
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the Mauryan territory had been reduced almost to nothing. To 

add to the difficulties, Jalauk, the king of Ka^mir, referred to in 

no. (1) above, died in about A. M. 332=B. C. 205. His son 

Damodar succeeded him on the throne. He was not as valorous 

as his illustrious father. So the Bactrians, who had hitherto found 
it a hard nut to crack to cross the borders of the Punjab, made 

a powerful onrush, and wrested from Jalauka’s son, the province 

of Mathura. They then began to make preparation to invade 
Avanti. 

This deplorable state of affairs must have been very painful 
and humiliating to an ambitious man like Agnimitra. His heart 
burned with a desire to liberate Avar.ti from this wretched 
condition. So he arranged a grand military parade and invited king 
Brhadrath to inspect it. Brhadrath, mounted on a horse, began 
the inspection. Taking advantage of the opportunity, he murdured 

Brhadrath®" (A. M. 323=B. C. 204). 

Pusyamitra was alive at this time. He had reached his seventy- 
second year. So, instead of ascending the throne himself, he seated 
his son Agnimitra on it. Vasumitra, Agnimitra’s son, was appointed 

as the heir-apparent. 

After properly establishing himself on the throne, he directed 
his attention towards increasing the territorial extent of his 

kingdom. He advanced in one direction, and sent 
Agnimitra as king his son Vasumitra in the other. Vasumitra was 

quite young about twenty-five, and he was 
inexperienced in the art of warfare. He had had as yet no occasion 
to fight in a pitched battle. So, in order to guide him, Agnimitra 

sent his father Pusyamitra with him. 
He himself undertook the task of defeating the king of 

Vidarbha. He sent his heir-apparent and his father in the north¬ 
west for the purpose of driving out the yavana chiefs, who had 

(30) The details given in the account of Pusyamitra differ slightly from the 

details given here; (for instance did ^atdhanva precede Bfhadrath or vice 

versa 7 and their daj:es etc.) but that difference does not affect the main 

contention; and even the difference itself is bound to disappear with further 

research. (Some details are given later on). 
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recently conquered and established themselves in the territory 

which they had wrested from Damodar of Kasmir; from Shrsen, 

Pafichal and the regions on the east of the Sutlej and of establishing 

the ^unga hegemony in these provinces. He was successful in his 
task. He defeated the king of Vidarbha and annexed a certain 

portion of his territory to Avanti. He also married the beautiful 

daughter of the Vidarbha king—Malavika by name, and also called 
Vaidarbhi®^. All these details are vividly described by Kalidas 
in his play, “Malavikiignimitram”®". Vasumitra and Pusyamitra 
on the other hand were engaged in a bloody warfar eagainst the 
yavanas and numerous soldiers of the enemy were killed®Those 
yavana chiefs who survived (there were about seven chiefs in 
all®*) took to their heels and approached Demetrius, before whom 

(31) “Vaidarbhi’ means “a daughter of the king of Vidarbha.” (This 

change is in conformity with the rules of Sansktt grammar. More instances 

of the kind are given in vol. I, pp. 118 and vol. II. pp. 172. The wife of 

king Nala was also a princess of Vidarbha; and she too was called “Vaidarbhi.” 

(32) C. H. I, pp. 519:—“During the first war between Vidisa and Vidarbha, 

the former was successful; as a result Vidarbha was divided into two 
provinces by the Wardha river (between Berar and C. P. at present.) 

C. H» 1. pp. 223:—“Conquered Vidarbha, a province under Andhra.” 

This means that the province of Vidarbha was under the power of the Andhra 

king, and that Malavika was the daughter, either of the Andhra king or of 
his chieftain ruling over Vidarbha. 

(33) In Greek history, this war is described as terrible. Vayupuran 

contains the mention of two great battles fought by the Aryans against 

Yavanas. This was the first of them. (Vide “Buddhiprakas” vol. 76, pp. 78 
and further). 

Over and above these two great wars, numerous petty wars had taken 

place. The first of the great wars took place in B. C. 197, and the second 
in B. C. 157. 

C. H. I. pp, 512:—“Who (PuSyamitra ) as is indicated in the drama 

called Malavikagnimitra succeeded in the struggle with the Greeks.” This 

means that Pusyamitra himself had to fight against the Greeks and that he 

bad come victorious out of it. We have here maintained that the victory 

was won under the joint generalship of Pusyamitra and Vasumitra. 

(34) “Buddhiprakas,” vol. 76, pp. 94:—“From the Punjab, seven chiefs, 

known as Sakai, will invade India. Their warriors will slay the soldiers of 
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they poured the doleful account of their misfortunes in the battle 
( B. C. 199 to 197=A. M. 328 to 330 ). On account of this^®, 
all the region in north—western India, now vacated by the 
yavana chiefs, came under the power of the Sunga kings. 
Mr. Smith®®, gives the following account of these conquests. 
"Agnimitra’s youthful son Vasumitra was employed on active service 
under the orders of the king, his grand father Pusyamitra, who 
at this time must have been adv.inced in years, resolved to 
crown his military success by substantiating and proclaiming a 
formal claim to the rank of Lord Paramount of northern India. 
His pretensions received confirmation by the success of Agnimitra, 
in a local war with his southern neighbour the Haja of Vidarbha 
(Berar) which resulted in the complete defeat of the Raja, who 
was obliged to cede half of his dominions to a rival cousin; the 
river Wardha being constituted the boundary between the two 
principalities. ” 

The time®’' of these two conquests can be fixed between 
A. M. 330 to 332=B. C. 19? to 195. Pusyamitra had sent word 

of his and Vasumitra’s achievements to Agnimitra who was 
in Vidisa at that time.®® Agnimitra’s marriage with Malavika 
took place in about A. M. 331=B. C. 196. 

the opposite army and will make the earth look awful with their blood. Then 

will take place a terrible and bloody battle in the portion of the Magadh 

on the banks of the Ganges. The 3^avana chiefs and their soldiers will be 

slaughtered in the battle by PuSyarnitra.” 

(35) See f. n. no. 37 below. 

(36) Vide pp. 200 of “The Early History of India.” 3rd edition. 

(37) The time for both these is stated by us as A. M. 328 to 330= 

B. C* 199 to 197. Here there is a difference of two years; This requires 

study and research. Be that as it may, it is certain that these events took 

place within the span of five years from A. M. 326 to 33!• 

(38) Vide pp. 201, C. H. I. and pp. 54 C. A. I, “Agnimitra, the ruler of 

Vidisa.” The reader will now be convinced that the seat of the capital of 

the Sungas was Vidisa; Pataliputra never enjoyed that privilege. It was given 

up as a seat of the capital right from the time of the great Mauryan emperor, 

Priyadarsis. For more details read the paragraph, “The duration of Pataliputra.” 

7 
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In celebration of these two conquests, it was decided to 

perform the A^vamedha sacrifice*®. It was completed in A. M. 

332=B. C. 195 under the tutelage of Patafijali. Some six or 
seven years after the completion of this sacrifice, Pusyamitra 

died at the age of 88, in A. M. 339=B. C. 188. 

We know that the yavana chiefs who had fled from India, 

had told baleful tales of their miseries in India, to Demetrius. 
He was a young man of haughty and valorous temperament. He 
decided to take revenge and began preparations for invading 

India, in about B. C. 194. His father Euthidemos, had conquered 
and annexed the Punjab in A. M. 317=B. C. 210; but Jalauk of 
Ka^mir and Agnimitra had wrested the major portion of it by 
and by. Jalauk was already dead and was succeeded by his son 
Damodar, who was not so valorous as his father. So Demetrius 
found no difficulty in annexing the Punjab to his territory. About 

B. C. 188, he conquered the northern portion of the Punjab and 

consolidated his position there. Then he began to plot for a 

further pretext for warfare. In the region called Madra, situated 
between the Chinab and the Ravi, he sent a beautiful young 
yavana girP® just for a holiday trip^^, with the intention that 

Vasumitra might come across her and fall in love with her at 

once. His intention was only too quickly realized. Vasumitra was 

infatuated with her bewitching beauty. He asked for marriage 

with the girl. According to the pre-arranged plan, the request was 
not granted. The result was the declaration of war on both sides. 

Demetrius got an opportunity to show his valour. Vasumitra was 

(39) Vide pp. 96, lines 17 to 20, of "Buddhiprakas” vol. 76. There is 

given an article based on the authority of the Vayupuran. 

(40) There is no mention of this beautiful damsel episode in the Greek 

history. It is stated so in “Buddhiprakas,” vol. 76, pp. 96, on the authority 

of Yugapuran. The reason for this is that this war was one of the episodes 

of Demetrius’ political career, in India. Hence it might have been omitted from 
the Greek history. 

(41) Either Vasumitra accidentally came across the girl or there was a 

pre-arranged plan for their encountering each other. We incline towards the 
second conclusion, 
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defeated and a portion of the Punjab up to the banks of the 

Sutlej, probably came under the power of Demetrius. Agnimitra 

now decided to assert himself. So he proclaimed the beginning 

of the second Asvamedha sacrifice,*® and sent Vasumitra to follow 
and protect the sacrificial horse during its perambulation. No 

sooner did the horse reach the banks of the Sutlej, than hewas 

stopped by the yavanas. A battle was fought between the two 

armies (A. M. 345=B. C. 182). Vasumitra was killed in the battle**. 
Agnimitra was exceedingly grieved to hear this sad news, and 

enraged at the insolent yavanas, he personally marched at the 
head of a vast army in order to teach them a bitter lesson. A 

terrible battle was fought on the banks of the Indus** (Sutlej). 
The yavanas were miserably defeated, and probably Demetrius 

died (A. M. 346=B. C. 181). 
Agniniitra felt this to be one of his greatest conquests, for 

the yavana chiefs had enjoyed power in India for a long time. 

(42) The Asvamedha sacrilke is begun by that king only, who has become 

the master of a vast extent of territory. It is not a question of expenses. It 

becomes clear from this, that Agnimitra must have brought a vast 

territory under his power. So the reader will judge for himself the truth or 

otherwise of the belief about the river Indus of the ancient books in f. n. 

no. 44 below. 

(43) C. H. S. pp. 55:—“According to Baija, he-Vasumitra-was killed 

while engaged in amateur theatricals by one Mitradev.” This seems to us to 

be far from truth. The drama was enacted in celebration of the marriage of 

Agnimitra with Malvika. If Vasumitra were killed at that time^ he could not 

have attended the first Asvamedha sacrifice which Agnimitra performed after 

his marriage. It has been proved that PuSyamitra. Agnimitra, Vasumitra and 

Patanjali—^all the four—attended the first Asvamedha sacrifice. So BaUa may 

have been mistaken. 

(44) In ancient books it is merely stated that a battle took place on the 

banks of the Indus. No further details are given. The historians must have 

been under the impression that\ the power of the Sungas must have extended 

upon a small region around Vidisa, and so the Yavanas must have invaded that 

territory from the Mathura side. Hence they have stated that the battle took 

place on the Kalisindhu, (and not the Sindhu—the Indus itself) a tributary of 

the Cbambal river, flowing through Avanti. The reader now of course knows 

the real thing. Cf. f. n. no. 42 above. 
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Vasumitra had defeated them only some years ago; but their 

defeat was complete at the hands of Agnimitra who had under¬ 

taken the task with a double view, to avenge the death of his 
son Vasumitra^'* and to vindicate his honour and fame, by dealing 

a severe blow to those who had dared to check the progress of 
the sacrificial horse. He felt satisfied and pleased, and completed 
the second Asvamedha sacrifice as a mark of the formal proclamation 

of his paramountcy. Thus two Asvamedha sacrifices were performed 
by him**^. 

After the completion of the second sacrifice he lived for 
seven years only^’. 

We are not concerned here with the details of the rites of 

The influence of the 
horse-sacrifice 

the Asvamedha sacrifice. The performance of 

such sacrifices, however, exerted a powerful 
influence over the people. We have to take 

note of this influence. 

The person who performs the sacrifice (not the preceptor 
of course) is called the yajaraan (host). The yajaman of the 

(45) Some writers have stated that the prevention of the sacrificial horse 

was the sole reason of the war. The reader wiil see that it was one of the 

main causes. 

(46) Ind. His. Quarterly, vol. V, no. 3, pp, 404;—“In a Brahmi inscription 

at Ayodhya, it is said that Senapati PuSyamitra performed not one but two 

horse sacrifices. His was an exceptionally successful career. (We know that 

the person who performed these sacrifices was Agnimitra. If both the sacri¬ 

fices had been performed by PuSyamitra alone, the words “exceptionally 

successful” would not have been used.) 

It is stated in Garga Samhita that seven kings will rule India after that. 

This is quite true. Seven kings succeeded Agnimitra on the throne. It is 

stated on pp. 658 of "Maurya Samrajya ka Itihas,” “Seven kings ruled India 

after this, or India was divided into seven kingdoms:—“Gandhar, Kasmir, 

Magadh, Kaling, Indhra.” He has stopped here and has not given the 

remaining two names. It means that his statement is not founded on facts. 

For further inforruation, the reader is referred to the correct dynastic and 

chronological list of the Sungas given at the end of this chapter. 

(47) In the Puranas it has been stated that Agnimitra ruled for eight 

years only. The Yuga-puran states that his reign lasted for thirty years. Vide 

“^uddhiprakas,” vol. 76, pp. 96, line 14. 
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A^vamedha sacrifice is always a powerful and great Icing. He has 

probably numerous queens. The chief queen is granted the 
privilege (!) of sleeping near the dead body of the sacrificial horse. 

A likeness of this sight^*’—the queen sleeping by the dead body 

of the sacrificial horse—is carved on a big slab of stone and the 

slab is meant to be preserved for all time to come. A famous 

historian*® has the following observation to make on this;—“There 
is independent evidence to show that the obscure elements of 
the Vedic rites grew unpopular in course of time and fell into 
desuetude. ” We cannot gauge the extent of the influenc eexerted 
by such obscene sights. But one thing is certain. People who 

saw such sights became licentious. We have no historical evidence 
at hand in support of this contention. The author of Vayupuraij 
however, has taken special note of this. ( Vide “ Buddhiprakas ” 

Vol. 76. Pp. 89 to 100 ). The article is written by Dewan Bahadur 

Keshavlal Harshadrai Dhruv. He says:—“ Vasumitra will be 

succeeded by Odrak, and he will have to fight against hoards of 

terrible Sakas. The Sakas will be victorious. The king, wounded 

in a delicate part of the body, by the arrows of Sakas, will 
/ I 

give up his life. Then the Sakas, the cruel Sakas, will persecute the 

people who will have become degenerate and dissolute. Such is 

the prophecy of the Puraijas. ” Mr. Dhruv is (by the time this 
goes to the press he is dead) a great scholar and follower of 

the Vedic religion. His words prove that the people of those 
times had become very lax in morals due to the influence of such 

obscene sights. The evil influence lasted for a long time and 

persisted in spoiling the lives of the people, generation after 
generation. The accounts of the remaining kings afford ample 

proofs of this statement. 
The last king of the Sunga dynasty, Devbhuti by name* 

died on account of his licentiousness of conduct. The father of 

(48) Ind. His. Quarterly, vol. V, no. 3, pp. 485:—“Vapustama, the chief 

queen of king Janmejay slept near the dead body of the sacrificial horse. 

Indra. having entered the dead body of the horse, effected sexual union with 

her. Cf. the desetiption of the invasion of the Sakas, given further. 

(49) lad. His. Quarterly! pp. 405. 
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Vikramaditya, Gardabhil by name and king of Avanti, whose 

account will be given later on, fell a prey to the same vice and 
lost his kingdom. The story of Bhartrhari’s wife, Pingala by 
name, is only too famous to be narrated here. This Bhartrhari 
was the younger brother of Vikramaditya. All these are instances 
of the ruin caused by licentiousness of conduct resulting from 

such obscene sights. This state of affairs continued for at least 

a century and a half, and it was at last wiped out by the famous 

Vikramaditya, the ruler of Avanti. His account will be given 

later on. 
In spite of this laxity of morals, the Sungas have one good 

thing to their credit. The foreigners invaded India again and again 

from the north-western direction. Their onslaughts were effectively 
checked by the Sunga kings. Had they not done so, one cannot 
say what changes might have taken place in the political 
condition of India. 

After the completion of the second horse sacrifice, Agnimitra 
directed his attention towards consolidating his empire. He was 

of a covetous temperament, and the wars had 
The sunga empire cost him enormous amounts of money. To 

at Its zenith defray the expenses of 

the two Asvamedha sacrifices. So he began 

the cruel task of turning into gold all the Jaina gold idols 
established by the emperor Priyadarsin, with the double purpose 

of getting wealth and satisfying his religious jealousy and fanati¬ 
cism. His religious bigotry did not stop here. He began in earnest 

a severe repression of all, who did not follow the Vedic religion. 
Their religious places and temples were burnt and destroyed 

(cf. destruction of Krsga’s temple in f. n. 24 above). They them¬ 
selves were put to sword. He issued a proclamation to the effect 
that whoever would cut off the head®® of §ramaij and present 

it before him, would be given one hundred dinars as a reward. 
Like all other Jaina idols, the gold Stupa-Vodva Tope-of 

Mathura suffered from the same fate. He carried the gold to 
the treasury. But his avarice knew no bounds. He yearned after 

(50) For further details, vide further in this book, the chapter on Mathura. 
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more and more gold and hunted for it like a bloodhound. He 
came to know, as a result of further investigation that in 

Pataliputra®^ the capital of Magadh, there were five stupas in 

which gold was hoarded during the time of Nand IX. So with a 

view to catch hold of this wealth®* and to bring that territory 
under his power, he marched into Magadh and defeated the king 
there®®. Then he ordered his men to dig the city out and out 

in search of wealth, and hoarded it as much as possible. Thus 

began the destruction of the city. We have given in the account 

of Kalki how his own death took pJace. In this way died 
Agnimitra, after ruling, for 16 years during the life-time of his 
father and for the next 14 years as an independent sovereign; 
for 7 or 8 out of which, he assumed the title Kalki. Mis age at 

the time of his death in A. M. 353=B. C. 174, was eighty 
six years. 

In any war at any time it is the custom that the soldiers 

bear the brunt of the battle and suffer most. They face the 

(51) C. S. H. pp. 55'—“The wicked and valiant Greeks occupied Saket, 

Panchal and Mathura and advanced as far as Kusumadhvaja (Pataliputra) 

but PuSyamitra (Agnimitra, it ought to be) ultimately drove them out of 

Magadh.’* The reader will clearly see that the latter part of this sentence is 

incorrect. 

It was after the death of Agnimitra that the Greeks got hold over some 

portions of Panchal and Mathura. They do not seem to have advanced into 

Magadh before that. (Vide the accounts of Menander and of Rajuvul). 

(52) We have often stated that, money, land and woman are the three 

main causes of all quarrels. In the Kaliyug, women were responsible for 

many quarrels of great historic importance. The Kauravas began it at the 

beginning of the Kaliyug. During the time of king Ajatasatru, that is, according 

to the Jaina books, at the beginning of the fifth Ara, land became the chief 

cause of the quarrels between kings and people. From the time of Kalki 

onwards, money came into the fore front as the cause of dissensions among 

the unhappy inmates of this globe. 

The reader has to understand that at every time, only one of the causes 

was predominant. But this does not mean that the other two were non¬ 

existent. They were there, but they played a minor role. 

(53) It is to be understood that the branch of the Mauryas, which ruled 

over Magadh^ was brought under the vassalage of the iSungas. 
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The statements of 

the Puranas 

bayonets.** But the glory of victory or disgrace of defeat always 

goes to the credit or discredit of him who is in the command of 

the army. We know that Pusyamitra played 

a prominent part in the wars that took place 

during his life-time. So, the authors of the Puraijas 
have connected with his name all important events that occurred 
during the twent5'-five years from A. M. 298 to 323—the years 

which witnessed the decline and fall of the Mauryan empire. 

We have, however, seen in the foregoing pages, that it was not 
the true state of affairs. Some instances are given below.— 

(1) The siege of Saket'’® (B. C. 210 or before that) and of 

Madhyamika (before B. C. 204). The yavana chief Euthidemos 
was responsible for both. They took place between A. M. 317 to 

323. Now the Maurya kings ruled the kingdom at that time; 

but as the real power was in the hands of Pusyamitra, the 

writers of Puranas have connected both the events with his 
name*® (Vide the account of Pusyamitra). 

(54) It is not to be understood that bayonets actually existed in those 

times. The term is used metaphorically. 

(55) Though all the writers have written the word “Sakct,” the correct 

word is “Sakai.” It was the name of modern fiiyalakot. While Saket is the 

other name of Ayodhya. Saket and 6akal were quite different cities. (See 

f. n. no. 56 below). 

(56) This will make it cle-ar, liow much truth there is, in the statement 

of the writer of the Indian History Quarterly. He has stated on pp. 346, 

voh V.—^“So the siege of Saket and Madhyamika by Yavanas could not have 

been contemporaneous with Pu5yamitra’s horse-sacrifice, but must have taken 

place before him.” The siege took place in B. C. 210, while the sacrifice 

was performed in B. C. 197. In connection with this, read paragraph no, 4 

below. In short, there was an interval of nearly fifteen years between these 

two events. The sacrifice took place later and the siege took place earlier. 

Pandit Jayasval, has stated in a footnote on pp. 396, "The siege of Saket 

(see f. n. no. 55 above for the difference between Saket and ^akal) must have 

been earlier than the horse-sacrifice.” 

Trogus Pompeius, the ancient Greek historian, supports this contention, 

(though Dr. Sten Konow differs from him). It is stated on C. H. I. pp.404'.— 

“Dr. Sten Konow ignores the statement of Trogus Pompeius, and bolds 
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(2) It was Agnimitra who murdered Brhadrath, the Maurya 
king; but as Pusyamitra was the prime-minister, the crime is 
imputed to him. This event took place in A. M. 323=B. C. 204. 

(3) It was Vasumitra who drove the yavana chiefs from the 
provinces of Panchal and Surasen, after a bloody battle. The 
event took place during the rule of Agnimitra. Pusyamitra had 
already retired from political life, and merely concerned himself 
with guiding Vasumitra, whenever the latter approached him for 

consultation and advice. He had accompanied Vasumitra solely 
with this purpose. He was not in a condition to take active part 
in the warfare. Even then the Puranas have credited him with 
all the glory of the success in the enterprise. This event took 
place in A. M. 330=B. C. 197. 

(4) The first Asvamedha sacrifice was performed during the king- 
ship of Agnimitra. But simply because Pusyamitra was alive, the 
writers of the Puragas and Pataiijali, have described him as the host 

It will be clear now, why the Puranas have connected several 

events with Pusyamitra, which had really little connection with him. 
We have not devoted a separate paragraph to the account 

of any city as yet. That honour goes to Pataliputra for several 

• reasons. In the first place it was the privileged 
The duration of capital of the vastest empire in those times. In 

Pataliputra the second place, scholars have committed gross 
mistakes by considering it as the capital of 

the same empire, even many years after its destruction; one dr 
two instances will suffice in support of the second reason, (a) It 
was in a state of decline during the rule of emperor Priyadar^in. 
Several historical facts have been misrepresented on account of 
the historians still describing it as a flourishing seat of the capital 
(b) They have also taken it for granted that even after the end 
of the Maurya dynasty, it was the seat of the capital of the 
^ungas. Several anomalies have cropped up as a result of this; 
viz, if we accept that Agnimitra had made Pataliputra the seat 

without any hesitation that the Yavana king, who laid siege to ^kal (cf. 

f. n. no. 55 above) and Madhyamika contemporaneously with PuSyamitta’s 

hotse-^sactifice* was Demetrius, son of Euthydemos (^cta Orientalia I, pp. 53). 

8 
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hia capital, how can we explain the fact that he was also the 

king of Vidi^a, or that he invaded Pataliputra and nearly destroyed 

it. Such instances can be given as many as we like. 

In Vol. I. Pp. 285 & seq. in the account of Udayasva the 
king of the §isunaga dynasty, we have stated that Pataliputra was 

founded in A. M. 34=B. C. 493 during the fourth year of his 
reign. We have proved in the foregoing pages that it was destroyed 

by Agnimitra in about A. M. 347=B. C. 181, or at any time 

between B. C. 181 to 174, i. e. about B. C. 179-80. We know 
that king ^atanik of Vatsa, had destroyed Champanagari”'^ the 
capital of king Dadhivahan of Anga; but its remains were 
repaired by emperor Ajatsatru of Magadh®**. In the same way, 
though Pataliputra was dug out and out by the men of Agnimitra 

in order to satisfy his lust for wealth, yet it cannot be said that 

it was destroyed in toto and beyond reparation and revival. So 

it would not be improper to say that the duration of Pataliputra 
was longer than 314 years, i. e. from B. C. 493 to B. C. 179. 
Of this, we can be certain that its political significance was gone 

for ever. It was probably never repaired or revived. Mr. Crindle 

has written a special book on Pataliputra. He has suggested in it 
that some time or other, the city must have been consumed by 

flames of fire. Its remains have been excavated near Pataa. They 
show that some portions of the city were blackened by smoke. 
So we conclude that Pataliputra was wiped out of existence by 
fire, some time after B. C. 179 when it was partially destroyed. 

During more than the three centuries of its existence, the 

city thrived and prospered by leaps and bounds. But we have 

to take note of a calamity that overtook it in the middle period 

of its life. During the reign of Nandivardhan, the first Nanda 
king, it was under the grips of excessive rainfall (Vol. I. Pp. 311). 
We might be tempted to come to the conclusion that the city 

was originally founded on the confluence of the rivers Ganges 
and ^09. The remains found at present, however, indicate that 
later on, and specially at the time of its destruction, it was 

(57) Vide vol. I, pp. 111. 

(58) Vide voU I, pp. 279. 
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situated on the western banks of the river ^09. Probably this 
change of place happened on the occasion of the excessive rain¬ 

fall referred to above. 

Its prosperity was closely linked with its existence. From 
the time of its foundation, it has been considered to have been 

very auspecious. It steadily prospered with the flow of time. It 
reached its zenith during the reign of the Mauryan emperor 
Chandragupta. Its decline began when Chandragupta ordered a 

palace to be built in AvantI, and began to stay there with his 
heir-apparent for some part in every year. Bindusar and Asoka 

continued it as the seat of the capital of the empire, and main¬ 

tained the custom of sending the heir-apparent for residence at 
the palace in Avanti. Then Asoka retired from politics, and 
Priyadarsin, the next to come to the throne, declared the seat of 

his capital to be in Avanti. Prince Dasarath was appointed as 

the Governor of the province of Magadh. From that time 

onwards, the decline of Pataliputra became rapid. It ceased to be 

the centre of political activities. The centre was shifted to Avanti. 

It was now reduced to the condition of being the capital of a 

province, rather than the whole of the empire. Then Agnimitra 
dealt the last blow and its back was irreparably broken. 

Details about the dimensions, fortifications, gates and turrets, 
and the ditch about it have been given as occasions arose for them. 

We have seen above, that we cannot definitely say who 
succeeded Agnimitra on the throne. According to the majority of 

the Puraijas, Sujyesfha was the successor, though 
Vasumitra (Sujyestha no other piece of evidence is forthcoming to 

-Sumitra) support this contention. The coins of Sujyesfha 

make it clear that he was third in the 

generation®” from Pusyamitra. We have already proved that 
Pusyamitra himself never occupied the throne. He was first the 

commander-in-chief and then the prime-minister. But that was 
all. From this we deduce that (1) The coins of this prince prove 

the validity of our contention about Pusyamitra. (2) That Sumitra 

(59) J. B. 0. R. S. vol. XX, nos. 3 and 4, pp. 301:—“Senapati TiTaya”{ 
ibid, pp. 302:-«‘'Samitra being identical with Vasumitra of tbe Purapas,” 
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calls himself the third in the line, means that some one must 

have preceded him. In short, he was probably the grandson of 

Pusyamitra. If that is true, we shall have to accept him either 

as Agnimitra’s son or his nephew®”. Again the coin proves that 

he himself never came to the throne; otherwise he would not 
have introduced himself as he has, but would have rested content 

with his name and the family sign. All the details given above 

suit Vasumitra to a T. Again he was also a grandson of^Pusya- 
mitra, and the heir-apparent to the throne after Agnimitra. He 

could not come to the throne, because his premature death 

prevented him from doing so. Two other things support this 
(1) The Puraijas have stated that his (Sujyestha’s) rule lasted 
for seven years® ^ Vasumitra remained the heir-apparent for 
exactly the same number of years. (2) The dynastic list supplied 

by the writers of the Pura^ias contain the mention of Vasumitra 
II®®. If this is true-and we have no proof to the contrary—it 

proves that there definitely was a Vasumitra I. On account of 
many reasons like these, we have to come to the conclusion that 
Sujyestha and Vasumitra were names of the same person. 

In the coin he declares himself as third from Pusyamitra. The 

coin must have been minted from B. C. 188 to 181. If sujyestha 

was the name, before he became the heir-apparent and assumed 
the name Vasumitra, its time must be taken to have been B. C. 
188. This is more probable, because almost all the names end in 
“Mitra’-Pusyamitra, Agnimitra, Vasumitra, Balamitra, Bhanumitra 
and so on. It is not improper to suppose, most of the kings 

assumed a name ending in “Mitra” when they came to power.** 

Details of Vasumitra’s political career have already been given 
in the accounts of Pusyamitra and Agnimitra. 

(60) Ibid. Pp. 301:—^“Sumitra was a son of Agnimitra.” 

(61) Vide pp. 16 above for the dynastic list. 

62) Vide pp. 14 & 15 above for the dynastic list. 

(63) Many scholars call Sunga dynasty, the “Mitra” dynasty, because the 

names of most of the kings end in “Mitra.” We naturally come to the 

conclusion that those names which do not end in “Mitra” were their namae 

before they came to power, either as the ruler or the holder of a responsible 
office in the state. 



Chapter IV^ 

End of the Sunga Dynasty 

Synopsis;—Some change in the method of the narrative and 

reason for it—Dijjercnt names of Odrak and Bhag and their 

relations with Agnimiira—Fixing their dates and an account of 

their relatives, based on the authority of literary books—Some 

description of their two wars on the frontier with Menander, the 

yona chief-Change in their boundaries—The pillar erected by 

Heliodorus, yona representative, as a devotee of Krstia and details 

about it—Religious enmity and rivalry between the Sungds on the 

one side and the people under the leadership of the Jaina monk 

Kalikmri—Consequent emigration of the Jaina people into 

the south. 

Nominal Sunga rulers and the end of the dynasty under 

uncommon circumstances-Some details about the Kanva ministers- 

The religion and the religious fanaticism of the Sungds and their 

actions on account of this, 

A Short survey of the extents of the terrUories of ^tmga kings* 
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(2-3) ODRAK AND BHAGVAT 

Hither-to our method of narration was to give a connected 
account of a particular dynasty and then to devote a separate 
chapter to the extents of the territories of every king in the dynasty, 
so that the reader might be in a position to have a general idea 
of the increase or decrease in the territorial extent during the 
rule of a dynasty. The ^unga dynasty, unlike other dynasties, 

lasted for only 90 years, and except one or two powerful kings, 

all were nominal rulers in the line. Again, very little is known of 
the kings, who were above the average in the line. Taking these 

things into consideration, we have not given a separate chapter 
to the extent of territories; we have, in this chapter, first given 

the account of the remaining Sunga kings, and then, in the 

remaining part of the chapter, an idea of the general territorial 
extent during the rule of the dynasty. We start with the account 
of the kings. 

The Purifjas state that Odrak was somewhat beyond the 
ordinary calibre. The rock-inscription of Kausambi-Prabhas also 

proves that he gave a considerable amount of gold in charity 

during the period from 10th to 14th year of his reign. This means 

that his reign lasted at least for fifteen to seventeen years. The 

Jaina books ^ state that Pusyamitra-Agnimitra ruled for thirty 
years®, and Balamitra and Bhanumitra ruled for the next sixty years. 

We have shown in the foregoing pages that the last sixty years of the 

^unga dynasty are not to be assigned to Balamitra and Bhanumitra 
only; but by Balamitra and Bhanumitra, the Jaina historian meant 

"Balamitra, Bhanumitra and others.” The Pura^as* give us the 

(1) Vide vol. I. pp. 195 and further. 

(2) Balamitra and Bhanumitra were the immediate successors of Pu^yamitra 

and ASnimitra. See f. n. no. 3 below. 

(3) Vide Buddhiprakas vol. 76, pp. 89; It is stated there on the authority 

of the Vayupura^i that Vasumitra will be succeeded by Odrak. We know that 

Vasumitra died during the life-time of Agnimitra. So the writer of the 

Purai;^ must have meant to say that Agnimitra would be succeeded by Odrak 

who would be as valorous as Vasumitra, and that he would have to wage 

WMTS with foreigners. Cf. f. n. no. 2 above. 
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names Adrak-Odrak and Bhag-Bhagavat, where Jaina books givg 

us Balamitra and Bhanumitra. We might safely come to the 

conclusion that Odrak and Balamitra were names of the same 

individual, and similarly, Bhag or Bhagavat was the same individual 

as Bhanumitra. Now, Mr. Vincent Smith is of the opinion that 

Bhag or Bhagavat alone ruled for 32 years. This seems to be 
far-fetched, because that way, the duration of the ^unga rule will 
have to be taken much more than 90 years—the recognized number 

for the dynasty. So, we may arrange things this way; Odrak and 

Bhagavat or Bhag combined, ruled for 32 years; the former for 
nearly seventeen years, and the latter for fifteen years. The 
remaining 28 years, we may ascribe to the remaining kings. We 

might also say that Odrak ruled for 16 years, and so did Bhag*. 

We have given the table below:— 

A. M. B. C. 

(2) Odrak or Balmitra® 353-369 174-158 16 years 

(3) Bhag or Bhagavat“ 369-385 158-142 16 years 

32 years 

(4) It would be more correct to assign sixteen years to each. See the 

dynastic list given below. 

(5) In Jaina books we find two pairs bearing the names, "Balamitra and 

Bhanumitra.” Really speaking there was only one pair of the kind. Writers 

have committed several mistakes on account of the confusion arising out of 

this. If there remains any doubt about the pair, having been only one in 

number, several points are given below to clarify the issue. 

BALAMITRA—BHANUMITRA 

True Imaginary 

(1) Time : A. M. 350 (1) Time ; A. M. 453 

(2) Of Sunga dynasty. (2) Family not known. 

(3) Bom of Brahma? parents who (3) Kfatriya by birth, 

were landlords. 

(4) Emperors of AvantI together with (4) Possibly vassals of Rsabhadattat 

the territory about Broach. son-in-law of Nahapan, their 

territory was probably around 
Broach. 
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Over and above the names given above, Odrak-Adrak alias 

Balamitra, and Bhag-Bhagavat alias Bhanutnitra, had other 

names also. 

It m\\ be known from the details given later on, that the 

Yona chiefs have given to Bhanumitra the name, '‘Ka^iputra- 

The different names 
given to them and 

other details 

Bhagaprad/' A Jaina monk^ has called Balamitra, 

Vikramaditya, which does not seem to be 
possible, because he has tried to prove*^ that 
Balamitra was none other than Sakari Vikram¬ 

aditya of the Gardabhil dynasty; and for that purpose he has 
fixed him as the contemporary of a learned Jaina monk named 

(5) Followers of the Vedic religion. (5) Followers of Jainism. 

(6) Came to the throne one after (6) Both were brothers and princes; 

another. never came to the throne. 

(7) Nephews of Kaliksuri, who was a (7) Probably nephews of Kaliksuri of 

native of the south. Gardabhil. 

The confusion is probably due to the connection of both with Kaliksuri. 

But we should bear in mind that there were more than one persons of 

that name. 

(5) His name is Muni Kalyanavijay. He is a close student of history, 

and highly reputed as such among the Jaina monks, few of whom have such 

pursuits to their credit. 

Muni Sree Kaly«^vijayaji is a profound scholar of history, indeed, one 

of the few Jaina monks who take interest in history. 

(7) Vide “ Nagari Pracarinj Sabha Patrika/’ Vol. X, No. 4. Pp. 725, 

f. n. no. 44, (The whole article has been published by him under the title, 

“Jaina Kala Ganana,” It has no less than 150 pages. 

He has tried to prove, therein, that the names. “Balamitra” and “Vikra¬ 

maditya” signify the same individual. The reason given for this is rather 

etymological and farfetched. “Bala”=might or valour and “Mitra”=»Sun; again, 

“Vikrama”=might or valour and “Aditya”=Sun. A glance at f. n. no. 5 above 

will convince us of the impropriety of this reason. 

Again, his own statements made elsewhere, contradict this contention. 

According to him Vikramaditya belonged to the Gardabhila dynasty. Jaina 

books, { vide quotation Vol. I, P. 195 f. n. 33 ) on the other hand, definitely 

state that Balamitra, and, for the matter of that, Bhanumitra also, belonged 

to the Sunga dynasty. See f, n. no. 8 below. 
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Kalikstiri^. Details are given in f. n. no. 5 and 8 below, which 
the reader is requested to read in conjunction. Then, he will be 
convinced that the details about Balamitra given in this book 
are quite correct. 

Let us now try to find out the relations between Odrak and 
Bhag and also try to find out their common descent. A learned 
writer* has stated that Odrak was a son of Vasumitra, and 
succeeded him on the throne. We have, however, already proved 
above, that Vasumitra died daring the life-time of his father 
Agnimitra, i. e. while Agnimitra was on the throne. So, the statement 
of the writer can be taken to mean that Odrak was the eldest 
son of Vasumitra, and that he was appointed heir-apparent on 
account of Vasumitra’s death, and that he came to the throne of 
Avanti after Agnimitra’s death. He might have assumed the name 

Balamitra. Jaina books state that Balamitra was the immediate 
successor of Agnimitra. 

Jaina books also state that some Balamitra and Bhanumitra 
were sons of Bhanumati, the sister of the famous Jaina monk 
Kaliksuri, who was an accredited leader of Jainism in those times, 
and who was a native of the south. They were Brahmins by 
caste. They were chiefs of a territory around Broach. All these 
details are aptly applicable to Balamitra and Bhanumitra of the 

^unga dynasty, i. e. both the Puranas and the Jaina books agree 
in their account of these two kings. Hence, these details about 

them must be true. 

From details given later on, it becomes clear that Bhagavat 

(8) We are not concerned here about the Jaina monks that bore the name 

Kaiksuri. That problem will be dealt with, in another publication by me. 

Reference to it, howewer, in f. n. no. 5 above, will show that “Balamitra" and 

“Vikramaditya” were separate individuals: the former belonged to the Sunga 

dynastyi while the latter belonged to the Gardabhila dynasty. 

(9) J. O. B. R. S. Vol. XX, No. 3-4, Pp. 302 “Sumitra being identical 

with Vasumitra of the Purai^s. Odraka was his son and immediate successor." 

(10) See f. n. no. 2. above. 

9 
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was also called Kiliputra^*. This means that his mother’s family 

was of the Ka^i side. If we read this, in conjunction with the 

details given in the previous paragraph, we might safely conclude 

that some Brahmaija family from Ka^i, must have migrated towards 

the south and settled there as landlords. A daughter of the family 

must have been married with Vasumitra. Her name must have 

been Bhanumati, who gave birth to Balamitra and Bhanumitra. 

Of course, both of them followed the Vedic religion like Agnimitra; 

and their mother’s family were also devout followers of the same 

religion^®. 

Of all the successors of Agnimitra, these two ruled for the 

longest period. Some details, found in rock-inscriptions, point that 

several important events took place during their 

Their rule rule. This contention is supported by the history 

of the Greeks also. 

After the death of Demetrius, the Bactrian king, Menander 

became the master of Bactrian territories in India. Euthidemos, 

the father of Demetrius, had subdued and annexed the whole 

region upto Ayodhya’®; later on, however, Vasumitra had recon¬ 

quered it from him^*. Menander, again, won back the same region, 

and appointed, according to the custom followed during those 

times, governors over the several divisions into which the region 

was divided by him. These governors were called Ksatrapas. 

They were by name, Bhumak, Rajul—Rajuvul, and Antitialcidas 

respectively. Rajputana, Saurasfra and Sindh were allotted to 

(11) See the paragraph below about “their rule” and especially f. nos. 

24 & 25. 

(12) Kaliksuri, the maternal uncle of Balamitra—^Bhanumitra, was a 

Brahmin by birth, (f. n. no. 5 above, and the list given in f. n. no. 27 below; 

also f. n. no. 28.), and the son of a landlord. Numerous persons who were 

Brahmins by birth, embraced Jainism in those times. His career as a monk 

was brilliant and due to the wealth of his knowledge, he was ranked as the 

leading monk of his times. 

(13) Vide the account of Demetrius further on. 

(14) Vide.pp. 48 8c seq. above. 
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Bhamak; Pafichal and Mathura—Sursen were allotted to Rajul, and 
Antitialcidas was entrusted with the governorship of the Punjab, 
Taxila and other places. The boundaries of the provinces under 

the control of these governors were very close to those of the 

territory under the ^ungas. So clashes occurred on the frontiers 
and sometimes culminated into wars between them. 

The army of Bhumak mainly consisted of the Bactrians^® and 
the Sakas^®. Of these the latter were very skilful archers”. In 

one of the battles that took place as a result of some border 
clash, Odrak—Balamitra died, pierced by the arrow thrown by one 

of the ^aka warriors^®. This happened in about A. M. 369= 
B. C. 158. Bhag-Bhanumitra succeeded him on the throne”. The 
first thing he did was to appoint Vasudev, who belonged to the 

Kariva dynasty®” and who followed the Vedic religion, as his 
prime—minister. Then he started with his army to fight against 

the Bactrians. He marched, however, towards Mathura, avoided 

the western portion of Avanti, because it was there that his brother 

(15) Demetrius and Menander had brought a large number of Bactrians 

with them. These Bactrians mixed with them. 

(16) About B. C. 440, a large number of 6akas after crossing Sindh 

poured themselves into the region about Bbinnamal ( i, e. southern part of 

Jodhapur and the major portion of Sirohl). So, they had settled in India three 

hundred years ago. Vide the account of the Gardabhila dynasty. 

(17) The Gardabhila king of Avanti was rendered powerless mostly by the 

archery of the Sakas. (Vide the account of the Gardabhila dynasty, given at 

the end of this book). Though there is an interval of nearly a century between 

the two events—the death of Balamitra and the defeat of the GardabhQa kings, 

yet it remains to be noted that the Sakas were the same. 

(18) Vide B. Pr. Vol. 76, pp. 89. It has been stated there, on the authority 

of Vayupurap, “ king Vasumitra will be succeeded by Odrak, who will have 

to fight against large heiards of Sakas. Pierced in the vital parts by an arrow 

thrown by a ^ka warrior, he will die.” 

(19) J. B# O. R. S. vol. XX, nos. 3-4, pp. 296;—"Bhagavat is expressly 

styled Raja-emperor.” 

(20) Read further the details about the downfall of the 0unga 

dyUMty, 
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was killed two years ago, thus bearing the impression that the 

army of the enemy on that side was almost invincible. Hence it 
was Rajuvul, who had to confront him on the field of battle. Due 

to reasons still to be found out, Menander himself marched on 

the field of battle and his death took place*’ (B. C. 156=A. M. 

371 ). We have reasons to believe, however, that inspite of the 

death of Menander, Rajuvul won the victory in the battle**. Thus 

the Sunga kings were defeated in wars that broke out at the same 

time in two different directions. In one of them was killed the 

yona emperor*®. (There may have been an interval of a year 

between the two wars). As a result of this, there was an appreciable 
reduction in the territorial extent of the Sungas. In the north, the 
boundary line had to be receded to the southern banks of the 
Yamuna. On the west, Rajputana, Sindh and Saurastra were 

annexed to the Bactrian kingdom. No attempt was made to 
t 

reconquer any of these provinces. The Sungas were enslaved by 

amorous excesses in the harem. Any effort on their part would 
have been worse than useless. 

One thing remains to be noted here. Near Avanti is situated 

the Safichi region, in which is the city of Vidisa—Besnagar. This 

was the seat of the capital of the Maurya kings and of the 
Sungas as well. In Sanchi is found even to-day a pillar with an 

inscription to the effect that Heliodorus, the representative of 

Antitialcidas, the governor of Taksa^ila, had proclaimed himself as 

(21) Prof. Rhys Davids, in his “Questions of King Milinda” states;— 

“He died in camp in a campaign against the Indians in the valley of the 

Ganges*’ (on the authority of Plutarch). 

(22) The reason for arriving at this conclusion is that Rajuvul probably 

assumed the title Mahak$atrap from this time onward. (Vide his account given 

further on). He never submitted himself to the authority of the Sungas. 

(23) See f. n. no. 21 above. The Puranas state that the Hindus fought 

two bloody battles against the yavanas. The first of them, as we have already 

stated, took place in B, C. 197; while the other took place in B. C. 158-56. 

Over and above these, numerous skirmishes and clashes had occurred 

between them. 
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a devotee of Krstja** and as a friend of King Ka^iputra-Bhagvat®*. 
No solid reason or explanation can be advanced for this. However 
we may explain it as follows. Of the three governors appointed by 

Menander, Bhumak had proved himself valorous by killing Odrak 
in a battle. In the second war, as we have already stated, 
died the emperor himself; whether he died while fighting or of any 

disease is not certain. The governor of Taksasila may well have 
been afraid of the new Sunga king Bhanumitra, who, as the 

governor might have throught, killed the emperor himself. He 

might have also thought that, the region around Mathuta must 

have gone under the power of Bhanumitra. Afraid of an invasion 

of the Punjab, and his consequent defeat in a pitched battle 

against him, he might have taken this precautionary and conciliatory 

measure. So he might have sent his representative to the court 

of the Sunga king and instructed him to proclaim him as a 

devotee of Krsija and a friend of the Sunga king. This might have 

taken place between B. C. 158 to 156, nearly B. C. 157. 
The event described above may or may not have happened. 

It is centain, however, that the power of Heliocles, the Bactrian 

emperor, was quite on its way to decline in Bactria. At the same 

time, his most powerful governor, Menander, died in India. 

Consequently, Rajuvul proclaimed himself as an independent ruler 
of Mathura. Bhumak in Rajputana, and Kusulak—Liak, who had 

succeeded Antitialcidas in the Punjab, followed suit. All these 

three K^trapas assumed the title® ®-Mahaksatrap. 
Fourteen years after the death of Menander, Bhanumitra 

died in A. M. 385=B. C. 142. He had led a life of luxury. One 

incident that took place during this time deserves notice here. 

(24) C. H. I. pp. 558:—“(Antitialcidas) created in honour of K^f^a 

Vasudev, a stone column at Besnagar (Bhilsa) by the yavana ambassador 

Haliodorus, who had come to king Kasiputra, Bhag-Bhadra, then in the 
fourteenth year of his reign.” 

(25) Read the paragraph entitled “His other names” for ascertaining as 

to whom “Kasiputra”—“Bhagavat” can be applied. 

(26) Some changes will have to be introduced in these details. They 
will he mentioned later on. Vide his account. 
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Bhanumitra had a sister named Bhanu^ri* She was married at 

Broach®*, a port which was under his power. She had a son named 
Balabhanu, who probably took holy orders under the preceptorship 
of the Jaina monk Kaliksuri, who happened to be his maternal 

uncle*®. When this news reached the ears of the king of AvantI, 
he, either of his own accord or instigated by his Kapvayana 
minister, issued an order to the effect that Kaliksuri was to be 
banished from his kingdom. Efforts were made to lessen the 
severity of the order®*’. The king was requested to allow the monk 
to remain within his territories as long as the monsoon was not 

over, because Jaina monks were, and are forbidden to travel from 
one place to another, during that season. The king, however proved 
adamant, and Kaliksuri had to leave his territory®^ even at the 

(27) Some Brahman Emperor Agnimitra 
of Deccan, belonging to ; 

Kasl family ; 

I I Vasumitra 
Son Bhanumati . Queen Bhanumatl 

who later on became _ _ _ | 
famous as Kaliksuri, |’ ' | ' | 
the great Jaina monk. Odrak Bhanumitra Bhanusri (married with 
A. M. 376=B.C. 151. (Balamitra) * * a Brahman 

* landlord at 
( * These three were the nephews and Broach, 

niece of Kaliksuri) | 
Balabhanu 

So bepresided at the ordination ceremony of the son of bis niece. 

(28) Balamitra-Bhanumitra have been described as kings of Broach. 

(F. n. no. 5 above). They were really speaking the rulers of Avanti. Broach 

was at that time a flourishing and famous part under Avanti. Hence they 

were known as kings of Broach. 

(29) The father-in-law of Bhanusri was probably a follower of the Vedic 

religion. So, when Balabhanu took the ordination, a natural enmity arose 

between the two families. The king himself was the maternal uncle of 
Balabhanu. 

(30) The Jains tried their best to persuade the king to cancel the order* 

(31) In Jaina books the term “The boundaries of Avanti” has been used 

for “The territorial extent of the king of Avanti.” If we, however, accept that 

term “The boundaries of Avanti” is capable of no other interpretation! 
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peril of violating his sacred religious tenet®®. He repaired to 

Paithag—Pratisthanpur in the Deccan. A large number of Jains 

also quitted the territory in sympathy with him. In the Deccan, 
the monk preached the gospel of Jainism to the king of Andhra 

and reconverted him to Jainism®®, and got several important 

changes effected through him®*. The Jainism was on its decline 

in AvantI, while it was having a firmer footing in Paithan. 

( 4 to 7 ) ^UNGA KINGS 

It seems that Bhagvat was succeeded by nominal kings only. 

They engrossed themselves in court amours and pleasures. Their 
harem was the Alpha and Omega of their 

Decline and fall jjygg Kanva prime-ministers ( who took 
of the Sung:a ^ \ 

dynasty position in B. C. 157) consolidated their power. 
From B. C. 157 to B. C. 114 (43 years), four 

Kaijva prime-ministers, in succession, held all power in their 

hands. They were also vicious and lacking in character. Hence 

we have to anderstand that the ordination or the monsoon-stay of Kaliksuri 

or both took place in Avantl. 

Looking to the distance between Broach and Avanti and the means 

of travel and transport during those times and to the nature of the quarrel 

between the people and the king, we may conclude that at least two or three 

months must have elapsed. 

(32) Jaina monks are forbidden to travel during the rainy-season. Kaliksuri 

went away to Paithan under very exceptional circumstances. 

(33) The first six or seven Andhra kings were Jains. Under the influence 

of Patanjali, Satakarni II, the 7th Andhra king embraced the Vedic religion. 

His successors upto the fourth generation followed the same faith. At last this 

king reverted to Jainism. 

(34) These changes have special connection with Jainism. Hence any 

details about them would be out of place here. Be it noted here, however, 

that Jaina books have recorded three monks bearing the same name—viz— 

Kaliksuri. Details about them have been given in different books. A synthetic 

exposition of the whole problem has been given in an article by Muni Sri 

KalyaUvijayji. This article appeared in a volume which was dedicated to 

the president of the Nagarl Pracbaripi Sabha, Kasi (A* D. 1934). It consists 

of 25 pages* Of course, I differ from him in several points; but the exposition 

fiven therein is really commendable* 
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general laxity and deterioration prevailed over the whole territory 
under their power*®. 

^unga dynasty ended in A. M. 413=B. C. 114. From A. M. 
385=6. C. 142 to A. M. 413=B- C. 114 (28 years), four ^unga 

kings came to the throne in succession. On the authority of the 
manuscript copies of Vayupuran, the famous and learned writer, 
Diwan Bahadur Ke^avalal Harsadray Dhruv, has prepared a 
dynastic list of the ^ungas. It is given in vol. 76 of the “Buddhiprakas.” 

These twenty-eight years have been divided among the last four 

kings as follows:—3 for Ghos, 7 for Vasumitra, 7 for Odrak and 

10 for Devbhiiti. Odrak, as we have already shown, is the name 
of a former king. So it would be better to substitute it with 

“Pulindik” which has also been suggested by the same writer. 

We have seen that the statements made in the Puranas are 
not aways far from truth. Only, there have been found discrepancies 
in the matter of dates and periods assigned to various dynasties. 

In almost all the Puraijas it is stated that Kanvayana Brahmins 
were the ministers of the ^unga kings, and that Vasudev—one of 
the ministers—killed his master and established himself on the 

throne. This point deserves close scrutiny. We have already 
proved in the foregoing pages that no member of the Kanvayana 
family ever ruled over AvantI from A. M. 1 to A. M. 470*®. As 

a matter of fact, there exists no such gap. The whole period is 
covered by various dynasties that ruled over Avanti, one after 
thq other. But, then, one would naturally ask th^ reason why the 
Puraijas have unanimously given rise to this bother of the Kagvas. 

As to that, the conclusion arrived at by Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar 

seems to be correct. He states that the Sungas and the Kaijvas 
were contemporaries. Moreover, it is stated on pp. 522 of The 
Cambridge History of India“ Kanvas are expressly called 

ministers®^ of the Sungas, these Sungas and Kanvas seem to have 

(35) Vide the previous chapter-the paragraph “The influence of horse- 
SBCiifice.” 

(36) Vol. I. pp. 202. 

(37) J. O. B. R. S. Vol. XX, no. 34, pp. 291:—One copy of Vayuputip 

states that Kanvas ruled in obedience to the commands of Devabhumi.” 

For more details read the matter coanected with f. n. no. 20, on pp. 67. 
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been contemporaries also.” Hence, we -deduce that Vasudev, the 
first Kaijva, did not kill Devbhuti, the last ^unga king; but while 
So^rman, the last Kanva was the prime-minister, Devbhuti** was 
killed by some one else, or the prime—minister got him murdered. 
So the Kanvas were contemporaries of §ungas and were their 
ministers also—more powerful than the kings themselves. Both 
were followers of the Vedic faith. We may list them as follows:- 

^ungas*® Kanvas*® 

(3) Bhanumitra 16 Vasudev 9 

(4) Ghos 4 Bhumimitra 13 

(5) Pulindik 7 Narayan 12 

(6) Vasudev 11 7 Susarman 10 

(7) Devabhuti 10 

44*1 44*1 

(38) Historians have stated that Susarman was killed by 6rimakb, the 

founder of the Andhra dynasty* This seems to be rather improbable. In 

Hathigunifa inscriptions, Kharvel, Srimukh and Brhaspatimitra have been stated 

to have been contemporaries. Then Brhaspatimitra has been mistakenly stated 

to have been but another name of PuSyamitra, a contemporary of Srimukh. 

Hence arose the confusion. In order to arrange things at least on the surface, 

historians concluded that Srimukh killed Devabhuti, the last Sunga king, 

while really it was no Sunga king—PuSyamitra (?) who was killed by him. 

But then came the difficulty of re-adjusting matters about the Kanvas. So the 

above stated conclusion was a bit changed by them. Devabhuti was murdered 

by Susarman and this Susarman was murdered by Srirnukh. Thus a regular 

edifice of false conclusion was erected. We have proved in the account of 

PuSyamitra how wrongly—based these conclusions are. 

Vedic religion had the upper hand in those times. The four Kanvas were 

the ministers of the Sunga kings. 

(39) Vide pp. 71. P. D. 

(40) J. B. B. R. A. S. 1928, pp. 46:—"Devabhuti, the last of the Sungas 

was put to death by bis minister of the Kanvayan gotra. 

(41) The total number of years allotted to the KaQvas is 44. The last 

four kings ruled for twenty-eight years. So the remaining 16 years 

have to be assigned to Bhaoumitra* 

10 
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We have stated that all these §unga kings led a vicious life. 

DevbhCiti topped them all. Mr. Vincent Smith states*®:—“ In a 
frenzy of passion, the overlibidinous §unga was, at the instance 

of his minister Vasudev, reft of his life by a daughter of 

Devbhuti’s slave-woman, disguised as his queen. (Ba^a, Harsa 
Charit Ch. vi; trans. Cowell Thomas Pp. 193). Thus ended the 
^unga dynasty in B. C. 114. 

Jaina books render us significant help in deciding the dynasty 
that succeeded the Sungas on the throne of Avanti. The conclusion 

thus arrived at, is further supported by the evidence based on 
coins. It was the ^aka chief Nahapan who seized the throne of 

Avanti after the Sungas. The circumstances under which he did 
so are dealt with in chapters on “Foreign Invaders”—given further 

on. We shall close this chapter with some more details about 
the Sungas. 

The ^unga dynasty ended 114 B. C. i. e. nearly at the end 
of the second century B. C. Christianity was yet to come in 

existence after nearly a century and more. So 

The faith that they in India, three faiths existed in those times, the 
followed Vedic religion, Buddhism, and Jainism. Of these. 

Buddhism, after having a brilliant time during 
the reign of A^ok, was almost non-existent at this time. So we 
have here to consider two faiths. Jainism and the Vedic. 

The founders of the ^unga dynasty—Pusyamitra and 
Agnimitra were under the powerful and all—pervading influence 
of Patanjali who had made them perform the two A^vamedha 
sacrifices, referred to in the foregoing pages. Moreover, a royal 
proclamation had been issued to the effect that anyone who cut 
off the head of a Jaina monk and presented it at the court, was 
to be given a prize of one hundred dinars. This proves that they 
were staunch followers of the Vedic religion. Again, one of the 
later ^unga kings had issued, as we have already stated, an order 
that Kalikstiri, the Jaina monk, was to quit the boundaries of 
Avanti, even during the rainy season, when Jaina monks were 

(42) E. H. I. 3rd edi. pp. 20; C. H. I. pp. 522. 
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forbidden from travelling from one place to another. All these 
things go to prove that the ^unga kings were followers of the 
Vedic faith. 

The devotion of the Sungas to the faith they followed had 

brought about several results. One of them was the determined 

and sustained resistance which they offered to the continuous and 
powerful onslaughts of foreigners. In former times, foreign nations 
had many a time invaded India; but they always came to India 
with a view to enrich themselves with the booty of the wars they 
waged, and then quit India for a time in order to invade it again 
with the same purpose in their minds. On the other hands, the 
foreigners who began to pour themselves in India, during the time 
of the Sungas, had decided to settle in the land for all time to 

come. We have seen, how a war broke out between the Sungas 
and the foreigners when the latter stopped the career bf the 

sacrificial horse of the Sungas**. A representative of the yona 
chief had got a pillar erected in the capital of the Sungas, as a 
token of the yona chief’s devotion to the faith of the Sungas**. 

The Sungas as we know, had declared a large sum of money as 
a prize against the heads of Jaina monks*®. All these things point 
to the fact that the Sungas’ devotion to their faith, more often 

than not, bordered on fanaticism and religious intolerance. The 

Puraijas and even Paijclit Taranath, the author of Rajatarangioi 

have stated that yonas were now—Aryans, even though, reaHy 

speaking they were not so*®. They have called them “Mlechchhas”*^. 

(43) Vide the account of Agnimitra; the political condition prevailing at 

the time when the Asvamedha sacrifice was begun. 

(44) Vide the account of king Bhagvat. 

(45) Vide the account of king Kalki. 

(46) Details about terms “Aryan,” “Non-lryan” and all details about 

foreign invaders will be given in the next part. 

(47) We will not bother ourselves with very old times here. In the 

second century B. C., however, we may note that the foreigners were referred 

to as “Yavanas” or "Sakas.” The term “Mlechchha” came into use in the 

7th century A. D. when the Hijari Era began; and hence we find it in 

Rijatatangi9li 
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But in spite of their religious bigotry and with all their licentiousness, 

that fact remains to be prominently noted that, but for 

their determined resistance to the onslaughts of these foreigners, 

the subsequent history of India would have been different. 

We have proved that the rule of the dynasty lasted for 90 

years. Of the nine kings that succeeded one another, only two 

can be described as powerful—Agnimitra and 
The territorial extent Balamitra—Bhanumitra. The rest were nominal 

of the §ungas kings, pusyamitra and Vasumitra we have 

included with Agnimitra. 

In the accounts of these kings full details have been given 

about the causes and effects of all the wars waged by them. 

At the end of the Maurya dynasty, the territorial extent 

of the kingdom of Avanti was as large as that of Central India 

Agency to-day. Even on a small territory like this, the yonas had 

begun to cast longing and voracious eyes. Fearing that the kingdom 

of Avanti would for ever be ruined and would come under the 

power of the yonas, Agnimitra killed his master and seized 

the throne. 

At first, he consolidated his power over the territory that came 

under his control. Next he plunged himself into the task of driving 

out the yonas from the provinces in northern India, and he did 

drive them out. After his death, Balamitra and Bhanumitra 

succeeded him, and being rather good sort of kings, maintained 

the status quo. Their successors, however, were very weak and 

the yonas reconquered all the territories which they had yielded 
to Agnimitra. 
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Chapter I 
Foreign Invasions 

Synopsis:—A short account of foreign invasions from the 6th 

century B. C. to the 3rd century B. C.—Names of the ftve fweign 

peoples who invaded India after that—their origin—A geographic 

description of Jambudwlp and ^akadwip, referred to by the 

ancient xeriters,—More details about ^akadvthp—Meanings of 

"f^ikadwlp*’ *'^akadwip*' and *'^akasthan'* and confusions that 

have arisen out of them in ancient Indian History—Migration 

of the ancient people from the place of their origin—territories 

occupied by these people at present and details about them- 
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Foreign Invasions 

We have seen that India was at the zenith of prosperity in 
the 6th century B. C. The Punjab and the Frontier Provinces 

were in those times called Gandhar and Kamboj. 
Foreign invasions King Pulusaki ruled over them. In B. C. 551, 

he started on his way to meet ^re^ik, the 

emperor of Magadh and died just on the borders of the Magadha 

empire. It seems that either Cyrus the Great, the founder of the 
Persian dynasty or emperor Darius annexed these provinces to 

the Persian empire’; and Herodotus tells* that a governor— 
ksatrap—was appointed over them and that he had to send a 
fixed amount of gold-dust—Tejanturi—to the emperor, as tribute. 

Another border province on the west, which comprises at present 

Sind, Baluchistan and the western portion of Rajputana, over 

which stretch at present the deserts of Tharparkar and Jesalmir, 
and which was then known as Sind-Sauvir, was at that time 

(1) C. H. I. pp. 329:—Cyrus the Great carried on campaigns with Indian 

borders, through east of Iran sometimes between B* C. 558 and B« C. 530, 

the limits of his reign. 

Ibid. Pp. 330:—“It is doubtful whether he attained suzerainty over the 

Indian frontier itself*” 

Ibid. Pp. 331:—^“An embassy was sent to Cyrus by an Indian king.” 

Ibid. Pp. 332:—“Both Nearchus (Alexander’s admiral) and Megasthenes 

deny that Cyrus ever reached India.” 

Ibid. Pp. 613:—‘*Cyrus appears to have subjugated the Indian tribes of 

the Hindukus and in the Kabul valley, especially the Gandharians. Darius 

himself advanced as far as the Indus.” 

(2) C. H. I. pp. 335:—“Herodotus III, 94; cf. iii, 89:—“The Punjab was a 

part of the realm of king Darius about B. C* 518. In addition to the evidence 

of the inscriptions, the fact that a portion of northern India was incorporated 

in the Achemenian Empire under Darius is attested by the witness of Hero¬ 

dotus, who, in giving a list of the twenty Satrapies or Governments that 

Darius established, expressly states that the Indian realm was the twentieth 

division—the population of the Indians is by far the greatest of all the people 

we know; and they paid a tribute proportionately larger than all the rest; the 

sum of the three hundred and sixty talents of gold-dust; this immense tribute 

was equivalent to over a million pounds sterling and ^ of the levy imposed 

upon the Asiatic provinces.” 
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ruled by king Udayan. He entered the Jaina holy orders and 
became a monk and his nephew succeeded him on the throne. 
Once, the monk, during his sojourns from one place to another, 
went to his own territory with a view to preach the gospel of 
Jainism to his nephew. Misled by the minister, the king made 
an attempt to poison the monk-his maternal uncle. The attempt 
proved unsuccessful and the monk escaped death simply by a 
stroke of fortune. The capital of the kingdom and a large portion 
of the territory, however, were buried forever by a sand-storm 

which poured heaps and heaps of sand over the whole province'’. 
All these details have already been given in vol. T. pp. 217 to 220. 
It is probable that the Persian emperor had cast his eye over 
this kingless province and had annexed it to the empire*. This 
contention is supported by Persian history. The Punjab was 
probably taken over by emperor Cyrus, while this province was 
annexed by emperor Darius®. 

One trait of these invasions, which should be noted here, is 
that the invaders never thought of settling permanently in India. 
They invaded the land like a passing wind—storm, and again 
everything was calm and clear. 

These invasions were followed by a period during which the 
powerful Persian emperors conquered territories from the compara¬ 
tively weaker Indian emperors, and the latter, in their turn, when 
stronger than the former, used to pay off old scores. So provinces 
came under the power of the one or the other as the pendulum 
of power swayed from the one to the other. Nearly two centuries 
later, came a great change. At that time Alexander the great. 

(3-4) C. H. I. pp. 337;—(Sir M. A, Stein). He says that the part of the 

Indian territory (of Darius) towards the rising sun is sand; the eastern part 

of India is a desert on account of sand. (This proves that Darius had subjugated 

Sind, the major part of which was at that time a desert. In vol. I. we have 

noted that Vlttabhayapattau, the capital of the province was buried under the 

sands. The situation of this city was the region where we find to-day the 

district of Larkhana and the Mohan-ja-dero excavations). 

(5) For the dynastic list of the Persian emperors. Vide vol. I. pp* 70. 

f* n. no. 4. 

11 
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the ambitious young emperor, was the ruler of Greece. After years 
of persistent struggle and bravery, he subjugated and brought 

under his power all the territory lying between Greece and India. 
In B. C. 327, he and his army encamped themselves on the 
banks of the Indus, which then formed the western boundary of 
India. Fortunately for India, Bindusar, the weak-minded Mauryan 
emperor, had just died. During his rule a rebellious state of things 

prevailed in the Punjab. The chiefs there fought against one 

another; bloody battles were the order of the day. Alexander took 

advantage of this situation and with one sweep, defeated them 
all and subjugated the whole territory. As marks of his victory 
he founded several new cities and got several forts built. Of course 

no traces of their existence are found to-day, as all of them were 
destroyed in course of time. 

Alexander stayed in India for eighteen months only. Had he 
stayed longer, the subsequent history of India would have told a 
different tale. Bindusar was succeeded on the throne by A^ok, 

a resolute and powerful king. We have already described the 
meeting between A^ok and Alexander, in the camp of the latter®. 

The Greek emperor had seen that he had a formidable adversary 

to overcome in that young emperor. Moreover, his own soldiers 

had become homesick and urged him to start homewards as soon 

as possible. So Alexander had to depart from India and his dream 
of conquering the whole of Indian empire remained unfulfilled. On 

his way back to Greece, he appointed his own generals as 
governors over the provinces he had conquered, and to the chiefs 
in the Punjab he gave over their territories. The momen the 

turned his back upon the Punjab, these chiefs began to quarrel 
with one another. As a result of this, all the yavana generals in 
the Punjab were massacred. All these things have already been 
described in details in Vol. II. Pp. 211 to 221. We may call this 
the second foreign invasion’. Aiok had reconquered all the territory 
immediately after this. 

(6) Vide vol. 11. pp. 212 & seq. and f. n. there. 

(7) Details as to what the foreigners did in India daring their stay are 
given elsewhere. Vide vol. II. pp. 211 to pp. 221. 
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On his way back home, Alexander died in 323 B. C. His 

generals quarrelled with one another for the throne of Greece*. 

At last a general named Seleucus proved himself to be more 
powerful than the rest, and seized the throne. The first years of 

his rule he spent in consolidating his power at home. As soon 
as this task, however, was over, thoughts of conquering India and 
of completing the task begun by his late master, began to swarm 

his mind. He invaded India several times; 11 times according to 

some historians, and 17 times according to others. All these 

invasions proved more or less fruitless, and at last he had to make 
peace with A^ok and sign a peace-document containing terms 

very humiliating for him*. This may be described as the third 
foreign invasion. 

Fortune, however, ceased to smile on India from this time 
onwards. The fourth foreign invasion brought about quite different 
consequences. Weak kings occupied most of the thrones in the 

provinces in India, and as weak kings do everywhere, they pursued 
the policy of persecuting their own subjects. All these circumstances 

proved helpful to the foreign invaders, some of whom came to 

India, not merely to conquer her, plunder her and then go away, 

but to settle permanently and make her their home. The peoples 
who thus invaded India with the intention of making her their 

home were:—(1) Bactrians, (2) Parthians, or Palhavas, (3) ^akas 

or Scythians. (4) Ksaharafas or Ksatrapas^®, (5) Ku^anas. 

Writers of history are not unanimous in their accounts of 
these foreigners. They have given different theories about their 

places of origin and have given proofs which support their theories. 

They contradict one another to the point of confusion. 

(8) Ind. Ant. xxxvii (1908), pp. 25;—“Within two years of Alexander’s 

death, the Greek power over the east of the Indus was over.” 

(9) Vide vol. II. pp. 246, f. n. no. 99. 

(10) “Kfatrap” is a title. Scholars, however, have somehow concluded 

that all the Kfatrapas belonged to the Kfaharat community. The real name 

WM KSftbaratas. 
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We have had, pretty often, recourse to Vedic and Jaina 

books, in elucidating material useful for a 
The history of their thorough understanding of the history of ancient 

origin India. We shall tap the same source here. 

India, according to ancient books, formed an integral part 

of Jambudwip. It was called “ Bharatkhand. ” Two kinds of 
people inhabited it—the Aryans and the Non-Aryans. Some 
details about Jambudwip are given below for a clear understanding 
of things. 

Ancient people held different views about our earth. It is 
stated in Jaina books that just half the portion of the earth was 

solid land, while the remaining half was water. 

Details about The shape of the earth was round. There was 
Jambudwip an island just in the centre. Round the island 

was ocean—also round—but double in area. 
Round that ocean again was an island, double in area to the 

ocean. And round that island again was ocean, double in area 

to the preceding island, and so on. 

The island at the centre, and the smallest at that, was called 

Jambudwip. Its area was one hundred thousand yojanas. In the 
centre of the island was a mountain, named Meru. The area 

north to the mountain was called North Jambudwip, and the 

area south to the mountain was called South Jambudwip^*, 

(11) At present it is understood that, only India was called “Bharatkhand" 

in ancient times; really speaking the term means the “Empire of king Bharat," 

and it included within it many more territories besides India. 

In some books we And phrases like “in the kingdom of Magadh lying 

in the Southern Bharatakhand of Jambudwip.” This means that there were 

two or more Bharatakhandas in ancient times, Cf. f. n. no. 12 below. 

(12) Just as Jambudwip was divided into two parts-Northern and Southom- 

by a range of mountains, so is India divided into two parts at present, by 

the Vindhya ranges; and the rivers Tapi, Mahi, Narmada flow on one side 

of the mountain, while the Ganges, the Indus and the Brhamaputra flow on 

the other. This has led scholars to come to the conclusion that India was 
called Jambudwip in ancient times. We have shown that this is not true. 
Some points, which go against this contention are stated below;** 
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Numerous rivers flowed from the mountain, in all directions. The 

regions enclosed between these rivers had their own separate names. 

No book has stated anything about the countries of which 
Jambudwip consisted. I have attempted below to arrive at some 
conclusions about it from whatever pieces of evidence I have 

come upon. 

(Modern people might well doubt the authenticity of the 

description of the earth as given in Jaina books. They would say 

that the earth as a whole has been proved round, but its being 

surrounded by a consecutive series of oceans and islands, round 
in shape and each succeeding one double the preceding in area, 
has yet to be proved. To them it would be sufficient to say that 
all the conclusions, arrived at by modern scientists, about earth 
and the whole universe, are also based upon certain hypothetic 

data which we know; in the case of conclusions arrived at by 

ancient writers, unfortunately enough, we are not conversant with 

the hypothesis upon which they based those conclusions. And 
after all, why should we condemn a thing as false and imaginary 

just because it is ancient or stated in ancient books ? Or, for 

the matter of that, why should we look upon ancient books with 
an eye of incredulity ? Why should we not try to find all truth 

about them or have the patience to examine them with an impartial 
attitude of mind ? What solid reason, on earth, can we advance 

for a mere matter of prejudice ? As the poet has truly observed, 

“ Everything seems yellow to the jaundiced eye.” 

(a) The area of Jambudwip is much larger than that of India. (See 
f* n. no. 13 ). 

(b) Jambudwip was surrounded by an ocean on all sides; India is not. 

Jambudwip has not been described as a peninsula in any book* 

(c) See f. n. no. 11 above. Magadh has been described to have been 

situated in the “Southern Bharatakhaud of Jambu,’’ If India were called 

Jambudwip, the position of Magadh should have been described not in 

“Southern BbaratkhaU^” but in “Bharatakhand” only, or at least for the 

sake of accuracy in "Northern Bharatakhau^.” This shows that “Bharatakhaud” 

and “India” were different and that there were two or more *‘BhaTatakha?^8«” 

(C{. f. n. no, 11 above.) 
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One hundred thousand yojans have been stated to be the 
area of Jambudwip. That would mean only eight hundred thousand 

miles. The area of India alone has been calculated to be 27 lacs 
(twenty seven hundred thousand) of miles. (1500 miles East to 
West, and 1800 miles North to South). Again, it is certain that 
Jambudwip included within it many more countries besides India^®, 

and had, consequently, a much larger area. Hence, we come to 
the conclusion that one hundred thousand yojans denote, not 
the area of Jambudwip, but its diameter. In ancient books 

“Praman” was the word used for diameter, as it has been in the 

description of Mt. ^atruujay^*. Calculating that way the area of 
jambudwip comes to 325 lacs of miles. I have given below some 

figures which I have borrowed from “ The Royal Indian World 

Atlas^®.” A glance at them will convince the reader that the area 

(13) See f. n. no. 12 above. 

(14) Vide “Jaina Dharma Prak^”-(published from Bhavanagar)-V. E. 

1989, vol. 49, no. 5. My article on the "Meanings of the word "Koti” will 

be found there* 

(15) [aj Barth (as regards its area of various lands). 

Countries Area Sq. Miles 

Europe 3,756,970 

Asia 17,212,680 

Australia 2,964,000 

Africa 11,514,770 

N. America 7,900,350 

S. America ... 6,854,100 

Total 50,202,870 

Further, the area of the whole portion of land on the earth has been 

calculated to 52,000,000; so the remaining 1,800,000 (52,000,000 less 50,202,870) 

may be distributed among the various island-groups scattered over the oceans* 

[b] Earth (on the whole) Sq. Miles 

W^er 145,500,000 ^ ^ 

While taken separately;— 

Eastern Hemisphere 

Water 55,OOoIoOO ” ^aod to water is 1 ; 1-2 
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of what we call to-day “The Eastern Hemisphere” is almost the 

same. Again in that hemisphere the area covered by the oceans 

is almost double the area covered by land. The author requests 

his incredulous readers to give some more attention to things 
stated in ancient books and promises them that what they think 
to be rubbish and useless, will turn out to be worth its weight 
in gold or even more than that, if they take the trouble to institute 

an impartial and unbiassed inquiry into them. 

Let us now try to arrive at conclusions based on the information 
given above. (1) If we try to draw a straight line from west to 
east in the Eastern Hemisphere, it will pass through the Medi¬ 
terranean, the Black Sea, the Caspean Sea, the territory round 
the river Oxus-the two branches of which are known as Amudaria 

and Sirdaria-in Asian Turkey, and through the range of mountains 
upto ^anghai and Canton. Then the line will pass through the 

ocean upto its far end in the east. This very line can be stated 
as the dividing line between Northern and Southern Jambudwlp. 

(2) This leads us to believe that the Mount Meru probably was 
the natural dividing line between these two parts of Jambudwip. 
(Does modern city of “Merva” or part round it signify the position 
of Mount Meru ?) (3) In course of time, as we now know, 

numerous changes take place on the surface of the earth. Mountains 
sink into oceans and land pops up at a place where formerly 

“rolled the Deep.” Hence, we might conclude that one side of 
Meru must have sunk into the ocean in course of time, while the 
other must have heaved up. (4) One of such sunken parts, where 
formerly must have been level land, must be the modern 
Mediterranean Ocean, while in other parts of the mountain, on 
account of uneven shrinkage or alternate sinking and upheaval. 

Land 8,000,000 
Water 90,000,000 

Western Hemisphere 

The ratio of land to water is 1 : 11*3 

From the view-point of area, we have seen that the ratio of land to 

water in the Eastern Hemisphere is 1 : 1.2; but if we consider the depth of 

the Pacific and also of other oceans in it and take into consideration the 

ratio of the volumes of land to water, we can safely state that the quantity 

of water in it was double the cubic miles of land in it. 
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we find to-day the lake of Ural*®, the Caspean Sea” the sea of 

Marmora and the Black Sea. (5) Of these seas, only the lake of 

Ural has got drinkable water, the others being full of salt water. 

The rivers Oxus and Xerses flow into it. (Generally rivers flow 
from lakes'* but not into them. Jaina books contain the mention 

of two rivers which had their source in Meru and which flowed 
in opposite directions from that just as the Indus and the Ganges 

do. These two rivers may probably have been the Xerses and the 
Oxus. ) (6) The mountain ranges on the east of the city of Merva 

seem to have gone higher up. (7) ^akadwip has been described 

as a part of JambudwTp; but it would be better to treat it separately, 
as is done below. 

One large part of Jambudwip”* was called ^akadwlp. It is 
believed that it consisted of the western and southern portions 

of Jambudwip. In course of time, however, several far-reaching 

(16) tt is also called the sea on account of its large area. It is called a 

lake because its water is drinkable. 

Generally oceans are connected with one another, and their water is salt. 

So it would be better to call Ural, a lake. 

(17) Though the water of the Caspean sea is salt, it does not fulfil the 

other condition of “seas.” i. e. it is not connected with other seas. It is 

called a sea simply because of its large area. (Cf. with f. n. no. 16). 

(18) Only three or four lakes of this kind are found, (l) Ural (2) Haman 

in Afghanistan (3) Some lakes in North America. 

(19) M. S- I. pp. 44:—“Of the seven dwipas, described in ancient literature, 

the name of one was 6akadwip. It consisted of the whole of present western 

Asia. Persia had a province in it named “Sacae,** People living in it were 

called “Sakaso” According to Manu, the fSakas, the Kambojas, the Pahlavas, 

the Paradas and the Yavanas lived in these territories of ^akadwip. One of 

the kings of the Sakas was named “Cyrus.** (Read further). 

“Bhagavan Parsvanath*—(published from Surat in 1987), pp. 170:—‘‘A 

European scholar has tried to prove that Sakadwip was the name of modern 

Egypt. (Vide Asia. Research, vol. Ill, pp. 100). He also stated that it was 

inhabited by giants and so was called “Rokhaslen.** This place was none 

other than the modern Alexandria.** (ibid, pp. 189). 

(Read in conjunction, these extracts give us the idea (a) that the Sakadwip 

stretched from Persia to Egypt, (b) that the portion of Africa on the west 

of Egypt was included in it, and (c) that It was included within the Jambudwip). 
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changes have taken place. Parts of it are now covered with 

water, and other parts have heaved up. It is subdivided into 

many parts. It must have consisted of the 

Drtaiis about Madagaskar group of islands, of the Scychilles 

Sakadwip group, of the Arabian peninsula, of Lakhhadivas 

and Maldivas etc.®” We need not enter into 

details about the exact truth or otherwise of its correct boundaries. 

The experts in the subject may better deal with it. Certain de¬ 

tails given in Jaina and Vedic books may, however, be mentioned 

here. They give us to understand that Sakadwip must have been 

a large island. It is stated in those books that Lav, the son of 

Ram, ruled over one of its parts.'**, ^ambakumar®®, the son of 

Krsna, also ruled over Sakadwip. The late Sir Jivanji Modi®®, 

a deep scholar, was also of the opinion that Sakadwip consisted 

of modern Persia®** and the territory to the west of it. Another 

student of Vedic books has proved that the Greek islands-Crete 

and lonion,-formed the extreme western boundary of Sakadwip. 

All these things lead us to conclusion that the whole of modern 

Persia and the western portion of Afghanistan were then included 

(20) Some scholars are of the opinion that Sakadwip included within it 

Australia, Jav^ Sumatra and other islands. 

(21) This does not necessarily mean that the seats of their capitals were 

there; only the territory was under their rule. 

(22) See f. n. no. 24 below. 

(23) Sir Jivauji died while this (Gu). edi.) volume was being printed. 

(24) Vide pp. 11, “Buddhiprakas,'’ July number, vol. 76. Therein is printed 

a lecture delivered by him under the auspicies of The Gujarat Vernacular 

Society. “The Sakas came from the west and spread themselves into Afghanistan, 

the Punjab and Central India.” 

“Indian books tell us that they were the descendants of Nakfabba, the 

daughter of sage Rigihva—Rujuhva—of the Sun and Mihir family. Her son’s 

name was Jara^st or Jara^bad—the name which Mr. Bhandarkar thinks to 

be connected with Zeroaster, the Farsi prophet. It is said that Zeroaster 

started the Mag sect of the Brahmanas. He was first brought to India by 

Samba, the son of Krejja, and he was called "Bhojak.” So were called the 

Magas. Rotftid their waist they used to fasten a piece of string. Their family 

name was Mihir or “Mehar’'-(Petsian.) ” 

12 
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in §akadwip.*“. If the above-stated conclusion is proved beyond 

cavils of doubt, we can also deduce that the portion of land®® 

with the Csispean Sea on the north and the mouth of the Indus 

in the south, must have been the ocean dividing ^akadwlp from 

Jambudwip in those times. An earthquake or some other gigantic 

calamity must have transformed the ocean into land, in the 

course of time. At the time of such changes, shallow parts of the 

ocean heave up and become land, while the deeper parts thus 

become surrounded by land on all sides: and thus we have small 

seas*’ and lakes®®; we have at present, as testimonies of these 

changes, t.wo large and one small lakes*® in that part. In short, 

if we draw a line from the Caspean Sea in the west, upto the 

city of Herat in the east in Afghanistan and then extend the line 

southwards upto port Guadar, we might say that the territory on 

the east of this line was Jambudwip, and the territory on the 

other side of line was ^akadwip®®. Ancient books tell us that the 

people residing in ^akadwip were called Sakas. 

The common word in these terms is “ ^aka ” and all are 

obviously connected with people named ^akas. Some scholars 

believe that all the three terms are names of 

§akadwip> sakadwip the same territory—the territory inhabitated 

and Sakasthan by the Sakas. Others are of the opinion that 

nothing dehnite is known about the place of 

origin of these invaders—the five foreign peoples—and that all 

(25) According to my opinion some changes need be introduced in this; 

for that, read the paragraph “Sakadwip and Sakadwip” above. 

(26) The area which now consists of Khorasan and ^eistan. See the map. 

(27) For instance, the Caspean Sea. 

(28) The water of a lake is drinkable, while that of the sea is not. This 

enables us to decide whether a particular expanse of water must have been 

originally a part of the ocean or not. 

(29) See lakes, Haman, Hamanamarsa and Gpdisarah in the nmp. Their 

waters are drinkable. (Cf. f. u> no. 18 above). Several rivers-five or six-flow 

into the third lake (cf. f. n. no. 18); it resembles Ural in this matter. 

(30) This piece of land cannot be called a portion of ^akadwip. It is the 

lesnlt of the sea,—that divided ^akadwip and Jambudwip,—turning into land. 

Again this portion is nearer Jambudwip, and may be called a part of it. 
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theories that have been advanced so far, cannot be given a better 

name than surmises. They also say that these things may be 

properly stated as belonging to one of the “ Dark periods ” in 

history—periods about which very little is known and which are 

the missing links in the chain of history. We have had to deal 

with several periods of this kind in the preceding two volumes 

of the book, and we have thrown some light upon them. Let us 

attempt to do something of the sort here.— 

(1) §akadwip;—Some details about ^akadwip have already 

been given in the foregoing pages. Some more details are 

given below;— 

If we accept all the extracts given above from Jaina and 

Vedic books to be true, the dividing line would be from A to B 

(See the map on the opposite page). According to my opinion 

the dividing line must have been from C to D. If the line had 

been from A to B, lakes Haman and others must have their 

waters salt, they being taken to have been originally, parts of 

the ocean. But it is not so. We have, again stated above that 

the Greek islands of Crete and Ionian were on the extreme 

borders of Sakadwip; this leads us to conclude that the piece of 

land, now called Asia Minor, was a sea in those times. We have 

also stated that a large part of Africa was included in Sakadwip. 

All these things can be brought into accord only if the region 

between E and D—i. e. from the Black Sea to the Persian Gulf, 

or the region between C and D,-i. e. from the Caspean Sea to the 

Persian Gulf—, may be taken to have been covered with water® ‘ in 

those days. Be that as it may, the peninsula of Arabia must 

be accepted as having emerged from the ocean that divided 

Sakadwip from Jambudwip. And this seems to be the truth. The 

major part of Arabia consists of sand-probably of the sea that 

(31) This means that “there rolled the Deep” where now we see Asia 

Minor, Turkey, a part of Persia and—as we shall prove later on,—3, part of 

Arabia* This sea divided Jambudwip from Sakadwip. When this sea turned 

into land, it was called a part of Sakadwip. (M. S. I. pp. 44; f. n. no. 19 above). 

This piece of land is referred to in the description of Sakadwip on pp. 88 

as a southern branch from the C^pean Sea* 
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once surged below. In other words, if the line E D may be taken 

as terminating at the western frontiers of Jambudwip, the whole 

of Persia would have to be included in it; or if the line C D be 

taken as the dividing line, then we may exclude from Persia its 

western portion, as not to be included in Jambudwip. Once we 

grant that Persia formed an integral part of Jambfldwip, we 

should also grant that the whole stretch of territory lying between 

Persia and India-Afghanistan and Baluchistan-was also within 

Jambudwip. The boundaries of Bharatakhand extended far beyond 

the western banks of the Indus-upto the western borders of 

Persia.®* The ancient books tell us that Lav, the son of Ram, 

and ^amb, the son of Krsna, ruled over Sakadwip. This means 

that they ruled, not over Afghanistan or Persia, (because they 

were parts of Jambudwip), but over Africa. Had their rule been 

over Afghanistan or Persia, the writers would have written that 

they ruled over a portion of Jambudwip. This also proves that 

so long as Krsna was alive, i. e. during the Mahabharata wars, 

Sakadwip and Jambudwip were separate. By the time, however, 

the Srutis and Smrtis were composed (B. C. 900), the two 

continents were joined by the land that emerged from the ocean 

lying between them; because the place of origin of these writers 

of Gratis and Smrtis was Sakadwip. So during the time that 

elapsed between the Mahabharata wars and the composition of 

these sacred books, some momentous natural calamity must have 

taken place, causing the sea to be transformed into land. According 

to Jaina books, Neminath, the twenty-second Tirthariikar, * was 

(32) The change here means the union of Jambudwip with Sakadwip by 

land. We need not enter into details as to when this event actually took place. 

We shall discuss it on a proper occasion* It is important to decide the time 

of this change, because that would help us to decide the dates of Mahabhirat 
and Ramaya?. 

Many scholars of the Vedic books have come to the conclusion that 

B. C. 3201 was the year of Mahabharata wars. Lokamanya Tilak also is of 

the same opinion. General Sir Cunningham also agrees with them in bis 

“Book of Ancient Eras.” 

* The age of a new Tirtbanikar begins after be attains the Kaivalya 
Stagei There is so seed of entering into such minute details bere* 
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the first cousin of Krst»a; this means that the Mahabharata wars 
took place at the time, which has been fixed for Neminath. They 

also tell us (vide Vol I) that the ^rutis were composed nearly 
100 or 150 years before the birth of Parsvanath, the twenty- 
third Jaina Tirthariikar. (i. e. B. C. 778; Vide Vol. I. Pp. 29 and 

94). So this natural calamity took place some time during the 
interval that intervened® ® between the time of Neminath and that 
of Parsvanath. 

One thing may be noted here. The people inhabiting Sakadwip 
are nowhere referred to as Sakas. It is clear that the Sakas had 
not connection with Sakadwip. 

(2) Sakadwip;—On Pp. 532 and on Pp. 564 of ,C. H. I.®* 
it has been stated that a Dwlp means ‘‘ a country between two 

rivers. ” Then it is stated there that Sakadwip means the Indus 
Delta. This region is enclosed within the many branches of the 
Indus, at the place where it flows into the ocean. Buddhist books 

state that Patalnagar was situated here (Vide Vol. I. Pp. 212). Its 
shape is triangular. It is further stated therein;—“ A few years 
later cir. B. C. 75,®® there arose another formidable power on 
the west. The Scythians®® (Sakas) of Seistan had occupied the 

delta of the Indus, which was known thereafter to Indian writers 

(33) I have discussed this matter here in details because I intend to prove 

sometime in future that the date that has been fixed for the Mahabharata 

wars (f. n. no. 32 above) requires to be changed. 

Cf. vol. I. pp. 95. The Mohan-ja-dero excavations—in Larkhana district 

in the region around the Indus, are believed to be remains of a civilization 

more ancient than that of the Mahabharata times, i. e« B. C. 5000 to 6000. 

Scholars believe that Mahabharata civilization is some 3000 years junior to 

that of the Mohan-ja-dero excavations. 

(34) C. H. L pp. 562:—“Saka~dwip=the river country of the iSakas: 

Indus delta=Scytbia or Indo-Scythia=Settlement of the iSaka people (pp. 569, 

f* n. no* 1). 

(35) He means to say that the ^akas settled themselves in the Indus 

delta in about B. C. 75 and B. C. 57, and that Sakari Vikramaditya began 

his Era in B. C. 57. 

(36) The Sakas, who settled in the Indus Delta, were originally inhabitants 
of SakasthSn. (Cf, ft n* no. 19* M. S. I. pp. 44i quoted there). 
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as Saka-dwip, the Doab of the Sakas, and to the Greek 
geographers as Indo-Scythia. This gives us to understand 
clearly that Saka-dwip was a territory entirely different from 
^akadwip. The latter was an island/® while the former was a delta. 
We are not concerned here with Brahamadwip®®. 

(3) Sakasthan;-We have noted above that Seistan or Scythia 
was the place of origin of the Sakas. The boundaries,-as the map 
tells us-of the territory were, the Indus on the east, a line from 

Herat to the southern sea on the west, the ocean on the south 
and the line from Herat to Sikarpur and the Indus, through the 

Bolan Pass, on the north. It includes within it the river Hemand, 

which flows into the lake Haman, the three lakes stated above 

(pp. 90), and the place of origin of the composers of Gratis. A 
glance at the map will tell us that Seistan consisted of almost 
the whole of the southern portion of modern Afghanistan and 
almost the whole of Baluchistan^®. It does not include in it any 

portion of Persia, except perhaps, a small narrow strip on 

the borders. 

It is stated on Pp. 44 of M. S. I., on the authority of Manu, the 

writer of the Sruti, (vide supra f.n.no. 19), that there was a province 
named Saiki, which consisted of a part of Persia, and that the 

^kas, the Kambojas*^ the Pahlavas^^ the Paradas^® and the 

(37) The fact that the term "Indo” has been prefixed before Scythia 

shows that the Sakas hailed from some place outside India. 

(38) A delta is a piece of land surrounded by two rivers. The pln^* 

where there is the confluence of these two rivers is generally triangular in 

shape. In the case of this delta, it was surrounded by water on the fourth 

side also—there was the sea there. So it may well be called an island* 

(39) Both the Vedic and the Jaina books make mention of Brahmadvnp. 

(40) The western portion *of Baluchistan was called Gandriana. The 

people who inhabited it were Sakas. We shall show later on that the Gurjaras 

have descended from them. European scholars believe that the Gurjaras 

originally came from George town or Georgia, near the Mount Caucasus. 

(Should Georgia and Gandriana be taken to have names of the same place ?) 

shall discuss this later on. 

(41) We have shown that the Kambojas hailed from the north-east of 

Afghanistan* (Vol. I. pp. 69). 
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Yavanas** inhabited it. This means that Saiki was very near 

Seistan, and that the above-stated five peoples inhabited them. 

In conclusion, we might state that ^aka-dwip has no connection 
with the Sakas, that ^akadwip and Sakasthan are names of 

different places, that ^akadwip was a later colony of the ^akas 

whose place of origin was Sakasthan, where were bom all the 

writers of Srutis including Manu. 

In spite of this, we will find that many scholars have 
indiscriminately called all foreign invaders ^akas, no matter 
whether they were Parthians or Yonas, Pahlavas or Kusanas, 
Ksharatas or others. On pp. 42 of I. A. Vol. 37 (1908), a European 

writer says;-“ Indians cared very little whether the invader was 

a Parthian, §aka or Kusan. The conqueror came from ^aka- 
dwipa (outside Jambudwip) and so he was a Saka 

We have given geographic details about Jambudwip and 

^akadwip. Then are given details about the ^akas and their home. 

( More details will be given later on). We shall 
Some more details , , , . , , ,, , r , 
about the foreign problem of Aryans and 

invaders non-Aryans. Of the people that originally 
inhabited the region around Mount Meru, one 

group migrated eastwards and the other, westwards, i. e. towards 
Europe. A small portion of the group that went eastwards, entered 

(42) Read further for the Pahlavas. Their home must have been Persia. 

(43) The home of the Paradas has been called Parthia. So they are 

also called the Parthians. We have fixed their place of origin to have been 

the north-east of Persia. (Read further). 

(44) The terms “Yavana" and “Yona” have been confused together* 

(Vide vol. I. pp. 100. The correct term to be used here is “Yona." They 

were natives of Bactria, and so, are also called the Bactrians). 

(45) We fail to understand what the writer means, when he uses the term 

“^akadwip.” On the one hand he believes that ^akadwip was apart from 

Jambudwip: while, on the other hand he ironically remarks that the Indians 

did not discriminate the Parthians from the l§akas and the Sakas from the 

Ku^nas and so on. We have now, however, convincingly shown that all 

these invaders had their home in Jambudwip. The reader will than judge on 

whose side the truth lies. The boot is entirely on the other leg. 
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Mongolia-Manchuria*® and settled there; the remaining major 

portion settled themselves in the territory around the river Oxus. 

Owing to increase of population, a part of those people migrated 

southwards; while the other part went to China and Tibet* They 

used to tame and rear cattle and horses^^. 
Those people who went southwards settled in a piece of land 

and called it ^eistan. We may justly call them Scythians or ^akas. 
By and by, civilization grew among them. They gradually took 
to learning, and in course of time began to dominate over, and 
be worshipped by, the uncivilized tribes, who lived in their 
neighbourhood. Later on Manu wrote his famous Smrti and other 

writers of Upni^das also hailed from them, about B. C. 1000 or 

900. Those people who settled in China and Tibet, ^liso began 
to be civilized and began to take active interest in learning and 

arts. The people of China, especially, became more civilized than 

other sections of the people. Those people who had settled in 

Tibet and Khotan remained in an uncivilized condition. The more 

civilized people again wanted to expand and occupy some new 
territory. Consequently warfare ensued 'between them and the 

the uncivilized people of Tibet and Khotan. The latter proved 
victorious and stayed stagnantly just where they were. The weaker 
ones advanced westwards and returned to their original home 

around the Oxus. These people are known as Yu-chi*®; they were 
driven out here and there, and at last settled themselves in China- 

Turkey, in about 5th or 6th century B. C. The people who had 

(46) This proves that there dwells the Lichchhavl clau of the Kfatriyas, 

who ruled over Magadh in Bharatakhand. (Vol. II, pp. 279-80 and f. n. 

concerning them). The colour of their skin is yellow, or rather golden. Very 

ancient Indians were also of the same colour, especially most of the Jains 

and their Urtharrikaras. 

(47) C. H. I. pp. 564;—"In all ages the name Scythians has been applied 

generally to the nomads inhabiting the northern regions of Europe and Asia." 

(Note; They were not called ^akas. This mistake has made confusion 

worse confounded in Indian history. Cf. f. n. no. 45 and the paragraph above 

it in the matter). 

(48) Read the details about the origin of the KusanaSi and these Yu-chi 

people at the end of this volume. 
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migrated westwards had settled in the islands of Ionian in the 

Mediterranean, and were known as Greeks or Macedonians. Ancient 
Indian writers have called them yavanas because they hailed from 
Ionia. They heard of the prosperity and the riches of the east, 
and they keenly desired to visit it, and if possible, conquer it. The 
ambitious young Greek emperor, Alexander invaded India. On his 
way to India, he conquered Asian Turkey and Persia and extermi¬ 
nated the ruling dynasties there^®. Details about this invasion have 
already been given (Vol. II. Part 3, Chap. VII, Pp. 211 to 221). 
Some of the yavanas who accompanied Alexander, settled in the 
territories through which they passed either on the way to India 

or back to Greece. They mixed and mingled with the natives 
of those territories. They began to be called by different names, 
which were mostly based upon the names of the territories which 
they occupied. (1) Those who settled in the land of the Persians 
(Pahlavas) were called Paradas'’’”, because the name of their 
territory was Parad. (The modern province of Khorasan). They 
were also called Pardians or Parthians. (2) The people who settled 
among the natives of the Oxus, occupied a territory called Bactria, 
and became, consequently, known as Bactrians. They were also 
called Yonas, because that name has a sound similar to “yavanas”, 

which they originally were. A large number of the yavanas had 
settled here. They established their own and independent kingdom 
and so they are famous in the history. All these things took 
place before the 4th and 3rd centuries B. C. (3) The people 
who settled in the province named Kamboj, and who spoke the 

Kharosthi language, were called the Kshaharatas. 

We have now given in brief all necessary details about the 
foreign invaders. More details will be given in their respective 
accounts. We will close this chapter with a summary of the 

details given above. 

(49) This is the reason why we find a gap of two centuries (from B. C* 

330-132) in the dynastic list of the Persian kings. (Vide Vol. II. pp. 273 

and footnote * ). 

(50) F. n. no. 19 above and the extract given therein from M, S. I. pp. 44* 

13 
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(1) Bactrians:—They had settled in Bactria. Indians called 

them “Yonas”. They formed a part of the army of AlexSnder 
and had accompanied him in his invasion over India. On 

Alexander’s return, they did not accompany him, but settled in 

Bactria. They were mistakenly called the “Yonas” because that 

name has a sound similar to ‘‘Yavana” which was their original 
name. Truly speaking, the “Yavanas” and the “Yonas” are names 

of different people, and their homes are also different. Bokhara 
and Bulk are the two noteworthy cities of Bactria. 

(2) Parthians:—Natives of Persia; they were Pahlavas (not 

Pallavas: read further for that). At the time when the yavanas 
invaded India, they settled in Khorasan, which is on the north¬ 
east of Persia. Khorasan was called “Parad” in those times. So 

these people began to be called “Pardians” or “Parthians”. That 

section of the Parthians who migrated to India and settled there, 

got the name Indo-Parthians®^ The noteworthy cities of the 

province are Astrabad, Ma^ad, Herat and others. Persia itself was 
on the west of Khorasan, and its noteworthy towns are Tehran, 

Ispahan and others. 

The “Pallavas” and “Pahlavas” are different people. The 

latter, as we have shown above, hailed from Khorasan; while the 

former were natives of southern India, and hence they cannot be 
called foreigners. Historians have often mistakenly used these 
words as synonyms. The Pallavas occupied the major portion of 

the kingdom of Chola in south India. The rulers of Chola were 

from among these people. Their principal cities were Kadappa, 
Anantpur, Karnul, Arcot and others. 

(3) ^akas—^Scythians:—Their home was Seistan or ^akasthan, 
which was on the south of the territory of the Parthians. It 
consisted of the modern districts of Karman, Seistan, Persian 
Baluchistan, Kelaf estate etc. No large cities are situated in it. 

Some of its towns are Karman, Guader (port), La^a, Bamapury, 

Miri, Jalka, Taspa and others. The rest are small villages situated 

(51) Cf.' details about Indo-Scythia,* gives*.below. 
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in mountains. That section of the people which migrated towards 
India and settled there, got the name Indo-Scythians“®. 

(4) Ksaharatas®®;—Their home was the territory lying between 
the Indus and the Hindukus. It was on the south of Bactria, on 
the east of Parthia and on the north of Seistan. It consisted of 
the modern provinces of Kafristan, Chitral and of the valley of 
Kabul. It was a part of that territory which was originally called 
Gamboj or Kamboj. Both Kamboj and Gandhar (i. e. the modem 
Punjab) were ruled by an Indian king®*. Its principal towns are 
Kabul, Peiavar, Jalalabad, Gizani and others. 

(5) Ku^an:—All details about these peoples will be given in 

Vol. III. They formed a part of the people known as Yu-chi. 

(Vide pp. 96, with its f. n. no. 48). 

Hailing from different places, these people, in course of time, 

came into close contact with one another, with the result that 
an intimate sort of exchange in their civilization took place, 

ultimately evolving common civilization. 

(52) Cf» f« n. DO. 51 above. 

(53) Panini, the famous grammariao, was a native of this place. His 

mother.>toDgue was Kharosthf. (Vol. II, pp. 89). He and his two companioss, 

Varatuchl and Chanakya were brought to the university of Takfila by Nanda DC. 

(Vide Vol. I. pp. 335). 

(54) For details vide Vol I. pp. 68 to 71. 



Chapter II 

Foreign Invasions (Contd.) 

Synopsis:—(i4) Yona—Bactrians—the origin of the ruling 
dynasty—their efforts at establishing power in India. 

(7) Demetrius—he became related with the yavana chief and 

consolidated the Bactrian power—having heard of the defeats 

of the yonas by Pusyamitra and Vasumitra, he started towards 

India—during his absence from Bactria, the throne was seized 

by others—his consequent establishment of power and kingdom in 

India—the faithful generals who accompanied him—his fights 

with the Sunga emperor and the seizure of the Aboamedha horse 

by him—Sumitra's death and its consequences, 

(2) Menander—His birth, the duration of his life, and the 

period of his rule—the expansion of the terriioruA extent effected 

by him—some traits of his character—civilization and prosperity 

of those times—the swxessors of Menander, the account as given 

by scholarsi the points where I differ from them— 

One of the maxims of military tactics—foreign titles 

and details about them—Coins and roch-incriptions by these 

fomgners, 



li The Yonas-Bactrians ioi 

(A) YONAS-BACTRIANS 

The Greeks, being the inhabitants of the Ionian islands were 

called “ Yavanas Some of the yavana generals who had 
accompanied Alexander in his invasion over 

The Yonas- India, preferred to settle in the territories lying 
Bactrians qjj from India to Greece, when 

Alexander went home. They mixed and mingled 
with the natives and were called yonas®. Blood-relationships with 

natives were not, of course, common throughout the settlement; 
yet in order to differentiate these settlers from the yavanas 

proper, the term “Yonas” seems to have come into vogue.® Scholars 

have confused these two terms and have often used one term 
when they meant the other. 

Though we are mainly concerned with yona activities in 

India, yet some details about their activities outside India should 

be given for a clear understanding of the former. 

The Greek empire fell to pieces after the death of Alexander. 

(1) n. H. pp. 505:—“Greeks were Aryan colonists of Mediterranean 

islands called the lonians.” 

Dr. Bhandarkar, “Asok,” pp. 30:—“It is in Ionia that the commercial 

development of the Greeks is the earliest. There can be no doubt that, it 

was on account of the enterprizing spirit displayed by the lonians that the 

Persians coined the word yavana as a general name for all the Greeks.” 

J. A. H. R. S. vol. II. pp. 5:—“Yavana does not always mean Greek in 

Sanskrit Literature.” 

Asiatic Researches, vol. V; pp. 266:—“The Greeks are generally known 

as yavanas.” 

H. H. pp. 505:—“The word Javana (applied to Turks or Mahomedans) 

is often wrongly confounded by scholars with yavana (the Greeks).” 

(It is believed that the Persians and the Yavanas were tied by a blood- 

relationship. Read further about “Persians”). 

(2) The ruling dynasty of Bactria may be taken as an example of this. 

Cf. extract from J. A. H. R. S. above. 

(3) The rock-inscriptions of Priyadarsin contain names of the Yona kingi^ 

VoL II* pp. 271-74 and f. n. there. 
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Their activities 

outside India 

One general, named Seleucus Necator, occupied the throne of Ssnria. 

He died in B. C. 281, and was succeeded by his son, Antiochos I— 
Soter (vide the sub-joined dynastic list). He died in B. C. 261, and 

his son, Antiochos II—Theos, succeeded him. At this time, the 
territory lying between Syria and Afghanistan was under the rules of 

Priyadarsin (Vol. II, Pp. 273-4 f. n. no. 93). His 

inscriptions tell us that Priyadarsin had cultivated 
very friendly relations with the yavana chiefs as 

well as with other neighbouring kings. European scholars* maintain 

that Antiochos II—Theos was a licentious king and people had risen 

into rebellion against him. As a result of this, they say, Persia 
and Bactria became independent®. There is not much to substan¬ 
tiate this contention. In the first place, it has been nowhere 

proved that Persia was ever under the power of either Antiochos 

or any of his predecessors. On the other hand, Priyadar^in’s 

hold over his distant possessions was growing slacker and slacker 
owing to his old age and his preoccupation with religious 

devotion. Again, we have discussed the policy of Subhagsen, his 

heir-apparent, and the then governor of Afghanistan and the 

territories beyond that. So these people asserted their indepen 

dence, and severed all connections with the Mauryas. Deodotus I 

became the king of Bactria (see the appended dynastic 
list). After a rule of five years he died in about 245 B. C., 
and was succeeded by his son Deodotus II. He ruled from 

B. C. 245 to B. C. 230. Then he was killed by a certain 
Euthidemos who then came to the throne. He ruled from B. C. 

230 to about B. C. 202. During this time, in Syria Antiochos II 

was succeeded by two or three kings. Then, in B. C. 223, 

(4) C. H. I. pp. 429:—^“The revolt of Parthia. took place about simoltaaeoasly 

with the revolt of Bactria, although a year or two later.” 

(5) It is true that these two provinces had become independent in about 

B. C. 250; but they had not proclaimed their independence against the 

yavana kings. 

(6) Bh. P. R. vol. II. pp. 281; C. H. I. pp. 441:—“Demetrius, the hand¬ 

some youth, son of Euthidemos, went as a fully accredited envoy to the 

camp of Antiochos III-—who gave him one of bis daughters in marriage* 
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Antiochos III came to the throne. At that time ParthiS was 

under his power—^he may have conquered it or he may have 
inherited it from his predecessors. Antiochos III was a powerful 

king; and so was the Bactrian king Euthidemos. Antiochos 

however, being the king of a territory from which the Bac> 
trians migrated, was called the Great King, while Euthidemos 
was called ‘ King”. Antiochos sent word to Euthidemos that the 

latter must rule Bactria not as an independent king but as his 

vassal. Euthidemos replied that the rebel king, who proclaimed 
Bactria independent was Deodotus, whom he had killed, and that 
he was himself a friend of the “Great King”. Antiochos, pleased 

with the answer, invited an ambassador of Bactria to his court. 
Euthidemos sent his son Demetrius as an ambassador. Demetrius 

was very handsome® and in the prime of his youth. So Antiochos 

gave his daughter in marriage to him and thus began a blood- 
relationship between the two kingdoms, in about B. C. 215'^. Then 
Euthidemos invaded India. He conquered some portions of the 

Punjab and Ka^mir, and with the spoils of war returned home. 
Some of his soldiers, however, settled in India.. The author of 

Rajatarai^ini has stated that the king of Kasmir, Jaloak by name, 
had conquered all territory upto Kanyakubja®, and had driven 
away all the Mlechchhas during the 26th year of his reign, i. e. 
in about 209 B. C. The Mlechchhas in case were none other than 

these yonas and yavanas. About 205 B. C., or a year before or 
after that, both Jaloak add Euthidemos died. The former was 

succeeded by Damodar and the latter by Demetrius. Damodar 

was not as brave as his father; while Demetrius, now in his 

thirties, was valorous. He invaded India and conquered almost 

the whole of the Punjab. He advanced further, but in the mean¬ 
while, Agnimitra, the commander-in-chief of the Mauryas, killed 
Brhadrath, the last Maurya king, and seized the throne of Avanti. 

( about B. C. 204). 

(7) If we take the age of Demetrius to have been 17 to 20 at this time, 

it comes out that he was bom about B. C. 235 to 230. 

<8) Vol. II. pp. 362. 
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DEMETRIUS 

(B. C. 205 to 182=23 years) 

For several years after his accession to the throne, Demetrius 
did not stir out of Bactria. Then as we know, he invaded India, 

conquered almost the whole of the Punjab and 
Demetrius tried to advance further. Some historians say 

that after the conquest of the Punjab, he 
himself had returned to Bactria, and that further advance 

was made by his generals who numbered seven. Agnimitra, 
the ^unga emperor, sent his son Vasumitra and his father 

Pusyamitra to check their progress. A terrible battle took place 
and the yavanas were utterly defeated**. The survivors repaired 
to Bactria with doleful tales of war. Demetrius, enraged at hearing 

these tales of defeat and misery, invaded India himself, he 
conquered the whole of the Punjab and made ^ialkot, his head¬ 
quarters. He established his kingdom there and called it Euthidemia 

in honour of his father’s name. It is called “Sakai” or “Sagal” 
in Indian history*®. He decided to spend the remainder of his 

life in India., and so his subsequent account forms a part of the 

Indian history*^. Some historians say that it was his father who 
established the kingdom of Sakai. This seems to be improbable**. 

(9) Of the two terrible wars that took place between the Indians and the 

yavanaS) this was the first. For details vide the account of Agnimitra* 

(10) C. H. I. pp. 446:—“He fixed his capital at Sagala or Sangala which 

be called Euthidemia in honour of his father.” (F. n. no. 12 below). 

(11) H. H. pp. 630;—^“Demetrius was called “King of Indians.” 

(12) C. H. I. pp. 446:—“Dr. George Macdonald points out that the 

statement that Demetrius fixed his capital at Sagala which he called Euthidemia 

in honour of his father, is open to challenge.” 

(I. H. Quart. Vol. V, Sept. pp. 404). 

(The author’s note;—This means that the kingdom of Sagala was founded 

by Euthidemos and not by Demetrius. But then, had it been so, Euthidemos 

must also have been called the “King of Indians.” Well, he is not called so 

in any history book. Even Greek hiptory has nothing to tell us in favour 

of this. See f. nos. 10 and 11; and also the paragraph which follows.) 
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His father had certainly conquered the Punjab, but had never 
settled himself there. 

That Demetrius, and not his father, established a kingdom 
in India, is supported by an event recorded in the Greek history. 
It is stated therein, that while Demetrius was in India, a general 
named Eucratides took the advantage of the opportunity, and 
seized the throne of Bactria^’*. This news reached Demetrius 
after some time and he, uncertain of his being able to regain 
the Bactrian territory, decided to stick to his possessions in India, 
thinking that a bird in hand was worth two in the bush^^. He 
ruled over his Indian kingdom for eight years, B. C. 190 to 182, 
and spent all these years in consolidating his power. During this 
time he had two generals with him-namely-Heliocles and Menander, 
The former was the son of Eucratides^® and the latter was a 
distant relation'®. 

Having established himself in Sakal;-this territory was called 
Madra^'^ in the times of Mahabharat and Madri, the queen of 
king Pandu was a princess of this territory—, he devised a plan 
to lure Vasumitra, the heir-apparent of Agnimitra. A beautiful 
damsel was designedly made to be seen by him, and Vasumitra 
fascinated by her beauty wanted to marry her. Demetrius refused 

sanction to this marriage and thus the war began. Details about 
this war have been given in the account of Agnimitra. Demetrius 
won the war, and the territory of the Sutlej came under his 

(13) C. H. I. pp. 554; I. A. vol. 37, pp. 56. 

(14) There is a similar proverb in SanskTt;— 

“Yo dhruvani parityajya, adbruvam parisevate, 

Dhurvani tasya nasyanti, adhruvani nastameva cha.*’ 

(15) The name of the father of Eucratides was Heliocles. His son’s name 

was also Heliocles. When Heliocles, the son, returned from India, he murdered 

his father and seized the throne. The Bactrian dynasty ended with him; or 

he may have been succeeded by some nominal kings. Bh. Pr. R. vol. 2, pp. 190. 

(16) E. H. I. edl. HI, pp. 199:—"Menander, a relative of the Bactrian 

monarch Eucratides." 

(17) C. H. I. pp. 549:—"Sakala was a city of the Madras (Upanisad III, 

3, 1; 7, 1)—^between the rivers Chinab and Ravi." 
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power^®. Two years after this, Agnimitra began the performance 

of the second A^vamedha sacrifice and the coarse of the sacrificial 

horse was entrusted to Vasumitra. On the banks of the Indus,^* 

the horse was captured by Demetrius. A war followed in which 

Vasumitra was killed (B. C. 182). Agnimitra then himself led the 

army and marched against Demetrius. In the battle that took 

place Demetrius was killed (B. C. 181). Agnimitra completed the 

sacrifice. Demetrius had no son, and was succeeded by his general 

Menander'*”. Heliocles went back to Bactrii and seized the throne 

there. (f. n. no. 15). At the time of his death, Demetrius was 

about 48 to 50 years old. 

MENANDER 

(B. C. 182 to 156=26 years) 

According to the author of C. H. I.*^, he was born in the 

village of Kalasi, in Alasandadwip, a region between the rivers 

Panjasir and Kabul, in Afghanistan. We do 

Menander know the exact date of his birth. We 

know however that he was a relative of 

Eucratides, the general who usurped the throne of Bactria. So 

Eucratides and his father Heliocles and some of their relatives 

must have sometimes stayed in the province referred to above. 

Daring their stay there, Menander first saw the light of the day. 

Eucratides came into prominence during the reign of Euthidemos, 

and at last seized the throne of Bactria during his son’s-Demetrius- 

absence. Heliocles and his relatives must have stayed in this 

Kabul region for some time. No yona or yavana general before 

him, had done so, i. e. had ever settled in this region. It was given 

(18) In celebration of this victory, the generals of Demetrius got coins 

minted bearing the portrait-head of their king. (Vide C. H. I. pp. 547). 

(19) Some scholars believe that the Indus, referred to here, was not Indus 

but a tributary of the Chambal; its name was the Black Indus. This seems to 

me to be improbable. (Pp. 51 above and f. n. no. 44). 

(20) It seems that Menander was a relative of Eucratides. £. H. I. 3rd 

edi.; pp. 199, f. n. no. 16. 

(21) C. H. t pp, 550. 
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as a dowry to his daughter by Seleucus Necator. This daughter 

was married with Asok. Priyadarsin, and after him Subhagsen, 

inherited the territory and ruled over it. During Subhagsen’s reign, 

which lasted from B. C. 236 to 227, Euthidemos must have 

invaded it and conquered it^®. We know that Euthidemos reigned 

from B. C. 230 to 205, and that he first marched towards India 

after B. C. 215. So it transpires that no yona people ever occupied 

it before this time. So Menander must have been born about 215 

B. C. He came to the throne in B. C. 182, i. e. he was nearly thirty 

three years old at that time. We shall later on prove that his 

reign lasted for 25 years. So he died at the age of 59, in 

B. C. 156. 

Some historians have called him Merander, instead of Mena¬ 

nder, In a Buddhist book named “Milindapaijho”, he has been 

called “Miiinda”. In India he was called “Milinda”. 

Menander’s rule lasted from B. C. 182 to 156=26 years®®. It 

has been stated in the account of Demetrius that Vasumitra, under 

the guidance of Pusyamitra, had been sent to 

His valorous deeds drive away the yavanas. The latter were 

utterly defeated in the battle that took place 

on the border of the territory of Madra®*. Some of the soldiers 

who survived the battle, returned to Bactria and poured the 

doleful tales of defeat in the ears of the Bactrian king. Then 

Patafijali got a sacrifice performed during the lifetime of Pusyamitra, 

who died after a short time in B. C. 188. After that Demetrius, 

accompanied by Heliocles and Menander, invaded India. Now the 

reader will understand that the theory held by some scholars that 

(22) European scholars, in contradiction to Strabo, state that the contention, 

that Subhagsen was defeated by Antiochos I or II, is incorrect. The reader 

will understand this now. Antiochos II was dead long before Subhagsen came 

to the throne. (Many contentions of Strabo have been found to be untrue. 

This is only one of them). 

(23) C. H. I. pp. 123:—“B. C. 160 to 140”=20 years. 

(24) The territory lying between the Chenab and the Jhelam. This territory 

was on the borderland of the kingdoms of both Demetrius and Agnimitra. 

The yavana damsel was seen by Vasumitra, in this territory* 
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Menander and Pusyamitra were contemporaries, is rather incorrect. 

We may grant that, before Pusyamitra died in B. C. 188 at the 

age of 80, Menander was certainly born; but they were never 

contemporaries in the sense, that their political careers were 

simultaneous, because Menander entered into the arena of politics 

after B. C. 188, the year in which Pusyamitra died. Even 

Demetrius had nothing to do politically with Pusyamitra, because 

he also entered India for the first time in B. C. 188. We may 

thus attribute the victory of Vasumitra and Pusyamitra in their 

battle against the yavanas, not merely to their bravery and skilled 

generalship, but to the absence in the yavana army of warriors 

and organizers like Demetrius and Menander. This contention is 

lent support by the fact that Demetrius invaded India, conquered 

the whole of the Punjab and founded his kingdom of Sakai,which 

was on the borders of Madra. He had also advanced further 

and conquered all the territory upto the banks of the Sutlej. He 

defeated Vasumitra in the battle that followed; but we can say 

that Vasumitra’s victory in the first battle was due to the expert 

guidance of Pusyamitra, who was not present during the second 

battle. This gives us an index to Pusyamitra's capacity as a 

general. Of these two battles^® between the Indians and the 

yavanas, the first was a battle of greater magnitude than the 

second. Two other battles^^ also took place after them, and of 

(25) Modern Sialkot; Demetrius founded his kingdom there. Some scholars 

are of the opinion that his father Euthidemos founded the kingdom there. 

Ind. His. Quart. V; pp. 404;—“Even if Menander is ignored, and Demetrius, 

son of Euthidemos is recognised as the invader of Saket and Madhyamika.” 

(The author’s note:—Madhyamika was invaded by Menander. Read further 

for that. The term to be used here is not “Saket,” but “Sakai.”) 

(26) First war—Vasumitra and Pusyamitra versus yavana generals. 

Second war—Vasumitra versus Demetrius and Menander, 

(27) First war—Agnimitra versus Demetrius and Menander. Demetrius 
died in this war. 

Second war:—Bhanumitra versus Menander. Menander died while the war 

was going on. Probably he died of an illness, and not while fighting. 

Of the four wars referred to above, the Puranas contain the mention of 

two only, which were of greater importance. Vide “BuddhiprakM," vol. 76 
aod further. 
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them also the second was of less importance than the first. And 

in these battles Agnimitra*® scored a victory against skilled generals 

like Demetrius and Menander—a tribute to the army organization 

of those times and to the fighting spirit of the Aryan soldiers of 

those times. In the second battle, Menander died under accidental 

circumstances'"*®. Had he been alive, he would certainly have turned 

the tables against the Aryans. 

When Menander assumed the reigns of the government after 

the death of Demetrius, the territory that was under his power 

consisted of Afghanistan, the Punjab and the region upto the 

banks of the Sutlej®”. Seven years after Menander’s accession to 

the throne, Agnimitra died. The yavanas had made no attempts 

to advance further upto that time®^ Immediately after Agnimitra 

died in B. C. 174, Menander marched forward and conquered the 

territory upto the south of the Sutlej, i. e. modern Rajputana 

and the whole of the region on the west of the Arvalli hills. He 

also conquered Sind®“ and appointed a general named Bhuraak 

(28) The Vedic books describe Agnimitra as a sovereign emperor. They 

do so, because of his conquest in this battle, after which he completed the 

second Asvamedha sacrifice. (Vide his account). 

(29) Vide the account of tiie Bunga kings Balamitra and Bhanumitra, 

and f. n. no. 37 below. 

(30) Agnimitra killed Demetrius in the battle that took place here. 

(31) Buddhi. Pra. vol. 76, pp. 95:—^“In Milinda Pauho, the Buddhist book, 

Bakal has been stated to have been the capital of Menander’s kingdom. C. H. I. 

pp. 549.” Modern historians refer to only invasion of the Greeks who 

from Balkha, and state that Menander was their leader. They also state that 

he conquered Panchal and Surasen, and then he laid siege around Saket— 

Ayodhya—and conquered it. (Cf. f. n. no. 34 below). 

(32) E. H. 1. 3rd edi. pp. 199:—“He had annexed to his kingdom the 

Indus Delta and the peninsula of Saurastra. 

Sir Cunningham, on the other hand, stated in Bhilsa Topes, pp. 127:_ 

“I have shown from the monogramic names of the cities, in which his coins 

were minted thit Menane’er’s rule extended over the whole of Kabul valley, 

the Punjab and Sindh, including the capital city of Minanagar on the 

lower Indus.” 

(Note: This extract contains no mention of Sauraftra or of the region 
acousd Broach)* 
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as its governor®®. Then be marched upon the provinces of Pafichal 

and Sursen®* in the north, conquered them, and appointed another 

general named Rajuvul®® as a governpr over them. Thus he 

had conquered®® all the important provinces of northern India— 

The Punjab®’^, Sind, Rajputana, Surasen and the major part of 

the United provinces. He seems to have stopped there. Scholars 

have tried to prove on the authority of Hathiguriifa inscription 

that he, or his predecessor Demetrius had made preparations to 

invade Pataliputra®®. Having heard, however, of the occupation 

of Magadh by emperor Kharvel and of his conquest over Brhaspati- 

mitra, the king of Magadh, the yavana king decided to stop at 

Mathura and did not advance any further. My objections against 

this theory and the true interpretation of the Hathiguriifa inscriptions 

are stated in the account of Kharvel in vol. IV. It is sufficient 

to note here that the inscription has been misconstrued by the 

scholars in question. Some other scholars hold the opinion that 

Menander had conquered the western portion of Gujarat—the 

(33) For details about Bhumak, vide the account of the Ksabaratas 

given further. 

(34) Demetrius may have conquered these provinces at first. But then 

he must have lost them. 

(35) Vide further on the account of Rajuvul. 

(36) Buddhi. Pra. vol. 76, pp. 95:—“The names of the two of the six 

companions of Menander in the last battle, have been found. One was 

Demetrius II and the second was Antiochos. 

MiliU^ Panho also contains these two names as those of the two Greek 

chiefs who attended the court of Menander. (C. H. I. pp. 550). 

(Note: This shows that Menander was a powerful king). 

(37) Bhumak was appointed as governor over Sind, Rajaputana and 

Saurastra, Rajuvul was appointed over the United Provinces. Antitialtidas, a 

yona general, was appointed as governor of the Punjab. (Vide the accounts 

of Sunga kings, Balamitra and Bhanumitra above). 

(38) C. S. H. pp. 65:—“Menander was probably the yavana who invaded 
Magadh as recorded by Patanjali.'’ 

I. 3rd edi. pp* 199. 
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Broach district*®. This also seems to be improbable*®. On the 

whole, Menander’s empire was larger than that of his predecessor 

and thus he may be called the more powerful of the two*^. 

In a book like this, we are not directly concerned with western 

civilization. Yet, so far as its influence through Menander on Indian 

culture is concerned, we might allow it some 

More details about him space here. Mr. Vincent Smith, in his “Early 

History of India, 3rd edi. states on pp. 199 

with reference to Menander’s invasions over India, “Thus ended 

the second and last** attempt by a European general to conquer 

India by land .... From the repulse of Menander, until the 

bombardment of Calicut by Vasco da Gama in A. D. 1502, India 

enjoyed immunity from attack under European leadership** and 

so long as the power in occupation of the country retains command 

of the sea**, no attack made from the landside in the footsteps 

of the ancient invaders can have any prospect of permanent 

success.” Modern European powers maintain their authority by 

their command over the sea*®. 

Hitherto we have been following the custom of devoting a 

separate chapter to the territorial extent and to religious details 

about a dynasty, the account of which was over in the preceding 

chapter. We do not propose to do so in the case of the yonas, 

because only two kings are directly connected with India and 

(39) Bh. Pr. Rajvamsa, vol. II. pp. 142:—“Periplas is of the opinion 

that the coins of Menander have been unearthed from the region around 

Broach. Cf. the extract from Sir Cunningham’s book, in f. n. no. 32 above. 

(40) Vide the account of Bh^ak, the Kfaharata kfatrap. 

(41) Cf. f. n. no. 36 above. 

(42) Menander’s invasion is referred to as second. It seems that Alexander’s 

invasion is to be taken as the first. 

(43) Menander was not of an European origin. He was a Bactrian and 

hence a native of Asia. The terms “yavana” and “yona” however have been 

confused pretty often, and so Mr. Smith has called him a European. 

(44) The British people at present have got supremacy over the seas, 

and they are proud of it. 

(45) The whole of the southern India is a peninsula. Naturally one who 

eommasds the coast is the master. 
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thdr territorial extents have been incidentally discussed in their 

accounts—, and because little is known about the faith they 

followed. There are no rock-inscriptions—at 

His culture least not found—to their credit, and what coins 

we have, shed little light on the religion that they 

followed. Some religious books tell us a little about Menander’s 

religious inclinations, but we cannot take them as authoritative* 

On pp. 549 of C. H. I. it is stated;—“Menander is the only 

yavana who has become celebrated in the ancient literature of 

India. He is unquestionably to be identified with Milinda, the 

yavana king of Sakai, who, (Milinda-Panha) in the dialogue between 

the king, had become notorious as harassing the brethren and the 

Buddhist elder Nagasen. It is thus as a philosopher and not as 

a mighty conqueror that Menander has won for himself an 

abiding fame. (Trans. Rhys Davids, S. B. E. XXXV, pp. 6-7). 

As a disputant he was hard to equal; harder still to overcome. 

He was the acknowledged superior to all the founders of the 

various schools of thought. As in wisdom so in strength of body, 

swiftness and valour, there was found none equal to Milinda in 

all India. He was rich too, mighty in wealth and prosperity and 

the number of his armed hosts knew no end.” This extract gives 

us a fair idea of Menander, both as a powerful king and as a 

man of parts. Yet the extract is based upon evidence gleaned 

from the literature of those times, and hence its truth remains 

to be asserted by some reliable historical piece of evidence. 

A foreigner invades India with various intentions. Conquest of 

territory is only one of the motives. Some reference to the possible 

motives of a foreign invasion has already been 

PP’ 
length with the motives which actuated Alexander 

the Great to invade India, in Vol. II, pp. 211 to 221. It needs be 

mentioned here, however, that the eastern and the western scholars 

(46) In the appendix on “Mathura,” some details will be given about 
the religion of Menander. 

No authoritative pieces of evidence are available to establish definitely 
something about bis religion. 
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differ widely from one another, in their opinions about the intentions 

and the consequences of Alexander’s invasion^There is little to 

wonder about it. The greatest and deepest scholar is, after all, 

a human being; and being such he is temperamentally inclined 

to set his own civilization at a higher value than that of any 

other country. But then, a temperamental bias does not always 

-rather seldom-represent truth. The following extract from C. H. I. 

pp. 541 will illustrate this;—“The Indian expedition of Alexander 

the Great, has for more than twenty-two centuries been celebrated 

in the western world as one of the most amazing feats of arms 

in the whole of history. No personage of ancient world is better 

known*®; but of this great conqueror, the records of India have 

preserved, no certain trace*®.” The extract clearly shows that the 

western and the eastern writers took the invasion from different 

points of view. The former called it a unique feat of arms and 

stopped at that. The latter looked at from the view point of 

civilization and culture, and noted that it was the invader rather 

than the invaded, who had to learn many things from the vanquished. 

Victorious Rome sat at the feet of the subdued Greek and drunk 

deep of the Pierian spring. So did Alexander and his armed hosts. 

Another instance illustrating the truth of the contention that the 

Greek civilization was vastly inferior to the Aryan, is that of the 

yavana coins. It is stated on pp. 447 of C. H. I.;—“Demetrius 

does not seem to have struck any gold. It will be observed that 

he is the first of the Bactrian kings to be represented with his 

shoulders draped; and from his time onwards that feature is 

virtually universal.” The yavanas kept their shoulders bare; but 

when they came into contact with Indians®®, they learnt that to 

do so was a sign of want of culture. So they adopted the custom 

(47) Some extracts quoted above will illustrate this. 

(48) This is from the western point of view. Read f. n. no. 49 beiow« 

(49) This wide divergence between the eastern and the western opinions 

illustrate their different points of view. 

(50) This yona chief settled in India and naturally imbibed most of the 

Aryan culture and civilization) and because he settled in India he had an 

opportunity to observe and grasp things* 

15 
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of covering the upper parts of their bodies" ^ The custom came 

to be universally adopted among their succeeding generations. 

Here, as well as elsewhere, we have had occasions to deal 

with the question of the superiority of one of the civilizations 

over the other. The reader may come to his own conclusions 

after examining the pros and cons of the data presented to him. 

We may also note that the Greek coins, excepting their artistic 

beauty, do not have anything proving them superior to Indian ones. 

Foreigners mostly invaded India because they were attracted 

by her prosperous condition. It often happened, however, that 

once a foreigner set his footsteps upon the Indian soil, he felt 

himself inclined to settle in this land of civilization, culture and 

prosperity. All the foreign invaders acted in the same manner"®. 

We know that Priyadariin deputed religious missionaries to 

distant countries like Afghanistan, Egypt and China. Contact 

among people increased in course of time. All kinds of foreign 

traders visited India and vice versa. But foreigners had always a 

a double-fold purpose in visiting India : to have trade-relations; 

and, more important still, to drink at the fountain-head of 

civilization and culture. During the rule of Priyadarsin and the 

next fifty years, foreigners of aU kinds came into close contact 

with India and learnt many things from her. On pp. 435 of 

C. H. I. it is stated;—“ It (the witness of coins ) proves that 

there was busy life, throbbing on both sides of the Indian frontier, 

during the forty or fifty years about which history is silent. 

Merchants were constantly coming and going, buying and selling 

...the same time witnessed the birth of the new kingdom of 

Bactria...Bactria was the rich country between the Hinduku^ and 

the Oxus.” It should be noted here that the period of forty or fifty 

years, which has been described as silent here, is due to the mistake, 

which all historians have committed, of identifying Sandrecottus 

with Chandragupta, and Priyadarsin with ASokavardhan. 

(51) Keeping the most part of the body bare is a sign of barbarism. It 

was considered so and it is so. We can well contrast this with Aryan 

civilization. 

(5^ The whole of the part VI is rich in all these details. 
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I have stated above that Menander died in B. C. 156. 
Further research in the subject has led me to conclude that he 

died in B. C. 159. The reasons for making 
Menander's death this change are as follow:—(1) Bhumak's 

career may be divided into two parts : as a 
K^trap and as a Maha-ksatrap. It has been proved that he 

started the Ksaharata era in B. C. 158®^. It is, on the other 
hand, equally clear that Bhumak asserted his independence only 
after the death of Menander. Nothing has been found to contradict 

the truth of this. Bhumak dared not have lifted his head against a 

powerful ruler like Menander. This automatically proves that he 

died at least before B. C. 158; i. e. in B. C. 158-159. (2) It 
has been found—on the authority of rock-inscriptions that the 
yona governor of the Punjab-Antitialtidas by name-had deputed 
an ambassador-Heliodorus by name-to the court of Bhanumitra, 

the Sunga king. This ambassador had declared that the governor 

of Punjab professed friendship with the Sunga king. The tone 
of the whole thing was rather conciliatory and showed that 

Antitialtidas was anxious to have peaceful relations, with the 
Sunga king, even at the sacrifice of a little of his self-respect. 

Bhanumitra’s rule, as we have already shown, lasted from B. C. 

158 to 142, and this thing is stated to have taken place at the 

beginning of his rule. Now, had Menander been alive upto B. C. 

156, he would never have allowed his governor to cater to the 
friendship of the Sunga king. Bhumak, on the other hand, was 

ruling over a territory, the eastern frontiers of which collided with 
the western ones of the ^unga king’s territory. Moreover, it was 
Bhumak who had killed Odrak or Balamitra, the predecessor and 

elder brother of Bhanumitra, and had brought a part of his 
territory under his subjugation. He also would never have allowed 

such a humiliating thing to take place. So we come to the 

conclusion that the representative was sent after Menander’s death 
in B. C. 158-159. Even Menander’s brave generals like HagSm 

and Hagamas®* were dead before Menander; otherwise Menan^ 

(53) This has been proved in his account given later on. 

(54) Det^ about Hagam aod HagaoiM will t)e given in chapter Ill* 
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himself would have had no occasion to go to the field of battle 
himself and be killed in it. (3) It is better to take the year 
B. C. 159, as the time when Bhanumitra came to the throne. 
This agrees with the period fixed for the ministerial regime of 
the Kaijvas namely 45 years. Then we can state that both the 

Kanva ministry and the ^unga dynasty ended in B. C. 114, i.e. 

after 45 years. This leads us all the more to conclude that 
Menander died in B. C. 159. We have now only to decide which 

event took place first; Menander’s death or Bhanumitra’s accession 
to the throne. Yet the very fact that Antitialtidas eagerly sought 

to establish friendly relations with Bhanumitra, shows that the 

latter was a powerful king, and, in all probability, killed Menander 
in the battle. The latter’s death may partly be credited to the 
skill of the Kanva minister also. 

All these circumstances lead us to fix the date of Menander’s 
death to have been B. C. 159; this means that Menander’s rule 
lasted from B. C. 182 to 159=23 years. 

Of all the kings of the Bactrian dynasty that ruled over 
Bactria, we are concerned here with only two : namely, Demetrius 

and Menander. We have refrained from giving 
After Menander any details of the predecessors of Demetrius; 

and so we cannot, due to the same reason, 

devote any space to the account of Menander’s successors. The 
fact is that no yona general after Menander stayed in India to 
take charge of his possessions. Names of, however, several yona 

chiefs have been found and in some cases their®® coins also, 
which have led schdars to believe that some of them enjoyed 

power in India. My researches have made me conclude that 

Menander was the last yona chief that ruled in India, and that 
the chiefs and generals referred to above, were only contemporaries 
of Demetrius and Menander, and were appointed by them as 

governors over various provinces conquered by them. Some of 
the names are given below:— 

C. H. I. pp. 543:-~“Apollodotu8 and Menander, as well as 

(35) For details, see the paragraph “Titles” below, 
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Demetrius, belonged to the house of Euthidemos, all these princes 
were contemporaries.” 

Ibid. pp. 546:—“The princes of the house of Euthidemos, 

who reigned both in Bactria and in kingdoms south of the 

Hindukus, are Demetrius, Pantaleon, Agathocles and probably 
also Antimachus.” 

Other names which are mentioned in other sources are;— 

Pheloxemis, Nicias and Hippostiatus. Two other names are well- 
known in history:—Hagam®® or Hagan®^ and Hagamas®® or 
Hagamas®’. The latter general ruled over the territory around 

Mathura. We have not yet been able to fix his time. Probably 

both the generals were contemporaries of Menander. Any how, 

they were not independent rulers. They were governors appointed 
by Menander. 

Now that we have finished, formally, the account of the 

yonas; we may, as well add a few remarks about their titles®®. 
More details about them will be given later on. 

(1) The yonas originally descended from the Greeks. So the 
ruler of Bactria was called “King;” while the Greek ruler was 

called “The Great King®®.” We are not concerned 
Something about j^gj-g the Greek rulers, nor with the Bactrian 

foreign titles kings, so long as they had nothing to do with 

India. When, however, the yonas settled themselves in India, 
their king introduced the system of appointing governors over 

various provinces under his power. The Bactrian rulers could 

have well assumed the title “The Great King” themselves and 

bestowed the title “King” upon their governors. But they were 

satisfied with their simple title—“The King”®®—, and so, they 

(56) E. H. I. 3rd edi. pp. 227; C. H. I. pp. 526-27. 

(57) C. A. I. (Cunningham) pp. 86. 

(58) The details stated in paragraphs “Titles’* and “Other peculiarities” 

are results of deductions from a connected and deep study of history. Further 

research has to prove them to be true or otherwise. 

(59) Alexander was called “The Great” for this reason. “Great King” 

was a Greek title. 

(60) Demetriosi Menan^r and others called themselves simply "King.” 
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do not seem to have bestowed any title upon their governors® ^ 
These governors, were, however, empowered to get coins minted 
in their own names. 

One trait of these foreigners, that deserves notice here, is 
their predominant sense of individuality. Whenever any foreign 

chief got coins minted, his portrait-head invariably appeared on 

them®*. Indian rulers, on the other hand, as we have already seen, 
gave more importance to their religion or to their family sign®®. 

There are several other points to be elucidated about these coins 
of the yonas. Were there common coins for all the provinces under 
the power of a yona king ? Or did the different governors get 

different coins minted, which had currency in those provinces only ? 
Did these governors get their own portrait-head on the one side, 

and the portrait-head of their king on the other ? All these points 

require deep study. 1 have yet to come to conclusions about them. 

In some cases we find that the governors had assumed 

certain titles. This seems to have been done by them, either 
without the permission of the king or in defiance of his orders. 

(Read further). 

(2) Palhavas and Parthians:—Persia was the home of these 

people. Persian emperors called themselves “King of Kings”®*. We 

(61) The governors of other peoples were called “Satrapas;” hence if we 

come across a name without any title, we may take him to have been a 

yona governor. 

The yona governors later on seem to have assumed titles, probably on 

account of the following reasons. (1) They might have imitated governors 

appointed by the kings of other peoples. (2) The king might have bestowed 

upon them these titles, in order to distinguish them from governors of 

other peoples. 

(62) Cf. vol. II. pp. 44. 

(63) Cf. vol. II. pp. 45 and seq. and 54 and seq. 

(64) The Greek emperor was called “Great King,’* while the Persian 

emperor was called “King of Kings.” C. H. I. pp. 567:—“King of Kings is 

a distinctly Persian title." 

A king named Moses ruled in India. (Vide the account of the Parthians.) 

First he called himself “King”; later on, however, he began to call himself 

“King of Kings.” (Vide bis account for details). 
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have to understand that some scions of the royal family ruled 
over several smaller parts of the country and were called “Kings.” 

Their status was the same as that of the Bhayatas—feudatory 

chiefs®®—that we find in the native states of India to-day. The 
person, who was appointed as governor of a province, but who 
had no blood-relationship with the ruling family, was called a 

“Satrap”. Other foreigners coined the word “Ksatrap®®” from the 
word “Satrap”; but there is one important difference between the 
two terms. A “Ksatrap” could get promotion—as reward for some 
distinctive role played by him for his king—and could become a 

“Mahaksatrap” in course of time; while “Satrap” had no such 
future prospects. The Parthians descended from the Palhavas; and 

so their generals and governors called themselves “Kings.” Those 

of them, who settled in India were called “Indo-Parthians,” and 

had got their own coins minted, just as the yonas had done. 

(3) The Ksaharafas and the ^akas (Scythians) were natives 
of a place nearer to India, than the homes of the first two peoples. 

They resembled Indians in many ways. They had absorbed most 
parts of the Aryan civilization. Hence the Kharosthi language 
spoken by the K^haratas and the Brahmi language spoken by 

the Sakas are in many points similar to the Magadhi language 
spoken in India. The Ksaharatas and the Sakas were not ruling 
people from the beginning and so had no titles like “The King” 
or “The Great King” or “The King of Kings,” when they first 
came to India. Hence, so long as they were under the power of 

other nations, their chiefs called themselves—“Ksatraps”—a title 

which they borrowed of course; but the moment the domination 

of the other nation weakened, they proclaimed themselves as 

(65) During the time of Gardabhil, the king of AvantI, the Jaina monk 

Kaliksuri, had brought the ^akas to India. The native place of these 

was under the power of a “King” of this type. The overlord of these “Kings’* 

was the emperor of Persia. There is another theory also for the whole thing. 

Vide the account of the Sakas for that. Chap. IX. 

(66) Cf. the accounts of Ksaharatas, the Kusanas and others. 

More details of the term “K?atrap’* will be g;iven later on. (Cf. f. n. 

no. 61 above). 
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*‘Mahaksatraps.” This will make it clear that “Mahaksatrap” is 

a title particularly attached to the Ksaharatas only; while the 
titles "Satraps” and “Ksatraps” are common to all these foreigners. 
A “Mahaksatrap,” appointed his heir-apparent as a “Ksatrap” 

over a province under his power. A Ksaharat “Ksatrap” could 

some day become—we may incidentally note—a “Mahaksatrap;” 
but Pahlava “Ksatrap” could not. These Ksatraps and Maha- 
ksatraps used to get coins minted in their own names. 

(4) Ku^an;—The Kusans, in many ways, resemble the 

Ksaharatas. They had also the titles “Ksatrap” and “Mahak.satrap” 
with the same connotations. They used to have their own coins. 

There was, however, one difference between these two peoples. 
The Kusanas were a ruling people from the first, and hence their 
chiefs had titles like “The Great King” etc. Their feudatory chiefs 
and governors were called “Ksatraps” or “Mahaksatraps.” Details 

about the Kusans will be given further on. 

In this paragraph we propose to dwell upon two things : 

coins and rock-inscriptions and deeds of charity as inscribed upon 

metal sheets. We may repeat here that all 
other special traits foreigners®’, whether fully influenced by the 

Aryan civilization®®, or partially influenced by 
it®®, or quite immune from its influence’", always got their 

portrait-heads printed on one side of • their coins. Indians, on the 

(67) As far as this statement is concerned, the reader has to understand 

that we talk of modern India. In Bharatakhaud—Ancient India—Baluchistan 

and Afghanistan were also included. (Read details about Jambudwip-given above). 

(68) The Ksaharatas and the Scythians were this type of peoples to a 

certain extent. They stayed very near India and had come into close contact 

with Indians on account of trade and commerce. 

(69) The Pahlavas—whose native place was on the west of that of the 

Sakas—and the Kusanas who stayed in the north of the Saka colony—, are 

examples of this type. 

(70) These people lived in a territory which was farther from India than 

the territories of the Pahlavas and of the Kusanas. The yavanas in the west 

and the yonas on the north were this kind of peoples. (The reader should 

bear in mind that we are here talking about the period from the 2nd to the 

5tb centories B. C. We are not concerned with very early times, i. e. B. G 4000). 
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Other hand, were not at all particular about this. Indians were 

more religious-minded, and their religion and spiritual awakening 
led them to self-effacement. Hence their coins bear religious 
signs.^^ On the other side of their coins they got their family 
sign printed in order to differentiate their coins from those of 
others. Foreigners had little of religion or spiritualism in them, 
and hence their predominantly self-assertive tendency. They were 
all eager to make their names immortal or at least long lasting, 
by getting them printed, together with their portrait heads, on 
their coins.^** This is an index to their materialistic bent of mind- 

which is so glaringly present in most western nations even to-day. 
In course of time, these foreigners came into close contact with 
Indian people and civilization, and imbibed some of their noble 
instincts. As a result of this they introduced religious signs on 
their coins. But influences are always mutual as far as human 
beings are concerned. So Indian kings adopted the system of 
getting their portrait-heads printed on their coins.^'* These details 
and their coins will help us to fix up their dates’®. 

Now we turn to rock-inscriptions and deeds of charity, in¬ 
scribed upon copper-sheets. In these also we find the influence of 

their own civilizations amply reflected. The Indian kings mentioned 
seasons, months and dates-with days-in these incriptions and 

deeds of charity in copper-sheets. Foreigners simply stated the 
year. The nearer the foreigners were to India, the more the details 

they mentioned about the year, the season, the month and 
the day. Their number was proportionate to their distance 
from India. 

(71) Vol. II. chap. 3rd on coins. See the coins of the kings of the 

Sisnnaga, the Nanda and the Manrya dynasties. 

(72) As examples of this, see the coins of the yona kings Demetrius 

and Menander, of Moses and of the Kusana king Kadaphasis* 

(73) See the coins of Bhumak, Nahapap, Huvifka. Kaniska, Vasudev 

and others. 

(74) See the coins of Nahap^. 

(75) Vide the two chapters on coins in vol. II. 
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We have mentioned above various titles:—(1) King of Kings, 
(2) Great King, (3) Mahaksatrap, (4) Ksatrap. The details given 

above about these titles, will enable the reader, 
Some more details some extent, to judge the nationality of their 

about Ksatraps. 'pjjg conclusions'^® arrived at above 

are results of an inductive process of reasoning and elemination. 

Some extracts are given below. They will enable the reader to 
judge for himself the truth of the above-stated conclusions. 

It is stated in “The Historians’ History of the World”:—“In 
ancient history it (Satrap) is the name given by the Persians to 

to their provincial governors. The functions and duties of a 

Satarap were—( The empire of Darius included as many as 30 

Satarapies )-manifold. They did not attempt to subjugate the 
races that peopled their dominions, but on the contrary accepted 

the manners, customs and religion of the people over whom they 

ruled. He was the head of the administration; he collected taxes, 
controlled the local officials, the subject tribes and cities; and 
was the supreme judge of the province to whose chair every civil 

and criminal case would be brought. He was assisted by a council 

to which also provincials were added and was controlled by a 

royal secretary and by emissaries of the king. This system, though 

it succeeded in Persia, was but a failure in India. The title of 
Mahaksatrap occupied a position of greater power and independence 
than that of a Ksatrap, but was nevertheless subservient to his 
overlord, who was called the “King of kings.” 

Mr. Vincent Smith says;—’’’’ “ The word Satrap means a 
subordinate of the Persian or Parthian sovereign. ” Mr. Smith 

makes no mention of the title Mahaksatrap. 

Another writerhas made the following distinction between 

a Ksatrap and a Mahaksatrap;—“ Later on these titles seem to 
have undergone a change. Those who were called Ksatrapas were 
subordinate to Mahak^trapas or to some foreign kings who 

(76) Read f. d. nos. 55 and 58 above. 

(77) E. H. I. 3rd edi. pp. 227. 

(78) J. 0* B. R< A. S* vol. pp. 281, f. a* no. 35. 
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conquered them. Those who styled themselves “ Mahaksatraps 
were independent and owed fealty to none. ” This makes it clear 

that the terms “Kratrap” and “ Mahaksatrap ” were common 

to all foreigners. 

Various writers have distinguished between the terms “Katrap” 

and “Mahaksatrap” and have stated the relations of both with 
their overlord. We have shown, however, that 

The points where the the chiefs from among the people, who were 
present writer differs independent rulers at first, assumed the 
from other writers. ’ 

title “Mahak satrap" when they came to power; 

and the title “ Ksatrap ” “was bestowed upon their heirs-apparent. 
After the death of the father, or the ruler, the heir-apparent 

ascended the throne, and automatically assumed the title, “Maha- 
ksatrap”. These terms—we can easily see—thus had different 
meanings in regard to people who were independent^® from the 

first, and in regard to those who were not so*®. We may note 

the differences as follows;—(1) A “Ksatrap" of an independent 

people was not always sure of a “ Mahaksatrapi". His promotion 
depended upon a stroke of fortune, upon his being in the good 
books of the emperor or upon his valour on the field of battle. 

(2) He was not always connected by blood—relationship either 
with the “ Mahaksatrap ” or with the emperor. (3) The number of 
“Ksatrap” and “ Mahaksatrap " could be more than one at the same 
time. In the case of peoples who were not independent from the 

first, we may note that;—(1) A “Ksatrap" was sure to be a 

“ Mahaksatrap " in course of time. (2) The “ Ksatrap " was always 
the heir-apparent of the “ Mahaksatrap "-either his son or the 

adopted son. (3) The number of “ Ksatrap " and “ Mahaksatrap ” 
could not exceed one at a time. 

After the decline of the yonas, the Ksaharatas came into 

power. So we shall deal with them in the next chapter. 

(79) The Bactrians, the Paithians, the Palhavas, Persians and the 

Ku^nas were independent people. 

(80) The Ksaharatas, the ^akas and the Cha§tha^s were people who 
wore Qot ifidepeadeut «t first, but who became iodependent later on* 



Chapter III 

Foreign Invaders (Contd.) 

Synopsis:—The Ksaharatas:—Can they be called non- 

Indians?—The Kharosthi language came into being as a result 

of the mixture of other languages with the Brahmi language— 

Comparison between Brahmi and Kharosthi—Opinions of scholars 

about the origin of KharodKi—The relation bdween the KharodJKx 

language and the K^haratas—The development of Kharodhi 

—An account of the Ksaharata Ksatrapas—Their rule over three 

different territories—Details about Hagam and Hagamas— 

MADHYA DBS:— 

(1) BJuimak:—Details about him and his relation with 

Ksatrap Nahapari—The dates of his rule—The starting of the 

Ksaharata Era by him—Important events of his life—The extent 

pf his^ territory—-The possible seats of his capital. 
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THE KSAHARATAS' 

Kamboj was the native place of these people. It consisted of 
the north-eastern portion of Afghanistan and the southern portion 

of the Hindukul We have already stated in 
Indian or non-Indian? Vol. I, Pp. 68 that the territory was under 

the power of the king of Gandhar (the Punjab) 
upto the 6th century B. C. This shows that the territory in 

question formed a part of India. In ancient times also, it formed 
a part of Jambudwip. Later on, however, the territory was 
conquered by the Persian emperors from whom it subsequently 

passed unto the power of the Syrians. The frontiers of India, 

had, in the meanwhile receded farther and farther. On account of 

these reasons, the territory began to be considered as a foreign 
one and so the people inhabiting it. 

Scholars—Indian as well as European^—have called these 

people “^akas.” As, however, they were not natives of “Sakadwip,” 

we cannot call them '‘^akas.” Neither did the people at any time 

live in ^eistan. Hence they cannot be called ^akas by any stretch 
of imagination. 

The name of their language was Kharosthi *. We will not 

discuss here whether the name of the language was based upon 

the name of the people or vice-versa. Its script 
Their language resembles the Hindi one. Brahmi was the script 

& script written in ancient India—in Jambudwip, upto 

probably the seventh or the eighth century B. C. The writers 
of the Vedic books were natives of Seistan, which was very near 
Kamboj. Hence their script was Brahmi. In the 6th century B. C. 
the Persian emperors conquered this territory. Thenceforth the 

(1) J. B. B. R. A. S. New Ser. vol. III. pp. 610:—“Kfaharat, the family 

Dame by which the Satraps at Junner are known, appears to be a Sanskft 

form of the Prakrt word Kharo§tra.” 

(2) E. H. I. 3rd edi. pp. 209;—“The Ksaharatas were connected with 

the Sakas and may have immigrated from Sakastene, the modern Seistan.'* 

# Scholars .'believe that Kharo^h! is only a script. But I think it i« 

both a script and a tcsgue (for proofst vide further). 
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Pahlavl language exerted a powerful influence over the Brahmi 

script. This mixture of the two scripts & (perhaps to a certain 
extent of the languages spoken) gave rise to a new script— 
Kharosthi*. It contains perceptible traits of both the Pahlavi and 

the Brahmi scripts. 

Brahmi Kharo^thi 

(1) Pure script (1) A mixture of the Brahmi 
and the Pahlavi scripts. 

(2) Every line begins from the (2) Every line begins from the 
left. right, like that of the 

Pahlavi*-Persian language. 
(3) Spoken by the highly (3) Spoken by the illiterate 

educated people. masses. 
(4) Sanskrt script. (4) Sanskrt script mixed with 

other things. 

(5) A sweet pronunciation. (5) A jarring tongue®. 

Dr. Biihler, the famous linguist, says®:—“Kharosthra offers 

a strong identification to Zarathustra-possessor of yellow camels 

(Burnouf). The Chinese translate Kharosthi by “Ass-lips”^=he 
analyses the word like this. Zarath and Zar are connected with 

Buddhiprakas, Vol. 76, July number, pp. 11. Sir Jivanji Modi says:— 

‘ Some of the names of these Saka kings are Persian. So Mr. Vincent Smith 

thinks that they are Parthians.” Mr. BhaO^arkar on the other hand holds 

the opinion that they are Scythians. 

(3) The word “Kharostha*' seems to be a deteriorated form of the Persian 

term "Jarthosta.” Cf« details given further on. 

C. A. R. Introduction, pp. 104:—^“The Indian home of this alphabet lay 

in Afghanistan and in the north Punjab.” 

(4) Cf. f. n. no. 3 above. Jarthosta is the name of the Persian prophet. 

' We get “Pahlavi” from “Pahlavas;” similarly, the term “Jarthosta” seems to 

have undergone changes like:—^Jarthosta, Zarthosta, Kharthosta, Kharosta 

and Kharo$tha. The whole language can be traced in this manner. 

(5) Cf* f. n. no. 7 below. 

(6) C. A. I. Introduction^ pp. 8* 

(7) The language that was spoken by an ass; the voice of the ass is 
aotoriottsly bass and so is the Kbatofthf lai«uage when spoken, Cf* f* n. no. 3, 
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the Sanskrt Savarijasgold; in ancient Persia, the Indian Sva was 
generally changed to Ha as in Sarasvati (Sanskrt )=Harasvati 

(Persian); Kharo^hi might therefore have been a variant form of. 

the name of Zarathu^ra”*. Mr. Rapson, another scholar, says*;— 
“Kharosthi is evidently a foreign alphabet; it seems to claim in 

the coin-legends an equally important place with Brahmi, but it 
falls into gradual disuse. (J. R. A. S. 1889, pp. 372), and after 

the reign of Chasthan it is abandoned altogether.” The same 
scholar says elsewhere^®;—‘Ksaharat is no doubt a dialectical 

form of Ksaharat (in the Prakrt of the Nasik inscription : Kha= 

(Sanskrt) ksa; compare Khatiya=Ksatriya, f. n. no. 3.) ” In 
short, both the Kharosthi language and the script are closely 
connected with the Ksaharatas and with the Persian language. 

We have seen that the Kharosthi language originated from 

the Brahmi, in about B. C. 6th century. The territory of the 

Ksaharatas was conquered by the Persian 

^Kha^thi*tongue* ^^® death of king Pulusaki (vol. I. 
pp. 72). From that time onwards the people 

inhabiting the territory came into close contact both with Persians 

and with the Indians, on account of political and commercial 

intercourse. In this territory was also born the famous grammarian 

Paijini. His mother-tongue was this Kharosthi. The Nand king 

IX, a lover of learning invaded this territory, and together with 

a vast amount of wealth, he took away with him the learned 
trio of Pacini, Cha^akya and Vararuchi. With their help he 

resurrected the University of Nalanda and brought it up to the 
level of Taksila. Panini’s works are replete with Kharosthi words, 

as that was his mother-tongue. 

(8) We need not discuss here the truth or otherwise of this statement* 

The reader’s attention, however, may be drawn to the fact that when a 

famous scholar twists things in order to arrive at a certain conclusion, his 

efforts are applauded as scholarly; the comparatively unknown but none the 

less deep and acute student of history, is less fortunate* His efforts at innovation 

are mostly dubbed as specimens of overwisdom or condemned as f^sehoods 

beneath the notice of all respectable people* 

(9) C. A. R. Intro, pp. 104; paragraph 83. 
(10) Ck A* R. Intro, i^. 37. 
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When the Nanda dynasty ended, and the Mauryas became 
the emperors of Magadh, the province of Kamboj-Gamboj auto¬ 
matically passed under their power. During the weak rule of 

Bindusar, the people of the province had acquired a large measure 
of independence. Then Alexander the Great conquered it. It 

continued to be under the power of the yavana chiefs like Seleucus 
Necator. When Seleucus gave his daughter in marriage to emperor 

A^ok, in B. C. 304, he also ceded four provinces to him, one of 
which was the province in question. Thus the province was some¬ 
times under the hegemony of Magadh and sometimes under that 

of foreigners. At last during emperor Priyadarsin’s rule, two rock- 

inscriptions were erected in it—the inscription at Sahbazgrhi and 

the inscription at Mansera. It is beliewed that the language used 
in these inscriptions is KharosthT. After the death of Priyadarsin, 
the province again became independent. After a long interval of 

time, the Bactrian chiefs conquered it. When the Bactrian king, 

Demetrius, invaded India, many chiefs accompanied him. Three 
of them have become famous in history. All the three were natives 

of Kamboj. Two of them—Heliocles^^ and Menander—were distant 
relatives of Demetrius. The third one was a native of Kamboj 
and he was a Ksaharat. He was a young man named Bhumak^*. 
These three generals proved very useful to Demetrius. When 
Menander succeeded Demetrius as the lord of the Indian territory, 
he appointed his faithful and brave general Bhumak, as the 

“Ksatrap"^® of the Madhya Dei After the death of Menander, 

(11) This Heliocles was the son of Eucratides who usurped the throne 

of Bactria in the absence of Demetrius. After the death of Demetrius, Heliocles 

set out homewards. On the way he came across his father and killed him 

as a punishment for his treason. Then he himself ascended the throne 

of Bactria. 

(12) It is possible that Rajuvnl also accompanied him. We are not, 

however, quite sure of it. Many circumstances lead us to believe that he 

also accompanied Bhumak. Rajuvul was also appointed as a governor of 

Mathura, by Menander. 

(13) R. W. W. Vol. ir, pp. 13, f. n. no. 39:—“Chhatrapati or Chhatrap= 

l.ord of the umbrella=a title of an ancient king in Jambudwip (hence a 

Satrap). 
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he declared his independence and proclaimed himself as the 
“Mahaksatrap”^* of the territory. From this it will be clear that:— 

(1) Though BhQmak was a governor appointed by the Bactrian 
king, he was a ksaharit by birth. So, it is not proper to call him 

either a ^aka or a Parthian, as some do. As a proof of this, his 
coins bear letters of the Kharosthi tongue. (2) Even the coins of 

Demetrius and Menander bear letters of the Kharosthi tongue, 
over and above the letters of the Bactrian tongue. 

We have shown above that it is not true to call the Ksaharats, 

foreigners. Again, no chief belonging to these people was an 
independent king in the beginning. These chiefs 

Their Kfatraps were at first governors appointed by other kings. 

In course of time, however, some of them 
asserted their independence. Even then, none of them ever held 
titles like “King,” “Great King” etc. They were called “Ksatraps” 

or at the most, “Mahak satraps.” 

We have so far followed the policy of confining ourselves to 
accounts of kings only. No separate accounts have been given of 
those, who never were independent kings. The K^harats, when 
they first came to India, were merely governors subordinate to 
the authority of some kings. Later on, however, when the dynasty 
of their overlord came to an end, they proclaimed themselves 

independent kings of those provinces over which they were 
appointed as governors. 

There-were three Ksatrapas of this kind. They were appointed 
as governors of three separate provinces. One was appointed as 

governor of the region covering Mathura (Surasen) and Paflchal; 
the second, of a territory then called Madhya-de^; it consisted of 
the major portion of Rajputana and the third over the Punjab 

and the region surrounding Taksila. Later on, these K^harafa 

"Chhatrapati” is a word of Saasktt origin; while "Satrap” is a word of 
Persian origin* 

C A. R. para 80:--‘‘Pfrsian word is Kfaprapavan—protector. 

(14) We have already shown the difference between a “I^trap” and a 
“Mahakfatrap.'’ (Pp. 111). Vide the account of the Pahlavas, 
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kratraps, proclaimed themselves independent and assumed the 

title “Mahaksatrap.” From the political point of view, we may 
arrange them in order of importance as follows;—(1) Madhyadei, 

(2) the region around Mathura, and (3) the Punjab. We will give 

below their accounts in the order stated above. 

Our rule is not to give separate accounts of those who were 

merely “Ksatraps.” Again, it is stated above that the accounts 

of the three provinces are to be given here 
Some exceptions and that we start with Madhyade^, because it 

is the most important. But this paragraph is 
to be devoted to quite a different thing—some details about 

Hagam and Hagama^. It has been found out that they never 

rose higher than “Ksatrapi.” Their rule extended over Mathura 

or, at the most, over Taksila. We concern ourselves here with 

their accounts because no details have as yet been given about 

them anywhere. They have always remained in the background. 

They were Ksatraps only; and did not rise to Mahaksatrapi. 

Their coins have been found out in the region about Mathura. 

We do not know whether they were contemporaries, or whether 
one succeeded the other. But it is certain that of all the Ksatraps 

that held sway over this territory, they were the first. Mr. Vincent 
Smith says‘“;—“Rajuvul succeeded the Satraps Hagam and 
Hagama^ (two brothers).” We might interpret this statement to 
mean that Hagam was the predecessor and Hagamas was the 
successor. It is not clear whether Rajuvul immediately succeeded 

them or whether some time elapsed between the rule of these 
two brothers and that of Rajuvul. We shall see latter on that 

RajuvuP® was the first in his line. The same writer—Mr. Vincent 

Smith—^says*^:—“The arrow and the thunderbolt of Nahapaij’s 

(15) E* H. I. 3rd edi. pp. 227; f. q. no. 1. C. H. I. pp. 526-27. 

(16) We shall see later on that Rajuvnl and Nahapan were contemporaries. 

Mr. Thomas in his “Catalogae of Coins in Indian Museum'’ says about 

Nahapa^ on pp. 195, vol. I:—"Ha^m and Hagamas seem to be dated too 
early.” This proves that they preceded Nahapan ^d Rajuvul. 

E. H. I. 3rd edi. pp. 218, f. n. no. 1. 

(17) E. H. I. 3rd edi. pp. 217. 
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coins connect him with Parthians (?) and the northern Satraps 

Hagam and Hagamai The coinage of Chasthan and his successors 
is quite different.” This shows that Nahapan, Hagam and Hagama^ 

belonged to the same family. We shall prove in the account of 
Nahapaii that he was a Ksaharaf^®. So these two brothers are 
automatically proved to be Ksaharats. The Chasthags as their 
coins prove, belonged to a different family^®. 

Hagam and Hagama^ have been stated to have been the 

predecessors both of Rajuvul (read above) and of Nahapao (f. n. 
no. 16 above). Rajuvul and Nahapaij, on the other hand, have 

been stated to have been contemporaries (f. n. no. 16). All these 
things lead us to the conclusion that both these brothers were 

the predecessors of Nahapan and belonged to the same family as 

that of Nahapari. We shall see later on that the immediate 

predecessor of Nahapaii was Bhumak. Hence we conclude that 
all these succeeded one another in the following order:—Hagam 

and Hagamas; then Bhumak and then Nahapan. The thing that 
we have now to decide is, whether Bhumak immediately succeeded 

Hagam and there elapsed an interval of time between them. 

That there is a ksatrap over a province means that he has 

an overlord—who, incidentally, is his contemporary—ruling either 
in India or in a foreign country. He has appointed 

Their time a governor-a ksatrap-because he himself cannot 

be on the spot—being a foreigner, or because 
his empire is so vast that it has to be divided into suitable 

provinces, with governors over every one of them. This shows 

that the overlord of Hagam and Hagamas must have been either 

the Persian emperor or the Bactrian king*®. We know it as a 

(18) Mr. Smith holds the opinion that Nahapa? was a Parthian. We 

shall prove in his acconnt that it was not so. So, I have put the interrogation 

mark here. 

(19) We shall discuss this point later on. 

(20) Vi9e pp. 117 above. K$atrapaa belonging to three different people 

ruled over India at this time : from Persians, from Bactrians and from the 

Kfaharats. Bat a kfatrap of the Kfahaiatas was a subocdiaate of the chiaf 
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historically recognized truth that*\ of the Persian or Parthian 
emperors from Darias to Mithradates III, (B. C. 486 to B. C. 88), 
no emperor ever wielded any power over any territory in India. 

So, by the process of elemination we deduce that these ksatraps 
had Bactrian kings as their overlords. 

If we can decide, which of the Bactrian kings was their overlord, 

we can at once fix their time. We have stated in the account 
of Bactrians that only three Bactrian kings enjoyed power over 

some portions of India. They were Euthidemos, Demetrius and 

Menander. Of these three, Euthidemos had simply invaded India, 
and then had returned home with the spoils of war. So we have 
to give our thoughts to the remaining two. 

We know that these brothers were ksatraps of Mathura. 
Let us then find out which of the two—Demetrius and Menander— 

had this province under his power, and for how much time. We 
have stated in the account of Demetrius (pp. 106) that he had 

hardly any territory in his power, beyond the banks of the 

Sutlej. Mathura, as we know, is on the east of the Sutlej. So we 

clearly prove that these two brothers were ksatraps under the 

overlordship of Menander. We have fixed B. C. 182 to 159 as 

the period of the rule of Menander. So these two brothers must 
have been governors any time within, or during, these 23 years. 
We have, again, stated above (pp. 129) that Rajuvul succeeded 

these two brothers in B. C. 156. (Vide his account). So the 

ksatrapi of these two brothers began with the rule of Menander 

and ended with his death. Probably they shared the same fate 

as Menander’s in the point of their deaths. In his account we 

have stated that while fighting with the ^unga king, Bhag, he 
died of an epidemic which had caught hold of almost the whole 

of his army. In the account of Bhag, we have stated that a 
certain Bactrian chief named Anticialtidas, who ruled over Taksila, 

had deputed an ambassador named Heliodorus to the court of 

of some other race, because there was oo independent K^aharata king at that 

time. Hagam and Hagamas were k$atraps of this kind* 

(21) lit the dynastic list* 
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the §unga king, and had declared himself to be a devotee of 

Krstja, in testimony of which, he had got erected a stone-stupa in 

Besnagar, the capital of Bhag. He must have shown this con¬ 

ciliatory attitude, because he must have heard that a powerful 
emperor like Menander died while fighting with the ^unga king. 
The whole situation took a different turn within a year or two. 
Rajuvul had firmly established his power over Mathura? and we 

may safely conclude that, enraged at the defeat and the death 

of their overlord and many of his brave generals like Hagam and 
Hagama^, the yonas and ksaharatas must have combined them¬ 

selves under the banner of Rajuvul and must have challenged 
Bhag to a battle, in which he must have suffered a heavy defeat. 
As a result of this, Mathura and Panchal were annexed to their 

kingdom by these foreign victors and Rajuvul, assuming the title 

“Mahak satrap,” proclaimed himself as the king of the same. This 
took place in B. C. 156. The joint rule^* of Hagam and Hagamai 

can be said to have lasted for 23 years—from B. C. 182 to 159. All 

these conclusions are open to corrections based on further research. 

MADHYA-DES 

(1) BHtTMAK 

Of the many names of ksatraps we come across in ancient 
Indian history, some two or three are outstanding:—Nahapan, 

Rsabhadatta and Bhumak. Their relations with 
Bhumak one another and the time when they flourished 

have yet to be found out. So, we shall first of 

all try to find out the race to which they belonged and what 

relations they had with one another. 

Mr. Rapson says“®:—“The earliest known member of the 
Ksaharata family,®* whose name appears on coins only, is Bhffmak. 
This sanskritized form, of what is probably a Persian name, 

(22) C. H. I. pp. 527:—"Hagam and Hagamas ruled conjointly.” 

(23) C. A. R. paragraph 87. The same book, introduction, pp. 37:—"It 

is the name of the family, to which Bhumak and Nahapap belonged. 

(24) The "Ksaharat” was the name of a whole race, and not of a family, 

M referred to is f* s. no, 23. 
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appears in the Brahtni coin legends, and in the Na^ik inscription 
of Rsabhadatta and Daksamitra, the name of Bhumak is mentioned.” 
So, Bhumak was a K Saharat, and he was the earliest known 
Ksaharata**® katrap. We can also deduce that his language resembled 
Brahmi very much. (Cf. the comparison between Brahmi and 
and Kharoahi on pp. 122), and that he must have been closely 
related to Rsabhadatta and Daksamitra,—husband and wife*®— 
Daksamitra being the daughter of Nahapan Ksaharap So, Nahapao 

and Bhumak also were closely related to each other. 

Mr. Rapson®’, discussing the coins of Bhumak, states:— 

“Their types are Arrow—Discus and Thunderbolt, Lion-capital. 

The obverse type of Bhumak is continued by Nahapaij as the 
reverse type. Considerations of the type and fabric of the coins 

and the nature of the coin-legends leave no room for doubting 
that Bhumak preceded Nahapatj; but there is no evidence to 
show relationship between them.” 

Now let us try to find out whether there was any relation¬ 
ship between them. We have arrived at the conclusion, on pp. 123, 
that Bhumak and Nahapaii were closely related to each other. 

When we find the portrait-head of one person on one side of 
the coin, and the portrait-head of another person on the other 
side, it means that the person whose portrait-head is on the 
obverse side was the immediate predecessor of the person whose 
portrait-head is on the reverse side"*®. So, Bhumak was the 

immediate predecessor of Nahapan. Rsabhadatta was the son-in-law 

(25) We have stated above that Hagam and Hagamal were KjaharaJs 

and that they were predecessors of Rajuvul. Later on, we shall prove that 

Rajuvul and Bhumak were contemporaries. From this, we deduce that these 

brothers (?) were predecessors of Bhumak also, Bhumak, however, has been 

described as “the earliest known member” of the Kfaharata race, because the 

dates of Hagam and HagamS^ have not yet been definitely fixed. 

(26) Details about them will be given in the account of Nahapaij, 

(27) C. A. R. paragraph 87. 

(28) Or, the king whose portrait-head is found on the obverse side, may 
, have been of a higher status* There was no such question, boweveti in jtba 

figle of Bbomak wd Nabapaij. (Both were Mabakfatrapa.) 
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of Nahapaij and was his contemporary. We may arrange facta 
as follows:—Nahapaij was the immediate successor of Bhumak; 
Bhumak, Nahapan and Rsabhadatta were closely related to one 

another; Bhumak and Nahapan were both Ksaharats; Rsabhadatta 
and Daksamitra, in their charity-deed on copper plate included the 

name of Bhumak; hence he must have been a close relative of 

Dak^mitra; again, when the father is a “Mahaksatrap,” the son is 

always a “Ksatrap” among the Ksaharats; when the father dies, he 
comes to the throne and assumes the title “Mahaksatrap.” (Pp. 

116); the same custom was uniformly observed by the Chasthaijs, 
throughout their rule of 250 years; the same thing also took 
place in the case of Rajuvul and his son Sodas, contemporaries 
of Bhumak. All these things taken into consideration lead us to 
the inevitable conclusion that Bhumak was 'the father and 
Nahapaij was his son. 

Numerous coins of Bhumak have been found out; but none 
of them bear any date. Neither do we find any rock-inscription 

bearing any date*®. The coins of Nahapaij also 
Their dates do not bear any date. His rock-inscriptions 

however, have dates upon them. This is very 
fortunate. Mr. Rapson says®®:—“No dated coins but dates in 

inscriptions are 41, 45 & 46.” The same scholar has elsewhere®* 

observed:—“The last recorded date of Nahapaij is §aka 46.” In 
the same book, introduction, pp. 49, he states, while discussing 
coin no. 35:—“Ayam of Vatsa gotra, minister of (Raja) Maha¬ 
ksatrap Swami Nahapan.” Read in conjunction, these extracts 
mean that upto 45, Nahapaij was a k satrap; in 46, however, 

he became “Raja Mahaksatrap Swami Nahapaij.” What do the 
numbers 45 and 46 signify ? Are they dates of an era ? Do they 

signify the age of Bhumak or the duration of his reign ? In the 

account of Menander we have stated that Bhumak had to fight 

a battle against Adrak or Balamitra—the ^unga king, and that 
pierced by an arrow in the vital parts, Adrak had died, in B. C. 

(29) C. A. R. pp* 63:—“No dated coins or inscriptions known." 
(30) Ibid. Pp. 65. 
(31) Ibid. Intro, pp. 26, paragraph 33. 
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159=A. M. 368. Again in north India, Menander died while 

fighting against Bhanumitra, the ^unga king, and thus ended the 
rule of that family. It is possible that Bhumak proclaimed himself 

as an independent ruler after the death of his overlord, Menander. 
Nahapati, on the other hand, is proved to have been the king 
of AvantI in B. C. 114=A. M. 413, after having killed the last 

^unga king. (Pp. 106). So, Bhumak scored a victory against the 

^unga king in B. C. 158-59 and his son Nahapati became the 

independent ruler of AvantI in B. C. 114. The rock-inscription 

erected by the minister of Nahapan tells us that he was a ksatrap 
upto 45, and became “Mahaksatrap” in 46. If we deduct 114 

from 159, the remainder is exactly 45. So, we come to the 

following conclusions;—(1) Bhumak proclaimed himself the 

independent ruler of his province in B. C. 158-59. (2) His rule 
lasted for 45 years, and he died in B. C. 114. (3) During these 
45 yeats, Nahapai? was the heir-apparent, and consequently, a 

ksatrap. (4) In the 46th year, Nahapai? became “Mahakstrap.” 

(5) Immediately after this, he invaded Avanti, killed the last 

^unga king and became the ruler of Avanti. Then he began to 
call himself “Mahaksatrap” and “Raja=King” also. 

We have seen above, that Bhumak ruled as an independent 
king for 45 years, from B. C. 159 to 114. Before that, he was 

a ksatrap. During his ksatrap! he got his coins minted. Now, 
when Demetrius came to India, he had yet to conquer her and 
establish his power. This means, that he had not territory large 
enough under his power to come to the necessity of appointing 
ksatraps. Had any necessity arisen, the first preference would 

have been given to Menander. In short, Bhumak was not appointed 
as a ksatrap during the time of Demetrius. When Menander came 
to the throne, a tolerably large portion of India was under his 

power, and by his valour he added many other provinces to his 
kingdom. So in B. C. 181 or there about, he appointed k^traps. 

So, Bhumak must have enjoyed his ksatrapi from nearly B. C. 
180 to 158=22 years. 

Bhfimak’s rule lasted for 45 years. That number has been 

inscribed in the inscription by the minister of Nahapa^. In all 
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the inscriptions of Nahapao and Bhtimak, numbers are found, wluch 
can be counted back to B. C. 159, the year 

The Kfharata Era when Bhiimak began his rule as an independent 
king. So the Ksaharatas must have begun a 

new era from B. C. 159, in commemoration of the establishment 
of the independent rule of their chief. We may reasonably call 
it “ Ksaharata Era 

Bhumak was a ksatrap for 28 years and an independent ruler 
for next 45 years. The duration of his life may well have been 
100 years. 

Age 
Bhumak’s birth A. M. 314 = B. C. 213®® 0 

„ Ksatrap A. M. 345 = B. C. 182®* 31 
„ Mahaksatrap A. M. 368 = B. C. 159®“ 54 
„ Death A. M. 413 = B.C. 114 = 99 

Whatever provinces he may have conquered during his 
ksatrapi, cannot be included in his territorial extent. He conquered 
them for his overlord, Menander. None the less, we may point out 
provinces, which he conquered for his master. 

When Demetrius established himself in India, the Punjab and 
some hilly region on its west were under his power. So Menander 

inherited these regions only, when he succeeded 
Demetrius. Then, the skilful generalship of 

Bhumak won for him all the territory on the 
south of the Sutlej®®. Menander appointed him as the governor of 
this conquered territory. Bhumak continued to conquer one territory 
after another. By the time Menander died, the whole of territory 

The extent of 
his territory 

(32) The first year of the Kfaharata Era. The year was 6. C. 158. 

(33) So, he was a young man of 21, when he first came to India with 

Demetrius. (Vide the account of Demetrius). 

(34) Bhumak was appointed as a kfatrap, when Menander came to the 

throne. (Vide Menander’s account). 

(35) Cf. f. n. no. 32 above). 

(36) It has been proved that Demetrius died while fighting against 

Agnimitra, on the banks of the Sutlej. That means that the progress of his 

tenritorical expansion stopped there. (Vide the account of Demetrius). 
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on the west of the Arvalli hills in Rajputana, Sindh*’, Cutch, and 
Saurastra were annexed by him to the kingdom of his master. 

In the year in which Menander died, or a year before that, he 

achieved a victory over Balamitra, the ^unga king. He does not 

seem to have conquered the remaining portion of Gujarat 
(probably called Lat in those times)®*. Balamitra was succeeded by 

his brother, Bhanumitra. He was a brave king. So Gujarat remained 
under his power. But immediately after his death in 142 B. C., 

Nahapati, the son of Bhumak, conquered it and annexed it to 
his kingdom. Rsabhdatta, the son-in-law of Nahapan, was 

an able general and had joined the army of his father-in-law. 
With a large army he marched into the southern region of the 
river Tapti, conquered it and advanced further upto the source of 

the Godavari. That region was at that time called “ Govardhan- 

samay ”, and was under the power of the ^atakaratji Andhra 
kings. The Andhra army had to retreat and the region was 

annexed by him to the Ksaharata kingdom*®. All these things took 
place during the time of BhGmak*®. So Bhiimak, Nahapan and 

Rsabhdatta had conquered many provinces during their lifetimes. 

Scholars are of the opinion that the Broach district of Gujarat 

was conquered by Bhumak during the time of Menander and 
that is the reason why—they say—the coins of Menander and 
Bhiimak are found there. My opinion is that the district was 
conquered by Nahapaij during the lifetime of Bhumak, and that 

(37) The coins of Bhumak and of Menander are found here. So the 

conclusion of the scholars. But, as I have shown above, coins are not always 

the sure indication of a ruler’s hegemony over a place. (Cf. f. n. no. 41 below). 

(38) Evidence is found in Jaina books to the effect that this province 

was under the power of Bhanumitra. (Vide ante pp. 65.) 

(39) The Nasik and Junner inscriptions prove this. They contain a 

statement to the effect that Rsabhadatta and Daksamitra gave much wealth 
in charity. 

(40) The dates of charity deeds have been mentioned in those rock- 

inscriptions. Those dates can be proved to be within the period of the mle 

of Bhumak. 
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Menander’s territotial extent did not go as far as that. That a 

particular person’s coins are found at a particular place does not 

always mean that the place was under his power. The coins are 

the life and blood of trade and commerce, and hence travel far 

and wide.*^ The entry of other king’s coins into his kingdom 

depended on the ruler of a province. If he was broad-minded and 

friendly, he might allow them entry into his kingdom. The 

successors of Bhumak allowed the currency of the coins of Menander 

in their kingdom, probably because he was the overlord of their 

illustrious predecessor, Bhumak. We shall discuss this in details 

when we come to the description of the Nasik inscription, which 

contain sentences in the name of queen Balasree, the mother of 

Gautamiputra ^atakarani. We shall have occasion to do this in 

the account of the territorial extent of Nahapan. 

Bhumak does not seem to have got his own coins minted 

either during his ksatrapl or during his independent rule. Probably 

he was not much interested in wordly fame, as he rose to 

mahaksatrapi at an advanced age. He ruled peacefully and devoted 

his attention to securing the prosperity of his subjects. 

The territory over which he ruled was called “Madhya-de^”, 

because it was in the centre of India.*^ The name of its capital 

was “Madhyamika”; so the scholars say. It was 

^hls capital situated in a place very near Chitor. I hold 

the opinion, on the other hand, that his power 

never spread in the east of the Arvalli hills. Hence Madhymika 

could not have been in Mewar. Nahapaij, the son of Bhumak, 

however, brought this eastern region under his power, just before 

he conquered Avanti from the ^unga king. So, for an interval of 

a year or two, the seat of the capital might have been shifted 

to the region about Chitor. But this happened rather during the 

time of Nahapan, who with the help of his son-in-law Bsabha* 

datta, had marched unto south, after having traversed through 

Gujarat. He had taken the route to the south of Sirohi for this 

(41) We see the same state of thiogs prevailing in all countries at present. 

(42) (VoU 1I| pp> 64)> In ancient books, it is also called “Matsya De>>” 
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purpose—the route stretching around the Arvalli and the Salambar 

hills. Hence the seat of Bhiimak’s capital in Chitor-Mewar is out 

of question. 

It is difficult to point out a definite place as the seat of his 
capital. We may, however, try to indicate three or four possible 

places. This might help scholars in their further research on this 

point. The first likely place is the city of Bhinnamal.** It was 
in the district of Golwad in the ^irohi State, and on the south 

of Jodhpur; Trambavati is the second such city, which was situated 

on the western borders of Arvalli hills. The region about it wlas 

rich in copper mines; so the name of the city. Even at present 
the soil has a copper-like colour. Vairafnagar** is the third in 

the category. At that place was erected the Babhra-VairaJ 

inscription of Priyadarsin. It can be located near the town of 
Mancheri in Alwar State. Har^apur is the fourth such place, a 

city which was in a highly prosperous condition in the 1st. century 

B. C. It was situated between Ajmer and Puskar. The coins of 
Bhumak have been found out from this place.*® The city has 
been described in the Jaina books*® in the following manner:— 
“ It has three hundred Jaina temples,—four hundred mansions, 

eighteen hundred Brahmin houses, thirty six thousand Vaoika 

houses, nine hundred parks and gardens, nine hundred wells, and 

seven hundred houses of charity. The name of the king is 
Subhatapal." Of these four places, Bhinnamal is the most likely as 
his first seat of capital*^; later on, due to political exegencies and 

(43) Vide vol. I, pp. 64, f. n. no. 63-64; pp. 211; vol. II, pp. 174. More 

details will be given in the account of the Sakas. 

H. U. Ch. pp. 58 (published by G. V. S.):—“Fifty miles in the south'* 

west of Mt. Abu, was Bhinnamal or Srimalnagar, the capital of the GQrjar 

Rajputs. The Gujar dynasty ruling over Broach, was a branch of the 

Bhinnamal dynasty.” F. n. no. 46 below. 

(44) Vol. I, pp. 49, f. n. no. 22. Vol. II, pp. 316. 

(45) C. A. R. pp. 64, also see f. n. no. 48. 

(46) K. S. S. com. pp. 128. 

(47) About the capital of Nahapan, it is stated on Cam. Short His. of 

Ind. pp. 81:—“His capital is said to have been Min*oagar which has not been 
i4ost)fied<''. 
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due to the expansion of his kingdom, he may have given preference 
to Harsapur*®, which was on the northern end of Aravalli Hills. 

Some scholars have called Bhumak’s dynasty “The Shahi 
kings of Kathiawar.” According to my opinion that description 
properly belongs to the dynasty established by Rsabhadatta, the 
son-in-law of Nahapan. Details about this will be given in the 
account of Rsabhadatta. 

[ Note :Min-na((ar seems to have been a deteriorated form of Bbin-nagSf, 

itself a shortened form of Bhinnamal. 

Some scholars hold the opinion that Min-nagar was situated in the Indus 

Delta, near the mouth of the Indus. ] 

(48) This is the reason why l^abhdatta is said to have gone to Po^r 

Ud consecrated there (vide C. A. S., Nasik inscription no. 31 on lvi)«' 
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Foreign Invaders (Contd.) 

KSAHARATA KSATRAPS 

MADHYA DBS ( Contd. ) 

Synopsis:—(2) Nahapan—His names and titles—His 

attempts at conquering AvanTi even at the risk of his life—His 

time and the duration of his life—Details about his family— 

The extent of his territory—His enmity with the ^atakaratii, ruler 

of Andhra^ on account of his territorial ambUions—The bitterness 

of the Andhras—The seat of his capital and his coirm—His 

attempts at making his subjects happy and prosperous and the 

measure of success attained by him—Some examples of his 

poUiical wisdom and sagacity—Whose example did he follow in 

politics ? A review of his policy and its success—Explanation of 

the reason why—though a ruler of Avanti—his cxcount has been 

given side by side with those of the petty Ksatraps—Relationa 

between Nahapati and Chasthati—Some details about the historical 

importanee of the Kaitvas. 
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(2) nahapan 

When Bhumak died in A. M. 413 = B, C. 114, his son 
Nahapa^ succeeded him on the throne. He then assumed the 

title “ Mahaksatrap This happened in the 
His names and 45th year of the Ksaharata Era. Next year,— 

possibly after six or eight months'—he invaded 

Avanti, fought against the last ^unga king, Devbhuti, killed him, 
and himself became the ruler of Avanti. More probably still, when 

Nahapln invaded Avanti, the Kanva minister got Devbhuti 
murdered in the harem by some queen or some courtesan. 

Ujjaini, the capital of Avanti, was at that time at the height 

of its prosperity. It was one of the sacred places of the Hindus. 
Being situated in a central position, it was a politically important 
centre®. On account of this reason, Priyadarsin, the Mauryan 

emperor, had shifted here the seat of his capital from Patliputra. 

Its importance from the astronomical point of view was not a 

whit less*. Its trade and commerce made it as important as its 

being one of the holiest place of the Jains*. So every Indian 
king always cherished it as his highest ambition to become the 

ruler of Avanti, and he faced all risks and dangers that came his 

way. The first thing that Nahapan did after his accession to 

the throne, was to mobilize his army and march towards Avanti. 
Licentiousness ruled supreme in Avanti at this time, both at 
court and among people. This state of affairs facilitated Nahapan’s 

way. And we have already stated that he scored an easy 
success and became the ruler of Avanti. In fact, he was the first 
foreigner to have the honour to become the master of so sacred 

a place as Ujjaini. He assumed the title “ King ” and made 
Ujjaini the seat of his capital. This took place in the 46th year 

of the Ksaharafa era—i. e. in A. M. 413 = B. C. 114. He also 

got coins minted with his new title upon them. He had not, 

(1) F. n. no. 13 below. 

(2) Vol. I. pp. 128 and further; Vol. IT, pp. 269« Vide the account of 

Gautamlpatra ^takaraui, for details about the founding of the iSaka Era. 

(3) Vol. 11, pp. 269 & seq. 

(4) Vol. I, 178 & seq. and further upto pp. 194. 
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however, given up his former title. We find rock-inscriptions in 

which he has called himself “Mahaksatrap” and “King” side by 

side, and sometimes “Swami” also. 
We know that victorious foreigners were always conquered 

by Aryan civilization. Most of the foreigners who settled in India, 
gradually adopted, and grasped the superiority of Aryan civilization 

and culture. In India, they lived more like Indians than like 
foreigners.® In Jaina books, Nahapan has been given an Indian 

name, which was Narvahan or Nabhovahan* or Nabhavahan’. 
It is stated on Pp. 357 and 398 Vol. V, 1929 of “The Indian 
Historical Quarterly, ” in connection with the life of Nahapatj, on 

the authority of Pundit Jayaswal;—“Narvahan of this katha 

is named Nahapan in an ancient pattavali® and his name bears 

resemblance to Nahapan." It is stated further on®:—“ Mr. K. P. 
Jayaswal has also taken the Jaina Narvahan to be the ksatrapa 

king Nahapana. Hence we can say that Nahapana did profess 
Jainism in his after life.”^® His father also had given up his 

original name and had taken up the name Bhumak". So did 

Nahapap. In his coins, however, we should state, that he seems to 
have continued to call himself Nahapai?. 

The Nasik rock-inscription definitely states that opto the 
45th year of the Ksaharafa era he was a ksatrap, and that he 

became “Mahak^trap” in the 46th year of that era”.—i. e. 

(5) O. H. I. pp. 142:—The tendency certainly was for Indo-Greek princes 

and people to be Hinduized rather than for the Indian Rajas and their subjects 

to be Hellinized.” 

(6) Vide his account in Parisi§tha Parva. 

(7) J. B. B. R. A. S. vol. IX, pp. 148:—"King Nabhovahan is also 

called Nabhavahan.” J. B. O. R. S. pp. 102. 

(8) “Jaina Sahitya Sansodhak”—a quarterly—vol. I, part IV, pp. 211; 
U n. no. 7 above. 

(9) I. H. Quart, vol. V. 

(10) My opinion on this point is a bit different. It will be stated later 

on. See paragraph entitled *‘His Family.” 

(11) Pp. 133 above. "A sanskritized form of the Persian name.” 

(12) C. A. R. pp. 65, f. n. no. 1:—“In inscriptions, Kfaharata k?atrapa 

years 41,42, and:.45. Mahak^atrap Swami, year 46. On the coins, the title K§atrap 

|fsbi-k$attap does not occur, unlike Bhumak, Nahapa^ is always called Raji.” 
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in A. M. 413 = B. C. 114. Within next six or eight months^*, 

^ . he became the master of AvantL His rule is 
tile time and the . , r r 
duration of his life lasted for a period of forty years 

(Vol. I, P, 202). In the 86th year of the Ksaharlfa 
Era, i. e. in A. M. 453 = B. C. 74, his rule ended, and probably 
he died at that time. So he ruled from B. C. 114 to 74. 

As regards his life, we have stated that, that Bhtimak 
became an independent ruler in the 45th year of his life. 
He, then, assumed the title “ Mahaksatrap ” and Nahapan was 
made “ Ksatrap ”, as was the custom among the “ Ksaharatas 
So, when Bhtimak came to the throne, Nahapan must have 

been at least 15 to 16 years old. When he ascended the 
throne after 45 years of his father’s rule, he must have been 
15+45=60 years old. Add to this the forty years of his rule, and 
we may call him to have scored a century in terms of years. 
The account of Rsabhadatta, his son-in-law, lends colour to this 
view. In his charity deed^® is mentioned no. 45 of the Ksaharafa 
era. The inscription clearly gives us to understand that Nahapan 
was a k^trap upto that time. That was the last year of his 
“ksatrapi,” as we have stated on the previous pages. Rsabhadatta, 

at that time, had achieved a victory in a battle. That means 
that Nahapan must have been old enough to have become the 
father-in-law of Rsabhadatta. We may arrange the different dates 
of Nahapaij’s life in the following manner:— 

(13) F. n. no. 1 above. 

(14) J. I. H. Quart, vol. XII, pp. 39:—( According to Prof. Sten Konow ), 

“Nahapan is styled Sami, Sank Swami & Raja,..Mahak?atrap, Sam! Cbaftran...” 

[ Note : The terms “Raja,” “Mahakfatrap—Sami” are stated in order of 

their importance. We understand from this account, that Chafthan was first 

called “Mahak§atrap;” later on he assumed the title “King.” This shows that 

*‘King” was a title superior to “Mahaksatrap.” “Sami” was an inferior title. 

This conclusion is supported by the coins of the last kings of the Chaffbana 

dynasty. When their power was weakened and they were defeated by other 

kings, they called themselves “Sami.” (vide Vol. IV). Nahapan was at first 

“Swanu.” “Swami” was perhaps an Indian equivalent for “KSattap.” Then he 

became “Mahakfatrap” and then “King.” 

(15) F. n. no. 16 below. 
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Birth 
A. M. 

353 
B. C. 

174 
Afe 

0 
Ksatrap 369 158 16 
Mahak^trap 413 114 60 
King 413 114 60 
Death 453 74 100 

Bhumak was his father’s name. Except this and except the 
fact that he had a daughter named Daksamitra, who was married 

to Psabhadatta or Usavadatta, the son of a Saka general named 
Dinik, we know little about his family'*’’. 

He seems to have had no son. May be, that a son of his, 
may have died during his lifetime. Had he had a son, his name 

would certainly have been mentioned in 
His family connection with at least some political events, as 

Nahapaij’s own name has been mentioned in 
connection with events that took place during the lifetime of 

Bhumak. On the contrary, Rsabhadatta’s name figures prominently 

in events that took place during his lifetime. Even before 

Nahapan came to the throne, Bsabhadatta had achieved many 

(16) Bh. P. R. Part I, pp. 1. 

Nahapan ( prime-minister, Ayam.) Saka Dinik 

Dakfamitra (daughter) Usavadatta (son) 

1_ _ _I 
V 

Married 

1 . 
Mitradev (son) 

C* A. R. Introduction, pp. 104, paragraph, 84, f. n. no. l:-“Nahapan’s 

son-in-law Ufavadatta (Rsavadatta) was probably a Saka with Hinduised name* 

J. B. B. R. A. S. vol. VIII, pp. 239:-“Usavadatta, son of Dinik, was 

married to Dakfamitra, daughter of Nahapan. 

J. B. B. R. A. S. vol. VIII, pp. 63:-”Nahapan’s daughter Dak§amitra, 

was married to Saka U^vadatta, whose inscriptions at Karla and Nisik 

record benefactions at various places* 

In C* H. I. pp 577, Rfabhadatta is stated to have been a brother-in-law 

of'Nahapa^ 
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victories, had become the master of the territory around Nasik, 
and had performed many deeds of charity in the name of Nahapan. 

His rock-inscriptions stand to-day in testimony to these things. 
Nahapaij was succeeded neither by any son nor by his son-in-law. 

We have stated above that he died a natural death after a 

rule of forty years. In “ Indian Historical Quarterly. ” 1929, Vol. 
V, pp. 536, a different version is given about his death. An extract 
from “ Srutavatara Katha ” is given there in support of that 
version^This version, however, receives little support from any 
other quarter, and hence cannot be taken'as probable. We have 
given in the foregoing pages a connected account of Nahapaij’s life, 

(17) The extract is given below—i. e. its English version. It is taken 

from “Srutavatar Katha*’ by Vibhudha ^ridhar. It is a book belonging to 

the Digambara sect of the Jains. 

“In India there was a city named Vasudba in Vamides. A king named 

Narvahan ruled over it. His beautiful queen had no son, and so passed her 

days in misery and sorrow. Once a merchant named Subuddhi approached 

the king and advised him to worship in Jaina temples if he wanted to have a 

son. He said that by doing so, he would have a son and he should give him 

the name Padma* So the king became a devout Jain, began to attend the 

Jaina church regularly, began to go on a pilgrimage to Jaina holy places 

every year with a large number of Jains with him, and thus hoped for a 

son. At last, seeing that the true aim of life did not lay in material conquest 

and prosperity, and having been initiated into the realms of spiritual 

development of the soul, be entered the Jaina holy orders, and severed all 

his worldly ties.” 

It has been further stated in the same book—“He studied the Jaina 

Siddhanta from one Dbarsenacharya and composed a new work on Jaina 

philosophy. The Angas were quite extinct at that time.” 

[ Note : All this seems to me to be improbable, and much more so, 

the thing stated in the latter extract. We know that by the end of his 

reign, he was in his hundredth year. Is it possible that he became a Jaina 

monk at such an advanced age? Neither were the Angas destroyed at that 

time* Nearly 125 years after that time (upto A. D. 30, the years in which 

Acharya Vajraswami died, according to the Swetambars ) Vajraswami knew 

ten Parvas. That is a universally recognized fact. Except the fact that 

Nsurv&han had no son, everything else stf^ted tp irnprobf^blp 

i»d uutdliablo^ | 
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and most of the details are based upon the irrefutable evidence 

of coins and rock-inscriptions. Hence our version of his death 

may be taken as reliable and true. 

Nahapaii was a ksaharafa and, naturally, a native of Kamboj. 

His son-in-law, llsabhadatta, on the other hand, was a ^aka—one 

of the Indo-Scythians. Hosts of Indo-Scythians had migrated to 
India at different times. To which of these groups belonged the 

ancestors of Ksabhadatta, we shall better decide in the account 

of the Sakas to be given hereafter. It may be noted here that 
though Nahapan and -Rsabhadatta belonged to different races, yet 

they united themselves with blood-relationship. This shows that 

all foreigners in India had a sort of common bond among them, 

and followed the same faith. This also shows that racial 

distinctions and prejudices had receded into background in course 
of time. 

Nahapan’s prime-minister, Ayama by name, got a rock- 

inscription erected in the 46th year of the Ksaharata era. We 

have stated above that in this inscription he is 
Forty six or styled “ Mahaksatrap. ’* Some scholars are. 
Seventy s x however, of the opinion that the rock-inscription 

was erected in the 76 th year of the Ksaharafa era. Now, 
K^arata’s rule lasted from the 46th to the 86th years of the 

Ksaharata era. So if we accept 76 as the year of the erection of 

the rock-inscription, there would be no objection to it, because 

it would be within the period of Nahapag’s rule. But there are 
solid objections to the theory. For instance, by the 76th year 
of the Ksaharata era, Nahapaij had already assumed the greater 

title-*' King. ” In fact, he had assumed that title immediately 
after his conquest of Avanti at the end of the 46th year of the 

era. His coins are a testimony^* to this fact. Ayama has called 

him “ Mahaksatrap in the inscription. Again Jaina books tell us 

that Nahapaij had become the king of Avanti in A. M. 413 » B. C. 

114 = 46 K. E. Other historical events also go against the theory 

(18) See U p* no. 12 and 14 above* 

(19) See U n. so> 12 sad 14 above. 
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They have not been described here because they are connected 
with Satavahana kings. In short, 46 is the correct year of the 
inscription.*® 

We have already stated that Bhumak had ascended the 

throne when he had become middle-aged. So he had no further 

territorial ambitions. He wanted to have a 
The extent of peaceful time and devote his energies to the 
his territory well-being of his subjects. His son, Nahapaij, 

however had hot blood in his veins and was actively supported 

by his son-in-law, Rsabhadatta. So during the reign of Bhumak, 
Nahapaij and Rsabhadatta had conquered the regions around the 

'Narmada and the Tapti, and had brought all territory upto Nasik 

within the power of Bhumak. Nahapan at this time was a 

ksatrap. But all the territorial expansion during Bhumak’s rule 

goes to his credit. And when he succeeded Bhumak on the throne, 
he became the master of all these provinces. 

He was in the 60th year of his life when he ascended the 
throne. But his territorial ambitions had not abated, and he had 
the heart of a young man. So, immediately after his accession, 
he invaded and conquered all the regions on the east of Arvalli. 

For this purpose he marched through Ajmer on the north of the 
Arvalli hills'^ ^ and by lake Puskar. His attention in doing so was 

to encamp his army at a strategic point on the western borders 
of Avanti, and then launch an attack upon it. We know that 

AvantI was at that time under the power of the ^unga kings, 

who had degenerated into the depths of wantonness. Again, Avanti 
held the key-position in India, in ways more than one. So 

Nahapaij invaded it, and having conquered it and having killed the 
§unga king, himself ascended the throne and assumed the title 

“King.” He also got his coins minted with that title upon them®*. 
This took place in B. C. 114=A. M. 413 or during the 46th year 
of the Ksaharafa era. 

(20) <F. n. no. 66 below. 

(21) The territorial extent of BhOmak was Upto the western portion ot 

the Arvalli bills. 

(22) Read the later paragraph for more details. 
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While he was thus busy conquering territory after territory 

in the north; his son-in-law, Ksabhadatta and his prime-minister 

Ayama led an invasion in the south over the Andhra king. The 

seat of the Andhra capital was Paithai? ( or Junner ), The Andhra 
king was defeated in the battle that followed, and so his kingdom 

and all the region upto the source of the Godavari in the Govardhan 
district were annexed to the kingdom of Nahapan. This took place 
two or four month’s after Nahapan’s conquest in the north®®. 

This was a terrible defeat and a great blow to the power of the 

Satavahana kings. They had to shift their seat of capital as back 
as Warangul. Generations of Satavahana kings ruled in Warangul, 

but the stain on their fame was never forgotten. At last it was 

fully wiped out when Gautamiputra Satakariji defeated and 

massacred all the descendants of Nahapaij and of Ksabhadatta. 
The victory gave the greatest imaginable delight to the Satavahana 

king and to his mother. Queen Balasrl®*. In celebration of it they 
got erected a rock-inscription at Nasik, which contains the words 

“ Restored the glory of the Satavahans®®,” and also “ Destroyed 

(23) No. 46 is written in the Nasik rock -inscription. See f. n. no. 

12 above. 

C. A. R. Introduction, pp. 59. Details are given there about Nasik rock- 

inscription no. 35. There, are mentioned names “Ayama,” “Mahakfatrap” and 

the “ no. 46 ”. 

(24) C. A. R. Introduction, pp. 36, paragraph 44. 

(25) Some one may well argue that though Nasik inscription undoubtedly 

proves that Gautamiputra Satakarni revived the lost prestige of the dynasty, 

it does not mention directly or indirectly that the loss of prestige was due 

to Nahap^. In answer to this, we may state that during the interval of two 

hundred years, from B. C. 114 to A. D. 78, three dynasties were in power:— 

(l) The Gardabhila dynasty in Ujjaini; (2) The Satavahana dynasty in Deccan; 

and (3) K^abarita dynasty in Saura-^tra. So, it naturally follows that either 

the Gardabhila dynasty or the Kfabarata dynasty was responsible for the stain 

on the prestige of the Satavahans. Out of these two, the Gardabhila dynasty 

was fast on the way to its decline, and the kings in the dynasty were too 

weak even to think of an invasion over the kingdom, of another power. So, 

by process of elimination, we come to Nahapa? and consider him to bavg 

b««B responsible for the disgrace to the Satavahaos, 
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the ^akas, Yavans, Pablavas etc. and rooted oat the 
Kaharatas®®.” 

These words show us that they held these foreigners in utter 
contempt and looked upon them as despicable®’ creatures. 

Gautamiputra ^atakarni’s hatred for Ksaharatas seems to have 

been even more bitter than his hatred for the Sakas, because, 
after all, it was Nahapatj, a Ksaharat, who had asked Rsabhadatta, 
a ^aka, to fight a battle against his forefathers. The moving 
force, according to him was Nahapan, and Rsabhadatta was more 
or less the person who executed his orders, llcnce we find in 
the inscription that with regard to the Sakas. the Satakariji king 

rested content with “ destroyed,” but as far as the Ksaharafas 

were concerned he got it inscribed that they were utterly “ rooted 

out®®.” This took place in A. D. 78, i. e. nearly two hundred 
years after the conquest of Paithaii by Rsabhadatta and Amaya. 

Gautamiputra Satakariji, however, got Paithan, which was in ruins, 
repaired with the intention of changing the seat of his capital 

there. The reparations took five years, and in the meanwhile he 

(26) C. A. R. pp* 104:—“Had exterminated the race of Ksaharats. 

J. B. B. R. A. S. 1928, pp. 65. 

(27) To have an idea of this bitter hatred, the reader is referred to the 

description of coin no. 75 in vol. II. On the coin of Nahapan, Gautamiputra 

had got his own portrait-head minted. 

(28) Some are of the opinion that Gautamiputra had killed both Nahap^ 

and Rsabhadatta. But this is not possible, because Nahapan and Rsabhadatta 

lived in 74 B. C. while, Gautamiputra lived in 78 A. D. There was an interval 

of 150 years between their times. 
C. A. R. pp. 105:—“The descendants of Nahapan were exterminated by 

Gautamiputra.” 
J. B. B. R. A. S. New edition, vol. Ill, pp. 64:—"The figures on coins 

prove conclusively that Nahapan and Gautamiputra were not contemporaries, 

but were separated by a very long period.” 

I. A, vol. 37, pp. 43:—"The mere mention that Gautamiputra ^takariji 

extinguished the K?aharata family does not imply that he defeated Nahapa^ 

himself. He might have defeated a weak descendant of that prince.” 

O. H. I. 3rd edi. pp. 217:—“Nahapa? was dead before Gautamiputra 

extirpated his family and clan." 
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died. His son, Pulumavi ^atakarpi, succeeded him on the throne, 
and the first thing that he did was to shift the seat of his capital 

from Warangul to Paithag. On account of reparations the appearance 
of Paithan had changed very much. Hence it was given the 

name-Navanagar-Navinagari=a new city*®. Nahapan’s conquest 
was thus amply punished. The feud between the families lasted 

for nearly two hundred years. The Satakarni kings were satisfied 
when they had thus wreaked vengeance upon the descendants of 

these foreigners. 

While describing his territorial extent, one historian has 
stated®®;—"His dominion comprised a large area, extending from 
southern Rajputana®* to the Nasik and Poona districts in the 

western ghats and including the peninsula of Saurastra in Kathiawar.” 
Sir Cunningham also has described his territorial extent in 
similar terms®*. 

We know that Magadh, with Pataliputra as its capital, was 
at the height of its prosperity and power, and was considered 

as a first class centre of political activity upto the end of the 
reign of Aiok. Then Priyadarsin changed the seat of his capital 

to Ujjaini in Avanti. Since then, Magadh ceased to be a province 
of political importance. Hence Nahapan probably never entertained 
the idea of invading and conquering it. Eastern India was thus 

not included in his kingdom.®®. 

(29) For details, vide J. B. B. R. A. S. New edition, vol. III. 

(30) E. H. I. 3rd edition, pp. 209. C. A. I. pp. 104. 

(31) His territory extended upto Sindh in the west and upto the Sutlej 

in the north-west. In the account of Bhumak we have proved that his power 

was spread over this region. Historians have, however, yet not found out 

the relationship between Bhumak and Nahapan. Hence they cannot come to 

the conclusion that Nahapan inherited Bhumak’s territory. So they believe 

that the territorial boundaries of Nahapan’s kingdom began from the south 

of Rajputana. 

(32) C. A. 1. pp. 104:—^"As his dominions embraced Prabhas in Kathiawar, 

as well as Braganza (Broach) to the north of the Narmada with Sopara and 

Nasik to the south, bis capital was probably at Ujjain.” 

(33) Probably, Itfagadh was undei; the rule of an independent dynasty. A 

branch of the Manryan dynasty is said to have ruled over Magadh upto the 
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Sarsen and Pafichal were under the rule of Mahak^traps 

RSpjuvul and Sodas, who were Ksaharata chiefs. In the same way, the 
region of the Punjab and Taksila was under the power of Mahi- 
ksatraps Leak and Patik. They were also Ksaharafs. It is probable 
that these K^harata rulers maintained very friendly relations** 
with one another. Certain historical events support this contention. 
Being foreigners hailing from the same territory, they must have 
thought it wise and safe to give a united front to Indians as 
well as to other foreigners. Hence, Nahapan had no territotial 

possession or intentions in northern India. He had thus extended 
his power in southern and western India. The rest of his time 
he devoted to public well-being and to the consolidation of his power. 

It is only too true, that one mistake leads to another and the 
process goes on ad infinitum*®. The accounts of the foreign invaders 
„ . as given by scholars hitherto, are full of such 
The seat of his capital . , 

and his coins mistakes at every step. We would not be 
guilty of exaggeration if we called them a 

series of mistakes and hence a tissue of lies. The accounts of 
these foreign invaders, to which this whole part of the book is 
devoted, will clearly illustrate the truth of the statement made above. 

We have seen in the account of Bhumak, that various 

opinions exist about the seat of his capital. The case of Nahapao 
is in the same category. According to some scholars, Madhyamika 
was the seat of his capital; according to others, it was Junner 
near Poona. Still others say that it was Mandsore near Ratlam. 

Last, but not the least, some other scholars have fixed up Ujjaini 

for the purpose. 

6th or the 7th century A« D* (Vol. II, accounts of Dasarath and Salisuk )• 

Agnimitra, the Sunga king, as we know, had destroyed Pataliputra. The seat 

of the capital must have been shifted elsewhere. 

(34) Vide further the account of Mahakgatrap Rajuvul. These three chiefs 

often met one another for religious purposes. 

(35) The reader is referred to voU II, as an illustration of this* The 

volume is devoted to the account of the Mauryan dynasty, and is full of 

theories, of a startling nature, yet, noqeHhe less true* 
fiQ 
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A scholar says**:—“The capital of the kingdom of Nahapag 

was probably at Junner and not at Mandsore as suggested by 
Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar. Nahaiian’s rule was in all probability a 

long and prosperous one.” This is only one of the many theories. 

The rock-inscriptions of Nahapaij have been found out at Nasik, 
Karla, Sopara, Poona, Junner and at other places. Scholars have 

called them by a common name “Nasik Group.” Now we should 
not forget that all these places were originally under the rule of 
the §atakarni kings, and that battles between the armies of 

Nahapan led by the minister Ayama and Rsabhadatta, and the 

armies of the ^atavahan king, were fought there. This clearly 

shows one thing; and that is, Nahapan's seat of capital was at 
none of these places at the beginning of his rule. He conquered 

them after he came to his throne. Again, the conquest of this 
region by Nahapag does not necessarily mean that he had the 
seat of his capital there. Neither does the presence of his rock- 

inscriptions in the region point that way. They were erected as 
marks of his victory, or in order to expiate the sins of the battles 
fought there. The rock-inscriptions in these places do not contain 
any reference to Nahapan’s seat of capital having been there. In 

fact, we gather no impression to that effect by reading them. So 

to fix up any of these places as the seat of his capital would 
not only be far-fetched but quite untrue. These inscriptions signify 
nothing more than the fact that the region around them was 

once under the power of the Ksaharata king, Nahapan. 

Let us now turn to Madhyamika and Ujjaini, and consider 

their claims to having been the seats of Nahapaij’s capital. As 

regards Madhyamika, scholars have so far failed to locate its 

situation. It has also been stated to have been one of the four 
or five probable places which Bhumak had fixed up as the seat 

of his capital. ( Pp. 139 and further). If we accept that Madhyamika 

was chosen by Bhumak as the seat of his capital, it logically 

follows that Nahapa?, when he ascended the throne after him, 
had it as his capital. It may have continued to enjoy that position 

(36) J. B, B. R* A. S. New edition, 192^ vol. Ill, pp. 64. 
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as long as Nahapaij was a Mahaksatrap. Within a short time, 

however, Nahapaij invaded Avanti—to conquer which, was the 
highest ambition of every Indian king at that time,—conquered 
it and annexed it to his own kingdom. Naturally, he shifted the 
seat of his capital to Ujjaini or to Vidi^a—the two most important 

and prosperous cities of Avanti. He had then no necessity to 
cling to a comparatively unimportant city like Madhyamika, and 
he was not so conservative and stupid as to believe in the theory 

of “ Old is gold ” in matters like this—matters of first-rate political 
importance. Not only did he change the seat of his capital to 
Ujjaini, but he got his coronation ceremony performed there, and 
then assumed the title “ King —the most venerated and the most 
cherished title of Indians. In commemoration of this achievement 
he got his coins minted, with the title "King” on them®’. (Vol. 
II. pp. 90 and Coin plate no. 2? print no. 37 ). This took place in 
the 46th year of the Ksaharata era or in B. C. 114=A. M. 413. 
This evidently means that those of his coins bearing “Katrap” 

were minted before this date®®. Coins bearing “ Mahak^trap ” 
must have been minted after his coming to the throne in 45th 

year of the Ksaharata era, and before his conquest of Avanti in 
the 46th year of the same era. All his coins bearing “ King 

Nahapaij ” were minted after 46th year of the Ksaharata era. So 

coins bearing " Mahaksatrap ” must have been very few in number, 

being minted in the brief interval between 45 and 46, probably 

(37) Coins of Nahapap, bearing the title “King” are of two kinds. 

(Vol. II, chap, on coins, plate no. 2, fig. 37). On the reverse side of one 

kind of coins, we find signs similar to the signs on the coins of Bhumak. 

On the reverse side of the second kind, we find the Ujjain-symbol. (Plate 

no. 5, fig. 75) and on the obverse side Gantamiputra has got his own portrait- 

head printed upon that of Nahapap. This leads ns to the conclusion that 

the first kind was earlier than the second one. The former were minted 

immediately after Nahapan’s conquest over Avanti, and the latter after 

making Ujjaini, the seat of his capital. 

(38) C. A. R. Introduction, pp. 59. Rock-inscription, no. 35:—.“On the 

coins, the title K$atrap or Mahaksatrap does not occnr. Unlike Bhumak) 
Nabapap is always called “Raja.” $99 f. a, aos. 39 and 40 below* 
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four to eight months®®. Or after assuming the title “ King,’' he 
must have stopped their currency, collected them and then must 

have got them melted*®. He ruled for no less than forty years. 
Hence coins bearing “ King Nahapiij ” are found in large numbers. 

No further proofs are needed to support the fact that Nahapajj 

had conquered Avanti and had seat of his capital Ujjaini*^ His 
coins bearing “King Nahapaij” are of two kinds. ( For differences 

between the two, read f. n. no. 37). Both kinds of coins have 

“King Nahapan” on the obverse. In one kind of coins we find 

what the coin experts call “Ujjain Symbol”*®. This definitely 
proves that he was the king of Avanti and that either Ujjaini** 

or Vidisa was the seat of his capital. 

One peculiarity of Nahapan’s coins deserves special notice 
here. Upto his time no Indian king, be he the emperor of Magadh, 

or of Ujjaini, or of Kaling—had got his portrait-head embossed 

on the coins. So he was the first king of Avanti to do that. Of 

(39) C. A. R. Introduction, 59, rock-inscription no. 35:—“The family 

designation Ksaharata is omitted; and this is the only occurrence of the title 

of Mahakfatrap as applied to Nahapap.” (The word “Only” in the extract 

given above, shows that such coins are found very rarely. Or, it may 

interpreted that all coins bearing “Mahak§atrap” were minted within the 

same year—45 to 46, because six to eight months after his coming to the 

throne, he conquered Avanti and became its ruler. In short, he ascended the 

throne in the last quarter of the year 45, remained a Mahaksatrap for next 

eight months or so, and then assumed the title “King” in the second quarter 

of the year 46. Cf. f. n. no. 38 above, and f. n> no. 40 below). 

(40) C. A. R. pp. 65, f. n. no. 1; the words given on pp. 59 of the 

Introduction, are reprinted there. (See f. n. nos. 38 and 39). Again it is 

stated in para 88; “Nahapa? bears the title "Raja" together with his family 

name Ksaharat, but in none of them is he styled Kfatrap or Mahak5atrap.” 

(Cf. f. n. nos. 37 and 38). It will now be clear, why coins bearing “Maha- 

k^atrap” are very few. 

(41) Read f. n. no. 43 below. 

(42) Vol. II, Coin no. 75 and details about it. 

(43) C. A. R. Introduction, pp. 103, f. n. no. 1:—" It may be observed 

that there is the record of certain benefactions of ^$abhadatta at Ujjain, 

which must therefore presumably have been included in Nahapa^’s dominioost” 
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course all foreigners had this custom among them. This also 

indicates that the Ksaharafs were not pure Aryans. Or, if they 
were one of the races that inhabited some part of Jambudwip, 

they were influenced by the Yavans** or by some races of 
^akadwip*®. 

Rsabhadatta, his son-in-law, played a prominent part in all 

the activities of Nahapan—social as well as political. We do not 
know whether Nahapan took the initiative and 

His efforts to make Rsbhadatta helped him and put his plans into 

proilJioui’Jnd'happy Practice, or whether Rsabhadatta was the more 
original of the two and made suggestions to 

Nahapan, which the latter adopted and agreed to. Nahapan, how¬ 
ever was the older and the more experienced of the two, and 

by no means pig-headed. So, it would be reasonable to credit 
Nahapaii with having taken the lead in matters political and 
social. Rsabhadatta, we might style as his faithful friend and 

follower. Even then, as the reader shall see, Rsabhadatta will 
figure prominently in this account. 

We have here also occasions to differ from the opinions of 

many scholars. So, we shall start with stating their opinions first, 
and then state our own conclusions. One writer^® has concisely 

given us an idea of Nahapaij’s reign in a sentence, quoted 
below;—“ His reign was in all probability a long and prosperous 

one. ” He further states, in elucidation of his brief statement, 
“ Trade with western countries thrived during his reign; his bene¬ 
factions were between Brahmins*^ and Buddhists*®; ferries, rest- 

(44-45) Yavans=Greeks; ahd ^akadwlpa races mean Bactrians or Yons. 

We know that the Kfabarits bad come into close contact with the 

Yavans and the Yons. We know this from the accounts of Demetrius and 

Menander. If we think of these things collectively, we shall see that the 
facts stated above are not without foundation. 

(46) J. B. B. R. A. S. New edition, vol. Ill, 1928, pp. 64. 

(47) In the same way, about Bindusar also, historians have said that he 
provided Brahmans with meals. That the thing is quite untrue has been 

clearly shown in vol. II (vide II, pp. 209, and f. n. no. 69). The act of 

providing Bambbal^s with meals goes to the credit of Priyadarsin, (Vide his 
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houses, places for drinking water and public halls are some of 
the comforts that he bestowed on his sabjects. But what rebounds 

mostly to his credit is his revival of Nigamsabha Another 
writer has extolled Rsabhadatta in the same glowing terms. We 

have already stated above that Rsabhadatta’s actions were 
primarily inspired by Nahapan. So, what is stated about the former 

may as well be taken as a tribute to the latter. So, we quote 
below the passage praising Rsabhadatta®®;—“ Usavadatta looked 

to the comfort of travellers. Quadrangular rest-houses were 
erected at various places. Wells were dug upon the way, stands 

for free distribution of water were raised in many places®^ and 

ferry-boats were provided to cross some of the rivers.® ® Whatever 
the condition of the four varijas in ancient times, howsoever strict 
the restrictions about connubium and commensality®®, during the 

account); but for real meanings of the words Brahman, Bariibhai} & Ma-ha? 

please refer to the matter at the end of chap. V, That follows hereafter. 

Nahapan adopted many of the ways of that illustrious emperor. Cf. further 

facts about charity deeds stated in the paragraph above. 

(48) In the history of ancient India, historians have always referred to 

two religions only : Brahmanism and Buddhism. We have shown in vol. I 

and vol. IT, that three religions existed in ancient India, and not two. The 

third religion was Jainism, which seems to have been ignored by most scholars 

of ancient Indian history. The Jains themselves deserve the blame for this. 

They tried to conceal their literature from the rest of the world. Hence its 

existence, importance and influence in India of those times, could not be 

gauged by scholars, in spite of all their sincere efforts to reproduce ancient 

India in its true colours. History would have been put on a different colour, 

had Jaina literature been known to these scholars. 

(49) See the rock-inscriptions of Priyadarsin and the life of ^reuik. 

(50) J. B. B. R. A. S. 1927, vol. Ill, part 2. 

(51) Cf. details given in the rock—inscriptions of Priyadarsin. Nahapan 

followed Priyadarsin in most things. Read the paragraph above. 

(52) Rivers in those times had plenty of water. (Vol. I, pp. 16, f. n. no. 

20). Dry river-bed was a sight, unknown to ancient Indians. 

(53) Castes and subcastes were there in those times. Further divisions 

must have been made during the rule of the Sungas, who followed the Vedic 

religion. During the rule of Bhumak and Nahapa^, caste-consciousness must 

bive faded. It was the result of the faith which they followed. They followed 
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early part, at any rate there was undoubtedly amalgamation among 
them during the time of the foreign ksatraps. ” Mr. Majmudar, 
in his “ Corporate Life ” Pp. 376, states:—“ There were many 

castes and subcastes“*; distinct groups must have existed from 
the earlier period and these ultimately developed in classes and 

castes.®® ’* We have quoted above, extracts from different writers, 

upon the subject of the condition of the people during the rule 

of the Ksaharats. We shall now state our own opinion. Though 
Bhumak had risen to “ Mahaksatrapi ”, yet we find that his coins 

bear only “ Ksatrap ” on them, and his rock-inscriptions do not 
even mention his name. Similarly, though Nahapan had become 

a “ King, ” yet we find “ Ksatrap ” and “ Mahaksatrap ” on some 
of his coins and in most of his rock-inscriptions we find the 
humble title “ Ksatrap ” before his name. There is only one rock- 
inscription containing the title “ King ” before his name. All these 
rock-inscriptions contain the name of his son-in-law, Rsabhadatta, 
as his chief helper and co-worker. Taken together, these facts 
mean that both Bhumak and Nahapaij, when they ascended the 

throne, were past fifty, and hence were little interested in secular 
affairs like territorial expansion. Both wanted to reign in peace and 
make their subjects happy and prosperous. But during Bhumak’s 
time, his son, Nahaplii was in the prime of his youth and hence, 
though Bhumak himself was little interested in conquests, Nahapag 

invaded territory after territory and conquered and annexed them 
to the kingdom of his father. In the same manner, when Nahapan 

came to the throne, he had a young and vigorous ally in his 

son-in-law Rsabhadatta. Hence, under Nahapan’s directions, he 

expanded the territorial extent of the Ksaharafs further and further. 
Thus he played the same role under Nahapaij, as the latter had 
under Bhiimak. 

We know that emperor Priyadariin had divided his vast 

empire into provinces, and had appointed governors over every 

Jainism, and Jainism recognizes no caste-distinctions whatsoever. It admits 

into its fold all kinds of people, high and low. It is a universal faith. 

(54) Cf. f. n. no. 53 above. 

(55) Cf. vol. I. n?. 315, and seq. 
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A review of certain 
historical facts 

one of them. One of the provinces was Aparant. The seat of 
its capital was Sopara. ( Vol. II, pp. 321). He had got a rock- 

inscription erected there. That was erected 
there, in commemoration of the death there, of a 

member of the royal family. The member in 

question may have died a natural death. It has however, not 

been definitely found out that any relative of Priyadar^in died 

there while fighting in a battle. So, we come to the conclusion 

that the rock-inscription must have been erected there, in 
commemoration of the death of the governor of the province, 

who must have been a relative of the emperor. The fact that 

Priyadar^in had appointed a member of the royal family as the 

governor of the province, clearly indicates that he must have 
thought it to be an important part®® of the empire. The same 
was the case with another province on the western borders of 

south India. The name of that province was Keralputta. Another 

member of the royal family was appointed as governor there. 
The three rock-inscriptions erected there, are also an eloquent testi¬ 
mony to this. The eastern coast of south India was considered 
no less important by the emperor. Over the province, which we 

now know by the name Coromandal coast, Priyadar^in had 
appointed equally trustworthy governors. They were not actually 
the members of the royal family. They were chiefs of the Chola 

dynasty of the Pallava branch,—in the north—and chiefs of the 
Paqidya dynasty, in the south. We have stated in Vol. I. pp. 295 

and pp. 347 and in Vol. II, pp. 320-1 f. nos. 23-24-25, that 

both the Cholas and Paijdyas belonged to the Licchavi branch 

of the K^triyas. Among them, the Pallavas were a branch of the 
Manryas. That means that these chiefs were also relatives of 

Priyadar^in in a way. They all belonged to the same stock. 
Hence, Priyadar^in has styled these chiefs as governors of “Border¬ 
lands” in his inscriptions. In short, the whole of the coastal 

area of south India was under his power. These chiefs were not 

exactly the vassals of the emperor; none the less they acknowledged 

(56) VoL II, pp. 315 to 322; speciaUy 322. 
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the political and economic hegemony of the emperor. Coins found 
out from^ these regions amply support this contention. In them, 
we find a ship with two sails®'' on one side and the “Elephant” 
on the other side;—“Elephant” was the sign of Priyadar^in. So, 
both the eastern and the western coasts of south India were 
under the control of the emperor, directly or indirectly.®® So, the 
trade and commerce of India had extended upto Arabia, Africa, 
Egypt, Greece®®, Sumatra, Java and many other countries. India 
was very prosperous, because as the old adage says “ trade and 
commerce signify prosperity The Ksaharata king, Nahapao 
had a keen desire to follow the footsteps of this worthy emperor. 
So, he also tried his best to bring all this coastal area under his 
power.®' Hence battles were frequently fought in places like Nasik, 
Karle, Sopara, and Junner. When he came to the throne, he had 
inherited from his father, the fertile region around the Narmada 
and the Tapti—Broach and Surat districts,—and the region around 
the sources of the Sabarmati and the Mahi. Thus, he had under 
his power the port of Broach and the gulf of Cambay®^. Then 
he tried to bring under his power the strip of Konkan in the 

south—i. e. the province of Aparant. But during the weak rule 
of the ^unga kings, the whole of^southern India including the 
coastline, was conquered by the Andhra kings. Nahapan must 

(57) Vol. II, pp. 118. Coin no. 81; f. n. no. 58 below. 

(58) Some parts were not under the direct rule of Priyadarsin. For 

instance the Satakarni, Andhra king was his brother-in-law, whom he could 

influence. (Vol. II, pp. 263, f. n. nos. 41 and 43; vol. II, pp* 275 with various 

foot-notes). 

(59) This statement refers to five foreign rulers who were contemporaries 

of Priyadarsin. 

(60) All the western nations follow this maxim and so are prosperous 

and powerful. 

(61) Cf. the extract from Mr. Vincent Smith, pp. Ill, in the account of 

Menander. 

(62) This proves that Indians understood the value of the ports and of 

foreign trade, right from the third century 6. C* i. e. from the time of 

Priyadarsin. Even during the time of SreUik people appreciated the importance 

of the same. 
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have keenly felt the necessity of conquering the coastal area from 

the Andhra king. He was gifted with a keen political foresight. 
So frequent invasions were led upon these parts. Even before he 

he came to the throne, he had often marched into these parts 
and established his power there®*. He had since then begun to 
wrest these parts, piece by piece, from the power of the Andhra 
king. As marks of his victory, he got rock-inscriptions erected 
there, and in order to placate and win the good opinions of the 
people living in those parts, he gave large sums of money in 

charity and in commemoration of them got deeds of charity 

inscribed on copper plates.®^ One of them contains the name of 
his valiant son-in-law, Rsabhadatta, of his daughter Daksamitra®*, 

and of his prime-minister, Ayama.*® The sending of three persons 

of first-class importance®^ to these parts is an index to their 
political importance as deemed by Nahapaij. He wanted to 

root out for good the power of the Andhras over these parts, 

and so had forced the Andhra king to shift the seat of his capital 
far back in the interior.®* We know how this disgrace was wiped 

(63) Our western rulers also selected the harbour near Sopara-Bombay 

for trade purposes^ '^he value of this coast was fully understood by kings 

in those times. 

(64) To win the love of the people is the aim of every king, worth 
the name. 

(65) The fact that prominence was given to his daughter and to her 

husband, means that Nahapan had no son. So, Rsabhadatta did everything 

and enjoyed the position that an heir—apparent might have done and enjoyed* 
(Cf. f. n. no. 67 below). 

(66) This will make it cleat that number placed with the namA of 

Ayama” is not 76 but 46, the year in which began the rule of Nahapan as 

a “King”. Read the paragraph “Forty-six or Seventy-six” above. 

(67) Even the prime-minister was sent with the army! So, his desire to 

conquer these parts was very keen. He fully realized the significance of his 

mastery over them; it is also found that this region had a religious signifi¬ 
cance. (Vide chap. XI of this part VI). 

(68) It was shifted to a far-off place named *Warangul’. It is probable 

that Warangul was the seat of the capital of some former Andhra kings also. 

(Vol. I, pp. 155). So, this time also the king shifted his head-quartets to 
this place. 
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out and bitter vengeance wreaked by Gauta.miputra Satakarni, 

after nearly two hundred years. The rock-inscription by Queen 

Bala^ree, the mother of Gautamiputra ^atakaraiii is a clear testimony 

to this fact. 
The long and short of the matter is, that both Priyadar^in 

and Nahapan, being foresighted rulers, understood and valued the 

significance of their mastery over the sea-coast. Both tried 
incessantly to bring the coastal area under their control. Nahapaij 

did not undervalue the use of rivers, in exchange of commodities 
from one part of the country to another.*'** So, he had got ferri- 

boats ready at numerous places on rivers, in order to facilitate 

the intercourse of people and the transport of goods from one 
place to another. Both Priyadarsin and Nahapan had realized that 

the prosperity and happiness of people depended upon the 

development of trade and commerce with foreign countries, and 
they had spared no pains to increase the volume of foreign trade. 
As a result of this, their subjects were happy and prosperous, 
and the reigns of both have become famous in history as glorious 

and praiseworthy^”, (c. f. pp. Ill the extract from E. H. I. 
with its f. n. no. 44; f. nos. 61, 62, 63 in this chapter). 

Nahapan was a ruler of Avanti. He had adopted a Hindu 
name “Narvahan” or “Nabhovahan” and had adopted the most 

Why Is his account cherished title of the Hindus-“Raja”. So, some 
included in the ac- waders might argue that Nahapaij’s account 
count of the Ksatraps, must have been given in a separate chapter, 
eventhough he was and not together with the account of other 
a ruler of Avanti ? Ksatraps. In reply to this, we might state that 

there are several reasons for not doing so. In the first place, he 

has been styled Katrap in most of his rock-inscriptions. To avoid 
all misunderstanding and confusion in the minds of the readers, 
it has been thought better to give his account along with the 

account of his father and other ksatraps. Again, in his dynasty. 

(69) Cf. their modern condition. Surat, Broach, Cambay, Kavi, Dholera— 

all these ports are in ruins at present. Why ? 

(70) Read the paragraph above, describing the prosperous condition of 

tbs peoplo. 
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it was only he, who had become the ruler of AvantL So, it would 

be meaningless to devote a separate chapter to the account of 

a dynasty which began and ended with the rule of one person 

only, as far as Avanti was concerned. Due to all these reasons, 

his account has been given here. 

Some one might ask, “What about Rsabhadatta ? ” Did he 

not succeed Nahapan ? He has been described as doing all the 

functions of an heir-apparent, on pp. 162, f. n. 65. In reply to this, we 

might state that;—(1) Rsabhadatta never ascended the throne of 

Avanti. (2) He was succeeded by eight to ten of his descendants, * 

one after the other. Of course, we know little about them. Yet 

we have reasons to believe that their rule lasted from B. C. 74 

to A. D. 78= 152 years. (3) Scholars have called them the “§ahi 

kings of Saurastra.” This means that they are not to be taken 

in the same line in which Nahapaii was. So, Rsabhadatta’s account 

has been given in a separate chapter. For these reasons, Nahapan’s 

account has not been given in a separate chapter, while Rsabhadatta’s 

account has been given in a separate chapter, because he was the 

founder of a different dynasty. 

Many foreigners have ruled over parts of India. Several of 

them held the title Ksatraps. Of all such Ksatraps, two have 

become more famous than others. They were. 
Relation between ^ahapaij and Chasthan. Their reigns were of 

Nahapan and i j , , t-. , 
Chasthan ^ duration, prosperous and happy. Both 

gradually rose from Ksatrapi to Mahaksatrapi, 

and from Mahaksatrapi to Kingship’Thus there is much 

resemblance between them.’* Hence scholars have come to the 

conclusion that they belonged to the same race, or to different 

families of the same race. Details about Nahapaij have been given 

in the fore-going pages. The account of Chasthao is to be given 

* This statement requires correction on farther study (see his account). 

(71) See their coins. (Vol. II, nos. 37 and 42). Read f. n. no. 14 above. 

(72) Moreover, the religions which they followed were almost similar, 

with the exception of slight diSerences here and there. No clear and reliable 

evidence on the point is available. Scholars have always paid little attention 

to the faith that kings followed, with one or two exceptions. 
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later on. So, the differences between the tlvo will be known to the 
reader when he reads the account of Chasthari and compares it 
with that of Nahapan. We shall touch here upon one important 
point only. 

All the coins of Nahapan bear the word “ Ksaharat”^*. The 

coins of Chasthan, on the other hand, do not have any distinctive 

sign of this type. Hence the difficulty. A detailed discussion on 

this point will be given in his account. Scholars have tried to 

solve the difficulty, by saying that Ksharaf was a family name’*, 
and that it was one of the many families of the Saka race that 
invaded India’®. Of all invades of Avanti and of the provinces 

around it, the ^akas, subsequently called the Indo-Scythians, are 

the most well-known. So, they have concluded that Nahapaij was 
a ^aka, because he had also become the ruler of Avanti. Similarly, 
nothing definite is known about Chasthan; no attempt even, 

has so far been made to find out any details about him. So, he 

has also been fixed up as a Saka by the scholars. They were led 

to this conclusion by the close resemblance between Nahapaij and 

Chasthan. In short, scholars have fixed them as belonging to the 

Indo-Scythian race, because there was nothing else to fall back 

upon; and the word Ksaharat was fixed up as a family name in 
order to make things go smoothly’®. 

In the following, paragraphs, we have made an attempt to glean 
truth from various data presented to us, and to examine the pros 

and cons of the theory stated above. In order to avoid unnecessary 

delay and discussion, we shall first state our own opinion and 

then quote authorities in support of this. The opinion held by us 

is, that neither Nahapaij nor Chasthaij was a ^aka. They belonged 
to different races and had no family or blood relationship between 
them. Now below are given some pieces of evidence in support 
of this:— 

(73) Vol. II, Coin no. 37. 

(74) Vide pp. 133 in the account of BbUmak. 

(75) He has stated that the Parthians, the Bactrians, the Pablavas and 

the Sakas were foreigners. The first three ruled over the Punjab, Panchal 

and at the most over Sursen. Only the Sakas entered Central India. 

(7$) Cf. f. n« np. 74 above and f. n. no. 78 below. 
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(1) It is stated in the Nasik rock-inscription of Queen 

Balairee, the mother of Gautamiputra’^:—“Gautamiputra destroyed 
the ^akas, Yavanas and Pahlavas etc. and rooted out the 
Ksaharats’®.” This makes it perfectly clear that the K^harats 
are a separate race like the Scythians, the Greeks, the Bactrians, 
the Persians and Parthians. As Nahapan’s coins distinctly calls 

him a Ksaharat, he can in no sense be called a Saka. Another 
deduction from the inscription is that “ the Sakas, the Yavans and 

the Pahlavas were only “killed”—i. e. those of them, who fought 

in the battle, lost their lives,—but their whole races were not 

exterminated. In the case of the Ksaharats, on the other hand, 
the rock-inscription clearly states that they were ‘‘rooted out,” 
i. e. the whole race was destroyed to a man. This proves that 
after this achievement by Gautamiputra, no Ksaharat was alive. 

We shall prove in the account of Chasthaij that his time is after 
the time of Gautamiputra. So, Chasthan could never have been 

a Ksaharat. Chasthaii and Nahapaij belonged to distinctly separate 
races. 

(2) Mr. Thomas'^® says;—“ It seems certain, that the name 
Nahapaij is Persian and that of Ghasmika, the father of Chasthaij 
is scythic ”. In spite of mistakes about Nahapan’s race, Mr. Thomas 

clearly states that Nahapaij and Chasthaij did not belong to the 

same race. 
(3) Mr. Rapson®” states;—“ Western Ksatraps (meaning 

Chasthaij family) were first called the Sah (meaning Sahi) 

dynasty—a wrong reading of the “Sinha or Sen” which forms the 
second part of so many of these names.” He says that many 
names of the rulers of Chasthaij dynasty end in “Sinha or Sen,” 

{77) C. A. R. Introduction, pp. 36, paragraph 44; for the extract vide 

pp. 150 and 151 above> 

(78) The names, ^akas, Yavanas, Pahlavas and Ksabarats are always 

mentioned together* The first three are accepted to have been names of 

races. Hence, the fourth also was the name of a race* Is it not erroneous 

to take it as the name of a family ? (Cf. f. n. nos* 75 and 77 above}* 

(79) J. R. A. S. 1906, pp. 221. 

(80) C. A* R. Introduction, pp* 103 and f* n« there* 
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and the word “^ah” is mistakenly read there. So, this dynasty 

was called the “^ah” dynasty by mistake. Further research has 

made it clear, that to call the dynasty the “ §ah” dynasty is 
incorrect® \ In the account of Rsabhadatta, to be given later on, 
we shall show that his dynasty—the one founded by him—was 

called by the name "^ahi” dynasty®®. But Chastban’s dynasty 

was never called “^ahl”. 
(4) Prof. Oldenberg®® says:—“Ksatrap inscriptions at Junagadh 

and Jasdan contain no similar titles, Sabi, Sabeniabi, ^aka or 

Devaputta, wbicb are found several times connected with those 
in tbe legend.” This means that these titles do not belong to the 

Chasthana dynasty, while they are frequently applied to Nahapaij 

and to Rsabhadatta®^. So, they—Nahapan and Cha^thaij—belonged 

to different races. 

(5) Mr. Rapson®“, in his account of the coins of Nahapap 

says:—“Arrow, Discos and Thunderbolt, which may therefore be 

supposed to be tbe device of the dynasty®®...Bhumak’s distinctive 

type was “Lion-capital” and “Dharma-Chakra®^.” In the account 
of the coins of Chasthaij, the same author says that the signs 

on them are “ Star & Moon®®.” So, their coins are also quite 

(81) His dynasty never bore the name “Sabi” or Sah." Details will be 

given in his account, later on. 

(82) We are here concerned with Nahapan and Chastha?, and no mention 

need be made of Rsabhadatta. Nahapan and Rsabhadatta belonged to different 

races, inspite of the fact that the latter was the son-in-law of the former. 

The thing has been mentioned here with a view to indicate that Rsabhadatta, 

Nahat«n, Bhumak and others had at least some relation with the Persian 

(^ahi) Empire* (Argument no. 4 below); while Chasthan had no such relation 
with it. 

(83) 1. A. vol. X, pp. 223: the column on the left. 

(84) Cf. f. n. no. 82 above. 

(85) C. A. R. Introduction, pp. 169, paragraph 141. 

(86) See his coin, vol. II, no. 37. 

(87) See his coin, vol. II, nos. 35-36. For the meanings of the signs, 

vide vol. II. pp. 46 & seq. 

(88) See his coin, vol* II, no. 42; In this connection Mr. Rapson has 

stated (C. A. R. IntroductioDi pp* 113, paragraph 92). **This * Sun and Moon* 

shows Parthian origin.’* 
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different, clearly proving that they did not belong to the same 

race. Mr. Vincent Smith*®, in his disccussion on the coins of 

Nahapaij, argues with the opinion of Mr. Rapson and says;— 
“The coinage of Chasthan and his successors is quite different 
(from that of Nahapai;, Hagam and Hagamas)”. This also makes 
it clear, that Nahapan and Chasthaii belonged to separate races. 

(6) The words in the coins of Nahapan are of the Kharosthl 

language; the words on the coins of Chasthan have a different language. 

(7) Chasthaii continued to call himself “Mahaksatrap" even 
after he became the ruler of Avanti, Nahapan, as we know, 
assumed the title “King” immediately after his conquest of 
Avanti®”. Thus, Nahapan had more Aryan blood in his veins 
than Chasthan. 

(8) A writer®^ says:—“The word “Swami” is prefixed to all 
the names of the kings of the Ksatrapa (he means Chastha?) 
dynasty®®. Probably this meant that they were independent kings®®. 

No such word is found before the names of Ksaharata Ksatraps 
(Nahapaii), or before the names of the ^aka kings, (Rajuvuland 
others) of Mathura®*.” The extract makes it distinctly clear that 

[ Note : This is incorrect. For this, read the account of Chasthan later on ]. 

(89) E. H.*I. 3rd edi. pp. 227. 

(90) Vol. II, Coin no. 42; in it the word “Rajno” is prefixed to the 

name of Chasthan’s father. Cf. f. n. no. 71. 

(91) “Buddhiprakas” vol. 80, No. 1. pp. 55. The name of the writer is 

Dhanprasad Chandulal Munsi. 

(92) As far as I know, the first several kings had not assumed this title. 

We need not enter into details here. Cf. f. n. no. 14 above. 

(93) I cannot say whether the word “Swami" denotes independence on 

the part of the ruler who assumed it. It is certain, however, that the title 

was inferior to “Mahakfatrap." Details are given later on in the account of 

Chafthalia dynasty. ' 

(94) It is not made clear by him, why he has stated that the Ksatraps 

of Mathura belonged to the ^aka tace. 

[ Note : Most of the historians have never tried to distinguish between, 

and find out the differences of, various foreigners like the 8akas, the Kfaharatsy 

the Yavans, the Yonas and others. Read ch. I in part VI of this volume. Hence 

find that errors have imperceptibly crejrt into Ancient Indian History. ] 
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Nahapaij and Chasthaij belonged to different races. (We need not 

discuss here whether the Ksatraps of Mathura belonged to a race 
different from that of Nahapan or not. 

(9) For more pieces of evidence in favour of Nahapaij and 
Chasthan belonging to different dynasties, the reader is referred • 
to the account of Chasthan and Kusanas, later on. 

After the death of Nahapftn, the throne of AvantI was seized 
by another dynasty. So, the account of the Ksaharata ksatraps 
ruling over central India, ends here. Next, we have to give an 
account of the Ksaharata ksatraps ruling over Mathura and Taksila. 

One or two points connected with the Kanva ministers deserve 
notice here. One of the points is connected with Nahapan; while 
the other is raised entirely by us. This other point is given here for 
the scrutiny of the scholars, and it may be proved to be entirely 
incorrect. New theories in history are always discarded as imaginary 
and groundless, but that should not deter a true student of history 
from presenting one more and from appealing to all to make 
a dispassionate study of the same. So these two points are 
stated below. 

On the authority of Hathigumfa inscription, it has been accepted 
as true that Kharvel, ^rimukh and Brhaspatimitra were three 

contemporary kings ruling over different 

The relation with provinces. Brhaspatimitra has been stated to 
the Kanvas have been the king of Magadh. As no king 

of the name has been found out on historical 

basis, it was believed by scholars that Brhaspatimitra was but 
another name of Pusyamitra ^unga, because the word “Brhaspati” 
means “Constellation of Pusya.” So, Pusyamitra, Kharvel and 
^rimukh were contemporaries, according to these scholars. Further, 
it has been stated by them, that the last king—Devbhiiti—in the 
line of Pu^amitra was killed by the first Kaiiva prime minister, 
Vasudev by name. Some are of the opinion that he was killed 
by the last Kagva prime-minister, Su^arman by name. Then this 
Kaova minister was killed by ^rimukh, who thus became the 
master of AvantI. The errors in the statements made above, have 

been shown in Vol, J. Pp. 151 & seq. in the account of Dhankatak 
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province. More details, proving the whole theory to be a tissue 
of lies, have been given in the account of Pusyamitra. Details 

concerning ^rimukh and Kharvel, will be given in their accounts. 

According to my opinion, the Kaiiva ministry is connected with 
. the later ^unga kings. Scholars widely differ on this point. I have 

fixed their period according to my information and researches, and 

I have given solid pieces of evidence in support of it. Below are 
given some more proofs in favour of my theory. 

We are here concerned with the account of Nahapaij. His 

name does not seem to have been connected with the problem 
stated above. One thing, however, connects his name with the 
problem of the time of the Kanvas. It has been stated that the 

Kaijva ministry lasted for 42 to 45 years. On the other hand, it 

is stated that the rule of the weak Sunga kings lasted for 28 

years. The immediately preceding king, Bhanumitra, ruled for 

fifteen years. Thus 28+15 would make a total of 43. Other scholars 
believe that the Kaijva ministry remained in power for not less 

than 45 years. But this would mean that the Kaijva ministers 
wielded power, even during the first two or three years of Nahapaij’s 
rule. The Nasik rock-inscription tells us, that in the very first year 
of Nahapiij’s rule, his prime minister was Ayama. This clearly 

proves that the Kaijva ministry’s rule did not last for 45 years. 
A group of scholars is of the opinion that it was not Susarman, 
the last Kanva minister, who killed Devbhuti, the last 6unga king. 

They say that Devbhuti was killed by Vasudev, the first Kanva 
minister. This will mean that the Kaijvas—whose rule lasted for 

42 years-were the ministers during all the forty years of Nahapaij’s 
rule. This is also quite incorrect, as it is clearly proved by the 
Nasik inscription. So, the Kanva rule did not last for 45 years; 
and neither did the first Kanva minister kill the last ^unga king. 

These two theories are nothing more than flights of fancy. 

We may also mention one point here, though it has no 

direct historical bearing upon the Kaijva ministry. The Vedic 
people believe that the sage Kaijva, who had adopted ^akuntala 
as his daughter, and who later on gave her in marriage to 
Dusyant, was the first person in the line of the Katjvas. That 

may or may not be a fact. At this juncture, the author’s mind 
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also, goes back to the remote past. We know that, Nand IX had 

brought with him the learned trio of Paiiini, Chaijakya and Vararuchi, 
when he returned home after his conquest of the Punjab. Paiiini 

made his name famous and long-lasting, as a grammarian of the 
first order, Chanakya made his debut in politics, and the world 
will always remember him gratefully and admiringly as the author 

of a marvellous treatise “Arthasastra” and as a great statesman. 
The third member of the trio was not so fortunate. He directed 

his efforts towards snatching prime-ministership of Magadh from 

^akadal, the Jaina prime-minister. His efforts ended in a miserable 

failure, and his name was lost in the oblivion. We know that the 

time of Nand IX was B. C. 400. The time of the Kagva ministers 

was B. C. 156 to 114-as we have proved in the foregoing pages. So, 

there is an interval of 250 years between the time of Vararuchi 

and that of the Kaiiva ministers. The name of Varauchi’s family 

was Katyayan. Is it possible that his descendants were called 

“Kanvayans” ? —i. e. the Kanva ministers I The change from 
Katyayan to Kaijvayan may have been due to a scribe’s error. 

Another problem to be decided was whether the Kaijvas were 
connected with Dhankafak or with Avanti. If we accept that they 

were connected with Dhankatak, their time will have to be fixed 
as B. C. 473 to 430 or thereabout. ( Vol. I. Pp. 151 and further). 
We have seen that the time of Vararuchi was 400 B. C. So, 

presuming that the Kativas ware the descendants of Vararuchi, 
we can say that they had no connection with Dhankatak. They 
were connected with AvantL 

(95) Below are given the reasons why "Kanvayan” must have been a 

deteriorated form of “Katyayan”. In the first place, it may have been a scribe’s 

error. The Ka^va ministers probably did not know anything about Vararuchi. 

So they may have changed their family name in order to show themselves 

to have been connected with the ancient Kanva family. Kanv^an may have 

been fixed up by them as a compromise between Katyayan and Kaliva. 

(96) The fact that Vararuchi tried to wrest prime-ministership from 

^aka^al, lends much support to this view. Hereditary traits have been found 

to have persisted through a long line of generations. So, the unfulfilled 

ambition of Vararuchi may have been amply realized by bis descendants, two 
bondred years after bitn* 
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We have already given accounts of various kings, ministers 

and other notable persons. We have also given all available details 

about Panini, Chaijakya and Vararuchi. Even 

Another point here, we feel attracted towards the learned trio, 

because, as the well-known adage says, of 
kings, ministers and learned men, the first two are worshipped in 
their own countries, but the third are worshipped everywhere. 

Again, many important details about these three persons have yet 

to be found out and made known to the public. So, the more we 

try to know things about them, the greater the service we render 

to them as well as to the general public. We shall here restrict 
ourselves to things historical. 

Of the three learned men, Panini was a great grammarian, 

and Chanakya was a great statesman and politician. Details, hitherto 
unknown, have been given about them by me in the accounts. Some 

ideas about the third are given in the preceding paragraphs. 1 have 
raised the point—is it not possible that Kanva ministers may be the 
direct descendants of Vararuchi ? I have raised some more points. 

Before coming down to facts, a word of warning and advice 

to readers—particularly to readers of the sensitive and prejudicial 

type-may be given. Whenever a new point of view is presented, 

it is the duty of all sane readers to judge and to impartially 

approach it with an unprejudiced mind, and thus to find out truth. 

This appeal is made to those readers who have a desire to judge 
things and to come to conclusions according to the dictates of 

reason, and who do not want to be led away by prejudices and 

feelings, simply because the author has presented a point of view 
which is not agreeable to their tastes, or which jars upon their 
ideas of particular things. All the three learned men, for instance, 
were Brahmins by birth. Readers are prone to come to a hasty 
conclusion that, because they were born of Brahmin parents, they 
professed the Vedic religion®’^. They would think, that just as 

(97) Religion and civilization are different terms with different connotations. 

ClassiBcation of society for different economic and social functions had no 

connection with religions in those times. For details, the reader is referred 
to chapters given further on. 
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almost all the Brahmins at present are followers of the Vedic 

religion, so must have been the order of things in the past-and 
to a greater degree. When some one comes out and tells them 
that a person who was a Brahmin by birth, professed some other 
faith than Brahminism, they at once denounce it as a lie or as 
a mere flight of fancy of a perverse-minded man. The criticisms 
hurled against the novel things presented in the first two volumes 

of this book, have led me to this conclusion. They are an orgy 

of denunciations based on narrow and blind prejudices and reflect 
nothing but the narrow-mindedness of the critics. It may be 

clearly stated here, that the division of society into four classes 
in those times had no connection with religions—the three that 

existed at that time-namely, Brahminism, Jainism and Buddhism. 

Any person belonging to any class could profess any of the three 
faiths. We see that Brahminism had within its fold members of 

all the four classes® so had Jainism and Buddhism. When I 

stated that Chaiiakya, a Brahmin by birth, was a staunch follower 
of Jainism, some people were taken aback at what they 
considered to be an atrocity. They alleged that I wanted to fix up 
the whole trio for Jainism. While as a matter of fact, I have not 

done so, and never wanted to do anything of the sort. Why, in 
the name of anything sacred, should 1 ? Historical pieces of evidence 
have told me that Chaijakya was a Jain; while I have not yet 
come to definite conclusions about the religion of Pagini; and 
I have clearly stated that Vararuchi was a follower of the Vedic 

religion. I have tried to show the relation between him and the 
Kaijvas on that point. 

Vararuchi was a dire antagonist of ^akadal, the Jaina prime- 

minister of Nand IX. The Kaijva ministers of the Sungas were 
also enemies of Jainism. Patanjali, the royal preceptor of 
Agnimitra, was also a devout follower of Brahminism, and a deadly 

enemy of Jainism. Vararuchi’s ambition in life was to become the 
prime-minister. Patanjali wielded more power than a prime-minister 
could have; and the Kaijva ministers were all-in-all during their 
prime-ministership period of 45 years. So, the common thread 

running through the minds of all these persons was that of being 

(98) Vol. lit pp* 30 and pp> 189. 
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able to enjoy prime-ministership*®. Their mentality was moulded 
the same way throughout. Now Vararuchi was a member of the 
Katyayana family. The Kaijva ministers also probably belonged 
to the same family—assuming that “Kanvayan” must have been 
a deteriorated form of “ Katyayan ”, probably due to a scribe’s 

error. Was then, Patanjali the member of the same family ? The 
suggestion admits of a probability. On this point, I consulted Mr. 

G. H. Bhatt, Professor of Sanskrit, Baroda College, Baroda. His 
reply is given below:— 

“ Patanjali had two names;—(1) Gonardiy^”” (fromGonard, 

the name of his province ); (2) Gonikaputra (from the name of his 

mother). Some scholars are of the opinion that these two names 
do not belong to Patanjali; they belong to two former grammarians. 

Katyayan*®® was a predecessor of Patanjali. He composed the 

Vartikas*^®* on the Astadhyayi Sutras of Pacini. Patanjali (B. C. 

2nd century) composed Mahabhasya. Katyayan and Patanjali were 
separate*®* individuals.” 

According to our Professor, Katyayan was the name of a person 
rather than that of a family. We have shown above that it was the 

name of a family, and that Vararucl^ belonged to that family. 
Patanjali also, in all probability, belonged to the same family. This 

contention of mine is open to correction based on further research. 

(99) A hereditary trait, many a time, is found to have persisted through 

generations. This may be an example of it. Cf. f. n. no. 96. 

(100) My opinion is also the same; (Vol. II. pp. 174), and I have proved it. 

(101) Cf* f* n. no. 95 above. 

(102) Vararuchi was one member of the Katyayan family. His time was 

4th century B. C. Patanjali was another member of the same family, and his 

time was B. C. 194—2nd century B. C. So, Prof. Bhatt’s contention that 
Vararuchi was a predecessor of Patanjali is quite correct. 

(103) The author of the Vartikas was thus Patanjali; though Colebrooke, 

Wilson and Lassen have all (Bhilsa Topes pp. 50) identified the commentator 
on Panini, with Vararuchi. 

(104) As noted above, Vararuchi and Patanjali were two different individuals, 

belonging to the same family. Panini and Vararuchi were contemporaries* 

Vararuchi, however, had plunged himself in the tangled stain of politics, and 

had no time to compose Vartikas onPapini’s Astadhyayi. As no other member 

of the Katyayan family is known to history, I have concluded that Patanjali must 

have belosgcd to it| in virtue of the fact that he has compoaed the Vartikis* 



Chapter V 

Ksaharata Ksatraps ( Contd.) 

Synopsis:— 

MATHURA:— 

(/) Mahak^trap Rajuvul—His names, his race, his family, 

his time, a detailed discussion—Chief events during his rule—the 

erection of the Lion Capital Pillar of Mathura by his Queen Consort 

—the kings who attended the celebration of its opening ceremony— 

(2) ^odas:—His time—events during his rule. 

TAKSILA 

(/) MahSksatrap Liak—His race, name, time and the chief 

events during his life. 

(2) Patik—A discussion about his time—his pious life—A 

discussion about figure 78 in his rock-inscription* 

Religion of the Ksaharata chiefs—Misunderstandings about 

their religious signs removed—Communalism and region in 

modem times and confusions due to them. 
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The Madhya De^ was ruled by the Ksaharata chiefs—Bhumak 

and Nahapaij. In the same way Mathura was under the rule of 

Rajuvul and then under his son’s-Sodas’-rule. They were also 

Ksaharatas. Similarly the Ksaharata chiefs—Liak and then his 

son Patik, ruled over Taksila. The accounts of Bhumak and 

Nahapaij have already been given. In this chapter will be given 
an account, first of the Ksaharata chiefs of Mathura, and then 
of the Ksaharata chiefs of Taksila. We begin the chapter with 

the account of Rajuvul, the first Ksaharata chief of Mathura. 

MATUHRA 

(1) RAJUVUL 

DifiFerent scholars have given different names of Rajuvul. 

Though apparently different, they undoubtedly refer to the same 

individual. Hence we need not enter into needless 
His names and race details about them. It would be enough to 

mention those names. They are;—Rajul, Raju¬ 

vul, and RanjubuP. Prof. Stein Konow states in Indian Historical 
Quarterly, Vol. 12, pp. 21 that word “Rajuvula” is made of “Raju”+ 

“Vula”. Of these, “ Raju ” means “ Raja ” = King, and “ Vula ” 
means “ Vardhana ” = increaser. Hence “ Rajvardhana ” was the 

sanskritized name of Rajuvul. 

In the account of Menander we have stated that he was 
born in the region of the Kabul valley, which was then called 

Kamboj or Gamboj. When the Yona chief, Demetrius, invaded 
India, he brought with him Menander, who was a distant relation 

of his, and also two or three brave young generals of the same 
race, from that region. The language spoken in those parts was 
Kharosti; so, scholars have called these people, “Ksaharatas.” The 

young Ksaharata chiefs, who accompanied Demetrius to India, were 

Bhumak, Hagam—Hagama^, and Rajuvul. Whether there were 

(1) C. H. I. pp. 575:—-“Rajuvula of other inscriptions is Ranjubul; he 

struck coins both as Satrap and Mahaksatrap." “ He was the father of Sodash, 

in whose reign as Satrap the monument (Lion-pillar) was erected.” C. H> L 

526-27, 
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others also or not, will be discussed later on. Of these, Bhlimak 
was appointed as the Ksatrap of Madbya-de^ by Menander. 
Hagam-Hagama^ were appointed as governors of the region around 
Mathura and of Pafichal. Both these brothers died while fighting 
against Bhanumitra, the ^unga king. Then Rajuvul was appointed 

as the governor of that territory. So, Rajuvul was definitely a 
Ksaharata Ksatrap though the period of his Ksatrapi was very short. 
His coins* bear Kharostbi letters on them. The Lion Capital Pillar 
of Mathura, erected by his Queen-consort, has the whole of its 

inscription in the Kharo§thi language.® So, no other proofs are 
needed to prove that Rajuvul was a Ksaharata Ksatrap. 

We are not much concerned with the names of the members 

of his family here. They have been, however, given below, in 
order to show the kinds of names these people 

His family had among them.'* All these names are found 
on the Lion Capital Pillar of Mathura. The name 

of Rajuvul's Queen-consort was Nandasiaksa; her father’s name was 
Ayasikobhusa; her mother’s name was Abula, while Pisapasi was 

the name of her grand mother. “ Hayuara ” was the name of 
his brother. The heir-apparent’s name was Khalayas Kumar or 
Kharaosta.® The names of two other sons were Kaluyi and Maj. 

§odas was the name of the fourth son, and Han was the name 
of the daughter. So, Rajuvul had four sons and one daughter. 
The fact that ^odas succeeded Rajuvul on the throne can be 
interpreted in two or three ways. The heir-apparent himself may 
have got two or three names, viz-Khalayas-Kumar, or Kharaosta, 
or ^odas. Or the heir-apparent must have died during the life¬ 

time of Rajuvul and so. Sodas being the next in age, must have 

(2) Vide vol. 11, Coin plate nos. vii & viii. 
(3) C. H. I. pp. 574:—“ The Kharosti inscription with which the surface 

is completely covered is associated with the religious merit of the foundation; 

the donor herself was the chief queen of the great K?atrap Rajula.” (The 

words "Chief Queen" signify that Rajuvul must have had more than one queen). 

(4) All these names are given in A. I. vol. IX» pp. 142; and in Bharatiya 

PracUn Rajvaii^’’ vol. 11, pp. 193 and further. 

(5) Read.!, n. no. 6 below. 
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come to the throne The Queen-consort had three sons; while 
^das and Han have been stated separately, as born of another 

queen. We are not sure whether Sodas and Han were born of 

the same queen, or were issues of two different queens. But one 
thing is made certain by this, that Rajuvul had more than one 

queen. We have stated above that Kharaosta was but another 

name of Khalayas—Kumar. In some other places Kharaosta has 

been stated to have been the name of Rajuvul’s sister’s son.® 

His coins make it evident that^ he was at first a Ksatrap, 

and had, later on, risen to Mahaksatrapi. During his Ksatrapi, he 

must have had some king as his overlord. And 
His time this overlord was none other than Menander. 

Now, we know that Hagam-Hagama^ were the 
governors of this province during the life-time of Menander, and 
that both these brothers and Menander were killed while fighting 

against Bhanumitra, the Sunga king. The very fact that Bhanu- 

mitra won the battle means that the province in question came 

under his power; and then we cannot consider apart the Ksatrapi 

of Rajuvul, over the province. So, the question we have to decide 

is, “ When did Rajuvul become a Ksatrap ? ” We have to accept 

any of the following two alternatives, in answer to that question. 
(1) He may have been appointed as Ksatrap during the life time 

of Menander. But if we accept this as true, we shall have also 

to agree that Hagamas died earlier than B. C. 159, i. e. before 
the battle with the ^unga king. (2) Bhanumitra might have 
annexed this province to his kingdom, immediately after his victory 

in the battle. Then, a little later, Rajuvul must have wrested it 
from his hands. But then, he must have assumed the title 

“Mahaksatrap,” because his overlord, Menander, was already dead. 

So again, the question—when did he become a Ksatrap ?—^remains 

unanswered. Looking to these things, it would not be wrong if 
we conclude that Hagama^ died before 159 B C., and that in 

his place Rajuvul was appointed as Ksatrap of the province by 

(6) C. S. H. I. pp. 70:—‘Another member of the family known to us is 

Kbarao?la, of Raniubul.” Ho was the son of Arta, Rajuvul’s daughter’s son. 

{7) Read f. n. no. I above. 
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Menander himself®. Now, how long he governed the province as 
"Ksatrap,” remains to be settled. But we are not here much 
concerned with that question, because the period of his Ksatrapi 
cannot be included in the period of his reign. So, we need not 

bother ourselves with it here. 

Now let us turn to his period of Mahaksatrapi. We have 
stated in the preceding paragraph that as a result of his victory 

over Menander, Bhanumitra, the Sunga king, had annexed this 

province to his kingdom in B. C. 159. The very fact that Rajuvul 

became the Mahaksatrap of the same province, proves that he 
must have reconquered it from the Sunga king. We have now to 

decide in what year this transfer took place. It has been proved 

that the rule of Bhanumitra lasted for 17 years, from B. C. 159 
to 142. His successors were weak kings, who wielded nominal power. 

So, Rajuvul must have reconquered the province either during the 

life time of Bhanumitra or after his death. It is, however, quite 

improbable, that Rajuvul should have patiently awaited the death 

of the Sunga king—an event over which he had no control, and 
for which he might have had to wait too long. So, it is not 

unreasonable to conclude that four or five years after 159 B. C., 
Rajuvul must have reconquered the province from the ^unga 
king. So, his Mahaksatrapi began from 154-5 B. C. We may 

accept this as a tentative hypothesis. We may now turn to the 
question of the year in which his rule ended. For that we have 

a rock-inscription to base a conclusion upon. His Queen-consort, 

as we know, got a Lion Capital Pillar erected at Mathura. In it, 

his son Sodas* is mentioned as a Ksatrap. In the votive-tablet 

of Amohi, Sodas has styled himself as Mahaksatrapi®. This means 

(8) If we accept the above given contention as true we shall have to 

make certain changes in the accounts of Hagam-Hagamas. 

(9) Read f. n. no. 1 above, and the paragraph about his family, given above. 

(10) C. H. I. pp. 575:—^“Subsequently, after the erection of Mathura-Lion- 

Capital in his reign as Satrap, he (Sodas) appears as Great Satrap on the 

Amohi votive tablet at Mathura dated in the second month of the year 42.” 

Vide A. I. vol. IX, pp. 139. 

Vide "Matburiand Its Antiquities,” by Vincent Smith, (1901), Introdnctiosi 
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that sometime in the interval between the erection of these two 
rock-inscriptions, Sodas became Mahaksatrap as a result of 
Rajuvul’s death. Both the rock-inscriptions contain figure 42 in 

them. To what era does this number belong ? In the account of 
Bhumak we have stated that he started the Ksaharafa era in 
B. C. 159, the year in which he became an independent ruler, 

and assumed the title “Mahaksatrap.” Rajuvul was also a Ksaharata 
Ksatrap. It has been found that he had close social, political and 

religious associations with Bhumak. Hence it is quite logical to 
conclude that in the inscriptions of Rajuvul and his successors, 

the Ksaharata era was used. So, the figure 42 belongs to that era. 

Now the figure 42 of that era means B. C. 117, the year in which 

Rajuvul died. Thus, Rajuvul’s rule lasted for 38 years, from B. C. 
155^^ to 117. 

Much water must have flowed in the Ganges during the 38 
years of Rajuvul’s rule. But as details are not forthcoming, we 

have perforce to maintain an awful sort of 

Events during his silence. Only one event is known to us, thanks 

reign to the rock-inscription erected by his Queen- 

consort. It was the re-establishment of the 

Lion Capital Pillar at Mathura. Details about this will be given 
later on in a separate appendix. The names of Rajuvul’s relations 

have already been mentioned in a previous paragraph. 
This was a religious occasion. As such, it was a very 

important event and of very great magnitude. The name of the 

Queen-consort has also been mentioned in connection with it. 
So, it was decided that the ceremony must be performed by some 

one, who was the greatest Ksaharata Ksatrap from all points of 
view. At that time there were three Ksaharata kingdoms in India. 
One kingdom—that of the Punjab—^was under Mahaksatrap Liak. 

Another—that of Mathura—was under Mahaksatrap Rajuvul; and 

pp. 5. On pp. 21 of that book it is stated:—“In the 42nd year of the Maha¬ 

ksatrap §o^as, (Plate no XIV, Ayaga-patta).” 

(11) The Ksaharata era began when Bhumak became an independent ruler. 

The beginning of the reign of Rajuvul had no direct connection with the 

beginning of that era# 
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the third-that of Madhya des was under Mahaksatrap, Bhumak. 

Bhumak was considered to be superior to the other two Mahaksatraps, 

in many ways. He was the oldest of the three. During the life time 
of Menander, his position and power were next to only Menander 

himself. So, he was invited to preside over the religious ceremony 

on this occasion. But by this time, 42nd year of the Ksaharata 
era=B. C. 117, BhOmak had reached his 95th year, and hence 
he sent his son and heir-apparent, Nahapan as his representative. 
Liak, the Mahak^trap of Taksila, was also invited on this occasion. 

So he, together with his heir-apparent Patik, attended the 

ceremony. In fact, all members of the ruling families of Kraharats 

graced the occasion with their presence, except Bhumak, whom 

his old age prevented from doing so. Not only were all the kith 

and kin of Rajuvul present, but all the relations of his Queen- 

consort, Nandsiaksa, the originator of the whole occasion, were 

also present on the occasion. Their names are also found on the 
Lion Capital Pillar. Now we can understand the reason why. she 

considered this to be the most momentous event in her life'*. 

All Mahaksatraps and Ksatraps attended the ceremony, and 

Nahapaij'® as a representative of the most venerated member of 

the Ksaharata race, presided over the ceremony, though he himself 

was only “Ksatrap”'*. 

This event, religious as it is, leads us to two or three 
conclusions:—(1) All these Mahaksatraps were religious-minded. 
(2) Though steeped in material comforts and luxury, they were 

pious and were highly race-conscious. (3) They were noble-minded 

and generous-hearted. (4) They were not jealous of one another. 

(12) It was a religious occasion, and religion was uppermost in the 

mind of the queen. So the occasion has been described as the most momentous 

in her life. Details given in the special appendix on Mathura will convince 

the reader of the truth of this statement. 

This occasion is a clear index to the religious inclination of the Kfaharats. 

(13) J. B. B. R. A. S., new edition, vol. Ill, pp. 61:—^“It is obvious that 

Nahapa? was a contemporary of Rajuvul, the Mahakfatrap of Mathura.” 

(14) Nahapan became Mahaksatrap in B. C. 114. So, at the time of this 

ceremony in 117 B, C., be was a Kfatrap. 
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BhGmak, a powerful ruler, never entertained the idea of wresting 

even a slice of territory from his brother Mahaksatraps. 

Two or four months after the event described above, Rajuvul 
died. He was succeeded by his son Sodas^®. 

(2) SODAS’ 

After the death of Rajuvul, Sodas, his son, came to the 

throne of Mathura and assumed the title Mahiksatrap in B. C. 

117=A. M. 410. Little is known of the events 
Sodas that took place during the rule of Sodas. The 

veil of darkness is still over them. Hence, 
excepting a detail or two, here and there, we cannot throw any 
light upon his reign. 

We have stated above that immediately after ascending the 
throne, the Amohi Ayag-patta was erected in Mathura, for purposes 
of religious devotion. The inscription there mentions this thing. 
So, this Ayaga-patta must have been erected in 117 B. C. Prof. 

Stein Konow, however, has stated that the figure in the inscription 
is 72 and not 42^®; and this number 72, has been supposed to 
have belonged to the Vikrama era, and so has been calculated as 
24 (?) B. C. Without bothering the readers with refutations of such 

imaginary theories, we may simply state that the Ksaharafa era 

being unknown to these scholars, they have jumped from conclusion 

to conclusion—all wrong, because the very basis is wrong. 

The reign of Sodas began in B. C. 117; while that of Nahapaij 
began in 114 B. C.; i. e. three years later. Nahapaij’s rule ended 
in 74 B. C. We are not so definite about the end of Sodas’ rule. 
The Indo-Parthian Emperor Mauses, however, had defeated both 

the K^har3.ta Mahak^traps of Taksili and of Mathura, and had 

annexed their provinces to his kingdom”. So, we may reasonably 

conclude that Sodas’ rule must have ended in about 78 B. C. to 

75. Thus from B. C. 117 to B. C. 75 would be 42 years. This 
shows that Nahapai? and Sodas were contemporaries almost 

(15) Vide pp. 177 above. 

(16) Vide J. Ind. His. Qu. vol. XII. 

(17) We shall give details about this io the account of Bmperor Mausest 
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throughout their reigns. But scholars have come to the conclusion 
that Nahapan was a predecessor of Sodas^®. This may be due 

to two reasons. In the first place, these scholars, including Prof. 

Stein Konow, had little information about the time of both and 
so have come to whatever conclusions that struck their minds. 

In the second place, it is quite true that they have compared 
the rock-inscriptions of both and have taken note of the numbers 
given in them. But, in the case of Nahapan, they noted down 

the number from an inscription which he had got erected as 
Ksatrap; while in the case of Sodas, they noted down the number 
from an inscription that was erected by him at the end of his 

reign. They missed the fact that this caused a gap of 45 years 

in their calculations. Hence we have this series of mistakes and 

mis-statements. 

We know nothing about any other event or events that 

might have taken place during his reign, or during the reign of 
his father. We may conclude that both were peace-loving rulers, 

who made themselves busy in activities conducing to the 
well-being of their subjects. Hence we hear of no warfares and 
such other disturbances during their reigns. They were religious- 

minded and highly civilized. 

taksila 
Here also we have to give an account of only two rulers. 

The first was Liak and the second was Patik. 

(1) LIAK 

As we have stated before, he was a Ksaharat. He is also 
known as Kusulak Liak or Liak Kusulak. Kusulak was the name 

probably of his title, or of his family; or simply, 

His race and his it may have been his another name. It does 
names not seem to have been the name of his family. 

Had it been so, it would also have been 

(18) J. B. B. R. A. S., new edition, vol. Ill, pp. 64:—^“Nahapa^ lived 

prior to So^s of Mathura and therefore Nahapa? preceded So^.” 

I. A. vol. 37, (1908) pp. 43;—^“The characters of the inscriptions of 

So^ are later thiui those of the inscriptions of Nahapan.” 
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apf^nded to the name of his son Patik^®. So it may have been 
a title®® or just another name. 

During the life time of Menander, the province was under 

the rule of a Ksatrap named Antitialcidas. He had tried to cultivate 

friendly relations with Bhanumitra, the §unga 

His time king, after Menander was killed in a battle 

against the latter. Liak succeeded Antitialcidas. 

Whether this happened because Antitialcidas was dead, or because 

he gave up his throne, or because he was deposed, is not known 

to us. We also do not know whether Liak succeeded him 

immediataly, or after some time. So, as we did in the case of 
Rajuvul, we shall rest content with a tentative hypothesis that 

his rule began in B. C. 155. Nothing is known as to when he 

died or when his reign ended. We know, howewer, that Mahaksatrap 

Liak of Taksila, together with his son Patik, had attended the 
religious ceremony in connection with the Lion Capital Pillar of 
Mathura. The inscription on the pillar contains the mention of 
this fact. This proves that his rule lasted upto 117 B. C. at the 

least. It may have ended in about 115 B. C., after a rule of 40 
years. Various scholars have advanced various theories about his 

time. We have stated above that we cannot much rely upon 
them. Hence we need not enter into unnecessary discussion here. 

Some scholars believe that he was the ruler of Mathura. 

They have based this theory on the fact that he was present on 
the occasion of the religious ceremony mentioned above. But we 
now know the real state of things. Many scholars have definitely 
stated®^ that he was the ruler of the Punjab. 

----- ■ ---- # 

(19) Read f. n. no. 25 below. There Patik is described as “Kusul Patik.” 

That, however, does not seem to be probable. Hence, as long as we do not 

have any authoritative piece of evidence, it would be better to refrain from 
giving any other name to Patik. 

(20) C. H. I. pp. 583:—“It is no doubt a title like the Kujul Kadaphisis.” 

(21) J. Ind. His. Qua. vol. XII, pp. 41:—“The chief Liak Kusulak is 
characterised as K$aharat and as a K$atrap of Chukhsa.” 

C. Sh. H. pp. 68:—"Patik, the son of Liak Kusulak Moga’s Satrap of 

Chukhsa and Cbhahara.” (This information is not quite correct* The extract 

ia given here only to . show that Chukhsa was a district of the province of 

F^var). In C. H.^I. pp. 574, the same.theory is supported. 
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Nothing further is known about any events that might have 
happened during his rule. His reign also must have been prosperous 
and peaceful like that of Sodas. He was succeeded by his 
son Patik. 

(2) PATIK—PALIK 

We have stated that he was a Ksaharat, and the son of 
Liak. He succeeded his father on the throne. He had accompanied 

his father to Mathura, on the occasion of the 

Pgtik religious ceremony performed in connection 
with the Lion Capital 1 ’illar. His rule began 

in B. C. 115. It is not yet definitely known or settled, when 

his rule ended. 

A writer®® has said about Liak Kusulak;—“His (Liak Kusulak) 

son Patik, who made the deposit of relics copper-plate inscription 
of 78 (Taksila), which is commemorated by the inscription, bore 
no title at the time”. The extract given above means:-(l) Patik 
got the copper-plate inscribed, at Taksila. It was erected by him 
in commemoration of certain religious relics. ( 2) The copper— 

plate contains the number 78. The same writer has said, in 
connection with emperor Mauses®^:—“He (Mauses) is undoubtedly 
to be identified with the great king Moga®^, who is mentioned 
in the Taksila coper-plate inscription of the Ksatrap Patik. The 
inscription is dated in the reign of Mauses and in the year 78 of 
some unspecified era. None of the known Indian eras seem to 
be probable”. This extract means;—(1) The copper-plate was 
inscribed by Patik, during the rule of Moga. (2) The year was 
78 of some unspecified era. The writer has not been able to 
identify the era. This means that Taksila was under the power 
of emperor Moses in the 78th year of the same era. In the same 

year, Patik got a copper-plate inscribed but no title is appended 

to his name in it. 

(22) C. H. I. pp. 575. 

(23) C. H. I. pp. 574. 

(24) MauseSi Moses aud Moga are names of the same iadividnal. 

24 
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We have no mention of Liak Kusulak in these things. 

Was he alive ? or, was he dead ? The name of Patik has been 
clearly mentioned. But it is not certain, whether he was under the 

power of Mauses, or whether he had any political relations with 

him. The fact that no title is found with the name of Patik, means 
that he must have given up his throne—must have been forced 

to do so—by that time. In B. C. 117, when he accompanied his 
father to Mathura to attend the religious ceremony, the title 
Ksatrap has been found with his name. We find that title with 
his name in the rock-inscription there. On other occasions he has 
been found to have called himself Mahaksatrap’*®. So, he might 

have as well mentioned his title in the copper-plate, if he had 
had one to mention. So, it must have happened that (see f. n. 

25), while Mahaksatrap Patik had gone on a pilgrimage to 
Mathura in 78, Mauses conquered his province. It may as well 

have happened that Patik fought against him and was defeated. 

And so, he had no title at the time of the copper-plate. This 
theory fits in with every occasion and hence we may accept it 

as true for the present. We now come to the conclusion that;— 
(1) 78 belongs to the Ksaharata era. The Lion-Capital Pillar 

contains the figure 42, of the same era. All the Ksaharata Ksatraps 
mentioned the years of this era in connection with the events 
that took place during their reigns. So, in the 78th year of the 

era, Patik had gone on a pilgrimage to Mathura; B. C. 81» 
(2) Next year, in B. C. 80, emperor Moga conquered Taksila and 

Patik had to give up his throne. (3) No evidence is forthcoming 
to prove that Moga conquered the province as a result of a 
battle in which Patik himself was present. So, we may conclude 

(25) J. Ind. His. Qu. vol. XII, pp. 20 (The writer is Prof. Stein Konow):— 

“Mahakshatrap Kusul Patik (identified with Patik, the son of the Kshaharata, 

the Kshatrap Liak Kusulak).” 

The author has called Patik, Mahaksatrap. But neither the occasion nor 

the date is mentioned. I remember that he had once gone on a pilgrimage 

to Mathura. (He had also attended the religious ceremony in connection with 

the Lion—Pillar there. Figure 78 is mentioned therein). 

C. A. R. Introduction, pp, 102, para 81:—“Subsequently Patik i# a 

Mahak^trap (Mathura Lion-Capital).” 
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that he had taken advantage of Patik’s absence^®—not a very 
creditable thing on the part of emperor Mauses. All the same, he 
has allowed Patik to perform the religious ceremony of the copper¬ 

plate. This shows his generosity and religious tolerance®^. 

Nothing is known of the later life of Patik. But, with the 

year in which he gave up his throne, his political career may be 
said to have ended. That took place in B. C. SO®*". His reign 

thus lasted for 35 years—from B. C. 115 to SO. 

We have given an account of all the three Ksaharata 

kingdoms in India. The account of Madhyadesa, the most 

important of the three, was given in chapters three and four. The 
accounts of Mathura and Taksila have been given in this chapter. 

All the three kingdoms had their end almost at the same time 

within five years. As to how this happened and what were its 
implications, the reader is referred to chapter viii, the paragraph 
entitled, “ The extent of the territory”—of Emperor Mauses. 

We need not here dwell upon the importance of rock- 

inscriptions and their usefulness to ancient 

Figure 78-To which history. We could fix the time of Mahak^trap 
era does it belong ? Patik and of emperor Mauses, with the help of 

the copper-plate found out at Taksila. 1 have 

given my interpretation of it. Now, we shall deal with the inter¬ 

pretations of other scholars of the same and see how far 

correct they are. 
On pp. 185 the literal meaning of the inscription is given in 

the words of the author of C. H. I. We shall quote it once 
more here;—“ The inscription is dated in the reign of Mauses 

and in the year 78 of some unspecified era.” The author has not 

(26) The fact, that Patik was not harassed in any way, shows that no 

battle took place between the two. He seized the throne, taking advantage 

of the absence of Patik. He behaved tolerantly towards him in religious matters. 
(27) Read the last part of f. n. no. 26 above. 

(28) Scholars have fixed the time of emperor Mauses as B. C. 78. They 

believe that the starting of the Saka era has some connection with Mauses. 

So, they have mentioned this number 78. It is however, really not the number. 

(For details vide the account of Aziz 1). 
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Stated what connection 78 had with Mauses, or in what year of 

his reign this took place. He says only that the province was 

under the power of Mauses. Generally that era is found on an 
inscription, which the author of the inscription considers most 

sacred and nearest to him. Patik must have mentioned the era 

which was connected with his race, and for which he, naturally 

enough, had a liking. Even at present, though the current eras 

are, the Vikram era and the Christian era, yet whenever there is 

any religious occasion, only that era is prominently mentioned, 

to which the performer of the ceremony feels the closest affinity. 

Thus, a Muslim would mention the Hijari era, a Parsi gentleman 

would mention the Jarthosta era, a Jain would mention the 
Mahavira era, a Buddhist would mention the Buddha era and so 

on. So, a Ksaharata chief naturally made use of the Kaharafa 

era. Most of the scholars are yet in the dark about this era and 

hence have come to different conclusions about 78. One of them®® 

says;—“ The month in the inscription is Parthian®® and from this 

fact it may be inferred that the era itself is probably of Parthian 

origin. It may possibly mean the establishment of the new kingdom 

in Seistan, after its incorporation into the Parthian empire by 
Mithradates I.” The same writer further on states;—“If so, the 

date of the inscription would be cir. 72 B. C.; a year which may 
well have fallen in the reign of Mauses." Many points are raised 

in these extracts. Not being concerned with them however, we 

shall not discuss them here. According to this writer Mithradates 

must have conquered Seistan in 72+78=150 B. C. No doubt the 
time of Mithradates has been stated to have been B. C. 174 to 136 
(See the dynastic list facing pp. 79); and hence, it could be 

said to have connection with the year in which he conquered 

Seistan. It is all right to presume, that an era may be begun 

in commemoration of a certain event; but the more generally 

(29) C. H. I. pp. 570. 

(30) The actual words are “Second month.” So, how can we say that 

it refers to the Parthian year? Did the Parthians write in this Wayt Some 

examples of that kind must have been given. The reader will see that this 

was the custom of the K$ahara^. Read further fqr that (f. o. 32 below)* 
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accepted way is to start the era from the year in which that 

king, with whom the event is connected, began his rule. Even 
if we make an exception in this case, we should not forget 

the fact that the reign of Mauses had ended in B. C. 72®^. 

Some scholars hold the opinion that his reign ended in 78 B. C.; 
but the weight of the majority is in favour of B. C. 75. Whatever 

view we subscribe to, we cannot escape the fact that his rule had 

ended three to six years before the event took place. Hence we 

cannot accept that era as true from this point of view. (2) Some 

other scholars believe * ;—“It is far more probable that he (Mauses) 

invaded India after the end of the reign of Mithradates II, when 

Parthia ceased to exercise any real control over Seistan and 
Kandhar.” This extract is capable of two interpretations. No. 78 

may signify the end of the rule of Mithradates; or it may be 
the number of the. era started by Mauses, who. after the death 

of Mithradates, may have inyaded India and may have conquered 

many provinces. These two events must have taken place almost 
side by side. There must not have been much interval of time 

between them—hardly five years. The time of Mithradates II 

was B. C. 123 to 88 (See the list facing pp. 79). Taking into 

consideration two years this way or that way, the era must have 
begun any time between B. C. 88 to 80. So the 78th year of 
such an era would come to B. C. 10 to 2. This is more improbable 

than even the first theory. 

The facts given above will convince the reader that our 
theory is soundly based. In one of the theories given above, the 

month is said to have belonged to the Parthian year (f. n. no. 30 ); 

but the same will be found often in “Mathura and its Antiquities.” 

The book is full of details about the Ksaharata and the Ku^ana 

chiefs. That itself proves, that the system of mentioning months 

and seasons was prevalent among these people also. 

Before we finish this chapter on the Ksatraps, we shall have 
to say something about their religion and about their territorial 

(31) See the list facing pp. 79. 

* C. H. I. pp. 574. 
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extents, according to our custom. The territorial extents have 
been incidentally described. We know little about the events that 

, may have taken place during their reigns. The 

Kfaharita Ksatraps boundaries of the kingdoms of all the three 
Mahaksatraps were close to one another and 

often collided with one another. Hence, they had no scope for 

territorial expansion in the neighbourhood of their kingdoms, 
because no ksatrap ever entertained the idea of encroaching upon 
the possessions of his brother—k^traps. They kept very friendly 
relations with one another as we have already seen. Again, they 

all were religious-minded and liked to lead a peaceful life. Hence 

the absence of stormy events during their reigns. Trade and 

commerce thrived, people became happy and prosperous, and there 
was progress in all the good things of life. 

The Yonas came to India from a territory which was outside 

Bharatakhand. Hence they had little of religion and civilization. 
The Ksaharafs came from a province that was the birth-place of 
the ancient sages who composed the ^rutis and Smrtis. (Part 

VI, chap. I, for the places of origin of these people). So, their 
civilization was Aryan from the first. As a proof of this, we have 

mentioned their method"’® of specifying time on their inscriptions 
and copper-plates. 

As to what religion a particular people followed, we have two 

sources of information:—(i) coins, (ii) rock-inscriptions and deeds 
of charity inscribed on copper-plates. Signs on coins always throw 
a good light on their religion. Charity-deeds, on the other hand, 

may contain details which may not be connected with the religion 

or with the family of the donor. They may contain details about 

donations, about the welfare of the people, and about many other 

things. Hence, they are always less useful and less reliable than coins. 

(32) Such details as, the year, the season, the month, the fortnight and 

the day—five details in all—denote cent percent Aryan civilization. The less 

the number of details, the remoter the people from Aryan civilization are. 

Cf. the details given in the paragraph above, about the methods of the 

Kfabatiis and of the Kusans, in giving these details of time. 
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The coins of the K^harats are found mainly in the regions 

where they had the seats of their capital—namely—Gujarat, 
Avanti, Mathura and Taksila. The inscriptions and charity deeds 

on copper-plates are found in distant places like Nasik. On the 
coins, we find signs like the Dharmachakra, Lion, Swastik, Chaitya 

and others. Scholars hold the opinion that these signs belong to 

Buddhism. On what pieces of evidence they hav'e based this 
opinion, we do not know. Do any Buddhist books contain any 

references to these signs ? There were three religions in ancient 

India, namely, Brahminism, Buddhism and Jainism and there 

were more than one points of resemblance among them. So, 
signs belonging to one of them, have been mistakenly taken as 

signs belonging to the other. We have discussed these things in 

details in Vol. II, and especially in the chapters on coins. Some 
more details will be given in appendixes on Mathura and on Taksila. 

The Dharmachakra is mainly a sign on Taksila coins. The 

question that we might well ask is, “Did Buddha ever visit that 

place ? ” Or did any of his disciples visit it as a Buddhist missionary 

during his lifetime ? If we do not get any proof in support of 

these contentions, on what ground can we say that the Dharma¬ 

chakra is a Buddhist sign ? (More details are given in the appendix 
of Taksila). 

The same is the case with Mathura®^. The Lion-Capital 
Pillar of Mathura was erected by Nandisiaksa, the queen consort 

(33) Prof. Rhys Davids is a famous and accredited authority on Buddhist 

literature. He states on pp. 37 of “The Buddhist India,*’:—“Mathura is 

mentioned in the Milinda (331) as one of the most famous places in India; 

whereas in the Buddha’s time, it is barely mentioned; the time of its greatest 

growth must have been between these dates.” 

[ Author’s note:—This makes it clear that Buddha himself bad no 

connections with Mathura. We do not know anything about its condition 

during Alexander’s time. That it was a prosperous town can have nothing to 

do with Buddhism. After Asok’s time. Buddhism had disappeared practically 

from the whole of India. It was revived a little during the rule of the Guptas, 

in the 3rd century A. D. ] 

For more details, vide the appendix on Mathura. 
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of Mahaksatrap Rajuvul. (Details about this are given in the 
appendix on Mathura). The inscription on the pillar contains the 

names of many members of the Ksaharafa ruling families. At 

the top of it is the figure of the Lion. Was it a sign of Buddha ? 
The gate-way of the Mathura temple has been acclaimed as 

belonging to Jainism by all the scholars. (Vol. I. pp. 189; 

fig. nos. 32, 33, 34). The same type of gateways have been found 
out at the Bharhut and the Sanchi stupas. Curiously enough, the 

latter two stupas have been declared as belonging to Buddhism 
by the same scholars. Why ? Can they be dubbed as belonging 

to different religions—inspite of their architectural unity—just 

because they have been erected at different places ? Three or four 
miles from Mathura, there is a mound named Kankalitila. It 

was a suburb of the ancient city of Mathura. Some ancient relics 

like idols and Ayagapattas have been found out there. Scholars 

have unanimously agreed to the fact that they belong to Jainism. 

Then, why try to prove that the Lion Capital Pillar belongs to 
Buddhism ? ( Later on, some scholars are inclined to believe that 

it belongs to Jainism). 

The story of the other two signs—the Chaitya and the 

Swastik*^-is also the same. To make a long story short, a grave 

misunderstanding prevails among scholars on these points. Chapter 
II, Vol. II, deserves to be carefully gone through by all readers, 
who are anxious to understand the real state of things. Then they 

will come to the conclusion that none of these signs have any 
connection with Buddhism. Evidence based on coins makes it as 

clear as daylight that they belong to Jainism. 

Some one might argue, “ You raise doubts about Buddha 
having ever visited those places and you demand evidence to 

that effect. Then, what positive evidence have you to forward to 
prove that your contention is quite correct ? ” In answer to this 

(34) The Swastik is seen on the coins of Bhumak and Nabapan. (Vide 

vol. IT. Coin fig. nos. 35, 36. 37 and their description on pp. 88-91.) T^ey 

were followers of Jainism. Vide Ind. His. Qu. Vol. V, 1929, June no., pp. 357:— 

"Was Nahapan a Jain 7 ” All these things prove that Nahapao was a Jain. 
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we might state that details about the religions of all the kings, 

whose accounts have been given in these volumes, will convince 
the reader of the truth of our contention. Again, the reader, I 
think, will readily agree with me that evidence based on coins 
is quite reliable. So, also is the evidence based on rock-inscriptions. 
Numerous rock-inscriptions of Priyadar^in®’’ proclaim,the fact that 
he had sent missionaries—Dhamma-maharnatras—in all countries 
like Yavana-des, Yona-des, Ka^mir, Gandhar, Tibet, Egypt, Syria 
and others. This took place in about B. C. 250. The foreigners, 
whose accounts we give here, came to India from these countries, 
during the hundred years from B. C. 200 to 100. It is quite 
reasonable to believe that the zealous efforts of Priyadariin to 
spread Jainism everywhere in the world, were not lost upon these 
people. At least, the influence must have lasted a century or two 
after his death. An event that took place two hundred years 
after his death, and details about which are given in the account 
of the Gardabhila^® king of AvantI, proves that the §akas who lived 
there, were followers of Jainism. This is supported by Vayupurap,- 
a book which we do not expect to have had any partiality 
towards Jainism. 

The weight of all these pieces of evidence bends us only to 
one direction or point of view. The view is that all the Ksaharafa 
Ksatraps and Mahaksatraps were followers of Jainism. They were 
converted to Jainism by the missionaries of Priyadar^in. So, Prof. 

Rapson’s statement that the Dharma-chakra®^ is a Buddhist sign 
must be taken as wrong. It was a Jaina sign, and so were the 
signs of the coins of Mathura and Taksila. 

(35) All the inscriptions of Priyadarsin were believed by scholars to be 

connected with Buddhism, because of their erroneous contention that Priya¬ 

darsin was but another name of Asok. We have proved in vol. II that 

*'Priyadarsin” was.not another name of Asok. He was the successor of 

Asok on the throne, and he was a staunch Jain. Hence all the inscriptions 

attributed to him belong to Jainism. 

(36) The account of the Gardabhila dynasty is ^ven in the last chapters 

of this volume. Full details about this are given there. 

(37) C A. R. paragraph 87;—"Th^ wheel of the Law is a symbol of 

as 
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Hitherto, as the reader knows, we have followed the custom 
of devoting a separate chapter to the account of the territorial 

extents of the kings of a dynasty. Writers of 
Religion & civilization history have been always inclined to treat 

only cursorily the problem of religion followed 

by the kings of a dynasty. We have tried below to show that 

historians cannot afford to neglect this point. 

In our times it has become a sort of fashion to decry religion 

as a thing of no importance, and not unoften as a thing quite 

harmful to the progress of society. This denotes a decline in 

spiritualism. We find, as a result of this, that everywhere fight 

for material security and gain is rampart. Secular matters have 

come to be recognized as the be-all and end-all of a person’s, 
or for the matter of that, a society’s life here. Religion has come 

to mean a series of non-sensical rites and rituals®®. Caste- 

distinctions also have worked a havoc. For instance, a Brahmiij 
would not take to trade as a means of livelihood. They may 
take to the profession of cooking if they like or to the profession 

of teaching. The Banias will always stick to their trade and will 
never bother themselves with any other thing in the world. 

Tannery is almost a monopoly of Mochis®®. So, India has become 
caste-ridden. Hence, we have communal classes and other miserable 

happenings in India to-day. 

In these volumes—we may draw the reader’s attention—the 

term “Religion” has not been used in this narrow sense. Neither 

do I believe that it had any such narrow sense in ancient times. 

the Buddhist (?) faith which was professed by the Satarpal families of 

Takfila and Mathura.” The interrogation sign is mine. Details about this 

are given in the appendix on Tak?ila. 

(38) This narrow definition of religion is the cause of many caste evils 

existing to-day. The followers of the faith have, therefore to lead a sort of 

crabbed life* 

(39) Vide vol. I, pp. 26-28 and pp. 254-57 for the original purpose of 

the creation of classes and guilds. 

(40) With the spread of education, this sort of caste-mentality is being 

gradually shaken off. 
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I have tried to give my ideas on the subject in vol. I, Pref. pp. 15 
charge No. 3 and last para on that page. By Brahminism, I 
mean, Brahmina culture and civilization, in the broadest sense of 

these terms. And so with Buddhism and Jainism. Now, I shall 
try to give my ideas about the two religions—namely-Brahminism 
and Jainism*'—that existed in those times. The reader will be 

convinced that I have never entertained the idea of belittling any 

religion. Brahminism* ■* means the religion based on the Vedas. 

This definition is not, of course, either quite correct or quite 
comprehensive*''. A Sanskrt verse tells us;— 

Janmana jayate Sudrah, sanskarair dvija uchyate; 

Karmana yati vipratvarii, Brahmam janati Brahmanah. 

“ A man by birth is Sudra, but he becomes a Brahman 

if he comes to that level in matters of conduct and culture. It 

is conduct that lifts a man to Brahminism. One, who is in 

communion with the Highest Power is a Brahman.” Jainism also 

(41) It is said that there were thre-e religions in ancient times:— 

Brahminism, Buddhism and Jainism. But Buddhism came into existence much 

later, and the creation of that faith is not as original and indcpendent.as that 

of the other two. Hence, we have said that there were two religions in 

ancient times. 

(42) The terra “Brahman” is the name of one of the four classes into 

which society was divided in those times. It has no connection with any 

particular religion. There are mythological books of the Vedic religion. They 

are known as “BrahmaUas.” At present, however, “Brahminism” is considered 

to be equivalent to the Vedic religion. The reader will understand that it 

was not so in ancient times. 

(43) This definition too cannot be accepted as final or comprehensive; 

because Jains have their Vedas too. Their Vedas are different. (Their names 

are*.-(l)Sansardarsan \'eda; (2) Sanstbapana Paramarsan Veda; (3)Tattvavabodh 

Veda; (4) Vidy’aprabodh Veda. ( Vide “Jainatattvadar^” by Vijayanandasuti 

Nyaysunbhonidhi. See f. n. no. 45 below). Ordinarily, however, it is a very 

common belief that the Jains have no Vedas and that they do not believe 

in any. On account of this reason, non^Jains say that the Jains are atheists. 

(44) Other definitions given in other books are:— 

“Janmana jayate Sudrah sanskareUa Dvijottamah; 

Vedpajhi bhavet Vipro, Brahma janati BtShmaUah.” 

'*Batnbhchere9 Bambha^o” (Uttaradbyayan, chap. 26, Gatha, 31), 
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states that the person who attains to the highest heights of 

knowledge about Soul, is the most spiritually advancad. Thus 
we see that the points of view of both the religions are not at 

all different. 
On one occasion I consulted the famous Jaina Acharya, 

Vijayavallabhasiiri, about “ Brahmam charatiti Bhrahmaijah.” He 

quoted a verse, given in verse 44 below. Then he referred me 
to two books—“Brahmaijo-ki Utpatti” (orif:;in of the Brahmaijas), 
and “Vedo-ki Utpatti” ( origin of the Vedas )-by late Vijayanand- 

suriji. These two books are printed in Jainatattvadar^a*®. 

Vijayanandasuriji had made his mark in “ The World’s Parliament 

of Religions ” which held its meeting in Chicago. He explained 
to me that during the rule of Bharat Chakravarti, the son of 
Ksabhadev, the first Jaina Tirthankar, it was made a rule that 

one who wanted to study anything was to do so under a Guru- 

a teacher. The Guru was to observe certain rules, one of which 

was complete celebacy (vide the edicts of Emp. Priyadarsin). These 

Gurus always preached to their pupils the gospel of non-violence^®. 

( Ma+haij=Don’t kill). So, a ‘ Mahao” means a ^ravak^’; one who 

observes the law of non-violence. The term “Jain” is derived from the 

Sanskrt verb “Ji”=to conquer. One who curbs his desires, anger and 
other evil passions is called “Jain”. So. the term “Jain” and “Mahaij” 

have the same meaning. In order to distinguish it from “Ari’**, 

it is probable that “Mahan” was changed into “Brahmaij”. Thus 

a “Brahmaij” was he, who worked as a teacher and observed all 

(45) Printed at Lahore in A. D. 1936; vol. II, second part, chap. 11, 

pp. 384 to 390. 

(46) All Jains, whether they remain in the world or renounce it and 

become monks, have to put into practice the following five Vratas 

(1) Non-violence; (2) Truth; (3) Astey; (4) Celebacy; (5) Aparigrah= 

Murchhatyag, 

(47) At present, the term “^ravak” is used in distinguishing a “Jain” 

from the followers of other faiths. The cardinal and most vital doctrine of 

Jainism is non-violence=Ahimsa. 

(48) Ari=enemy; ha?—to kill. Arihant^^One who has killed his (internal) 
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the rules necessary for his profession. A " Jain ” was a person 

who achieved conquest over enemies like “ anger,” “evil desires” etc. 

The details stated above will convince the reader that the terms 
“ Brahmin or Bainbhaij” and “ Jain ” are much more similar to each 

other than they are dissimilar. Both religions have their origin 

in the Vedas*'"', and both propound a sort of theism. This state 
of things continued uninterruptedly for thousands of years. They 
drifted into different directions at the time when the Upaniads, 

the Gratis and the Smrtis were written, i. e. in B. C. 8th to 10th 
centuries.®® Whenever degeneration became rampant in Brahminism 

a great person was born to wipe oflf all the undesirable elements. 
So has it been said in Gita that:— 

“ Paritraijaya sadhunarn, vinasaya cha duskrtrarp; 

Dharmasainsthapanarthaya, sambhavami yuge yuge.”®^ 

Now, it must have been clear to the readers that the terms 

“Brahmaij” and “Jain” do not smack of communalism or of caste 

mentality. They are universal terms and have comprehensive 

connotations. Any person belonging to any community and caste 

can embrace any of the two faiths.®® They do not encourage 

any sort of communalism. On the contrary they discourage it. 

They represent very ancient and very noble civilizations. All 
defects in them have been the work of evil influences of all sorts. 

If tried to understand in a spirit of compromise and with a real 
love for truth, there would come a time, very shortly, when they 

may come into their own and make the world happy. 

While noting dowh my ideas about religion and civilization, 
a thought struck my mind. I give expression to that thought 

(49) Read f. n. no. 43 above. 

(50) Vol. I, Chap. I. 

(51) For the truth of this statement vide vol. I, pp. 6 and seq. and vol« 

I, pp. 239 to 243. 

(52) The Second Jaina Yuvak Conference was held at Rajkot some 2 

years ago. The chairman said that the term “Jain” had a limited sense. It is 

possible that this statement was made after taking into consideration the 

conditions prevailing at present. Otherwise the term has no limited sense in 
that way. 
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here, and leave the rest to my reader’s judgement. We have seen 

that there were originally two religious cults, namely, Brahminism 

and Jainism. Then, the Vedas were recomposed, 

Another Idea and much Vedic literature was written' in 

about 9th and 10th centuries B. C. Since then, 

the Brahmin cult became known as the Vedic cult. Later 

on—after nearly four centuries—a third religion came into 

existence. That was Buddhism. We know that only a prophet 

of the first class order can originate a new faith with a new cult. 

He is always very highly intellectual, and a deep scholar who 

has critically gone through the literatures of all existing cults. If 

we look deep into the literatures and cultural bases of these three 

religions, it will clearly become evident to us that Brahminism 

has absorbed and made its own, much of the other two religions, 

namely, Jainism and Ehuddhism. History is rich in instances 

supporting this contention. It is, however, not found anywhere 

that Jainism and Buddhism borrowed anything from Brahminism. 

This shows that the Brahmina priests must have found their 

religious doctrines rather stale, and hence must have been eager 

to look for fresh things elsewhere. One thing that should be noted 

here, is that nothing either of Jainism and Buddhism was forced 

upon Brahminism, because the kings who followed any of these 

two faiths were always tolerant in religious matters and allowed 

their subjects full religious liberty. A^ok was a staunch Buddhist; 

and so was Priyadar^in a staunch Jain. But they never abused 

their kingly power by forcing their own religion on unwilling 

subjects. As regards Brahminism, things are quite different. Many 

Brahmina kings forced their subjects to embrace Brahminism and 

ruthlessly persecuted those who followed other faiths. The rule 

of the Sungas is a notorious example of this kind of religious 

coercion. 



Chapter VI 

Appendixes 

Synopsis:—The reason why this whole chapter is devoted 

to appendixes. 

Appendix I;—(/) MathurU:— Its site, ancient and modern) 

details about the Lion Capital Pillar and the purpose of its 

erection', the religion to which the civilization of the place belongs; 

the possible time of its detraction; some details about the 

remants of Mathur^. 

Appendix II;—[2) TaksUa:—Theories about its origin and 

discussion about them', details about its antiquity; its ruin due 

to political causes; its modem condition and the causes of thed 

condition; the University there. 

The religion thtU was follow^ by the people of both theseodies. 



Mathui^ Chaptef 

The account of the Ksaharafs given in the fore-going pages, 

must have convinced the readers that they were highly religious- 
minded. Many events that took place during their rule have 

religion as their cause. The seats of their capitals—Mathura and 
Taksila—were also important religious places. Hence, they have 
figured prominently in the history of these people. Details about 

them have historical importance. Some of them have been 
incidentally given in the accounts of the Ksaharats. A connected 
account of both the cities is given here with a view that the 
readers may have a proper idea about them. The account has 
been given in the form of appendixes, because, I thought, it would 

not be quite proper to include it within the book proper, where 
we are mainly concerned with accounts of kings, ministers and 
religious prophets. A separate chapter has been devoted to them 
because the number of pages devoted to them, constitutes the 

ordinary size of the chapters of this book. 

APPENDIX I 

MATHURA 

The city has lost much of its former glory and prosperity. 

It is at present a holy place of the devotees of Visiju or Kts^a^ 
and hence it is called " Mathurajee ”,—‘*jee” 

General description being a term denoting respect. The city had 
had many ups and downs in course of time. 

In former times, it was the seat of the capital of a dynasty and 

it was at the height of prosperity. In matters, social, political and 
economic, it held a unique place in those times. From the view 
point of religion, its career was equally bright. So, an account of 
Mathura will be highly instructive to students of history. 

It is said that the Vai^nava sect was originated by Vallabh- 
acharyajee Maharaj, after some centuries of the Christian Era 
had elapsed. So, in ancient times, with which we are concerned 

(1) As to the difference between Vai?9av and Vaisnav, I have stated my 

opinion on pp. 42. f. n. no. 24. 

(The terms are used as synonyms in our own times). 
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here, it was not® a holy place of the Vai^navs. It may have had 
some associations with the Vedic religion from which the sect 

branched, though there is no historical evidence available in support 
of this. As regards the city’s possible connection with Buddhism, 
we have already quoted an extract from Prof. Rhys Davids, on 
pp. 191, f. n. no. 33, in the account of the Ksaharata chiefs. The 

extract leads us to conclude that Mathura must have risen to 

prosperity during the period of 350 years that intervened between 
the life-time of Buddha and the life-time of Menander. But this 
theory is based on literary evidence; and we know that literary 
evidence is not always reliable and is seldom accepted as such 
by historical authorities. They would like this evidence to be 

supported and consolidated by coins and rock-inscriptions. Several 
books, treatises and articles have been published on Mathura. 
The archeologists have published “Mathura and Its Antiquities®.” 
Readers know it clearly that of these publications, only those 
are reliable which are written by archeological experts and research 

scholars of well-established repute and probity. Such experts and 
scholars unanimously declare that most of the stupas and other 
relics of antique value are connected with Jainism. The identity 
of a very small number of relics has yet to be established. Again, 
we can prove that these relics have no connection either with 
the Vedic religion or with Buddhism. Hence, by the process of 

(2) If we accept his theory, Mathura became their holy place after this time. 

(3) This book has been published by the Government Archeological 

department, in 1901. 

Below is given a bibliography of literature published on Mathura. 

[ i ] Indian Antiquary, vol. 37, 1908. 

[ ii ] Epigraphica Indies, vol. IX, pp. 139 and further. 

[ iii ] “Coins of Ancient India” by Sir Cunningham. 

[ iv ] *‘Puratattva” vol. II, pp. 294; published from Gujarat Vidyapith. 

[ V ] Royal Asiatic Society’s Journal, vol. VII, pp. 341 and further. 

[ vi ] “Gaudavaho” (Intro, pp. 156). 

[vii] “Bharat-ka PrSchin Rajavamsa.” vol. II. pp. 193. 

[viii] “Cambridge History of India,” pp. 167; pp. 574 and further. 

[ ix ] '^Indian Antiquities,” vol. II, pp. 223 and further. By Princeps. 
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elimination, we can prove that they belong to the remaining 
religion-Jainism-that existed in those times^> 

Now we turn to some details about the relics themselves. We 
shall try to glean things’of historical value out of them. 

(1) It is said®:—Inscription on the Mathura Lion Capital 
(cir. 30® B. C. stating the name of the Saka*^ Satrap Patik® ) was 

discovered by Pandit Bhagavanlal Indrajit in 1869; it represents 
two lions, reclining back to back%nd facing in the same direction®. 

Its style is strikingly Iranian^^. The capital must originally have 

surmounted a pillar and must itself have supported some religious 

emblem^ but its purpose had long ago been forgotten and when 

(4) The Lion Capital Pillar at Mathura belongs to Jainism. Vide chap# 

V, pp. 191 above. The Sunga king Agnimitra destroyed it because of his 

hatred of religions other than his own. (Vide his account, pp. 42; f. n. no. 24). 

(5) Vide C. H. I. pp. 574. 

(6) The number in the inscription is 42. (For details vide pp* 179 above). 

It has been erroneously taken to represent the Saka era? which is said to 

have been begun in A. D. 78. So, calculating back, 42 would be equal to 

B. C. 36* The year given above in Pandit BhagvanlaPs extract is based on 

this theory otherwise the figure 42 is really B. C. 117. 

(7) In transliteration certain letters of the Sanskrt alphabet are written 

in a certain manner. These signs, however, are seldom found in printing 

presses. So, the letters in the above-given extract do not have any signs. 

(8) Scholars have not seriously tried to trace the races of these foreign 

chiefs. Or, if they have tried, they do not seem to have met with much 

success. So, they have erroneously stated that Patik was a Saka chief. 

Truly speaking, he belongs to the Ksaharata race. (We shall see later on that 

there existed blood-relationship between the Ksaharats and the ^akas# 

(9) The lions face the same direction. Their sides touch each other in 

a parallel manner, either from east to west or from north to south* There 

exists no angle between their bodies. 

(10) In the same way, the Saranath Stupa has been stated to have been 

a model of either Greek or Egyptian art. The fact, however, is that both 

Greece and Egypt are indebted to India for the cultivation of art among them* 

All these details have been stated in the account of Priyadarsin. Vide vol. II, 

pp. 278,292,336-38. See the index at the end of vol. II, and find out “Saranath.** 

(11) Dr. Buhler holds the same opinion. (Vide E. I. vol. IX, pp. 136). “The 

object is to record a religious donation on the part of the chief Queen of the 

Satarap." (For the explanation of this religious emblem read my note below). 
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it was discovered, it was built into steps of an altar devoted to 
the worship of Sitala, the Goddess of small-pox.” 

[ Note: The Lion is the symbol of Mahavir, the last Jaina 

Tirthankar. (Vol. II. pp. 62, f. n. no. 2). At the places where 

Mahavir had to undergo difficulties while practicing pinance,— 
this is technically known as “Upasarga”—, emperor Priyadarsin, 
a staunch devotee of Mahavir, had got pillars erected. As marks of 
recognition, he got the figures of lions surmounted on them. We 

have stated these details in vol. II, pp. 330-31 and their f. n. nos, 
43 and 44. The Lion Capital Pillar of Mathura must be one of 
such pillars. In course of time, it must have fallen down and 
been buried in the earth. Later on, while some excavations 
might have been going on, it must have been taken out and 

then must have been built into steps of an altar devoted to 

the worship of the goddess as stated above. ] This is only one 
of the many instances of Jaina relics, stQpas and temples 
being ascribed to other faiths out of ignorance or for want of 

any evidence to the contrary. Ancient history is rich in such 
instances. Many Jaina relics have been partly or wholly destroyed^®; 

while many others have been incorporated as parts of non-Jaina 
temples or as parts of Muslim mosques^^. Still many others have 
been transformed into idols belonging to other faiths and have 

been set up in non-Jaina temples'Some others have been kept 

intact; but non-Jains have proclaimed them as belonging to their 
own faiths and have begun to worship them in their own way, 
thus changing their forms to such degree that they cannot be 

recognized as Jaina relics now^®. One’s heart melts with sorrowful 

(12) As an example of this, see the scenes around the fortress of Devaga^h 

near Gwaliar. The Vodva Stupa of Mathura is an instance of the same. 

(Vide the account of Agnimitra). 

(13) The religious places built by the Muslim rulers of Gujarat and 

Cambay are examples of this; most of them are extant to-day, giving a 

clear testimony of religious fanaticism. 

(14) Such changes are found to have taken place during the rule of the 

Hindu kings in Sooth India. 

(15) I think that the famous Jagannatbpuri in east India is an instance 

Ulustrative of this statement. (Fot details vide vol. IV, the account of Kharyel). 
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compassion at the plight of a religion that was once universal 
and that contained within its protective fold millions of devout 

persons. Things have their ups and downs in course of time, and 
Jainism cannot be an exception to them. This world is ever 
changing and things have their nice, as well as sorrowful times. 

•Otherwise, Shakespeare would not have called it a stage. So, the 
Lion Capital Pillar erected by Priyadarsin has undergone changes^* 
with the passage of time. Hence, Dr, Bhagavanlal Indrajit says 

that its original purpose had long ago been forgotten; and when 
it was discovered, it was built into steps of an altar devoted to 
the worship of Sitala. 

(2) The Kharosfhi inscription, with which the surface is 
completely covered, associates, in the religious merit of its 
foundation, the donor herself, the Chief Queen of the Great 

Satrap Rajula, and all the members of her family, together with 
certain contemporary Sataraps governing other provinces of Saka 
realm and other eminent personages of the time.”” 

[ Note:—When the Chief Queen of Mahaksatrap Rajuvul 
celebrated this occassion, she had invited all her relatives. All the 

members of the Ksaharafa royal family were also invited. This 
shows that the occasion was of very great importance to her. 
So, she had invited Mahaksatrap Bhumak to preside over the 
ceremony. Again, this was a purely religious occasion. The 
Ksaharats were, evidently, highly religious-minded people.^®. We 
have stated in their accounts that they were all followers of 
Jainism. All scholars have unanimously declared that the many 
relics at Mathura belong to Jainism. This occasion shows that 
Jainism had its bright days during the rule of the Ksaharats. Again, 

the native-place of all these Ksatraps was Sakasthan^®=^eistan. 

(16) Read further this chapter. 

(17) This proves that other kfaharata rulers like Nahapap, the represen* 
tative of Bhumak, Mahaksatrap Liak and K5atrap Patik had provinces other 
than Mathura, in their power, (Some scholars mistakenly believe that Liak 
was a K-5atrap of Mathura. Pp. 186). 

(18) All these details have been given in chap. IV. 

(19) I. A. vol. 37;—“Sarvas Saka sthasas puye^In honour of the whoU 
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(Of course, we have stated above that the Ksaharats hailed from 
Gamboj.) In the account of the ^akas, to be given later on, we 

shall prove that blood-relationships existed between the Ksaharats 
and the Sakas. In short, we can say that the Ksaharats were 

also §akas in a way. Thus, both the ^akas and the Ksaharats 
were followers of Jainism. They were converted to this faith by. 
the Dhamma—mahamatras of Priyadarsin"”. ] 

(3) “ It was a stronghold both of worship of Krs^a and 

of Jainism”. (C. H. I. pp- 526). This is not the proper place to 

discuss which religion Krsna followed. The question will be discussed 
in its proper place. It will be sufficient to state here that the 
first cousin of Krsija, Neminath by name, was a Jaina Tirthanker. 

Mahabharat, which has been acclaimed by the followers of the 
Vedic religion as a book belonging to their faith, also contains 

the mention of his name. In short, Neminath is a historically 

recognized personage. Is it not possible that Krsna himself was 
also a Jain ? Some evidence in favour of this has been given in 
the account of Agnimitra ( Kalfci), who was a staunch follower of 
the Vedic faith and who had destroyed the holy places at Mathura 

( vide ante. pp. 42, f. n. 24 ). Wc may, however, here rest content 
with the fact that Mathura was a holy place of Jains also. 

(4J “Mathura is mentioned in the Milinda as one of the most 

famous places in India; whereas in Buddha’s time, it is barely 
mentioned”^’. The writer, from whose book, the above-given extract 

is borrowed, is an accepted authority on Buddhist literature, 

especially on that part of Buddhist literature which has any bearing 

on ancient history. He is a Christian, and hence may be taken 

as impartial. He holds the opinion that though Mathura has been 

described as a prosperous and famous city during the rule of 

Sakasthan or the land of the i§akas.” (Dr. Bhagavanlal Indrajit). Dr. Fleet, 

on the other hand, says, ‘‘In honour of bis own home," i. e. he read the 

word “Sva’’=one's own, in place of “Saka”. The purport of both the 

inscriptions, however, is the same. 

(20) No detailed explanation need be given about this now. The rock-* 

inscriptions of Priyadarsin state these things in a crystal clear manner. 

(21) Vide pp* 37, of “The Buddhist India" by Prof. Rhys Davids. 
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Menander (B. C. 180), who has been described as a devout 

follower and scholar of Buddhism,®^ in a book named “Mili9#’\ 
yet in Buddha’s time it is barely mentioned. This is rather strange, 

as the writer himself acknowledges it to be. A famous and 

prosperous city like Mathura must have been mentioned in some 
connection with Buddha’s life, had it been really connected with 

Buddhism. So the author says:—“ The time of its growth must 

have been between these dates”, and stops there. The dates are, 
520 B. C., the time of Buddha, and 180 B. C., the time of 

Menander, i. e. nearly 350 years. So, he has not been able to 

arrive at a definite conclusion about Mathura’s growth. But now 

we are having in these pages a good knowledge of the things that 
happened during these 350 years—things which were not known 

during the time of Prof. Davids. This knowledge enables us to 

state that, had Mathura prospered and risen to fame during these 
350 years, some proofs to that effect must have been found out 
by us ? So we conclude that Mathura was a prosperous and 

famous city even during the life-time of Buddha. We do not find 

any mention of it in the account of Buddha’s life because it had 

no connection with Buddhism. 

(5) ” An inscription probably dated from A. D. 157 ( Saka 
79) mentions the Vodva Tope as “ built by the gods, ” which, 
as Buhler rightly remarks^®, proves that, it, in the 2nd century 

A. D. must have been of considerable age, as everything concerning 
its origin had been already forgotten.” Prof. Jal Carpentier, no 

(22) Does this not give rise to the doubt, that though the scholars have 

concluded that Menander was a follower of Buddhism, yet, truly speaking he 

was an admirer of Jainism, like other foreigners ? His coins clearly bear 

Jaina signs, which have been mistakenly believed to be Buddhist signs. 

Things connected with Jainism have often been ascribed to other religions. 

Is it not possible that the same conditions prevail in the case of Menander ? 

[ Menander’s must at least be a pro-Jaina faith; in support of this 

contention, we may state that all his Kfatraps—Bhumak, Rajuvul, — 

were Jains. Menander himself was born in the territory of the Ksaharat, and 

for the major part of his life he lived in India* So, he must at least have 

been sympathetically inclined towards this religion ]. 

(23) C> H« I. pp« 167 and leq. 
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less authority than Dr. Bflhler, says:—“ Much the same religious 

condition as shown by the inscriptions (at Mathura) have been 

preserved in the Jaina church till the present day.” 

[ Note ; The rock-inscription is supposed to have been 

inscribed in A. D. 157. Hence it is said to be 1800 years old. 
If it can be proved to have been erected in the second century 

B. C., it would be much more older. The number on which the 

time is calculated is 79. It has been talcen to represent the ^aka 

era which is said to have been begun in 78 A. D. So 79 is 

interpreted as 78+79=157 A. D. We have, however, proved on 

pp. 137 and pp. 188, that the number belongs to the Ksaharafa 

era, which was begun in B. C. 159. Hence no. 79 would be 
equal to 159-79=80 B. C. This means that the time of the 
rock-inscription was nearly two and half centuries earlier than 

the time supposed by scholars. This supports our contention that 

the Vodva Stupa was first destroyed by Agnimitra***, whose time 
we have fixed up to have been B. C. 181 to 174. Nearly 75 
years later, in B. C. 117, the chief Queen of Mahaksatrap Rajuvul 
got it repaired and re-established at great expense and with 

much celebration*®. Forty years after this, i. e. in B. C. 80, 

Mahaksatrap Patik gave up the throne of Taksila®®, went on a 

(24) Agnimitra destroyed the Stupa with the intention of capturing the 

treasure supposed to have been boarded in it. In his times the Stupa consisted 

of bricks. Jaina books state that it was first built of gold by gods in the 

7th or 8th century B. C* Later on, a brick-built Stupa was erected in place 

of the gold one, because the gods thought that it would become the centre 

of strife and war because of mankind’s lust for gold. Agnimitra must have 

suspected the existence of a vast treasure inside. 

(25) This is one more example of the devoutness of the Ksahara^ chiefs. 

Read f« n. nos. 27 and 28 below. 

(26) During the year 79, found on the Mathura Stupa, Mahaksatrap 

So^as ruled over Mathura, Patik was simply a pilgrim. On account of both 

the names—So^as and Patik—being stated side by side, scholars seem to have 

concluded that both were politically connected with Mathura. The fact, on 

the other band is, that Patik had given up his throne and had gone there 

on a pilgrimage. Next year, emperor Mauses, wrested Mathura from its ruler. 

Thus So^s’ rule ended shortly after Patik’s rule. (Vide their accounts). 
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pilgrimage to a place where there were the ancient charity deeds 

inscribed on copper-plates, and established some religious relics 
there^^. Then he went to Mathura and visited the Vodva Stiipa. 

As a mark of his devotion he got an inscription inscribed there- 
the inscription with which we are concerned here*®. 

So, now we know that the rock-incription dates from the 

1st century B. C. The Stupa was re-erected in the 2nd century 
B. C., some 75 years after its destruction by Agnimitra. Hence, 

we can accept without any hesitation Dr. Buhler’s theory 
that it must have been originally erected in the 7 th or 8 th 
century B. C. The truth of the whole thing is thus established 

on the evidence of rock-inscription and at the hand of experts. 
Jaina books contain the same theory about this Stupa (f. n. no. 23.) 

Again a scholar of repute like ]al Carpentier emphatically 

declares that much the same religious conditions as shown by the 
inscriptions (at Mathura) have been preserved in the Jaina church 

till the present day*^. This leads us to the conclusion that the 
religious conditions that prevailed during the time of Patik, i. e. 

B. C. 80, also prevailed in B. C. 250, during the time of 

Priyadar^in®®. Otherwise the fact that the Stfipa had its origin 
in the 8th century B. C. would be unacceptable. 

We have proved above that the Stupa at Mathura was first 
erected in the 8th century B. C. This shows that Mathura had 

been a holy place of the Jains since that time. It continued to 
enjoy the same position till the first century B. C. and further 
up to 8th or 9th century A. D. Proofs in support of this contention 

are ample. Not only do scriptural and legendary literatures contain 
the mention of this fact, but a reliable non-Jaina book like 

(27) Vide the account of Patik on pp. 186. Read the details about Takfila, 

to have an idea of the sanctity of the place. 

(28) For the devoutness of Patik, vide his account; also cf. f. n. nos. 

from 24 to 27 above. 

(29) Read the extract no. 5 above. Moreover, this contention is supported 

by a scholar like Prof. Jal Carpentier. Cf. f. n. no. "30 below.' 

(30) Cf. f. n. no. 29 above. 

Those who believe that certain facts on the rock-inscriptions of Priyadarsin 

do not agree with Jaina tenets, are requested to give thought to this statenmt. 
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“Gaudavaho”, which has been translated into English by that 

famous scholar. Dr. Hall and who has also made several direct 
references to it. A noteworthy incident®^ with regard to this stupa 
occurred during the life-time of the royal preceptor Bappabhattisuri, 
the famous Jaina monk, who enjoyed, at the court of king Amradev 
alias Indrayuddha®®, the ruler of Kanoj and Gwaliar, the same status 
that Hemchandracharya enjoyed at the court of king Kumarpal, 
the Solanki king of Gujarat. King Amradev ruled from 811 to 890 

of the Vikrama era, i. e. from 755 to 834 A. D. (vide Vol. I, pp. 
187 f. n. 103). Once, when all the learned men had assembled at 
the court of Amradev, Bappabhattisuri had a religious discussion 
and debate with Vakpatiraj, the famous Vedic scholar. The latter 
accepted his defeat and embraced Jainism. Vakpatiraj used to sit 
in meditation at the temple of Varah, before he was converted 
to Jainism. After his conversion to Jainism, he was taken in 

procession to the temple of Parsvanath, which was near by. At 
this time (A. D. 826=882 of the Vikrama era), Bappabhattisuri 
performed a religious ceremony at the temple. The author of 

Gaudavaho says in connection with this:—“ He (Bappabhattisuri) 
placed a certain Top-image in a temple at Mathura.” Readers 
who have a desire for details about this are requested to go 
through the whole book. It will make an interesting reading. 

On such several historical pieces of evidence narrated in this 
appendix, we now come to the conclusion that Mathura enjoyed 
the position of a very sacred place of the Jains, right from 

ancient times to the 9th century A. D. We leave the question 
of its subsequent destruction to scholars concerned with the history 
of those times. At present, there are not many Jaina temples 

there, nor do Jains live there. There is one Jaina temple in the 
bazar and there is another in the travellers’ guest-house of the 

Jains. Mathura of the present times is entirely different from the 
Mathura of the days of yore. 

(31) Vide “Gaudavaho,” Eng. translation by Dr. Wright and Dr. Hall, 

Introduction; pp* 156. 

(32) So Bappabhattisuri enjoyed the same status which Hemchandra 

eajoyad at the court bf Kumarpal. 
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In short, the Mathura Sttlpa was built of gold by the gods 

(The Vodva Tope built by the gods) in B. C. 877 to 777, 

during the time of Par^vanath. In course of time, conditions began 

to be worse. So the gods took off the gold Stupa and erected 

one of bricks in the same place. That Stupa was destroyed after 

the time of Mahavir. So, emperor Priyadar^in got a new one 

erected at the same place, and put a lion’s figure at the top. (Or, 

the original Stupa of the gods was reduced to a bad condition by 

Agnimitra). The remaining history of the Stupa, we have already 

given above. 

Mathura was situated in a district called Siirsen®*. It was 

the capital of the district®*. “Sursen” was also known by the 

name “ Vajradei and Mathura had also 

Geography of another name-Madhupur®®, which is at present 

Mathura called Maholi. Maholi is five miles to the S. W. 

of the modern city of Mathura. To distinguish 

it from Madura, situated in south India, it is also called “North 

Mathura”®’. It has still another name—Tirhut®*. Moreover®*, it 

was the birth-place of Krsija. The place, at present known as 

Potter-kuiid, was a prison in those times and Krsija was born 

there. At Mallapura, a small village in the vicinity of Mathura, 

Krsga fought with and defeated the wrestlers. At a place known 

as Kubja’s well, he cured Kubja of her hemp. At Kanskatila— 

Kankalitila or Kans Katila—he killed Kansa. This makes it 

clear that KankMitila is a deteriorated form of “Kanska-tila.” At 

the place called Vi^ramghat, he took rest after his victory. 

(33) For the time and the dynasty of this king Amradev vide vol. I, pp. 187. 

(34) Vide vol. I, pp. 47. 

(35) Dey’s “Ancient Geography of India”, pp. 54. 

(36) R. A. S. B. vol. VII, pp, 341 and f. n. there. 

(37) J. A. S. B. 1874, pp. 259/ R. A. S. vol. VII, 1877, pp. 155. 

(38) Princeps’ “Indian Antiquities”, vol. II, pp. 223 and f. n. there. 

(39) Dey’s “Ancient Geography of India”, pp. 54. 

(40) According to Grouse, it is the monastery of Up-gupta visited by 

Hu-eu-Tshang the famous Chinese traveller. 
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Dr. Bhagvanlal Indrajit says;—“ The sculptural art that is 

found on the idols of Mathurl is seen nowhere in India except 

some models of Greek sculpture found near 

More details Peshavar”*\ He means that either the Greek 

artists themselves carved out these idols or they 

were made at the hands of Indian artists trained by the Greek 

ones. According to my opinion, the Greek artists had come to 

India, not as teachers, but as pupils * eager to sit at the feet of 

the sculptors of India. Another writer*® says on the authority of 

‘‘Orientar’, 1802, Pp. 23, 24;—“The idols found out in Mathura 

resemble Egyptian models in point of style and art. Especially 

the mark on the idols was quite Egyptian”. These two passages 

give us to understand at least one thing; that the sculptural art 

of India resembled, and was equal to, that of Greece and Egypt. 

The question that we have to decide is whether the Indian 

sculptors learnt this art from the Greeks and Egyptians, or whether 

the latter were indebted to the former. Generally we find that 

when artists of two different countries met at a place in those 

times, the foreigners happened to be disciples and the natives 

were their teachers. The Greeks and the Egyptians must have 

come to India to learn Indian art, which was at its zenith in those 

times. We have already stated that of Jambudwip and ^akadwip, 

the latter was quite uncivilized and uncultured, while the former was 

the centre of highest civilization and culture. This proves that the 

origin of Greek as well as of Egyptian art was in India. It is just 

possible that when Greece and Egypt were at the height of artistic 

culture, India may have rather been retrograde in the same, due 

to the influence of Time. But that happened in very ancient times, 

as we have already stated on Pp. 89. To think that the same 

conditions prevailed in the times with which we are concerned- 

nearly twenty-two hundred years ago-would be little short of 

ridiculous. We have dwelt at length upon the same point while 

describing the sculptural art of the lion on the Sarnath StQpa. 

(41) Vide Puratattva vol. II, pp. 294. 

* Vida vol. II, pp. 340 & seq. 

(42) "Parsvasatb”, printed at Surat io 1923, pp. 192« 
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Pandit Bhagvanlal, like many other scholars, has committed the 

same mistake, namely, of thinking that India is a debtor of 

western nations in point of art, civilization and culture. Such 

mistakes are very common when we have to dive deep into the 

cavities of the past. 

Appendix II 

TAKSILA—TAK^jA^ILA 

It is said in books of recent origin that Taksili was founded 

during the time of Buddha. But very ancient 

Its oricin books also contain the mention of this city. 

What is the truth then ? 

It was situated in Gandhar*^. It was said to have been its 

capital. In the same country, was another equally prosperous city 

named Puspapur or Puruspur*‘, which is now called Pe^avar. 

According to Megasthenes, the Greek ambassador at the court 

of A^oka, Taksila was 950 miles from Patliputra, the capital of 

Magadh, by a direct route, and something like 1000 miles (9000 

stadia), by an indirect route. In Kathasaritsagar, it is said that 

it was situated on the banks of the Vitasta ( Zhelum ) in the 

Ravalpindi district of the Punjab. At present there is seen a village 

named ^ahderi almost at the same place^®. Sir Cunningham says*®. 

“ Shaka-Dheri or Dheri-shahan, the royal residence, is the ancient 

Takshila. The old fortified city, which is still surrounded by 

stone-walls is called Sir-Kah, which, ail the people agree in 
stating) is only a slight alteration of Sir-Kat or the cut-head.” 

Without any detailed comment on this extract, we may as well 

draw the reader’s attention that Sir Cunningham has based his 

statement on legendary sort of evidence. (Note the words “ All 

(43) Gandhar was the region between the rivers Kunar and Indus. 

(Puratattva, vol. I, pp. 52). Tak§asila and Puruspur-Pesavar, were the two 

chief cities of Gandhar. 

(44) Read f. n. no. 43 above. 

(45) Puratattva, vol. I, pp. 52’.—“ Many Stupas and idols have been 

found out here by the archeological department.” 

(46) C, A> I. pp. 60; 1. C. I. vol. I. Intro, pp. 38. 
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the people agree in stating.”) He sa3rs further, “ Cut-Head is 

the exact meaning of Taksha-Shir or Takha-Shir, which was the 

Buddhist form of the name of Taksha-shela or Taha-shila, from 

which the Greeks made Taxila. The change of name Taksha-shir 

was made to suit the legend of Buddha, having cut off his head 

to offer to a hungry tiger.” So, the original name was Taksa-iil; 

it was changed to Taksa-Sir, in order to suit the legend of 

Buddha, having cut off his head for a hungry tiger. 

[ Note : The word Taksa-^ila is made of ‘‘Taksa”+“^ila’'. 

Now “Sila” means a boulder; but it never means “Head”. The 

doubt is, why was it changed to suit a legend ? The same writer’ 

says elsewhere^’:—“Hu-en-Tshang expressly states that “ This is; 

the spot where Tathagata cut off his head. Fa-Hian (A. D. 400)' 

also states that Takshashila means, in Chinese words, “ Cut-ofT 

head*®.” Other scholars also, hold the same or similar opinion on-, 

this point*®. I draw the reader’s attention to the term “Tathagat”' 

and to the meaning of the term “Taksasila” in Chinese. Details 

about them will be stated later on. ] 

So, there is a strong belief held by scholars as well as by 

Chinese travellers that Taksila was the place where Buddha cut 

off his head. In ancient history, however, it often happens that 

a universally held opinion . has to be changed in the light of 

irrefutable evidence to the contrary. The erroneous ascription of 

Priyadar^in’s rock-inscriptions to A^oka is an apt instance of 

this. Let us discuss this point in details. 

In the extracts quoted above, I have drawn the reader’s 

attention to several phrases and terms. The first point is that 

Sir Cunningham has based his conclusion on legendary evidence, 

which can never be taken as absolutely reliable. It is not supported 

by any other reliable piece of evidence. The change in name 

was made to suit a legend which is not always true. So, we 

need not take Sir Cunningham’s theory very seriously. Secondly, 

the terms “Tathagcit” and “Buddha”, undoubtedly belong to the 

(47) C. A. I. Intro, pp. 6. 

(48) Ibid. Intro, pp. 7. 

(49) R. W» W. vol, I, pp, 136 and seq.; pp. 138 and f. a» no. 45« 
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founder of Buddhism. But we should not forget that the term 

“Tathagat” was applied to him after he attained the Nirvaij-stage, 

which he did at the age of 57 according to some, and at the 

age of 59 according to others. He died at the age of 80. He was 

called “Buddhadev” only after his death. Again, the Nirvaij-stage 

is attained during human life only. Hence, the occasion of cutting 

off his head must have taken place sometime during the last 21 

or 23 years of his life. Now, when a human being cuts off his 

head, he most certainly dies. Hence, Buddha’s death must have 

taken place at Taksila. Then, what about the fact that he 

attained Parinirvaij—i. e. he died—at Gaya or Ku^inagar in Bihar ? 

Did he come to life again, after cutting of his head ? That is not 

possible. Hence, the theory that Buddha cut off his head at Taksila 

is a mere legend and nothing more. Thirdly, was a Chinese name 

given to an Indian city? This is improbable. If we accept it as 

a fact, we shall have to agree that the Chinese people were aware 

of the whole thing from the first—a matter of greater improbability. 

Buddhism reached China, centuries after the death of Buddha. 

If, some one argues that Indians had become familiar with Chinese 

names, on account of commercial contact with the Chinese and 

that they had given a Chinese name to one of their cities, we 

may as well ask, why did they prefer a Chinese name for a place 

so sacred to them, to an Indian one ? So, the occasion of the 

cutting off of Buddha’s head has no connection with Taksila. 

Some one might argue that the incident may have taken 

place at Taksila during one of the former lives of Buddha and 

that Tathagat or his disciples founded a city there, in commemo¬ 

ration of the incident. Buddha must have remembered this incident 

only after attaining the Nirvaija stage. This means that Taksila 

came into existence only after Buddha’s remembering this incident 

of his former life. But Buddhist books tell us that even before 

Buddha attained the Nirvaija stage and got the name Tathagat, 

there existed Taksila the capital of king Pulu^aki of Kamboj. 

Some one might argue that there was a city there; but it bore 

another name before this incident took place. In answer to this 

we nfight well ask “ What evidence is there in support of this ? ” 
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Do Fa-hian (A. D. 400) and Hu-en-T^ang (A. D. 640) say anything 

like that ? Or do Mahavain^a and Dlpvarfi^a, written twelve hundred 
years after Buddha’s death, contain any reference to this? 
According to a Vedic book®®, “ It (Taksila) is said to have been', 

founded by Taksa the son of Bharat and nephew of Ram®^.” 
This shows that Taksila is as old as the events described in 

Ramayao. Jaina books tell us that Taksila was in existence since 
the time of Bsabhadev, the first Tirthahkar. When he entered 

the Jaina holy orders, he gave his own throne to his eldest son 

Bharat®® and the throne of Taksila, second in importance, was 

given to Bahubali, his second son®®. In short, according to both 

these religious books, Taksila is a city of very ancient origin. 

So we re-iterate the fact that the incident of cutting of the 

head has no connection with Taksila. 

How did the city, then, get the name Taksila ? According to 

the author of the "Puratattva®*”, the city got its name due to 

the sculptural works there. Or, it was founded by a king named 
Taksak®®. Taksa-iila means a carved slab of stone, or a stone 

of the serpent king Taksak. According to Rev. Seal®®, there was a 
pond ascribed to the snake-king there. Sir Cunningham seems to 
support the same view. He says®’:—“The Indians were not ignorant 

of stone-masonary. Taksa-^il nagar is cut-stone-city”. Again, fine 
models of architecture and sculpture have been found out there. 

The sculpture was of the time of a king named Taksa or Tak^> 
Probably this Taksa was the son of Bharat. Was this Bharat 

the brother of Ram or the son of Bsabhadev ? We shall not discuss 

(50) Day’s “Ancient Geography of India'’, pp. 92. 

(51) F. n. no. 55 below. 

(52) The Bharat of the Vedic books is a differeot individual from Bharat 

of the Jaina books. They lived at different times. 

(53) Kalpa. S. Com. pp. 119. 

(54) Pnratattva, vol. I, pp, 52. 

(55) Cf. f. n. no. 51 above. 

(56) Vide R. W. W. vol. I, pp. 136:—^"N. W. of the capital about 10 U 

(ijt miles) is the tank of Naga-Raja." 

(57) Vide C, A. I. Intro. pp> 6. 
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that point at present. But one thing is certain that Taksila was 
the city having its origin in the hoary past. 

We have stated on pp. 68-71 of vol. I that the Punjab and 

Kamboj (Gamboj) were under the power of king Pulu^aki. He 

died in 550 B. C. After that the countries came 
Political conditions under the power of the Persian empife, and 

remained so for next hundred years'*®. During 
this time, many Persian customs were adopted by the natives®®, 
and the Persians mixed freely with the natives. As a result of 
this, the Ksaharata race and the Kharosthi language came into 
being. (Chap. VI in this vol.). Later on, the provinces came under 

the power of Nand IX®®. Chandragupta inherited the same when 
he ascended the throne. During the weak rule of his son, Bindusar, 

the native chiefs rose into rebellion, quarreled with one another, 

and became almost independent. (Vol. II, pp. 299). Taking 

advantage of this opportunity, Alexander the Great invaded India, 
through the Punjab. At this time Taksila was in a flourishing 

condition®^. Mr. Vincent Smith®®, while describing the customs of 
the people, says:—“ At the time of the invasion of Alexander the 

Great, the Greeks noted with interest and without disapprobation 

the local customs, which included polygamy, the exposure of the 
dead to be devoured by vultures and the sale in the open markets 
of maidens who had failed to secure husbands in the ordinary 

(58) J. O. B. R. S. vol. I, pp. 107; f. n. no. 121:—“But Takfila ceased 

to be a Hindu capital about B. C. 505; for it was then or there—about, that 

it passed under the rule of Darius.” [ Punjab had been conquered by Cyrus, 

the predecessor of Darius. Scholars do not know this, and hence the mistake. ] 

(59) Read f. n. no. 64 below, 

(60) C. A. I. pp. 65. Sir Cunningham, while describing the coins of 

Taksila, says;—“As all these coins were found together, they must have been 

current at the same time, but as the greater number are of the Indian 

standard, I infer that they must belong to the indigenous coinage prior to 

the Greek occupation.” [ This means that the coins were struck prior to the 

time of Alexander. Vide vol. II. Coins nos. 1, 2, 3. ] 

(61) Puratattva, voU I. pp. 52:—“At the time when Alexander invaded 

India, Taksila was a thriving and prosperous city,” 

(62) Vide £. H. I. 3rd edi. pp. 154. 
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course®®. Exposures of the dead to be devoured by vultures was, 

and still is®*, a Persian custom. (Herod I. pp. 140). It is practised 

to this day in Tibet and was in ancient times the usage of the 

Lichchhavis of Vaisali, who appear to have been either Tibetans 

or a cognate people. (Ind. Ant. 1903, pp. 233 )®®. This shows 

that at the time of the invasion of Alexander, the social life of 

these countries was more under the influence of Persian civilization 

than under the Aryan one, which ruled supreme over the rest of 

India. When Alexander returned home, the political conditions of 

the provinces underwent a change. Mr. Vincent Smith says®®:— 

“ When Alexander the Great left India, he made over Taksila to 

king Ambhi of Taksila and the Punjab to king Porus; and left 

no Macedonian garrisons in these provinces.” The Greek customs 

had practically no influence on the social life of these provinces. 

On the contrary, by the time when Seleucus Necator gave his 

daughter in marriage to A^ok, the Yavans residing in the provinces 

bad adopted and absorbed much of Aryan civilization®''. Amok’s 

grandson, Priyadariin sent Dharma-mahamatras, right upto Syria 

and Turkey, and once more, Aryan civilization ruled supreme upon 

all these provinces. As a proof of this, we have the Stupas in 

Maijikyal, in the far west of the Punjab, erected by Priyadar^in®®; 

the coins of Priyadar^in, bearing the elephant, the symbol of 

Priyadar^in®*, are also found in these provinces. After Priyadarsin’s 

(63) Ibid; pp. 154; f. n. no. 2- 

(64) The Parsis of India have this custom at present. Read f. n. no. 59 

above. It was the result of the Persian rule over the province. 

(65) The writer should have given some evidence in support of the 

contention that the custom was prevalent among the Lichchhavis of Vaisalf. 

It is true that they were of Tibetan origin and are considered as yellow 

people. The Tibetans, the Mongolians and the Lichchhavis must have had a 

common origin. (Cf. the details about Jambudwip in chap. I, Part VI). 

(66) E. H. I. 3rd edi. pp. 115. 
(67) Vol. II, pp. 341. Extracts of H. H. are given there., 

(68) Vol. II, pp. 5. f. n. no. 10; pp. 33 and pp. 311, f. n. no. 89. 

(69) C. A. I. pp. 61:—"Double-die coins with elephant and lion are very 

common, not only in the western Punjab but also in the Kabul valley etc." 

pp. 62;—“A ItUEs coin was found in a stupa at Ushker (Kashmir).’-’ 
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death, the Maaryan empire sped its way towards decline. Hoards 

of foreigners, like the Sakas, the Parthians and the Yonas, began 
to swarm India. In the battles that were fought, Taksa^ili must 

have been destroyed. 

The fact that the coins of Priyadarsin are found at the place, 
proves that the city was in existence during the life-time of that 

emperor. Little is known as to what became 

The manner of its of it after that. A writer^® says:—Two 
destruction ornamental designs of Mauryan times are extant 

to-day. They are found in a place called “Bhid” 
which was in Taksila. There are also there, a coin of Demetrius 

and some rings of ancient design. These specimens of the Mauryan 

times are very beautiful. Except these, no other relics of those 

times are found in Taksila.” So, the city must have been destroyed 
sometimes between B. C. 236, when Priyadarsin died, and B. C. 
202, when the Bactrian chief Demetrius made ^akal ( ^ialkof) 

the seat of his capital. Had Taksila been in existence in B. C. 202, 

Demetrius would never have made any other city in the Punjab, the 

seat of his capital. If some one argues that he preferred Sakai— 
a very small town—to Taksila, the most flourishing town, because 

the former was situated at a strategic point on the borders of 

the Punjab,—a point from which he could keep a vigilant eye 
on rival neighbouring chiefs, we might answer that he would 
have met the situation effectively by garrisoning the place with 
a strong army. He would never have given up Taksila for this 

reason. Again, Taksila’s position was not a corner one, so that 

Demetrius might be at a difficulty in times of war. Even at 

present, we see that strategic points on borders are effectively 

defended by maintaining strong armies and fortifications there. 

All these things lead us to the conclusion that Taksila’s destruction 
took place sometime between B. C. 236 and B. C. 202. 

What was the cause of its destruction ? It may have been due 

to a calamity of Nature : a deluge, a great fire, or an earthquake. 

(70) "Mauryan Simrajya-ka Itihas,” pp. 596. 

(71) Vida ante, the account of Demetriusi^pp. 104« 
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The ruins of the city enable us to state that neither fire nor 

a deluge had anything to do with its destruction. Nor are 

any proofs available to the effect that an earthquake was the 
cause of its ruin. Was it, then, due to some human agency ? 

The history of those times contains no mention of any gigantic 
battle which might have caused its wholesale destruction’*. A 

battle may have taken place between Euthidemos, Demetrius’ 
father and some Indian king, when the former invaded the Punjab. 
The king in question may have been a local one, or the Mauryan 

emperor, or the king of Kasmir. The local king is out of question, 
because Euthidemos, a powerful chief with a large army, could 
have easily defeated him. Moreover, a petty local king would not 
have dared to raise arms against such a powerful chief, and thus 
voluntarily invited his own ruin. The Mauryan empire was on its 

way to rapid decline, and as such, it is also out of question. 
Again, it was too far from the Punjab to have an effective control 

over affairs there. We have stated in Appendix D at the end of 
vol. II, (pp. 360 & seq.) that Vrsabhasen succeeded Priyadarsin on 

the throne. His younger brother, Jalauk by name, being dissatisfied 

with the weak rule of his elder brother, established an independent 
kingdom in Kasmir. During the 26 years of his rule, he had 
conquered all territory upto Kanoj and had driven out the Mlechchhas 

from these parts. He must have crossed the whole of the Punjab in 
his attempt to march upon Kanoj, and must have consequently, 
subdued a strip of the country including Taksila. But he must 
never have entertained the thought of destroying Taksila. On thq 
contrary, he must have tried his best to enhance its prosperous 
condition. Hence, the city must have been destroyed by the Yonas. 

They had no permanent interest in India, and being greedy of 

the spoils of war and of plunder, they must have destroyed the 
city and taken away all valuable things out of it. 

Of course, the final decision on the point—what was the 

cause of Taksila’s destruction—has yet to be reached. 

(72) It has been proved that Taksila had a stone^wall around it; vide 
pp. 212. Sir Cuaninghais’s extract is given there. 
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There were two university-towns in ancient India. One was 

the university town of Nalanda in Magadh, and the second 

was that of Taksila. Having seen the superior condition of Taksila 
University, Nand IX made suitable changes at Nalanda^®. No 

book of those times contains any description of 

The university at the method in which education was imparted at 
Taksiia these universities; nor do we get any details 

about the courses taught by them. Thanks to the 

efforts of some western scholars, we now know something about 

them. Mr. Vincent Smith szys’’*:—“It had a special reputation 

as the head quarters of Hindu learning. The sons of peoples of 

all the upper classes, chiefs, Brahmins and merchants flocked to 

Taxila, as to a university town, in order to study the circle of 

Indian arts and sciences, especially the medicine^®. The territory 

surrounding the capital was rich and populous.” Another writer 

says:—“ The age for entrance to the university was 16’®. Students 

flocked there from all parts of the country. Some of them were 

princes and sons of rich men, while some of them were poor. 
Each professor had 100 to 500 students under his care. The 

.number of professors was large and they were well-versed in 

their subjects. The Sudras were not admitted there. Some, however, 
managed to attend the courses there in-cognito,” The fact that 

medical science was given more importance at this university, 

shows that the influence of Persian culture had been pretty strong 
upon Taksila. We know that Gandhar was under Persian domi¬ 

nation for nearly a century. And the Persian medical science was 

far advanced. It was known as the Unani system. It was as 
comprehensive as the Aryan medical science. We have no means 

to decide whether the Aryan medical science owes its existence 

to the Persian one or vice versa. Neither need we enter into a 

(73) Vol, I, Account of Nand IX, pp. 330 and seq. 

(74) E. H. I. 3rd edi. pp. 154. 

(75) Puratattva, vol, I, pp. 51:—“The fame of Taksila had reached distant 

couptrie?, on account of its medical courses.” 

(76) Vol. I and vol. II. Boys came to majority at the age of 13 in those 
times. So 16 must have beeu tbe entrance age for po8t->graduate coutaes. 
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detailed discussion about it. The probability is that the Aryan 
system was the mother of the Unani system, just as the Aryan 
culture was the fountain-head of all the cultures of the world. 

The reader will see that we have adopted the custom of 
stating something at the end of the chapter about the religion 

of the people, whose account has been given 
The religion there in the previous pages. Some one might argue 

that a historical book should mainly confine 
itself to political events and personages. It should not be stuffed 

with religious details. But history has a much wider connotation. 
It means a comprehensive account of the people concerned. No 

side of their lives should remain untouched. And religion is not 
an unimportant side. Religion has much to do with the other 
facts of a nation’s life. It is religion that cultivates intimate and 

lasting relations between the ruler and the ruled. It always exerts a 

deep influence on the lives of the people. No account of a nation 
would be complete without some details about the religion that 
was followed there. The religious side of a nation’s history is as 

important as its political, social and economic sides, and no 
historian worth the name, can afford to ignore it. Of course, he 

should not dwell upon it with a view to propaganda or any other 

thing of the same sort.'^^ He should give an impartial account 

(77) Many a time have 1 tried to explain that religion and community 

are different concepts. Society is divided into various classes according to 

occupations. These classes are subdivided into castes and sub—castes for the 

sake of professional convenience, or due to narrow-mindedness and ignorance 

of the people. (1 have dwelt at length on this point in vol. I, pp. 25 to 28 

and 31; pp. 261 and 315 to 319; and vol. Ill, ante. pp. 194-98 ). 

The classification of society into various communities is due to economic, 

political and social necessities and contigencies. Sometimes a community is 

synonymous with a guild, i. e. all the members of that community follow 

only one profession. 

Religion, on the other hand, is quite a different thing. It represents 

civilization and culture of the times, and its aim is to point out the way to 
the best kind of life that can be led on this globe. It has nothing to do 
with communities or classes or guilds or castes and sub-castes. A man may 

belong to any caste or class, and he cm follow any religion, which appeals 

most to the spiritual elemeot in him. This distioctioa betweeu community 
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of it. Some readers are so suspicious and prejudicial in thought 
that whenever they find an author writing about religion; they 

at once begin to think that he is doing so with a propagandist 

aim. Such readers ought to understand that no good historian 

<jven entertains any such foolish idea in his mind, and that if 

he does so, he is doing a great disservice to himself and a great 

injustice to the worthy dead. A good historian always sticks to 

what he thinks to be true, irrespective of the impression that his 
statements might create on his readers. He sacrifices every thing 

at the altar of truth, because to him history is inseparably united 
with truth. 

We know that the province of Gandhar was first under the 
rule of Pulusaki. After his death it passed from one empire to 
another; the Persian, the Nanda and the Mauryan. Then Alexander 
invaded it and after him it came under the power of the Yons 

and the Ksaharafs respectively. Thus Taksila was under the rule 

of various empires and dynasties from the 7th century B. C. to the 
1st century B. C. The Persian emperors ruled it, not personally, 

but through governors. Hence their rule did not much affect 

either religious or social life of the people. Of course, it was during 

Persian domination that the Kharosthi language came into being. 

The rule of the Yons over the province lasted for nearly half a 

century. But nothing definite is known either about their culture 
or about their religion. So, their influence upon the people of the 

province must have been negligible. The remaining rulers of the 
province, namely, the Nandas, the Mauryas and the Ksaharats, 

and religion must be crystal clear in our minds. A clear conception of it 

would put an end to many communal clashes that take place at present. 

Originally there were only two religions, namely, the Vedic religion and 

Jainism. All other religions and creeds are of later origin. 

At present the condition is that Hindu bates the very idea of embracing 

Islam and vice versa. Such narrow mentality exists to-^day. 

All other religions of the world.have branched from the two original 
religions, namely, the Vedic religion and Jainism. Tbe sooner tbe world gets 
rid of this multitude of religions, the better for the human beings that have 
tbe fortune or tbe misfortune to be bom in it. 
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were Jains. Only Aiok was a Buddhist; but the Punjab was not a 

part of his empire. At the fag end of his life, he had conquered 
the southern portion of the Punjab’®. So, Buddhism had almost 

nothing to do with the people of this province. So, we come to 

the conclusion that out of six hundred years from 7 th century 
B. C. to 1st century B. C., Jainism was prevalent among the 

people for more than four hundred years. This statement is based 
on the evidence of coins. Again, the name of Par^wnath, the 

twentythird Jaina Tirthankar, who lived in the 8th century B. C., 

is found in the Stupas of Taksila and Manikyal’®. This leads 
us to conclude that even during the 8th and 9th centuries, the 

province must have been predominantly under Jaina influence.®” 
One of the stupas also contains the Dharmachakra (The Wheel 

of the Law)®^, together with the name of Parsvanath. It is 
undoubtedly a Jaina symbol. It has no connection with Buddhism®*. 

This statement is supported by Jaina books. They state that 

“ Dharmachakratirth ” or “ Chakratirth ” was but another name of 

Taksila®®. In short, Taksila was a centre of Jainism right from the 

(78) His time, really speaking, is from B. C. 330 to B. C. 303=27i 

years. In B. C. 317, Poros was murdered and the Yavana representative, 

Euthidemos, fled from India. Then Punjab had some peace. (Vide vol. II. 

chronology on pp. 221). This means that it was only after B. C. 316 that 

Asoka's power there had a somew’hat sound basis. (For details, vide vol. II. 
pp. 395 and seq ). 

(79) Vide vol. II, pp. 5, f. n. no. 10; pp. 33 and pp. 311, f. n. no. 89. 

(80) Cf. f. n. no. 82 below. 

(81) Read f. n. nos. 84 and 85 below. 

(82) Read matter connected with f. n. no. 80 above. Vide vol. II. Coins 
nos. 35 & 36. Vol. II, pp. 50-59 and f. n. nos. there. 

(83) “Jain” Silver Jubilee Number, pp. 42 and f. n. no. 3 there. A verse 

is quote there. It is given below. It contains names of Jaina holy places:— 

“ CbamparajagChe cha Chakramatfaura, 

J oddhapratisthanage; 

Vande Swaruagirao tatba Surgirao, 

Sridevkepattne; 

Hastodipuri Pa^ladaspure, 

Champ Funcbasare, 

Vande Sri Kar^atake Sivapure, 

Nigdrabe Ni^ake." 
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9th century B. C. to the 1st century B. C. Then it was destroyed. 

Prof. Rapson, an expert on coins, says®*:—“ The wheel of the 
Law is a symbol of the Buddhist faith,®* which was professed 
by the Satarpal families of Taxila and Mathura.” The statement 
is quite true except the fact that Dharmachakra is a Jaina sign. 
Many Jaina signs have been likewise wrongly stated to have been 
Buddhist signs.®® 

The writer states that "Chakra” means the ancient "Dharmachakra” 
of Tak?ila. 

(84) C. A. R. paragraph 87. 

(85) Many Jaina symbols have been mistakenly taken to represent 

Buddhism. This is one of the examples. 

(For details vide vol. IT. chap. II. pp. 50 and seq.) Cf. f. n. no. 86 

and the matter connected with it. 

(86) Read f. n. no. 85; a reference to this is made in chap. V, pp. 190 

in the paragraph efititled " The religion of the Kfaharals.” 



Chapter VII 

Foreign Invaders (Contd.) 

Synopsis:—Persians, Parthians, Pahlavas and Pallavas:— 

detaUs about them—each distinguished from others—the origin 

of the Pallavas—DrSxhdian literature and references to it—Were 

these people Aryans or non-Aryans? Was there any relation 

between and ParS—The connection of the Pahlavas with 

Indian History—Mistakes committed by historians through their 

mmjmdefstanding about the PMhians and the ^akas. 
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(C) PERSIANS, PARTHIANS OR PAHLAVAS. 

Having finished the account of the Yons and of the Ksaharats, 

we now turn to the Parthians. Their home was Persia and 

Persia is also named Parad. Hence they are 
Their names called Persians or Parthians. Again, their mother- 

tongue was Pahlavi. So their third name was 

Pahlavas. Those of the Parthians who settled in India were called 
Indo-Parthians in order to differentiate them from those Parthians, 

who remained in the motherland. Another name ascribed to them 
is Pallavas. Western scholars cannot, naturally enough, be very 
particular about slight differences of pronunciations^ So, they have 
fixed up that Pallavas was but another name of Pahlavas, just 

as they fixed up that Sandrecottus was none other than Chandra- 

gupta, because of the similarity of pronunciations. 

All history books uniformly refer to Pallavas and Pahlavas 

as the names of the same race, just as they do in the case of 
yavans and yons. The fact, on the other hand. 

Distinction between jg represent different races having 

****PahIava's* different origins. In the paragraph above, we 
have stated two reasons for this misunder¬ 

standing. The third reason is, that historians have got into the 

habit of thinking that, no definite details are available about these 
foreign races and that they should not bother themselves much 

about those, who were, after all, foreigners. So, if one historian 

happened to fix up certain conclusions about these peoples, all 
others have accepted those conclusions as true, without taking the 

trouble of verifying them. The same thing happened about the 

rock-inscriptions ascribed to Aioka. 

The Parthians are also called Pahlavas from the name of 
of the language spoken by them, namely, Pahlavi. The Pallavas, 

on the other hand, have been stated to have been rulers of certain 

(1) J. S. I. pp. 142:—“The origin of the Pallavas is even to-day considered 

a mystery. It is one of the many unsolved problems of Indian history." 

[ Note : In volumes I and II» I have tried to solve this problem; I 

think, to the satisfaction of readers. ] 
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districts in the area now known as Madras Presidency. Suppose 
that Pahlavas and Pallavas are two different names of the same 
race, a branch of which settled in north India and another 
branch of which settled in south India. When did they come to 

India ? and by what route ? If they came by land-route, they 
must have first crossed Afghanistan and then the Punjab. Then they 
might have gone anywhere in India. If they came by sea-route, 
they must have landed in Baluchistan, after having crossed the 
Persian gulf. Then they must have come to the Indus delta, and 

from thence must have proceeded southwards through the Arabian 
Sea, to land at a port of Saurastra. 

History tells us that Persian domination over certain parts 
of India was first established during the time of Cyrus the Great 
and of Darius. But at that time the PIrthians did not settle in 

India. They kept only trade relations with India. So, there is no 

question of the Pahlavas settling in India at that time. It was 
after the invasion of Alexander the Great, that foreigners began 
to swarm India with a view to settle here forever. This shows 
that India was for the first time invaded by foreigners, by land- 

route, with a view to settle in the land, in B. C. 325 or there 
about. By sea, the foreigners first landed in India in B. C. 60. 
In that year, the ^akas were invited to fight against the Garda- 
bhila king of Avanti. The Sakas, as we know, were a people 
different from the Pahlavas. Suppose that some Pahlavas also 

came to India with the Sakas at that time. Even then, we can 
definitely state that foreigners first came to India-by land or by 
sea-at least not before B. C. 325. 

Let us now have a look at the history of the Pallavas. We 

find that the Pallava chiefs held responsible positions during the 

times of Chandragupta and A^oka. It has been stated in the 
Sudar^an-lake inscription that the governor who got it built, was 

a Pallava chief, Visakh by name.® This is evidence based on an 

(2) C. A. R. Intro, pp. 32:—Mr. Rapson says that this Visakh was a 

governor appointed by K$atrap Rudradaman. So, his time has been fixed np 

as the 2nd century B. C. But it is clearly stated in the inscription that the 

goveraor there bad first got the dam built during the rule of Chandragupta, 
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inscription. Legend tells us that one of the queens of Kharvel 

was a princess of the royal family of Baluchistan or of Persia. 
Taking for granted that the Pallavas were Persians, we shall 

have to accept that they came to India as early as B. C. 425. 
(The time of Kharvel-see his account). The time of Visakh also 

was about B. C. 325. Now, the people who held responsible 
positions during 425 B. C. to 325 B. C. must have settled in 
India long before that time. This is in conflict with the fact that 
no foreigners ever crossed the borders of India before 325 B. C. 
Hence we come to the conclusion that the Pallavas are different 

from the Pahlavas. The former were in India long before 425 

B. C.; while the latter came to India at least after 325 B. C. * 

Who were these Pallavas ? What was their origin ? It is 
stated in history books that Pallava chiefs held responsible 

positions during the times of Chandragupta and A^oka. This makes 

it clear that their origin must have been much earlier, or at least 
at the time of Chandragupta. On pp. 144 of “ Studies in Jainism 
in South India ”, it is stated:—“ Pallavas is one of the main 
branches of Tirayar caste and therefore styled as Pallava Tirayar 

and they were known to early Sangama literature by their group- 

name Tirayar; but as their power and influence increased in the 

land, their branch name Pallava Tirayar assumed greater 

importance. ” So, the Pallavas were in existence during the Sahgam 

age.® What was the period, included by Sangam age ? Unfortunately, 

southern scholars have not come to any definite conclusions 
about it. It is, however, tentatively supposed that the Sangam 

age was the time after the rule of Chandragupta. Be that as it 
may, it becomes crystal clear that the origin of the Pallavas was as 

early as B. C. 4th century, or, at least, the beginning of B. C. 

3rd century. 

Then it was repaired by Visakb, during the time of Asoka. Many snch 

misunderstandings exist about the inscription at the SudarSan-dam. For details 

vide vol. II, pp. 352 to 365 and further in the account of Rudradaman, later on. 

(3) According to Dravidian literature, the ancient age is divided into 

throe periods. One of the periods is called "Saogam". 
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Some extracts from the scholars of repute are given below. 
They do not contain direct mention of the Pallavas. Yet they 

do contain indirect references to them. Prof. S. Krsrjasvami 
Ayyangar, Professor of History at the Madras University, says, 
while describing the conquests of the Mauryas in south India,* 
“The Mauryas carried their invasions to the south of India. They 

were in hostile occupation of forts in the northern borders 
of the Tamil land. The Aryans were beaten back when the 
central Mauryan power became feeble; and their dislodgements 

from the south must be referred to a period which included that 
of Mamulnar and others of the Third Tamil Academy® of Madura ” 
This extract gives us to understand that the Mauryas had settled 
in south India long before the time of Mamulnar. The same 

writer® states elsewhere, in connection wtih the conquest of the 

fortresses of the Mohooras by the Mauryas^, “ Another author 
Parankorranar also attests the coming in of Mauryas to the distant 

country of south India; so also does Attiraiyanar The author 
of J. S. I.® having quoted Prof. Ayyangar, says:-“ Prof. Ayyangar 
thinks that this conquest of the Mauryas in the south took place 
during the reign of Bindusar ” [ We may note here that the name 
of “Bindusar” has been given here as a successor of Sandrecottus, 

and it was a common belief that Sandrecottus was but another 
name of Chandragupta. Now, we have proved that Sandrecottus 

(4) “Studies in Jainism in South India”, pp. 126. The subject is discussed 

in details in “Beginnings of South Indian History”. The author of the former 

treatise seems to have based his conclusions on the latter book. 

(5) The "Academy” time is also considered as one of the “Periods” in 

Dravi^ian literature. By “Period”, Dravidian writers meant transition from 

age in literature to another. The “Academy” time was the third “period”. 

So, “Sangam” must have been either the first or the second “period”. The 

“Sangam” period thus preceded the time of Mamulnar. 

(6) Vide J. S. I. pp. 128. 

(7) J. S. I. pp 128:—“Mohoor whose territory was attacked by the 

Manryans in the course of their southward march.” The Mauryas, during thelt 

onward march to the south, conquered these fortresses on the way. 

(8) They are all Tamil scholars. 

(9) Vide !• S. I. pp. 129. 
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was not another name of Chandragupta but of A^oka. So, his 
successor was his grandson, Priyadariin. Hence conquest of the 
Mauryas in the far sooth took place during the rule of Priya- 

dar^in.*®]. Tamil writers have called these victors “Vamba 
Moriar = New Mauryas. ” One of the writers says:—They were 
an imperial race, who undertook a great south Indian invasion 
Thus the old Mauryas—i. e. those who came here during the 

time of Chandragupta—and the new Mauryas—i. e. those who 
came during the time of Priyadarsin—were scions of the ruling 

family at Magadh. At the time of both^’ the invasions, some of 

them settled for good in south India. Those who settled earlier 
were called old Mauryas, and those who settled later were called 

new Mauryas. 

All these extracts lead us to the conclusion that by the time 

of Mamulnar, the Mauryas had long settled in the south and 
that the name “Pallava” had been long current there. So their 

origin and rise most be fixed much earlier than the time of 

(10) We have made a statement to the same effect in vol. II, (Vide the 

accounts of Priyadarsin and of Chandragupta). Chandragupta had conquered 

the territory including ^ravan Belgol, now in the Mysore State. Priyadarsin 

advanced much further and conquered much territory in the south. 

(11) Cf. f. n. no. 10 above, and the matter connected with it. 

(12) Some scholars are led to believe that the new Mauryas went south¬ 

wards during the time of Samudragupta. They hold the opinion that Chandragupta 

Maurya never led any invasion in the South. (But, then, how can we explain 

the death of Chandragupta Maurya near Srava? Belgol, at Mt. Chandragiri? 

What about the rock-inscriptions erected there by Priyadarsin ? It is true 

that Samudragupta, the grandson of Chandragupta of the Gupta dynasty, did 

conquer southern India. So they think that the new Manryas settled in the 

south during the time of Samudragupta, and that the old Mauryas settled in 

the south during the time of his grandfather Chandragupta. These scholars 

have quoted Dr. Fleet, (Bombay Gazetteer, vol. I, part 2, pp. 579) in support 

of their contention; “They evidently identified the early Guptas—^king Chandra* 

gupta or his grandson of the same name—with the far well known Mauryan 

Emperor King Chandragupta”. 

[ My notes: Why should the Guptas identify themselves with the Mauryas % 

What was the specific reason for that, if any ? Why are the scholars silent 

OB this poiat ? ] 
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Mimulnar. We need not bother ourselves with the question of 

the interval that elapsed between the rise of these people and 

the time of the Mauryas^®. We have stated in Vol. I, that the 
kings of the Sisunaga dynasty and of the Maurya dynasty 

belonged to the Licchavi clan, which itself was a branch of the 

Vrijis. The “ Vriji ” included within it, clans like “ Pallava ”, 
“ Kadamb ”, “Pa^dya”, “ Chola ”, “ Malla ”, “ Maurya ” etc. Hence 

it is clear that the “ Pallavas ” constituted a branch of the Vriji 
family and were quite different from the Pahlavas. 

In the extracts quoted above, the term “ Pallava ” is not 
directly mentioned. But the attentive reader will see that they 
all allude to it. One more piece of evidence, based on coins, may 

be given here. We have stated in the description of coin No. 81, 

in Vol. II, that that coin was minted by a Pallava king, according 

to the opinion of Mr. Eliot, while according to my opinion it 

was minted either by the Andhra king or by Priyadar^in. The coin 
bears the symbol “ Cross & Ball ” (Vol. II, pp. 51). It is an 

old coin, connected with a king of Avanti. Now, no Andhra king 

ever became the king of Avanti or ever subdued the region now 

called the Coromandal Coast. So, we conclude that it was struck 
during the time of Priyadar^in, by a Pallava king. ( This Pallava 
king was not an independent ruler, as Mr. Eliot supposes him 

to have been, but he was a vassal of the king of Avanti). A 
writer says:—“ The Pallava kings of Kanchi had an emblem on 

their coins, a ship with two masts. This explains their connection 
with sea. They were also connected with Naga princes. [ By 
“Naga”, the writer probably means the princes of the §i^unaga 
and the Nanda dynasties. ] This shows that the Pallavas belong 

to the ^i^unaga family. According to my opinion, king Udaya^va 
of the §iiunaga dynasty directly descended from the Licchavi dan 

(13) In vol. I, we have said in the account of emperor Udayalva of the 
Sisunaga dynasty that his heir-apparent Anuruddha had invaded and conquered 
Ceylon and had founded a city there, Anuruddhapur by name. On his return 
he had appointed some of his relatives to look after the conquered tenitory. 

These rdatives were Pallavasy Kadambas, Pindyas, Cbolas and others. This 
contention is now supported by Tamil literature. 
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while the Pallavas were a sub-clan from the Licchavis (read 

f. n. no. 13 above). 

Another probability is that the Pallavas were connected with 

the family to which Priyadar^in belonged. We know that the 

Mauryas invaded south India twice,—once during the time of 

Chandragupta, and second time, during the rule of Priyadar^in. 

The new Mauryas probably called themselves an offshoot of 
the old Mauryas and we know that the Sanskrt term for an 

oflF-shoot is “ Pallava ”. 

The Pallava kings consolidated their power in the south, 
in course of time. Their dynasty passed through many ups and 
downs. The present king of Pudukofa, is a member of the Pallava 
family. In the same way, the Chola kings-kings of Konjeevaram^* 
-also belonged to the Pallava family. Mr. Vincent Smith*®, says:- 

“ Petty Maurya dynasties apparently connected in some unknown 

way with the imperial line, ruled in Konkan,*® between the 
Western Ghats and the sea and some other parts of western 

India during the 6th, 7th, and 8th, centuries and are frequently 

mentioned in the inscription ”. The Licchavis and the Mauryas 

were all followers of Jainism. So were the Pallavas. In course 

of time, however, the influence of the followers of the §aiva sect 
under the banner of ^ankaracharya, the abbot of ^arda, began to 
take greater and tighter hold of this area. Many ministers of 

the Pallava kings were ^aivites. Once, a Chola king, who was a 
Jain and whose queen was also a Jain, was persuaded to marry 
with the princess of a ^aivite family, after the death of the Jaina 
queen, by his prime-minister. Consequently, the king was converted 

(14) H. H. pp. 641:—“Conjeevaram, the capital of the Pallavas". 

(15) E. H. I. 3rd edi. pp. 195. 

(16) We have stated that the Kadambas were a branch of the Lichchhavi 

kfatriyas. (F. n. no. 13 above). The territory under their rule was Aparant, 

now called KonkaU. Mr. Vincent Smith is of the same opinion. Minaldevi, 

the mother of Siddharaj, the famous Solanki kingf of Gujarat, was a princess 

of the Kadamba family. The Kadambas were followers of Jainism. For this 

reason, the territory under their power, is described as “Bordering lands" in 

the inscriptions of Priyadarsin. (Vide their account). 
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to ^aivism and led away by the insinuation of a ^aiva monk, 
Appar by name, he drove out all the Jains from his territory. 
A historian of south India says:-^’“ Jains were driven out of the 
Pallava country by Appar (^aiva saint) in or about 750 A. D., 
though they were not rooted out of the Chola country In the 
famous fortresses of Arcot, we find pictures showing the massacre 
of the Jains by the ^aivites. 

In short, the Pallavas were not foreigners as the Pahlavas 

were. They are a branch of the Vriji-Licchavi family. They were 
not in any way connected with the Pahlavas who hailed from 
Persia. Their home was the territory on the south of the Krsna. 

Originally they were Jains, but in the 8th century A. D. they 
were converted to ^aivism. 

The Pahlavas 
Aryans or Non- 

Aryans ? 

There was a time when persons who had received modem 
education used to decry everything that was stated in ancient 

books. They refused to believe in things which 
were not clear to their reason. But the speed 
of modern scientific inventions has brought 
about a change in their outlook and has 

blunted to some extent the sharpness of their incredulity. They 
have come to realize that things, which were believed to be 
impossible only yesterday, have become the actual relations of 
to-day. Electric current travels at the speed of lacs of miles 
to-day. Why should one, then, disbelieve that a god could go 
round the whole of Jambtidwip in the twinkle of an eye, if by 
god, the ancients meant personified power of nature ?*® Things 
which have been excavated from Egypt have been proved to be 
as old as five to seven lacs of years. Does this not lead us to 
beleive that our earth has been existing since crores of years P* 
Electrical devices, the wireless broadcasts, televisions—all these 
modem scientific marvels prove one thing conclusively and that 

(17) Vide J. S. I. pp. 66. 

(18) For details abont Jambudwlp, vide ante pp. 84 and seq« 

(19) Their ways of life may have been different from oars; but, at least, 
it. is certain that human beingsJthere were, in those times, 

30 
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is, powers residing in nature are thousand times superior to powers 
residing in human beings. We can make use of those powers of 

nature, either for our progress or for our destruction. Surely 
knowledge is power, and ancient saints did things, which to us 

seem incredible marvels, because they were masters of all energy 
residing in them and could centralize them on any activity in 
which they were interested. In short, unless we can conclusively 
prove that things were otherwise in times of yore, what earthly 

reason is there to disbelieve that the heights and physical sizes 
of human beings in those times were larger than those of human 

beings in our own times, that Krsna had thousands of queens, 

that human beings could fly in those times and so on ? Are we 
to denounce them as false, simply because similar things do not 
exist at present or to-day ? Is it common sense to judge other 

ages by the standards of our age ? Surely, we do not do justice to 

ancient times by doing so, and we also treat our intelligence unfairly. 

Hence, an intelligent and earnest reader should not flippantly 
cast aside a thing of antiquity simply because a similar thing 

does not exist at present, or simply because it is not found to 

fit in the modern values of things. He must have a cool, 
dispassionate and scientific attitude of mind. 

We have stated in the foregoing pages that Persia and the 

region to the west of it formed, in ancient times, a part of 

§akadwip which itself was a part of Jambfldwip. These parts 
were visited by Lav and Ku^, sons of Ram and by prince §amb, 
the son of Krsga. This means that means of communication 
between Jambiidwip and ^akadwip existed in those times and 

that life in one dwip had a sort of influence on life in another. 

So, Aryan civilization of Bharatkhaijda must have wrought some 

changes in the lives of the natives of ^akadwip. On the eastern 

extremity of ^akadwfp, i. e. on the borders of Jambfldwip, was 

situated Persia; and on the western borders of Jambiidwip was 

the territory in which were born our sages. The territory was 
known as ^akasthan. Certainly, there must have been close contact 

between the Aryans and the natives of ^kasthan. They were so 

near oneanother. The same conditions existed in Perna. The 
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Aryan sages represented cent percent Aryan civilization and 

considered Persian civilization to be much inferior to their own. 
So they coined a term—Para (Pa=J)—for the Persian sages. 

This term indicates the inferiority of Persian civilization to Aryan 

civilization®®. The term “Parsi” is most probably a deteriorated 

form of “Parsi”. Persia is the home of Parsis®^. Ancient books 
refer to Iran as Paras, more than once®®. The terms “Faras” 
and “Farsi” are also deteriorated forms of “Paras”. I give below 
some details about ancient Persia, details which I have borrowed 
from a periodical®®. These details might help us to judge the 

difference between the Aryan and the Persian civilizations. 
• 

Pardian, the king of Persia, and Avisar (Abesares) the king 

of Darbhavisar in the Punjab, were brothers. Pahlavi®* is the name 
of the language spoken by the Parads. The term “Paradiya” is 
a deteriorated form of “Parsiv”. Vasistha, the famous sage, was 

a native of Persia, according to Matsya Puran. Arjun is also 
called Parthiv. It is said that Dilip, an ancestor of Ram, had 
his kingdom in Persia®®. The name of his son was Anamitra or 
^asan, whose dynasty was named after him. Pahlavi was the 

language of the kings of this dynasty. The fourth descendant of 
Anamitra was named “Hutbhuj or Varug”. “Ramhurbhuj” was 

an emporium of Indian goods, exported to Persia. The battle 
between the gods and demons took place in the time of Khattang 

(probably another name of Dilip). Dilip had two sons, namely— 

(20) Probably« the Aryan sages believed in four Vedas; while the Pahlavas 

were conversant with only one. 

(21) F. n. no. 22 below. 

(22) Kaliksuri, a Jaina monk, had brought Saka chiefs to the court of 

the Gardabhila king, from Seistan which is on the Persian Gulf. Jaina books 

state that the home of the Sakas was a country named Paras. 

(23) Vide “Sahitya”, (a monthly now extinct but formerly of great 

reputation and published from Baroda). Vol. 17, pp. 485-487, f. n. no. 5^6. 

(24) The names "Pardia” and “Persia” signified the same country. 

(25) Vide “History of Persia”, voL I, pp. 422-23; aad f. n. no. 24 above, 
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Anamitra*® and Raghu. The Persian history tells us that the 

Pirads of the ^asan djmasty called themselves Pahlavas also®^. 
According to the Persian history, the Parads and the Pahlavas 
were kings of the same dynasty; but they ruled at different 

times. All these details clearly prove that Persia was under Indian 
domination in ancient times. So the Persians were more or less 

under the influence of A.ryan culture and civilization*®. Not only 
that, but ties of blood also existed between the Persians and 

the Aryans. Further, we can also say that the Persians and the 

Greeks were sister nations, both belonging to the Surya dynasty**. 

(26) His another name was Vighna; 

Khattanga 

I i 
Persian kings Indian kings 
AnamUra (Sasan) Raghu 

Ardhasir (Ardesir) Aja 

Sapur (the good) Dasarath 
I I 

Hurbhuj (Varun) Ramchandra 

(27) Cf* details given on pp. 235. 

(28) Cf. details given on pp. 235. 

(29) Many instances of this are given. ("Sahitya”, vol. 17, pp. 597-600). 

Greek 
(Dynasty) Helia-dal 

(King) Euristhenes 

( „ ) Atreus 

Hercules 

Balcan 

Indian 

Surya (Dynasty) 

Udhisthir (King) 

Atreyas (of the Atri family) 

Harikul (the king of Lydia 
and Syria). 

Balik (the brother of Santanu). 

The names Balkh, Balhik (Syria) and Balkans are derived from *‘Balcan”« 

The descendants of the Greeks are called “Balica Putras”. Mr. Tod says 

that the first king of Sparta was Udhi?thir. (Pp. 985, f. n. no. 2). 

Marichi (Lux) Janharu (Hera) Balaram (Hercules) 

^ania (Saturn) Varun (Posliden=Neptune) Krsna (Apollo),* 

Kasyap (Uranus) Vis^udamitra (Demcter) Siva (Bachhus) 

Bfhaspati or Mangal(Zeus) Sati (Hesti) Budha (Mercary) 

4ani| the ton of ^ya (Snitikarma) wa« the first kiD| of Groece lad of 
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The Persian provinces of Yemen and Youna were inhabited by 

Yavans also. Greece was the home of Yavans as we already 
know®®. The names “Ionian Sea” and “Ionian Islands” are derived 

from the name “Yavan”. They were originally Vrsalatva Ksatriyas. 

In the following paragraph, we shall discuss their relation 
with India. 

In the above paragraph, we have stated the relations that 

existed between Persia and India, upto 9th century B. C. The 
subsequent political account of the Persians is 

The political con- briefly given in Chap. Ill of Part VI of this 

nection volume, while giving some details about the 

Yons. This shows that close relations existed 
between India and Persia before, as well as after, the 9th century 

B. C. It is stated on pp. 329 of C. H. I. “ Prior to the seventh 
century B. C. there was a great commercial relation between 
Persia, Babylon & India, which, it is believed, was largely via 
the Persian gulf”®^. Then the Persian emperors, Cyrus and 

Rome. The period was called the Golden Age (Satya Yug). Saturday is their 

first day of the week. Saturn is the ancient Roman God of Agriculture. The 

last Saturday in a month is the day of festival among them. In India, iron 

is given as charity in the name of Saturn; in Greece, lead is given for the 

same purpose. In those countries the colour of Saturn is believed to be dark. 

The descendants of Surya dynasty are called the “Titans” in the western 

countries. A deteriorated form of the same is Traitana, which is another name 

of Kasyap. The details given above, thus prove that Greece, Rome, Persia 

and others were connected with the Surya dynasty. (According to Jaina books, 

the sons of ^Sabhadev inherited, and separately ruled over, these countries. 

Their names are similar to the names given above. Rsabhadev also belonged 

to the Iksavaku dynasty, itself a branch of the Surya dynasty. The first 

Persian kings Yam and Sarvape were Manus. The first rulers of Greece and 

Rome were brothers of Sarvaiie Manu. On account of this reason, Persia, 

Rome and Greece are considered to be sister nations. 

Not only was the festival of Saturnah celebrated by the Greeks, but 

Phagesia (the goddess of fire=our Holi festival) also was celebrated as a 
festival. (Vide pp. 414, of “Festivals” by Tod). 

(30) In the account of the Yons, we have shown that the term ‘'Yavan" 
aignified “the Greeks'^. 

(31) Vide £f H. I. 3rd edi. pp. 28; f. a. there. 
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Darius established their power on the north-western borders of 

India. Then, Persia itself was conquered by Alexander. Priyadar^in 
liberated it from Greek domination. During the last years of 

Priyadarsin’s rule, Persia became independent and the power of 

the Arsex dynasty was established over it, in about 250 B. C. 
At almost the same time, Bactria also became independent®*. 

The home of the Parthians was probably the district of Khorasan, 

as we stated (vide ante) on pp. 98. In order to differentiate the 

former Pahlavas from the Persians of these times, Mr. Vincent 

Smith has called the later Persians, Parthians.*® He says:-“They 

were a race of rude and hardy horsemen, whose habits were 

similiar to those of the modern Turkomans,®* who dwelt beyond 
the Persian deserts®® in the comparatively infertile regions®® to 

the S. E. of the Caspean sea. They were armed like the 

Bactrians with canebows and short spears; unlike Bactrians,®’ 

they had never adopted®® Greek culture, although submissive to 

their Persian and Macedonian masters,®* they retained the 

unchanged habits of a horde of mounted shepherds,*® equally 

(32) Vide the details about the origin of the Yons in chap. I of this 

part VI. 

(33) Vide “Buddhiprakas", vol. 76, pp. 11. 

(34) In that region is situated a city named Khiv. Turkoman was a part 

of Bactria in those times. 

(35) Between Khorasan, the origin of the Parthians and Persia proper, 

there is a sandy region. So the phrase “across the desert” is used here. 

(36) A comparison is here instituted between the fertility of Turkoman 

and that of Khorasan. Turkoman means Bactria. It was more fertile than 

Khorasan. 

(37) A comparison is instituted between the social customs of the Yons 

and those of the Parthians* 

(38) The Yons had absorbed Greek civilization; the Farads retained their 

own Jn other words the Parads were more orthodoxical than the Yons. (Cf« 

the details about the difference between the Yons and Yavans). 

(39) They were chiefs of the Yons and of the Parads. They were not 

independent. They became independent later on, (Under whose domination 

they were, is not definitely known). 

(40) The Parads resembled the Ahirs of India. Beth were warlike tribe^ 
ud were Kfatriyas. 
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skilled in the management of their steeds and the use of^ 

the bowV* 

Being mainly concerned here with Indian history, we should 

not dwell at length upon any problem that is not directly connected 

with it. Yet we have to make an exception here in order that 

the fog that has gathered round the history of these foreign chiefs 
may be cleared. I do not mean to suggest that the details statedl 
by me about these foreign chiefs are gospel-truth; but, at the 

same time, it may be stated with pardonable pride that I have 
made the way clear for future students, who will thus be spared 

much of the spade-work. 

The author of C. H. I. says^“;—" Parthians or Pahlavas 

and Scythians (Sakas) were so closely associated that it is not 

always possible to distinguish betw'een them; the same family 
includes both Parthian and Scythian names ”. Another writer, 
Mr. Rapson states the same difficulty,*®;—“ The difficulty of 
distinguishing between the Scythian (Sakas) and Parthian (Pahlavas) 

dynasties in India is well known. The proper names afford the 
only means of making a distinction between them; and a 
consideration of these supplies no certain guide, since names 

derived from both the sources are applied to members of the 
same family ”. The extracts have been quoted here in order to 

give an idea to the reader of the difficulty of distinguishing between 
the ^akas and the Pahlavas. To differentiate their names or to 
classify them is difficult; naturally, much more difficult it is to 

give their political accounts separately. 

We have just stated that Persia became independent in 
about 250 B. C. Bactria followed suit almost about the same 
time. We also know that while Demetrius, the Bactrian chief, 
was busy conquering provinces in India, a certain chief named 
Eucratides usurped the Bactrian throne. In B. C. 159, the year 
of Menander’s death, Heliocles, the son of Eucratides, killed his 

(41) They were thus men of hardy physic and rather strong-mhided pi^le. 

(42) C. H. I. pp. 568. 

(43) C. A. R. Intro, pp. 99; f. n. no* 1. 
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own father, while on his way back home and himself ascended 

the throne. So, now we have a connected account of Bactria 

from B. C. 250 to B. C. 150. During the same time, Persia was 

ruled by about five kings of the Arsex dynasty and in about 
B. C. 150, the sixth king, Mithradates by name, was on the 
throne. (Vide pp. 79 for the dynastic list.) He has been found 

to have ruled from B. C. 174 to 136 = 38 years. We do not 
know in what year ended the rule of Heliocles. Nor are we much 

concerned with that. It is probable that after his death, that 
part of Afghanistan which was under his power, came under the 
power of Mithradates. The western and the southern portions of 

Afghanistan were already under the power of Mithradates. These 

portions were inhabited by the Sakas. So, the territory of 
Mithradates, the Parthian king, included within it, Khorasan, 

■western Persia, Afghanistan and Baluchistan. The ^akascame under 

the Parthian domination. The successors of Mithradates were 

weak; so, during their time the ^akas tried to regain their 
independence. But their efforts were rendered futile by Mithradates 

II, the ninth king of the Arsex dynasty. A great battle took place 
during his time, as a result of which Parthian dominations over 

the ^akas was established for a long time to come. It is stated 
in H. H.^*:—“It was in his reign that the struggle between the 
kings of Parthia and their Scythian subjects in eastern Iran was 
brought to a close and the suzerainty of Parthia over the ruling 
powers of Seistan and Kandahar, confirmed”. The same writer 

has stated elsewhere*®;—“Persian and Parthian title “ Great King 
of Kings*®” was the result of an actual conquest of N. W. India 
by Mithradates I*’. But the invasion of India must be ascribed. 

(44) C. H. I. pp. 568. 

(45) C. H. I. pp. 567. 

(46) The Indian conquest was made in the year B. C. 88 or thereabout. 

Then he assumed the title “King of Kings”, but not before that* 

(47) This shows that upto the time of Mithradates I, there was no 

Persian domination over India (f. n. no. 48). It was during the time of 

Mithradates II» that Persians established their power in India. 
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not to the reign of Mithradates I*®, but to a period after the 
reign of Mithradates when the power of Parthia had declined®” 
and kingdoms once subordinate had become independent. There 
were normally three contemporary rulers of royal rank—a king 
of kings—associated with some junior member of his family in 
Iran®^, and a king of kings in India®* and the subordinate ruler 
in Iran, usually became in due course king of kings in India®®, 
(pp. 569).” The extract makes it clear that Mithradates II was 
a powerful king. He was also called Mithradates the Great. The 
Parthian empire had its palmiest days during his time. His 

successors were weak. So, during their time, the subordinate kings 
became independent. A branch of the family migrated to India, 
and settled there. Mauses, Aziz I, and others belong to this branch. 
They were given the name, Indo-Parthians. During the same 
time, several ^aka tribes also came to India and they were given 

the name, Indo-Scythians. We are concerned here with the 
account of Indo-Parthians; the account of the Indo-Scythians 
will be given later on. But the details given above will make it 
clear that both the Indo-Parthian and the Indo-Scythian kingdoms 

(48) This is quite correct. Cf. f. n. nos. 46 and 47 above. 

(49) I. e- after B. C. 88; see the dynastic list facing pp. 79. 

(50) The Parthian power weakened only after the death of Mithradates 

the Great. See f. n. no. 49 above. Vide the account of Emp. Moses given 

later on. 

(51) The king of Persia is called here “Junior*’. Because he had to send 

his son to India. However, for reasons about this, vide the account of Aziz II. 

The reader will have to change his opinion then* 

(52) We call them Indo-Parthians, The names of their chiefs were Mauses, 

Aziz I, Aziz II and so on. 

(53) He Is called subordinate to Persia only, because his origin was Persian 

and because he was sent by the Persian king. 

If the kings mentioned in f. n. nos. 52, 53, be the same individual, there 

will be only two individuals holding the title “Emperor”, and not three as 

stated above. For more details vide the account \ of Mauses. 

31 
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in India, branched from the Parthian empire, though the races 

are different from each other** and hailed from different places. 
(Chap. I, in Part VI) The reader will now see that it is not 
so difficult to differentiate the Parthians from the ^akas, as the 
learned scholars quoted above, believe to be. 

We have stated above, how the Indo-Parthians came to 
India. In the next chapter we shall give an account of their 
activities in India. 

(54) 6. S. H. 66!—is tho Indian form of Scythian, and Pablava 
for Parthian". 



Chapter VIII 

Parthians (Contd.) 

Synopsis:—(/) Mauses—his descent from the Persian royal 

family—the belief of the scholars that both he and his successor 

started eras of their oxm—the way he came to India and the 

relation between the Parthians and the ^akas—misunderstandings 

about his titles; the extent of his territory. 

(2) Aziz I:—His time—his career, coins and era—the good 

relations of his forefathers with the royal family of Persia. 

{3) Azilises:—Some details about him. 

(4) Aziz II:—Misconceptions about his rule. 

(5) Goiu^fames:—His bright career; the union of the two 

Persian royal branches during his time;—some details which are 

not directly connected with him—Nature's work in India and Italy. 
\ 

The territorial extents and the religion of these rvlrits, 
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(1) MAUSES, MAUES, MOGA 

All these three are names of the same individual. It is an 
established historical fact. Just as Pahlavas and Pallavas are names 

of different people, so Indo-Parthians and Indo- 
lils tame and rale Scythians also were different people. They were 

chiefs who had been once under the political 

domination of Persia (vide supra). We do not discuss this problem 

in details here, because certain facts about Indo-Scythians have 
yet to be written in their accounts. But we shall incidentally 

refer to the differences between the two, as occasions arise in 
this chapter.^ 

We have stated that the Parthian empire had its best days 

during the rule of Mithradates the Great, the ninth king of the 
Arsex dynasty and that the Sakas came under its power. During 

the weak rule of the successors of Mithradates, however, the 

Sakas became restive. To check their activities, a general named 

Mauses was appointed. Some scholars hold the opinion that 
Mauses was appointed as governor of the Saka territory during 

the time of Mithradates himself. Mauses enjoyed powers similar 

to those of a Ksatrap. We have no means to decide exactly 

when he was appointed and why he was appointed, or whether 
he had any blood-relationship with the ruling family.® He was 

a clever politician and an able general, and is said to have 

remained in office for nearly half a century. He held a position 

of trust and responsibility. He remained faithful to the ruling 

family. All these things lead us to conclude that he must have been 
selected for the post, not only because he was richly dowered 

with striking qualities of head and heart, but also because he 

had ties of blood with the royal family®. Looking to the long 

tenure of his office, he must have been appointed in the prime 
of his youth, during the rule of Mithradates the Great. After his 

(1) Proofs will be given whenever necessary. 

(2) In the light of facts, we have to come to the conclusion that he was 
connected with the royal family. Read f. n. no. 3 below. 

(3) Cf. f. n. no. 2 above and the account of bis later life. 
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death, during the weak rule of his successors, he must have taken 

the reins of government into his own hands, must have acted 

firmly and tactfully, and thus must have brought the situation 

under his control. Mithradates ruled from B. C. 123 to B. C. 88; 

so the appointment of Mauses as a Satraps must have been in 

about B. C. 120 to B. C. 115. 
He came to India much later® (about B. C. 80 or 79). He 

ruled in India for a few years only. His rule on the aggregate 

lasted from B. C. 115 to B. C. 77®. Thus he must have died at 
the age of about 70 to 75. 

We have stated above that according to the writer of C. H. I., 

there was a political upheaval about the time of Mithradates 

the Great. The members of the ruling family 
Was he a s«ka ? separated and formed three groups. One group 

continued to occupy the original throne of the 

empire. The second group went to India and established an 
independent kingdom there. The third settled in the district of 
Seistan in the N. E. of Persia.^ The last group, later on, came 
to India and established independent kingdom here. Such is the 

opinion of the author of C. H. I. and of many other scholars. 
Now, let us examine this view-point in the light of facts. Of the 
three divisions of the Persian ruling family, the first two are 

all right. The second group which came to India is known in 

(4) “Satrap” is a word of the Persian language. During the rule of 

Darius, twenty Satraps were appointed over various parts of the Persian 

empire. ( Vol. I, pp. 70, f. n. no. 5 ). 

(5) C. H, I. pp. 570;—“The precise date of Mauses cannot at present be 

determined”. 

(6) These are not definite dates supported by any solid evidence. Due to 

certain reasons, scholars have fixed the time of his successor, Aziz I, as B. C. 

78. (Vide his account). So, the rule of Mauses must have ended in B. C. 77). 

The author of C. H. I. (Vide pp. 570-71) has given altogether different 

dates. They are given below:— 

Mauses ; B. C. 75 to 58 = 17 yearr. 

Aziz : P» C. 58 to 47 =* 11 years. 

(Vide “Buddhiprakas”, vol. 76, pp. 99). 

(7) Vide pp, 242 and itSif. n. no. 54. 
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Indian history as the Indo-Parthian group. But it would not be 
proper to say that the third group, which is known by the name 
Indo-Scythians, was a branch of the Parthian race. Their account, 
which is given in the next chapter, will make it amply clear 

that they were different race from the Indo-Parthians.® It is 

quite true that the Scythians were once under the political 
domination of the Parthians and that they formed a unit of the 
Persian empire. But that is all that can be said. The Indo- 
Scythian chiefs who established their power in India, never assumed 
the high-sounding title-king of kings-which the Indo-Parthian 

chiefs most certainly did.® They were satisfied with the simple 
title, “ King So, we come to the conclusion that the Persian 

ruling family divided themselves in two^® groups only. The belief 
that the Parthians and the ^akas belong to the same family 

has given rise to many historical errors and has made the tangled 

skein of ancient Indian history more tangled stilP’. The author 

of C. H. I. for instance, says:—“ The first three Saka sovereigns 
who succeeded to the dominions of yavana (Greek) kings on 

the N. W. Frontier Provinces and the Punjab were Mauses, 

Aziz I and Azilises...The assumption of the Imperial title “ King 
of Kings ” by these Saka and Pahlava sovereigns is most significant 
and testifying in a manner, which cannot be mistaken (to the 

diminished power of Parthia at this period).” The passage quoted 
above alludes to many things, with a note of hesitation about 

them all. For instance, a reader might not unreasonably think 
that the Yavans never established their power further than the 

N. W. Provinces and the Punjab* The reader may also conclude 

(8) Vide pp. 242, read the last lines there. 

(9) This proves that the Indo-I^rthians and the Indo-Scythians had no 

political relations with each other. The Indo-Scythians were independent 

chiefs. Cf. f. n. no. 1 above. 

(10) Cf. pp. 241, f. n. nos. 52 and 53. 

(11) Vide C. H. I. pp. 569. 

(12) We have already proved that the Yavan and the Yuna kingdoms 

stretched right upto Mathura. (Vide the accounts of Pemetrius & Meoan^r). 
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that the ^aka kingdom in India consisted of these provinces only^*. 
Secondly, Azilises, Aziz II and Goiidofarnes were also chiefs who 

ruled in India. Why are their names not stated by the learned 

writer ?'*. Thirdly Mauses, Aziz I and Azilises are first referred 
to as §aka ” sovereigns;^® and in the next sentence, they are 

called “ Saka and Pahlava” sovereigns.’® This means that either 

the author believes that they were names of the same race or 
he does not know of any distinction existing between them. 
Fourthly, he has not stated clearly as to who could assume the 

title “King of Kings” and who could not.’^ In f. n. nos. 12 
to 16, we have given facts about these points. The reader will 

understand how much Indian history has suffered on account 

of these authors having no clear idea about the Sakas and 

the Parthians. 

India is protected by mountains on the north and on the 

west. Along her whole northern border, the Himalayas stretch 

like a line of impregnable fortifications across which no enemy 

(13) Even the Sakas had not confined themselves within these limits. 

They had gone much further. (Here the scholars have confused the l§akas 

with the Pahlavas. Read f. n. nos. 15 and 16 below). In the next chapter 

we shall prove this conclusively. 

(14) If he meant that the first three enjoyed power over these provinces 

and the remaining two did not, he is wrong. On the contrary, the territorial 

possessions of the last two were much more extensive than those of the 

first three. 

If he has not mentioned the names of the last two with the idea 

that they did not belong to the ruling family, he is again far from truth. 

The last two were direct descendants of the ruling house and were thus 

more closely related with it than the first three. 

If his contention is with regards to the seat of the capital, even then 

he is wrong, because the seat of the capital of the last two was Mathura. 

(15) We have shown that these rulers do not belong to the Saka race. 

(Read f. n. no. 10 above). 

(16) We have proved in the foregoing pages that the Sakas and the 

Pahlavas are different races. (Vide pp. 98). Their accounts also prove the 

same thing. Read f. n. no. 10 above. 

(17) Details about this have been given on pp. 117 to 123 in a separate 

paragraph. More details will be given as occasions arise for them. 
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can attack India. The western range of mountains is neither so 
strong or so continuous. There are several passes connecting 
India with other countries. Of these passes, two are more 
noteworthy than the others. One is the Khaiber pass connecting 

India with Afghanistan and the other is the 
Which way did Bolan pass, connecting India with Baluchistan, 

they come 
to India ? Persians to come to India, the Khaiber 

pass would be more suitable. But if natives 
of Seistan or of any others of provinces on the sea-coast wanted 
to come, the Bolan pass would be given preference by them. By 

sea, they would have to come through the Persian gulf. The 
Parthians had established their power over the north of Afghanistan. 

Hence, the Indo-Parthians must have come to India through the 
Khaiber pass. The home of the Indo-Scythians was, on the 

other hand, in the south of Afghanistan, in the N. E.. of Persia 
and in Baluchistan. So, they must have taken to the Bolan pass 
if they wanted to come by land, and to the Persian gulf if sea- 
route took their fancy. So, the Indo-Parthians would come to India 
through the Punjab while the Indo-Scythians would accomplish the 
same object through Sind. Thus the route selected by a foreign 

people would be a clear indication to the situation of their native 
place and hence to the people themselves. 

According to the opinion of the author of C. H. I. Mauses 
was an Indo-Scythian. Hence, by the rule stated above, he states 

that he must have come to India through Sind, and then he 
must have proceeded towards the Punjab though the Indus. Now, 
it is an established fact that Mauses and his successors ruled 

over the Kabul river region in Afghanistan, the Punjab and Sursen 
and Mathura. Now, if Mauses came to India through Sind, how 
did he establish his power over the regions stated above ? Surely 
it is an anomalous proposition. The scholars themselves are 
confused on the point. The extent of their perplexity will become 

clear to the readers from the following extracts from C. H. I.^® 
The Sakas reached India indirectly, and like the Pahlavas they 

(18) Vide C. H. I. w 564. 
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came through Ariana^’(S. Afghanistan and Baluchistan) by the 
Bolan pass into the countries of the lower Indus.Pahlavas 
are inseparably connected with the Sakas and.the Indo- 
Scythia*® was the base through which the Saka and the Pahlava 
armies moved up the valleys of the Indus and its tributaries, 

to attack the yavana kingdoms*^.The province of Indo- 
Scythia (Sind) appears to be very inadequately represented 

(by coins of Mauses). It may perhaps have been held by the viceroy 
together with Arachosia.” Coins of Mauses are not found in Sind. 
So, the scholars have come to the opinion that it must have been 
under the power of the governor of Arachosia. The coins of 
Mauses, they believe, are not found in Sind^* because it was so 
far from Kandahar, the seat of his capital. “ For a time the 
remnants of the two yavan houses in the upper Kabul valley and 
in the eastern Punjab seem to have been separated by the ^aka 
dominions which lay between them in the valley of the Indus®® 
This means that for a time the yavana family was divided into 
two groups and that their power was on the decline. One group 

ruled over the region around the Kabul river and the other had 
under its domination the eastern Punjab. And the ^akas (i. e. 
Mauses) ruled over the territory lying between these two yavana 

(19) Herat was the capital of Ariana. (vide vol. II, pp. 275). The Kbaibar 

pass only would be suitable to them. Yet the scholars have made them come 

by a different route, in order to suit these things to their theory ? Difficulties 

and confusions arising from this are stated in the following sentences. 

(20) The Indo—Scythian region stretched about the territory through which 

the Indus flows into the sea. The delta formed there is known as the Saka- 

dwip. (See details about Sakadwip). 

(21) The Yavana power extended upto Taksila and the Punjab. Naturally, 

the people whose home was Herat, would prefer the Kbaibar pass whan they 

want to come to India. They would never take the circuitous route of first 

going southwards, then travel through the Bolan pass to Sind, and then 

proceed northwards through the Indus* Why should the historians ask readers 

to believe such nonsense? 

(22) Mauses had no relation with Sind. Hence, naturally, his coins are 
not found there. 

(23) . Vide C H. I. pp. 570. 
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kingdoms. As a matter of fact, however, the yavana house was 

not divided into two groups at any time**. F. n. no. 24 below 
will make it clear that the scholars had to imagine certain things 

in order to suit them to the theory held by them. The author 
of C. H. I. further states:—“After the reign of Mauses, the house 

of Euthydemos was extinguished and yavana rule in the Punjab 

brought to an end.” This is also an equally imaginary theory, 

because, after the end of the dynasty of Euthydemos, Mauses was 
appointed by the Parthian emperor Mithradates, as the governor 

of the territory. The extract quoted above states things quite to 
the contrary * . We may note here the fact that many coins bearing 
the names of yavana chiefs are found in the Punjab as well as in 
the territory around the Kabul river. Scholars have come to the 

conclusion that the Bactrian ruling house was divided into two 
groups—one of Euthydemos and the other of Eucratides—and 

that these chiefs were the descendants of these two groups. But 
as we have shown above*®, these chiefs never ruled as independent 

kings. They were governors—K^atraps—appointed by their 
overlords and they were given the power to mint their own coins 
for currency in the territory under their rule. And on account of 

(24) See the dynastic list of the Yavans facing pp. 79. Scholars believe 

that Yavana house was divided into two parts in the following manner:— 

(1) Euthydemos, Demetrius and Menander; (2) Eucratides and his successor. 

They should have noted, however, that Euthydemps was the first man to 

occupy the throne of Bactria, and that Eucratides succeeded him. Demetrius 

and Menander, on the other hand, established their kingdom in India. They 

had no political relations with each other. Again, their time is about B. C. 

200; while the time of Mauses is about B. C. 80. 

Moreover, the Bactrian rule ended for ever in B. C. 123. Vide 

account) in Bactria, and in B. C. 159 in India. The rule of Mauses, on the 

other hand, began in B. C. 80. So, there was an interval of nearly 50 to 75 
years between their rules. 

Thirdly, no yavana kingdom was ever divided into territories separate from 

each other. The yavana kingdom always consisted of one continuous stretch 

of territory. Hence, there is no question of an intermediate territory ruled 
by Mauses. 

* Read f. n. no. 24 above. 

(25) Read the details given at the end of the account of Moian^r. 
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this reason, we find in the same region, the coins of these chiefs 
as well as the coins of their overlords®*. Had these chiefs been 
independent yavana kings,—scions of the ruling house-the yavana 

dynasty would have been found to be not so continuous as it 
really is. The reader will clearly see how much injustice has been 

done to the Indian history by taking for granted that the Indo- 
Parthians and the Indo-Scythians belonged to the same family. 

We have stated in Vol. I, pp. 70 that the Persian empire 

was divided into several provinces for the sake of administrative 
convenience, and that over each province was 

territorial‘extent Satrap.®^ The empire of Darius was 
divided into 20 to 24 Satrapis. The overlord 

or the occupant of the original throne was called emperor. During 

the rule of Mithradates the Great, the Bactrian chief Heliocles 

died, and the Yona dynasty ended with his death. Mithradates 

annexed certain parts of the Bactrian kingdom,—especially that 
portion of Afghanistan which connected India with Persia. Over 

the territory thus annexed, he appointed Mauses as the governor. 
He was not merely a ksatrap; he was given the title '* King 

(See his coins), and was given the power to mint his own 

coins. Over and above these distinctions from an ordinary Satrap, 

the very fact that the most strategic territory—connecting India 

with Persia—was placed under his power, means that he must 
have been the scion of the ruling family. Certain points, referred 

to in his account b6low, also substantiate this contention. So 

also do the political doctrines observed by his successors support 
it.®® Mithradates the Great died in B. C. 88; he was succeeded 

by weak rulers. During the weak rule of these successors, the 

(26) If a provision bad been made to the effect that all yavan k§atraps 

must see that the portrait-head of their overlords should appear on one side 

of the coins, these difficulties would not have arisen. 

(27) “Satrap” is a word belonging to the Persian language; “Ksattap", 

on the other hand, is a word of the Kharostbl language. The meaning of 

both is the same. 

(28) Their accountsi given later ont will make this quite clear. 
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^akas rose into rebellion.’^ Had Mauses desired to take advantage 
of this opportunity, he could have easily secured for himself the 
throne of the Persian empire. But he did nothing of the sort, 
remained faithful to his weak overlords and suppressed the ^aka 
rising. Then he advanced towards India.®® This shows that 

not only was he a descendant of the ruling family, but also that 
he was a noble-minded and faithful man. His successors followed 
in his foot-steps and allowed their kingdom to be merged within 

the Persian empire. It is not improbable that even while he 
was in Parthia (i. e. from the death of Mithradates in B. C. 88 
to some following years) he might have been given the title 

“ Great King ” in appreciation of his services to the empire. 
Then he invaded India, conquered large territories, and established 

Mathura as the seat of his capital. Then he might have assumed 
the title “ Great King of Kings ”, which denoted his equality 
in status with the Persian emperor. This is all about the various 
titles assumed by Mauses.®^ The author of C. H. I. states®®:— 
“ The Saka and Pahlava kings®® repeat the great royal title, 

(29) Read the extract from C. H. I. pp. 567, on pp. 241. Note particularly 

the words, “After the reign of Mithradates'’. 

It is probable that at the time of this political upheaval in Seistan, a 

large group of the ^akas migrated to India and settled in the region under 

the power of Bhumak. The ancestors of psabhadatta, the son-in-law of 

Nahapan, probably came with this group. (For more details vide the account 

of Rsabhadatta). 

(30) This seems to be quite true; because the Persian throne was 

successively occupied by kings for short intervals, even after this. This shows 

that Mauses had no desire to usurp the throne of Persia and thus make it 

a scene of battle and warfare. He never entertained any desire of fattening 

himself at the cost of his brothers and cousins. His successors followed the 

same policy* 

(31) All details about these titles have already been given* Vide pp. 117 

and sequel. 

(32) C. H. I. pp. 567. 

(33) We have to note that these details apply to the Pahlava kings only. 

The term Saka is given here because the author of C. H. I. mistakenly 

thinks that the Pahlavas and the Sakas were the same people* (Vide pp. 24^ 

f. B. SO* 54). 
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“ King or Great King ”, but their normal style is “ Great King 

of Kings a title which is distinctly Persian The extract, 

however, should not be taken to mean that the Parthians were, 

at any time, under the power of the Greeks. Nothing can be 
further from truth, because long before B. C. 80, the Greeks 

had closed to have any power in India, or even in Afghanistan, 
in Persia or in the territory to the west of it. Of course, it is 

true that in former times the Greeks and the Pahlavas had come 
into contact-social as well as political—with each other; and as 

a result of this, the Pahlavas might have adopted certain titles 

of the Greeks.®* We have already given above all the details 
about the titles of Mauses. As to the possible date of the 
invasion of Mauses over India, the author of C. H. I. states®®:— 

“ Mauses invaded India after the end of the reign of Mithradates 

II, when Parthia ceased to exercise any real control over Seistan 

and Kandhar. ” In the table facing pp. 79, we have, stated that 
his time is in B. C. 85. Further researches show us that it must 
have begun a few years later, in about 80 B. C. In the account of 

Patik, the Ksaharata Mahaksatrap of Taksila, we have stated that 
while he had gone to Mathura on a pilgrimage, Mauses, taking 

advantage of this opportunity, conquered the province of Gandhar 
and seized the throne in B. C. 78. It is further stated in 

C. H. I.®^:—“Mauses had conquered Gandhar-Pushkalavati to 
the west of the Indus as well as Taxila to the east ”. So far the 

author of C. H. I. is in the right. But when he states®® that “ Any 

direct invasion from the north seems in fact to be out of question”; 

we have to say that he is twisting facts in order to suit his 
theory that Mauses was a ^aka®®. We have shown in the 

The Sakas always prefixed the title “King” to their names. They never 

assumed titles like “Great King” or “King of Kings”* (Vide their account). 

(34) These words of the author show that he is not quite sure of what 
he says. 

(35) Cf. f. n. no. 34 above. 

(36) C. H. I. pp. 569. 

(37) C. H. I. pp. 570. 

(38) C. H. I. pp. 564. 

(39) Vide f. b. no. 1 above. 
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foregoing pages that the ^kas would certainly have come to India 
through the Bolan pass and that they would have first landed 

in Sind. Not so however the Pahlavas, who would have found 
the Khaiber pass more suitable to them. The very fact that 
Mauses had under his power territory upto Kandhar, Gandhar 

and Taksila, proves that he must have come to India by the 

Kaiber pass. For what earthly reason should he have taken a 
circuitous route ? 

His career in India began with the conquest of Gandhar. 

Then he advanced further, conquered the province of Sursen, 

which was under the power of another K^harata Mahaksatrap, 
and established the seat of his capital at Mathura. These events 

took place in B. C. 79. Shortly after this, he died and was 
succeeded by Aziz I. It is not known whether Mauses and Aziz 

were related to each other in any way. I believe that they were 

father and son. We shall discuss this later on. We may, however, 

note the fact that Mauses conquered within one year all the 

territories that were under the power of two Ksaharafa Maha- 
k satraps who had been ruling there for over a period of 35 years. 

Two reasons can be given for this amazing conquest Either the 

Ksaharata chiefs were too much engrossed in religious activities 

to mind their political responsibilities; or powerful as they were, 

Mauses defeated them and killed them in pitched battles. By 

the time Mauses came to India, both Patik and Sodas had 
reached the ripe old age of nearly 80 years.*® Most probably 

they had no male issues. And they were highly religious-minded.*^ 
So, they might have relinquished their thrones in favour of Mauses, 
in whom they may have found a fit successor. It is also 

probable that bloody wars may have taken place between them; 
and that we do not find any proofs about their having taken 

place, because in the first place, Jaina books containing their 

(40) Mauses was also equally old. The warlike spirit in a man burns 

with the same intensity, irrespective of his age. So, if the Kfaharata Kfatrap 

wanted to fight, he would have. 

(41) The Lion Capital Pillar of Mathura is a brilliant example of their 

devotion to relidioa. 
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descriptions have been either destroyed or are yet to be found 

out, or the hitherto unpublished documents at the royal courts 

of Persia only may contain any mention of them. On the whole, 
however, the first theory is more plausible than the second, 
especially in view of the fact that all the Ksaharafa chiefs were 

devout Jains. It is noteworthy that during the short interval of 
five years from B. C. 78 to 74, all the three powerful Ksaharata 
kingdoms came to an end. Surely, the ways of fate are queer 
and inscrutable. Mauses may also have made preparations to 
invade AvantI, after his conquest of the first two Ksaharafa 

kingdoms. Nahapan then had reached very old age. But, in the 

meanwhile, Mauses died and his ambition of conquering Avanti 

remained unfulfilled. 
In the Taksila charity-deed copper-plate we have the figure 

of 78. Patik has got it inscribed there the words, “ during the 
rule of King Moga. ” Details about this have already been 

given on pp. 187. 
Thus the kingdom of Mauses consisted of Afghanistan, the 

Punjab and the United Provinces. 

(2) AZIZ I alias AYA 

After the death of Mauses, his son, having assumed the 
name Aziz, came to the throne of Taksila^ ^ as well as of Mathura. 

Opinion prevails among some scholars that 
His time there was no blood-relationship between Mauses 

and Aziz. So also are different opinions held 
about his time. 

Let us discuss in detail the question of his time. We have 

stated (vide table facing pp. 79) that the rule of Mauses ended 

in 78 B. C. This has been stated on the authority of Mr. Vincent 
Smith. The author of C. H. I.** holds a different opinion. 

(42) J. I. H. Qu. vol. 12, pp. 20. Prof. Stein Konow states:—“Sir John 

Marshall’s excavations have shown that in Taxila, Moga was succeeded by 

king Aziz". 

(43) C* H* I. pp. 570-71; the time of Mauses is stated there to have 

been 75 to 58=17 years, and that of Aziz, 58 to 47=11 years* (Ibid* pp. 555, 

f. n. no. 27)* 
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According to him, B. C. 75 was the year in which the rule of 
Manses began. 

We have stated above that Manses conquered the kingdoms 

both of Patik and of Sodas within a year,—probably 78 B. C. 
or 79 B. C. In the case of Patik, this contention is supported by 

his copper-plate which means that, it is perfectly true. In the 
case of Sodas however, no such piece of solid evidence is available. 

Moreover, the conquest of two such powerful kingdoms within a 
year being always difficult of achievement, seems rather improbable. 

Of course, in the case of Patik, advantage was taken of his 

absence and Mauses had not to exert himself or his army very 
much for that. But, for the conquest of the kingdom of Sodas, 

he must have required some two or three years for making 
preparations. Hence, it is not unreasonable to accept B. C. 75 

as the date of his conquest of Mathura. Then Mauses intended 
to invade Avanti. But fate had decided otherwise and he died 
immediately after his conquest of Mathura. He was succeeded 

by his son A«iz. Soon after his accession to the throne, Nahapa? 
the king of Avanti, died in B. C. 74. As he had no heir, 

quarrels arose about the occupation of the throne of Avanti. Aziz 

could have easily taken advantage of this opportunity. But 

he had recently come to the throne*^ and did not think it wise 
to be too covetous of further conquests. This also supports the 
theory that Mauses died in B. C. 75. Why then does Mr. Smith 

stick to 78 as the year of the death of Mauses? He has not 
given any reasons for his theory. Probably he does so, because 
he believes that it was Aziz who started the Saka era, which is 

said to have begun in B. C. 78.*" But this is far from truth. 

(44) If we take that Mauses died in B. C. 78, then Aziz must have come 

to the throne in the same year. Nahapa? died in 74, i. e. 4 years after Aziz 

came to the throne. The fact that Aziz did not turn bis eyes towards Avanti 

during all these years, shows that he was not as valorous as his father. 

(45) Some scholars believe that it was Aziz 11, who started the ^ka 

era. This is equally wrong. Figure 78 has no possible connection with his 

time. Again his career-quiet and uneventful,—was not the career of an 

■a«4ounder. 
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In the first place, Aziz was not a powerful king and had achieved 

or done nothing in commemoration of which he might have 

started the era. But suppose that he did start an era. The Saka 
era, however, was begun not in B. C. 78 but in 78 A. D. How 

can a king who ruled in B. C. 78—supposing the date to be 

true—have any connection with an era started in 78 A. D., i. e. 

nearly 150 years later ? Hence B. C. 75 is the correct date 
of the death of Mauses and of the accession of Aziz to 

the throne. 

The author of C. H. I. believes that Mauses was a ^aka chief. 
He states'*®;—“A few years later cir B. C. 75, there arose another 

formidable power on the west. The Scythians (Sakas)of Seistan 
had occupied the delta of the Indus. ” In short, he means that 

the ^akas came to power in B. C. 75, under the leadership of 

Mauses. Elsewhere*^, while discussing the figure 79 in the Copper¬ 

plate of Patik*®, he states:—“ If so, the inscription would be dr. 

72 B. C., a year which may well have fallen in the reign of 

Mauses ”. We have already proved that Mauses was not a Saka 

chief at all. So, all the theories about him are naturally incorrect. 

In short, the reign of Aziz began in B. C. 78 or in B. C. 
75. It ended in B. C. 58. Thus his rule lasted for 20 or 17 years. 

A short time after his accession to the throne, NahapSi? 
died, leaving no heir behind him.** The throne was occupied by 

a certain Gardabhil, who founded a dynasty 

His career after his name. He however died in B. C. 64*® 
(B. C. 61 according to some) and again 

there arose a quarrel about the throne. Both these events 

took place during the time of Aziz®^; and Avanti was situated 

(46) Vide C. H. I. pp. 532. 

(47) Vide C. H. I. pp. 570. 

(48) Vide pp. 554 and pp. 610. 

(49) Vide his account. 
(50) Some believe that in that year Gardabhil rdinquished his throne; 

He died some time after this. (Vide his account given later on). 

(51) On one of the occasions, he was not in a position to do anything. 

• For details read bis account* 
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on the borders of his own kingdom. Again, the persons who 
occupied the throne could not hold a candle with him either in 

prowess or in military strength. In spite of such advantages, Aziz 
remained inactive. Had Mauses been alive, he would unhesitatingly 
have taken advantage of such opportunities. This shows that 
Aziz had not much in him of his father's valour or ambition. 
Or, he must have had troubles at home. Mauses had no time 

to consolidate his conquests. He simply conquered kingdoms and 
died. So Aziz must have thought it wiser to consolidate his power 
at home, than to march onwards leaving a rebellious state of 

affairs at home to grow and aggravate during his absence. But 

no proofs are available in support of this second contention. 

Hence, we conclude that he must have been an ease-loving 
and harmless sort of man, contented with what he had inherited 

and too idle to be activly engaged in anything. His coins 

give ns to understand that during the latter part of his life 
he was ill. 

Some scholars believe that Aziz began the ^aka era in B. C. 
78. We have shown above, that this is quite incorrect. The ^aka 

era began, not in 78 B. C. but in 78 A. D., 
His coins and bis era i. e. nearly 150 years after the time of Aziz. 

Again, Aziz had done nothing striking during 
his rule in commemoration of which he might start an era. 

Moreover, he was not a ^aka; he was a Parthian. So, the theory 

that he started the ^aka era is groundless. 

About his coins, the author of C. Sh. H. I, states"*:—“ On 
Manses’ coins, his name appears along with the title King of 

Kings”; but the coins of his successors, Aziz king of kings, of 
Spalahores his brother and of Spalagadames his nephew some* 
times also bear on the obverse Greek legends, with the name 
Vonones"", king of kings. Aziz sometimes struck coins, like Manses, 

(52) Ibid. iv. 68. 

(53) The coins of the brother and of the nephew of Aziz may bear the 
name of Vonones. But what about the coins of Aziz himself ? Again, neither 
bis brother nor his nephew succeeded Aziz on the tfasoae. Heittuw of Aom 
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in his own name alone,** but also some times with Azilises** 

king of kings as well as with Asvavarman ”**. This means that 
some coins of Aziz bear his portrait-head only; while on some 

others, we find the portrait-head of some other together with 
his, either on the same side*^, or on opposite sides. The same 
writer states*® that*® the overlord got words inscribed in the 
Greek script and the king under him got words inscribed in the 

Kharosthi script, on the coins. If the overlord and the king 

under him were father and son, they did not make any distinctions 
on the coins. Other relations are clearly mentioned. The instances 

of Azilises and Aziz are given as illustrations of this. But the 

learned writer has omitted one thing. 

But one thing has been entirely overlooked by the writer. 
All the instances given by him refer to the original throne of the 
Persian empire. He has not made it clear whether the same 

conditions prevailed in India. To understand this clearly, one 
has to look into the relations that existed between the two 

thrones-the original throne in Persia, and the other in India. 
During the 28 years that followed the death of Mithradates in 
B. C. 88, two or three weak rulers occupied the throne of Persia. 

Then Mithradates III came to throne in B. C. 60. At that time 

Aziz was on the throne of India. But due to old age and perhaps 

was an independent king anywhere* At the most, they were governors of 

small provinces. Scholars committed the same kind of mistake in the case of 

the governors appointed by Demetrius and Menander. They took all these 

chiefs to be independent kings. Both the nephew and the brother of Aziz 

were either under his power or under the power of the Persian king. 

(54) These coins must have been struck during their period of independence. 

(55) Such coins were struck when they were under the direct control of 

their overlord. For details read further on« 

(56) He was a commander-in-chief. Probably he ruled over some province 

together with Aziz. For details read further, 

(57) Read f« n. no. 60 below. 

(58) C. Sh. H. and C* H. I.: both are works written by the same author. 

The former is an abridgement of the latter. 

(59) Vide C. H. 1. rp. 572, 
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some physical disability^”, he was helped in political affairs by 
his son Azilises”^ Efforts were made to establish connections 

between the two thrones at this time. But before any tangible 

result came out, Aziz died in B. C. 58 and Mithradates III died 

in B. C. 56. Azilises succeeded Aziz and Orodoes succeeded 
Mithradates. During their time it was decided to unite the two 

kingdoms into one empire, because they were just like branches 

of the same tree®’"*. It was decided that after the death of Azilises, 

the Indian kingdom was to be considered a part of the Persian 

empire, and that a governor was to be appointed over it. The 
•governor was to be the heir-apparent to the throne of Iran, or 
some other prince. Azilises died in B. C. 30. During his lifetime 
two or three kings came to the throne of Persia. At the time of 

his death, Spalires, the brother of Vonones I, was on the throne. 
His son Aziz**, who was at that time governor of Afghanistan; 
was appointed the governor of India**. He came to India and 

assumed the name Aziz II. But even this arrangement was not 
found very suitable. So, after the death of Aziz II, his succeesor 
Goijdofarnes was proclaimed as the emperor of Persia. He shifted 

his headquarters from India to Persia. (Vide his account.) These 

details will help the reader to understand, why the coins of 

Indo-Parthians bear portrait-heads of two persons, and why 

Gopdofarnes went to Persia. 

(3) AZILISES 

After the death of Aziz, his son Azilises came to the throne. 

His time has been fixed from B. C. 58 to 30=28 years. For these 

(60) On account of this reason, the portrait-heads of father and son are 

embosed on the same side. (For details vide the account of Azilises). 

(61) C. H. I. pp. 572:—“Aziz I was succeeded by Azilises; but there was 

certainly a period in which these two kings were associated in government." 

(62) For this very reason, I believe that Mauses was a scion of the 

Persian royal house. 

(53) The son of Spalires, i. e. the nephew of Vonones. 

' (64) Thi^ will make it clear that ^i^Hses and Aziz II were not father 
and aon. 
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28 years he ruled independently. But even during the lifetime 

His c er father, he actively helped him in 
administrative affairs and thus had shaken off 

much of the burden from his ailing shoulders. 

No event of any importance seems to have happened during 
his time. He may have been an ease-loving man like his father. 
A sort of understanding had taken place between him and the 
emperor of Persia. So, perhaps, he had no political ambitions or 
anxieties. Only a year after his accession to the throne, the throne 
of Avanti was vacant and had he tried, he could have easily 
secured it. But he seems to have regarded political expansion 

rather non-chalantly. 

An incident described in Rajtarfigiiji, a historical treatise on 

Ka^mir, at first made me come to the conclusion that Azilises was 

a weak ruler. I should, however, hasten to say that I have found 
that conclusion to be ill-founded. The incident in question is as 

follows:—^Emperor Vikramaditya conquered Ka^mir and appointed 
his minister named Mantrigupta, as his governor there. Naturally, 

I identified this Vikramaditya with ^akari Vikramaditya, the founder 
of the Vikrama era; because of all the ten or fifteen Vikramadityas 
that ruled in ancient India, he has earned the greatest amount 

of fame. I thought that nearly 10 or 15 years after his accession 
to the throne of Avanti in B. C. 57, he must have achieved this 
conquest of Ka^mir. Now, at this time Azilises was the ruler of 
both the Punjab and Kasmir. Hence, 1 came to the conclusion 
that Kasmir must have been wrested from him by Vikramaditya; 
which led me to believe that Azilises must have been a weak 
ruler. Thus Mathura, which was the seat of the capital of Azilises, 

was separated from the rest of the Persian empire, the intervening 
territory having been conquered by Vikramaditya. 

Later on, however, I found that my conclusion was based 

on a false foundation. My theories about Mauses and his successors 
became subject to a complete metamorphosis. I found that I had 

committed a mistake equal in magnitude to that of Mr. Thomas, 
the curator of the Indian section at the London Library, 

hd 6^te4 that Dharma^oka, who was once king Kaimir, 
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was none else but Afoka. (Vide Vol. II, pp. 348 seq. where 

we have proved that this is an entirely false conclusion). The 

established fact that Gopdofarnes, the successor of Azilises was 
the supreme master of all territory right from Persia to Mathura, 

and that he had no intervening territory to conquer, made me 
change my mind. I considered now Makati Vikramaditya to be 

out of question in connection with this incident of the conquest 

of Ka^mh and the appointment of Mantrigupta as governor over 
it. Thpn I concluded that the Vikramaditya in question must 
have been one of the kings of the Gupta dynasty. Probably he 
was Chandragupta. Two or three Gupta kings had assumed the 

name Vikramaditya. All of them were valorous and held sway 
in northern India. Again, the name of the governor appointed 

over Ka^mir—Mantrigupta—is more in conformity with this theory 

than with any other. We do not go into details about this 

because the Guptas are not within the scope of this book. 

So, I think, there is no reason at hand to dub Azilises as 
a weak-minded king. 

However, this question-who were this Vikramaditya and Mantri 
gupta ?—is not to escape from the field of our investigation. This 

will be referred to later on in this volume, while narrating the lives 
of kings of the Gardabhila dynasty, to which the famous Sakari 

Vikramaditya belonged. 

(4) AZIZ II 

We have stated above that arrangement had been made to 

the effect that a prince of the Persian royal family was to be 

appointed as the governor of India. When Vonones died, his brother 

Spalires ascended the throne. After the death of Azilises, the son 

of Spalires was sent to India as governor. He is known in history 

as Aziz II. He is said to have ruled from B. C. 30 to A. D. 19 

= 49 years. The reader will see that of all the Indo-Parthian 
kings, the rule of Aziz II, lasted for the longest time. From the 

view-point of events, however, the reign is rather disappointing. 
No noteworthy event is recorded during the long stretch of his 

reign. His was an uneventful and peaceful regime, His next-4bor 
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neighbour was the famous Vikramiditya ^akSri of Avanti. But 
Aziz II gave him no cause for complaint and Vikramaditya was 
too noble-minded to cast covetous eyes on his kingdom, without 
any sort of provocation. Acquisition of land for its own sake, did 
not appeal very much to him. 

Some scholars believe that he was the founder of the ^aka 
era. We have, however, already proved (vide supra, pp. 256) that 
any such belief is ill-founded. 

(5) GONDOFARNES—GONDOFARAS 

After the death of Aziz IT, another scion of the Persian royal 
house was sent to India as governor. His rule lasted from A. D. 

19 to 45=26 years. Then the Indian kingdom was merged into 

the Persian empire and Goijdofarnes repaired to Persia and 

ascended the throne there®®. His relations with the king of Avanti 
like those of his predecessor, were peaceful and amicable. A Humana 
chief, Kadaphisis by name, tried to establish his power over the 
region around the Hinduku^, on the north of Afghanistan, with the 
help of Yuchi people. (Vide supra, pp. 96). When Goijdofarnes 

heard of this, he at once took active steps and suppressed him. He 

forced Kadaphisis to evacuate the Kabul valley and recede further. 
Then he got a pillar erected in Afghanistan in commemoration 
of this conquest. The pillar is still there. We can confidently 
assert that the Indo-Parthian empire had its fairest day during 
his rule®®. 

Some scholars believe that Goijdofames, a follower of the 
Pahlavi faith, had embraced Christianity in the later years of his 

life. Others believe that though not an actual 
Some more details convert, his attitude towards Christianity was 

that of tolerance and sympathy®^. We know 
that Christianity had come into being almost at that time and 

(65) It is said that he died in A. D. 60; H. H. pp. 647:—"He diH 
abont A. D. 60". 

(66) C. H. I. pp. 538:—"The Pahlava power. attahud its heishte". 
(67) H. H. pp. 647:—"A recently discovered inscription shows tl»t 

Goodqphorss was initiated by St. Thomas in A. p. .21". 
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so, was full of freshness and appeal. St. Thomas, a missionary 

who travelled upto Madras and worked as an evangelist there, 

was the man, who impressed him and attracted him towards the 

new faith. 

Another thing to be noted is, that after his departure from 

India in A. D. 26, we do not definitely know (for the discussion 

of this topic, please refer to the account of the Ku^ans) under 

whose power were the Punjab and the United Provinces, for the 

next half a century. Kaniska, the Ku^ana king, established his power 

over these provinces in A. D. 78“®. Some scholars believe that 

during these fifty years, small Persian chiefs continued to hold 

power in these provinces. Of course, no definite piece of evidence 

is available in support of this contention. 

A writer has said®*:—“India and Italy have terribly suffered 

for their unhappy gifts of beauty.” Nature has been bountiful 

upon both. India has been constantly the most 

India and Italy covetous object worth trying for, to all foreigners. 

Foreign people after foreign people have carried 

fire and sword through the length and breadth of India, leaving 

black ruin and irreparable destruction in their trail. 

(6S) I briieve that this is not the correct date of Kaniska* Details about 

this Will be given later on. 

(69) Vide H. H. pp. 627. 
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Foreign Invaders (Contd.) 

(D) SAKA—SCYTHIAl^S; mDOSCYTHIANS 

Synopsis:—Details about the kings of the dynasty which 

Mr. Thomas calls “ Sen-Sihha or §ahV'—Were the Scythians 

or Indo-Scythians—the “ ^dhl ” kings of Saurastra and the kings 

known as “ ^aheniahi;’* ? distinction between them—Details about 

“ kings, who have hitherto been rather neglected by historians 

—A connected account of Sakas; distinction between Scythian and 

In^)-Scythian kings—Migration of ^aka tribes at different times 

into different directions—Confusions in Indian history on account 

of the scholars' inability to understand properly everything about 

the ^kas. 

34 
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(D) §AKA-SCYTHIANS—INPO-SCYTHIANS 

Of the five races, namely, the Bactrians (yonas), the Ksaha* 

ratas, the Pahlavas Parthians, the §akas and the Ku^ans we 

have already dealt with the first three. The 
Qenerai description ^akas and the Ku^ans have been kept at the 

end because more confusions prevail about them 
and their accounts among scholars than about any others. 

In the case of Parthians, the terms “ Parthians ” and “ Indo- 

Parthians” were used to differentiate those who came to India, 
from those who did not come, though both the terms signify the 

same race. So do the terms " Scythians ” and “ Indo-Scythians ” 

have the same connotations, and serve the same purpose. We 
know that scholars confused “ Pahlavas ’’ with “ Pallavas " and 
committed many mistakes based on this assumption. In the same 
way, they have confused the Scythians with Chasthaoa k satraps, 

who belonged to an entirely different race. We shall show here 
that they were quite different from each other. Again, the Parthians 

never came to India, and hence their account was left out. Only 

the account of Indo-Parthians was given, because they ruled in 

India. It is another case with the §akas. Both the Scythians and 

the Indo-Scythians came to India and ruled for several years. 

So, the accounts of both will find a place here. The Chasthapa 

k^traps were known to scholars as kings of the “ ^aha or Sinha 
or Sen ” dynasty and were confused by them with the kings of 
“^ahi” dynasty. Details about both will be given here, so that 
the reader may have a clear idea about both. 

It is my intention here to show the differences between;— 
(1) Scythians; (2) Indo-Scythians; (3) ^aha or Sen or Sinha kings 

(4) Sahi kings. We shall start with the last-named kings. 

Several years ago Mr. Thomas wrote an article^:—“ The 

Shaha kings of Saurashtra. ’* It has now been definitely proved 
that these “ ^ah ” kings were a branch of the Chastha^a dynasty. 

^l) J* H* A« S« VoU 12$ pp* 1 to 63» 
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Their rule is said to have begun by the end of the Ist century 
A. D.®. We know that the rule of Nahapa^j ended in B. C. 74.® 

The thing we have to find out is, who ruled 

Distinctions over Saurastra from 74 B. C. to 78 A. D. (?) 

Was it under the direct control of the kings of 

Avanti or of the Andhra kings ? On the authority of rock- 

inscription it has been proved that the dynasty of R^bhadatta,* 

the son-in-law of Nahapaij, ended in 78 A. D. ^ during the time 
of Gautamiputra Satakariji®. We know that Rsabhadatta was 
a §aka. So, this means that the Sakas, the descendants of 
?sabhadatta, ruled somewhere from 74 B. C. to 78 A. D. No details 
have hitherto been published about R^bhadatta and his dynasty. 

And historians have confused the “ ^ahi ” kings with the Chasthaija 
ksatraps. Would it not have been better in the interests of 
history, to keep silence, when they were not themselves sure 

about anything ? 

Mr. Thomas states on pp. 48;-“ Thirteen Sah kings, all date 
in the 4th century of what may be assumed to refer to the Sri 

Harsh era, 457 B. C. (i. e. they ruled from B. C. 157® to B. C. 
57) ” Now Harsh ruled over Kanoj in the 7th century A. D. 
His rule began in 633 A. D. That means that the ^ah kings 

ruled in the 10th century A. D. But this is absurd. Mr. Thomas 

himself gives the dates as B. C. 157 to B. C. 57. It may be that 

the “ Harsa ” in question may have been some other individual, 

(2) Scholars believe that it began in 78 A. D. I believe that the date is 

still later. Details about this are given in Vol* IV. 

(3) Vide his account above. 

(4) Scholars believe that both Nahapan and Rfabhdatta were of the 

i§aka origin. 

* For my views vide the account of Rsabhadatta in the next chapter 

and f* n. nos. 22 & 23 below. 

(5) See the inscription at Nasik by queen Balasri, the grand-mother of 
Gautamiputra l§atakarani. 

(6) We do not know how he struck upon the number B. C. 157. He 

may have fixed it up. in order to connect the “ ^hi ” kings with the end of 

the rule of Menan^r. (f. n. no. 9 below \ 
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who raled in B. C. 457^. In this connection, Sir Cunningham 

says*:—“ The epoch of Sah kings (See Mr. Thomas Essay pp. 45) 

of Saurashtra is fixed between B. C. 157* and B. C. 57^®; and 
he places the Indo-Scythians between the Shah kings and the 

Guptas This means that Saurastra was under the power of the 

Indo-Scythians between B. C. 57 and the beginning of the rule 

of the Guptas over it. Sir Cunningham is of the opinion that 

the Indo-Scythians conquered Sauraspra in B. C. 26. Then he 
further states:—“ Sah alphabet is certainly posterior to the Sanchi 

inscriptions." It agrees wth the period which I assign to it 
from A. D. 222 ( The beginning of the Indo-Scythian decline) to 

A. D. 380, the accession of Samudragupta.” Later on he states"— 

“ From A. D. 250, I would date the independence of the Sah 
kings and the issue of their silver coins, which was a direct copy 

in weight and partly in type from the Philopater drachmas of 

Apollodotus.The author of the Peri plus of Erythroean Sea, 
who lived between 117 and 180 A. D. states that ancient drachmas 

of Apollodotus and of Menander were then current at Barygaza. 
This prolonged currency of the Greek drachmas points directly 

to the period of the Indo-Scythian rule.” In short. Sir Cunningham 

holds the opinion that the ^ah kings ruled after the time of 

(7) }. R. A, S. vol. 12, pp. 44. f. no. 1. “ The original Sri Harsba 

commencing 457 B. C.’’ 

[ Note;—^The date of the beginning of the dynasty of Vikramaditya, the 

founder of the Vikrama era, is 453 B. C., i. e. very near to 457 B. C. 

Harfavardhan is also called Vikramaditya. So the word “Harsha” may have 

been used here in this sensei ] 

(8) Vide pp. 146, “The Bhilsa Topes” 

(9) He may have struck upon this date with the belief that Menander 

died in that year (This date however is now put as B. C. 159: vide supra 

pp. 115), f , • 
(IC) The Vikrama era began in B. C. 57. 

(11) I have proved in the account of Priyadarsin that the Sanchi Stupas 

were erected by him. 

(12) Vide pp. 149, “The Bhilsa Topes”. 

(13) By the word “^ba”, here, be means the kings of the Cba^hana dynasty. 
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Menander and before the beginning of the Gupta dynasty; while 
Thomas believes that the ^aha^* kings preceded both the Chasthaija 
and the Gupta dynasties. 

Let us look to the opinion held by Sir Cunningham. We 

know that the Safichi Stupa was erected by Priyadar^in, whose 

time was 250 B. C. Again, the similarity between the coins of 
the ^aha kings and those of Menander, points to the fact that 

Menander preceded them. The coins of the Saha kings, on the 
other hand, were personally seen by one who lived from 117 to 
180 A. D. So, the ^aha kings must have ruled sometime between 

159 B. the year of Menander’s death and A. D. 117 at 

the least. 

We may now turn to the contention of Mr. Thomas. He 
believes that the Saha kings ruled from B. C. 157 to 57 B. C. He 

is not very definite about B. C. 57. He would not have objected 
to taking it further to B. C. 26. He also believes that after the 

end of the Saha dynasty, the Indc-Scythians became masters of 
Saurastra. Thirteen kings are said to have comprised this dynasty^®. 

Their names are given in the foot-note below. He believes that 

these “Saha” kings were of the Indian origin and belonged to 
the Gupta family. Later researches, however, have definitely proved 

that the “^aha” kings were a branch of the Chasthaos. Again, 

it is not known what the relation was between the first and the 

(14) By the word “Saha”, here, he means the descendants of Rfabhadatta. 

(15) J. R. A. S. Vol. 12* pp. 45:—“It is generally held that Demetrius 

invaded India, sometime closely anterior to. if not contemporaneously with, 

the date above suggested, as that of the establishment of the Sah dynasty 

of Gujerat”. 

[ The word "Sah” is to be taken here in the sense of the dsnasty of 

Rsabhadatta ]. 

(16) J* R. A. S. Vol. 12, pp. 49: The names of 14 kings are given there 

as follows:— 

[1] Isvardatta ( the son of Vai§a ). 

[2] Rudrasah (Sinha), i the son of Svami Jivdaman. 

[3} Asdaman : ,» ,9 it TNo. 2, 

[4] DSmsab If No, 2s ft II 
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second “^aha” kings. Mr. Rapson says":--“The coin legends of 
Ishwardatta differs from those of the western Ksatraps in recording 

the regnal year and omitting the patronymics”. This means that 
the coins of Chastha^s and those of livardatta show clearly that 
the latter belonged to quite a different race^*. 

From what Sir Cunningham and Mr. Rapson say, it transpires 

that;—(1) The ^aha kings ruled sometime between B. C. 159 

to A. D. 117. (2) They are not of the Indian origin. They are 

foreigners. (3) They are different from the Chasthags. Mr. Rapson 
believes that I^vardatta and his descendants were natives of 
Saurastra and must have been ancestors of the Abhir kings of 
Junagadh, of the Ra dynasty. 

Let us now turn to other sources for further details, about 

these much discussed “^aha” kings. History tells us that during 

the 275 years from B. C. 159 to A. D. 117; Saurastra came 
successively under the power of four dynasties, namely, (1) The 

Gardabhila dynasty (which is not much known in history, and the 
details about which will be given at the end of this volume); 

[5] Vijay^h >1 99 No. 4. 

[6] Virdam 99 No. 4, 

[7] Damjatsriya » s» 99 No. 4. 

[8) Rudrasah 11 99 No. 6. 

[9) ViWasinha t> » 99 No. 8. 

[10] Rudrasah III fi 99 99 No. 8. 

[11] Atridam a 99 99 No. 8. 

[12] Visvasah 99 >9 99 No. 11. 

[133 Svami Rudradam : ( DO coins )• 

[14] Svami Rudrasah (IV) : „ 99 99 No 13. 

The author has found out these names and their relations with one 
another from a study of their coins. 

(17) C. A. R. Intro 191* 

(18) He means that:—(a) The coins of Chastbags state the relations 

of one king with the other; while the coins of Isvardatta do not. ( B) The 

Chasthaga coins have the date only; while the coins of iWdatta definitely 

state that a particular coin was struck in a certain year of his reign. So, the 

coins prove that Isvardatta bad no connection with the Chasthags. 
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(2) The ^atakar^ji kings of the Andhra dynasty, (3) The Indo- 
Scythians (9sabhadatta and his descendants); (4) The Chasthaijs. 

Of these the first two are Indian dynasties. Hence we need not 

bother about them, because the “^aha” kings were definitely of the 
foreign origin. We have shown above that the “§aha” kings were 
different from the Chasthaijs. So we arrive at the conclusion that 
they were none else but “JR^bhadatta” and his descendants. 

Several proofs can be given in support of this contention. In the 

first place, the name of the first “§aha” king, according to Mr. 

Thomas, is Hvardatta. The name of Nahapan’s son-in-law is 
Rsabhadatta. We have shown that the Ksaharafs were all of them 

devout Jains. So was his son-in-law a Jain. The name of the 
first Jaina Tirthankar is Rsabhadev. So, Rsabhadatta may well 

call himself Hvardatta also^*. Secondly, Rsabhadatta describes 

himself as belonging to the ^aka nobility*®. The ^akas who 

settled in India were called Indo-Scythians. The Scythians called 

themselves “^ahen^ahi”*^, i. e. overlords of all the chiefs who had 

gone to foreign countries and settled there. So Rsabhadatta, out 
of respect for the rulers of his mother-land, may well have given 
a shortened name like “^ahi” or “^aha” to his dynasty. Fourthly, 

from the view-point of dates also, there comes out no discordant 

note. Rsabhadatta was a contemporary of Nahapau and his 

descendants ruled over Saurastra upto A. D. 78**, when 

(19) It is better to say that Isverdatta was the father of Rsabhdatta. 

“Dinik” has been stated as the name of the father of R^bhadatta. It is 

probable that Dinik may have been a deteriorated from of “ Datta ( This 

point has been found to be wrong, vide later on Cb. XI). 

(20) See the Nasik rock-inscription No. 32. (C. A. R. Intro pp. 58 ). 

(21) Kaliksuri, a Jaina monk, brought the Sakas in order to defeat 

Gardabhilt the king of Avanti. These Saka chiefs were called “ iSahen^e 

^ahi" Details will be given in the account of Gardabhila dynasty. 

“The king of kings” was the title of the Persian ruling family. “8ahen^he 

Sahi” was the title of the Saka overlord. 

(22) According to my opinion the date is different. Sot we are not 

concerned with that here. 
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Gautamiputra ^atakariji*® massacred them one and all. That 

means that the dynasty of Rsabhadatta ruled from B. C. 74** to 

A. D. 78. It consisted of nearly 13 to 14 kings*®. 

One thing remains to be cleared here. Mr. Thomas has 
confused “ ^aha ” with “ ^ahi ” kings. The “ ^aha ” kings, as we 
have already shown, were a branch of the Chasthana family; 
while the “ ^ahi ” kings were Indo-Scythians. The first “ ^ahi ” 
king was Rsabhadatta, the son-in-law of Nahapan. The “ ^ahi ” 
kings ruled from 74 B. C. to 78 A. D. The “ ^aha ” kings were 

descendants of Chasthan*®. So, the reader has to understand 
wherever the term “^aha” is used in the foregoing pages, it is 

used in the sense of “ ^ahi He may also look to the footnotes 
for further guidance. 

The terms “Scythians” and “Indo-Scythians” are not so 

The difference 

itietween Scythians 

& Indo-Scythians 

simple as the terms “Parthians” and “Indo- 
Parthians”. In the case of the latter, those of 
the Pahlavas who never came to the shores 

of India, were called Parthians; while those who 
migrated to, and settled in, India were called Indo-Parthians. 

The home of the Scythians was ^eistan*^. To distinguish 

between the terms “Scythians” and “Indo-Scythians”, is, of 
course, not as difficult as the problem which we have just discussed 
above'"*®. Western scholars are very clear, and know what they 

say, when they have to deal with races of European origin—the 
Greeks, the Bactrians and so on. But when they come to grips 
with the races of Asiatic origin, they have blundered many a time. 

(23) The date, i. e. A. D. 78, is not given in the rock-inscription. That 

is fixed by the scholars. We shall discuss this later on. 

(24) Vide his account given in the next chapter. 

(25) According to Mr. Thomas the “Sah” dynasty consisted of 13 kings. 

(Vide above). 

(26) “Saha” ( The real name is “Sinha” ) dynasty was the dynasty of 

ChasthaUa, while the “Sahi” dynasty was founded by R§abhadatta. 

(27) .-T.hiB was the first home of the ^akas. (Vide pp. 98). 

(28) Read my note at the end of the previous paragraph above. 
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To all such races they have given the general name Scythians 
or Indo-Scythians*®. For instance, they have stated that Manses 
(a Parthian), Chasthao (belonging to an altogether different race), 
Nahapaij and Bhiimak and many others were all Scythians. Hence, 
for the clarification of the problem in hand, there is little of hope 
of enlightenment from these western scholars. 

Let us turn to other sources of information. In the Nasik 
inscription, Rsabhadatta has got it inscribed that he was a §aka®®. 
Was he a “Scythian” or an “Indo-Scythian” ? We know that 
ISabhadatta spent most part of his life in India®\ Not only that, 
but he came here as a boy with his father. In short, he was a 
member of the Scythian group which came to, and settled in 
India for good. The dynasty which he founded is called “Sahi” 
as we have seen in the preceding paragraph. This proves that the 

“§ahi” dynasty and “Indo-Scythians” are synonymous terms. 
Now, then, whom shall we call Scythians ? The home of both is, 
of course, ^eistan. Probably those chiefs, who came to India as 
conquerors and whose historical importance was simultaneous with 

their entry into India, were called Scythians. Thus, the Indo- 
Scythians were those who came to India and then slowly and 
slowly, established and consolidated their power and became famous 
in history. While the Scythians were those who were powerful 

at home, who came to India as conquerors from the first and 
who ruled in India from the day of their entry into it, to the 
day of their withdrawal. 

Probably the title “^ahen^fihe ^ahi” was assumed by 6aka 
rulers at home. Late Dewan Bahadur K. H. Dhruv has written 
a long article on this point, based on the authority of Yugapuraij**. 
On pp. 90, he states that the ^akas invaded Avanti. Jaina books 
state that the §akas were invited to fight against Gardabhil, the 
king of Avanti, by a Jaina monk named Kaliksuri*®. They also 

(29) Vide the accounts of these peeple for proofs. 

(30) Read f> n< no. 20 above. 

(31) Some details about him are given in the account of Nahapa?. A 

connected account of fl^bhadatta, the reader will find in Chapter X. 

(32) Bnddhi-Prakas, Vol. 76, No. 3, 1929, March, pp. 88 to 103. 

(33) Details about this will be given in the account of Garchtbbil at 

35 
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tell us that the home of these §akas was “Parasktll”**, and that 

they had the title “ ^ahensahe ^ahi This makes it clear that 

the ^akas had invaded Avanti, conquered it, and ruled there for 
several years. These ^akas, we may well call “Scythians” in 
order to distinguish them from “Indo-Scythians”. 

Now we know the difference between Indo-Parthians and 
Indo-Scythians. The former came to India as conquerors from 

the first, and their rule began in India simulta- 
The history of neously with their entry into it. The Indo- 

the Sakas Scythians, on the other hand, had come to 

India long before they came to power. Those, whom we call 

“ Scythians ”, came into India as conquerors from the first like 
the Indo-Parthians. Their account will be given separately. But 

their rule over Avanti is so short*® that instead of devoting a 

separate chapter to it, we have incorporated it in the account of 
the Gardabhila dynasty.** 

All the natives of ^eistan were known by the general name 

Scythians. Those of them, who came to India, got the name 

Indo-Scythians.*'' Now we shall try to trace the origin of the 
Scythians. While describing the geography of Jambiidwip, we 

have stated that in its centre was a region around Asian Turkey, 

the eod of this book. Some references to it are made on pp. 63—64. f* n* 

nos* 5-*6 in connection with Kaliksuri. Some more details will be given in 

chapter of the accounts of Rsabhadatta and of Devanak. 

(34) For details about this, vide the two previous chapters on the Pahlavas. 

(35) Such periods are commonly known in history as “ Interregnum 

Their duration has been found to be any time from four months to seven 

years. Vide Vol. II, pp. 238 f. n. no. 71. Two such periods are found in the 

history of the rulers of Ceylon* The first lasted for a year, and the other, 

for six years. One such period is found during the rule of the Nandas also, 

though it was not an interregnum in its proper sense. 

(36) The rule of the Sakas has been called an interregnum, because 

it was nothing but a break in the rule of the Gardabhila dynasty, which 

ruled before, and after it. Much notice has not been taken of this in history. 

This neglect has given rise to many mistakes and confusions, to which we 
shall have occasion to refer later on. 

(37) The Indo-'Scythians are nothing but a branch of Scythians. 
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which included Taskand and Samarkand.*® Various tribes were 
living in this region. Later on they began to disintegrate and 

go into different directions. One of the larger tribes settled in 
the region around the river Oxus. Mr. Vincent Smith®* says:— 
“ The Sakai people and allied tribes came from the neighbourhood 
of the Jaxartes^® (Strabo). They occupied the Kashager and 

Yarkand** territories in the time of Darius. ”** A portion of 
these people proceeded towards east to China and the other 

portion proceeded towards Afghanistan and Persia in the south. 
The more civilized portion of these people settled*® around the 
lake Haman** and the remaining lived scattered around that 
region. The region around lake Haman was at that time called 
^eistan and the people who settled there began to be called 

(38) Vide supra pp. 88 and pp. 95 & seq. Read the extract quoted below 

from Mr. Vincent Smith. 

(39) Vide E. H. I. 3rd. ed. pp. 249, f. n. 1. 

(40) The name of the river at present is Oxus or Amu Darya. ( Vide 

pp. 88.). 

(41) It is doubtful whether the power of Darius extended upto this region. 

We do not enter into details about it because we are not much concerned 

with it here. It is important, however, to note that the people in question 

had settled in the region some years before the time of Darius. The statement 

made above may be in reference to a group that came in that region later 

on, (Vide pp. 98. Read also f. n. 44 below). 

(42) Vide pp. 98 for details about this. This will make it clear that 

the origin of the Aryans was not in the region around Mt. Caucasus^ as is 

commonly believed, but in Asian Turkey. Of course, when the Aryans came 

to India, from this region, they were not so civilized as they became after 

their stay in India. 

(43) The natural beauty in which lake was clad may have had some 

civilizing effect upon them. They had certainly developed, more of culture in 

them than their brethern staying far off in the plains around. (Vide pp. 95. 

the paragraph “ Some more details about the foreign invaders”; also cf. f. n. 

no. 44 below.). 

(44) C. H. I. P. 338;—"The term Saka may possibly allude to Sakasthana 

(Seistan) and dwellers around the region of Hamam lake...The Saka was 

one of the 23 provinces (Satarapies) under the great Persian king Dariu; ”, 

ef. U nos. 41 and 43 above. 
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(Vide pp. 98 above). As time went on, these people, 

who at first reared cattle and horses, and were in many ways 

wild, began to become more and more cultured and civilized^*. 

Of course, some of them still clung to the old forms of life*^. 
It is believed that the writers of our Gratis and Upnisads came 
from these civilized portions of the Sakas, in about 10th century 
B. C.. Some five centuries later, the same region came under 

the power of the Persian emperors Cyrus and Darius. At almost 
the same time, Mahavir and Buddha were born in India. 

On the north of ^eistan was the home of the Bactrians, on 
the west were Parthians, and on the east were the K»haratas 
and the natives of Sind. Naturally, all these people came into 
close contact with one another, and learnt many things from 
one another.*® Close political and commercial relations also 

existed amongst them. The people who inhabited the northern 
region of ^istan and who were not large in number, had connections 
and communications with Indian people, through the Khaiber pass. 
The people on the south of Seistan, who were large in number, 

were not also without relations with India through the Bolan 
pass.** The people of the north mixed with the Indians, as a 

result of which came into being the Ksaharata race (who spoke 
the Kharosthi language'®), and from whom was born Pacini, 

(45) Historians have used the term "Saka” in the sense, “The natives of 

Seistan”. I have used the term in the same sense. The common opinion 

about them in ancient India has been given on pp. 98. f. n. 19, where an 

extract from M. S. I. is quoted:—" According to Mann, the Sakas were 

divided into the Kambojas, the Pahlavas, the Paradas and the Yavanas’** 

This means that according to the ancients, the term Saka was not confined 
to the natives of Seistan only. 

(46) Vide chap. VII, the accounts of the origin of the Parthians* 

(47) To understand the meaning of this statement, read f. nos* 45, 46 

above. It will be then clear that the Parthians also were a part of the Sakas, 
though a less civilized part. 

(48) Todd Rajasthan (Printed at the Vinkatesvera Press), Part I, pp. 2.; 

“Bhagvan Parsvanath” (Printed at Surat, 1927), pp. 234, “ In ancient times 
Bharat and Sakadwip were closely associated with each other”. 

(49) For details about means of communication between India and the 

countries on the other side of the mountain ranges, Vide pp. 248. and sequel. 
(50) Tbo people spread tbemselves in Kamboj and Gaodbar. 
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the great grammarian. The people of the south mixed ^ith the 
people of Sind and of Sauvir®*—the western part of Rajputanl 

at present, but we do not know what new name they got. In 

ancient books it has stated that many rivers®* flowed into the 
Indus, both from its east and from its west. The region lying 
between two of these rivers was called Brahmadwip.®® One of 

the tributaries of the Indus was the Sarasvati®*. The territory lying 
between these various tributaries of the Indus and Brahmadwip 
were occupied by these southern people who came to India via 

Bolan pass. The northern portion of the Sakas was, as we have 
said, very small, and most of them settled in Kamboj, and did 

not go further. The remaining small portion came to India and 

settled there quietly and inconspicuously. So, they lost their 

nationality and were absorbed by India. The portion of ^akas, 
which came to India via Bolan pass®®, as we have already seen, 

was large enough, and many fresh groups poured in, now and 

then and added to its numerical strength.®® Many of their 

members had distinguished themselves in political and other fields.® 

Several of them had established themselves as rulers over small 

provinces or large ones in India.®® Hence they are well-known 
in history as Indo-Scythians.®® 

(51) For geographical and other details about this region vide Vol. I, 

pp« 210 & seq. 

(52) Vide Vol. 1, pp. 212. 

(53) Here the word “Dwip” is used in the sense of delta. In those times 

a delta was generally called Dwip. (Vide pp. 93., the details about Sakadwip). 

(54) Cf. f. n. 52; Vide Vol. II, pp. 173. 

(55) This shows that the ^akas did not come to India via Khaibar pass. 

All the ^akas came via Bolan pass and by still southern routes. (Mauses is 

supposed to have come to India through Sind). 

(56) Read further for the number of such groups. 

(57) As instances of this, we may give the names of those great men who 

contributed a lot to the enrichment and spread of the Vedic religion. ChaQakya, 

the famous economist, statesman and prime-minister of Chandragupta, is also 
an example of this. 

(58) For instance, the Sahi dynasty founded by “Rsabhadatta”. 

(59) Asia Res. Vol. V, pp. 266:—" The Indo—Scythians are generally 

kaows as the Sakas”. 
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The territory on the west of the Indus was a part of the 
Persian empire, while the territory on the east of the same river 

was a part of India. After the rule of the Persian emperors Cyrus 
and Darius (B. C. 486), tribes of people living on the west of 
the Indus, migrated to the east of the same river, and thus came 
to India. This may have been due to a political upheaval there 

or due to trade contingencies or doe to the tyrannical or weak 
rule of the successors of Cyrus and Darius. At the same time, 

during the rule of Ke^ikumar, who succeeded Udiyan on the 
throne of Sauvir, a gigantic sandstorm engulfed and buried the 

whole of Sauvir territory and transformed it into the desert of 
Jesalmir.®® Most of the survivors of this calamity, went towards 
north India and settled in the regions now known as Bhavalpur 

state and Jodhpur state.®^ A large portion, however, was buried 
underground together with numerous cities, villages and rivers**. This 

was the time when a large group (First in number ) of the ^akas 
came to India. This was the time when the city, now known as 
Bhinnamal, was founded.** Another large city founded at about 

the time was called O^ianagari®* probably the capital of that 

(60) Vide vol. I, pp. 217 and further. For details about the havoc 

wrought by this calamity, the reader is requested to read “ The Antiquities 

of Sind’* by Henry Cousins. 

(61) The forefathers of Cbanakya belonged to this group. Many Brahmins, 

K^atriyas, Vaisyas and others also migrated at this time* Most of them must 

have been followers of the Vedic religion, because the composers of the 

iSrutis were born in Sakasthan. In about B. C. 450, a certain Jaina monk 

converted iieople in Jainism by lacs. (Vide vol. II, pp. 174). These converts 

were these emigrants. Thus the forefathers of Cha^lakya were converted to 

Jainism at this time. (Vide vol. II, pp. 170 to pp. 174). The Osval Jains 

and many others are descendants of these people. 

(62) The sand storm did not come at once and in huge outwards* It 

lasted for about a week. Thus people had ample warning to evacuate and 

go to safer places. This shows that loss of human life must not have been 

very considerable. Buildings and other immovable property must have been 
destroyed to a great extent. 

(63) For details about the importance of this city vide Vol. II, pp. 174.. 

(64) The city must have been very large, because-over and above the native 

jpopulatioDi thousands of emigrants came and settled there* (F.n. ne. 61 above)*. 
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region. I also believe that this portion of Rajpatana, being quite 

in the centre of India, was the same as Matsya or Madhya Dei, 
the capital of which was Madhyamika®®. We need not go into details 

about it here. We may also note that Priyadariin had got numerous 

Jaina temples and other Jaina holy relics erected in this region.®® 
The people living in this region were happy and prosperous. They 

had profited by trade and commerce, and their prosperity and 

thriving trade many a time attracted covetous notice of the 
foreigners towards them. 

In about B. C. 250 Bactria and Parthia became independent, 
(pp. 238 above). The Parthian kingdom included within it ^eistan, 
the home of the §akas, who were a hardy race loving independence 
more than anything else. So, they did not in any way like the 

political domination of Parthians over them. They always strove 

to regain their freedom and rose into a rebellion whenever the 
time came for it. Upto the rule of Mithradates II, their efforts 

bore little fruit. But during the rule of weak successors like 

Phrates and Artebenes, they rebelled and became independent. A 

large group came to India. The author of C. H. I. states*’:— 

“There is good evidence to show that the earlier Scythian 
settlements in Iran were re-inforced about the time when the 

first ^akas occupied Bactria®*. The kings of Parthia were engaged 
in quarrels with their Scythian subject.” This was the second 

large ^aka group that came to India. Fifty years prior to the 

(65) Vide the accounts of Bhumak and Nahapan. Details about Madhya* 

mika are given there. 

(66) At present also many temples built by emperor Samprati of Avanti 

are found in Bikaner and Jesalmir states. 

At other places also, temples were built by Samprati, alias Priyadarsin* 

But they were almost all of them destroyed by the ^ungas. The temples 

referred to above survived because the Sunga rule did not extend over 

that region* 

(67) C. H. I. pp. 567. 

(68) They cannot properly be called "Sakas” at this time. Then, they 

were simply natives of the region around Samarkand and Yarkand* - (Vide 

pp. above). The name “Saka” can be given to them after their permtoent 

setting down in Seistan. 
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entry of this group, there had probably come to India, a smaller 

group*® (third), but second group as regards time of settlement 

in India, during the rule of Vrsabhasen, the eldest son of Priya- 
dar^in, over Avantl. At that time Bhumak was ruling over central 

India, first as a Ksatrap of Menander and then as an independent 
Mahak^trap. Bhumak as well as all the Ksaharata chiefs followed, 

as we have already seen. Jainism^®. The ^aka groups also, which 

came to India at this time, embraced Jainism. So, the new-comers 
imitated their predecessors and became followers of Jainism’ 

The father of Rsabhadatta came to India with one of these groups. 
He became a favourite of Bhumak, on account of his bravery 
and other noble qualities. As a result of this, Nahapag’s daughter 
Daksamitra by name, was given in marriage to his son, named 
Rsabhadatta. Thus, three Saka groups came to India at different 
times, and all the three are known in history as Indo-Scythians. 

Over and above these, the ^akas came to India once, defeated 

the king of Avanti.^and ruled there for several years. These ^akas 
are given the simple name of Scythians, in order to distinguish 
them from those, who came to India and settled there for good. 
The author of C. H. I.” gives the following divisions on the 

authority of Herodottus:—(1) The ^akas whose home was in 

the country of the river Jaxartes (the Syr Daria). (2) Those 

from the country of the river Helmand=^akasthan=the abode of 
the ^akas=:the later Persian Sijistan and the modern ^eistan. 

(3) The Scythians of Europe who inhabited the steppes of Russia to 
the north of the Black Sea=^akatardarya=the ^akas over the sea”. 
With the third group mentioned above we are not concerned’*. The 

(69) Vide part VI, the account of the Sakas. 

' (70) Vide the accounts of the Kfaharats for details about their religion, 

(pp* 204 and seq.). 

(71) The missionaries of Priyadarsin had preached Jaina gospel to them 

even, while they were in their native place. Then, when they came to India, 

their inclination towards Jainism was intensified and they became Jains. 

(7?) Vide C. H. I. pp. 564. 

(73) Herodottus must have made these divisions to show bow thenativas 

disintegrated and went into different directions. (Vide pp. 95 aind seq*X 
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first group we have stated to have been not a part of the ^akas^*, 
but a group of the original inhabitants. With the second division 
we quite agree. From this and from the foot notes nos. 73 & 74, 
the reader will clearly see, that the most learned and the most 

reputed of the western scholars has not any clear ideas to offer 
on the §akas. Indian scholars, on the other hand, have doggedly 

stuck to the theory that the inhabitants of ^akadwip are called 
takas’®; and that they have no connection with Sakasthan or 

^eistan’®. Western scholars have indiscriminately called Parthians, 
Chasthanas, Ksaharatas'and Sakas, though they have no connection 
with Seistan^'^. Not only that, but they impute to the Indian 
scholars all the blame for the confusions prevailing about the 
^kas. One of them^® says;—“The term Saka was used by the 
Indians, in a vague way to denote all foreigners from the other 
side of the passes without nice distinctions of race or tribe^®.” 

The ^akas who came to India during the time of Bhumak, 

settled in the Ksaharata territory and acknowledged the Ksaharafa 
chiefs as their rulers. Most of them settled in Avanti. They 
adopted most of the Aryan ways of life and in course of time 
became so much mixed with the Indians by blood relationships 
and other social, political and religious ties, that it would be 
better to consider them as good as Indians, than to call them 
Indo-Scythians. Those §akas who settled in Saurastra under the 
direct leadership of Rsabhadatta, who founded the ^ahi dynasty 
there, we may well call Indo-Scythians. 

(74) The Sakas were neither the inhabitants of Sakadwip nor the natives 

of Seistan merely. 
(75) Really speaking, the term “Saka” must not have been current in 

very ancient times. (Vide pp. 92). The natives of Sakadwip, may better have 

been called “Sakas”. The term “Saka” must have been used in connection 

with division no. 2, after the composition of the Vedas. (Vide pp. 88 and 

f. n. no. 19). 
(76) Details about this have been given on pp. 90 to 95. 

(77) All these things have been proved in the accounts of these people. 

(78) Vide C. H. 1. pp. 9. 
(79) Vide pp. 95; f. p. no. 45; pp. 96; f, n. no. 47, 
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Chapter, X 

Foreign invaders (Contd.) 

(D) INDO-SCYTHIANS 

THE ^aHI kings OF SAURaSTRA:- 

Synopsls;—(1) Rsabhadatta : The possible time of the entry 

of Indo-Scythians into India and the territory in which they 

first settled—Their first seat of capital-, the cause of the change 

of their seat of capital—The founder of the ^ahi dynasty; his 

time—the relics of the ^ahi dynasty—The relation between the 

Abhirs of Saurastra and of Mahara^ra and the relation of both 

with the ^ahi dynasty—Traits inherited by the Abhirs from their 

^ahi ancestry; examples—The nobility of the outlaws of Saurddra; 
to what is it due?— 

The territorial extent of Rsabhadatta; the things which he 

did for the wdfare of his subjects; meanings of the terms “ §aka,** 

“ ^ahi ” and “ ^hen^hi." 

(2) Devaiyik:—His times and his contemporaries—His 

sympathetic attitude towards his own people,—the ^kas and its 

adverse political consequences—the extermination of the Sakas due 

to the joint efforts of §akdri Vikratmditya and Gautamiputra 

^diakari^—the consequent liberation of the Indians from their 

tyrannical rule--4he end of the ^hi dynasty; the dynastic Ust, 
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(1) J^ABHADATTA 

When Nahapan died without leaving a male issue behind him, 
the nearest claimant to the throne was his son-in-law Rsabhadatta. 

Nahapan and ?.sabhadatta were on excellent 
The entry of the terms throughout the life of the former. In spite 

*!.*”*!"** however, history tells us that it was 
India and the place « ., , , , , , . r 
of their settlement Ksabhadatta who ascended the throne of 

Avanti after the death of Nahapan. Probably 

he was not present in Avanti at the time of Nahapao’s death, 
and hence, some other chiefs must have seized the throne. 
Rsabhadatta, probably, was appointed as governor of a province 
far from Avanti®-probably of Madhyade^* which was on the west 
of the Arvalli hills. Of course, on hearing the news of the death 
of Nahapatj, he must have hastened towards Avanti, by taking 
the shortest route through Sirohi, on the south of Arvalli Hills, 
and through the foot of Mt. Abu and Gujarat; but while still on 
his way, he must have received news that some other chief had 
already seized the throne.^ Hence, he decided that it was best 

to proclaim himself as independent ruler of the territory under 
his power. The Sahi dynasty began on the day of this decision, 

Upto this time the seat of his capital was Bhinnamal® which 
was situated near modern Sirohi, But now, he changed the seat 

of his capital to Saurastra. This change may have been due to 

various reasons. In the first place, it was Bhinnamal from which 

he had started with high hopes. When those hopes ended in smoke, 
he thought it better to change the seat of his capital to some 
other province and thus stave off his disgrace. Secondly, he must 
have seen that should any favourable opportunity occur fascilitating 
his recovery of the throne to which he was entitled, the plains 

(1) For details about bim, vide the account of the Gardabhila dynasty. 

(2) Probably he dropped the idea of trying to wrest the throne from the 

usurper, because be was very old. This is a mere surmise. 

(3) Vide the account of Nahap^ for details about the seat of his capital. 

(4) This was nothing but an act of usurpation. 

(5) F. n. no. 3 above. (Details about Madhyades should be read ia 

coojunctioQ with this)* 
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of Gujarat would be more suitable to a rapid march towards 
Avanti than the hilly region in which Bhinnamal was situated. 

Thirdly, from the view-point of religion, Saurastra was certainly 
preferable to Bhinnamal. The K^harafs and the Indo-Scythians, 

weknow, were staunch Jains.® Girinagar in Saurastra was one of the 
holiest places of Jains. Thus, on account of various reasons, 
Rsabhadatta changed the seat of his capital from Bhinnamal to 

Girinagar'^. Of course, his rule extended over both Rajputana and 
Saurastra, as it did before he proclaimed himself independent. 

With this change® in the seat of capital, there also took 

place mass emigration of the population of Bhinnamal. Most of 

the rich bourgeoisie and the aristocracy also migrated to Saurastra. 
Some of them settled in Cutch which they had to cross on 
their way to Saurastra.® The people who settled in Cutch were 

rather quite middle class, and hence in Cutch they took to 
agriculture and to rearing cattle^®. These emigrants maintained 
relations with their relatives, who had preferred to stick 
to Bhinnamal. 

Of the many dynasties that ruled over Maharastra in south 

India, the name of one was Rastrik^^ or Rastrakut'® or 

Traikutak. Dantidurg, the sixth in the line, 

the Indo-Scythians Maharasfra in about 
750 A. D. This means that the dynasty must 

have begun in about 670 A. D., taking into account the years of 

the rule of the first five kings. No one, however, is definite about 

(6) Vide part VI, chap. VI; also pp. 206 & seq. 

(7) It is on account of this reason that they are called The Sahl Kings 

of Saur^tra. 

(8) Some more details about this change will be given further in 

this chapter. 

(9) Cf. f. n. no. 25 below. 

(10) Even at present the people residing in this part of Cutch are 

agriculturists. For the reason why most of these agriculturists are Osvals and 

Srimals, read the details about Gurjaras given in the following pages. 

(11) Read f. n. nos. 13 and 21 below; vide next chap. XU 

(12) This is the acknowledged and more commonly accepted name* Their 

4^6CeDdants call themselves by this name* 
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the founder of the dynasty. Some hold the opinion that the 
dynasty was founded by one Isvardatta, an Abhir^®, in about 

3rd or 4th century A. D. We have stated above that according 
to Mr. Thomas'*, the founder of the ^ahi dynasty was one 

Isvardatta, who lived in the first century A. D. Later on, it was 

found out that the Sah dynasty, about which Mr. Thomas wrote 

the article, was a branch of the Chasthana dynasty, which began, 

as scholars declare, in 78 A. D. In short, history definitely tells 
us that a person named Isvardatta^” lived in about the Ist 

century'^”, that he lived in Maharastra and that he was a member 

of the Abhira race.^'’ This is the first thing to be noted. The 

second thing which should be conjunctively noted here is that 
9.sabhadatta was the founder of the Sahi dynasty. His father's 
name was Isvardatta. As Ksabhadatta lived in the latter half of the 

2nd century B. C., his father’s time may reasonably be fixed 

up as the former half of the same century. We know that 

(13) These kings of the Rastrakuta dynasty are said to have descended 

from the Abhirs. Read f« n. no. 21 below. A writer has said that these Abhirs 

were none else but Andhra-Bhrtyas, because of their residence in the south. 

On pp. 644 of H. H. it is stated;—“Abhirs were not foreigners; the name 

Abhir originated from Andhra-bhrtyas (servants of the Andhras). The Matsya 

Puran states that seven Andhra kings sprang from the servants of the original 

dynasty”. 
[ Note ; We can draw the following conclusions from the above-quoted 

extract:—(1) The Abhirs are not foreigners. (Read my views about the Indo- 

Scythians). (2) The Abhirs descended from Andhra-bhftyas. (3) The Andhra— 

bhftyas were seven in number. (4) “Abhir” is a term as ancient as “Andhra- 

bhrtya”. Of these four, all except number 2, are correct. (For no. 2. Vide 

vol. II, pp. 97, f. n. no. 95 and pp. 112, f. n. no. 45; and vide vol. IV). ] 

(14) Vide pp. 269, f. n. no. 16. Other scholars also (thanks to the 

suggestion of Dr. Bhagvdnlal Indrajf), are inclined to believe that Isvardatta 

was an Abhir. (Read f. n. no. 20 below. (Vide C. A. R. Intro, para. 110 & 

135). His time has been fixed up about A. D. 249. 

(15) Vide pp. 270, f. n. no. 17. How could there have been coins bearing 

his name, had there been no Isvardatta 7 

(16) He lived before the 1st century B. C. (Infra* point no. 4). 

(17) The Abhirs are said to have settled about the region of the source 
of the Godavari; cf. f. n< no* 13 and the text of f. n. no. 14 above. 
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ll^bhadatta and his people were ^akas and that their original 
occupation was the rearing of cattle.^® After their coming to 

India also, they had continued in their occupation. They were 

very skilful archersThe name of Rsabhadatta is found in the 

inscriptions at Nasik, Junner and other places in the south. Due 
to this reason, scholars believe that NahapaQ must have sent 

Rrabhadatta to south to fight battles against his enemies. Naturally, 

R^bhadatta’s father must have accompanied his son in his 

expeditions to the south.’'® Probably, while fighting in one of 

these battles, he must have died and his name®^ must have 
been preserved in that country.®* Again, the Sakaswho accompanied 

I^vardatta and Rsabhadatta to this country may have settled there, 
and Ahiras there may be the descendants of these ^akas.** 

(18) Read the extract quoted on pp. 238. 

(19) Vide ante, pp. 67. Balamitra died by an arrow thrown at him by a 

skilled archer. 

On the same page, inf. n. no«17, are stated details about king GardabbiL 

That is also an example of the masterful archery of the 6akas. More details 

will be given later on. 

The iSakas were equally noted for their highly respectful behaviour 

towards women. This trait continued for centuries in their descendants. 

Instances will be given as occasions arise for them. 

(20) It is probable that there were two individuals bearing the name 

“Isvardatta”* One was the father of Rsabhadatta; and the second was the one 

referred to in C. A. R. This second one proclaimed his independence against 

the Cba?thanas in A. D. 249 and established his own rule^ assuming the 

title Mahaksatrap, in the region around the Godavari. He minted his coins also* 

(Vide C. A* R» pp. 124). The details about his race are, however, not given# 

(Read f. n« nos. 14 and 15 above). 

(21) Those of the Sakas, who had accompanied Isvardatta and who 

surYived the battles, settled for good in the country. Later on they came 

under the rule of the iSatakar^i kings of the Andhra dynasty. Much later 

still, they founded their own dynasty and called it *'Rastrakuta'\ 

(22) The original home of the Rastrakuta kings is stated to have been 

in Govardhan-Samay, the region around the source of the Godavari# This 

billy region was quite, suitable to these cattle-breeding people. 
(23) Cf. f. n. no. 22. 

(24) The ^kas ruled over this country for at least SO years* daritig ths 
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The third thing which simultaneously deserves our notice is that 
the origin of the Ahirs or Abhirs of Saurastra is traced as 
far back as the 2nd or 3rd century A, D., and in Saurastra itself. 
Again, the chief occupation of these Ahirs was cattle-rearing and 

horse-breeding. They were very accomplished riders, and later on 
they established their rule over Saurastra. The famous Ra’®® or 

Rah kings*® or Saurastra, whose dynasty is said to have begun 
in the 8 th century A. D. (but which may really have begun 
much earlier**, are said to be the descendants of the Abhirs, who 
had many traits of character which they must have inherited from 
the ^akas^®. They respected their women-folk to a high degree**. 

The way in which Ra’Khengar®* defended, to the end of his 

rules of Bhutnak, Nahapan and R§abhadatta. There was ample time for them 
to settle in the country. 

(25) Some of the Ra’ kings were Ra’ Khengar, Ra’ Noughan, Ra* 

Graharipu. The seat of their capital was Girinagar or Jir?^durga or Junagadh. 

(26) The kings of Cutch are called (Rah) Rao. It remains to be found out 

whether these Raos are in any way connected with the Ra’s of Saur^ra. 

Cf. the matter connected with f. n. no. 9 above. 

(27) The origin of the Ra’ dynasty is not yet definitely traced. Their 

ancestors were at the height of their power in the 8th century A. D. This 

means that the dynasty must have begun much earlier. 

(28) F. n. no. 19 above, the last portion. 

(29) F. n. no. 19 above, the last portion. 

(30) The extract quoted below may prove useful reading in connection 

with this. While writing about Nahapan, the author states:—“Kshaharata was 

pronounced long ago to resemble Phrahates, one of the Arsacidae by Dr. 

Stephenson; but he supposed Nahapana was a viceroy of Phrahates—Dr. Bhau 

Daji thinks (J. B. B. R. A. VIII, pp. 239) Kshaharata and Phrahates is the 

same; again, this Kshaharata is spelt Khagrata which is the MagaHhi form of 

Kshaharata. The popular name of Khengar in Kathiawar (as he supposes) is 

derived from Khagrata”. The extract gives us to understand at least one 

thing, that the terms “Ksaharat", Khagrat and Khengar” are connected with 

one another in some way. We may deduce from this that Nahapap who was 

a K^harat must have some resemblance with Khengar, in some hereditary traits. 

( Note : We will not bother ourselves as to how far the terms “Phrates”, 

Kfaharat", “Khagraf” and “Khengar” are etymologically connected with 

one another. It may be noted here, however, that any non-sensical 

by a famous and well-reputed writer is taken most seriously by all, just 
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life, his wife’s (Rapakdevi^) honour** from the clutches of Siddharaj, 

is too well known to be dwelt upon here. The outlaws of 

Kathiawar also, despite their many defects and shortcomings, 

always considered the chastity of a woman to be inviolate**. In 

short, the Abhirs of Saurastra have many of the • noble qualities 
of the ^akas, who once lived and ruled there. If we consider these 

three things conjointly, we cannot help coming to the conclusions 
which are given below:—(1) The Abhirs of Saurastra and the 
Abhirs of Maharastra must be related to one another and must 
have a common origin. (2) The Abhirs have inherited most of 
the ^aka traits like cattle-rearing, skill in archery, horsemanship, 
and respect for the fair sex. (3) The Trikutakas or the Rastrakutas 

must be the descendants of the Abhirs of Maharasfra and the Ra’ 
or Rah kings of Saurasfra were the descendants of the Abhirs of 

Saurastra. (4) The ^akas, after their settling down in Saurastra, 
shook off the bad traits of their race, and adopted the Aryan 

ways of life** so completely, that it would have been difficult to 

distinguish them from the Aryans themselves * . The Ahirs, whose 
origin is traced as far as 2nd century A. D., i. e. nearly two 

hundred years after the settling down of the Indo-Scythians in 

Saurastra, are the direct descendants of these Indo-Scythians*®. 

because, it comes from him. If a rather unknown student of history, on the 

other hand, present^ a new theory to the world, and even if he spares no 

pains to substantiate it, with pieces of irrefutable evidence, the readers at 

large, scoff at him and smile cynically. The author of this book has become 

the target of all adverse criticism and cajolery, simply because he has dared 

to differ from well-known writers on some points. ] 

(31) A good instance of the chivalrous spirit of the Abhirs. 

(32) It is said that the outlaws never molest women, be they very cruel 

towards men, who accompany them. If any woman obliged an outlaw in any 

way, he would call her his “sister” and give her a suitable present on a 

particular day of the year. 

(33) These changes in their character may also be due to their changes 

of place. Vide pp. 284. 

(34) From this time onwards they may better be called Aryans. Cf. f. n. 

no. 35 below. 

(35) The Abhirs may better be called the remnants than direct descendants. 
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Hi8 original name was Usabhadatta. In inscriptions and 

elsewhere, however, he has called himself “R^bhadatta”. This may 

be due to the following reasons. (1) The Indo- 

HIs names, and his Scythians had come to India with a view to 

time permanent settlement. Naturally, they came 

into close contact with Indians and adopted 

many of their ways of life^®. (2) The main reason, however is 

religious. We know that all the Ksaharatas and Indo-Scythians 

were Jains^’. “Rsabhadev” is the name of the first Jaina Tirthankar. 

Hence, Rsabhadatta, as the founder of a dynasty, must have taken 

a name for himself based on the name of the first Jaina 

Tirthankar*®. The author of C. H. I.*® says;—“ Names ending 

in Varman and Datta show that they had become Hinduized 

and claimed to be kshatriyas*®.” This shows that the ^akas, 

half-civilized though they were when they came to India, became 

later on, very civilized, cultured and powerful. 

We have seen that Rsabhadatta had distinguished himself in 

many battles and had conquered many territories during the 

reigns of Bhilmak and Nahapan. This means that he must have 

been at least 30 to 35 years old at that time. Bhumak has no 

of the Sakas, because, inspite of the continuity of certain traits of character, 

the Abhira ways of life widely differed from those of the iSakas. 

(36) O. H. I. pp, 142:—“The tendency certainly was for Indo-Greek 

Princes and people to become Hinduized rather than for the Indian Rajas 

and their subjects to be Helinised”. 

(37) Vide pp. 204 & f. n. no. 6 on pp. 284. 

(38) This supports f. n. nos. 36 and 37 above. This proves that originally 

they were foreigners. They settled for good in India. Vide pp. 271 and f. n. 

BO. 19 there. 

(39) C. H. I. pp. 577. 

(40) From this we may understand that any one who distinguished him¬ 

self in arms and battles could call himself Ksatriya. A person may be a 

Brahman, or a Vaisya or even a Sudra by birth. That did not matter. If he 

took a warlike profession) be could call himself K^triya. Thus these four 

classes were based on professions and on certain traits of character. They 

had nothing to do with birth. More details about this will be given' later on. 

Vide in the next chapter the paragraph on Gurjars. 

37 - 
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rock-inscription to his credit; but 45 is the prominent number in 

the inscriptions of Nahapan. It is said that in that year the 
reign of Bhumak ended and Nahaplij became Mahaksatrap. In 

inscriptions bearing the numbers 40 & 41, we find that in the 
battles fought during those years, jRsabhadatta played a prominent 

part. This shows that Bsabhadatta must have remained at the 
head of the forces, for not less than five to seven years. So, at 
the time of the death of Bhumak, he must have been at least 

40 to 45 years old. Then, Nahapan ruled as Mahaksatrap for nearly 
six to eight months and as king of Avanti for the next forty 

years, i. e. by the time of the death of Nahapaij, Rsabhadatta had 
reached the age of 85 to 86 years. It was at this age that he 
founded the “§5hi” dynasty. 

How long did he role after this ? We have no evidence based 

on inscriptions to come to a definite conclusion about this. The 

three inscriptions at Nasik*^ (Nos. 31, 36 & 37), which are undated 

and which do not bear the name of Nahapa? as others do, most 
probably have been erected by him after his becoming independent 

as the founder of the ^ahl dynasty. No. 37 contains the name 
of his son, Devapak also, which means that at that time he 

himself was on the throne** and Devaijak was the heir-apparent. 
But as these inscriptions are undated, evidence based upon them 
cannot be called conclusive. In No. 32, we find the word “Ujjain”. 
Now as JRsabhadatta never became the ruler of Avanti, it is easy 
to conclude that No. 32 must have been erected during the 

life-time of Nahapaij. But, that way, the coins of Gautamiputra 

§atakariji, the ^dhra king, also bear the Ujjain symbol, even 
though he never became the master of Avanti. This means that 

the Andhra king imitated Rsabhadatta in printing Ujjain symbol 
on his coins, with a view to ridicule him*^. This also shows the 

(41) C. A. R. Intro, pp. 58-59. 
(42) We may note that R^bhadatta prefixed no title to his life; Nabspi? 

called himself Mahakfatrapi and later on. King. 
(43) One of the rock-inscriptions was erected by Queen Ralasrl, tbe 

graad-mother of Gautamiputra, in commemoration of her son’s uniine victory 
over tbe Kfabaratas and the We know tb^t the jf^idbra ktsgs hs# « 
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historic importance of Avantl. ^^bhadatta enjoyed long life like 
KahapS^ and Bhfimak. All three were centurions. He founded 
his dynasty in 74 B. C., which ended in B. C. 52 (see infra) i. e. 
his dynasty lasted for 22 years. He himself ruled for 15 to 16 
years** i. e. from B. C. 74 to 58. Then his son came to the throne. 

The best and the most reliable means of finding out the 

territorial extent of any king in ancient India, is no doubt the 

rock-inscriptions and the coins. Of these two, 
The extent of ygj found out bearing the name 

his territory ?»bhadatta.*® There are however, several 

inscriptions bearing the names of both Nahapaii and Ssabhadatta. 
( For instances, the rock-inscriptions at Prabhaspafan, Puskar, 
Junner, Karle, Nasik, Sopara and at other places). The numbers 

found on them are 40, 45 and 46, and we have proved that all 
these numbers are related to Nahapaij and Bhumak. So, we 

conclude, that JRsabhadatt’s contribution to the expansion of 

of the kingdoms of Bhumak and Nahapaij, must have been 
considerable. Mr. Rapson says*®:—“ Apart from the two places 
(Prabhas and Pushkar) which were both within Nahapana’s 
dominions but not under the direct control of Rishabhadatta, the 

inscriptions of Nasik and Karle seem to show that he ruled as 

Nahapana’s viceroy over south Gujarat and northern Konkan from 

Broach to Sopara and over the Poona and Nasik districts of 
the Mahratta country. ” During the rule of Bhumak and Nahapaij, 

9.sabhadatta conquered many territories and added them to the 

K^harata kingdom. Of course, these conquests cannot be ranked 

as exclusively Rsabhadatta’s, because he was not an independent 

king at that time. When Nahapao came to the throne and con¬ 

quered Avanti, Rsabhadatta continued to be his favourite general. 
After Nahapao’s death, almost all the territory of his kingdom 

deep-seated sradge agaiost Nabapan and R^bbadatta. So, Gautandpatra may 

well have mimicked Rfabbadatta in order to ridicule bun. 

(44) This is liable to change. F. n. no. 71 below. 

(45) Tbe author of C. A. R. tells that the name of Isvardatta is fotuxi 

on some coins. Vide pp. 286, f. n. no. 15. 

(46) C. A. R. Intro, pp. 57i 
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came under the power of the person, who usurped the throne, save 
the territory over which R^bhadatta established his independent 

power.* ^ By the time he established his own dynasty, he was 

so much advanced in age*® that he could not actively engage 

himself in any warfare, for the sake of territorial expansion. There 
is a historical event which supports this contention.*® Dr. Fleet 

aptly observes,*® (though in another connection):—“ There are no 
real grounds for thinking that the Sakas ever figured as invaders 
of any part of north India above Kathiawar and the southern and 
the western parts of the territory known as Malwa.'* This clearly 
proves that, when the scholars say that the Parthians, the 

Chastha^as and the Ksaharatas were ^akas, they do nothing 
except beating the air*^ 

As occasions arose, we have shown in what way the ^akas 

differed from other foreigners. Some more details about them 
are given below. 

(1) In their inscriptions and other relics, though the Ksaharata 
chiefs Bhumak and Nahapaij, have indicated the year, season and 

month of a particular event, they have not 

stated, as I^vardatta and R^bhadatta have, 
that a particular event took place in the 
particular year of their reign. This proves that 

I^^bhadatta belonged to a different race. He has called himself 

“ kka ”.**. 

The terms "Saka" 
“Sahi” and 
*' ^ahensahi” 

(2) On the occasion of the consecrating ceremony of the Lion 
Capital Pillar at Mathura, the Queen-consort of Rajuvul had 

invited all the Ksatraps and had prefixed the term “ Ksaharat ” 

(47) Vide I. A. Vol. 37, pp. 49; J. R. A. S. 1905, pp. 230. 

(48) At the time of bis accession to the thrbne, be was 85 years old. 

Vide pp. 290. 

(49) Vide the account of the Gardabhila dynasty for further details* 

(50) J. R. A. S. 1905, pp. 230. 

(51) We have often shown in part VI, in what ways their theory has 

done injustice to Indian history. For details vide pp. 244, f. n. no* 1. 

(52) C. A., I. pp. 105:—“Ushavadatta the son.-in~iaw of Nabapans, calls 
himself a Saka”. C. A. R. Intro, pp. 58, Inscr. no. 32. 
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to the names of these Ksatraps. Both Bhiimak and Nahapaij 

were invited; but Rsabhadatta was not invited, though he had, 

by that time, distinguished himself as a powerful general. This 

proves that Rsabhadatta was not a Ksaharat. 

(3) Darpan, the founder of the Gardabhila dynasty over 
Avanti, once imprisoned in his harem, Sarasvati, who was a nun 

and who was the sister of Kaliksuri the famous Jaina monk. 

This was an outrage against all the whole Jaina brotherhood. 
In order to retaliate upon him, Kaliksuri induced the Sakas to 

invade Avanti. The ^akas landed in Saurastra and stayed there 
for some time, because the rainy season had already set in, 
making their way very difficult to march further. Then they marched 
upon Avanti, conquered it, and began their rule there. Now, we 
know that after the death of Nahapan, the most rightful heir 

to the throne was Rsabhadatta, and that while he was on his 

way to Avanti, the Gardabhila king usurped the throne® This 

means that Rsabhadatta had a grudge against him from the first®*. 

Moreover, he was a Jain, and must have certainly done his best 

to vindicate the honour of Jainism. The reason, due to which 

Kaliksuri®® secured the help of the Sakas from Seistan®®, even 

though Rsabhadatta was there in Saurasjra, must have been that 

Rsabhadatta was perhaps thought to be too old to help him. So, 

when the ^aka hordes landed in Saurastra, he gave them every 
facility and perhaps helped them jictively by placing his army 
at their disposal. To the foreigners who were brought to India by 

Kaliksuri, we give the simple name Scythians.®^ There were many 

petty chiefs among them and they were called §ahis, and hence 

(53) Vide in the beginning of this chapter, the paragraph, “Their entry 

into India and their first place of residence". 

(54) F. n. no. 73 below. 

(55) Vide pp. 283 above. 

(56) This shows that old age must have made him decrepit. Or probably 

he was dead and his son, a young man, must have ascended the throne; 

but he must not have felt confident enough to rise against Avanti* The first 
theory seems to be more probable of the two. 

(57) Full details will be givep in the account of the Gardabhila dynasty* 
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tHeif leader was called ^hen^ihe ^afa!. R^bhadatta must have 
called his dynasty “ ^hi ” on account of this reason. In B. C. 64 
the ^akas defeated the Gardabhila king and became the rulers of 
Avanti. The Indo-Scythians continued to rule in Saurisfra. 

(4) The fact, that some rulers called themselves Ksatraps 
or Mahik^traps, shows that they were under the influence of 
the Persian or of the Bactrian culture. For instance, though 
BhUmak, Nahapao, Rajuvul, Chastha^ and others did not belong 
to the same race, yet they prefixed either Ksatrap or Mahakratrap 
to their names. Again, we know that the term Ksatrap signified 
that the holder of the title was under the power of an overlord. 

We may note that neither Rsabhadatta nor any of his successors 
called himself either K^trap or Mahak^trap. This shows that 
they belonged to an altogether different race. 

(5) The list facing pp. 79 will show that most of the Indian 
sovereigns assumed titles like “Emperor”, “Bad^ah”, “Chakravarti” 
and others”^. The yavana sovereigns called themselves “Great 
Kings”; the yonas were satisfied with the simple title “King”; while 
the Persians were satisfied with nothing less than “ King of Kings ”. 
The “ §ahi ” kings, on the other hand, though they were perfectly 
independent, would have none of these high-sounding titles. This 

may be due to their philosophic attitude towards life or due to 
their having passed through many ups and downs in life. 

The ^akas, as we have already noted, were Jains; and hence 
they always believed in doing something for the good of humanity. 

While Nahapap was alive, Rsabhadatta was for 
many years, the governor of a vast territory 

and he was practically free to do what he 
thought fit there. So, all the good things done 
there during the period of his governorship go 

to his credit. We shall quote below some extracts from other 

writers referring to things done exclusively by him. 

His teligion and 
the thlUKs which 

he did for 
public welfare 

(58) We shall see later on that the Kusana kings called themselves 

''Maharajidhir&j”. 

(59) Ct Sb« H. I, pp. 66:—“The degree of suzeraioty admitted (by tba 
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(I)*®:—His benefactions in Nasik caves®* arei—(1) Gift of 

300 cows (2) Gifts of money and construction of steps on the 
river Vanarasi. (3) Gift of 16 villages to Gods and brahmins.** 
(4) Feeding a thousand brahmins®* the whole year round. (5) 

Gifts of eight wives* to Brahmins at Prabhas. (6) Gifts of 

quadrangular rest-houses at Sopara, Broach and Dashapur. ^ (7) 

Wells, tanks and gardens (8) Establishments of free ferries by 

boats on the rivers Iba, Parada, Tapti, Karbena and Dahnuka. 

(9) Meeting-halls and halls for drinking water on these rivers. (10) 
Gifts of 32000 cocoa-nut trees to the Carakas®* at Govardhan, 
Suvarnamukh, Soparaga, Vamatirtha and Pinditkavada. We may 

Scythians to the Persian empire) and the area it covered varied with the 

power of the reigning Persian monarch”. 

(60) J. B. B. R. A. S. 1927, Vol. Ill, part II. 

(61) It is certain that Rsabhadatta was a Jain. Naturally, his charitable 

activities must have been in conformity with the tenets of bis faith. Readers 

might think that there are deviations here and there, in the description given 

above. That only shows that, either Rsabhadatta did not make any distinctions 

of creed when he gave things in charity, or that some of the customs which 

existed among Jains at that time, do not exist at present. (Such differences 

are seen in the charitable deeds of Priyadarsin also). 

(62) The terms "Gods” and “Brahmins” can be interpreted as follows:— 

(1) “Gods” means temples and other places. Money given for the erection 

of temples and for the maintenance of rites and rituals of worship may be 

classed under this head. The Jains follow the same custom at present. (2) 

The original word for “Brahman” must be “Bambhan or Mahan” as explained 

on pp. 196 and seq. The scribe, however, must have read it as “Brahman”* 

“Bambha?” means one who observes celebacy and Mahan means one who 

does not kill. Cf. Vol. II, pp. 209; f. n. no. 69, details about the problem of 

Bindusar giving food to Brahmans. 

(63) F. n. no. 62 for the meaning of this term. 

* This word strengthens our view that the original term was “Btunbha?”. 
X Cf. f. n. no. 48, pp. 141 and its description. 

(64) The definite meaning of this word is not known. (A tribe named 

“Sarak” is found at present in Orissa. They are foresters by occupations. Some 

scholars believe that they were Jains* Ufoy it be that these “Saiaks” 

were the same gs “Caraks” who subsisted o.n the income of cocoa-nuts in 

)^^bhad«tta'8 time.) 
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eomplete this list by adding his further benefactions mentioned 

in other parts of these inscriptions.—(a) An Abhishek*® at Pushkar 
and a gift of 3000 cows, (b) Cave No. 10 at Nasik and the 
cisterns (c) Gift of a field for the maintenance of ascetics in the 
cave ”. Once while on his way to Puskar, Rsabhadatta defeated 
and imprisoned the Maiavas who harassed the Uttambhadras. 

The Uttamabhadras gave a field in charity and the ceremony 

was performed by Rsabhadatta. 

(II) Mr. Rapson®® on the authority of Nos. 31 and 36 

inscriptions, states;—‘‘ Provision is made for the monks with 
Kusana-mula ”.®^ As to the meaning of the term “Kusana-mula” 

he states;—“ The meaning of this term is doubtful. Mr. Stenart 
translates “ Money for outside life.” But it would seem probable 

that reference is hete made to the custom of “Kathina” i. e. the 

privilege of wearing extra robes which was granted to the monks 
during the rainy season ”. 

(III) He encouraged trade and commerce. He lent money 
to the merchants to maintain their credit.®® According to Mr. 

Rapson®® the rate of interest for weavers was one percent 
per month. 

(65) Dr. Fleet gives the meaning of this word as follows:—“And there 

I bathed.” 

(66) C. A. R. Intro, pp. 59. 

(67) The meanings of the terms “Kusanamula” and “Kathina” as given 

in modern dictionaries agree with the interpretations of these scholars* That 

means that the charity was given to Buddhist monks, which proved that 

^^bhadatta’s reli^ons policy was that of toleration. (Cf. f. n. no. 61 above). 

It remains to be found out, however, whether the word is found in old 

Buddhist books or not. 

If it is found out that this charity of Hsabhadatta was meant for his 

co—religionists, the term “Kusatjamula” may be explained in two ways!—(1 

There were some religious customs in those times which ar.e non-existent 

to'day* (Cf. f* n» no. 61 above); (2) Or the word may have been wrongly 

deciphered. (F. n. no. 62, details about Bainbhau). 

(68) I. B. B. R. A. S. 1927, Vol. Ill, Part II. 

(69) C. A. R. Intro* pp. 58. (Cf. vol.I. Conditions prevailing during the 

time of'SreQik). 
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We have stated above that Rsabhdatta ruled for 10 years. 
Later researches show that he must have died earlier^®. Some 
details about this will be given in the account of Devaijak. 

(2) DEVANAK 

In the previous chapter we have stated that Mr. Thomas 
wrote an article of the " Sah ” kings. Later on, it was found 

His reign and 

the end of the 

the ^ahi dynasty 

out that these “ Sah ” kings were a branch of 
the Chaslhana dynasty. He, however, confused 
this “ ^ah ” dynasty with the “ Sahi ” dynasty of 
Rsabhadarta. Hence arose the confusion among 

scholars that the “ ^ahi ” dynasty of Rsabhadatta consisted of 
nearly 14 kings; while as a matter of fact, it was the “ ^ah ” 
dynasty which had so many kings. The “ Sahi ” dynasty began 
with Rsabhadatta and ended with his son Devaijak. Scholars how¬ 
ever, argued this way. The rock-inscription by queen Bala^ri, the 
grand-mother of Gautamiputra ^atakariji, states that Gautamiputra 
exterminated the Ksaharats, the §akas and the Yavanas. These 
scholars have fixed up his time as 78 A. D., and they think that 
he was the founder of the ^aka era. Now, Devanak lived about 
B. C. 50; this means that there was an interval of nearly a 
century and a quarter between him and the Satakar^i king. 
Naturally, they argue that some ten kings^^ of the “Sahi” dynasty 
must have ruled in succession, over Saurastra, during 50 B. C. 
to 78 A. D. The weight of facts, however, goes against this 
contention and favours the theory that the extermination of the 
^akas and other foreigners took place nearly a decade after the 
death of JRsabbadatta. These facts are given below. 

Gautamiputra, after uprooting the Ksaharafs and the §akas, 
got his coins minted (Vol. II, Nos. 75-76). Many coins bear 
the portrait-head of Gautamiputra, imprinted upon the portrait- 
head of Nahapaij, which is dimly visible on them. This he did 
to give vent to his hatred for Nahapap. Now, if Gautamiputra 

(70) Vide f. n. no. 74 below. 

(71) I came to the same conclnsion at first* (Vide pp. 164, }iae 10 

marked *). Later on,’^however, I bad to change my opinion (infra f. n. no. 81). 

38 
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lived 125 years after Nahapat;, it would have been quite impossible 

for him to find the coins of Nahapan in so large numbers as he 

did, because during the intervening 125 years, several dynasties 
ruled over Avantl. Again, all these coins are bearing a sign which 
is unmistakably Jaina. Several other details against this theory 
will be given in the account of the Gardabhila dynasty. All 
these things force us to change the time of Gautamiputra and 

to fix it some ten years after the death of Rsabhadatta. Details 

given below will convince the reader of the truth of this statement. 

While Nahapan was on the throne of Avanti, the ^atavahana 
kings in the Deccan were rather weak. So, Nahapan and Rsabhadatta 

had forced them to recede much further, and to change the seat 
of their capital from Paithaii to Varangul in Bennakatak. After 

the death of Nahapan, however, they grew powerful. As Nahapaij 
died without leaving a male issue behind him, any of the following 

three kings could have seized the opportunity of securing the 
throne of Avanti. They were:—(1) The Indo-Parthian king Aziz 

I, in the north. He had recently come to the throne. (2) The 

Andhra kings in the south. (3) Rsabhadatta. Of these, Aziz, who 
had recently come to the throne, thought it wise to confine 

himself to the task of consolidating his power in his own kingdom. 
The Andhra king, recently defeated by Nahapaij and Rsabhadatta^’ 
did not dare to cast his eyes over Avanti. In the case of 
R^bhadatta, as we have already stated, while he was on his way 
to Avanti, Gardabhil usurped the throne of Avanti. It is probable 
that Rsabhadatta did not wage a war against Gardabhil, because 
he was too old to actively engage himself in any warfare. Of 
course he bore a deep-seated grudge against Gardabhil”. Ten 

years later, Gardabhil was defeated by the ^akas, who came fresh 

from ^istSn at the instance of the Jaina monk, Kaliksuri. By 
that time, Rsabhadatta was either confined to bed or was dead^*. 

His son, Devanak also does not seem to have taken advantage 

{72) Vide ante* pp. 150. 

(73) Cf« the text for f. n. no. 54 above. 

(74) Cf» f. a. po. 70 above. 
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of this opportunity’®. Neither did Aziz, who by this time had been 

on the throne for ten years, seem to have tried to have a snatch at 

Avanti, which shows that he must not have been a very valorous 

or very ambitious king. Even the Andhra kings did not think it 
wise to declare war against Gardabhil, because the Jaina monk 

Kaliksuri, who commanded full respect among the people there’®, 
preferred to invite the ^akas”, who, as we have already stated, 
landed in Saurastra, where they spent the monsoon and from 
where, re-inforced with the army of the “ Sahi ” king Devaijak, 
marched upon Avanti, defeated Gardabhil, and became masters 
of Avanti. Devaijak’s power in Saurastra was consolidated; but 

now he had two enemies instead of one. One was the Andhra 
king and the other was the Gardabhila king. 

The §akas during their seven years of rule’® over Avanti, 

ruthlessly persecuted the people, who then ardently desired to be 
free from their clutches. Kaliksuri, however, had ceased to take 
any interest in worldly afifairs. This time also Aziz did not make 

any attempt to conquer Avanti and establish his power there’®. 
At last, Vikramaditya, a son of the late Gardabhila king of Avanti 
and the Andhra king, Gautamiputra who was on the throne since 

B. C. 64, combined their forces. Several battles were fought®®. At 

last they exterminated these ^akas. Devagak being a ^aka, was 

(75) He did help the Sakas, who came from Seistan to invade Avanti; 

but he did not take any active part independently. 

(76) Kaliksuri might have at first approached the Andhra king. He must 

have found, however, that the latter was not very enthusiastic about it. So, 

he must have decided to invite the ^akas. 

(77) Vide pp* 293, argument no. 3. 

(78) Details will be given in the account of the Gardabhila dynasty. 

(79) Aziz I ruled from B. C. 75 to 58. He did not take any advantage 

of any of the three opportunities, in B. C. 74, B. C. 64 or B. C. 57. Avanti 

was in the throes of a political upheaval during the last five or six years of 

his reign, but he does not seem to have been inclined to meddle with its affairs. 

(80) Probably three battles were fought. Two of them will be described 

in the account of Sakari Vikramaditya, and the third in the account of 
Gautan^putia ^atakargi. 
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ako defeated and killed in B. C. 52®^ in a battle that was fought 
in Saurastra®®. Now the reader will clearly understand why so many 
coins of Nahapa? bear the portrait-head of Gautamiputra, upon 
that of Nahapaij®®. 

Thus ended the “^ahi” dynasty. Those of the Indo-Sc3rthians 

who survived the battle, remained in Saurastra and took to cattle¬ 
rearing and horse-breeding. Later on these people became famous 

as Abhirs. The Sakas who had remained in the region around the 
Godavari, after the death of Isvardatta, settled there for good, 
as we know. They also became known as Abhirs there. 

We shall close this chapter with some hypotheses for future 
research work and with a dynastic list;— 

(1) kvardatta was the father of Rsabhadatta. He may have 
enjoyed a position of power, or he may have not. The Sanskritized 
name of Nahapatj was Nabhovahan, of Usabhadatta was Rsabhadatta, 
and of Dinik was Isvardatta. The term “ Datta ” may have been 
a shortened form of Isvardatta; while " Dinna ”, and later on 
“Dinik” may have been its deteriorated forms. 

(2) Rsabhadatta 
0 0 

M. E. B. C. Years of his 

Birth 370 157 0 

Rise to power 400 127 30 
Marriage with 

Dakamitra** 401 126 31 

(81) At first (cf. f. n. no. 71 above) I thought that this extermination took 

place in A. D. 78. Now, further research has caused me to change it to B.C. 52. 

(82) Details about this battle will be given in the account of Gautaml* 

putra ^atakariii, 

■ (83) This was done, then, 22 years after the death of Nahap^ and seven 

years after the death of Ijjabhadatta. (Cf. C. A. R. pp. 105; J. B. B. R. A. S. 

pp. 64; I. A. vol. 37, pp. 43; O. H. I. pp. 217 etc. The extracts from these 

are quoted on pp. 151, f. n. no. 28.) This shows that at the time of this 

battle, neither Nahapan nor Rsabhadatta was alive. 

(84) It seems that it was a custom among these people to marry rather 

late; or probably Dakfamitra was the second wife of Rfabhadatta, the first 

being dead. 
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M. B. B. C. Years of his 

Birth of Devaoak®® 415 112 44 

Governorship under 
Bhumak 400-413 127-114 30-43 

Governorship under 
Nahapan 413-453 114—74 43-83 

Independent ruler 453 74 83 

Death 469 58 99 

1 Devanak 

Accession to the throne 469 58 54 

Death 475 52 60 

The ^ahi dynasty lasted from B. C. 74-52=22 years. 

[ N» B. Here finishes the description of the first four out of the five 

races of (vide pp. 98-99) foreign invaders on India. They have been described 

in this vol* one after the other because their time of invasion was a continuous 

one; whereas that of the last, e, g. the kusanas comes a little later and 

hence we have been obliged to carry their account to the next Vol. ] 

(85) The former issues must have died; or he may have been the fiUt issue« 
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Synopsis;— 

Appendix A:—Details about Sahas, Abhirs and Traikutahs— 

The relation between the Abhirs and the Indo-Scythians proved 

on the evidence of roch-inscriptions—The relation between Ikvardatta 

and Dharsen Traikutak based on the evidence of rock-inscriptions— 

The terms “ Tri-raimi ” and “ Tri-hutak and difference in their 

meanings—Discussion about the relation between Chasthati and 

Dvardatta; arguments to prove that the Chasthana era did not 

begin in B. C. 78, but at some other time—Proof that Ihvarsen 

Abhir was the son of IboardaUa Trikutak—The name and the 

time of the founder of the Trikutaka era. 

Appendix B;—Relation between the terms “ Oboal, ^rim3l, 

Porw34 and Gurjar.'*—The origin of the GSrjars—The origins 

of these three people—The political relations and activities of 

these people—Their adoption of the Ksatriya traits in times of 

emergerusy^ though they were VaUyas—The creation of the four 

Agnir^kutas {famUies) of Rajputs and division of land by them. 
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Appendix A 

^AKAS. ABHIRS, AND TRAIKtTAKS 

This appendix is to be devoted to the account of the relation 
between the §akas, the Abhirs and the Traikutaks. Scholars at 
present are unanimous about the fact that these three peoples 
are related to one another. Some believe that the Abhirs descended 

from the ^akas, and that Traikutaks descended from the Abhirs. 
Some are not sure about this. We shall try to clarify all the 
doubts below;— 

(1) In Inscription No. 43, Nasik\ Isvarsen, 9th 3'ear, 4th 

part of summer, 13th day, it is stated;—' It records the 
investment of two sums of money®—1000 Karsapanas and 500 
Karsapanas in trade guilds at Govardhana for the purpose of 
providing medicines for the sick, among the monks dwelling in 

the monastery on Mount Trirasmi. The king Ishvarsena® who is 
called an Abhir and son of the Abhir Sivadatta* seems to bear 
the metronymic ‘ Madhariputra’®. The benefactress is the lay 
devotee Visnudatta, the Sakani® mother of the Ganapaka 

(1) C. A. R. Intro, pp. 62. 

(2) Nahapap and R§abhadatta also gave large sums of money as charity 

to the monks and beggars. Their charity deeds bear eloquent testimony to 

this. They also used to set apart sums of money for this purpose. Commercial 

concerns were considered to be the safest places for depositing these sums 

of money. They had also given preference to the region of Govardhan round 
about present Nasik. 

(3) Isvarsen assumed the title “King”; his father had no such title. This 

shows that Isvarsen must have established an independent kingdom. (Read 

f. n. no* 15). 

(4) It should be noted that these people called themselves Abhirs. 

(5) One of the dynasties that succeeded the Andhra dynasty, as the 

Puranas say, was the Abhir. (Vide C. A. R. pp. 134). It is well-known that 

the Andhras always assumed the family name on their mother's side (viz. 

Gautamiputra, Vasi^hiputra, Madhariputra etc.). The Abhirs either adopted 

this custom or they were in some way connected with the Andhras. Cf. f, n. 
nos. 8 and 12 below. 

(fi) Rfabfaadatta was a SaJuu VifPodattu’s father—in-law and fathec both 
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Visvavarman, wife of Ganapaka Rebhila, the daughter of Agnivarman, 
the Saka. The inscription is in Sanskrit; with traces of Prakrit”’'. 
The inscription briefly means:—(1) King I^varsen Abhir, the son 

of ^ivadatta Abhir and known as Madhariputra, set aside a sum 

of money for charity in the 9th year® of his reign. (2) The sum 
was deposited with some merchants,® on interest. (3) The sum 

was to be used in providing medicines’” for the sick among the 

monks dwelling in the monastery at Mount Trira^mi”. (4) The 

benefactress is a ^aka woman. (5) The inscription is mainly in 
Sanskrit. From this we can come to the following conclusions:- 
(1) King I^varsen was an Abhir. (2) The benefactress was a^aka. 

This shows that the Abhirs must be related’* to the ^akas. (3) The 
method of charity and the language of the inscription are similar 
to those of Nahapan and Rsabhadatta’*. (4) Mount Trira^mi was 

are stated to have been Sakas. In short, Rfabhadatta, Vifnudattd and 

Agnivarman, all were Sakas. 

Read in conjunction, nos. 5 and 6 will lead us to the conclusion that 

there must have been some relation between the Andhras, the Abhirs and 

the Sakas. Read f. n. nos. 8 to 13 below, which support this conclusion. 

(7) The script of the inscription resembles that of Nahapan and I^bba- 

datta* Read f. n. no. 13 below. 

(S) The benefactress is a Saka lady. In the inscription is mentioned the 

name of the Abhita king, and the year of his reign in which the charity was 

given. That shows that the Sakas and the Abhirs were related to one 

another. (F. n. nos. 5 and 6 above, and f. n. nos. 12 and 13 below). 

(9) Cf. f. n. no. 2; f. n. no. 13 below; cf. ante. pp. 296. 

(10) Cf. f. n. no. 2 above. 

(11) The term “Tri-rasmi” means, “A mountain with three peaks”. It 

is situated near the source of the Godavari, in the region called Govardhan 

near Nasik. The inscription is at Nasik which was under the rule of Isvarsen. 

The charity deeds of NabapaO and Rfabhadatta also ate found here* Cf. 

f. n. no. 2 above and f. n. no. 14 below. 

(12) Cf. f* Be nos. 6 and 8 above, and f« n. no. 13 below. 

(13) Rsabhadatta has given details about the year, season, month and 

day, in his inscriptions. So has Isvarsen. Rfabhadatta*s inscriptions bear the 

dates of K§abarata era which was recently founded at that time; while 

Isvarsen has mentioned the year of his reign^ as his era was not yet founded* 

(F. n. no. 24). This shows that there was definitely a connection between 

the ^kas and the Abhiras* (Cf. f. n« nos* 5, 6, 8 and 12). 
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situated in Govardhan’-* near Nasik. It was under the rule of 
I^arsen^®. (5) The mother of I^varsen belonged to the Madhari 
Gotra^*. This shows that the Abhirs must have had some relation 
with the Andhras^'. 

(2) Details about the Traikufaka dynasty are given in 
inscription No. 44 at Pardi^®. It is stated therein:—“ Dharsena, 
year 207 of the Traikutaka era, 13th day of the bright half of 
Vaisakha”*®. It is also stated therein that Dharsen had performed 
the A^amedha sacrifice*®. Inscription No, 45 at Kaijheri** also 
gives details about this dynasty. The following words are found 
therein:-“Year 245** of the increasing rule*® of the Traikutakas”. 
Briefly stated, these extracts mean;—(1) Dharsen and his 

(14) Cf. f. n. no. 2, last linesy and f. n. no. 10. 

(15) Read f. n. no. 3 above. 

(16) Cf. f. n. DO. 5 above. 

(17) Cf. f. n. no* 5 above. 

(18) This town is at present in the Surat district and bears the same 

name, viz. Pardi. Both Pardi and Kanheri were situated in a region which 

was included in the kingdom of Isvarsen Abhir as well as of Ksabhadatta* 

The Tri-rasmi ranges were in the same region. 

(19) Details about the year, the month, the parts of the month and the 

day are given in this inscription; but the season is not mentioned. 

Such was the method of Nahapan and Rsabhadatta. Read f. n. no. 13 above. 

If we compare the method of the Chasthana kings with this method, we shall 

find that the method of Dharsen Traikutak is mid-way between the two; 

probably it resembles more the Chasthana method. 

(20) It seems that the mention of the sacrifice in the inscription was 

made with a view to showing that he was victorious in the battle, and that 

he was a follower of the Vedic faith. His coins also prove the same thing. 

Now the question is, whether his forefathers also were the followers of the 

Vedic religion or whether it was he, who was converted to this faith. It is 

probable that he himself was a convert to this faith and that his forefathers 

followed a different faith. 

(21) It is situated in the Nasik district. 

(22) That they have used this era in connection with their rule shows 

that they were related to its founder. (F. n. no. 64 below). 

(23) This shows that though their rule was established not long ago, 

yet they were rapidly expanding their territorial extent. Read f. n, no. 22 

fibove and no. 64 belowt 
39 
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descendants were kings of the Traikutaka dynasty**. (2) The 

time of their rule is about years 207 to 245 of the Traikfltaka 
era. (3) They were followers of the Vedic religion*®. (4) The 
method of their inscription resembles, to some extent, that of 

I^varsen, the Abhira king, and that of Rsabhadatta ^aka^®; but it 
resembles^ ^ very much the method of the Chasthana ksatraps*®. 

After a perusal of the extracts quoted above and of the foot¬ 

notes connected with them, the reader will agree that we may 

draw the following conclusions:—(1) There is much resemblance 
between Nahapan and Rsabhadatta on the one hand and I^varsen 
Abhir and Visgudatta ^akani on the other, (2) There is also 

(24) Trikutaka=Tri+kuta+ka=a mountain with three peaks. ( For the 

meaning of '‘Trirasmi” read f. n. no. 11 above. The dynasty whose rule was 

established over the rejsjion surrounding “Trikutak’’ was called “Traikutak”. 

(Read f. n* no. 60 below). The dynasty must have begun in the 207th year, 

(or five or ten years ago) of the Traikutaka era mentioned in the inscriptions 

at Pardi and at Ka^heri. The same mountain was known by the name “Tri¬ 

rasmi*’ during the rule of Isvarsen Abhir over it. This shows that the 

mountain must have got its new name—^Trikutak—after his time; similarly 

the era named after it must have been found after his time. Again, 

the fact that the father of Isvarsen bore no royal title shows that Isvarsen 

was the first king of the Abhira dynasty. That he himself had not founded 

the era is evident from the fact that in the inscription it is written, “In the 

ninth year of his kingdom*’ (i. e. no era has been mentioned# The Ksaharaja 

era and the ChastbaPa era were founded in the same way# The Kfaharata 

dynasty was founded by Bhumak, but the Ksaharata era was founded by 

Nahapan who began it with the year in which his father established the 

dynasty. Similarly ChaSthaP founded an era (which we shall call K§atrapa 

era) beginning with the year in which his father Ghfamotik began his rule# 

In the same way the Abhira era (better known as Kalchdri or Chedi era in 

history) was founded by Isvardatta, the son of Isvarsen, though it was begun 

with the first year of iWrsen’s rule. (Read f. n. no. 62 below). 

(25) Read f. n. no. 20 above. 

(26) Cf. f# n. no. 19 above. 

(27) The only difference is in the symbols of the coins of both. 

(28) They have mentioned the year, the month, the part of the month 

and the day. (Read the inscriptions of Rudradaman and others), Cf# f. n# nos. 

19 apd 27 above* 
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resemblance between I^varsen Abhir, the lord of the region aronnd 
Mount Trirasmi and Dharsen, the Traikutaka king. (3) I^varsen 
lived after the time of Rsabhadatta and before the time of Dharsen. 
Now, the difficult problem is to find out what were the actual 
threads of relationships that existed between them. Let us try 
and we might hope for something tangible®®. 

I have come to hold the opinion that details about 
Mahaksatrap Isvardatta, would go a long way to throwing light 

upon this problem. The Chasfhaija ksatraps ruled consecutively 
over Avanti for a long time®®. From the coins of Mahaksatrap 
Damsen we find that his rule lasted from 145 to 158®\ The next 
three years seem to be blank, and no coins are found bearing 

these dates. The coins of Mahak^trap are dated 161. The coins 

of Damjadsri II, Virdaman, Ya^odaman and Vijaysen bear dates 

between 154 and 160; but all these coins bear the term “K^trap”. 
Not one of them has the term “Mahaksatrap” on it. This means 
that for years 154 to 158 we find two kinds of coins-some bearing 
“Mahaksatrap” and some bearing “Ksatrap”. For 158 to 160 we find 
coins all of which bear “Katrap” only. From 161 onwards we find 

coins bearing “Mahaksatrap”. So, the thing to be found out is “Why 
are there no coins bearing “Mahakstrap” for the three years from 
158 to 160 r’®®. While scholars were busy with this problem, the 

(29) Where there is a will, there’s a way. 

(30) The time of most of the Ksatrapas is outside the time-limit fixed 

for this book. Hence, only those details about them are given here, which 

helps us to understand the problem with which we are concerned here* Their 

dynastic list is given at the end of the last volume. 

(31) Scholars believe that these numbers belong to the Saka era, because 

they hold the opinion that Chastha? was a Saks. The ^aka era, as it is 
; f 

Weil known, was begun in A. D. 78. Hence they calculated that the reign 

of Damsen ended in A. D. 236 (158+78=236). We have shown that Chaftha? 

was not a Saka. Vide pp. 164 & seg: and in the account 6f the Scythians. 

Also Cf. pp. 281, last lines; where an extract is quoted from O. H. I. pp. 9. This 

confusion of one era with the other has given rise to many mistakes, some 

of which are shown above, further in the same paragraph* (Read f. n. no* 

,44 below). 

(32) They have calculated A* D. 236 to A. D, 238, by addiog 78to l58« 
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cioins of a certain** “Mahaksatrap I^ardatta” were found out**. 

These coins are remarkably similar to the coins of the Chasthaoas. 

Mr. Rapson** stated in this connection;—“ The Mahakshatrapa 

Ishvardatta struck silver coins of precisely the same style and types 

as those of the Western Kshatrapas; but it is certain that he did 
not belong to the same dynasty”*®. He further states®^:—“This is 

shown (1) by his name... and (2) by his introduction of a foreign 
method** of dating his coins in regnal years instead of in years 

of the Saka era. In both of these respects he follows apparently 
the example®® set by a dynasty of Abhira kings who succeeded 
the Andhras in the Nasik district as is shown by the Nasik 
inscription dated in the 9th year of the Abhira king Ishvarsena, 
son of the Abhir Shivadatta. This dynasty is no doubt referred 
to by the Puranas. In short, he means to say that Mahaksatrap 

Hvardatta adopted the method and customs of Hvarsen Abhir, 

(33) He was in no way related to the Ksatrapa dynasty. (Cf. f. n. no. 

36 below). He also, however, held the title “Mahaksatrap” and his coins 

almost resemble the coins of ChastbaPa kings. It may be surmised from this 

that this interpolator must have been some officer or general of the Chastha^s 

and that, taking advantage of the weakness of his masters, he must have 

ascended the throne. Read f. n. nos. 65 and 66 below. 

(34) The coins resemble one another. On the obverse side are the portrait- 

bead and the letters; and on the reverse side are the signs of the Cba§tha^ 

dynasty. In the Kfatrapa coins, however, an era is mentioned, while the coins 

of Isvardatta state the particular year of his reign. (See their coins in vol. II 

and details about them). 

No inscription of Isvardatta has yet been found out. Several inscriptions 

of the ChasthaUa dynasty are found out. 

(35) C. A. R. Intro, pp. 133, para. 109. 

( 36) The fact that he did not belong to that family shows that he belonged 

to quite a different race. (Cfa f. n. nos. 33 above 58 and* 59 below. )^ 

(37) Read f* n. no. 35. 

(38) Clearly the method was not the one which the Cbas^ha^as used* 

(39) Read f. n. no* 13 for the method used by Abhira kings; and f. n. 

no. 19 for the method of the Chasthai^s. Compare them. 

(40) This means that the details given here are not a product of mere 
iautgiaation, but that they are based on evidence. 
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and that the Abhir kings ruled over the district of Nasik, after 

the rule of the Andhra dynasty was over there. These things, 

he says, are mentioned in the Puraoas also. Mr. Rapson, however, 

has not given expression to his view on the possible relation 

between livardatta and Isvarsen. He refers to the two suggestions 

of Dr. Bhagvanlal Indrajit*^—“ Bhagwanlal’s identification of 

I^ardatta as an Abhira connected with the dynasty represented 

at Nasik by Ishvarsena is therefore extremely probable. 

Bhagvanlal’s further suggestion*’ that this conquest was comme¬ 

morated*’ by the foundation by Ishvardatta of the Traikutaka 

era in A. D. 249 cannot however be supported. ” His opinion 

( based on the study of the coins of Isvardatta and of Virdaman, 

Yasodaman, Vijaysen and others) about the time of Isvardatta 

is**:—“ There can be little doubt, then, that Ishwardatta reigned 

sometime between A. D. 236 and 239*”, that is to say, at least 

ten years before the foundation of the Traikutaka era in A. D. 

249. ” This makes it clear that Mr. Rapson has, in spite of his 

refusal to accept the second suggestion of Dr. Bhagvanlal, in the 

extract quoted above, has almost acquiesced in it. Now if, some 

connection is established between 249 A. D., the year in which 

the Traikutaka era was founded, and the years A. D. 236 to 239 

during which Isvardatta reigned, the problem*® can be said to be 

effectively solved. 

(41) C« A. R. Intro, pp. 134, lines 16 to 18, 

(42) C. A. R. Intro, pp. 165, para. 110, lines 1 to 4. 

(43) Details about this conquest are given by Dr. Bhagwanlal, on pp< 

657 of J. R. A. S. 1890. We may note Isvardatta considered this to be an 

uncommon achievement and thenceforth assumed the title “MahakSatrap. ” 

(44) C. A. R. Intro, pp. 136, lines 6 to 9. 

(45) Read f. n. no. 32 above. 

(46) Cf. f. n. no. 31 above; this difficulty would be immediately solved 

if it is made clear that the ChafthaOa era and the 6aka era ate quite different. 

Details about this will be given in one of the chapters describing the 
Kusaaa dynasty. We may note here that the Cha^haUa era was started not 
in A. D. 78 but in A. D. 103. So, the dates above should be 158+103 =>261 

to 254 instead ofl58+78 s236 to 239. 
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That can be easily and more convincingly done by further 

quoting Mr. Rapson. He says*^:—“ But whatever may have been the 

relationship between these two kings^", it must remain doubtful, 

whether either of them could have been the founder of the era 

in question.^® They both apparently use regnal years, the one 

in his inscription®® and the other on his coins'^; and such slight 

evidence as there is, may perhaps indicate that Ishvarsena®® reigned 

before Ishvardatta ” ( p. cxxxvi) He further says®®:—“ It may 

be noticed, however, that his father, the Abhira Shivadatta, bears 

no royal title and this would seem to indicate that he himself 

was the founder of the Abhira dynasty and presumably the 

predecessor of Ishvardatta. The precise connection between these 

early Abhiras and the later Traikutakas cannot be proved;®* 

but it is certain that they ruled in the same region, and that 

there is no reason why they may not have belonged to the same 

dsmasty. ” Read in conjunction, these extracts tell us that the 

Abhirs and the Traiku^aks belonged to the same dynasty, that 

^ivadatta was the father of Isvarsen, who founded the Abhira 

dynasty and the era, and that Mahiksatrap Hvardatta was his 

successor. As to their time, we have shown in f. n. no. 46 above, 

that Hvardatta ruled from 261 to 264. As Isvarsen preceded 

him and was probably the founder of the dynasty ( and hence the 

era), his time may be fixed up as 249 A. D.®®. We find it from 

(47) C. A. R. Intro, pp. 162, para. 135, lines 9 to 15. 

(48) I. e. Isvarsen and his successor iWardatta. 

(49) The Traikutaka era is better known among the scholars, by the 

names Kalchuri or Chedi era. Mr. Rapson refers to that era here. It was 

begun in A. D. 249. (Read f. n. no. 55 below). 

(50) I. e. Isvarsen. Details about bis inscription are given on pp. 303, no. 43. 

(51) I. e. Isvardatta. Details about bis coins are given in vol. II, pp. 142. 

(52) Read f. n. no. 48 above. 

(53) Vide C; A. R» Intro, pp. 136, lines 14 to 21. 

(54) The term “later” Traikutaks means that there must have been some 

“earlier” Traikutaks. The “later” Traikutaks means those whose rule began 

with that of Dharseu in the 207th year of the era of the same name. (Vide 
mil 305, the Par^ inscription, no, 44). 

(55) Read f. n, no. 49 above. 
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the rock-inscription that he ruled at least for nine years*®. So, we 

may conclude that he ruled from 249 to 261 A. D. To sum up;—• 

^ivadatta®^ Abhir*® 

**King I4varsen, the founder of the dynasty and of the era. 

B. C. 249 to 261; he ruled over the region 

around Trira^mi®®. 

Mahaksatrap®' I4vardatta®*; B. C. 261*® to 264 or further®*. 

He expanded the kingdom which he inherited 

(56) Vide pp. 303, the Nasik inscription, no. 43. 

(57) He cannot be considered the founder of the dynasty because he bore 

no royal title and never ascended the throne. 

(58) The term “Abhir” signifies a race. The name of the dynasty may 

have been based upon that, or better still, upon the family name* 

(59) He is the founder of the dynasty because he actually ascended the 

throne, (cf. f. n. no. 57) in A. D. 249, from which year was also started the era* 

Of course, the era was founded by Isvardatta, but he began it with A. D. 249, 

in consideration of the fact that his father founded the dynasty in that year. 

He was more powerful than his father and bad assumed the title “Maha- 

kfatrap” which is indicative of complete independence. As the era was not 

founded by Isvarsen himself, so we find in his inscriptions, “in the particular 

year of his reign”. 

(60) Read f. n. no. 24 above for the reason why the term “TrMasmI’* 

is used in place of the term “Trikutak”. 

(61) We know the significance of this title. We have explained it in 

the account of the foreign rulers in previous chapters. (Vide pp. 117 & seq.). 

(62) Though Isvardatta was the founder of the era, yet the founder of 

the dynasty was Isvarsen. The era was begun with the year in which he 

founded the dynasty. Similar examples are found in the accounts of other 

peoples also. (Read f. n. no. 24). 

(63) That they must have been father and son is assumed on the fact 

that Isvardatta was the immediate successor of Isvarsen. (cf, his time,;) 

This assumption is strengthened by the fact that though it was Isvardatta who 

founded the era, he began it with the year in which Isvarsen’s rule began. Again, 

the names “Sivadatta" and "Isvardatta” also point to a family relation. 

(64) We do not know for how many years his rule lasted after 2^, 
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from his father. He conquered a portion of 

the Ksatrapa territory®" and assumed the 

title Mahaksatrap.®® 

Let us now give a summary of the whole thing. During the 

time of Nahapaii, both Hvardatta (Dinik) and his son Ksabhadatta 

^aka lived. After an interval of 250 years, the same ^akas began 

to be called Abhirs®^. The first Abhira king, the founder of the 

dynasty of the same name was Hvarsen. His son Hvardatta 

extended the territorial limits of his kingdom, and founded the 

era beginning with the year in which his father founded the dynasty. 

The era should have been called the Abhira era; but as these 

kings ruled over the region around the Trira^mi hills, their 

dynasty was called Trikutak, and the era was called Traikutak. 

It was founded in 249 A. D. We do not know how long the 

dynasty lasted after the rule of Hvardatta. Some years later, the 

dynasty was revived by a certain Dharsen, who came to the 

throne in 207th year of the Traikutaka era (A. D. 456). His 

successors expanded the kingdom and were ruling over the region 

upto 245th year of their era (A. D. 494) and even later. The 

task that now remains to be taken in hand is to fill the gaps, 

one between |lsabhadatta and Hvarsen, and the other between 

Hvardatta and Dharsen. We shall deal with this later on. 

Details about the religion of these people will be given at 

the end of this chapter. 

(65) The conquest is the same as that which was referred to by Dr. 

Bhagwanlal. (Read f. n. no. 43 above). 

(66) After becoming independent he must have darned his dynasty 

“Traikutak” after the name of the region—Trirasmi. (Read f. n. nos. 24 and 

and 60 above). The term “later” Traikutaks also points to the fact that 

there were “earlier" Traikutaks. These earlier ones were Isvardatta and others. 

After a gap of some years, the dynasty must have been revived by Dharsen, 

one of the “later" Traikutaks. Both have used the same era in their inscrip¬ 

tions, which makes it evident that they belonged to the same family. (Read 

f. n. nos. 22 and 23). 

(67) The Abhirs were powerful in the army of Ksatrap Rudrasen. (Vide 

Cf A. R* Intro, pp. 61, art. no. 39). 
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Appendix B 

In this appendix, I intend to give some details about the 

GQrjars. The accounts of the O^als, the Srimals and the Porvads- 

Porvlls* are also included here. The term 

Origin of Qurjaras “Gurjar” at present means all people residing 
in Gujarat and Kathiawar. It has now acquired 

a comprehensive meaning including all castes and creeds. At the 

time with which we are concerned here, the term had not got 

the same connotation, because no term like ‘‘ Gurjar-ra^ra or 

“ Gujarat ” had come into existence at^ that time^. The term 

then included within it the O^vals, the Srimals and the Porvads 

only. It is as yet not definitely known how the term “ Gflrjar 

came into being or what its origin was. 

Scholars hold the belief that the term “ Gurjar ” may be a 

deteriorated form of the name of those Aryans who emigrated 

to India from Georgia or George town, a region lying around 

the Caucasus® ranges in the north of Asian Turkey. We have, 

however, proved that the original home of Aryans was not the 

one referred to above, but was the region around the Oxus* near 

the town of Murva in Asian Turkestan. They first came to §eistan, 

a district of Afghanistan. This district was the birth-place of the 

author of the Gratis and was known by the name “Gandria” which 

may have, in course of time deteriorated into “Giirjar”®. Of course, 

no theory is definitely established and proved. 

Later on, a group from ^eistan, crossed the Indus in the 

6th century B. C. and settled in the region lying along the east 

(1) The term “Porvad” is derived from “Paurva”> i. e. belonging to the east. 

(2) I. e. in the 4th or 5th century B. C. At that time it was known by 

the name "Lata". Scholars believe that 6th century A. D. was the time of 

the origination of the Gurjaras, whose home was the region of Gwaliar and 

Jhan^. (Cf. f. n. no. 25). 

(3) Read f. n. no. 4 below. 
: (4) The mistake may have been due to the similarity between the 

pronunciations of Caucasus and Oxus. 
(5) Read the foregoing pages, 

40 
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of the same river. Again, during the times of Persian emperors, 

Darias and Xerses, the intercourse between these people—agoing 

to §eistan from the eastern banks of the Indus and vice versa, 

-was frequent.® That contact between the natives and the 

emigrants suddenly came to a full stop at the time (or just before 

it) when the prosperous city-Vittabhayapattaij-the capital of Sind 

was buried underground by a sand storm which transformed it 

into a desert-now known as the desert of “Jesalmir’^ The people 

who had, by this time, settled in India, were large in number. 

Of them nearly a hundred thousand or hundred and fifty thousand 

were converted to Jainism in the period of ten years—457 to 

447 A. D.—^by a Jaina monk, Ratnaprabhasuri by name. These 

people founded a colony, and a city named Oiiya^, in the region 

where now is situated Bhinnamal. Its inhabitants began to be 

called O^vals. ” Hearing that their brethern in this colony were 

happy and prosperous, another group came there from §eistan, 

nearly fifty years later. Witii this group came the fore-fathers of 

Cha^akya®. Another group including the fore-fathers of Rsabhadatta, 

the son-in-law of Nahapao, came and settled® in Oiiya and 

mixed with the O^vals, during and after the time of Priyadaiiin, 

on account of the re-establishment of the close contact between 

the peoples residing along the eastern banks of the Indus and 

(6) The Persian power over this region did not last for a long time, 
(pp. 227 above). 

(7) It is situated in the district of Godval in Sirohi State in Raiputaoi. 

CThe whole of Godval district including Jalor, Balotra, Kumbhalner, EraUpura, 

F^i, Lu^i and others was the home of the Gurjaras. It is nearly 28 miles 

from Jodhpur, on the side of Mt. Abu. That was the original home of the 

Gurjaras (of the Gurjar Rajputs according to scholars). Read further in 
this chapter. 

H. P. Chh. (G. V. S.) pp. 68:—^"50 miles in the N. W. of Abu was 

Bhinnamal or Shrimal, the capital of the Gurjara Rajputs. The ruling Gurjara 

family of Broach was a branch of the Bhinnamala ruling family". 

(8) Vide vol. II for details about Cba^akya. 

(9) This happened about B. C. 290 and B. C. 250. (In C. H. I. pp. 156, 

it is stated that there was a political disturbance among the Sakas during 

the time of Mithradates II. Possibly it was this occasion). 
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those residing along the western. Due to the population being 

overcrowded, another city was founded just near and a part of 
the population went and settled there. The origin of the ^rimals 
can be traced to these new comers and to their mixing with the 

old ones. By the time, the region came into the power of Ksaharafa 
BhGmak, these people had completely adopted the Indian ways 

of life and had become almost ondistinguishably Indian. Moreover, 
they had long ago embraced Jainism^®, which was fostered among 

them during the rule of Priyadariin who gave all religious 
facilities.^' Bhumak’s successor, Nahapan became the master 

also of the region lying on the east of the Arvalli Hills. 
So, the people residing on the west of Arvalli began to come 
into contact with those residing on the east. The easterners began 

to be called “Porvads”'®. Such, in brief, are my ideas about the 
origin of the O^vals, the ^rimals^* and the Porvads. After Nahapa? 
became the ruler of Avanti, people began to spread themselves 

on all sides. Some of them emigrated to Saurastra which was 
also under the power of Nahapaij; but large numbers of them 

came to Saurastra to settle there during the rule of R^bhadatta 
over it. After the death of Nahaplij, the throne of Avanti was 

seized by Gardabhil, before Bsabhadatta, who had started towards 
Avanti by the route passing through Mt. Abu, reached it. So, he 

turned back and established his independent power over the region 

under his control and shifted the seat of his capital to Girinagar 

(10) The Suugas, who were staunch and fanatic followers of the Vedic 

religion, destroyed many Jaina temples and other relics. The region to the 

west of the Arvalli Hills, however, was not under their power. (Vide details 

about the territorial extents of Menander and Bhumak), So they could not 

molest the Jaina holy places in that region. That is the reason why Jaina 

temples in that region remained in tact. (Cf. f. n. no. 7 above). 

(11) It has been proved in the foregoing chapters that Bhumak, Nahapaij, 

Rfabhadatta—all K^harats and ^akas were Jains. 

(12) This is the reason why we find few Porwa^a families on the west 
of the Arvalli Hills. 

(13) If this is proved to be true, Osiya must have been situated else¬ 

where. The natives of OMya are called Osvals; while the natives Bhinnamal 

are called Srim^s. It is true that these two cities must have bean situated 
Bear each gtber, ^ 
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in Saurastra. As he was a king much loved by his subjects, most 
of the good and rich families of O^iya and Bhinnamal started 
towards Saurasfra. Some of the emigrants settled in Cutch which 

was on their route. That is the reason, why we find the O^vals 
and the ^rimals in Cutch at present. There are few Porvada 

famUies there, because they were the natives of the region lying 

along the eastern side of the Arvalli ranges, over which was 
established the rule of the Gardabhila kings of Avantl. When the 

Gardabhila^* king (whose name was Darpai? alias Gandharvasen) 

began to perpetrate atrocities in order to gratify his lust for 
women, some of the Porvads migrated to the kingdom of Rsabhadatta 
and settled in north Gujarat. That is the reason why we find 
few Porvada families in Saura^ra. The Osvals and the ^rimals 

who settled in Cutch, took to cattle-breeding and agriculture. Of 
course, most of them have now changed their occupation with the 
advent of western civilization. 

Almost at this time hordes of ^akas came to India to fight 

against the Gardabhila king. Details about this will be given in 

the account of the Gardabhila dynasty. They were invited to India 

to put a stop to the atrocities of the Gardabhila king, as no 

Indian king was in a position to do this^®. They first landed on 
the shores of Saurastra. Rsabhadatta, who was too old to actively 

help them and whose son, Devaijak, was too young to be of very 

much use, was only too pleased to receive and to extend every 

facility to, his compatriots, who were to be instrumental in 

bringing about the destruction of a man whose conduct towards 

the Jains—though he was a Jain himself—was outrageous and who 

had usurped the throne to which he was not a rightful claimant. 

The ^akas stayed in Saurastra during the monsoon which had 
already begun and then, re-inforced by the army of R^bhadatta 

marched upon Avantl, defeated the Gardabhila king and became 

masters of Avantl. It may be noted here that these new ^kas 

mixed with the old ones residing in Saurastra. T hen, after some 

(14) He has been called Gardabhil because be founded the dynasty of 

the same. name. All kings of the dynasty are called Gardabbils. 

(15) Some det^s about this have already been given in cbap» X. 
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time, Gautamiputra^® ^atakarni waged wars against the §akas and 
almost exterminated them. Those who survived this catastrophe, 

took to their old occupation of cattle-breeding and horse-rearing 
and after some time had elapsed, became known as Abhirs from 

whom originated the famous Ra’ dynasty of Saurasfra. We know 
that some of the ^akas had settled in the south in the region 
around Nasik during the time of Nahapaij, who had sent Bsabhadatta 

and probably his father to fight against the king there. They also, 

later on, became known as Abhirs, from whom descended king 
I^varsen, Mahaksatrap I^vardatta and all other members of the 
Traikufaka dynasty. The only difference between the Abhirs of 
Saurasfra and of the south, is that the former had mixed with 
the Osvals, the ^rimals and the Porvads while the latter had no” 
such opportunity. It seems they have mixed up with the Andhras 

inhabiting there. 

The details given above make it clear that the Osvals, the 

^rimals and the Porvads lived mainly in the east” and west of 
the Arvalli Hills, also in Avanti and in Saurasfra. Over all these 

parts the Gardabhila king Darpaii was ruling at first; then came 

the ^aka rule; and after the rule of the Sakas over Avanti ended, 
Sakari Vikramaditya became its master. After the end of his 

dynasty, Avanti came under the power of the Chasthaija ksatraps. 

All these kings were followers of Jainism^®. Then the Guptas 
became the rulers of Avanti. They were followers of the Vedic 
religion. During their rule, the Owals, the Srimals and Porvads 

were not as happy as they were under the role of their predecessors. 

The Guptas, however, always appreciated the idea that the 
solidarity of theii; rule would depend upon the love and respect 

(16) He was the son of Queen BalasiL (Vide C.A.R. Intro. Inscription no.37). 

(17) This does not mean, however, that the Abhirs of sooth were no 

followers of Jainism, simply because there were no Osvals and others tharei 

Their coins and rock-inscriptions prove conclusively that they were Jains, 

This is made clear in the succeeding paragraph above. 

(18) Read f. n. no. 1 above. Cf. it with no. 7. 

(19) The reader may hesitate to believe the fact that the Cha^ha^as 

were Jains. Ho is, however, requested to read the succeeding paragraph. He 

is »lio reqneited to read the details gives about their coiss in Vol. lb 
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they inspired among their subjects. Hence they never persecuted 
their subjects upon religious grounds. When the Gupta dynasty 
was on its way to decline, Vijayasen, who was the governor of 

Saurastra, taking advantage of this weakness of his master, declared 

himself independent and founded his own dynasty—the Maitraka 
dynasty.*® During his rule, also there was no religious persecution. 

Then the Huija hordes came to India, exterminated the Guptas, 

and their leader, Tormaij by name and his son Mihirkul became 

the rulers of Avanti. (490 to 533 A. D.). They surfiassed all 

the previous foreign invaders in the atrocities they perpetrated on 
their subjects. Plunder and pillage, molestation of women and 
slaughter of those who dared to defy them in any way, became 
the order of the day. The Osvals, the ^rimals and Porvads, 

kept patience for a time, thinking that things would assume a 
calmer aspect after some time. The Huiis however had no 
intention of cooling down. On the contrary, the outrages 
committed by them began to be more and more ruthless and 
unbearable* ^ At last these people gathered together on Mt. Abu, 

one of their holy places. Several other peoples also enlisted 
their active support. They all took vows**to defend themselves 

(20) It is not yet known why the dynasty got this name. It is commonly 

known as “Vallabhl dynasty” in history. Another name of Vijayasen was 

Bbatarkka or Bhattarak. The dynasty is said to have been founded in the 

I60th year of the Gupta era (A. D. 479). At that time Skandagupta was 

ruling over Avanti. When the Gupta dynasty was fast on its way to decline, 

the successor of Bhattarak assumed the title “Maharaja”. 

(21) Details about Hups are given in the History of India (Hinda-no 

Itihib). Vol. II, by Chboj^lal Balakrsua Purani (Published by G. V. S.). On 

pp. 54, he says:—“All legends unanimously declare that Mihirkul was a 

blood-thirsty demon. The Huns recklessly set fire to fields and villages alike 

and massacred people in large numbers. They were strong, agile and inhumanly 

cruel. Their voice was shrill, their gestures wild and their appearance ugly 

and uncivilized. Indians looked at them with terror-stricken and disgusted 

eyes. They were a race of broad-shouldered, fiat-nosed apes with small eyes 

deep-set in their heads. They did not grow any beard (or very little) and 

hence neither looked manly when young, nor respectable when old”. 

(22) In history books we find the mention of the origin of Rajput families 
from file, ou Mt. ibo. This is that eveot. Their names are:—(1) Thf 
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against the HQqs. From this time onwards, those of Oivals, ^rimala 
and Porvads, who took up arms,®® became known as Katriyas**. 
A major battle was fought near Mandsor, which was situated 
between Abu and Avantl. The Hups were wiped out almost to a 
man. This took place in about 533 A. D. The conquered 

territory was divided by the victors among themselves. One party 

secured the region including O^iya and Bhinnamal and their 

descendants became known in history as Pratiharas. Those who 
accepted the region around Ajmer became known as Chauhana 
Ksatriyas. The third party established their power over the region 
on the south-east of the Arvalli Hills and the fourth over the north¬ 
east region of the same. The former, who were masters of Avanti, 

became known as Parmars, while the latter, under whose rule 

was the region around Gwaliar and Zansi, became known as 
Maukhari Ksatriyas®®. Of these, the Parmars had distinguished 

Pratihara family of Jodhpur; (2) The Chauhana family of Ajmer; (3) The 

Parmara family of Malva; (4) The Chaulukya family. I think the fourth name 

is wrong. (Read f. n. no. 27 below; also read the matter above). 

H. H. pp, 659!—“The Hindu Rishis and Brahmins make new heroes at 

Mt. Abu. These heroes are called Agnikula or Fire dynasty”. 

(23) A man can be a Brahma9a, a Ksatriya, a Vaisya or a Sudra» 

according to the mode of life be adopts for himself. 

(24) Due to this reason, the origin of the Osvals and ^rimals will be 

found connected with the Ksatriyas of Rajputana. 

The Osvals of Gujarat and Rajputana assert that they have descended 

from the Rajputs. The reason for this claim is stated above. 

(25) The scholars have come to the conclusion that the rulers of Gwaliar 

have descended from Har^vardhan of Kanoj. The fact is, however, that 

Har^vardhan’s sister was given in marriage to the king of Gwaliar. This 

does not, and cannot, mean that the same dynasty ruled over both Kanoj 

and Gwaliar. It is true that after Harfa’s death, the kingdom of Kanoj was 
annexed to that of Gwaliar. 

Later on, the K^triyas of Gwaliar were given the name “Maukhari”. 

They were related with the Pratihara ksatriyas of the region around Kanoj* 

This, again, does not mean that they both belonged to the same family. 

Later on, in “Maukhari” dynasty there was a king named Bhojdev; almost 

contemporaneously with him “Bhojdev" of the Parmara dynasty ruled Avantl. 

(Vide Vol. I, pp. 187, the dynastic lists given in the foot-notes there). Due to 

their names and times being the same, scholars have confused their aeconnts. 
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themselves in the battle by their bravery and their spirit of 

sacrifice, and were, therefore, allotted the region inclnding Avant! 
and their position was considered superior to that of the remaining 
three. The region of Avanti was also called Malva. A new era, 

called the Malava era, was founded in commemoration of this 

victory. Scholars hold the opinion that the region occupied by the 
Maukhari k^triyas was the original home of the Gflrjaras, though 

they give no reason why they think so. They also believe that 
•one of the ksatriya parties who distributed among themselves the 
conquered territories was called by the name Chalukyas. As a 

matter of fact, however, the Chalukya dynasty was founded much, 

earlier and was already in existence*’. The Chalukyas had nothing 

to do with the battle referred to above and the territory under 

their power was quite different from that which was occupied by 
these first persecuted and then victorious people. 

I have given below a summary of the details given above 

. about the Gflrjars. I have also stated in what respects I differ 

from the conclusions arrived at by scholars. (1) The place of their 
origin:—Scholars believe that they came from a region named 

Georgia which was situated near the Caucasus Ranges. The term 
“GOrjar”, according to them, is a deteriorated form of “Georgians”. 
Some other scholars hold the opinion that Gurjaras are a branch 
of the Hu5s who poured in India from the north of the Himalayas. 

According to my opinion the Gurjars came from ^eistan or 
^akastan, which was the birth place of many of the Vedic sages 

including Manu. They came to India pressed by either some 
natural calamity upon their home or due to political persecution. 

lo the dynastic list, 1 have, in conformity with opinion of scholars, stated 

that the Parihara dynasty belonged to the Maukhari K?atriyas. Details stated 

above, however, show that further research should be instituted before we 

can come to some definite conclusion about it. 

{26) Cf* f. n. no. 7. 

(27) This family bad come into being long before A. D. 533,. the year 

jn which the warfare began* This {noves that the family was not one of the 

four known as Agnikula. Qf. £. n. no. 22, , 
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(2) The place where they settled:— 
Scholars believe that they settled in the region in which are 

situated Gwaliar and Jhansi. 

I believe that they settled in a part of Raj pu tana. The seat 
of their capital was Bhinnamal, which was situated in the district 
named Golevad in the ^irohi state. 

[ Note;—The “Sevak” and the "Bhojak” brahmins of Jodhpur 
call themselves the natives of ^akadwip. They fasten a sort of 
neck-lace like string around their necks.*® In the inscriptions of 
Priyadar^in we find mention of “Bhojakas,”. Were they the same 

.as the Bhojakas of Jodhpur ? ] 
(3) Their time:— 

According to scholars, their time was the fourth, the fifth or 
the sixth century A. D.’*. 

I believe that though we can trace their origin as far back 
as the year of the destruction of Vittabhaya-patta?, yet we may 
fix up their time to have been 447 B. C., the year in which was 
founded the city of O^iya. They prospered and became happy 
during the time of Priyadar^in. We may quote here an extract 
from a Quarterly®® which supports our contention:—“ The 
probabilities are that the Gurjaras are of the same stock as the 
Sakas®* and came into India with them; and on the break of 
the Mauryan empire they began to rule Gujerat, Kathiawar and 
Malva, where they had already®* settled”. 

Rock-inscriptions and coins are the only things on which 

(28) Vide Buddhiprakas, (the chief organ of G. V. S.), Vol. 76, pp. 11, 

the lecture of late Sir JivanjI Modi* 

(29) Cf. f. n. nos. 2 and 4. 

(30) Vide “The Quarterly Journal of the Mystic Society*’, Vol. X, 1919-20, 
pp. 187. 

(31) We have proved above that the “Sakas", the “Abhiras" and the 

“Trikutakas” are names of the same race, namely, the Sakas. The ^kas had 

settled in Bhinnamal which is also considered as the place of origin of the 

Osv&Is and Siimals. This proves that the Gurjaras and the Sakas had settled 

in the same region and were of a common origin. 

(32) The word “already” shows that they had settled there long before 

they came to power, We know that Nahapan ruled over AvantI in the second 
coBtury B. C. 
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we can base our conclusions with the assurance that they are 

valid. Other pieces of evidence are not so 

The religion ol the reliable as these two. In the account of the 
peoples whose account Indo-Scythians we have proved that they 

has been given were Jains. We have also proved above that 

above the Abhirs and the Traikufaks belonged to the 

same stock, on the evidence of their inscriptions. 
Their method of inscription was the same. Hence we have reason 

to believe that they also were, like their ancestors, ( the Indo- 

Scythians ), Jains. Their coins also support this conclusion. The 
coins of the Traikutaks®* bear Jaina symbols like the Sun, the 

Moon and the Chaitya®*. It has also been proved that Rastik 

or Trairasfika kings of Maharastra were Jains. When it is proved 
that the first kings and the last kings of the Traikutaka dynasty 

were Jains, there can be no reasonable objection to concluding 
that the intermediate kings also were followers of the same faith. 
The conclusion stated above, however, cannot always be true. 

It has been often found that in the same dynasty**, no matter 

how long or how short its rule lasted, different kings were followers 
of different religions*®. It seems that some such thing took place 

in the Traikufaka dynasty. Hvardatta and his immediate successors 

were Jains, as their coins unmistakably prove; the coins of 

Dharsen, Vyaghrasen and their successors, on the other hand, 

make it equally clear that they were followers of the Vedic religion. 
Dharsen and his successors ruled nearly two hundred years after 

the time of Hvardatta. Dharsen called himself “Maharajendradatta- 

(33) See their coins and details about them in Vol* II. 

(34) For details about these symbols read the two chapters on coins in Vol. II. 

(35) The ^tvahana dynasty of the Andhras is an instance of this kind. Their 

dynasty lasted for a long time. The kings in the dynasty often changed their 

religions. An account of the dynasty is given in Vol. IV. The dynasty lasted 

for nearly 475 years. The kings followed the religions in the following order:— 

Jainism; the Vedic religion; Jainism; the Vedic religion. The same thing 

haroened in the case of the Abhirs and of the Traikutaks. 

(36) The Mauryan role lasted for a short time; yet it witnessed change 

of religion, from Jainism to Buddhism, and back again to Jainism. 
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putra Parama Vaisijava ^ri Mahiraj”. His inscription*’ tells us 

that he celebrated his victory by performing an A^vamedha sacrifice. 

We need not discuss here in details the cause of this change of 
religion within an interval of 200 years. An attempt, however, is 
made below to explain it as briefly as possible**. 

That all the Chasthapas were Jains is likely to be taken as 
a startling statement. Some may smile at it ironically or 
unbelievingly. Some would argue that the very idea, that the 
Chasthapas, who were foreigners—and valorous ones at that— 
should have taken to Jainism, the cardinal principle of which is 
non-violence*® is absurd. When we think of the place of their 
origin^” and of the scenes found in the caves** there to-day, much 

of our doubt above their being Jains, evaporates. Their coins also 
declare the same thing. They bear Jaina symbols like the “Crescent 
and Star”*®. Their inscriptions also prove the same thing*®. Mr. 

Rapson has accepted* * the conclusion that they must have been 

(37) Vide pp. 305 above; inscription no. 45; f. n. no. 20 about it. 

(38) Details given in the succeeding paragraph are entirely novel. They 

show how scholars sometimes twist facts or disregard truthy in order to make 

historical theories suitable to their whims. They will have to change opinions 

on many points, once the truth of the details given above is proved 
and accepted. 

(39) Non-violence does not make a man cowardly. On the contrary, it 

gives him spiritual and moral strength which stands by him in all conditions. 

The ChasthaUa k?atraps, the iSisunagas, the Nandas, the Mauryas, the 

Gardabhilas, the Chedis etc. were all Jains; yet they were all the more valorous 
for being Jains. 

(40) The place of their origin was Turkey in the centre of Asia. That 

is also the place, near which was Mt. Meru and from which the Aryans 
scattered in different directions. 

(41) In the caves in the hills about Taskand and Samarkand in central 

Asia are found scenes inscribed on walls. Scholars have come to the conclusion 

that they refer to the events that took place in the life of Parsvanath, the 
23rd Jaina Tirthankar. 

(42) According to Jainism, the motions of the sun and the moon had 

some connection with Mt. Meru, which was the centre of Jambudwip. Hence 
they are considered as signs denoting permanence. 

(43) Details about three or four Kfatrap-inscriptions are given in C. A. R. 

There are other inscriptions also. They all support the conclusion stated abovet 
(44) C* A, R« Ihtro, pp* 61* 
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Jains. While giving details about “ Junagadh Inscription no 40 ”, 

which has been found out in a cave there, he says:—“ The 

purport of the inscription cannot be ascertained but it is probably 
Jain in character”*®. Abhira chiefs like I^vardatta were governors 
of Jaina ksatraps**; they became independent later on and assumed 

the title “Mahaksatrap”. Their coins bear the same signs. Later 
on, the territory over which they had established independent 

power, was annexed by the Guptas of Avanti, who were followers 
of the Vedic religion. So Dharsen, Vyaghrasen and their successors 

who were little more than the governors appointed by the Guptas, 

adopted the Vedic title ” Parama Vaisoava Mahiraj Nearly 

two centuries later, their descendants again embraced Jainism. 

We have given above religious details about the ^akas, the 
Abhirs and the Traikutaks. The Osvals, Srimals and Porvads were 

Jains from the first. They were converted to it by Ratnaprabhasuri, 
a great Jaina monk. 

# * 

Few points worth mention and pertaining to Parts V and VI 
which are found out on further study are given below. 

(1) Details about the coins of all the kings whose accounts have 

been given in this volume, have already been given in the two 

chapters on coins in Vol. II. Some more details are given below. 

(2) Pundit Jayasval has published some details about the coins 
of the §unga dynasty. I have not given those details here because 
1 have not yet found them to be very reliable. 

(3) Some general conclusions about the place and the script 
of the coins are given below. 

(45) The Sudarsaaa Lake Inscription affords yet another proof of the fact 

that the Cha?!^hanas were Jains. The inscription has been much misinter¬ 

preted by scholars with the result that much injustice has been done to 

ancient Indian history. We are^ however, not concerned with that here. Cf. 
f. n. nos. 41, 43 above as well as no. 46 below. 

(46) We have to note in this connection that the time of the K^traps 

is the end of the hrst century A« D. Christianity had, at that time, come 

recently into being, and it was making rapid progress in Europe* In India, 

there were only three faiths at that time, namely, Jainism, Buddhism and 

the Vedic religion. It is gnite natural that they must have accepted one of them. 

(47) Their coins, however, bear the symbol “The Sun and the Moon”| 
ft Jaina sign adopted by their Jaina forefathers, 
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As regards place, the general belief among scholars is that 

the place from where a coin is found out, must have been under 
the power of the king who minted that coin. I have found, 
however, that this is not always true. We have shown it in the 

account of Bhumak (pp. 138). Menander’s power never extended 
over Broach; yet we find coins there, bearing his portrait-head. 

Reasons for this have been clearly given there. In the account 
of Nahapaij, I intended to give some details about the coins of 

Gautamiputra Satakarni, whose mother, Queen BalaM, got an 
inscription erected at Nasik, describing how he achieved a sweeping 

victory over the ^akas and the Ksaharatas. Those details have 
not been given there by an oversight. So they will be given here. 

At first I believed that his number in the dynasty was later; but 
on further study I had to change it, to his being a little earlier 
in the light of certain facts. A corresponding change will also 

have to be made in his time.*® Coins of this Gautamiputra 
Satakargi have been found in Saurastra (Vol. II, Plate No. 5, no. 

76); yet his power never extended over Saurastra. The reason why 
the coins are found there is, that the conquest over the Ksaharats 
and the Sakas was achieved by him in Saurastra where he had 

gone to fight against them at the behest of ^akari Vikramaditya, 

his powerful ally. (Vide the accounts of Rsabhadatta and Devaijak 
B. C. 52). His coins bear the symbol of Avanti; because the 

coins really belong to Vikramaditya Sakari, who, in appreciation 

of the victory in Saurastra achieved by Satakariji, allowed him 

to get his portrait-head embossed over that of Nahapa^.** 

As regards the script, the general custom is that on the 

obverse side are printed letters in the script of the language of 

the ruler and on the reverse side are printed letters in the script 

used by the natives themselves. This will be a good guide to 
us in deciding over which regions the Greeks, the Bactiians, the 

Parthians and other foreigners wielded power. Of these, the Greeks 
never really settled in India. So their coins (either of Alexander 

(48) In Vol. II, bis time will have to be change*^; for details vide the 

account of the Andhras in VoU IV. 

(49) Details are given in vcU IV. 
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or of iiis governors; see pp. 79 for the dynastic list) bear letters in 
Greek script only. They do not bear any letters in Indian script. 

Among the Bactrians, Demetrius was the first to settle in 
India. We do not find any coins of his predecessors because they 
invaded India simply to plunder it and to carry away the spoils 

of war. If a coin is found here and there, it must have been 
dropped by them, while they invaded and swept through India. 
The coins of Demetrius and Menander, on the other hand, are 
found in large numbers. They bear letters of the KharostM 

script*®—the mother-tongue of the Bactrians—and also of the 

Brihml script of the Indians. The same is the case with the 
coins of the ^akas and of the Parthians. Their mother-tongue 
resembled Kharosthi®^; hence we find the Kharosthi script on 
them**. Again, it seems that there must have been much resem¬ 
blance between the Greek script and the Kharosthi script. So, 

the scholars confused the one with the other and have confused 

the Parthian emperors with yonas and vice versa. The ^akas are 
confused with the yonas in the same way. 

(4) One more detail and we finish."® 
I have stated that when Demetrius and Menander came to 

India they brought with them Bhumak and Rajuvul. Further 
research has convinced me that Rajuvul did not come with 

them. They may probably have brought with them Hagam and 
Hag am a^. If at all Rajuvul came with them, at least he was not 
appointed K^trap as Bhumak was. He must have conquered the 
region around Mathura, by defeating the §unga king Bhanumitra 
after the death of Menander. Then, he must have assumed the 

title “ Mahak^trap. ” That is the reason why we do not find 

any coins of his bearing the title “ Ksatrap He did not come 
to power, like Bhfimak, with the help of the Bactrian emperor. 

He had made his way to Mahak^trapi quite independently. 

(50) Demetrius was a Bactrian, while Menan^r was a K?ahara^. He 

served a Bactrian Master. We may call both "Indo—Bactrians”. 

(51) The modern Persian script mnst have come into existence in later times. 

(52) I hope some script-experts will pay close attention to this theory of mine. 

(53) In laW editions, this correction will be inserted in the account of 
Mabitfstrap Rijovul. 
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Chapter I 

Gardabhila Dynasty 

Synopsis:—The reason why the dynasty was named Garda¬ 

bhila—The time and the dynastic list of the Gardabhils, and 

points in which we differ from the conclusions about them, arrive 

at by scholars. 

The family to which Gandharvasen, the founder of the 

dynasty belonged, 

A short account of the life of Gandharvasen—His defeat 

at the hands of the §akas who came to India fresh of ^istSn 

in compliance with the request of Kalik^iri.—Details about the 

GardtAhi stratagem, 
42 
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GARDABHILA DYNASTY 

When Nahapaij died in B. C. 74, without leaving any male 
issue behind him, the rightful claimant to the throne of Avanti was 

Rsabhadatta, his son-in-law. He was, however, 
Number and names eighty by B. C. 74, and was, at 

of its kings time, far from Avanti. So, Darpao alias 

Gandharvasen seized the throne of Avanti before Rsabhadatta 

reached it. Gandharvasen was a brave ksatriya chief and he had 
mastered a magic art called “Gardabhi". A person, who had acquired 
mastery over this art, had merely to open his mouth and bray 

like an ass and those who heard his braying* would instantly fall 

dead to the ground. This braying, however, was to be done on 
particular days only and that too with a peculiar ceremony. On 
account of his mastery over this witch-craft, he was also called 

Gadhrup®. His dynasty is called Gardabhil and was founded in 

74 B. C. = 453 A. M. 
Thus, there is a sort of general unanimity about the time 

when this dynasty began. As regards its end, however, different 
scholars hold different opinions. One section® of scholars believes 

that it ended in A. D. 78; and so it lasted for 152 years. The 

extract quoted below in connection with this, merely states that 

an era was founded in the 17th year of Vikrama’s reign. Then 
it says that if we deduct these 17 years from 152, the remaining 

135 years belong to the Vikrama era. It is not stated whether 

number 152 has any connection with the end of the dynasty. 
A good knowledge of history will enable the reader to see for 
himself that the whole extract really refers to the ^aka era; it 

(1) Vide f. D. no. 54 below. 

(2) Princeps’ Journal IV, pp. 688: J. A. S. B. Vol. 49, part I:—“The 

father of Vikrama is called Ghosh Raja or the king of the thickets, which 

is another name for Gandhrup or Gaddharaj in the west”. 

Vide Asiatic Researches, Vol. IX, pp. 145. 

(3) N. P. Patrika, Vol. X, part IV, pp. 724:—^“In the 17th year of the 

reign of Vikram was started the era. The reign of Vikramaditya began 17 

years'after that of Nabhovahan. Thus if we deduct 17 from 152, the remaining 

135 years will belong to the Vikrama era”. 
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means that the Saka era was started in the 135th year of the 

Vikrama era. Again, it is not true that the Vikrama era was 

started in the 17th year of Vikrama’s reign. It will be shown 
later on, that to fix up number 152, for anything in particular is 

also not in keeping with facts. Though, thus No. 152 is not based 
on any solid piece of evidence, yet it is supported by many 

sources*; and hence the dynastic list of the Gardabhils has been 
fixed up and the periods of the rules of kings in it are adjusted 

in such a way as to make the total 152. Of course, so long as 
No. 152 is not proved to be true on solid piece of evidence, all 

conclusions based upon it must be deemed unreliable. 

The number of the kings of the Gardabhila dynasty, as stated 

in Matsya, Vayu and Visnu Puraijs (Cambridge Manuscript) is 
seven”. In Bhagvata Puran, on the other hand, the number is 

ten.® Though these Puraijs differ from one another in this matter, 

our experience tells us that the authors of the Purags wrote them 
from different points of view. Hence this apparent divergence of 

views. If we try to go a bit below the surface and look at things 
from their point of view, most of the divergence will disappear, 
giving rise to a sort of unanimity. We shall first state the dynastic 

(4) The following are the sources from which we get details about the 

number of kings in the line. None of them, however, state anything clearly 

about the number 152. Some details are given in. P. K. which we shall 

note later on. 

[ a ] P. K. pp, 72. 

[ b ] J. B. B. R. A. S. Vol. IX, pp. 147 to 157. 

[ c ] C. A. R. Intro, pp. 69. 

[ d ] Merutunga VicharsreUi, extract from pp. 3; Jaina Silver Jubilee 

Number, pp. 46, f. n. no. 31. 

(5) Really speaking the number comes to six. Read [ d ] in the 

following f. n. 

(6) In the source f. n. 4 [ d ] stated above we find:—“Vikram’s reign lasted 

for sixty years; then came to the throne his son Vikramacharitra or Dharma* 

ditya who ruled for forty years; then Bhailla ruled for 11 years and then 

Nailla for 14 years; and then came Nabad to the throne who ruled for IQ 
years". In ( b ] above, the number of kings comes to six. 
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list based on the authority of Matsya and the other two Puraijs. 
Then we shall discuss its pros and cons. 

A. M. A.M. B.C. B.C . years 

(1) Darpan; Gadhrup; Gandharvasen; 453 463 = 74 64 = 10 

(2) Interregnum-the rule of the takas’ 463 470 = 64 57 = 7 
(3) Vikramaditya-^akari 470 530 = 57 4 = 60i 

(4) Vikramacharitra: Dharmaditya 530 570 = 4 44 = 4or 
(5) Bhailla 570 581 = 44 55 = 11 

(6) Nailla 581 595 = 55 69 = 14 
(7) Nahad 595 605 = 69 78 = n 

152 

A glance at the list will show that there were really six 

kings in the line; No. 2 being the period of the rule of foreigners. 
Again, as stated in f. n. 4 (b) and f. n. 5 also, the number is six. 

This, however, does not affect the time-limit—152 years-fixed for 

the dynasty. 

We now turn to writers who are inclined to believe that 

there were more than seven—nearly ten-kings in the line. The 

author of “ The Hindu History says;—“ At some opportune 

time Gandharvasen’” seized the throne of Ujjain. He was succeeded 

by his eldest son Sanku, who ruled for a short time and then 

(7) Vide Buddhiprakas (organ of G. V. S-), voU 76, pp. 90; the number 

of years stated there is seven. Jaina books state that their rule lasted for 

four years (Vol. 1, pp. 195, f. n. no. 33; third versei last part). Buddhiprakai’s 

statement seems to be more reasonable of the two. [ After nearly 3^ years, after 

giving up his throne, Gardabhil died. So, the Jaina writers must have included 

these years in the period of his reign, leaving the remaining four years to the 

rule of the Sakas. Sometimes we fail to grasp the meaning of the statements 

of the Purans and of the author of Parisigtha Parva and very often we fail 

to reconcile their seemingly opposite statements, because we do not under¬ 

stand their particular point of view. ] 

(8) Read f. n. no. 6 above. 

(9) “The Hindu History” by A. K. Mazmadar, Calcutta, 1920 (from 

B. C. 3000 to A. D. 1200). Pp. 639 and seq.; also pp. 649 and seq. 

(10) He was the founder of the Gardabhila dynasty and the father of 

Sakari Vikiamiklitytu His other names were Darpa? and Gadbrop. 
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fell a victim to the ambition of his brother Vikrama, who made 
some conquests and consolidated a pretty large kingdom. After 
some years, leaving the reins of government to his younger 

brother Bhartrihari, the noted poet, he himself went out in disguise 
to study India and the Indian politics. Several years after Bhartrihari 
disgusted with the world, through a family calamity, let the Raj 
to his ministers and passed into religious retirementHearing 

this, Vikrama hastened to his capital, organized a powerful army, 
beat back the Scythians and the Parthians and made ample 

conquests in North India This extract shows that there were 
two more kings in the line, namely ^anku and Bhartrhari. 
Moreover, Vikramaditya ascended the throne twice, thus making 
the total number nine in place of six. The same writer^* says;— 

“ Ho (Vikramaditya) was succeeded by his son Madhavsen, who 
married Sulochana, daughter to the king of an island on the 

Arabian Sea So, according to Mr. Majmudar, Madhavsen was 

the name of the son and successor of Vikramaditya; Merutuhga 
Vicharsreni, on the other hand, says (f. n. 4 (d) and 6) that 
Vikramaditya was succeeded by his son Vikramacharitra alias 
Dharmaditya. Thus Madhavsen is one more name to be added 
to the list, making the total ten. Common-sense will tell us that 

when the number becomes ten in place of six, w’e shall have to 
make corresponding changes in the period of rule fixed for the 

dynasty. As scholars are not as unanimous about the time of its 

end as they are about its beginning, we shall have to make a change 

in the former. In short, the year of the end of the dynasty was not 

A. D. 78 but some year much further than that. Other circumstances 
also justify this change. It is definite that the Gardabhils 

ruled over AvantP*. Now, we have to find out which of the 

(11) Historical details about them will be given in their accounts. We 

may note here, however, that legends about Gandharvasen, Vikramaditya, 

Bhartrhari (Gopichandra ? ) are especially popular and prevalent in Gujarat 
and Kathiawar. They are not so well known in eastern India> But the learned 

Bengali writer has taken due notice of these legends which proves that they 
have full historical value. 

(12) Vide H. H. pp. 639. 

(13) I. A. Vol. X, A. D. 1881, pp. 222!—“The Gardabhils were the rulers 
of Ujjais”. (Prof. Oldeoberg). Vide also C. A. R. Intro. in>. 69. 
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powers ruling in other parts of India, must have seized the throne 

of Avanti after A. D. 78 and in precisely or approximately what 
year. Such powers were:-the Indo-Parthians, the Ku^ans, and the 

Chasthija k satraps in the north; and the Andhras in the. south. 

Of these, the last Indo-Parthian emperor, in about A. D. 45, 

went away to Persia to occupy the throne there, merging his Indian 

kingdom in the Persian empire. The first two kings of the Ku^ana 
dynasty conquered no territory in India. The third, named Kaniska,^* 

did establish power in India, but his kingdom did not extend 
beyond Mathura. So, these two are out of question. The 
Chasthaija ksatraps surely became rulers of Avanti and ruled over 
it for a long time. So, it must have been they, who succeeded the 

Gardabhils on the throne of Avanti by supplanting them. As 
regards the Andhra kings, only two of them were powerful enough 
to dare to cast wistful glances over Avanti. One was Vasistha- 

putra Satakariji (Satakargi II) and the second was Gautami- 
putra Satakargi, the son of Queen Bala^ri. The first of these 

ruled in B. C. 224 ( ante. pp. 28 ) and hence is out of question. 

As regards Gautamiputra Satakargi, scholars have fixed up his 

time two have been A. D. 78 (though this is not the correct 
time as will be shown in the next Vol.); but there is no proof 

to the effect that he ever became the ruler of Avanti. Of course, 

he did inflict a heavy defeat upon the ^akas in Saurastra. Had he 
been the king of Avanti, Queen Bala^ri, who so fondly has described 

all his exploits in the inscription, would never have omitted to 

mention such an important event in the career of her son. Instead 

of resting content with describing him as “ Lord of the Deccan”, 

she '.would certainly have appended to his name the more 
magnificent title “ The Lord of Avanti ”. Hence we come to the 

conclusion, that the Chasthagas became masters of Avanti after 
the rule of Gardabhils came to an end. 

(14) Gou^ofaroes left north India in A. D. 45. Scholars believe that 

Kanifka of the Kusana dynasty established his power in A. D. 78; according 

to my opinion, however, he did so in A. D* 103. This will be discussed in 

details in the next volume. As to the problem who ruled over north India 

from A. D. 45 to A- D. 103, it will be discussed later on« Read farther the 
sccount of the Gardabbila dynasty* 
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The grandson of ChasthaQ, Rudradaman by name, was a 

very powerful king. His name has been included in several 
inscriptions. The earliest figure found in them is 52. Scholars believe 
that this number represents the ^ka era and hence they have 
fixed up 78+52=130 A. D. as the time of Rudradaman; and it is 
certain that before him, his grandfather Chastha? was on the 
throne of Avanti. Hence scholars conclude that Chasthan must 

have come to the throne of Avanti at last 10 years prior to 130 

i. e. in 120 A. D. My research-work, on the other hand, tells me 
that Chasthaij must have come to the throne in A. D. 142^®; 
and in that year he supplanted the Gardabhils. Thus the 

Gardabhila dynasty began in the year B. C. 74 and ended in 
A. D. 142, i. e. it lasted for 216 years. If we deduct the seven years 
of ^aka rule, the number comes to 209; and if we also do not 

take into account the first ten years of Darpan’s rule, the number 
comes to 199, during which years the rule of Gardabhils was 

continuous over Avanti. Now we give below the correct dynastic list;- 

A.M. A.M. Years B.C. B.C. 

(1) Gandharvasen^®; Darpa?; Gadhrup: 453 463 10 74 64 

The rule of the ^akas 

(2) Vikramaditya 
§anku” 

Bhartrhari:-^ukraditya 

(3) Madhavaditya * ® 

(4) Dharmaditya** 

: 463 470 7 64 57 
A. D. 

470 530 60 57 3 
470 470 (six months) 

470 (some years ) 
530 570 40 3 43 

570 580 10 43 53 

(15) We shall prove this in the next volume. 

(16) Read the extract of f. n. no. 9 from H. H. on the previous page* 

(17) Vide their accounts. 

(18) The period of the rule of kings from no. 3 to no. 10 was 139 years 

(A. D. 3 to A. D. 142). The names given are correct; so also the period 

allotted to each. 

(19) No. 2 and no. 3 ruled for long periods. Hence no. 4 must have 

ruled for a short period because three successive kings related as father and 

ana, cannot all rule for long periods. Again, no. 5 ruled for a long period. 
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(5) Vikramacharitra; Madhavsen*® 580 620 40 53 93 
(6 & 7) Names unknown 620 634 14 93 107 

(8) Bhailla** 634 645 11 107 118 

(9) Nailla 645 659 14 118 132 
(10) Nahad 659 669 10 132 142 

2^ Years. 

(1) GANDHARVASEN 

Details (forming a connected account) about the earlier 
of the founder of the Gardabhila dynasty are not given 

in any book. From scattered details that I 

could glean from various sources, I have tried 
to make out some sort of connected account. 

life 

His early life 

In one book®* it is stated that he was born in Cambay, 
which was then known by the name “ Tambavati ”. In another 
book** it is stated:—“A strange tale is prevalent in north-west 

India** of a Gardabha*® marrying a daughter of the king of 

Moreover, it is said on the one hand that Vikramacharitra was the son of 

Vikramaditya and on the other hand that Madhavaditya was the son of 

Vikramaditya. So, we conclude that Madhavsen was the same as Vikrania- 

charitra. Again, both Madhavaditya and Madhavsen ruled for 40 years each, 

so no* 5 has been fixed up by them as the son of no. 2. All these confusions 

would be clear if nos. 2, 3, 4, 5 are taken as separate individuals. The 

difficulty raised by the author of Rajatarahgini also will be solved by doing 

80. (Vide further on, chap. Ill; account of Vikramaditya). 

(20) Madhavaditya (no. 3) and M^havsen both ruled for 40 years each; 

again, their names are very similar. So scholars have concluded that they 

were names of the same individual and have thus reduced the number by one. 

(21) It is not known what names nos. 8(9, 10 assumed after they came 

to the throne. 

(22) Asiatic Researches Vol. IX, pp. 82. 

(23) H. H. pp. 649 (But the author has based his conclusions on the 

statements in Asia Res. Vol. IX, referred to above). 

(24) As to how this legend spread upto the north-west part of India, 

vide the account of Vikramcharitra further in this part. 

(25) “Gardabh” here is the name of a man. It does not mean “An ass". 

Had the people of north-western parts known this, they would not have 

called this marriage strange. 
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Dhar (Asia. Res. Vol. VI, pp. 38; & Vol. IX. pp. 149). On 

another page*® of the same book it is stated:—Before their 

(ancestors of Vikramaditya) occupation of Malva, they probably 

lived in Anandpur**^ near Udaipur (Mewar)’’^®. In short, a certain 

(26) H. H. pp. 638. 

(27) Read f. n. 28 for the situation of Anandpur. That it was situated 

near Udaipur, seems to me to be a surmise of the author of H. H. 

(28) The Auandpur in question was not situated near Udaipur. There 
has been no village or town or city of that name near Udaipur. 

I have proved that there were three cities bearing the name “Anandpur’\ 

[ Vide Jaina Dharma Prakasa*^ published from Bhavnagar, Vol. 45. No. 5, 

pp. 161 to 174; the article on “ Vardhamanpuri **. Vide Buddhiprakas 

(G. V. S.) 1934 pp. 58 and pp. 318 to 323; “Anartp ur, Anandpur, Saurastra”. 

Vide also “Jaina Jyoti”, published from Ahmedabad, Po§. No. 4, 1988 V. E. 

* The Situation of Anandpur and commentary on it in ** the Gujarati 

(weekly) published from Bombay. 1 

fl] One Anandpur is situated near Chotila hills in the Zalawar district 

of Kathiawar, A king named Dharsen ruled there in the time of Mulraj 

Solanki, in A. D. 998. The copper plate at Ha^ala tells us that Mulraj had 
defeated Dharsen. 

[2] As regards another Anandpur, it is said that Dholka, a town in 

Kathiawar—was then known by the name Vadnagar, another name of which 
was Anandnagar. This Anandnagar was confused with Anandpur. 

There is a town named Vadnagar in Gujarat. It is said that it also 

bore the name Anandpur in ancient times. This Vadnagar, however, was 

founded during the time of the Solanki king Karnadev, in the 11th century 

A. D. As we are only concerned with the time before the coming of Christ, 
it is out of question. 

[3] It is believed that there was a town named Anandpur near Kodinar 

in the southern part of Kathiawar. It had some connection with the life of 

that famous poet by name Narsiihh Mehta. This problem was discussed in 

“Gujarati^* (a weekly). I have proved there, however, that its situation is not 

correct. 

In short, the Anandpur In question—^the capital of Gardabh—was the 

one situated at the foot of Chotila hills in Kathiawar. The king must have 

been staying a part of every year at Cambay, because it was a flourishing 

centre of trades. And so, while during one of bis stays there, his queen must 

have given birth fp Vikram^itya. 

43 
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‘ king named Gandharvasen or Gardabh^^ had his kingdom in 

KSthiiwSr with Apandpur as the seat of his capital. He married 
the princess of Dhar®”, which is situated on the borders of Mewar 

and Avantl. This princess gave birth to a son in Cambay®^ The 
name of that son was Vikramaditya. The ancient name of Cambay 

was Tambavati®*. We come to the following deductions from these 

facts:—(1) King Gardabh must have had some political influence 
over Dhar (2) His kingdom extended upto Cambay, i. e. upto 
the borders of Avantl. So, in case of a political upheaval in Avanti, 
he could easily take advantage of it. (3) He was sure of the 
support of his father-in-law in case of warfare. (4) Nahapatj, though 

his reign was peaceful, was after all a foreigner; so he thought 
that the people of Avanti would welcome him whole-heartedly 

as the king of Avantl. (5) He knew that after the death of 
Nahapaij, !Rsabhadatta was the rightful claimant to the throne. 
But he also knew that in case of a conflict with him he was sure 

to come out victorious, because Bsabhadatta was in his senile 
decay and was far from Avanti. All these circumstances must 
have made him decide to seize the throne of Avanti at the 
earliest possible opportunity. 

Mr. Princeps says that he came of a Ksatriya family named 

(29) The dynasty is named Gardabbil, because its founder had mastered 

a magic art called ‘‘Gardabhr’. The founder himself is known by the name 

“Gardabh”, though his real name was Gandharvasen. 

(30) It is believed that Dhar or Dharanagari was founded by Bhojdev 

of the Parmara dynasty in the 10th century A. D. It is probable that the 

city must have been there, long before the time of Bhojdev and that he, 

finding the climate, the situation and many other things there, quite suitable 

to bis taste, must have selected it as the seat of bis capital. 

(31) Cambay and Anandpur were under the rule of the same king, who 

may either have been a vassal of Nabapa^ or an independent ruler with 

Saura^l^ra under his power. We know, however, that Rfabhadatta was all 

powerful in Saurastfa after the death of Nabapan. This means that while 

Gandharvasen seized the throne of Avantl, Rsabhadatta, in revenge, wrested 

Saurastra from him, for which Gandharvasen must have cared little after bis 

accession to the throne of Avantl. This question remains to be settled by 
research students. 

(32) Some details about Tambavatl are given ante, pp. 140. We shall 
have to add something more to it. 
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“ Tuar ”.** He has, however, not stated on what evidence he 

has based his conclusion. Another writer has 
His family come to the same conclusion. He has also tried 

to give proofs about his conclusion. But in 

doing so, he has given such ridiculous arguments based on slight 
similarity of names and has misquoted the Pura^as so nicely, 

that we cannot help feeling that he does know what he wants 

to say. The extracts given below will show how historians are 

prone to building an edifice of conclusions on such slight and 
misleading evidence. He says**:—“Kushan rule in India—Their 
two dynasties (1) Kadaphisis Dynasty and (2) Tochari Dynasty. 

Hindu Puranas called them (Kuchan-Tochari People) Tusharas or 
Tukharas ”. The term “Tushar-Tukhar” is similar in pronunciation 

to the term “ Tuar ” of Mr. Princeps. So the writer has confused 
them and has taken them for one. Then he says:—“ Kadaphisis 

in local Prakrit®" was uttered as Gaddbhas, which the Brahmins 

sanskritized as Gardabha, Gardabhin or Garddabhilas. A strange tale 
is prevalent in N. W. India. A Garddabha marrying the daughter 
of a king of Dhar, was changed into an ass, Skr. Garddabha.** 
That Garddabha is the sanskritized form of Kadaphisis. The 
Sanskrit word Garddabha means an ass. Hence through mis-naming, 
the foreign dynasty was afterwords known as ass-dynasty*^. Old 
Gadhai—Pysa®* or ass-money have been found in various parts 

(33) _ Princeps Indian Antiquities “Useful Tables”, pp. 157:—“This prince 
(Vikramaditya) was of the Tuar dynasty”. 

[ A Kfatriya dynasty named “Tuar” or “Tumar” ruled over Dilhi. Had 
they any connection with these Tuars ? ] 

(34) H. H. pp. 649. 
(35) Whether "Ka^phisis” or any deteriorated form of it meant “An ass” 

in the Prakrt spoken in North-Western districts, only the natives themselves 

know. We hope that the author, however, must have ascertained the truth of it> 

(36) This seems to be an outcome of imagination. (Read f. n* njp* 25 

above). As to why the name “Gardabha” is applied to the dynasty, vide 
further the account of Gandhatvasen. 

(37) The author ought to have cited some instances showing that the dynasty 

of Kadaphisis was called “Gardabh”. That would have lent colour to his statement* 

(38) Vide vol. II, coins nos. 38 and 39, plate nos. 2 and 5. So, the 

“Gadhaiyas” belong to the Gardabbila dynasty, and th^ir tim? invest fixed 
09 M first ceatory B. 
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of Western India*®, (J. A. S. B. Dec. 1835 p. 688). It was certainly 
the coinage of Garddabha princes. In the Sanskrit drama entitled 
“ The Little Toy-Cart of the first century A. D., mention 

is made of Gaddhi-Skr. Garddabhi-explained by the commentators 

as coin. (Wilson J. R. A. S. III. 385). Of the ten** Garddabha rulers 

of India, hitherto we know only two”.** 

[Note:—Due to a slight similarity in the pronunciations of 
terms'Tukhar” and “Tuar”, the author has confused Kadaphisis 

with Gardabhil. We shall prove in the succeeding Vol. that 
Kadaphisis belonged to the Ku^ana dynasty, which had its or^in 

in the Tukhara race hailing from Asian Turkey. In short, the 
Tukharas were foreigners, while the “Tuars” were Indian Kshatriyas ]. 

(1) DARPAN : GANDHARVASEN : GADHRUP 

It seems that his original name was Darpaii. He must have 
assumed the name Gandharvasen after coming to the throne of 

Avanti. We have already stated in what 
His life circumstances he seized the throne of Avanti. 

He was a brave and valorous king. He had 
mastered a magic art called “Gardabhi”*®, on account of which 

he was also called “Gadhrup”**. His dynasty was named ‘Gardabhil' 
His mastery over witchcraft enabled him to be the ruler of a 

(39) Kadaphisis ruled over the Punjab and Kasmir; his descendants were 

masters of Pafichal and Sursen. The coins in question are said to have been 

found out from western India, which never was under the power of the 

Ku^ns. Even if we suppose that the coins were found in N. W. Provinces^ 

it will, on the contrary, prove that the Gardabhila kings had brought them 

under their power. (Vide further the account of Vikramacharitra). So* there 

is little reason to believe that the coins belonged to the Ku^na dynasty. 

(40) Mrc-chhaka^ik—MTt=earth, ^katik=a small cart=a clay^art. 

(41) See the list on pp. 335. 

(42) I. e. Kadaphisis I, and Kadaphisis II. (it is probable that in A. D. 

1920, when his book was published, only two names were known. By this 

time, however, many names of the Ku^na dynasty have been found ont. So 

also, are many names of the Gardabhila dynasty known). 

(43) For details about this art vide pp. 330. 

(44) I. e. one whose face resembles that of an ass or one who can take 

Up the form Of an ass. Read f. n. no. 1 above. 
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large kingdom. It also made him proud and licentious, with results 
which we shall describe below. 

A pair of brother and sister from Bengal*® who had 
renounced the world in favour of Jaina holy orders, once came 
to Avanti, to pass monsoon there. Their names were Kaliksuri** 
and Sarasvatl respectively. Kaliksuri was a very learned man, 
proficient in all the ^astras and held the title “ Yuga-pradhan 
Sarasvatl was exceedingly beautiful. Once, while she had gone 
out to ask for food at the houses of the Jaina laity, the king 

happened to see her. Infatuated with her beauty, the king got 

her imprisoned in an apartment of his harem. The news spread 
like wild fire and people’s consternation and indignation knew 
no bounds. A deputation of the people waited upon the king 

and persuaded him to release the nun unmolested. Kaliksuri 
himself approached the king and entreated him to undo the evil. 
The king, however, remained obstinate in his refusal to listen to 

any importunity. So, Kaliksuri resigned from his holy orders*® 
and roamed about the streets of the city like a mad man. People 

began to evacuate the city*®. Kaliksuri, then, seeing that the 

king would not come to his senses without drastic retaliation, 
set out on a long journey. After crossing the Indus, he went®® 

to the home of the Sakas. He stayed there for a year, during 

which he acquired popularity and fame. among them by his 

(45) The whole narrative is very interesting. Here only a brief account 

is given. For full details the reader is requested to go through pp. 147 to 157 

of J. B. B> R. A. S. vol. IX. 

(46) There was another Kaliksuri. He was the maternal uncle of the 

Sunga kings Balamitra and Bhanumitra. His time was B. C. 151. The time 

of this Kaliksuri—the one connected with GardabhUs—was B. C. 74. 

For more details vide pp. 63 & seq.; and f. n. no. 5, pp. 63. 

(47) In Jaina books, his time is stated to have been 400 to 453 A. M.= 

B. C. 127 to 74. This means that the Jaina books have stated the period of 

time, during which he was in Jaina holy orders. In B. C. 74, he resigned 

from the orders, in order to take revenge upon the Gardabhila king. He 

achieved his object after nearly 10 years in B. C* 64. 

(48) Read f. n* no. 47 above. 

(49) Read f. n. nos. 13 & 14 in next chapter. 

(50) Read f. n* nos. 6 & 2Un next chaptet for the reason why be went thwre. 
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proficiency in astrology. He took advantage of every opportunity 
of coming into contact with many members of the nobility and 
with many chiefs. He induced them to invade India by promising 

them large slices of Indian territory as fruits of their invasion. 
•Hordes of Sakas landed®* on the shores of Saurastra, via Persian 
gulf and the Indus. As monsoon had already set in, the ^akas 
stayed in Saurastra over which was ruling Rsabhadatta**, a 

compatriot of theirs. He gave them all facilities and assistance. After 

the monsoon was over, they marched through Gujerat and invaded 

Avanti. Gardabhil, proud of his army and his mastery over the 
magic art, marched against them. A major battle was fought in 

which the skilled archery of the Sakas enabled them to gain 

ground rapidly. Thinking that he was sure to be defeated in 

an open battle, he retired into the city, ordered the city gates 
to be closed and decided to take recourse to his magic art. 
When Kaliksuri heard this, he at once realized the danger 

imminent upon the ^akas. He immediately convened a meeting 

of the §aka chiefs, explained to them the nature and efficacy of 
the “Gardabhi” art and instructed them to stuff their ears with 
cotton, so that they might not hear the braying®* of Gandharvasen. 

(51) J. I. H. Qu. Vol. XII, pp. 17 (by Prof. Stein Konow ):—“I am 

indined to agree with Mr. Jayasval that the Sakas left Seistan during the 

reign of Mithradates Ilf in consequence of the increasing pressure he was 

bringing upon them”. [ In Jaina books, it is stated that among the Saka chiefs, 

was a leader who was called the emperor. On certain occasions he issued a 

firman in obedience to which, the chiefs had to send one of their sons for 

sacrifice. All these things took place during the time of Mithradates II. (B. C. 

123 to 88=35 years* Vide pp. 79 the dynastic list there). 

This was the third influx of the ^akas in India. (Chap. IX for the account 

of the Sakas). 

The chief who gave shelter to Kaliksuri was “Sidhansimh” by name. He 

was also called “Sakakularaja”. Jaina'books call him "Paraskul Raja”, (cb. ix). 

(52) Vide his account. 

(53) The Sakas were masters of archery. (Three Sakas hordes came to 

India at different times. For instances of their skill in archery, vide the 

accounts of Bhanumitra (pp. 67) and Bhumak (pp. 136 & seq.). 

(54) The remaining part of the army was to recede far enough so that 

tbay might aot bs*r tbs braying* 
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The whole ^ka army was prepared that way. Some of the most 

expert archers were instructed to scale the fort walls and to stuff 
the king’s mouth with arrows, the moment he opened it for 

braying®“. Thus fore-warned and prepared, the whole army eagarly 
awaited for the occasion. On the fixed day, the chosen §aka archers 
scaled the walls of the fort and waited in readiness for the 
king to open his mouth. No sooner did the king’s lips part, 
swift arrows fell in showers in his mouth making it impossible 

for him to produce any sound. Thus capsized, he sued for peace 
and submitted to all peace-terms. Kaliksuri’s sister was immediately 

set free. The Saka chiefs became the masters of Avanti and 
Gardabhil was allowed to quit Avanti with his family. This took 

place in A. M. 463 = B. C. 64. 
We do not know what happened®® to Gardabhil after this. 

His sons®^ were given shelter by Aristakarrja, the Andhra king 
in south India®®. He was a brave king and was 

His end and ^ follower of Jainism. The sons of Gardabhil 
his territory ... . 

thought that, at an opportune moment, this 

king whose religion was the same as theirs, would help them in 
regaining the lost throne. Later on, as we shall see, this hope 

was realized. 
Jlsabhadatta was the master of Saurasfra as well as of all 

the region on the west of the Arvalli hills. The region to the 
south of the river Tapti was under the power of the Andhra king. 

Gardabhil’s power over the region surrounding Godavari must 

have been little more than nominal. In short, the kingdom of 

Gardabhil, consisted of Avanti only. 

(55) This was to be done with the help of eyes only. Their ears were 

sufficiently stuffed to render their hearing faculty ineffective. 

(56) It is probable that he must have kept himself in hiding at some 

place, where he died after 3^ yearsi (Read f. n. no* 7 above). He must have 

thus died in A. M. 466=B. C. 61 
(57) He had at least three sons. Their accounts will be given later. 

(58) The seat of the capital of the Andhras was not in Pratifthanpur at 

tUs time. The Andhra king was defeated in a battle against Nahapa^'s son- 

in-law, Rfttbhadatta. So he had to shift his capital to Warangul. The sons 

of r^wi^hhii went there for shelter* 



Chapter II 

Inter-regnum 

Synopsis:—The meaning of the term “Inter-regnum^* as it 

is used here—Characteristics of the Sahas and their emigrations 

to India at various times—The circumstances under which they 

were invited to India—The price paid by the people of Avant% 

for this invitation.—The dynastic list of the §akas and some 

details about their rule—Their wars against ^akari Vikramaditya 

and Andhra king Satakarni, and the result of the wars. 

Details about VidiiH, Bhilsb and Ujjaini, over which numerous 

dynasties ruled as masters of Avantl—Pu^apur; to how many 

cities can the name be applied ?—The importance of Avanti 

to the Jaina community, both from historical and from literary 

points of View. 
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INTER-REGNUM 

The word inter-regnum generally means the period between 
the end of a king’s reign and the accession of his successor. The 

word is not used here in this sense. I have 
its meaning & time used it here to represent a period of anarchy 

and misrule—an interval during which the state 
has no normal ruler. It represents a break in a dynasty and the 
period of break is full of misrule and persecution of the people. 

Some writers hold the opinion that after the end of 
Gandharvasen’s rule, such period began and lasted for 4 years.^ 
Others believe that it lasted for 1\ years.® The second theory 

seems to be the more probable of the two, though the dynastic 
list given by these writers-the holders of the theory-shows that 

the period lasted for 8^ years®. 

The ^akas ruled over Avanti during this interval. Some 
details about the cause of their coming to India have already 
been given in the previous chapter. We may note here, that 
all the details given there were based upon Jaina sources. In the 
Yugapura^j, which is appended to Gargasamhita, a very ancient 
Vedic work on astrology, however, the same details are given. 

So, we can confidently assert that those details, thus supported 
by ancient books of two religions, give us cent percent truth. In 
Bibliotheca Indica, Dr. Kern in his introduction to Brhatsamhita 
has allued to these details. The famous archeologist, Pundit 
Jayasval, has also thrown light upon this in the September (1928) 
number of "The Journal of the Behar and Orissa Research Society”. 
All these things definitely establish the fact that the ^akas ruled 
over Avanti during the inter-regnum that represents the break in 

the Gardabhila dynasty. 

(1) Vol. I, pp. 195, f. D. no. 33; vide also f. n. no. ^ on pp. 332. 

(2) N. P. Patrika, vol. X, part IV, pp. 732, f. n. no. 104, "In the 462nd 

year of the Maharnra era, there lived the Saka king who ruled over AvantT’. 

(According to this, the period of the rule of the Sakas was 8^ years. Cf. f. n. 

no. 3 below). 

(3) Read f. n. no. 2 above. 
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In part VI, we have given an account of the ^akas. Those, 

who first settled in India and then became rulers in it, have 

been called by us Indo-Scythians in order to distinguish them 
from those, who invaded India and having defeated a king in it, 

became the rulers of the territory under that king’s power. We 

have given these latter the name “ Scythians 

Their original home was Seistan, on the east of which was 
Sind, on the west, Persia and on the north, the territory of the 

Ksaharatas. Hence they came into close contact 
Some of their habits Indians, Persians and Ksaharatas and 
and characteristics adopted many of their ways of life. During 

Udayan’s powerful rule over Sind, the Indian influence upon the 
^akas was so strong that many of them had embraced Jainism 

which was the most prevalent religion in Sind.* Then Udayan 

renounced the world and according to his desire his nephew came 
to the throne. Misguided by bis ministers, the new king began 

to persecute his subjects ruthlessly. So much had he gone into 
the depths of moral degradation that when his uncle—now a 

Jaina monk-returned to Sind in order to advise him to turn 

to the path of righteousness, he, persuaded by his minister, tried 
to poison him to death by mixing poison in his food. From that 

time onwards his power began to decline rapidly. In a short time, 
a gigantic sand-storm overpowered the capital which was buried 

underground with all the life and wealth in it and a large desert 

stretched over the place—which is now known as the desert of 
Jesalmir, and which has supplied the archeologists with a highly 

interesting problem. In Vol. I, on pp. 217 and sequel, we have 
given full details about these excavations known by the name 
Mohan-ja-dero. After this time, the territory of the ^akas came 
under the power of the Persian empire. This power lasted for 

nearly two centuries, during which time the ^akas forgot and 

gave up many of their Indian ways of life. We have stated below 
different phases of ^aka civilization in relation to their political 

(4) The relics of the ancient age. that are being excavated at present at 
Mohia>ja-^ro by the archeological department, prove the truth ot the 
f^tement made above. 
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subjection to foreign powers as well as in relation to their 

coming under the social and religious influence of other people, 
on account of mutual association due to their emigration or due 
to their being in the neighbourhood e. g. (1) Under the rule of 
Udayan over Sindh (2) and under the Persian empire. (3) In 
B. C. 5 th century, a large group of ^akas crossed the desert 
and came to India” for trade purposes. They founded a colony 
near modern Jodhpur, with Oiiya—a city founded by them, as 

the seat of their capital (pp. 314). (4) Alexander the Great 
invaded their territory. The Greek domination lasted for nearly 
30 years—upto the time when Seleucus Necator gave his daughter 
in marriage to emperor A^ok. (5) Later on, their territory came 
under the power of Indian emperors, e. g. Asok and his grandson, 

Priyadar^in. (6) When the Mauryan power declined, their territory 
came under non-Indian domination and remained so, for all 

time to come. Being hard-pressed, during and after, the rule of 

Mithradates and attracted by the benevolent rule of Bhumak 

in India, two ^aka groups migrated to India and settled in 
Bhumak’s kingdom, (pp. 315). (7) Later on, one more group 
came to India. These frequent changes in political domination 
and social and religious associations had one decided effect over 

the ^akas; their development-social, political or moral-was never 
homogenous, regular or gradual. Hence, we find that they still 

clung to their primitive ways of life—cattle-breeding and horse¬ 

rearing and had unabated ferocity of temperament together with 
uncanny skill in archery. They had been, however all the while, 

civilizing themselves and adopting the customs of many ruling 
d3masties and races, though, of course, in a hap-hazard way. As 
often is the case with such semi-barbarous people, their treatment 

of females was highly noble and chivalrous. Attracted by this 
trait, Kaliksuri approached them for help”, when the GardabhUa 

(5) The emigration to India took place most probably due to the tyrtgusoas 

rale of the Persian emperors. 

(6) KaiiksUri must have decided to obtain the help of the Sakas for 

several reasons besides their chivalrous treatment of women. They were brave 

imd they were Jaint< That the ^akas possessed these qualities to a high. 
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king transgressed all bounds of decent behaviour. KaliksUri had 

also heard that the wanton rule of ^ungas^ was replaced by 
Nahapaij and his son-in-law Rsabhadatta—a §aka—who restored 
moral order and law in their kingdoms.® 

Later on, however, Kaliksuri and the people of Avanti, who 

had eagarly awaited the invasion of the Sakas, found to their 
bitter disappointment that they had stepped 

The price of the j-j^g frying pan, that they had 

protection sought 3^ greater evil in order to eradicate the 

lesser one. The price was a hundredfold heavier. During their 
rule of 8 years®, the ^akas ran amock over the whole country, 

degree had become evident to the people of Avanti during the 80 years of 

the rule of Bhiimak and Nahapan. (Cf. f. n, no. 21 below). 

(7) That the ^ungas were always under the powerful influence of Patanjali 

as well as of the Kanva ministers, has now been definitely established as 

true. Now, Patahjali as well as the Ka?va ministers were all devout followers 

of the gospel preached in Upnisads and Srutis. The authors ofUpni§ads and 

Srutis were born in ^eistan, the home of the Sakas. Why, then, did the 

devout followers of these authors of Srutis encourage, or connive at, the 

licentious conduct of the Sunga kings, when the natives of the same country 

in which they were born were highly chivalrous towards women ? Surely, 

the answer is yet to be found out. 

[ It is possible that at the time, when the authors of the Srutis and 

other sacred books were born (B. C. 8th to 10th century), purity of character 

must have been the criterion of respectable and civilized life. Then, by the 

time of the births of Mahavir and Buddha, the Vedic religion must have 

been in decline, with a consequent lowering down of the standard of conduct. 

Cf. *‘Paritra9aya Ssuihunam, Vinasaya cha du?kFtam” etc. on pp. 6 in vol. I 
and on pp. f* n. no. 1 in vol. 11. ] 

(8) The Sakas were endowed with a noble disposition by nature. Buty 

after coming into contact with some depraved portions of the people of 

Avanti, a certain degree of degradation became apparent in them. An example 

of this will be given in the account of Bbartthari, to be given later on. 

(9) J. B. B. R. A. S. Vol. IX, pp. 139. (C. A. I. pp. 104):—“In fact the 

Jaina chronicles give 17 years to a Saka rule at Ujjain from B. C. 74 to 57 

when Satigani was Raja of Paithan.” 

[ The real name is ^atakar^i (not Satigani). Details will be given in the 
next vol. in the account of the Andhra dynasty. The figure 17 has given rise 

to a great amount of confusion. We shall deal with this at length in the 
account of the Vikrama era. ] 
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plundered and looted the people and practically ruined every 
city, town and village. The whole regions of Vidi^a and Ujjain 
were evacuated and practically deserted. People awaited a deliverer 

with the anxiousness of a peacock for rainfall. 
In the short period of eight years, five ^aka kings came 

successively to the throne of Avanti. For details about them 
we have quoted below an extract from Yugapurap*”;—" Among 
the ^akas, will be a powerful king named Amlat, who will value 
his bow and arrow more than anything else'^ That red-eyed 
Shaka, irresistible on the battlefield, will invade Pushpapur^* 
and by the time he reaches the city he will find it evacuated*®. 
Then the Mleccha, clad in red will order a wholesale massacre 
of the unprotected civilians of the city** and will destroy all 
the four classes.*® Then he will people the town with the low 
and the mean and the depraved***, and at last he and his 
relatives*^ will go to the lords of hell. Over the remnant of the 
people** then will rule his successor Gopal*", who, having ruled 

(10) Buddhiprakas, Vol. 76, pp. 8^: the article there, is a reproduction 

of the lecture by late Diwan Bahadur Kesavlal HarSadrai Dhruv. 

(11) Read the paragraph above, entitled “Some of their habits and 

characteristics”. 

(12) In the original book, no name was given. The translator inserted 

the riamft PuSpapur, thinking it to be another name of Pataliputra of Magadb* 

The real meaning of the word Pu?papur to be taken here is “ a city full of 

flowers.” It means that it was a city full of parks and gardens and was also 

a flourishing centre of trade and commerce. 

(13) When the Sakas entered the city, they found the town evacuated. 

Some people who had remained in the city were slaughtered by them. CU 

f, n. no. 14 below and f. n. no. 49 on pp. 341. 

(14) Read f. n. no. 13 above. 

(15) I. e. all Indians were killed, without any distinctions or reservations. 

(16) The Sakas had no class-divisions. These Sakas inhabited the 

evacuated city. 

(17) Details given about Amlat are—most of them—representative of 

his race. 

(18) This means that a part of the population has remained in the city. 

p9) The fact that some of their names are distinctly Indian, sbowsttlutt 
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for a year, will be killed by Poshpak on the field of battle. Then 

Ptishpak will ascend the throne—the sinful Mleccha.*® After 

ruling for a year, he will also be killed. He will be succeeded 
by Sharvila, whom no one shall be able to resist on the field 
of battle and whose reign will last for three years, at the end 
of which he will be killed. Then will come to the throne a king 
whose name will be unknown and who will oppress the Brahmanas’^ 

to an unutterable degree. His evil reign will last for three years. 

Then that covetous, miserly and very powerful king, hankering 

after the conquest of the land of king Shata*® of Kalinga, vdll 
invade it and on the field of battle he will fall dead pierced by 

a lancet®*. The destruction of the Shakas is inevitable. Then 
that king, best devoted to peace®* will overpower and conquer ‘ 

the world by his prowess and having ruled for ten years, will 
die. All the powerful Shaka kings will be exceedingly greedy and 
their greed will bring about their ruin®*. Avanti will be a deserted 

they had adopted many Aryan ways of life and that they had not forgotten 

the Aryan culture altogether, though they were since long^ under Persian 

domination. Cf. names like Naravahan, Rsabbadatta etc. 

(20) Vide supra pp« 101, f. n. no. 1; the difference between “Mlechchha” 

and “Yavana” is this; the former term was used to denote non-European and 

uncivilized people; while the latter term denoted Europeans see infra f. n. 29. 

(21) The fact that the Sakas were the enemies of Brahmins proves that 

they had no connection with the Vedic religion. This also shows that the 

dakas had some traits of Jainism in them. Those traits were fostered in 

them by Priyadarsin. This was the reason why Kaliksuri had decided to invite 

them to Avanti. (Cf. pp. 341, f. n. no. 50 and f. n* no> 6 above). 

(22) “Sata” is the shortened form of the term “Satavahan'*. (Vide Vol. IV 

for their account). Any member of the dynasty may be called by this name. 

This also proves that at that time Haling was in the power of the 

^tavahan kings. 

(23) It may have been a sharp arrow or a javelin. 

(24) Of all the Satavahana kings of Andhra be has been considered to 

be the best. (Vide vol. IV for his account). Ten years after this conquest 

be died. 

^25) Cf. tbe accoust gives ia the tock^iascription by Qaeea BalaM. 
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country and Pushpapur** will be evacuted. May it be the seat of 

the capital of a new dynasty^in future** 

From the above-quoted extract, we may give the following 
dynastic list of the ^akas;— 

A. M. B. C. years 

(1) Amlat 463-463 = 64-63 
(2) Gopal** 463-464 = 63-63 
(3) Puspak 464-455 = 63-62 1 
(4) Sarvil 465-467 = 62-60 2| 
(5) Unknown 467-470 = 60-57 2| 

total years 7or7i 

(26) I, e. PuSpapur was destroyed and a new city was founded in its 

neighbourhood. Cf. f. n. no. 12, and details about “Apapanagari” below. 

(22) I. e. neither the Saka dynasty nor the iSatavahana dynasty* 

(28) Kings of B. new dynasty will make it the seat of their capital. Read 

the paragraph entitled “Apapanagari”, The king, who will destroy the Sakas^ 

will make it the seat of his capital. 

(29) The names seem to have much affinity with Sanskrit; Pandit Jayasval, 

however, believes that they had connection with the names of Greek chiefs. 

(Vide J. 0. B. R. S. 1928t Sept, issue, pp. 142). In Buddhiprakas, Vol* 76, 

pp. 100, Divan Bahadur Kesavlal Harsadrai Dhruv has commented upon this 

to the effect that the Sanskritized names show that the holders of those 

names were Sakas who had settled on both the sides of the Indus and who 

had, in course of time, Hinduized their modes of life. It does not seem 

probable that the iSakas had conquered at the time the region called Antarvedi 

(between the Ganges and the Yamuna)* In short, these Sakas had relations 

with the Indo-Scythians; they did not come from the north of India. (Some 

schplars hold the belief that the iSakas came from the north of India. They 

are requested to take note of the facts stated above). 

Mr. Dhruv further points out that PaP^it Jayasval’s contention that 

Amlat and others have points of resemblance with the Greeks, is ilWounded. 

He argues:—(1) In Vayupuran these kings have been called “Mlechchhas”. 

Had they been Greeks, the author of the Puran would have used the term 

“Yavana”. (2) The Greeks were a civilized race while the Sakas were semi- 

barbarous robbers. Though Alexander the Great and his generals ruthlessly 

killed all who dared to oppose them, they never, like the Sakas, slaughtered 

the civilians* Neither had they in them anything of the greedio^s of the 
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While the last ^aka king was on the throne in the first 

quarter of the year 57 B. C,*®. .the sons of Gandharvasen, who 

had taken shelter®^ under Arisfakarija, the Andhra king, made 

preparations to invade Avanti®** with the help of the Andhra king. 

On the banks of the Narbada, near Kariir®®, a major battle 
was fought between the two armies. The ^akas were annihilated 

to a man and Vikramaditya, the Gardabhila prince achieved a 

sweeping victory. As a destroyer of the ^akas, he assumed the 
title ^akari. The people of Avanti, who had been in the throes 

of persecution for seven mortal years, hailed their deliverer with 

no common jubilation and inaugurated an era in his name from 

that very time®^, i. e. in A. M. 470^®= B. C. 57. 

Sakas. Therefore, Paudit Jayasval’s theory that Amlat resembles Amyntas, 

Gopal resembles Apollophanes, Pushpaka resembles Penkelaos and Sarvila, 

Zoilos, is not very sound, 

[ This shows how sometimes highly reputed scholars also labour under 

erroneous conceptions; the pity and irony of the situation being that even 

in their errors they are supported and applauded by the reading public. ] 

(30) !• e. Three months had elapsed since the beginning of the year 57, 

Sir Cunningham states in “Book of Indian Eras’*, pp. 8, “The initial point 

of this (Vikramaditya’s) era ought to be B. C. 57 or SOf instead of 56’*. 

(31) Vide chap. I. pp. 343. 

(32) According to some scholars the battle took place near Mandasor 

which is near Udaipur. This cannot be true. For details, vide the chapters 

on eras. Part viii. 

(33) C. H. I. pp. 533 (f. n. no. l)*—“These kings (Gardabhilas) appear 

to have been, according to the Puranas the successors of Andhras (See Kali 

Age, pp. 44—46, 72) from the account which represents Vikramaditya as 

having come to Ujjain from Pratisthanpur”. [ Note : The Gardabhils never 

became the rulers of Andhra. The facts have already been given above. They 

bad merely taken shelter under the Andhra kings. This shows how, many 

a time, scholars misunderstand and misinterpret the Purartas. ] 

(34) Read f. n. no* 30 above. 

(35) The time of the founder of the Gardabhila dynasty has been stated 

to have been A. M. 453; which the Vikrama era has been stated to have 

been begun in A. M. 470, i. e. there was an interval of 17 years between 

the two events* This is not quite true and many confusions have arisen out 

pf this. For details vide the chapters^ on eras. Part viii. 
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The ^aka king and his remaining army, suffering a terrible 
defeat, retreated in the forest. Then hearing, that the Andhra 
king the root-cause of the invasion, he marched southwards 
burning with a desire to wreak vengeance upon him. Hearing 
that the §aka hordes were rapidly marching towards his kingdom, 
the Andhra king made all preparations for defence and other 
tactics of defeating the enemy. At last a major battle was fought 
between the two armies and pierced by a lancet hurled by a 
soldier of Aristakarna’s army, the ^aka king fell dead on the 
battle-field®®. Ten years after this event, which happened in 56^ 

B. C., the Andhra king died in B. C. 46-47. 

Thus ended the inter-regnum and the Gardabhila dynasty 
was re-established on Avanti. We shall revert to the account of 

the dynasty after giving below some details about Ujjain. 

Rajgrhi and then Patliputra, the capitals of Magadh, enjoyed 
the same position which to-day the metropolis of the British 

Empire does. From the time of Chandragupta 
Vidisa, Bhilsa and Maurya, however, their importance began to be 

Ujlaini less and less because Chandragupta used to 
stay most part of every year in Avanti, to 

which he was more attached on account of religious reasons. 

Later on, Emperor Priyadar^in shifted the seat of his capital 
there. From thence, Avanti held the highest position in India. 
The ^ungas, who succeeded the Mauryas and the subsequent 
foreign rulers also had their headquarters in Avanti, thus making 
it the centre of all political, religious, economic and social activities. 
During the rule of the Gardabhila dynasty and also during the 
short intervening rule of the ^akas, many things happened to it, 
as we have seen from the extract quoted above from Vayapurap. 
Then Sakari Vikramaditya made it the seat of his capital. An 
attempt is made below to give a connected account of Avanti. 

Some of the details have already been given in vols. I and IL 

(36) Cf. the details given in the Na^ik inscription by Queen Balasil in 
praise of her son, Gautamipotra. All these details will be given in the next 
volume. 

4S 
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The points given below are a neat summary of noteworthy 
things:— 

(1) One of the names of Avanti was Vi^alanagri; the other 
was Puspapur*^. 

(2) The region of Avanti was divided into two parts-eastern 

Avanti (Aker) and western Avanti. Vidi^a or Bhil^a was the 

capital of the former; Ujjaini, Avanti was the capital of the latter. 

(3) Chandragupta had got a palace built in Vidi^a. He used 

to stay there for the most past of every year. During his period 
of governorship, A^ok married the daughter of a rich Vaiiya 
merchant there. 

(4) A part of Vidi^a was called Besnagar. It is not known 
whether Besnagar was founded first or Vidi^a. 

(5) Some region around Vidi^a was given the name Saftchi 
which is closely connected with Jainism. 

It is quite likely that the name “Puspapur” may remind 
the modern student of history of Patliputra, the capital of Magadh. 
Mr. Dhruv also has put this interpretation upon it. The extract 
quoted above from Vayupuran, however, shows that Ujjaini was 
also called Puspapur in those times. Avanti has got closest 
associations with Jainism. So Puspapur—be it interpreted as 
Patliputra or as Ujjaini—also must have been a centre of Jaina 
activity. Details given about Peiavar ( Puspapur) near Taxila 

(Vide supra pp. 212-24), support this contention. Another name of 

Ujjain was Vi^ala. Mahavir, the 24th Jaina Tirthankar was bom 
in a city bearing the same name. In short, Puspapur and Viiala 
are closely connected with Jainism. So, instead of considering 

them as merely proper nouns, it would be better to treat them 

as adjectives. An attempt is made below to describe their religious 
importance. 

During his governorship of Avanti, Aiokavardhan married 
the daughter of a rich merchant of VidUi. She gave birth to a 

0?) Read f« n. no. 48 below. 

(38) Read f. no. 12 above for the meaning of Pufpapar. For the 
eaiuag of "V^ala”, vide vol. I, pp. 177, 
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son, Ku^al by name. All this is given in details in Vol. 1**. 
Again, Chandragupta had got a palace built there, where once 
he dreamt fourteen dreams during one night.*® This shows that 
Vidi^a was a prosperous and large city before the time of 

Chandragupta. Again, much before the time of Chandragupta there 
were two kings, Chaijdapradyota of Avanti and Udayan of Vatsa. 
They were enemies. So, Vatsa started towards Avanti from Vatsa- 
pattan or Kau^ambi with a large army. On the way he traversed 
a forest and indulged in elephant-fight there. Then he took by 
force Vasavadatta, the daughter of Chaodapradyota*^ This, in 
short, shows that upto the time of Chaijdapradyota, a large and 
dense forest stretched between Kausambi and Avanti*®—a forest 
dense enough for the stay of elephants in it. Chaijda died in 527 B.C. 
His dynasty ruled over that region for some time after that. In 
B. C. 467, Nandivardhan I, the emperor of Magadh, conquered it.** 
It is not known what the condition of the region was at that time. 

It is, however, quite certain that upto 527 B. C. most of it was 

a forest. At the same place, by B. C. 372 there had come into 
existence a large and flourishing city, a very emporium of trade 

and commerce. This shows that the city must have been founded 
any time between 527 B. C. and 372 B. C. i. e. 155 years. Out 

of these 155 years, for 95 years from B. C. 467 to 372 B. C. the 
Nandas were the rulers of Magadh and their seat of capital was 
Patliputra. So, during that time, little attention must have been 

paid to Vidi^a, because the Nandas would not have been 
interested in attaching to any other city more importance than 
to Pafliputra. Hence, it is possible that the city must have 
been founded (and must have flourished too) during the 60 years 

(39) The account of Asok in vol. II. 

(40) The account of Chandragupta in vol. II for this. 

(41) This is quite well known to historians. A brief account of the 

is given in vol. I, while writing about Udayan of Vatsa and Chanda of the 
Pradyota dynasty. 

(42) Cf. VoL I, pp. 204, f. n. no. 51, the line “Sangh Chaturvidha 

sthapava Mahasen vana ayo”. 

(43) Vol. I, pp. 209: also the accooat of Naadivardbaa ia tbs sues vol* 
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, from 527 B. C. to 466 B. C., during which the region of Avanti 

was under the rule of the kings of the Pradyota dynasty**. 

Details given in the succeeding paragraph support this contention. 

We may note here that Chaijdapradyota and Mahavir the 24th 

Jaina Tirthankar died on the same night in the last quarter of 

527 B. C.*°. Probably the city therefore was founded very 

shortly after this. 

Facts given above prove conclusively, that by the time of 

the later Maurya kings, Vidi^a was a very large and prosperous 

city,—a centre of all social, political, economic and religious 

activities. They had made it the seat of their capital. This is 
the reason why Vidisa has been stated to have been the capital 

of the §unga kings, who succeeded the Mauryas. The author of 

H. H. has described Agnimitra as the " ruler of Vidisha ”*®. A 

doubt, however, assails our minds here. The Sungas, as we know, 
were fanatic followers of the Vcdic religion and they doggedly 

destroyed everything connected with Jainism. Hence, logically, 
they must have destroyed Vidisa also. Thus, it would be better 

to fix Ujjaini as the seat of their capital. The Puspapur, mentioned 

in the Vayupurarj, was but another name of Ujjaini. But if we 
accept as true the details stated on pp. 34, f. n. no. 48, we shall 

have to agree that Puspapur was another name of Vidisa and 
that the seat of Agnimitra’s capital was there. But again, history 

books tell us that Agnimitra plundered, pillaged and burned a 
certain Puspapur. So, we have again to swing over to the theory 

that Puspapur may not be another name of Vidisa. But, still, when 

we read that Agnimitra perpetrated these atrocities because he 

coveted the gold, which-he had heard,—was stored*'' in the Sttipa 

there and also when we read the name of the river S09 in 

connection with the ruin of the city on account of excessive 

(44) The description of Avanti in Vol. I. 

(45) Vol. I, pp. 195; read the three verses quoted there and their meaning. 

(46) Pp. 49, f. n. no. 38; C. H. I. pp. 201, quotation given there. 

(47) Nanda is said to have erected gold stdpas in Patalipntra; but no 

such stupa was erected near Vidisa. None of the stupas erected near it was 
itorad with wealth* 
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rainfall, we cannot help coming to the conclusion that Puspapur, 
which Agnimitra destroyed, was none else but Patliputra. Once 

we accept the truth of the last-stated conclusion, it will be clearly 
proved that the Puspapur with which we are concerned here, 
was the seat of the capital of Agnimitra and that it was another 
name of Vidisa. After the end of the Sunga dynasty, NahapiQ 

also selected it as the seat of his capital. After him, the Gardabhils 
also gave preference to it. When the §akas invaded Avanti and 
defeated Gardabhil, they found, as the Vayupura^i tells us, the 

city quite deserted and evacuated. The people, who thus evacuated 

Vidisa, on account of the repression and atrocities of the §akas 
either founded a new city in the neighbourhood and named it 
“Besnagar”, or went to and settled in Avanti. Sakari Vikramaditya’s 

seat of capital was Ujjaini. In short, Vidisa was the capital 
of the Mauryas, the Sungas, and of Nahapan. Its another name 
was Puspapur.^® It is not definitely known where the seat of 

the capital of the Gardabhils and of the Sakas, was. Probably it 

was in Vidisa*^ or it might have been in Ujjaini. Be that as it may, 

it is certain that one of the cities was destroyed at that time 

and the other became more prosperous than before. The fact that 

Vikramaditya made Ujjaini prosperous, leads us to conclude that 

it was Vidisa®” which was destroyed at this time, when the ^akas 
invaded Avanti and defeated Gandharvasen. 

Thus, Vidisa was founded in 527 B. C. and was destroyed 
in B. C. 57. It enjoyed prosperity for four and a half centuries. 

We have stated above that Puspapur is closely associated 

(48) In the text matter of f. n. no. 37 above, we have stated that 

Puspapur was another name of Ujjaini also; but there Pufpapur is to be 

taken in its adjectival sense and not as a proper noun. 

(49) Read f. n. no. 50 below. 

(50) Another thought that comes to mind here is that the ^kas were 

under the obligation of Kaliksuri and that Vidisa was a sacred place of the 
faith to which Kaliksuri belonged* Moreover, the Sakas themselves were 

lollowers of Jainism. Hence, it is not likely that they have brought about the 
destruction of Vidisa. This leads us to the conclusion that Ujjaini was the 

peat of the capital of the Gardabblla kings. 
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with Jainism. Details given below are of more importance to 

followers of Jainism than they are to others. It is certain, 
however, that they have also got great historical®^ significance 
and value. So, we hope, all readers will be interested in the details 
given below. 

We have stated in the account of Priyadar^in that for the 

propagation and perpetuation of his faith, he had made many 

plans and put them into execution. For instance, 
Puspapur & Jainism (1) at places where the Jaina Tirthankars had 

attained Nirvaii®® he got erected large rock- 

inscriptions*®; (2) at places wliere his relatives died, he got 

erected small rock-inscriptions; (3) at places where Mahavir 
underwent hardships he got erected pillar-inscriptions; (4) at 
places where great monks of the order, with whom he had come 

into close contact died, he got erected or installed gigantic idols 

representing them standing in a meditative posture, called “Kiusagga" 
in Jainism; at several sacred places of Jains he got erected topes 

and temples, the number of which is legion.®* Vidi^a is full of 

(51) Cf. U n. DO. 61 below. 

(52) Some of these rock-inscriptions are not larger in size than others; 

bat theyare of greater importance. Cf. f. n. no. 53 below. 

(53) There are five places where the Tirthahkaras attained Nlrvap, 

namely, Sametasikhar, Astapad, Girnar, Champapuri and Pavapuri. (Vide 

Vol. I, pp. 74, f. n. no. 13 and its meaning). They were known at that time 

by the names:—“Dhauli-Jagauda, Kalsi, Junagadh and Rupnatb. At some of 

the places the rocks are of a small size; but to show their importance, 

Priyadarsin has got inscribed his symbol—the elephant—on them. (Vide Vol. II, 

the account of Priyadarsin). Of the five places mentioned above, the situation 

of Pavapuri has not yet been located. In these pages (vide infra) I have 

proved that it was situated in the region of Vidisa, Bhilsa and Sanchi. If 

the archeologists while conducting excavations, come upon this rock-inscription 

by Priyadarsin, with the elephant inscribed on it, the conclusion arrived at 

by me in the pages above, may be proved to be definitely true. Let ns hope, 

efforts will be made in that direction. 

(54) Details about the first four kinds of relics have been given in the 

account of Priyadarsin in Vol. II. The fifth kind, however, has not beeb 

dealt with there. Details about it will be given in the "Life of Priyadarsin'* 
to be poblisbed later on by me. The cause is briefly stated here. 
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the religious relics of the last kind. This proves that it must 

have been a sacred place of pilgrimage of the Jains. One 
gigantic Tope is found here. Another of the same proportions 

and on the same model is found near a small village named 
Bharhut, which is situated near the towns named Katni arid 

Sutna in Nagoda State, which is in the N. E. of Jubbulpore. 

The region around this village was called Vatsade^ in those 

times. Scholars have given the name “ Bharhuta Tope ” to this 

Stupa. These two Stupas are situated at a distance of about 50 
ko^as from one another. This is the first thing to be noted. 

From the account of the life of Mahavir, we learn that 

twelve years and few months after his ordination, he attained 

Kaivalya Gfian. The pretty long time previous to this attainment, 

he had spent in the region of Kau^ambi, and for the next few 

months he travelled to various places in its neighbourhood. Three 

months after the last monsoon, happened the incident of dri^dng 
nails into his ears and of his receiving a preparation of corn- 

seeds (Adad) after a three day’s fast, from a virgin-girl named 

Chandanbala. In short, he attained the Kaivalya stage-the most 
coveted and the highest stage in Jainism-in the region around 
Kau^ambi. This is the second thing to be noted. 

Again, from the account of the life of Mahavir we learn, 
that immediately after attaining the Kaivalya stage, he preached 
the gospel according to the new light that had come to him. 
The sermon, however, was a failure. So that night, he travelled 

about several miles (it is said 12 yojans)®’ on foot, and reached 

a city named Apapanagari. There he converted and ordinated 
three Gautamas (Indrabhiiti and his two brothers) together with 

other eight learned men with their 4400 pupils. He appointed 

(55) 12 yojans means nearly 100 miles; but a yojan and a kos are varionsly 
measured in different countries, A doubt may however be raised whether it 
is possible to traverse 100 miles within a nif^ht and whether the Jaina monks 
are allowed to travel at night. In answer to this it may be stated that after 
a person has attained the Kaivalya stage, things which seem impossible of 
achievenoeot to us, are quite easy for them to do. Again a Kaivali is not 
boond by rules which are obligatory for ordinary monks. 
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the first eleven as his chief apostles (called “ Gaijadharas ” in 

Jainism.). Thus Apapa was the place where the appointment of 
the Gaijadharas was made. Then, having travelled to many regions, 
he spent the last monsoon of his life in Apapa and attained 
Nirvaij there. This is the third thing to be noted. 

Avantl is closely associated with Jainism. Numerous topes 
are found in the region of Vidi^a and Safichi. We have seen 

that they were erected in commemoration of those monks-and 

austere ones at that,—with whom Priyadarsin had come into 
close contact. In these numerous Stupas'®, the family names and 
other relics of these monks are found preserved in tablets. A 

■study of these family names'^ reveals the fact that they are family 
names mostly of those monks who succeeded Mahavir in the line of 
Gaoadharas. On one of the topes is written the word “Mahaka^ap”. 
(It is a mistake. It is read Kasap only.) This Tope is the largest 

(56) The following topes, large and small, have been found in the area:— 

Large Small 

Sanchi 4 10 

Satadhar 1 7 

2 ^ } More than 58. 
Andher 1 3 

Bhojpur 2 20 

10 48 

(57) Some of the family names are given below:— 

In S^chi : 

Kodiniputra 

Goriputra 

Mogaliputra 

Vachchhiputra 

In Satadhar : 

Sariputas 

Mahamogalitas 

In Bhojpur : 

Uphitakaa 

In Sonari : 

Kotiputas Kaspagotas 

Sapurisus Kosikiputas 

Andher : 

Vachchhiputas 

Kodinogotas 

Mogalikatas 

Gotiput 

Haritiput 

Asadevas 
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of all in size and is known by the name “ Siddha-ka~sthln 
In short, the region, in which these numerous topes are found, 
containing tablets mentioning the family names of the monks- 
the Gaoadhars-who succeeded Mahavir, is closely associated with 
Jainism. This is the fourth thing to be noted. 

One of the inscriptions in this region has been erected by 
Chandragupta, the Mauryan emperor and another has been erected 
by a ^Stakarni, king of Andhra. The former has been erected 
in commemoration®“ of the grant of forty thousand rupees 
(dinnars) to cope with expenses of lighting a series of lamps 
on the tope. We do not definitely know, which of the ^atakariji 
kings, was responsible for the second®** inscription referred to 
above; but history tells us that many kings of that dynasty 
were followers of Jainism. Chandragupta was a devout Jain and 
in his latter life, he had renounced the world and had been 
ordinated.*^ Thus, these inscriptions prove that the topes are 
connected with Jainism. This is the fifth—and more important 
than others—thing to be noted. 

Chandragupta had grasped the significance of the rows of 
lamps on a holy place. So, not only did he give a handsome 
sum of money for that purpose but he got this deed of his 
inscribed, so that in time to come, his example might be followed 
by others. Jaina books tell us that when Mahavir attained 
Nirva?, eighteen kings, who were his devout followers, assembled 
at one place and made arrangements for lighting rows of lamps,®** 
(in place of the real lamp-Mahavir-having been extinguished-dead) 

(58) For a clear understanding of the whole thing, the reader is requested 

to go through “The Bhilsa Topes” by Sir Cunningham. 

[ Note : The family names given here are full of meaning. I have, 

however, not discussed them in details, because we are not concerned with 

them here. Those details, however, will be fully given in “The Life of 

Prlyadarsin” to be published by me later on. ] 

(59) Cf. the text described as the sixth thing to be noted. 

(60) We have alluded to both these inscriptions in the account of 

Chandragupta. (Vide Vol. II). For further details vide “The Bhilsa Topes”. 

(61) For details, vide the account of Chandragupta in Vol. II. 
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the expense of which they divided among themselves. This is 

the sixth thing to be noted. 

If the six points stated above, are read in conjunction with 

one another and if their implications are properly understood, the 

reader cannot help coming to the conclusion that topes at Vidida 

and Bhirhut are connected with Jainism. Of these two, Vidi^a 

is the more important, as is indicated by the presence of numerous 

topes there. It was the place, in the neighbourhood of which 

Mahavir attained Nirvatj, Bharhut must have been the place where 

Mahavir attained the Kaivalya stage. The very distance between 

the two places, is in perfect accord with what is stated in the 

Jaina books. Moreover, all the conclusions arrived at here, agree 

perfectly with the incidents that happened in the life of Mahavir. 

These facts also prove that Puspapur was another name of Vidi^a. 

Let us dwell upon one more point in Mahavir’s life before 

we close the chapter. It is generally believed that Mahavir 

attained Nirvaij at Madhyama-apapa, another name of Vidi^a. 

The original name of the city was Apapa (i. e. a sinless city). 

When, however, the death of Mahavir took place in it, it ceased 

to be sinless and people began to call it “ Papa-puri ” (a sinful 

city ), which later on deteriorated into “ Pavapuri the name by 

(62) These rows of lamps presented a magnificent sight* It is popularly 

known by the name ‘*Dipotsavr\ Such has been the origin of this festival* 

(63) *‘Purva disi Pavapuri, ruddhe bharire, 

Mukti gaya Mahavir, TIratha te namum re.*’ 

The phrase “Purva disi Pavapuri” is capable of various interpretations. 

[ 1 ] Purva+disi+Pava“the eastern part of Pavapuri, (which was 

inhabited by rich people)* 

t 2 ] Purva+disi-e+Pava=the meaning is almost the same as above; or 

the author of the couplet—Samayasunder—^by name, may have composed it 

while staying in Avanti; and Pavapuri (Vidi^) being situated to the east of 

the place where he stayed it is stated disi-e^in the direction of. 

[ 3 ] Purva+disi+Apapa=by the rules of Sandhi, this would be PSrva 

disya papa* 

[ 4 ] Purva+disi-e+Apapa=the meaning is the same as stated above* 

The meaning, in short, is that in the eastern (not middle) part of the city, 

which was inhabited by many rich people, Mahavir attained Nirvi^u 
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Which it it known at present. The meaning of the term "Madh* 
yama-apapa” can be:—(1) ApSpa may have had three suburbs- 
eastern, middle and western; and Mahavir may have attained 
Nirva^ in madhyam = middle suburb of the city. These suburtra 
may have had the names as follows;—Middle suburb was called 
Besnagar or Vidi^a, the western suburb was called Safich! and 

the eastern one was called Bhilsa. (2) Or, there may have been 
three cities having the name Apapa: one in the east; one in the 
west; and one in the middle of these two. If we accept that the 
term Apapa was meant to signify a sinless city, we may conclude 
that eastern Apapa was situated near the BharhUta Tope, and 
the western one was none else but Ujjaini, and the middle one 
somewhere (near Bhilsa) between the two. Probably it was in the 

forest named Mahasen** near Ujjaini that Mahavir bestowed the 

titles of “ Gaijadharahood ” over his disciples. That forest was at 

that time in the kingdom of ChaQdapradyota, whose another name 

was Mahasen. We have, however, in Jaina literature, a famous 
couplet (f. n. no. 63 above) which definitely tells us that Mahavh: 

attained Nirvaij in the eastern suburb. This means that we shall 

have to discard one of the two conclusions-either Mahavir attained 
Nirvarj in eastern Apapa or in middle Apapa. If we, however, 

accept the latter of the two meanings of Madhyam-apapa, (stated 
above), we can reconcile both the views and can say that Mahavir 

attained Nirvaij in the eastern suburb of Vidi^a, another name 

of which was Madhyama-apapa; because it was situated in the 
middle of the two-the one of eastern Apapa (a city near Bh&rhut) 
and the other of western Apapa-Ujjain. We shall, now, have to 

institute a change in the time of the founding of Vidi^a. We 
stated above that it was founded shortly after B. C. 527. Now 

Vol. I, pp. 183, f. n. no. 108; there I have given an alternative reading, 

“Purva Vidisi Pavapuri”. Even, then, however the meaning remains the 

(64) Another name of Ujjaini is Vaisalf. (Vide Vol. I, pp. 180, also read 

“Jainkal-ga9ana” by Munisri Kalya^vijayaji, V. E. 1987, pp. 31,f. n. no. 28). 

It is stated there:—“King Palak came to the throne of Avanti in the 20th 

year after the Nitva? of Mahavir." That sbovrs that the place bad coosaetiona 
with Mabivir. 
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we shall have to agree that it mast have been much earlier and 

that by 527 B. C. it was a flourishing city*®. 

[ Note:—I have given above my conclusions about the places 

where Mahavir attained the Kaivalya stage and Nirvaij. These 
conclusions are the results of a chain of reasoning based upon 
certain facts and upon probings into Jaina and other literatures. 
It is not my plea, however, that they be accepted as gospel 
truth by all. 1 invite criticisms and opinions from scholars, hoping 
that such healthy and active interest on their part, will contribute 
not a little in throwing the blazing light of absolute truth upon 

these matters]. 

(65) Cf. f. n. nos. 53 and 63 above. 



Chapter III 

Qardabhlla Dynasty ( Cond.) 

Synopsis:—i4w account of the hfe of king Sanku; discussion 

as to whether he died a natural death or whether he was 
murdered. 

Various names of Sakari Vikramadifya—His birth, family 
and the duration of his Ufa—Causes of the founding of the 
Vtkrama era—Various theories held by scholars in connection 

with tt—Some details about the seat of his capital—The r&oival 

of the observatory by him and the coins minted by him—The 
extent of his kingdom—Discussion about his religion—Cessation 

of the use of the Vikrama era for a time and its reasons—His 
career as a politician and his moral traits—A short account of 

his brother Bhartrhari, who worked as the head of the state for 
some time. 

(3) Madhavaditya (4) Dharrnaditya and (5) Vikrama-charitra 

or Madhavasen—Five noteworthy events that took place during 

their times—The terrUorial extent of the kingdom of Vikrama^ 
oharitra. 

(6 to 10) Details about those last five kings—The end of 
the Gardabhtla dynasty—The beginning of the nde of the 

Ku§ana dynasty; some novel details about it. 
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^ANKU 

It is not known what name he assumed after coming to the 
throne. He was the eldest son of Gandharvasen and so he came 

to the throne after him. His reign, however, ended within a very 

short time. He was succeeded by his brother, Vir Vikramaditya. 

^anku ruled for six months from B. C. 64 to B. C. 63. 

The dynastic lists of the Gardabhila kings, do not contain 
any mention of Sanku. In chap. I we have stated' the circumstances 

under which his name had to be inserted. The fact that his 
reign ended after a period of six months, raises a doubt in our 

minds about the kind of death he met with. Was he murdered ? 
If so, who murdered him ? Naturally, one is prone to doubt his 
successor, because none else would have so much interest in 
murdering him. Had Vikramaditya however perpetrated this crime, 
some books and some other sources must have contained some 
references to it, however mighty and powerful he may have 

been. But all literature® and other sources of information are 
uniformly silent on this point. Hence, we conclude that Vikramaditya 
never committed such heinous crime and that ^anku must have 

died a natural death. These details lead us to one of the following 

two conclusions:—(1) When the ^aka rule ended, the eldest son 

of Gandharvasen—irrespective of the consideration whether he 
was the fittest of all or not-was anointed on the throne. 

Vikramaditya, though the bravest of all brothers, consented to 

this procedure out of respect and affection for his elder brother. 
(2) Or, ^anku must have played a prominent part in defeating 

the ^akas and hence he ascended the throne by his own valour. 

But if it had been so, the title “ ^kari ” would have been 

appended to his name instead of being appended to that of 
Vikramaditya. So, the first of the two conclusions is more plausible 

and acceptable than the second. 

(1) Pp. 332, f. n. no. 9, read there extracts quoted from H. H. pp, 638 

and 649. 

(2) Even the writer, who has advanced the theory that Sanku came to 

the throne, is silent on this point (f. n. no. 1)> This shows that Vikramaditya 

WM a man of itaialess cbaractar. 
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It is also probable that ^anku might have reached old age 

by the time of his succession and that Vikramaditya conducted 
the administration for him. He must have ascended the throne 

after the death of his brother. This adds one more to the already 

long list of Vikramaditya’s admirable traits of character. 

(2) ^AKARI GARDABHIL; VIKRAMADITYA®; or 
VIKRAMASINH or VIKRAMASEN. 

The name “ Vikramaditya ” is spoken in every corner of 
India. Merchants begin their new ledgers with his auspicious 

name. This Vikramaditya was a powerful and 
His names brave king. He was the son of Gandharvasen, 

the founder of the Gardabhila dynasty. He 
extirpated the ^akas and assumed the well-earned title “Sakari”*. 

The people of AvantI had the hell of a time under the wicked 
rule of the ^akas. No doubt, they hailed their liberator with 

uncommon glea® and always cherished his name with deepest 

(3) In C. H. I. pp. 533« the meaning of the word is given as follows:— 

Vikram=Might: lditya=SuD. So Vikramaditya=The Sun of the Might. 

The same meaning is given in N. Pr. Patrika, Vol. X, part IV, pp. 72, 
f. n. no. 44, by ManisrI Kalyai?vijayaji. He further states, however, that the 

author of Parisi?th Parva has fixed 60 years for the rule of Balamitra and 

Bhanumitra, the two Sunga kings. (Vide Vol. I, pp. 195, f. n. no. 33. Read 

the verses there). Then, from this, he concludes that Gardabhila Vikramaditya 

was none else but Balamitra, the Sunga king. He states in support of this 

that the reign of Vikramaditya also lasted for 60 years. [ Note ; For facts 

about this vide pp. 63 to 65 and footnotes there. Note especially the details 

given on pp. 64, f. n. no. 7. ] 

(4) The title “Sakari” can be applied to this Vikramaditya only. This 

matter is fully discussed in the next part. 

(5) The Sakas, no doubt, perpetrated the most horrible atrocities. As a 

matter of fact, however, right from the death of Priyadarsin to the accession 

of Sakari Vikramaditya, the law “Might is right" was supreme. Vikramiditya, 

established the rule of moral law and justice, and gave long-lasting bappineas 

to his subjects. So, the people, out of deepest gratitude started the era in 

his name. 

After the death of Priyadarsin, the reigns of almost all kings lasted on 

the average from 5 to 6 years. The next 5 Manryan kings (after Priyadai^n) 

ruled for 29 years in the aggregate. For the next 90 years, 10 donga kings 
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admiration, love and respect. In order to commemorate his name 
they started an era® in his name with the date^ on which he 
released them from the vicious clutches of the §akas. 

He has got two or three other names over and above 
^akari®. One of such names is Vikramasen®, while the other is 
Vikramasinh. He has also been called ^udrak, in connection with 
which a wr'ter^® states:—“ This Sudraka may be said to have 

founded the Vikrama Era in B. C. 58 by defeating the Sakas 
of Malwa^^. Tradition is strong in asserting that Vikramaditya^* 
defeated alien ^akas near Karur and established his era.” 

came in succession to the throne. Then, as an exception, Nahapan's rule 

lasted for 40 years. For next ten years ruled the Gardabhila king. Then, 5 

Saka kings ruled for 7 years in the aggregate. Thus in the 174 years after 

the death of Priyadaisin, 24 kings ascended the throne of Avanti. During all 

these years, the minds of the people knew little peace and stability. The 

Sungas were greedy and cruel, and their religious fanaticism was the cause 

of much oppression inflicted by them upon the people. During their rule, 

numerous foreign invasions took place resulting in bloody battles and a heavy 

toll of life and property. It was only during Nahapan*s rule that people could 

heave a sigh of relief. Most of his time, however, was spent in consolidating 

his power and in fighting against elements which obstructed the way to peace 
and happiness, 

(6) Many things remain to be found out about the era. Scholars hold the 

opinion that Vikramaditya was not the founder of the era and that his time was 

quite different. This question is discussed in details in the chapters on eras, 

(7) Details about the date are given in the next part, 

(8-9) Asiatic Researches, Vol. IX, pp. 122. 

(10) J, A. H. R, S. VoL II, part I, pp. 64:—“From Amarkosha we learn 

that Sudraka, Hala and other kings had the title of Vikramaditya”. [ Note: 

The comma inserted between Sudrak and Hala should be dropped. Then 

we would have the correct reading. The extract means to say that iSudrak 

was another name of Vikram^ilya. It does not specify however, whether this 

Vikramaditya was the same as Vikramaditya Sakari or not. In ancient India 

there were many kings having the name Vikram, The question is discussed 
in details in the next Part. ] 

(11) The term *‘Malva” had not come into existence by that time. The 

writer seems to have put it as an anachronism, 

(12) No doubt, things stated In books like Amarakos are trustworthy. 

But oue Vikram^itya is confused with another, A note on these confusions 
i$ given in the next Part. 
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He was the son of king Gandharvasen or Gadhnipa^* GardabhlL 

Gardabhil was at first the ruler of the region around Cambay. 

It is not known whether he had any further 
His birth, his family territory in his power. He married the daughter 

of his life of Dhar and she gave birth to 
a son in Cambay. The name of this son was 

Vikramaditya, who later on assumed the well-earned title ^aklri.^* 
Perhaps Gandharvasen had a larger kingdom in his power than 

is known at present. It is not known how many sons he had; 
but at least we know this much, that Vikramaditya had an elder 
brother named §anku and a younger brother named Bhartrhari 
alias ^ukraditya.^® Of these two, the account of Sanku has 
already been given, while details about Bhartrhari will be given 

later on.^® 

The name of Vikramaditya’s mother is not known. Nor is 
it known how many queens he had. The story of Bhartrhari is 
well known to all as a historical fact and is the favourite subject 
on the stage. He had a queen named Pingala whom he loved 
more than his life and who proved faithless to him—being a 
woman of very low character. When Bhartrhari came to know 
the state of affairs, he renounced the world and became an ascetic. 
We have stated in the account of the Sungas as well as in that 

of Gandharvasen that they were all vicious in character. The people 
under their rule also had become degenerate. Pingala is a good 

instance of this. 

No details are available as regards the number of Vikramaditya’s 
issues. The son who succeeded him was Madhavasen by name. 

In the same way tbe exact number of years for which he 
lived upon this earth is also not known. The fact, however, that 

(13) “The Bhilsa Topes”, pp. 142:—“It is said in Agni-Puiana (Princeps 

Journal, IV, 688) that Vikrama the son of Gadhrupa should ascend the throne 

of Malwa”. 

(14) Vide the account of Gandharvasen. 

(15) Vide Asiatic Researches, VoL IXy pp. 122. 

(16) Ae one- of tbe contemporary king in the line; of* f. n. no. 2 above. 
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he extirpated a powerful race like that of the ^akas, points to 

the conclusion that by the time he came to the throne, his age 
must have been at least 25 to 30. Then, it is definitely known 

that he ruled for 60 years. Naturally, he must have lived upto, at 

least 85 to 90 years. It is stated in J. A. S. B. Vol 49, Part I, 
“ The first Vikramaditya is mentioned in the Kumarchhanda in 
which it is declared that after 3020 years of Kaliyuga had elapsed 

then would Vikramaditya appear. ” The extract probably means 
that Vikramaditya was born in 3101^'^—3020 = B. C. 81. The 

Vikrama era, as we know, was begun in B. C. 57^*. That means 
that, by the time he came to the throne, he was 81-57 = 24 
years old. 

Aristakarija, the Andhra king of the ^atavahana dynasty, 
had, as we know, given shelter to the sons of king Gardabhil, 

when he was defeated by the ^akas. Aristakarpa’s 
Hl» time successor, Hal by name, was a very powerful 

an s era. brave king. He composed a book named 

Gathasapta^ati ” which has been, and is, ranked as a classic 
by scholars. In the introduction to that book, King Hal, has 

alluded to Vikramaditya.^* This shows that Vikramaditya either 

lived before the time of Hal or was his contemporary. At least 

(17) It is believed that the Kali Age began in B. C. 3101. (Vide P. K.; 
also “Anciept Eras” by Cunningham. Vide also vol. T, pp. 93). 

(18) C. H. I. pp. 155; according to Prof. Carpentier, the Vikrama era 
began in B. C. 58; while according to Sir Cunningham, it was begun in 
B. C. 56i; vide also “Asiatic Researches”, Vol. IX, pp. 145 and further. 

[ Note : Really speaking, the difference between the opinions of these 
two scholars reduced itself to the matter of a year only, because, even if a 
short time has elapsed after the completion of 56, we call it 57, and the same 
thing happens in the case of 58. I think thi^ is the correct thing to be 
stated about them. ] 

(19) Vide Vol. IV» his account. Thelextract from “Amarkosa” quoted la 
f. n. no. 10 also helps os to understand that Vikramaditya was the name of 
king Hal also. Thus, the name of the author of Gathasaptasati was Vikram* 
aditya (i. e. another name of king Hal). So, also was the name of the king 
inferred to, in its introdoction, Vikramaditya (i.e.^kari of the Gardabhiladynasty). 
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he must have been senior in age and a man of parts; or else, 
a powerful and brave king like Hal would not have taken the 
trouble to mention his name in his book. Jaina books tell us 

that three great Jaina high priests, Padalipta, Nagarjun and 
Arya-khaput by name, were contemporaries of Vikramaditya and 
that both Hal and Vikramaditya performed certain religious 

ceremonies on the ^atrunjay bill*® under the guidance of these 
three priests. This means that all the five were contemporaries. 

It is believed, however, that the time of these three Acharyas 
was M. E. 470-484. Scholars also believe that Hal lived about 
A. D. 70*^. In the next Volume, however, we shall prove that 
their time was not in A. D. but in B. C. As stated in f. n, no. 19 
below, both the kings were called “ Vikramaditya. ” Now let us 

turn to his era. 

Commonly, an era is to be started in the year in which a 
memorable event has taken place. And naturally, it is very seldom 
that the accession of king and the occurrence of the event may 
coincide. So, the era** is generally calculated from the year in 
which that particular king’s reign began. 

(20) On one occasion, temples on Mt. Satrunjay were repaired* Oo another 

occasion, a flag with a staff was hoisted on the temple there* In the work 

of reparations, substantial help was rendered by 8eth Javadsah, a native of 

Madhuvanti (Mahuva) in Kathiawar. He had gone to Arabia for trade purposes 

and had amassed a vast fortune. 

(21) In E. H. 1. 3rd edi. bis time is stated to have been A. D. 68. This 

time has been fixed up by the author in correspondence to A. D, 78, the time 

of the Satakarni king, who started the 8aka era. Out of the 30 kings of the 

iSatavahana dynasty, the time of not a single king has been as yet definitely 

fixed. So, the time stated above cannot be taken as absolutely reliable. 

In Vol. IV, we have shown that king Hal ruled from B. C* 47 to A* D. 18=s 

65 years. 

In Na. Pr. Patrika, Vol. X, part IV, pp. 736, there is tm allusion to king 

Hal, the author of Gatba..sapta^ti. In f. n. no. 107 on the same page, it 

is stated:—“A verse in praise of Vikramaditya is found in Saptasati", (Vide 

also the account of Hal in Vol. IV. Head especially the details stated in 

connection with the poet Gu^a^hya). 

(22) An eri started in commetuoration of a religions event or be^^>is 
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In this connection, Mr. Rapson®® rightly observes:—“The 

foundation of an era must be held to denote the successful 
establishment of the new power®* rather than its first beginning 
or the downfall of any.” Or sometimes a king, out of respect for 

his predecessors, dates the era from the year in which one of 
their’s reign began.*® 

We have ample historical instances at hand of both the 
systems. A learned writer*® observes in connection with the 

inception of the Vikrama era:—“ 135 years before the ^aka era 

and 470 years after the Nirvan of Mahavir, a new era was 

founded. This is universally accepted. Merutunga’s statement 
that there was an interval of 470 years between the NirvSo of 
Mahavir and the inception of the Vikrama era, is quite correct. 
It is immaterial whether the era was founded by him or by any 
other. ” If we read this extract in conjunction with the list given 

on pp. 332; we shall find that 470 years after the Nirvaij, 

Vikramaditya has ascended the throne. So, it was in that year 
that the dating of the era was begun. The statement that the era 
was started in the 17th year of Vikrama’s reign (pp. 330, f. n. no. 3 

above ) cannot be accepted as true.* ’’ Neither can it be accepted 

dated from the occurrence of the same. An era, however, started in connection 

with political details is dated in other ways and manners. (Cf. f. n. nos« 24 

and 25 below). 

(23) Vide C. A. R. Intro, pp. 162, para 135. 

(24) The foundation of the Kusana dynasty is an instance in point. It 

is considered to have begun from the year of the rule of the third king. The 

Saka era is dated from the time of the king who flourished very longi after 

the beginning of the Satavahana dynasty. The same is the case with the Vikrama 

era, which is dated from the year of the rule of the third king of the dynasty. 

(25) For instance, though the Cha^JhaUa era was founded by the second 

Chasthana king, the era has been dated from the year of the rule of hie 

father, Gh§amotik, the first ChaSthaiJa king. The Gupta era was founded by 

the third king in the line; yet it has been dated from the year of the rule 

of the first king. The founding of the Trikutaka era is also an instance of 

the same kind. ( Chap. XI). 

(26) Vide Na* Pr., Patrika, Vol. X, part IV, pp. 737. 

^7) Tfatts two oj^inions prevail about the dating of the Vikrgnu ergt 
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that the era was dated with the year in which the rule of the 
Gardabhila dynasty began.®® (A. M. 453). The people of 

Avanti had started the era in commemoration of the year in 

which Vikramiditya liberated them from the inhumanly cruel rule 
of the ^akas*®. 

We have proved in the last paragraphs of the preceding 
chapter that, not Vidi^a, but Ujjaini was the seat of the capital 
of Vikramaditya. Thus Ujjaini was not only one of the sacred 
places of Jains but it was also the seat of the capital of a 
powerful empire. A third cause also contributed to its greatness. 

It is quite probable that Ujjaini was selected by astronomers 
in those times as the proper place for an observatory.®® Vikra¬ 

maditya, over and above being a brave king, 

was also very fond of learning in all its 

aspects. Numerous legends®about his shrewd¬ 

ness and adroitness under all vicissitudes of 

life, are prevalent to day in most parts of 

India. In most of the legends he is represented as having 

acquired mastery over certain supernatural elements and also 

as fighting bravely against the evil forces of nature, like ghosts 

and devils. 

The seat of his 
capital, the 

observatory and the 

dating of the era. 

According to some scholars it dates from 453 and according to others, from 

470; many confusions and mistakes prevailed on account of this difference of 

opinions. Some instances of these errors will be given in the next part. 

(28) In reference to this it is stated in Na, Pr. Patrika, Vol. X, part IV, 

pp. 730:—“Vikrama Rajja^ntara terasa vasesu vachchhara pavita” (in the 

13th year of Vikrama’s reign). He started the era in that year (pp. 728). 

The author has not stated from where he has quoted the verse; but he 

merely states that he found it on some stray ancient pages found in the 

library of ^th Ambalal Nanabhai of Baroda. 

(29) Cf. f. n. no. 27 above. 

(30) It worked on the lines of Greenwich. 

, (31) Some of the most popular legends are “Su^abohoteri** (a collection 

of 72 stories of parrots), "Ma^pachchisi” (a collection of 25 stories of corp8es)t 

"Batrie Putali” (a collection of 32 stories of wooden idols). 
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If it is definitely proved that the observatory** was founded 

in Ujjaini in his time, we shall have to agree that an important 
and far-reaching change in the calculation of time was also 
effected in his time. Upto that time, every month ended on the 

full-moon day. Thenceforth, astronomical observations made the 
scholars decide, that in conformity with the movements of the 
moon, it was proper that the months should end on the last 
day of the dark half of every month.** In proof of this, it may 

be noted that in the Vikrama era, every month ends according 
to the new system®*; while in the Mahavira era, which was 
started much before this time, every month ended on the full- 

moon day. Of course, in some inscriptions dating much later 

than the founding of the Vikrama era, the mention of time is 
found in accordance with the change in seasons; but these can 

be counted as specific instances. This problem deserves detailed 

discussion; but as we are not concerned with it here, we shall 
have to postpone the discussion for some other time. It may 

be noted in this connection, however, that in the cases in which 
doubts are raised, about fixing the dates of events, a knowledge 

of these two ways of calculating time, would go a great way in 

dispelling them. Experts in this prolem should go into details 

and arrive at definite conclusions once for all. Their decisions 

(32) Vide the accouat of Emperor Priyadarsin. Vol. II, pp. 311, f. n. oo. 87. 

(33) A. E. pp. 31:—“In Western India, Kartika, beginning Thursday, 

Sept. 18tb B. C. 57. In Northern India, Pnrnimanta begins with full-moon 
Chaitra, making epoch Sunday, February 23rd B. C. 57 or Kaliyuga3044 expired”, 

(Vide also Bha. Pra. Raj. Vol. II, pp. 390 and read further in this Vol.). 
In short the era began six months earlier in northern India than it did in 

western India. 

This proves that the kingdom of Vikramaditya included western India 
and also that it did not include northern provinces like United Provinces> the 
Punjab and Kasmir. 

(34) In the “ Purpiminta ” system, the new month begins on the first 
day of the dark half; while in the “ Amasanta '* system, it beings on the 
first day of the bright half. Some details about these systems will be given 
in .the succeeding partt 
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would be of great value to all historical questions about fixing 

times of many an event. 

It is highly improbable that a powerful king like Vikramaditya 

would not have struck any coins. But, strange as it certainly 
is, as yet no coins of this king have been 

Hl« coins found out; while coins of many inferior kings 

have been found in large numbers. Moreover, 
Vikramaditya’s rule lasted for 60 years, while these kings ruled 

for a much shorter period. Again, the coins of his immediate 

predecessors (i. e. those who ruled before B. C. 57) and of his 

immediate successors (i. e. those who ruled Avanti after A. D. 4) 
have also been found out. These facts lead us to the conclusion 

that the coins of Vikramaditya, though they are extant to day, 
have not yet been recognized. Reasons for this are not difficult 
to understand. In the first place, ancient Indian kings never got 

their portrait-heads or names embossed on their coins. In very 

ancient times, only the religious symbol was embossed’". Later 
on, if coins were struck in commemoration of any event, a 

symbol representing the significance of that event"® was embossed 
on those coins. That continued for a short time. As time passed 
on, and as the Indian kings began to come into close association 
with foreigners, their respect for their family and for their religion 

was replaced by more self-centredness about their ownselves. 

So, they introduced in their coins symbols"^ which distinguished 
them from other kings. Yet, no king ever got either his portrait- 
head*® or his year"® embossed on the coins. These reasons and 

(35) A large “ Serpent ” is found on the coins of the iSisunagaa dynasty 

and a small “ Serpent ” is found on the coins of Nanda dynasty. (Vol. II 

Coins nos. 44 to 46). They bear the religious signs also. The Coins of the 

kings of Kausambi (Vatsades) are of the same type (Coins nos. 23-24-26). 

(36) On the coins of Mahanand we find a " Female elephant ” with a 

” pitcher This symbol commemorates the circumstances under which he 

came to the throne. (Coins nos. 29-30). 

(37) Thus, on the coins of Priyadarsin we find the " Elephant"—the 

symbol which he had selected for himself. (Coins nos. 21, 22, 33, 34 etc.) 

(38) The first Indian king to get his portrait-head and his (fete embossed 
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many others make it quite probable that the coins of Vikramaditya 

have yet to be recognized. In connection with this, I suppose-and 
I want to make it clear, that it should be taken as a supposition 
only—that the coins which bear the Moon and the Svastika*® 

over and above the observatory Symbol of UjjainI, are his. 
[ Note;—This supposition is stated in the chapters on coins 

in Vol. II. My research work made me think that the coins 

known by the name “ Gadhaiya belonged to the GardabhQa 
dynasty. These coins have a donkey-like animal on one side 

and the Ujjain symbol on the other. The animal suggests that 

the coins belong to the Gardabhila dynasty and the Ujjain symbol 

suggests the foundation of the observatory.^* ] 

Here again, no definite details are available about the terri¬ 

torial extent of Vikramaditya. Neither the Vedic, nor Buddhist 
nor Jaina sources contain any information on this point. In 

Rajtarangioi, a historical treatise on Ka^mir, an allusion is made 
about this** which we shall note below. 

Nahapao’s kingdom included within it Mathura, Sursen and 

Pahchal. With the exception of the Punjab and Kasmir, his 

sway extended practically over the whole of northern India. 
In south, the Andhra kings were supreme. As regards the east, 

since the time of the change of the seat of capital to Avanti, 
much political importance was not attached to it. Stray events, 

on his coinS) was Nahapan. We should remember, however, that he was a 
foreigner. We are concerned here with those Indian kings, who were sons 

of the soil. 

(39) Read f. n. no. 38 above. 

(40) Coin-experts call this sign the “ Moon but according to Jaina 

literature, it is called “ Siddhasila or Nirvan ” {j. e. absolute salvation from 

the fetters of this world ). The same stage is called “Parinirvan” in Buddhism. 

(Vide Vol. II pp. 8). 

Cf. details about “The Sun and the Moon” (C. A. R. pp. 113, Para92; 

Vol, II» fig. no. 42, pp. 92; f. n. 54 on pp. 52). 

(41) Vide pp. 338 and read f. n. nos. 32-33; Coins Nos. 38, 39, 82, and 83. 

(42) Read the details given about the observatory in the forhgoing r«flf- 

(43) J. R» A. S. Vol. Xn, pp. 14. An extract from that is quoted in Part VIH. 
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however, give ns reason to believe that, that portion also was 
under the power of the emperors of Avantl. There may have 

been vassal kings ruling over it. The whole of 
Mia, including Sind, Saurastra, 

kingdom Konkan strip and the region upto Western 
Ghat formed an integral part of the kingdom 

of Nahapaii. After his death, while the Gardabhils and then the 
Sakas were rulers of Avanti, some of these provinces must have 
been wrested from them.** So, when Vikramaditya came to the 
throne of Avanti, only that much territory which was under the 
power of ^akas came under his rule. The whole of Saurastra 
including the region to the west of the Arvalli Hills was under 
the powerful rule of the Indo-Scythian king Ksabhadatta. So 
Vikramaditya had to wage a war in order to bring it under his 
control. That war took place between 57 B. C., the year of his 
accession to the throne, and 47 B. C., the year of the death of 
Aristakariia, the ^atakarni king. The battle was fought on the 
plains of Saurastra. Vikramaditya and the Andhra king extirpated*® 
the ^akas including Indo-Scythians and the Ksaharatas. In 
commemoration of their victory, they performed certain religious 
ceremonies*® in that province. Thus Vikramaditjra brought under 
his power an important and large portion of western India. In 

the south, there was the rule of the Andhras, with whom he 
maintained cordial relations because they had been very helpful 
to him in securing the throne lost by his father. This means 

that he fought two major battles against the ^akas. As a result 
of the first, he secured the throne lost by his father and as a 
result of the second, he became master of Saurastra in which was 
situated the ^atrunjaya Hill, a sacred place of the religion of 
which he was a devoted adherent. 

Now, let us turn to the allusion contained in RajtarahgiQi. 
It is a historical treatise on Ka^mir and is respected as such 
because the author has composed it, after a deep study of all 

(44) Vide the accouat of Rsabbadatta. 
(4^ Cf. the rock->inscription (at Nasik) of Queen Balasrf. 
(46) Read the paragraph about his religion. 
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materials available to him. It is stated in it that a king named 
Vikramaditya conquered Ka^mir, and appointed his minister 
Mantrigupta as governor over it. Now, what we have to find 

out is, to which dynasty did this Vikramaditya, belong ? To which 

of the kings bearing this name does it refer ? If we believe that 
the conqueror was ^akari Vikramiditya, we shall have to face 
one great difficulty and that is that Kaimir must have been 

conquered by him some time during his rule from B. C. 57 to A. D. 4; 

and that before conquering Kasmir, he must have conquered 
the Punjab also, which lies on the way to it. The account of 

all the five Parthian kings from Aziz to Goijdofarnes plainly 

tells us, on the other hand that, all the region including the 

Punjab and Mathura was under their power right from B. C. 85 

to A. D. 45*’. So, Vikramaditya §akari has to be ruled out. 
Again, the method of calculating time prevalent in those provinces 

in those times, also makes it clear that they must not have been 
under the power of Vikramaditya.*® Secondly, if we accept that 
Mantrigupta was a minister of some king of the Gupta dynasty, 
we might conclude that the conqueror of Kasmir, as referred to 

by the author of the Rajtarahgini was Chandragupta II, the patron 

of the famous poet Kalidas. Here again, a difficulty presented 

itself; in A. D. 45, the Indo-Parthian king Gondofarnes left 

India for good and occupied the Persian throne. Now, it must 

be found out under whose power these two provinces-the Punjab 

and Kasmir,—were, from that time to the time of conquest over 

them by the Gupta king. History tells us that the Guptas 

wrested them from the Ku^ans. The power of Ku^ans, however, 

must have been established over them, not before at least the 

end of the first century A. D. (A. D. 78 according to scholars), 

when the Humana chief, Kaniska by name, conquered the provinces 
of northern India and founded his era, Then the question remains; 

who ruled over them from A. D. 45 to A. D. 78. No information 

is available on this point. Hence Chandragupta also had to be 

(47) Read the dynastic list on pp. 79. 

(48) Read f. p. no, 33 above, 
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ruled out. All these considerations lead us to one thing, namely, 
Mantrigupta must have been appointed as governor by some 
powerful king who ruled from A. D. 45 to A. D. 78. Only 

Vikramacharitra, the grandson of Vikramaditya, could have done 
it during that time. His rule was during the time mentioned 

above, and it lasted for a long time. Thus Vikrama, mentioned 
in the Rajtarangini was none other than Vikramacharitra. This 

conclusion is arrived at by us, after a careful consideration of 
all facts and eventualities. It is also lent support by an extract 
from H. H. pp. 649, which is quoted on pp. 336 and by matter 
staled in f. n. 19 on pp. 335. We learn from it that a legend 

was prevalent in North-West Provinces (The Punjab and Ka^mir) 
about a Gardabhila king*®; we also learn from it that it was 

“ a strange tale because it was nothing but a twisted form 

of the real story, as his seat of capital was far away from 

those provinces. In short, Ka^mir came under the rule of the 

Gardabhila kings and that king was Vikramacharitra and not his 
grandfather Vikramaditya. 

The details of the territorial extent, given above, will make 
it clear to the reader that Vikramaditya was not the suzerain 

of a mighty empire and that many kings, with territories much 
wider than his, ruled in India. In spite of this, no era was 
started by the subjects of any of those kings. The fact, therefore, 

that an era was started by his own subjects in commemoration 
of Vikramaditya’s name, proves conclusively that he was reverently 

loved by them. 

No evidence based on rock-inscription is available as regards 

the religion that he followed. Evidence based on coins and literary 
sources, however, tells us that no king of the 

His religion dynasty ever followed either Buddhism or the 

Vedic religion. Thus, by the simple process of 

elimination, do we establish the fact that they were all Jains. 

(49) No doubt, the marriage of a donkey with a woman, may appear 

strange. They would not have called it strange, had they known that the term 

"Gardabba” meant a king of the Gardabhila dynasty. 

(50) Read f. o. oo. 49 above. 
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It is not yet definitely proved that the coins bearing the 

symbols " Moon ” ( O') and the Swastika ” ( Sfi ) were minted 
by them. If it is proved so, some time in future, these symbols"^ 

also strengthen our conclusion that they were Jains. 

Moreover, the Andhra kings rendered help to Vikramaditya 

in securing the lost throne. They also made an alliance with 
him for the purpose of fighting against other powers. In comme¬ 
moration and celebration of their victories they performed certain 

religious ceremonies on Mount Satrunjay—the most sacred place 
of the Jains®*. It was at the instance of Kaliksuri that Gandhar- 

vasen’s life was spared®® by the ^aka chief. The coins of Andhra 
kings prove indisputably that they were Jains.®* A consideration 

of all these facts leads us to the conclusion that Vikramaditya 

and all other kings of his dynasty were Jains. 

Not only do pieces of evidence based on ancient sources 
prove the fact of their having been Jains, but research students 

of our own times also support it. Dr. Bhau Daji says®®:—“ I believe 

that the era (Vikrama) was introduced by the Buddhist or rather 
Jains ”. Another scholar says®®:—“ Vikrama Samvat is used by 
the Jains only and was first adopted by the kings of Anahilpattan 

in Gujarat.”®* The same scholar says elsewhere®®:—“ In whose 

(51) Vide Vol. II for details about these symbols. 

(52) Vide pp. 377 above, and the descriptions of rulers nos. 3, 4 & 5. 

(53) Four years after this defeat be died in some unknown place/ 

(Pp. 332, f. n. no. 7 and pp. 341, f. n. no. 47). 

(54) Gautamiputra ^atakar^i was the 17th Andhra king. All these 17 

kings, with the exception of some four, who were attracted towards the Vedic 

fold on account of the influence of Patahjali, the grammarian, were followers 

of Jainism. The successors of Gautamiputra ^atakara^i, however, were all 

followers of the Vedic faith. 

(55) Vide J. B. B. R. A. S. Vol. VIII, pp. 233. 

(56) Vide J. B. B. R. A. S. Vol. IX, pp. 145. 

(57) The era was in use, long before this time* Later on it had fallen 

into disuse* These kings then revived it. 

The era had fallen into disuse due to several reasons. (1) The Gardabhila 

dynasty’s rule lasted for 200 years only. (2) Then the Cbaftba^a k^atmpa 
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(Vikramaditya’s) time®® the great temple of Shri Mahavira®® 

ruled over Avanti upto A. D. 319. They had founded their own era, and 

naturally, the Vikrama era was supplanted. (3) The next rulers of Avanti 

were the Guptas. They had also started their own era. (4) The Guptas were 

succeeded by the Parmara ksatriyas. They changed the name of Avanti, and 

began to call it Malva. Then they started the Malava era. (Scholars are of 

the opinion that the Malava era is nothing but another name of the Vikrama 

era. Details given in the next chapter will make it clear that they are mistaken 

in holding that opinion). Thus the three dynasties which succeeded the 

Gardabhils had each their own eras. Naturally the Vikrama era had little 

scope for being continued. When later on, however, the Muslim invasions 

over India became frequent and more dangerous, the ideal of Hinduism and 
Hindu unity began to take more and more concrete shape. As a result of 

this, the Vikrama era was enthusiastically revived because it was Vikrama 

who had driven away the demon-like 6akas (foreigners, non-Hindus) from India. 

Some time before this, the Chavda dynasty ruled over Gujarat. The kings 

of this dynasty were Jains. (Vide J. B. B. R. A. S. Vol. IX, pp. 145). The 

Vikrama era was current during their rule. The next rulers of Gujarat were 

the Chaulukyas. The founder of the dynasty was Mulraj,—a descendant of 

the Chaulukya family of the south. He was a follower of the Vedic religion 

(Though this is, by no means, as yet definitely proved. His descent is not 

also clearly found out). His four successors—Chamu^d, Vallabhsen, Durlabhsen 

and Bhimdev—have been believed to have been the followers of the same 

faith ( ? )• The next in the line is Karnadev alias Trailokyamal. He married 

Maya^alladevi, the sister of king JayakesI, the Kadamba king of GolcarHapurl 

(Goa). After this marriage, Karnadev gave up the religion followed by hia 

predecessors, in favour of the faith which the queen followed. Hence, though 

Siddharaj—the son of Karnadev—was outwardly the adherent of the Vedic 

faith, yet his attitude towards Jainism was sympathetic and tolerant. Hie 

successor, Kumarpal, was a staunch follower of Jainism and had made it 
almost the state religion. 

(58) J. B. B. R. A. S. Vol. IX, pp. 149. 

(59) The fact that a Jaina temple was built during Vikramaditya’s timS 

may not be taken as definitely establishing that he was a follower of Jainism* 

Other facts, however, and a knowledge of the general conditions prevailing 

In those times, in conjunction with this incident—small as it looks—^point 
rather convincingly that way. For instance, in those times, the Vedic religion 
was in decline. It had its palmy days during the rule of the Sungas from 
B. C. 204 to 114. Then its rapid decline began# It was again revived 135 

years after the time of Vikramaditya. So during the interval between B. C. 114 

and A. D. 78=:for about two centuries Jainism was the most prevalent 
Religion in India. (Read f. n. nos. 60, 62 and 63 below), 
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named Yaksa-vasati was built on the top (horn) of Suvarijagiri** 
near Jalaurapara®*, by a merchant®* of 99 lacs wealth 

The details stated above leave no doubt about the fact that 
Vikramaditya and all other kings of the Gardabhila dynasty 
were within the Jaina fold. These details are based on the 

evidence of coins and of literary sources. Customarily the question 

of religion followed by a dynasty is discussed at the end of a 
chapter. I have however deviated from the rule, because I was 
afraid, that proofs, given in connection with it, would lose their 

force if they were given separately, instead of conjointly as they 
are given here. 

Of all the kings that ruled in India during the last two 

thousand years, Vikramaditya holds the best place in the hearts 

of Indians at present. Whenever the people 
Vikramaditya, as a found in a king, all the traits that go to 
statesman and as a , ., , T. e* , , , . . , 
man ol character king,**® they invested him with 

the honoured title “ Vikramaditya ”**. Hence 
we conclude that such title was appended to a king’s name after 

his rule was over and that it was not assumed by the king 

(60) The idol of Mabavir was installed in that temple. This proves that 

the person who got it erected was a Jain. (Cf. f. n. no. 59 above). 

(61) Munisri Kalyanvijayaji holds the opinion that Mt. SovarPagiri was 

situated near Deesa Camp and Bhiladiyaji in Gujarat. (“Jaina Yuga” V. S. 1985 ). 

(62) This town has got several names, viz. Jalaurnagar, Jalorpurf, Jalar 

etc. It is believed to be one of the ancient and holy centres of the Jains. 

Munibf Kalyapvijayaji has written an article on it. ( “Jain”, the Silver Jubilee 

number, pp, 41 to 55 )• 

(63) The person who got the temple erected was a merchant; but the 

fact that it was built during the reign of and in the territory of a certain 

king, shows that the king in question was at least sympathetically inclined 

towards Jainism. (Cf. f. n< no* 59, 60, 62). 

(64) This is an index to the prosperity of the people in those times* 

(65) Cf. f. n. no. 66 and 67. 

(66) This cnstom Was discontinued after the rule of the Muslims WdS 

established over India. 
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himself, but that the people' conferred it on him*'' in appreciation 
of his many noble qualities. 

Vikramaditya had in him all qualities of an ideal king. There 

is no exaggeration in saying so. The king and his subjects were 
bound faithfully and unflinchingly with each other with the deepest 

ties of love and understanding. The king’s honesty of purpose 
was unimpeachable and the loyalty of the subjects was no less 

absolute. Vikramaditya’s policy was beyond reproach. People 
were happy and prosperous. Life was a perpetual hum of 
contentment and healthy activities in all the branches. Merchants 

merrily plied their trade, workmen sang joyfull> while hard at 
work, and artists and artisans received due impetus and recognition 
in proper quarters. All the sections of the people went on gaily 

with their work in life. Perfect harmony prevailed in the whole 

atmosphere. Women folk, whose chastity was under perpetual 

danger of being molested during the cruel rule of the ^akas and 

even before that, now breathed relief from all anxieties. Under 

the strict vigilance of the police-force of the king and by the 

noble example set by the king himself, their chastity became 

absolutely inviolate.*® Crime was conspicuous by its absence. At 
the very beginning of his role, he had severely supressed all 
criminal and immoral activities which were a source of constant 

danger to the safety and security of the people.*®. Strict laws 

were enacted to put a stop to such undesirable things.’'® The 

safety and the happiness of his subjects were so dear to his heart, 

that on most days in a month, he sacrificed his well-earned 

rest at night, and with.some of his most loyal and trustworthy 

(67) Pp. 368, f. Q. no. 10. “From Amarakosha we learn that Sudraka, 

Hala and other kings had the title of Vikramaditya”. It is probable that the 

subjects of these kings conferred the title on these kings, on account of their 

continuous efforts to make them happy. 

(68) The misconduct of Pingala is an apt instance of this. 

(69) This will show that mere laws are not enough for abolishing 

criminal activities at any time. There must be a strict band and an effective 

and organized policy to enforce them. 

(70) Read f. n. no. 69 above. 
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body-guards, he walked in cognito round the streets of the city 
at mid-night’^ Many a time he mixed with various sections of 

the people, who could not recognize him on account of his disguise. 
No danger daunted him and no difficulties could deter him 

from pursuing the path of his noble mission of making his subject 

happy. He used to visit alone the most haunted places and dared 
to fight against the most evil supernatural spirits like devils and 
witches’®. His dare-devil temperament and his determination to 

face any difiiculty at any time, won him the most cherished title 

“ Vir Vikram ”. He performed his duties as a king, not because 
he wanted to earn their praise and admiration but because he 
most earnestly believed that as a king, he was entrusted by the 

Almighty with the most sacred trust. Consequently, his name 

shines even to-day with unimpaired brightness’®. His love for 

his subjects was inexpressibly profound. This is the reason why, 
though many emperors, who wielded their sway over empires 
much mightier than Vikram’s, are no longer remembered affect¬ 

ionately by the people but Vikramaditya’s name is on the 
lips of all.’*. 

As a matter of fact, Bhartrhari’s name should not be included 

in the dynastic list of the Gardabhils’®. During the rule of his 
elder brother Vikramaditya, he helped him whole-heartedly in 

all the activities accruing to the happiness of the people. Hence, 

next to Vikramaditya, he also had won a place in the hearts 

(71) Cf. pp. 333, extract from H. H. “He himself went out in disguise". 

(72) Cf. pp. 373, f. n. no. 31. 

(73) He was endowed with many other virtues. Vide pp. 366 and read 
there the life of §anku. 

(74) Details given in this paragraph provide ample testimony of this. 

(75) In ail the popular songs he is known by the name “King Bharathari". 
Aa a matter of fact, however, he never came to the throne as an independent 
sovereign. No doubt, Vikramaditya, his elder brother, loved him so much 
that he had granted him wide powers and had entrusted him with high offices 
in the administration. Moreover, whenever Vikramaditya remained temporarily 
absent from his kingdom, Bharatrhari was appointed as the head of the whole 
administration. Read f. n. no. 77 below. 
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of the people. In fact he was one of the strongest pillars that 
supported the edifice of Vikramaditya’s beneficent rule. For some 
time he was placed at the head of the whole machinary of 
administration. So, the authors of Puraijas have mentioned his 
name in the dynastic list. 

BHARTRHARI, BHARATPIARI-^UKRADITYA 

Bhartrhari- 
Bharathari: 
Sukradltya 

The reason why Bhartrhari was, for a time, invested with 
all the powers of a king is as follows. We have already stated 

in a previous paragraph that Vikramaditya’s 
sense of justice was incomparable. His zeal 
for administering even-handed justice to all his 

subjects was supreme-indeed it was as supreme- 
as the zeal of Priyadar^in for the propagation of his faith, and of 
Chaijakya for putting into practice all the tenets of political science. 
So, whenever he was not satisfied with the evidence presented 
to him by his officers, he used to varify it by stralling in cognito 
round the streets of the city at night. On one such occasion'^®, 
he had to remain in cognito for some time. During that time, 
Bhartrhari was invested with full powers^ We do not know how 
long Vikramaditya remained out of his kingdom. 

Bhartrhari had in him all the admirable qualities of his elder 
brother and so, he was loved by the people as tenderly as his 
brother. So, when due to a family calamity, he renounced the 
world and became an ascetic, the bereavement of the people knew 
no bounds. Many songs, vividly describing that sad occasion, are 
extant even to-day. The reason of this renunciation by Bhartrhari 
was the disloyalty and misconduct of his queen, Pingala by name. 
Under the wanton rule of the Sungas, moral degeneration had 
become rampant among the people. That continued, though to 
a lessened degree, even after the rule of the Sungas, and inspite 
of the strenuous efforts of Vikramaditya at rooting the evil out, 

(76) It is not yet known what the occasion was. We can conclnde, 

however, that it must have been very important. 

(77) Vide pp. 332, f. n. no. 9, read the extiact quoted there. Cf. f. n. no. 

75«above. 
AQ 
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it was not wholly wiped out. When Bhartrhari came to know 

that the queen, whom he loved more than his own life, was utterly 

faithless to him, he renounced the world and retired into forest’*. 

Bhartrhari was a learned man. He composed a learned 

treatise named “ ^ukasaptati.” After his retirement’* into the forest 

he composed many poems. We do not know when he died. He 

is popularly known as Bharathari. 

Now the reader will see that Bhartrhari cannot be classed 
as an independent king and that his name should not be induded 
in the dynastic list. After his renunciation, Vikramaditya again 

took control of the administration. Vikramaditya died in A. D. 4 
and his son Madhavaditya succeeded him on the throne. 

(3) MADHAVADITYA; (4) DHARMADITYA; 

(5) VIKRAMACHARITRA : MADHAVSEN 

It is a custom, commonly observed by all historians to give 
a separate account of each king in a dynasty. We have here 

deviated from the custom for the following 

reasons:—(1) We have stated in Vol. I, that 
as yet, little or nothing is known about many 

dynasties*® that ruled in ancient India. The 

Gardabhila dynasty may, without much fear 
of exaggeration, be included in the list. Hence, if an attempt is 

(3) Madhavaditya, 

(4) Dharmaditya, 

(5) Vikramacharitra 

: Madhavsen 

(78) Cf. the extract quoted on pp« 333:—"Younger brother Bhartfhari, 

the noted poet; several years after Bhartihari disgusted with the world, 

through a family calamity let Raj to his ministers and passed into religious 

retirement. 

(79) The legend tells us that he put on coloured garments and took to 

lucetic ways of life. We know, however, that his family-religion was Jainism. 

Hence, he must have entered the Jaina holy orders. 

(80) Some of the names of such dynasties are given below;-— 

Prasenjit’s dynasty (The king of Kosal). 

Brbadrath’srdynasty (The king of Ka^). 

Udayan's dynasty ( The king of Vatsadm). 

ThePradyota dynasty (which ruled over Avanti). 

MahameghviUian'jB dynast (The king of Chedi). 

Udayan's dynasty (The king of Sind-Saa\4r). etc. etc.. 
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made to give a separate account of each king, conclusions arrived 

at, after much hard thinking and proper consideration of all 

available information, are very likely to be ascribed to those, with 

whom they might have nothing to do. (2) The duration of the 

role of these three kings has been fixed up as 90 years. Pages 

and pages might be filled up, with all imaginary trash about them, 

if one so desires to do. We know, however nothing more, than 

details about four or five events, out of the many that might 

have happened during this period of 90 years® \ And, if we try 

to give a separate account of each king, it is very likely that 

confusion might prevail about the time, when they must have 

happened. Hence, we have given here the account of these three 

kings conjointly. 

We have distributed these 90 years among the three kings 

in the following order : 40 : 10 : 40. We have stated reasons 

for doing so in Chap. I. We might add here that there is a 

possibility of change in the order of their succession. For instance, 

Madhavsen or Vikramacharitra, who has been placed 5th in the 

line, may as well have been the name of the 3rd king and vice 

versa. There is, however, little doubt about the name of the fourth 

king, because the name of the successor®® of Vikramaditya was 

Madhavsen ( or Madhavaditya ), while the name of the fourth king 

was Dharmaditya. Similarly; there is also a possibility of change 

in the durations of their rules, though it is pretty certain that 

both Nos. 3 and 5 ruled for a longer period than did No. 4. 

Vikramaditya ruled for 60 years. The reign of his successor also 

lasted for a pretty long time. Again, No. 3 was the son of No. 2. 

So** the fourth king must have ruled for a short time. 

(81) Details about these events are given later on. 

(82) Details about this are given in Chapter I. 

(83) We have used the same rule in arranging the chronological list of 

many dynasties. (Vide Vol. I). For instance:— 

The iSisunaga dynasty. 

The dynasty of ^tanik, the ruler of Vatsa. 

The dynasty of Cba9^apradyott the ruler of Avaatl etc. etc* 
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Let us now turn to the five events that took place during 

their rule. (1) It is stated in Rajtarangiiji®^ that Mantrigupta was 
appointed as governor of Kasmir by a king named Vikramaditya. 

(2) It is stated on pp. 142 of J. B. B. R. A. S. Vol. IV, “ In 
a Marwari manuscript of 121 pages without date, Gardabhila 

is said to have 84 Samantas. (3) Madhavsen, the son of 

Vikramaditya, had married a certain princess named Sulochana, 

who was the daughter of a king of a certain island in the Arabian 

Sea.®® (4) legend prevailed in the North-West Provinces to the 
effect that the daughter of the king of Dhar was married with 

a Gardabha®®. (5) It is stated in Jaina books® ^ that a high 
priest named Vajrasvami, who was 15th in the line from Mahavir, 

got many temples repaired on Mt. ^atrunjay. Almost at the 
same’ time, Vikramaditya and Hal-Salivahan of the Satvahana 
dynasty also performed religious ceremonies there®*'. Now, we 

shall try below to find out the approximate time when each one 

of these five events occurred. We shall also make an attempt to 

find out the collateral circumstances. 

(1) On pp. 378 we have stated that Mantrigupta must have 
been appointed as governor of Kasmir by a king of the Gardabhila 

dynasty. His name is stated to have been Vikrama. Naturally, 

he has been identified with Vikramaditya ^akari by all, due to 
the similarity in names and due to the fact of his having been 

the most powerful and the most famous king in the whole 

dynasty. A study of the information at hand about him, however, 

points to the conclusion that the odds are against the theory. 

A king, who conquered Kasmir, must also have conquered all the 
territory lying between Avanti and Kasmir, because without domg 

so, he could not have crossed those territories in order to reach 
Elaimir. It has been proved that Vikramaditya ^akari’s reign 

lasted from B. C. 57 to A. D. 4 (See the dynastic list facing 

(84) pp. 378 above. 
(85) Fp. 333 above. 
(86) Pp. 336 above. 

(87) Vide PaTisisj|ha Parva. 
(88) Soma of the details have already been given. 
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pp. 79). Now, during that time the territory in question was 
under the power of the Indo-Parthian emperors, Azilises and 
Aziz 11. (Chap. VIII their accounts). So, it is quite improbable that 

Vikramaditya ^akari conquered Kasmir and appointed any one 

as governor over it. Now then, let us try to find out which king 

of the Gardabhila dynasty could have done so. W^e know that 
in A. D. 45, Gondofarnes, the fifth Indo-Parthian emperor gave 
up his Indian throne and went for good to Persia to occupy the 

vacant throne there. We also know that the rule of the Ku^ana 

dynasty over northern India—including the provinces in question— 

was established in A. D. 78“®. (According to my calculations, 
the year of the establishment of the rule of the Ku^ana dynasty 

is 103 A. D.) So, any one of the Gardabhila kings, who may 
be on the throne during the intervening .period between 45 A. D. 
and 103 A. D. must have been powerful enough to achieve this 

conquest. A glance at the dynastic list will tell us that such 

Gardabhila king was Vikramacharitra - Madhavsen. It is quite 
possible that due to similarity in names, he must have been 
confused with his more powerful and more famous predecessor 

Vikramaditya. Hence, we may conclude that Vikramacharitra’s 
kingdom included within it all the territory lying between AvantI 
and Kasmir and that he appointed one of his ministers Mantrigupta 

by name, as governor over Kasmir. Here, one may reasonably 

raise a doubt. The rule of Goijdofarnes over northern India 

ended in 45 A. D. The king who was on the throne of Avanti 

at the time was Dharmaditya, the 4th king. Again, his rule 
lasted upto 53 A. D. Is it not possible that it was he, who 

(89) I. A.*Vol. 37, pp. 33:—"Prof. Oldenberg put forth the statemeut 

that Kanishka founded the Saka eta and this theory has been generally 
accepted by the majority of oriental scholars". 

In north India the “PurUimanta” system of calculating time was prevalent; 

while the "Amasanta” system was prevalent in central and western India. 

This shows that political changes in north India were of a very short duration, 

because the same system was prevalent during the rule of the whole of the 

Knsana dynasty. (Vide poste Part VIII, Chap. II and read there the matter 

pertaining to f. n. no. 46 in the extract beginning “According to Dr. Kielhora 
Itimielf).’' 
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conquered Ka^mir ? In answer to this we can only say that 

the odds are in favour of No. 5, because his reign lasted for 40 
years, while the reign of No. 4 lasted for only ten years. Again, 
the similarity of names, due to which the confusion has resulted, 
exists between No. 2 and No. 5; the name of No. 4. (Dharmaditya) 
admits of no such confusion, because in Rajtarahgiini, the term 

“Vikrama” is explicitly stated. 

(2) The second point to be considered is that a certain 

Gardabhila king had 84 Samantas. Of all the Gardabhila kings, 
only three, namely Nos. 2, 3 and 5, were powerful enough to 
have so many Samants under them. Of these three, No. 2, 
Vikramaditya ^akari is the most popular and most well known. 

Naturally, one is inclined to believe that only he, of all the 
kings of the Gardabhila dynasty, was powerful enough to have 

such a large number of Samantas. We have, however, shown above, 
that the territorial extent of No. 5 was much more larger than 
that of No. 2., because the kingdom of the former included 

within it all the territory lying between Avanti and Ka^mir. Hence, 
we shall have to conclude that though No. 5 is not as popularly 

remembered as No. 2 to-day, his was a more extensive kingdom, 
thus requiring a large number of Samantas. 

(3) Now we have to find out which king of the Gardabhila 

dynasty married Sulochana, the daughter of the king of an island 

in the Arabian sea. The very name of the princess shows that 
she was the daughter of an Aryan king.®” We, however, know 
nothing about the island over which he ruled. We do not know 

his name also. 1 think, however, that if we deal with point No. 

5 below, in conjunction with this point, we might come to some 
tangible conclusion. So, we postpone the consideration of point 

No. 4 in favour of point No. 5. 

(90) Ooe might wonder whether Indians would ever have settled ia 
Arabia, the home of Muslims at present. In answer to this, we may state 
that, the Islam was founded in the seventh century A. D. We are here, on 
the other band, considered with the first century B. C. At that time, Arabia 
was under the role of Jaina kings, (VoU II, iv, 52, f. n. no, 54). 
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(5) It is stated in Jaina books that Vajrasvami was the IStih 
monk in succession to Mahavir (His time was V. E, 78 to 114 

= A. D. 21 to 57 = 36 years). He got many temples repaired 

on Mt. ^atrunjay. The Jaina gentleman, who financed these 
reparations was Javad^ah by name. He was a native of a town 

named Madhuvanti (Mahuva) which was situated in the southern 

part of Saurastra. His father’s name was Bhivadsah. He was the 

owner of a large commercial fleet and conducted large scale 
business with many foreign countries, the ports of which were 
constantly visited by those ships. He had also purchased large 
tracts of land in Arabia, over which he had acquired judicial 

and revenue powers. He used to stay there for a number of 
years at a time. He often visited his native place. On one of 
such occasions, he financed the reparations of temples on Mt. 
^atrunjay, at the instance of Vajrasvami. These facts lead us to 

believe that this gentleman enjoyed sovereign rights over Arabia 
or over some island on the Arabian sea; and that he used to 

visit his native place often. On such visits he used to perform 
religious ceremonies and grant large sums of money for religious 
purposes. In the account of Vikramaditya Sakari, we have stated 

that he and Hal Salivahan of the ^atvahan dynasty performed 
religious ceremonies on Mt. ^atrunjay under the supervision of 

the three Jaina monks, whose names were, Padaliptasuri*\ 

Nagarjun and Aryakhaput^^. These details lead us to the conclusion 

that the Gardabhila kings were adherents of Jainism.^’, and that 

(91) The town of Palitana was named after the name of this Padlipta' 
suri. From this, we understand that the ascent to Mt. Satrunjay must have 
been put into vogue from Palitana and must have been shifted from Junaga^h. 

(92) According to Jaina books these events took place ia the beginning 
of the Vikrama era, i. e. nearly 10 or 15 years after the era was begnn. 
Vikramaditya iSakari died in A. D. 3. ( Vide pp. 368, f. n. nos. 10 and 12. See 
the dynastic list given in the next Vol.) and Hal Salivahan died in A. D. 15. 
The reparations financed by Java^sah under the supervision of Vajrasvami 
in about A. D. 50. This proves that Vikramaditya, Salivahan and the Jaina 
monks named Padlipta, Nagarjun and Aryakhaput lived some 20 to 25 years 

before Vajrasvami. 
(93) Vide pp. 380 above. 
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they performed Jaina holy rites on Mt. ^atrunjay, the most 
sacred centre of Jainism. It is quite probable that one of the 
Gardabhila kings, who must have come into close contact with 
3avadslh, accepted his daughter’s hand in marriage***, thus cementing 
the tie of relationship with one, who was also an ardent follower 
of the same faith. Thus most probably, Sulochana was the 
daughter of Javad^ah. 

Now let us find out which of the Gardabhila kings married 

Sulochana. The author has plainly stated that it was Madhavasen, 
the son of Vikramaditya. Madhavsen’s number in the dynastic 
list in 3. Let us see whether that contention is all right or not. 
No. 3, according to that list, ruled for 40 years from A. D. 3 
to A. D. 43. The time of Vajrasvami, under whose supervision 

the reparations took place, was A. D. 21 to 57. So, the dates 
tell us that most probably this king married Sulochana, the 
daughter of Javad^ah. 

There is another possibility also and it deserves some 
attention. The time of Vajrasvami was A. D. 21 to 57. This 
means that he was a contemporary of the 4th and the 5th 

Gardabhila kings also. Hence, one may well ask “ Why should 

we not suppose that one of them married the daughter of 
Javad^ah ? ”. We may state in answer, that the reparations in 
question took place in the first part of Vajraswami’s career. Hence 
the probability is that No. 3 married Sulochana. 

If the conclusion arrived at above, be proved to be true, 
events Nos. 3 and 5 took place during the reign of the Gardabhila 
king No. 3. 

(4) Now we turn to point no. 4., which tells us that a 

legend prevailed in North-West Provinces to the effect that the 
daughter of the king of Dhar married a Gardabh. We have 

already proved that it was the 5 th Gardabhila king whose sway 
extended over Ka^mir and over those provinces. So, the legend 

must have first spread there during the role of this king. We 

(94) Class distioctions were no bat to marriages in those times* A Vaisya 
could marry a £^triya. 
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know that the root of the legend lies in the fact, that Gandhar> 
vasen, the founder of the Gardabhila dynasty had married the 
daughter of the king of Dhar. 

In short, events Nos. 1, 2, and 4 are connected with the 
5th Gardabhila king, while events Nos. 3 and 5 are connected 
with the 3rd Gardabhila king. We close their accounts here, as 
we have no further information about them. 

It is our custom to devote a separate chapter to the account 
of the territorial extent of a dynasty. But as very few details 
are available about the dynasty itself, we have thought it 
proper to close this chapter with what information is at hand 

on this point. 

Gandharvasen came to the throne of Avanti immediately after 
the death of Nahapao, the K^harafa ksatrap. Naturally, all the 

territory that was under the rule of Nahapao 
The territorial came then under his power. Rsabhadatta, the 

Vikramcharitra son-m-law of Nahapaij, was however, the 
rightful claimant to the throne. So, when he 

heard that Gandharvasen had usurped the throne of Avanti, he 
declared himself as the independent ruler of all the provinces 
over which he was appointed as governor. To that extent was 
narrowed down the suzerainty of Gandharvasen; and his reign 
lasted for too short a time to allow him any opportunity for 
expanding his kingdom. And hardly had he settled himself and 
consolidated his power, when due to his thoughtless and wanton 
behaviour, he had to face a calamity which ended in the 
establishment of the rule of the §akas over Avanti. The hold 
of the ^as over the already reduced kingdom was still more 
loosened on account of the atrocities which they perpetrated 

over the people. Thus, when their rule ended and Vikramaditya 
^iakari ascended the throne of Avanti, his kingdom was merely 

a slice of the original realm. By a happy combination of valour 
and tact, he expanded his kingdom very rapidly. He defeated 
Devafjiak, the son of Rsabhadatta and annexed all the provinces 

ander^^his rule, with the result that he became the master of all 
50 
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the territory that was under the rule of Nahapaij—i. e. the whole 
of central India from east to west. He had no further territorial 

ambitions. The whole of south India was under the powerful rule 
of the Andhra kings, with whom he always maintained relations 

of a most cordial nature and who had virtually helped him to 

the throne. In the same way, the Indo-Parthian emperors were 

supreme over the whole of north India. Moreover, much of his 
time and energy, he had to devote to establishing peace and 
order in his own kingdom, where people’s minds had known no 

peace during the rule of the cruel ^akas. His reign lasted pretty 

long. Hardly one or two kings of all the kings that ruled in 
India enjoyed a longer reign. Inspite of such longevity, his 

kingdom was not very vast. His was a reign of peace, prosperity 

and order. His son, who succeeded him, followed the foot¬ 
steps of his worthy father. So, no tetritorial expansion has 

been recorded during his reign. This state of things continued 

uninterruptedly upto the beginning of the reign of the fifth king 

of the dynasty. Then fortune smiled upon it. The Indo-Parthian 
emperor-Go^idofarnes left India for good and went to Persia to 
occupy the vacant throne there. So, the northern provinces- 
especially Mathura, the Indo-Parthian capital and Taksila-had 
practically no ruler over them. Vikramcharitra, the fifth Gardabhila 

king, had no difficulty in annexing these provinces to his own 

kingdom. We have given above enough proofs in support of 

this. After acquiring mastery over the Punjab, he felt a desire 

to bring Ka^mir under his rule, because it had the best climate 
of all the provinces. He conquered it and appointed his minister, 
Mantrigupta as governor over it. In short, during the time of 
Wkramcharitra, there were only two mighty kingdoms in India- 
aU the territory on the north of the Vindhya ranges constituted 
the kingdom of the Gardabhila kings and all the territory on 

the south comprised the Andhra kingdom. By this time, the 

Ku^ans came to power in the territory lying on the northern 
borders of India. Their chiefs-Kadaphisis I and Kadaphisis 11 
conquered all the territory around the Hindukuia together with 
the provinces, named Kabul and Chitral in Afganistan. These 
provinces were formerly under the role of the Indo-PSrthians. 
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Having achieved these conquests on the borders of India, they 
now began to cast longing eyes over India proper. They were 
however not powerful enough to oppose Vikramcharitra and so 

rested content with their acquisitions. In 93 A. D. Vikramcharitra 
died. The account of the events that happened after his death 

is given below. 

It is found that these five kings ruled for 49 years (93 A. D. 

to 141 A. D.) in the aggregate. Probably each of them ruled 
for a decade. No noteworthy event seems to have happened 

during their rules. 

No information is available as to what happened to 
Mantrigupta. Probably he was defeated and killed by some Ku^ana 

chief. In about 100 A. D. Kadaphisis II died, 
Nos. 6ft7—No. 8 , . 

Bhailla-No. 9 Nailla i®^ving his throne to his ambitious and brave 
and No. lo Nahad Kaniska I. He aspired to be the master*® 

over a realm as vast as that of the Chinese 
Emperor. After conquering both Kasmir and the Punjab, he 
advanced further to achieve more conquests. During the 25 years 
of his powerful rule, he annexed the whole of northern India 
including Rajputana and selected Mathura as the seat of his 
capital;—the former Indo-Parthian capital. Consequently, the 

territory under the rule of the Gardabhils was now but a portion 

of the original kingdom. The Ku^ana empire, on the other hand, 
now not only became as vast as that of Menander, the yona 

general, but had Kaimir under its rule also. We know that 
Menander had appointed Bhumak as kratrap over Rajputana— 

Madh3rade^. In the same way, Kaniska appointed Gh^motik 

as the ksatrap over that province. In the course of time, Kaniska 
was succeeded by his brothers Vasiska and Haviska, and others. 

Ghsamotik was succeeded by his son, Chastha? by name, in about 

142 A. D.*®. By that time, important changes took place in the 

(95) Proofs about this will be given in the next volume. Before he saw 
the fruit of his efforts, he was murdered. 

(96) A change of a year or two may have to be instituted ia this numberf 
Thia is a provisional number. 
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Humana empire, which was on/its way tto decline. Taking 

advantage of this opportunity, Chasthao invaded Avanti, defeated 
<» 

the last Gardabhila king, Nahad by name and established himself 

as the ruler of Avanti. Thus ended the Gardabhila dynasty. 

Details about the religion followed by the Gardabhila kings 

have already been given in the account of Vikramaditya 

^akari. So, no new paragraph is given here in connection 

with them. 
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VARIOUS ERAS : OR DATING OF EVENTS 

Chapter I 

(1) Mahavira era 

(2) Chedi „ 

(3) Ksaharata „ 

(4) Vikrama „ 

(5) Malava era 

(6) §aka 

Chapter II 



Chapter I 

The various Eras 

Synopsis:—Methods adopted in the literatures of all the 

three religions for the calculation of time—Innovations introduced 

by different kings—foreign and Indian. 

The theory that the scholars hold about the founding of the 

Vikrama era—^k3ri VikramSditya has been said to have been 

the founder of the era; who was he?—when did he live and 

rule ?—Extracts quoted from the books of about ten scholars in 

connection with this—Discussion about it and the conclusion arrived 

at by us—Details about nearly 12 to 15 kings, who lived at any 

time during the 1000 years beginning with B» C. 57 and all of 

whom were called (or called themselves ) “ VikramSditya ”—which 

of them can be called §akSri VtkramSditya ? 

Causes why the Vikrama era fdl into disuse after some 

time—Difficulties arising from the tendency of the writers to give 

figures without mentioning the era to which they hdong—The 

pmsibie year from which the Vikrama era was dated; two numbers 

in connection with U. 
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INTRODUCTORY 

If, in stead of indicating in a very general manner the time 
when a particular event took place, a particular date is given 

about it (i. e. the number of the year of a 
Dating of events king’s reign or of a particular era), the reader 

is duly impressed with the authenticity of that 

event. There were various methods of indicating the exact time 
of the occurrence of an event. 

In ancient India, various eras were in use for this purpose. 

Two such eras are mentioned in the most ancient Hindu sacred 
books. One was called the Udhistira era and the other was called 

the Laukik era. The former was also called the Kali era. 
These eras were, however, in use in very very ancient times 
with which we are not concerned here. So, no details are given 
about them. 

The time-limit fixed up for this book is 900 B. C. to 100 
A. D.; during that time there were two religions in India. In 
the middle of the 6th century B. C., Buddhism came into being. 
Some portions of the population were converted to it; and during 
the rule of A^okavardhan, it was almost the state religion and 

much prominence was given to it. Except Asok, however, no 
other Indian king seems to have been either its follower or its 
supporter. Moreover, it spread for the most part in Ceylon.^ Hence 

it did not exercise much influence over India. It would not thus, 
argue injustice, if we omit aay mention of it^ in this chapter. 
The two religions, which were most prevalent in those times 

were Hinduism and Jainism. Brahmins are considered to have 
been the originators of the former and their most sacred 
books are the Vedas. In the 8th century B. C., we may 
thus note that only two religions existed, namely Hinduism 
and Jainism. 

(1) Read f. n. no. 2 below. 

(2) The Buddhist era is of use and of importance to the ancient history 
of Ceylon only. It was in nse in'India daring the rule of A^kavardhan only. 
Buddhism bad not mnch influence”in India. 
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The two eras, the names of which we have mentioned above, 
were used by writers of the Vedic books only. The reason for 

this probably was as follows. The Kali era was founded in 
commemoration of the Mahabharala wars. It is generally believed 
that the Paijdavas, and the Kauravas were followers of the Vedic 
religion.* The Paijdavas, as it is well known, were the victors 
in these wars. Yudhisthir was the name of the eldest Pandav. His 
devotion to truth was unique and unsurpassed. So, the era which 
was founded in commemoration of these wars was called the 
Yudhisthira era. It is also believed that the Kali age began almost 

at this time. So, the era is also called the Kali era. This era is 
principally used in all the Vedic books. 

Things are not so simple in Jainism. No era seems to have 
been used in ancient Jaina books. At the most, it is stated that 
a particular event took place during the “ period of a particular 
Tirthahkar. Each of these periods consists of, not a small number 
of years. So, though the events themselves may be of historical 
authenticity and importance, yet modern scholars hesitate to 
give credence to them. This is a defect—and an unfortunate one 
at that—which has made Jainism suffer very much. During the 

9th century B. C.—all events, that happened since when, have 
been recorded in this book—there prevailed the “ period of 
Neminath, the twenty-second TIrthankar. A century after it began 
the “ period^” of Par^vanath, the twenty-third Jaina TIrthankar. 
Events that took place since then upto the time of the Nirvaij 
of Mahavir, are described to have happened in the “ period ”• 
of Par^vanath. Since the year of Nirvaii of Mahavir, an era was 

started in commemoration of his name. Even then, not many 

(3) We are not here concerned with the question, whether the Paiodavas 

and the Kauravas were really the followers of the Vedic religion or not. 

(4) In Jainism, ‘‘Period” means, the time that elapses between the lifetime 

of one TIrthankar and that of his successor. (Read f. n. no. 6 below). 

(5) Vide pp. 92 and also details about K^pa and Neminath in the Appendix 

on Mathnra. 

(6) The “Parsvanath Period” means the interval between >;the time of 

attaining Kaivalyagnan by Parsvanath and that of by Mahavir^/ 
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Jaina books, since written, seem to have dated the events 
according to it. Nor does it seem to have been much used in 
state records. Several inscriptions^, however, of those times, 

contain the mention of this era.‘ This leads us to believe, that 
some such era was used sometimes, if not always*. It does not 

appear that all the inscriptions contain its mention. Later on, 

some of the kings began to get it inscribed, that a particular 

(7) Some of such inscriptions are:—(l) The Hathigumfa inscription by 

Kharvel; the number given in it is believed by scholars to be representing 

the Maurya era. We shall prove later on, that this conclusion of the scholars 

is not correct. (2) The Sahasram inscription by emperor Priyadarsin. (For 

details about it, vide Vol. II. Full details about it will be given in the “ Life 

of Priyadarsin” to be published shortly by me). (3) The inscription, details 

about which are given on pp. 2 of the “Mathura Inscriptions” by 6ri 

Gaurisanker Hirachand Oza. 

Over and above these proofs based on inscriptions, the evidence of coins 

idso established the fact, that the Mahavira era was started. (Vide Vol. II, 

pp. 83 to 87 and footnotes there. Read especially f. n. nos. 70-71). 

(8) Though it is not explicitly stated in those inscriptions, that the numbers 

given in them represent the Mahavira era, the weight of circumstantial 

evidence proves them representing that era only. (No. 3 in the above f. n. 

no. 7 is more explicit than others in this matter). 

(9) C. A. R. Pref. CXC:—“With the silver coins of Chasthana, begins 

the use of patronymics, which is the chief characteristic of this dynasty and 

which together with regular practice of dating the coins, has made it possible 

to restore the outlines of its geneology and chronology with remarkable 

completeness.” 

[ Note : The extract quoted above testifies to its author’s belief that 

opto the time of Chaftha?—i. e. opto the beginning of the Christian era— 

no dynasty founded its own era; and that whatever eras there were in existence, 

were founded in commemoration of some religious event or some religious 

l^ophet. The first to found the era in commemoration of his own name was 

Vikramaditya. Both Chafthan and Gautamiputra Satakar^i started their own 

eras, by way either of emulation or of jealousy. Probably, they were instru¬ 

mental in the discontinuance of the Vikcama era. Vikramdditya was thus the 

^oneer of the system of starting an era in his own name. All credit for that 

innovation rightly goes to him. At the same time, the blame of discontinuing 

the system of religious eras, also must be imputed to him. ^milady thh 

diseoiitintnuMe ^ the Vikrama era, later on,"was doe to the coming Soto being 

pf other eras, (Read further). ] 
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event took place during the particular year^" of their reign. This 
helps us to locate the time, when those events took place. As 
long as however, a particular system of dating events is not 
uniformly adopted in all books, we have to experience much 
difficulty in fixing up the dates of events. Ancient Jaina kings 
do not seem to have been particular about it, probably because 
they had no great attraction for fame or long-lasting names. 
Neither do they seem to have deemed such a record of dates to 
be one of the important branches of knowledge to be imparted 
to the posterity. 

This state of affairs continued for three centuries after the 
Nirvan of Mahavir. As time went on, foreigners began to invade 

India with the result, that Indians came into close contact with 

them. People began to understand that recording and dating 
certain events would be advantageous to them as well as to 
posterity. Alexander the Great was the first powerful invader 

over India. Two or three centuries before him, the Persians had 

invaded and plundered some parts of India. We have not taken 
much notice of them, because they did not settle in India and 

because they are not in any way connected with internal affairs. 
Various foreign races invaded India after Alexander the Great. 
They do not seem however, to have attached any significance 
to dating events. Had they felt any importance of these events, 
they would have dated them at least, with the eras in use, in 

their native countries. The first Indian ruler—though of a foreign 
origin—^who dated events that took place in his reign, according 

to an era, was Bhfimak, the Ksaharafa^ ^ k^trap. Nahapao continued 

the practice of his father. They began their own era and called 
it the Ksaharafa era. Other foreign rulers^* also dated the 

(10) This method has been adopted by Priyadarsin in his inscriptions 
and Chakravarti Kharvel in his Hathigumfa inscription. 

The kings of the Traikutaka dynasty adopted the same method in thsir 
ooins. (Vol. 11, pp. 142, coins nos. 105 and 106). 

(11) Vide the account of Nahapa^. 
(12) Viz. Bhumak and Nahapan in the inscriptions at Nasik, Rajnvol and 

Patik in Takfila and Mathura. (Ante. pp. 202. Bend there details tbp 

Lion Capital Pillar at Mathura), 
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events of their reigns according to this era. as we have already 

noted^*. The first brave and powerful Indian ruler—the son of 

the soil—who founded an era in his name and who scrupulously 

made use of it, was Vikramaditya ^akari. 

In short, in ancient Vedic books the Kali era or the 
Yudhisthira era was used.^^. No definite method of dating events 

was adopted by Jaina writers of those times. This continued upto 

57 B. C. = A. M. 470. By that however, India had assimilated 

and had become the home of many foreign races, who had 

indistinguishably mixed and mingled with the sons and daughters 

of the soil. People had begun to think in the terms, of India for 

Indians and a sort of patriotic spirit had spread among, and 

taken root in, the minds of all. Nationalism was in vogue. Events 
were happening, the recording and dating of which seemed 

imperative to all concerned. People were as if eagerly waiting 
for some powerful king, who would start an era and who would 

relieve them from the cruelties of the Sakas. At last, Vikramaditya 

^akari who inflicted a terrible defeat on the Sakas and who 

(13) We have not mentioned the names of Indo-Parthian emperors in 

f. n. no. 12 above, due to two reasons. In the first place, they lived and 

ruled much after Bhumak and Nahapan and hence, they cannot be considered 

as the first adopters of the system. In the second place, they have not made 

use of any era. The number, which is found on the Taksila copper-plate, has 

been mistakenly believed by scholars to be representing some connection with 

Manses* True details about it have been already stated on pp. 187 and seq. 

A glance at them will convince the reader that the number represents the 

KsaharSfa era. 

(14) The Sunga kings were the followers of the Vedic religion. Their 

royal preceptor was Patanjali, the famous grammarian and staunch adherent 

of the same faith. In spite of this, the Sunga kings do not seem to havp 

used the Yudhisthira era. Hence, we have reason to believe that Yudhi^hir 

and Patanjali must have belonged to different faiths and that this belief must 

have been current even in those times. (Vide pp. 42. There we have proved 

that Agnimitra should not be believed to have been a follower of the 

Vai^aya sect, simply because be destroyed the Vodva stupa of Mathura. For 
the information of^ bow such incident of change in faith has occurredf vide 
Vol. U, pp. 371). 
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established peace, order and justice everywhere, was hailed as 
a God-sent deliverer by all, and an era was at once started in 
commemoration of his name. In connection with this era, Dr. 
Keilhorn says:—“ Samvat and Sam may be used for the years 

of any era and only in quite modern times are those terms by 
the Hidus themselves employed to distinguish the Vikrama from 
the Saka years. In fact the words “Varsha” and “Samvatsara” are 
synonymous and such differentiation can hardly be exact.” Another 
scholar^® says in this connection:—" The term Samvat does 

not apply exclusively to the era of Vikramaditya. Colebrook first 
corrected this erroneous supposition in regard to the Bhupal 

dynasty, the Samvat of the Gour inscriptions. Col. Todd in 
regard to Vallabhi Samvat and Kirkpatrick in regard to Newar 

era (A. D. 880) of Nepal.”'® 

Thus was begun the Vikrama era, which was adopted in the 

whole of northern India. In southern India, however, different 

conditions prevailed. We shall note them later on. 

From 900 B, C. to 100 A. D.—the time-limit fixed for 

this book—four eras came into existence. They were;—(1) The 
Mahavira era; (2) The Chediera'^; (3) The Ksaharafa era & (4) 
The Vikrama era. The numbers are assigned to them according 

to the priority of their beginning and of their use. Of these, No. 3 
was the era started by foreigners. Details about the origin of No. 1 

and of No. 3 have already been given above. Details about 

(15) Vide I. A. Vol. 20, pp. 404; I. A. Vol. 37, pp. 46; Princep’s 

"lodian Antiquities; Useful Tables”, Vol. I, pp. 525. 

(16) Thus “Samvatsar” is a general term meaning “era”. (In Jaina books 

also this term has been much used. Scholars, however, mistakenly believe 

that the term “Samvatsar" means the “Vikrama era” only. Many confusions 

and misapprehensions have resulted from this. For instance, it is stated in 

Jaina books that Deva^^igaOi K§amasraman lived in 510 and Haribhadrasori 

died in 585. These numbers, the scholars believe, represent the Vikrama era* 

As a matter of fact, however, they belong to quite another era« Similarly, 

the numbers stated in the inscriptions at Hathlgumfa and at Sahaeram, 

represent the Mahavira era. Read f. n. no. 32 below. 

(17) For as axample of this, read Uae no, 6 in the Hatbigumfa inscrihtioM. 
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No. 2 will be given in the account of the Chedi dynasty, 
to be given later on; while the account of the Vikrama era is 

given below. 

There are few differences of opinion about the name of the 

founder of this era. A short time after its inception, it was 
discontinued on account of certain reasons. 

The Vikrama era Unfortunately, scholars are not unanimous 
about these causes. Several theories are, 

moreover, advanced about the possible year, when it was founded. 
Some hold the opinion that it was started in the year in which 
Vikramaditya came to the throne. Others go against this 
contention. Thus, there is a sort of tangled skein about the 

Information regarding this era. This state of affairs necessitates 
a thorough and detailed examination of, and inquiry into, the 

whole problem. We shall, therefore quote below extracts from 
different scholars representing the various points of view. Then 
we state reasons for our own theory about the problem. Some 

of the prevailing confusions will have to be dispelled, in the light 
of logical reasoning and of information available to us from various 

sources. The readers will then see, that most of the theories held 
about this era by various scholars, have no basis in the realm of 

truth and logical reasoning. 

Another point to which the reader’s attention should be 

drawn at this place is, that same eras have been much mixed 

with the Vikrama era. This has given rise to numerous false 
theories and contentions. So, if clear-cut information is given 

about them, most of these false theories would cease to vex 

the minds of the readers and of the scholars as well. Hence, 
though giving details about these eras is not properly within the 

ptxivince of this book, we have not refrained from giving some 

details about them, because they help a lot in clarifying false 

theories woven around the Vikrama era. The two eras in question 

are the Malava era and the ^aka era. Some scholars believe that 
a 8ei»rate era was started in about 6. C. 80, (Read and compate 

last few lines on pp. 256 and few initial lines on pp. 257 above.) 

4prh>g the role of Aiaz 1, the Indo^Pirthian eipperor, and the 
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successor of Mauses. The era was none else but the §aka era 
and hence it need not bother us here. 

We have already noted that an era was generally started 
in commemoration of a great and noteworthy event^*. The 

event itself may have been social, religious or political. The very 

fact that this era has been named the Vikrama era shows, that 

it must have had vital connection with a person named Vikra- 
maditya and that it must have been started in commemoration 

of some memorable event that took place in his reign. The thing 
we have now to find out is, who was this Vikramaditya ? In 
commemoration of what event during his reign was the era started ? 

It has been unanimously established that the title of 
Vikramlditya, who founded the era, was “^akari.” He is generally 

called by all historians as ‘‘ Vikramaditya 

Who was ^akari ” or “ §akari Vikramaditya. The things 
Vikramaditya ? y,Q have to find out are: the dynasty to whu’ch 

he belonged; his time; how many kings iiii 

ancient India were called by the name “ Vikramaditya ** and 
which of them was the founder of the era. 

To start with, we shall quote below extracts from varicms 

writers, who hold different theories about these problems. Then 

we shall give our own notes on these theories and then we shall 
arrive at final conclusions regarding them. We shall next discuss 

the event, in commemoration of which the era was started; we 
shall also state in what parts of India the era is in use. 

Over and above ^akari Vikramaditya, he had two or three 

other names; viz Vikramasen and Vikramasiihh^*. One more name 
is stated in Amarako^a—namely-^udrak*®. 

(18) C. A. R. Intro, pp. 162. Para 135;—“The foundation of an en most 
be held to denote the successful establishment of the new power rather then 

its first beginnings or the downfall of any". 

(19) Vide Asiatic Researches, Vol. IX, pp. 122. 

(20) J, A. H, R. S. Vol. II, no. 1, pp. 64-65;—^“From Anutrkosha We 
learn that Shudraka, Hala and other kings had the title of Viknunaditya". 

[ Note : This proves that King Hala’s other name was VQmndldttya. ] 
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(1) One writer®^ says:—“ Chandragapta II, Vikramaditya** 
A. D. 389-414, finally crashed the ^aka power of Ujjain....Indian 
tradition does not make any distinction between the first Vikra¬ 

maditya and the second. It regards the supposed founder of the 
era, which began in B. C. 57 and the royal patron of Kalidas, 
who lived more than four hundred years later, as one and the 

same person. ” 

From this extract we understand that (a) Chandhragupta II 

alias Vikramaditya—the Gupta king-was the ruler of Avanti. He 
ruled from A. D. 389 to 414. He extirpated the Sakas and started 

the Vikrama era. (b) Another king named Vikramaditya lived 
about 57 B. C.; Indian tradition, having mixed him up with the 

Gupta king of the same name, has established him as the founder 

of the Vikrama era. 

[Note:—It is true that Chandragupta II, of the Gupta 
dynasty, had assumed the name Vikramaditya and that he had 
ascended the throne of Avanti after defeating the Chasthaija 
Ksatraps; the extract quoted above betrays its author’s mistaken 
belief that the Chasthaijas were Sakas. It has been conclusively 

proved however, that the ^akas were extirpated by Gautami- 
putra ^atakaraiji*® in A. D. 78 (?). Hence the theory that their 

AS'regards Sudraka it is stated in Aniarkos:—“This Shudraka may be 

said to have founded the Vikrama era in B. C. 58, by defeating the Sakas of 

Malwa. Tradition is strong in ascertaining that Vikramaditya defeated alien 

Sakas near Karur and established his era”. 

(21) C. H. I. pp. 533. 

(22) On pp. 533 of C. H. I. It is stated in connection with the meaning 

of the word Vikramaditya:—“Vikramaditya=The Sun of Might”. It is hopeless 

to discriminate between the elements, which may be historical and others 

which are undoubtedly romantic in the great cycle of legends which has 

gathered round the name or rather the title of Vikramaditya. The Sun of the 

Might may be kings at different periods and in different countries of India 

may have been so styled—while it is possible,—^nay even probable, that there 

may have been a Vikramaditya, who expelled the Sakas from Ujjain”. 

[ Note ' Details about this will be given later on. ] 

(23) The Nuik inscription by Queen Balasri. (Snpra pp. 150). 
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extirpation took place nearly four centuries later than that, is 
entirely ill-founded. The evidence based on rock-inscription proves 
it beyond doubt, that the ^akas were no more in India after A. D. 78. 
Again Chasthaij was not a ^aka*^. The §akas, whom we have called 
Scythians for the sake of clarity, were rooted out by Vikramaditya of 
the Gardabhila dynasty in B. C. 57'^while the Indo-Scythians 
were massacred and driven out by Gautamiputra §atakariji, the son 
of queen BalaM.®® These details clearly show that the theory, 
that there were at all any Scythians or Indo-Scythians in the 
4th century A. D. is little more than a chimera. Many other 
pieces of evidence can be given to disprove the theory. Wo need 
not bother about them here, as the evidence stated above is 
quite enough. So Chandragupta II cannot be called ^akari 

Vikramaditya and the founder of the Vikrama era. 

(2) Another writer* ’ says:—“ This Aziz I has been placed 
in about B. C. 58; and it appears therefore that the era referred 
to, in the Taxila inscription is the Vikrama era, beginning in 
58 B. C. which was founded perhaps to commemorate the accession 
of Aziz I Commenting on this extract, Mr. Rapson observes:— 
“ The interpretation may well be correct, inspite of the tradition, 
that the era was founded by Vikramaditya of Ujjain to comme¬ 
morate the defeat of §akas.” These extracts thus state plainly 
that (a) though the king who rooted out the ^akas was 
Vikramaditya of Ujjaini (b) yet the Vikrama era, which is said 
to have been begun in 58 B, C. and which is mentioned in the 
Taksila inscription, was begun to commemorate the accession 
of Aziz I. 

[ Note: Mr. Rapson, in trying to support the contention 
stated in the first extract, has virtually repudiated it. In the 

(24) Pp. 164-169 where comparison is given between Nahap^ and 

Cha|(ha9 and between their races. 

(25) Vide ante, pp. 367. 

(26) Pp. 297 & seq. details about the end of the Sah! dynasty. 

(27) J. B. B. R. A. S. 1928, new edi. Vol. Ill, pp. 68; also point no* 10 

in this chapter. 
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same breath he has stated two contradictory things. He expresses 

his inclination towards the theory that the era was started in 
connection with Aziz I. and then immediately hastens to observe 

that the extirpator of the ^akas was Vikramaditya, the king of 

Ujjain. We may note here, that the seat of the capital of Aziz 

was Mathura, and that he never defeated the ^akas. Hence he 
cannot be said to have held the title “ ^akari ” which has been 
proved to have belonged to the founder of the Vikrama era. 

Moreover, B. C. 58 was not the year in which his rule began. 
That year, on the contrary, saw the end of his reign.** ] 

(3) The third scholar** says;—“ In general, Hindus knew of 

but one Vikramaditya but the learned acknowledge four, and when 
written authorities were examined, they were found no less than 
eight or nine. Those, who reckon four heroes of that name, agree 

only about two. The first Vikramaditya was he, after whom the 

period is demonstrated; the second is Raja Bhoja.” 

[ Note:—The author of the extract has refrained from stating 
his own opinion about the various theories. He has merely stated 

the various opinions that exist on the problem and has rested 
content with that. Neither has he given the date of Vikramaditya, 

the founder of the era, nor has he given any other details 

about him. Probably he holds the opinion, that of all the nine 

Vikramidityas, the one who preceded all others, was the founder 
of the era. As to how many kings lived in ancient India 
with the name Vikramiditya to their credit, we shall discuss 
it later on.] 

(4) Sir Cunningham** says:-'* A cave inscription at Udayagiri 
of Samvat year 1093 or A. D. 1036, couples the name of 

Chandragupta with the kingdom of Vikramaditya. In the 
Rajatarangini also, it is mentioned that Mantrigupta was placed on 
the throne of Kashmir by Vikramaditya of Ujjain. According to my 

corrected chronolc^ of Rajatarangini, this happened in A. D. 433. 

(28) See above the dynastic lists facing pp. 79 and pp. 329. 

(29) Asiatic Researches, Vol.^X, pp. 117. 

(30) Vide “TbeiBhilsa Topes" by him, pp. 143. 
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The Satrunjaya Mahatmya also places (VWlford Researches 
A. S. Bengal IX 156: and Wilson. Res. A. S. Beng. XV, 39 note) 

the third Vikramaditya in Samvat 466: A. D. 409 ”. 

From this extract of Sir Cunningham, we understand that: 
(a) According to the cave inscription at Udayagiri, a certain 

king named Chandragupta was a contemporary of Vikramaditya. 
(b) According to Rajatarangini, Vikramaditya placed Mantrigupta 
on the throne of Ka^mir. (c) During the time of Vikramaditya 
the work named “ Satrunjaya Mahatmyam ” was composed. Sir 

Cunningham thinks that all the three Vikramadityas connected 

with the three activities mentioned above, represent one and the 

same individual. In support of this contention, he states that 
according to his corrected chronology of the Rajatarangini, 
Mantrigupta’s accession to the throne took place in 433 A. D. 
and that Mr. Wilford and Mr. Wilson have proved that “ Satrunjaya 
Mahatmyam ” was composed in 409 A. D. In short. Sir 

Cunningham holds the theory, that all the three points mentioned 
above, are connected with one and the same Vikramaditya, who 
ruled from 409 A. D. to 433 A. D. at the least. 

[ Note:—The reader will note that Sir Cunnigham has built 
his theory on the assumption that, if mention is found of two 

activities happening almost at the same time, in connection with 

individuals of the same name, then in all probability, the two 
identical names represent one and not two individuals. Now this 
assumption cannot always be true, because in every period of 

time, there have been not only two but several persons holding 
the same name. We here draw the reader’s attention to Vol I. 

pp. 187 and request him to glance at the dynastic list given there. 

We have shown there how, so many confusions have arisen in the 
arrangement of historical data, because two kings named Bhojdev 

were contemporaries and how, events connected with one, have 
been often mistakenly ascribed to the other. Sir Cunningham 
however, being an acute and accurate student of facts, is not at 
all dogmatic about his theory. He has stated it merely as a 
probability; we will leave it at that. Turning to his other reasons 

in support of the theory, we will have to state that th^ time of 
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the composition of ^atrunjaya Mahatmyam was not A. D. 409. We 

have elsewhere proved conclusively®* that the number 477, which is 

stated in the book by the author himself, represents the Malva 

era®*. Calculating it in terms of the Vikrama era, we get the 

year 1066 when Bhojdev, who had also assumed the name 

Vikramaditya, was ruling over Malwa. (Vide Vol I. pp. 187; 

see the dynastic list there). At his court, §ri Dhane^varasuriji®®, a 

Jaina monk and author of ^atrunjaya Mahatmyam, was the royal 

preceptor. This means that the book was written in about®* 1009 

A. D.=1066 of the Vikrama era. As regards the third point, 

we have to state that in Rajatarangiiji, the king who placed 

Mantrigupta on the throne of Ka^mir is definitely named as 

Vikramaditya Sakari. We have proved in the foregoing pages 

that he belonged to the Gardabhila dynasty. Hence his time 

could never have been A. D. 430*®. Thus, of the three points 

raised by Sir Cunningham, the last two are found to be groundless. 

As regards the first, he has simply mentioned that a certain 

individual named Chandragupta was a contemporary of 

Vikramaditya. He has not stated whether that Chandragupta was 

a king or was not one. In short, in the light of the facts that we 

have at hand, we find it difficult to concur with the view-point 

of Sir Cunningham. ] 

(5) Mr. Thomas®® says:—“ As there were many Vikramadityas, 

(31) Vide pp. 420 to 424 of the “Jaina Dhanna Prakas", Vol. 43. V. £. 

1884, Falgun number 12. It is a monthly published from Bhavnagsr. 

(32) Cf. f. n. no. 16 above; then it will be clear bow many confusions 

have arisen from this. 

(33) Dhanesvarsuri enjoyed the same status at the court of king Bhojdev 

at Malwa as did Sri Hemachandracharya at the court of Kumarpal, the 

SolankI kin^ of Gujarat. 

(34) We have written here the word “about” because it has not yet 

been definitely established when the Malawa era was founded. (Read farther 

in this chapter). 

(35) Vide pp. 378 above, for details about Mantrigupta. His time hu been 
fixed up from A. D. 53 to 93. For further details, vide next page point No. 5. 

(36) }. R. A. S. Vol. XII, pp. 14. 
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so probably there were many Sakaries®^. Every frontier encounter 

with the Scythians, which did not result in absolute defeat of 
the Indian forces, would under the usual terms of oriental 

hyperbole, entitle the local monarch to the honorary appellation 

of “ Foe of the Scythians and whatever may have been the real 

effect of the vaunted success of Vikramaditya’s arms against the 

Sakas, now conclusively dated in A. D. 78.” The same writer®* 
says elsewhere, “ The Rajatarangini, the only Sanskrit Indian 
history extant, though avowedly local in its purpose, gives promise 
—could we rely on its chronology—of unexpected illustration of the 
present subject of inquiry, in as much as, it notices a Vikrama- 
ditya of Ujjain®®, specified particularly as Emperor of India, who 
nominated Mantrigupta to the throne of Kashmir; moreover, to 

extend the coincidences, this Vikramaditya is cited as having 
previously expelled the Mlechhas and destroyed the Sakas.” 

The extracts quoted above are taken from an article written 

about 90 years ago. Researches during these 90 years have 
effected several far reaching changes in the conclusions arrived 

at by its author. We shall not here go into details about these 
changes. It will be sufficient to observe however, that the author 

has not given any evidence in support of his contention, that 

there were many ^akaris. The extracts tell us one thing very 
plainly—that the king who founded the Vikrama era was definitely 

called ^akari. The second thing that we have to note about 

it is, that though he believes the facts stated in Rajatarangini as 

true, yet he does not fully agree with the chronology given 
in it. Thirdly, he also believes that the founder of the era, 
besides being the king of AvantI and the emperor of India, was 

(37) It is true that there have been many Vikramadityas; it is not however* 

true that there were many Sakaris. Had the writer forwarded any proofs in 

support of the contention, we would have submitted them to the test pf 

inquiry* The fact is that, only one Indian king held the title ^kari. As for 

the number of Vikramadityas, read further in this chapter. 

(38) J. R. A. S. Vol. Xir, pp. 13. 

(39) Ibid. His des. Roi’s du Kacbmit II 76 (Troyer). Wilson, Asiatic 

KssMtcbes Vol. XV, pp. 38. 
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also the person who nominated Mantrigupta to the throne of 

Kaimir. All these points, as we have noted in No. 4, apply to 
Vikramiditya of the GardabhQa dynasty. 

(6) One writer*® has raised quite a different point of view:— 

“ Traditions are strong in asserting that Vikramaditya Shalivahan 
defeated the alien Sakas near Karur and established his era, 
Salivahan Sakabda’*. 

[Note:—In the first place, the author does not explicitly 

state, whether he writes about the Vikrama era or about the 
^aka era. He clearly mentions the term Sakabda; while, on the 

other hand, it is definitely proved that the extirpation of the §akas 
at Karur is connected with the Vikrama era. 

Let us examine the theory in details and find out the truth. 

There is little doubt about the fact that a certain king named 

Salivahan was the founder of the ^aka era and that he defeated 

the ^akas*^. Does this however in any way prove, that he was 
also called Vikramaditya ?*^. The author has made no attempt 
to prove that. Of nearly 30 kings of the Salivahan dynasty, no 

one ever was called Vikramaditya, except one king named Hal, 

who according to Amarko^a, assumed that appellation, (f. n. 20 
above.) We have already proved above, on the authority of the 
Nasik inscription by Queen BalaM that it was her son, Gautami* 
putra ^ItakarQi by name, who rooted out the ^akas. Again, 

Kimr*® where the battle is said to have been fought has yet not 

(40) ]. A. H. R. S. Vol. lit part I, pp. 65. 
(41) It seems sow, that some chaage will have to be instituted in this* 

in the light of further research work. Vide the account of the iSatavabans dynasty. 

(42) This ^vahana king was given the title "Vikramiditya” by the poet 
Gu^a^hya who flourished at his court. He did so, in order to give a glowing 
account of his bravery. So the term has been used there, in the adjectival 
sense and for the sake of simile. (Vide 'i^i^thiputra’s (Hila’s) account in 
the next Volume). 

(43) It is believed that the present town of Mandsore was called Karur in 
those times. Mandsore is situated near Ratlam, in the north of AvanU. It is 
my opinion, however, that Karur was situated in the south of Avantl. Details 

is connection witl^ this will be stated later on. 
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been located. Some scholars believe, that it must have been 

situated in Malwa. A little knowledge however, of the history of 
those times will tell us that at that time, Malwa was not under the 

power either of the ^akas or of Gautamiputra ^atakarpi. It was 
under the suzerainty of the Gardabhila kings of Avanti. Now, if 

the Gardabhila king had not himself been concerned in the battle, 

he would never have allowed two foreign powers** to fight in the 
territory under his power. Let us suppose that Karufas Mr. 
Vincent Smith says**, was the capital of Kochin in south India. 
In that case also, the difficulty stated above arises, because the 

kingdom of the Andhras never extended beyond the southern 
banks of the Tungbhadra or upto the northern frontiers of the 
modem Mysore State. The ^aka kingdom also had its furthest 

limits upto the southern banks of the Narbada and upto the 

source of the Godavari in the Nasik district. As a matter of 

fact, the battle between the ^kas and Gautamiputra ^atakaroi 

was fought on the soil of Saurastra**. Thus the theory, that 
Hal ^alivahan was connected with the battle fought at Karur is a 

mere chimera. Even if one tries to establish that king Hil of the 

^tavahan dynasty was the founder of the Vikrama era, one has 
to face the difficulty that his reign * began nearly ten years after 

57 B. C. Thus, it is definitely established that Vikramaditya 
§akari of the Gardabhila dynasty was the founder of the era]. 

(7) Another scholar has stated his theory as follows*^:—“He 

was called Vikramaditya II, the Great, who founded Samvat era 

in A. D. 515 to 550, who revived Hinduism and introduced 

Shiva-puja.” 

(44) The last European war was fought on the soil of Belginm and was 
therefore universally denounced as transgressing the most sacred international law. 

(45) Vide pp. 157, f. n. no. 5 of "Asoka" by Vincent Smith:—^"The 
ancient capital (of Keralputa) was Vanji, Vanchi or Karur (Timr>Kainr) about 
28 miles E. N. E. of Kochin. 

(46) Vide the account of Rsabhadatta. 

( « ) See the dynastic list pf the Satavahanas, in the next Volume. 

(47) Dey’s “Ancient Geography of India", pp. 59. . 
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[Note:—-In the first place, the author has not started the 
dynasty, to which he belonged and the territory over which he 

ruled. To find out all these things from the date given by him 
would be little short of cutting blocks with a razor. Probably 

the writer alludes to the battle fought between Mihirkul and 

Tormao on the one hand and the Rajputs of Malwa on the 
other. Even this theory, as will be shown in No. 8 below, is 

quite ill-founded.] 

(8) A writer*® states that, according to Dr. Hoernel and 
Dr. Keilhorn, Ya^odharma defeated Mihirkul at Karur in 544 
A. D. This theory however, has been refuted by Dr. Vaidya, 
stating that the two scholars referred to above, based their theory 
on the contention of Mr. Albaruni. He also states that the battle 

of Karur took place many years before 544 A. D. In short the 
author inclines towards Dr. Vaidya and says that the theory, 

that a battle was fought at Karur between the Rajputs of Malwa 
on the one hand and Torman and Mihirkul on the other, which 

is held by Dr. Hoernel and by Dr. Keilhorn, who have based 
their conclusions on the authority of Mr. Albaruni, is quite 
ill-founded. 

[ Note:—Mr. Albaruni lived in the 12th century A. D. i. e. 
several centuries after the battle of Karur was fought; even if 

we accept that it was fought in 544 A. D., Mr. Albaruni has 
based his conclusions on legends and on other such doubtful 
sources. This is evident in every page of this book. Naturally, 
we are inclined to agree with Dr. Vaidya. Again, this particular 
conclusion is refuted by the author of Amarko^,** who was not 

only the son of the soil but a Hindu also. Naturally, facts stated 
in Amarko^ are nearer truth than those by a foreigner like Mr. 
Albaruni. The victor at the battle of Karur was Vikramaditya 
^akari. Mihirkul and Torma? were Hu^a chiefs. They were not 

^akas in any way. The king who defeated them may well be 

(48) “Bharat-ka Prachin RajvaniM”, Vol. II, pp. 386 and seq. 

(49) Vikramaditya has been called "Sakari” in Amatkosa" itself, 
(f. n. no. 20 above). 
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called Hfi^ari bat he cannot be called by any stretch of 
imagination, ^akari. The Huijs hailed from Tibet and from Asian 
Turkey; while the ^akas were the natives of Seistan, which 
was situated on the borders of Baluchistan, Afghanistan and 
Persia. In short, the Huijs and the ^akas were different races. 
They came to India at different times, and their homes were 
also quite different. The battle of Klrur, as the author of Amarko^ 
says, was fought in B. C. 57 and the victor was Vikramaditya 
^akari of the Gardabhila dynasty], 

(9) The famous scholar—Mr. Fergusson, holds the following 
opinion®”:—“ Hieun Tshang is generally very careless about his 
dates. Shree Harsa Vikramaditya Sakari lived and defeated the 
Sakas at the battle of Karur in the first half of the sixth century 

of our era and the Hindus for the sake of adjusting their eras, 
placed these events in the first century before Christ.” From 
this extract we understand that (a) Hieun Tsang was very 
careless about dates; (b) ^ri Harsa whose another name was 
Vikramaditya, was the holder of the title “ Sakari (c) The 
battle at Karur was fought in the 6th century A. D. and the 
victor in the battle was the above-mentioned ^ri Harsa (d) the 
Hindus, for the sake of adjusting their eras, placed these events 
in the first century B. C. 

[Note:—With all due respect for the learned scholar, we 
cannot help observing, that to state a theory is one thing and 
to prove it convincingly is quite another. In the first place. Harm’s 
other name was ^iladitya and not Vikramaditya. Secondly Har^ 
lived in A. D. 634, i. e. in the latter half of the seventh century 
and not in the latter half of the sixth century as the author 
complacently belives. Thirdly, if he had credited the Hindus with 
even an iota of commonsense, he would never have thought of 
alleging that they were so devoid of all sense of proportion and time 
as to place events as back as seven centuries. Fourthly, the 
^akas were conspicuous by their absence in the sixth century 
A. D.; where is then, the question of defeating them and earning 

(50) ]> R. A. S< Great Britt^ia and Ireland, Vol. XII, pp. 27% 

53 
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the title “^akari”. No historian except the learned writer, ever 
has appended the appellation “^akari’. to Harsa’s name. The 
writer ought to have stated proofs in support of his individual 
contention that he was called “^akari”. Theories, unsupported by 
solid and reliable pieces of evidence, count for little in historical 
treatises and are a positive source of nuisance and annoyance to 
all concerned. (5) On what authority does the writer charge Hieun 
Tshang, a religious missionary to India with carelessness in dates ? 
In short, Mr. Fergusson’s theory does not impress us as either 

true or plausible. ] 

(10) In an authoritative treatise*'^ it is stated:—“To Aziz I 
has been attributed the foundation of the Vikrama era, beginning 
B. C. 58 and according to Sir John Marshall, an inscription 
discovered by him at Taxila is actually dated in the year 136 
of Aziz. This inscription may well be correct, inspite of the 
tradition that this era was founded by king Vikramaditya of 
Ujjain to commemorate the defeat of the Sakas and whatever 
may have been the origin of this era, the assignment of Aziz I 
to this period is justified by other considerations.” 

[ Note : In the first place, Aziz I and Vikramaditya were 

not contemporaries at all. It is so far true that Vikramaditya 
came to the throne some years before or after the death of 
Aziz. Thus Vikramaditya can no doubt be said to be alive and 
kicking on this globe during the later life of Aziz; but most 
probably they were not contemporaries in the sense, that both 
ruled at the same time. Aziz died about B. C. 58. Should we then 
subscribe to the belief, that he started an era in commemoration 
of his death? Secondly, for what earthly reason should Aziz go 
out of his way and found an era in the name of Vikramaditya ? 
How could he have anticipated the accession of Vikramaditya in 
B. C. 57, a year after his death? Aziz was a foreigner and 
had no ties whatsoever with Vikramaditya. Thirdly, on what 

ground is it asserted that No. 136"’ belongs to Aziz? At the 

(51) C. H. I. pp. 571. 

(52) aqmber giveu in tbe Taksila inscription is. really spealdng 79; 
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most, one can suppose that at the time when the Taksila inscription 
was inscribed, Aziz used in it the era which was most prevalent 
there. That era could not decidedly have been started by Aziz, 

because he did not (even including the reign of his predecessor ) 
live for those many years. Whether it was the Vikrama era or 
not is a different question. (It was not). In short, Aziz had no 

connection with the era that was started in B. C. 57. ( Some 
details about Aziz I are given in No. 2 above ). ] 

We have quoted above, extracts expressing ten different 
points of view about the founder of the Vikrama era. We have 
also criticized them in the light of indisputable pieces of evidence 
available and in the light of logical reasoning. Several other 
extracts can be quoted if one may, but the view-points expressed 
in them are almost included in the points discussed above. So, 

we have refrained from bothering our readers with any more of 

them. After a close scrutiny of these view-points and after gleaning 
all available truth from them, we arrive at the conclusion that 
(1) Vikramaditya was the founder of the Vikrama era; and (2) 
that he earned the title “Sakari” by inflicting a heavy defeat on 

the §akas at Karur, the location of which has as yet not been fixed. 

Many kings in ancient India assumed the name Vikramaditya 

and it has been very difficult for the students of history to find 
out, which of them may rightly be called “ ^akari ”. If this 
is once for all found out, there would be little room for doubt 
and for various theories about the founder of the era. So, an 

attempt is made below to enumerate the names and dates 

of the kings who assumed the title Vikramaditya. Then we 

shall try to find out which of them earned the title “ ^kari 

According to Mr. Princeps®®, the Vikrama era was prevalent 

in north India only. In this connection he says:—“ The era of 

Vikramaditya is in general use throughout Telangana®* and 

but Bm C. 57 is added lo it and thus the total comes to 136. For details 
about thisi vide supra, pp. 186 and sequel. 

(53) Vide pp. 157 of his “ Indian Antiquities and Useful Tables" 

(54) It is not quite clear which province the writer means by the term 
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Hindustan properly so called. It is less used, although known in 

Bengal, Tirhut and Nepal and according to Warren, is- nearly 
unknown in the Peninsula This extract means that the Vikrama 
era must have been founded by some powerful king, who ruled 
in north India. In spite of this, we shall state below the names 

of those south Indian kings, who called themselves Vikramaditya, 

so that there may be absolutely no room for doubt. Then shall 
we try to find out, which of them enjoyed the well-earned and 
much-disputed title “ ^akari Though the fact, that the era was 
founded in 57 B. C. limits our time about that date and though 
thus, we have to be concerned only with those Vikramadityas 
who flourished about that time, yet to dispel all possibility of 

doubt, we shall take stock of all Vikramadityas that wielded 

sceptre and wore the crown from 57 B. C. to 900 A. D.“® Rock- 
inscriptions are extant which bear the dates 811 (A. D. 754*®), 
826 (A. D. 769®") and 897 (A. D. 840*® ) of the Vikrama 

era. In a rock-inscription in Kathiawar, the date is 794 (A. D. 
738*®). But the date, the day and constellation stated there- 

Telangapa. Perhaps he means the regions in which Telugn is spoken. In the 

latter part of the same statement, it is clearly stated that the era was practically 

unknown in the peninsula. This means that Telangana must have been the 

name of a province in north India, or there may have been some mistake 

about that name, because, as a matter of fact, TelangaUa was in south India. 

(55) The custom of adopting the title “Vikramaditya” fell into disuse 

after the establishment of Muslim power in India. (Vide the account of 

Vikramaditya ^kari). 

(56) Dr. Bhau Daji, after quoting an extract from J. R. A. S. Vol. II, 

pp. 271 states on pp. 68 of the second Archeological Report:—^“He knows 

of no inscription dated in the Samvat, before the eleventh century of the 

Christian era. General Cunningham goes nearly so far. He says the Samvat 

of Vikramaditya was not used so early as 826, (Arch. Dept. Vol. II, K). 266); 

though somewhat inconsistently he says in the same volume that the earliest 

inscription he knows dated in the Vikrama era is 811 or A. D. 754. (Arch* 
Dept. II, pp. 68.) ” 

(57) Arch. Dept. Vol. II, pp. 226. (Read f. n. no. 56 above). 

(58) Bha. Pra. Raj. Vol. II, pp. 386; I. A.' VoU XIX, pp. 35; ( of the 

time of Mahasen Chauhan of Dholapur), 

(59) I. A, Vol. XIX, pp. 35. 
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in, do not bear out a close scrutiny. Hence we can not call it 
very reliable. 

During nearly one thousand years that elapsed between B. C. 57 
and A. D. 900, numerous kings—Indian and foreign—ruled over 

north India. Of these, we shall rule out the foreign ones because, 
as the term “Vikramaditya” makes it manifest, we are concerned 
with Indian kings only. The Indian dynasties who enjoyed power 
in north India were : the Gardabhila dynasty; the Gupta dynasty; 
the Parmara dynasty; the Pratihara and Parihara dynasties of 
Kanoj; and the Vallabhi dynasty of Saurastra. These were the 
dynasties that ruled over north India during the interval from 
B. C. 57 to A. D. 900. In south India, three dynasties—namely 

the Andhra, the Chaulukya and the Rasfrakuta—ruled during the 
same time. Thus, in all nine dynasties ruled over north and south 
India during the time-limit, with which we are concerned here. 

The Vallabhi dynasty in the north, and the Andhra®®and Rastrakuta 
dynasties in the south, have no Vikramaditya to boast of. We 

have noted below the Vikramadityas of the remaining six dynasties:- 

Dynasty Year (dale) Years 

(A) Gardabhila dynasty : 

(1) Vikramaditya B. C. 57 to A. D. 3 60 

or Vikramasithha 

(B) Gupta dynasty : 

(2) Chandragupta I A. D. 319 to A. D. 330 11 
or Vikramaditya I 

( 3) Chandragupta II A. D. 375 to A. D. 414 39 
or Vikramaditya II 

( 4 ) Kumargupta A. D. 480 to A. D. 495 13 
or Vikramaditya III 

(60) It has been subsequently found out, that of the 30 kings of the 
Andhta dynasty, no. 1? (King Hal) held the title Vikramaditya. He cannot, 

Siowever, in any sense, be called iSakari. (Point no. 6 above). So, we have 

sot given his name in the list. We have, however, sot omitted to mention 
|iim at least in the footnote* 
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Dynasty Year (date) Years 

(C) The Parmara dynasty; 

( 5) Ya^odharman*^ A. D. 515 to A. D. 550 35 
Vikramaditya or or or 
^iladitya A. D. 540 to A. D. 590 50 

(6 ) Dev^akti A. D. 720 to A. D. 780 60 

(He was probably 

called Vikramaditya) 

(D) Chaulukya dynasty; 

(7 ) Vikramaditya I*’ Saka 655 to 681 26 

A. D. 733 to A. D. 759 

(8) Vikramaditya 11®* ^aka 681 to 

A. D. 759 to 

Some scholars®* hold the opinion that sometimes the king, 

who had assumed the title Vikramaditya was called “ Bhoja ” 

also. Hence we have also to take note of the kings, who had this 
name to their credit. According to Colonel Todd, there were three®* 

kings holding this name and they hailed from two dynasties. 

I happen to agree with Col. Todd in this except, that one of 

these three Bhojdevas had another contemporary of the same 

name; thus there were four Bhojdevas. They were as follows:— 

(61) Vide pp. 219 of introduction to “Gsu^vaho". 

(62) J. B B. R. A. S. Vol. VIII. pp. 17. 

(63) Read point no. 3 above; Asiatic Researches, Vol. IX, pp. 177. 

(64) Read point no* 3 above: Asiatic Researches, Vol. IX, pp. 177; 

]. R. A. S. Vol. XII, pp. 275:—“Bhoja is the name of Persians given to 

VikramSditya’s son and often confounds the acts of the one with those of 

the other; Farishtah Danes translation, Vol. I, pp. 13”. 

(65) According to Colonel Todd the time of these three is (1) 631; (2) 

721; and (3) 1091. He has, however, not stated to which era these numbers 

belong. It is probable that they represent the Vikrama era. Hence we have 

taken the corresponding Christian dates as 575, 665 and 1035. (Vide 

‘'SUijastbaa” by Colonel Todd)* 
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Dynasty Year (date) Years 

(E) Parmara dynasty of (Avanti): 

( 9 ) Bhojdev, the contem- About A. D. 550. 
porary and patron of He ruled for nearly 60 years. 

poets named Ba^ and 

Mayur according to 
Vedic books, and of 
Mantuhgasuri, a Jaina 

monk and author of 

“ Bhaktamar-stotra ”, 

according to the Jaina 

books. 

( 10 ) Bhojdev: Adivarah; a A. D. 870 to A. D. 915=45 years, 
contemporary and 
patron of Siddharsi, 
the author of “Upamiti 

Bhava Prapaficha.” 

(11) Bhojdev : ^iladitya; A. D. 996 to A. D. 1055=59 years, 

the nephew of Munj 
the powerful and pupil 
of Vadivetala ^antisuri. 

F) Parihara dynasty (of Kanoj): The same time as No. 10. 

( 12) Bhojdev, a contem¬ 
porary of No. 10, and 

grandson of Amradev, 

the disciple of 
Bappabhattasuri. 

The reader will note, that of the four Bhojdevas enumerated 
above, Nos. 10, 11 and 12, do not at all hold the title “Vikra¬ 
maditya. ” No. 9, seems to have been the successor of No, 5 
(at least in time.) [ These dates have been based by me on 
circumstantial evidence; but if at all, a change is required, it 
would not make difference of more than 10 years. ] Now, if we 

take it for granted, that the battle of Kamrwas fought in 534*^ 

(66) As a matter of fact, its date must have bees 531. 
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A. D., then No. 9 will have to be ruled out. In short, none 

of the four Bhojdevas seem to have any right to the title 

“ Vikramaditya.” 

Now we torn to the first eight kings, who were called Vikra- 
madityas and shall try to find out, which of them can properly 

be called “ ^akari ”. In doing so, we shall guide ourselves according 
to two or three well recognized rules. In the first place, a king 

always prefers the era of his own dynasy to that of any other. 

Now, it is well known that the Guptas had started their own era and 
that they uniformly used it. Naturally therefore, the Gupta kings 

must not have given up their own era in favour of any other 

era. We have already proved, moreover, that neither No. 2 nor 

No. 3 was ever called ” Makati. Hence Nos. 2, 3, 4 from the 

above list have to be excluded. The same rule applies to Nos. 
7 and 8; both of whom belonged to the Chaulukya dynasty, which 

had its own era-namely, the ^aka era. So, we now exclude Nos. 
2, 3, 4, 7 and 8, from the list of the probable founders of the 
Vikrama era. 

We now turn to Nos. 1, 5 and 6. All the three ruled over 
Avantl. Karur is said to have been situated in Malwa, a district 
of Avanti. Now the battle at Karur was fought not earlier than 
57 B. C, and not later than 533 A. D. The time of No. 6 being 

much further, he shall also have it to be eliminated. 

If we can fix up, once for all the time of the battle of Karur, 

we can definitely say, which of the remaining two kings—Nos. 

1 and 5—held the title “ Sakari ” and was the founder of the 

Vikrama era. Now both No. 1 and No. 5 had to wage war 
against foreigners. (1) No. 5 had, however, to fight against the 

HQqs (points Nos. 8 and 9 above); while No. 1 rooted out the 

^akas. So, No. 5 can be called “ Hh^ari ” (the foe of the HQqs) 

and No. 1 can be called “ Sakari ” (the foe of the Sakas ). (2) 

The term ” Sakari ” is always appended to the name of No. 1; 
while it is appended to No. 5 for a special reason only. ( To find 

ppt, why the Vikrama era fell into disuse and was revived later on). 
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(3) A glance at the history of the ^akas will convince any one 
that their extirpation must have taken place at the bands of No. 1 
only.®'^ Thus, we come to the conclusion that the title “Sakari” 
properly belongs to No. 1, and that No. 5 was the proper holder 
of the appellation “Hajari”®®. 

We may now try to decide the respective places where the 
^akas and the Huijs were defeated. The author of Amarko^, an 
authoritative treatise, plainly tells us, that ^akari Vikramaditya met 
the ^akas in an open battle at Karur. Naturally, we shall have to 
agree that No. 5 fought with the Huijs at some other place. In this 
connection Mr. Fergusson observes®®;—“ Battles of Karur and 
Mansheri’" freed India from the Sakas and Huns who had held 
her in utter subjection; these two battles were fought between 
A. D. 524 and 544; I feel inclined to fancy that they may only 
be different names of the same battle. At all events, they almost 

certainly represent tracts of the same campaign, which freed 
India in that age from the Yavanas. It was to commemorate 
the glories of these struggles that the Vikramaditya Samvat was 
afterwards instituted.” Though we do not, and in the light of 

(67) See the Nasik inscription by Queen Balasrl. It is stated therein, 

that the Sakas were rooted out. The inscription is accepted to have been 

erected not later than first century A. D. Hence the extirpation of the Sakas 

must have taken place before or at least by, that time. 

(68) Some details on the point are connected with the Malava era. 

Hence they are not given here. Readers, desirous of being acquainted with 

these details, are requested to read further in the volume. 

(69) J. R. A. S. Vol. XXI, pp. 284. 

(70) If it is proved that Manseri was but another name of Mandasore, 

then the contention that Karur was another name of Mandasore would be 

proved wrong. In the light of the information supplied by Amarkos, it is 

quite proper to say, that the battle between Vikramaditya Sakari and the 
>S«v«n was fought at Karur. (Read the next Vol. for details about this. Karur 

must have been situated somewhere in the region lying between Malwa and 

the southern banks of the Narbada). Here we rest satisfied with the fact 

Karur was the scene of the battle between Sakari Vikramaditya and the 

and that Mandasore or Man^i was the scqne of battle botween 

Hoi^Ti and the HuQs. 

54 
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facts cannot, agree with several points in the extract quoted above, 

we concur with the statenaent that “Htioari” Vikramiditya fought 
a battle against the Huga hordes at Manned. 

So, we now come to the following conclusions:— 

(A) The battle between ^akari Vikramiditya and the §akas 

took place at Karur in 57 B. This Vikramiditya belonged 
to the Gardabhila dynasty. 

(B) The battle between Huijari Vikramiditya and the H&qs 
took place at Manned in 531 A. D. He belonged to the Parmira 
dynasty and was the ruler of Milwi; 

Enough details have now been given about the Vikrama 
era. The Milavi era and the ^aka era, which are many a time 

confounded with the Vikrama era, will be dealt 

with in the next chapter. We shall therefore, 

close this chapter after giving the reader some 
idea of the difficulties, which wdters of those times had to experience 
in connection with the Vikrama era. 

The difficulties of 
Jaina historians 

Long before the Vikrama era was founded, there were 
writers of historical and other treatises connected with all the 
three religions. The followers of one of the religions only however, 
had to face the difficulties, because writers of the other two 

faiths always used eras, which were prevalent at the time of 

writing and which were suited to the nature and purpose of their 

subjects. Jaina writers were, on the other hand, under the stress 

of peculiar conditions. They used the Mahavlra era before the 

Vikrama era was founded. When the Vikrama era came into 
being, they were on the horns of a dilemma, because Vikramaditya, 

over and above being a brave and powerful king, was a staunch 
follower of Jainism. So, after the founding of the Vikrama era, 
they sometimes used that era and sometimes used the Maha^idra 
era. This state of affairs continued upto the end of the rule of 
the Gardabhila dynasty, which lasted for a century and a half. 

Then began the rule of the ChasfhaQa dynasty over Avanti; and 

(71) C. H. I. pp. 155:—"Initial point of this era ought to be B. G 57 

or 56| instead of B, C. 56. (Ancient Eras by Cnnningham, Pi^k viii)» 
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the provinces on the north of Avanti had long since come under 
the power of the Ku^ans. It has been conclusively proved that 

both these dynasties founded their own eras. The next to succeed 
on the throne of Avanti were the Guptas. They also founded 
their own era. Later on, when their rule ended, the Hu^a hordes, 

invaded and conquered Avanti. After half a century of cruel and 

inhuman rule, the Ksatriyas of the Agni Kula, who were created 

from fire, extirpated them and established their own power over- 

Avanti. In commemoration of their victory they started their 

own era. Their rule lasted for nearly two centuries. Last but 

not the least, the Muslims invaded, conquered and settled in. 
India and introduced their own era. Thus, within the span of 
seven or eight centuries, one new era succeeded and supplanted 

its predecessor and in its turn was succeeded and supplanted by 
another. Hence, the difficulties of Jaina writers increased to a 
great extent. The Vikrama era remained unused for several 
centuries^", among the people at large and among the writers of 

books. Sometimes writers used that era in their books, which was 

prevalent in the province where they stayed^*. Sometimes only 

(72) Why the era is not found to have been used is now clear. 

(73) Below are given some examples of this. 

(a) Many Jaina manuscripts were transcribed in Vallabhipur daring the 

time of Devaddhigani, the great Jaina monk. The number connected with this 

is 510. Scholars have taken it for granted that it represents the Vikrama era, 

while really speaking, it represents the Gupta era, which was prevalent at 

that time in Vallabhipur. In terms of the Vikrama era, the number would 

come to 885. 

(b) Haribbadrasdri, a great Jaina monk, is said to have written 1444 books. 

One of them, “Samaraditya Katba” by name, has become very famous and 

has been translated into English by several scholars. This Suri stayed in the 

Vallabhi kingdom and has used the number 585 in his books. Scholars have 

taken it for granted that the number represents the Vikrama era, while as 

a matter of fact, it represents the Gupta era, which when converted into the 

Vikrama era comes to 960. 

(c) The same misunderstanding is prevalent about the time of many 

other Jaina monks like Sildnksuri, Dakfiuyasuri and JinbbadragaOi KsamaSramaO. 

This subiect is discussed in details by me in the "Jaina Dharma Prakas". 

The re»d«r is requested to go through the following nnnbere of that inostbl}':<«r 
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the date was mentioned and the name of the era was omitted. 

Sometimes the term “ ^aka ” (meaning “Era” of the land’*) was 
prefixed to the number. This gave rise to still more confusions, 
because while in north India the term “ ^aka ” signified nothing 
more than " Era ”, in south India, there actually was prevalent 
an era of that name (^>aka era). The reader will now see clearly 

that the term “ ^aka ” had different connotations in north, and 
south India. 

Special difficulties arose when the number had to be used 
in connection with the name of a king. The writers naturally 
enough wanted to eulogize their patron kings in as glowing terms 

as possible. For doing so, they appended the title “Vikramaditya” 
or “ Bhoj ” to their names’®. This custom continued to be 

observed uninterruptedly upto the advent of the Muslims 

in India. We know that the Muslim influence and hegemony 

was established over north India much earlier than it was 

V, E. 1983, Vol. 43, No. 6, pp. 196 to 204. 

*• » It ft I, 7, ,, 229 to 236. 

„ 1984, „ „ 9, „ 317 to 323. 

» » „ 10, „ 346 to 349. 

In the same way, misapprehension prevails about the number 477, mentioned 

in “Satrunjaya Mahatmyam” a treatise composed by Sri Dhanesvarsuriji, the 

royal preceptor and guide of King Munj of Malwa and of Bhojdev, his nephew 

and successor. As a matter of fact, the number belongs to the Mslava era, 

which in terms of the Vikrama era, comes to 1066. In connection with this, 

the reader is requested to read my article in the “Jaina Dharma Prakas", 

Vol. 43, 1984, Falgun No. 12, pp. 420 to 424. 

Vide ante, text on pp. 411 under Sir Cunningham’s quotation. 

(74) In f. n. no. 73 (c) above, there have been stated the names of 

Silanksuri and Dakfinyachinhasuri. The latter has composed a book named 

“Kuvalaymala”. He has stated therein that he was the disciple of Silinksuri 

and has also given number 790 as the Saka year of the composition of 

his book. Scholars have transferred this number into the Vikrama era, by 

adding .135 to it. (790+135 = 925). Really speaking, the term “Saka” here 

means the “Era of the land”=the Gupta era, as has been already explained 

in the various numbers of the Jaina Dharma Prakas, quoted above. 

(75) For instances of this read the details about the possible number of 
Vikramadityas and S^bojdevas, above, 
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established over south India. Hence, the custom persisted there 
for much longer time’®. These details will give some idea to 
the readers of the difficulties that the writers of those times— 

and especially the Jaina writers—had to face in dating events 
described in their books. The problem is so intricate that no 

general rule can be framed to meet all the peculiarities connected 
with it. 

There is, we presume, nothing wrong in making an attempt 

to find out or to frame some general rules for 

recognizing the era recognizing the eras, which are mentioned in 
various books, in numbers only, without any 

particular name being attached to them. 

(A) In the first place (1) One should try to find out whether 
the name of any place is given or not, in connection with a 

particular number; (2) then one should find out, which were the 
dynasties which ruled over that place at different times; (3) then 
one most make an endeavour to find out, which of those dynasties 

had founded their own era and which of them used the era 
founded by their overlord, in case they were vassals under him. 

(B) There are numerous ways of mentioning and using an 
era. This subject is a very intricate one and experts on eras 
should do all they can, to throw as much light upon it as is 

possible. We have ourselves come across many such methods. 
For example, writers have generally mentioned four details in 
connection with an era. They are:—the year, the season, the 
month and the date. Sometimes, the bright half or the dark 

half is also added to these details. Sometimes, any one or more 

are found to have been omitted. Sometimes again the “Puroimanta” 
system is used and sometimes the “Amasanta”. A study of these 

details in connection with the various traits of different families 

and races of rulers, goes a long way in helping to find out, to 
which era a particular number belongs. 

(76) In north India, the appellation was In vogae upto the 8th or 9th 
century A. D. In south India* on the other hand, it was in vogue upto the 
rule of the Cbaulukya dynasty. ‘ 
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No era has presented as many difficulties to the Jaina writers 
as the Vikrama era. Some instances given below, will give the 
reader some idea of these difficulties. 

We have proved in the foregoing pages that ^akari 
Vikramaditya belonged to the Gardabhila dynasty. As a matter 

of fact, Gandharvasen was the founder of that 
Difficulties arising Some scholars however, hold the 

the Vikrama era opinion, that because the Saka rule intervened 
for some years between the end of the reign 

of Gandharvasen and the beginning of the reign of Vikramaditya, 
the Gardabhila dynasty must be considered to have begun from 
the year in which Vikramaditya ascended the throne of Avanti. 
Holders of this opinion also advance the argument, that a« far 

as the people were concerned, a new era-both in the literal 
and figurative sense of the term-began with the accession of 
Vikramaditya to the throne of Avanti and that the rule of dynasty 

continued uninterrupted only after that. According to these 
scholars, the Vikrama era was founded in 470 A. M. «= 57 B. C., 
wTiile according to the former school of thought, the same era 
can be said to have been founded in 453 A. M. = B. C. 74. These 
scholars, argue that though, no doubt, a new era began with the 

accesssion of Vikramaditya, the dynasty itself was founded by 

his father. They also argue that though several eras-the Chasthapa, 
the Abhira, and the Gupta—were founded by the second or third 

king of the dynasty, yet they were all dated from the beginning 
of the rule of the first king of that dsmasty. The same rule they 
say, should be applied to the Vikrama era. Over and above these 
two opinions, a third is also prevalent. The holders of this opinion 
say that, no doubt the era should be calculated from the 6r6t 
year of the rule of Gandharvasen, yet the intervening years of 
the §aka role should be omitted. According to some scholars 
moreover, the ^aka rule lasted for four years^'', while according 

(77) Hemachandracharya, aubsetibes to 'this belief. (Vide Vol. I. pp. 195, 

f. n. oo. 33, where the three verses enumeratiog the names of the dynasties 

that ruled pver Avanti, are quoted)* 
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to others, it lasted for seven years.’* Hence the era must be 

dated either 13 years or 10 years prior to 57 B. C. This opinion 
is held by the Vedic writers. They however, have not made 

much use of the Vikrama era. The Jaina writers, on the other 
hand, mainly used the Vikrama era and they are not unanimous 
in dating it. Some have dated it from 57 B. C., some from 74 
B. C. and some from 70 B. C. while others from 67 B. C. Some 

instances of confusions arising from such reckonings are given below. 
Jainism has two main sects, namely ^vetambar and Digambar. The 
monks of the ^vetambar sect held different titles such as Vachak, 
Gaiji, Upadhyay, Mahopadhyay, Suri, Acharya and Ksama^ramaij, 
according to their learning and spiritual progress. In the period of 

which we have to give instances, there lived a great monk named 
Devaddhigani Ksama^ramaii. It is said of him, that he got a 
large number of books written at Vallabhipur in Saurastra and 

distributed them among all the principal towns of India. Thus, 
he earned the merit of preserving knowledge, by getting it all 

written down in black and white. It is said that he did this in 
the year 510; but it is not known, to which era that number 

belongs. Later on, some scribe taking it for granted, that it 
represented a religious era, called it the Mahavira era. As a 
matter of fact however, the number belonged to the Gupta era 
which was at that time prevalent in Vallabhipur.’*. This figure 
in terms of the Vikrama era would come to 510 + 375 = 885 
(V. E.). The scribe who took it for granted, that it represented 
the Mahavira era**, calculated it to 980 by adding 470 to 510. 

Those writers who believed the Vikrama era to have been begun 
from the year in which Gandharvasen came to the throne, added 

17 years to this and got the number 997; while those who 
believed that the intervening four years of the ^aka rule should 

be omitted, added only 13 and got the number 993. Thus three 

numbers of the Mahavira era, namely 980, 993 and 997 have 

(78) This opinion is held by Vayupuran. (pp. 332, f. n. no. 7 above). 

(79) Read f. n. no. 73 (a) above. 

(80) Read the previous pages. 
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been given in connection with one and the same event—the 

preservation of knowledge by putting it down in black and white 
by Devaddigaiji. The reader will see that these three numbers 

represent three different points of view and are correct enough, 
each in its own way. (Though really the time is 885 V. E. = 

1355 M. E.) The same thing, as we have often shown, has 

happened in the case of the Purloas, in which the same thing is 

presented differently from different points of view.®^ Many instances 

of this kind are found in connection with the rule of the ^ungas, 

because they were followers of the Vedic faith. 

Now we turn to another instance. Just as the instance, we 
have already given, is in connection with the preservation of 

knowledge by getting it written down, so the instance, which we 

are now giving, is connected with the reading of what was written 

down. This event also took place in Saurastra. Kalpasutra is a 

very sacred book of the Jains.®* Upto a particular year, only the 
far-advanced monks were allowed to read it. In that year, the son 

of king Dhruvsen of Aijandpur—Vardhdhamanpur—had died. The 

Jaina High Priest of that time read the Kalpasutra publicly,®* in 
order to relieve the mind of the bereaved king from sorrow and 
grief. This event took place in V. E. 980®*; but, as we have 
already explained in the preceding paragraph, two other alternative 

dates can also be given by adding to it 13, and 17 respectively; 

(81) Many instances of this are found in the account of the Sunga dynasty. 

The Sungas were the followers of the Vedic religion. So all PuraJJas contain 

details about them. 

(82) Some scholars are of the opinion that this number (980) represents 

the Mahuvira era. For details about this read f. n. nos. 83 and 84 below. 

(83) When did this event take place ? Who was king Dhruvasen ? Where 

was Anandpur or Vardhdhamanpur situated ? Under whose rule was Sanra^ra 

at that time ? Answers to all these questions are given by me in the “Jaina 

Dharma Praka§”, Vol. 45, no. 5, pp> 161 to 174. 

(84) Vide pp. 7 of the K* S. S. Probably it was stated in the original 

manuscript that the number belonged to the Vikrama era. Later on, a scribe 

must have written it down as representing the Mahavlra eia. 
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(i. e. 993 and 997). A confusion is very likely to arise in 
connection with the dates of this event and of the preceding 
one. We have shown above that the correct Vikrama year for 
the preceding event is 885, and the false dates for the same are 
980, 993, and 997. These three dates, again, are the correct 
dates of the second event. So, one is likely to think mistakenly 
that both the events—and very important events at that in the 
history of Jainism—took place in the same year; while as a matter 
of fact, there is an interval of 95 years between them. ( 980 - 
885 = 95«“. 

Let us now take an instance from the Digambara sect. Tt 
has got four divisions or sanghas. The name of one of them is 
Sarasvati Sangh. In that Sangh the High Priests succeed one 
another in a particular manner. This succession is called the 
“ Pattavali ” of the Sarasvati Sangh. In the account of this 
Pattavali it is stated®® that Vikram was anointed on the throne 
when he became eighteen years old.®^ Then it is said, that if 
his era is dated from the year of his birth, all the confusions would 
be done away with. We have, however, already explained how 
this difference of 17 or 18 years has taken place. 

We finish here all the details about the Vikrama era, the 
Mahavira era, the Chedi era and the Ksaharafa era. Now, in 
the next chapter, we shall deal with the Malava era and the 
Saka era, which have often been confused with the Vikrama era. 

(85) Read f. n. no. 82 above. 

(86) Vide pp. 156 of ** Jaina Kala Ga^na ” by Muni Kalyannvijayaji. 

(Printed in 1976). (This article has been published in "Nagarf Pracharil^i 

Sabha’s PatrikS” of Kasi, Vol. X, Part IV). 

(87) He came to the throne, not in the 18th year of his life (rather in 

the 18th year after the dynasty was founded by bis father) but in the 24tb 

or.25tfa. (Vide his account), 
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Chapter II 

The various Eras (Contd.) 

Synopsis:—The origin of the Malava era—Proofs in support 

of the fact, that it was different from the Vikrama era—Causes 

why the Vikrama era fell into disuse some time after its beginning— 

The wider and wider prevalence of the Malava era—Its absorption 

in the Vikrama era—Some novel details about the H^s* 

^ka era:—Six different meanings of the term “ ^ka*’ and 

difficulties arising from these various meanings—The founder of 

the ^ka era—The ^ka era in north India and the ^ka era in 

south India—Proofs, based on rock-inscriptions, coins and old 

literatures, to the effect that they were different from each other— 

Other peculiarities of the §aka era. 

Classification of the various eras—Peculiarities of each era— 

The three eras most m vogue at present and the mdhod of 

transforming a number representing one of them, in the terms of 

the athelr two and vice versa—A dehmon in oonneetim iedh the 

ViHrama era and the Christian era. 
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(A) MALAVA ERA 

The eras discussed in this chapter have little connection 

with the time-limit fixed for this book. Reasons, however, have 
already been stated, why we have decided to devote a separate 
chapter to them. 

The question of the origin of the Vikrama era has baffled 
not a small number of scholars. In fairness to them, we cannot 

help stating, that all of them were quite honest 
Origin of the Malava and sincere in their search for truth in connection 

era with the era. It is but natural that they differed 
from one another. In spite of this vide divergence 

of opinions, however, they are all united by a common thread of 
contention that ^akari Vikramaditya (whoever he was and 

whenever he lived ) founded the Vikrama era, and that Hu^ari 
Vikramaditya (No. 5 in the list given in the previous chapter ) 

was the one, who rooted out the Hiios in A. D. 531=:V. E. 598. 
He founded an era called the Malava era^ in commemoration of 

this event. Both Vikramadityas were rulers of Avanti; only, by 
the latter Vikramaditya’s time, Avanti had begun to be called 
by a new name—Malava. Secondly, both were Ksatriyas; but, 

while the former has stated merely that he was a Ksatriya; the 

latter has made it expressly clear that he was “ Rajput ” of the 
Parmata clan. In Hindu ^astras, the first has always been referred 
to as “Avantipati” (king of Avanti), while the second has always 

been called “Malavapati” (king of Malva )*. We also know that 

(1) Bha. Pra. Raj. Vol. II, iv. 386 and sequel. 

Mr. Smith and Dr. Bbai^rkar hold the opinion, that it was Chandragupta 

of the Gupta dynasty, who revived the Vikrama era and si4>planted the 

Malava era. This Chandragupta, they believe, had assumed the name 

'^Vikramaditya”. This means that the Malava era was started long before the 

time of Chandragupta and that he changed its name to Vikrama era. As a 

matter of fact, however, the Malava ora was started much long after the 

reign of Chandragupta. The Guptas, moreover, had started their own era. 

Why shonld, then, a Gupta king have given preference to the Vihxama era ? 

(2) It is possible that just as the term ’‘Rajput” priipnated from tbe term 
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the four Rajputa clans* ( Parmar, Chauhaij, Chaulukya or Solanki* 

and Pratihir or Parihar) came into being about this time*. Each 
clan established its power over a separate territory. Henceforth 

the Ksatriyas began to call themselves “ Rajputs”*. (The off¬ 

springs or the descendants of the ruling dynasty.) 

The Parmars had established their power in Malvi, and 
were, on that account, called ‘ Malavapatis’ ( Lord of Malva ). We 

know that, five centuries ago, the people of 

Further details about Avant! unanimously and whole-heartedly 
the Parmira clan conferred on Vikramaditya, the title " §akari ” 

because he rooted out the ^akas from AvantH. 
Ya^odharman, the Parmira king of Malva, liberated the people 

of AvantI (now called Malva) from the cruel rule of the Hhos. 

He was, therefore, called by the people, “ Huoari Vikramaditya.” 
In commemoration of the extirpation of the Sakas, was founded 
the Vikrama era; and in commemoration of the rooting out of 
the Huos, was started the Malava era. 

Ujjaini enjoyed a unique position in ancient India, in many 
points, most of which we have already noted in the foregoing 
pages. Of the four Rajputa clans, those three who established their 

power in north India, retained and continued the Malva era. The 

“Ksatriya", so also the terms “Marwa^", “Mewad” and “Malwa” may have 

originated and come into being at this time. (Read the f. n. below). 

(3) For details about these four clans, vide pp. 318 and sequel and the 

last pages of Part IX in Vol. IV. 

(4) Probably the Chaulukyas are different from the Solanlds. The former 

always use the Saka era, while the latter do not. There is also little resemblance 

between their pronunciations and scripts. Probably the Solankis are a distant 

branch of the Chaulukyas. There are more points of divergences of 

resemblances between the two. (Pp. 319-320 and footnotes ). 

(5) Pp. 318 and sequel. The time stated by me there, is A. D. 533. Farther 

research work tells me that the time was A. D. 531. 

(6) Read f. n. no. 2 above. 

(7) For details, vide the account of the Gardabhila dynasty. 
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fourth® clan-the Chaulokyas-went southwards and established their 

rule there. They adopted the Chaulukya era which was in 

vogue there®. 

The Vikrama era, as we know, was started in Avanti. It 

remained in vogue for the next two centuries (i. e. opto 150 

A. D.‘®. Then the Chasthaoa ksatraps became the rulers of 

Avanti*^. They started their own era, which we shall call the 

Chasthaija era’^®. After their rule ended, the throne of Avanti** was 

occupied by the Guptas in 319 A. D. They founded their own era, 

called the Gupta era. Several years before the end of that dynasty- 

i. e. in the last quarter of the fifth century and in the first quarter 

of the sixth century-the Huijs had established their power over 

all the region around Avanti. They longed to bring Avanti under 

their rule. Before, however, they could realize their ambition, the 

four Ksatriya clans, who had recently been created from fire, 

attacked and drove them out. Yasodharman*^, the chief of the 

(8) This shows that the contention that the Chaulukyas were one of the 

four Fire clans is not correct. (Pp. 319 and sequel). Read also f. n. no. 

9 below. 

(9) This proves that the Saka era had long since been in existence. It 

also shows that the Chaulukyas had settled there since long. 

(10) J. B. B. R. A. S. Vol. XIV, pp. 22; Vide also the “Panchang’* for 

S. E. 1800, pp. 2, by Ga9pat Kr^aji. It is stated therein, that the era 

continued to be in vogue for 135 years. This contention is based on the 

theory, that the Saka era was founded by the Cha$thana kjatraps and that 

their rule began in A. D. 78* (For correct details about the origin of the 

Saka era, read further in this chapter). 

(11) Scholars generally hold the opinion, that the Cha$fha|>a era was 

founded in A. D. 78. I have reasons to differ from them. 1 believe that the 

era was started in about A. D. 150. For further details, vide the account of 

the Cha?tha9a dynasty in the next volume, 

(12) The nomenclature is used by me only. The reason for doing so, is 

that the time of its origin is quite different from that of the ^ka era. (Read 

f. n. nos. 10 and 11 above). The name has been given to distinguish it from 

the Saka era. It has been based upon the name of its founder. 

(13) A synopsis of the accounts of all the dynasties that ruled over 

Avanti is given at the end of chapter IX in next volume. 

(14) The literal meaning of the word is, *“ One whose sacred duty is to 

•cquite fame”. For details about him vide Vol. I, pp> 187. 
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Parmlra clan, ascended the throne of Avanti. He had a keen 

desire to revive the Vikrama era, because Vikramaditya had, 

under similar circumstances, freed the people of Avanti from 

the cruel yoke of the ^akas. That era had long since fallen into 
disuse, because each new dynasty, that established its power 

over Avanti, founded its own era and consequently, supplanted 
the previous era. On second thoughts, however, he decided to 

found a separate era in his own name and in commemoration 
of the victory achieved by him. Thus came the Malava era into 

being. As, however, both the eras were founded in the same 

place, under similar circumstances, and by persons having almost 
the same name, many confusions have arisen, as a result of 

which, events connected with the one are ascribed to the other 

and vice versa. 

The people of Avanti, however, thought the other way. They 

wanted to revive the era of their former liberator. The other two 
Rajputa clans, who had settled in the north India, felt jealous of 

Ya^odharman and saw no justice in the founding of an era by 
him, commemorating himself alone, for a victory in the achieve¬ 

ment of which, they had played no small part. This gave rise 

to the fear of dissensions'® among those three clans. So, probably 

the rulers of each clan, conferred with one another for a common 

formula. They must have decided that the Malava era was to 
be discontinued and the Vikrama era was to be revived. This 
wise decision points to the fact, that the kings who came to it, 

must have been foresighted and well-educated.'* One such trio 

(15) This state of affairs must have come into being nearly 250 years 

after the founding of the Malava era. The Mabomedan invasions over India 
had already begun by that time. 

(16) For proof about this, see the dynastic lists given on pp. 187. Vol. I. 

It will be seen that Devasakti, the 6fth Paramara king of Avanff and YaSo* 

varman, the Paribara king of Gwaliar, were contemporaries. In the same way* 

Bhojdev, the 9tb Paramara king was a contemporary of bis namesake, who 

was on the throne of Gwaliar. 

Thus in the two clans out of three, it happened twice, that both had will 

and foresighted kings on the throne at the same timei 
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lived in 750 A. while another lived in 875 A. D. or there 
about. No details are available about the former trio. Of the 
second trio, however, two are well-known. One was Bhojdev 

Parmar alias ^iladitya alias Pratap^il, the king of Avanti, and 
the second was his name-sake Bhojdev Pratihari, the king of 

Gwaliar.^® Both of them were learned and always patronized 

and encouraged^® learned men-Indian as well as foreign. We do 
not know, who was on the throre of Ajmer, where the Chauhaos, 
the third clan, had established their power. He must also have 

The Malava era was supplanted by the Vikrama era only after the time 

of Devasakti and Yasovarman, or of the Bhojdevs. For instances in proof of 

this read further. 

(17) Scholars tell us, that the Vikrama era has been found to have been 

used in the rock-inscriptions, only after this time. According to the Archeo¬ 

logical Report, Vol. II, pp. 68, the earliest mention of the Vikrama eta has 

been as late as A. D. 754. (V. E. 811 ). Somewhat contradictorily, it has 

been stated on pp. 266-68 of the same report, that the first mention has been 

found to be somewhat later; i. e. in A. D. 769=\’. E. 826, According to 

Bha. Pra, Raj. Vol. II, pp. 386 and Indian Antiquary Vol. XIX, pp.35.(See 

the rock-inscription at Dhaulpur by Mahasen Chauhan), its first mention was 

dated A. D, 840=V. E. 897. Again, it is stated in I. A. Vol. XIX, pp. 35, 

that the earliest mention was made in A. D. 739=V. E. 794. (Read tmct 

concerning f. n. no. 59, pp. 420 above). 

(18) Bhojdev of the Pratihara dynasty was, as a matter of fact, the Idqg 

of Gwaliar. Scholars have always called him the king of Kanoj. Below are 

stated true details in connection with this erroneous conception. 

Emperor Har^vardhan of the Parihara dynasty, had bis throne in Kanoj: 

He had one elder brother and one sister. Both Harfavardhan and his elder 

brother died without leaving any male issue behind them. So their sister came 

to throne. This sister was married with Gthavarman, the Pratihara king Of 

Gwaliar. Consequently Grhavarman, who belonged to the Mankhari elan, 

came to the throne of Kanoj also. Bhojdev of the Pratihara dynasty, was 

the fourth or the fifth descendant of Gthavarman. (See the dynastic list ea 
pp, 187, Vol. I, Doe to, however, similarity in the names of the dynasty, doe 

to contemporaneity of the kings and due to identity in the name of kings, 

scholars have confused both the Bhojdevs with each other). 

(19) Doe to reasops stated above, actions done by the Pratihara Bhojdev 

have been ascribed to the Paramara one and vice versa* 
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been, if not learned, at least a practical-minded person and 

must have thought it better, to consent to the decision arrived at 
by the other two, rather than to oppose it and create two strong 

enemies in place of two strong allies. Thus must have been 
revived the Vikrama era®®. It is however, common sense to 
believe that the Malava era must have remained in vogue, even 
some time after this decision was made. No era can be abruptly and 

absolutely stopped. In course of time, however, it was completely 

supplanted by the Vikrama era, which is in full force upto the 

present day. 

These are my ideas about the origin of the Malava era, 
and about the relation between the Malava era and the 

Vikrama era.“^ 

Some scholars hold the opinion, that the Malava era and 

the Vikrama era are but two different names of the same era*®. 
One of them says:-“ The former name of the Malava era must have 
been the Vikrama era. In dating events, however, no name must 
have been mentioned. Simply the general term “Samvat” (era) must 
have been prefixed to the number. The king of Malava must have 

assumed the name ‘ Vikramaditya ’ in commemoration of his 

victory”*®. In short, the writer means that the term “Malava” was 
prefixed to the Vikrama era, which was founded long ago and 

which, generally, was mentioned by the term “ Samvat ” (era), 
“Vikrama” being commonly omitted. This erroneous conception 
is due to the fact, that both ^akari Vikramaditya and 
Ya^odharman ruled over the same country-Malvl, though at quite 
different times. We have proved, in the foregoing pages, that the 

two eras are entirely different from each other and have been 

(20) For examples of this, read f. a> no. 17 above and pp. 420, f. n. nos. 

55 and 56. 

(21) J. B. B. R. A. S. Vol. IX, pp. 145:—"The Vikrama Samvat does 

not, strange to say, appear to have been adopted till after the lOth century". 

(For proof, read f. n. no. 17 above and also cf. f. n. no. 9, pp. 402). 

(22) Vide I. A. Vol. XIX, pp. 316. 

(23) Na. Pra. Sabha Patrlka, VoL X, Part IV. pp. 736, f. n. no, 108. 
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founded by different persons at different times in commemoration 
of different events. Again, why should the Parmars prefix the 
term “ Malava ” to the Vikrama era ? No other rulers of AvantI 
ever followed ^the practice. The Ksaharatas, the Guptas and 
others never did such an absurd thing. They all started eras in 
their names and had nothing to do with the Vikrama era. All 
of them, be it noted were the rulers of Malava. In short, we come 
to the logical conclusion that the Vikrama era and the Malava 
era were quite different from each other. 

(B) THE SAKA ERA 

We have already stated above, that a disquisition on the 
^ka era was necessary because many misconceptions prevail 
about it and give rise to many confusions. It‘is much older 
than the Malava era. Its very name®* has been so unfortunate 
that it has often been confounded with the Vikrama era and 
thus has given rise to a long trail of confusions worse confounded*®. 
These are the reasons, why we have thought it proper to give some 
details about it, though the era itself is partly within the 
time-limit fixed for this book. 

The term “ ^aka ” has been taken by scholars to mean 
literally the era of that name. Sometimes, it has been taken to 

mean the Vikrama era. It has been also found 
It* imanina: to have been prefixed to numbers representing 

various eras. In such cases it means *£ra’. The 
various meanings of the term are given below. 

(1) ^ka = The era or the " Epoch. ” It has been used to 
denote “The Epoch or the Era” in general, but not the particular 

*'§aka era”. The following verse will make it clear:— 

Yudhisthiro, Vikrama ^alivahanan 
tato nrpah syadvijayabhinandanaha 

(24) Details about the meaniag of the term “Saka” have been given 

later on. They will make clear the meaning of the remark made above* 

(25) Sometimes it is taken to mean the "Vikrama era” and hence many 

oonfnsion* arise. The above terminologyi has been adopted for distingoishing 

the one from the other. (Read farther for instances' of this). 

56 
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tatasto Nigarjuna bhflpatihi 

kalau Kalk! sadete ^akakarakaha smrtaha** 

“ The following kings will flourish in the Kali age: Yadhi^hir, 
Vikram, ^alivahan; and later on, Vijayabhinandan,*Nlgarjun and 
Kalki. Each will found an era in his own name. ’* The reader 

will see that the term “ ^akakarak ” in the above verse means 
“founder of an era”. Many instances of this kind can be given. 

Some of them are given on pp. 426-27. 

(2) The term “ ^aka ” has been sometimes taken to mean, 

“The Vikrama era” In this connection Sir Cunningham states*^: 

“ In the ^aka year twelve hundred and seventy five called 
Chitrabhanu, in the light fortnight of Margashirsha, its fifth day 

and Saturday”: Many scholars have come to the conclusion 
that the number 1275 in the above inscription represents the 
^aka era and have translated it, in terms of the Christian era 

as 1275 + 78 * 1353 A. D. They have done so, because the 
term “ ^aka year ” is clearly mentioned in the inscription. Sir 

Cunningham differs from these scholars and says:-“ Nothing can 
apparently be clearer than* this date, which corresponds to A. D. 
1353; and yet it is absolutely certain, that the word Saka cannot 

be intended for the §aka era, as the name of Chitrabhanu, 

which is the 16th year of the Jovian Cycle, corresponds exactly 

with 1275 Vikramaditya In f. n. 21 on the same page, he 
further states, “1 have since found an inscription dated in Vikrama 
Saka”. All this makes it crystal clear that the term “^ka” has 
been used here to mean the Vikrama era. 

(3) It also means “ The era founded by the king named 
‘‘§alivahan”"®. This is an independent era and the term “§aka” 
represents it. When used in this sense, it has no connection 

with any other era. Neither does it then mean simply “era”. In 

(26) Vide J. B. B. R. A. S. Vol. X, pp. 128. 

(27) Vide |ip. 21 of "Book of Ancient Erne’* by Sir Cnnniaghsm; vide 

aleo Bengtd Asiatic Society Journal, No. 28, pp. 4, 5; (Dr. Hall). 

(28) Wb shall discuss in the next volume, whethet the usaRe “Ssim 
8alivihaa*' is ptbper or not, 
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this connection, a scholar says**:—‘The dates of the western 
K^traps are actually recorded in the years of the Saka era 
beginning in 78 A. D.*® There can be no possible doubt 

(4) It also means “ The era started by the ^akas or the era 
which the ^akas used.” It may mean the era of the 5aka-*nation 

themselves, or the era used by the nation who call themselves 

^akas*\ “ But whatever their nationality may have been, it seems 

extremely probable that in later times, they (western kshatrapas)** 

are actually called “Sakas” and it may be suggested that the name 
which was generally accepted at a later date for the era used by 
them, may not have been derived from the fact that, it was originally 

founded by a Saka king, as is generally assumed, but from the fact 
that, it became best known in northern India, as the era which was 

used for so long a period by these Saha kings (Saka—Nrupa- 
kala)”. In short, the writer means that the race to which Cha^thaQa 

Ksatrap belonged was called “Saka”, and so the era used by 

these ^akas was called the “^aka era”. The era may have been 

founded by the ^aka king; or it may have derived its name from 
its long-term use by the ^akas. The latter conclusion, according 
to the writer, is the more probable of the two. We deduce from 

this, that the era had some connection with the ^akas. 

(5) The term “Saka-Nrpa-Kala” has been used in connection 

with the era**. The term is capable of various meanings: (a) The 

<era founded by the king of the §akas. The king in question may 

(29) Vide C. A. R. Intro, para. 83; J. R. A. S. 1899, pp. 365. 

(30) Scholars hold the opinion that the era which was founded by the 

Western K^atraps was begun in A. D. 78. This opinion is ill-founded. The 

point is discussed in details in the next Part. The example given here is 

meant to show that the term “&ka’* was used in the general sense **En*\ 

(31) Vide C. A. R. para 84. 

(32) Scholars hold the opinion that the Cbastha^as belonged to the 

(ace. As a matter of fact however, they were not Sakas at all. We have 

referred to this in the foregoing pages. (Vide the accpnnt of Nahapa?).Full 

details will be given in the account of Chaftba?. I have not raised this poiat 

here because we are not concerned with it at present. 

(33) Rend the extract quoted above. 
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have been himself a ^aka or may not have been one. Probably 
he was not. Thus the meaning would be “ The era founded by 
a king, who ruled over the ^akas”. (b) The era founded by a 

king, who himself belonged to the ^aka race. It does not, however, 
necessarily mean that the people over whom he ruled were ^akas. 
Most probably they were not. (c) It may simply mean " In a 
particular year of a king”. The number stated then means, “So 

many years after the Coronation of that king”. 

Briefly stated, the term “^aka” is capable of six interpretations- 
(1) An era of that name (No. 3). 
(2) The era adopted by the Sakas (No. 4 & 5, a). 
(3) The era founded by the ^akas (No. 5, b). 

(4) An era (any era ) (No. 1). 

(5) A year (any year of any king’s reign) (No. 5, c). 
(6) Vikrama era (No. 2). 

The six meanings given above will help us to a certain extent 
in finding out an answer to the querry made here. Nos. 2 and 

3 show, that it had connection with the §akas. 

Who was the founder According to Nos. 4 and 1, it may have had 
of the ^aka era ? simply meant an “era” or a particular era. No. 

5 tells us that it simply means “ a particular 

date in the reign of a king”; while, according to No. 6 it denotes the 
Vikrama era. Of these meanings. No. 6 has been discussed in 
details in the previous chapter. No useful purpose will be served 
by discussing No. 5. 

Let us first discuss Nos. 2 and 3. We have proved in the 
preceding chapters, that the §akas were one of the foreign invaders 
of India. For the sake of clarity, we have divided them into two 
classes, viz, the Sakas (the Scythians) and the Indo-Scythians. 
The former ruled in India for 7 to years only®*; while the 
rule of the latter lasted for 22 years®®. It is not thus probable, 
that during such short periods of rule, there could have been any 
Saka ruler, powerful and mighty enough to found a long-lasting 

(34) Vide ante the Inter-regnum, Chapter II. 

(35) See the dynastic list facing pp. 369< 
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and widely prevalent era. We have however to note the fact, 
that the rule of both the ^kas and the Indo-Sc3rthians was over 
before the founding of the Christian era. Is it not then probable, 
that fresh ^aka hordes invaded India and established their rule in 
it, in the first century A. D. or there after ? Many scholars hold 

the theory, that foreign rulers like Bhumak, Nahapaij, Rajuvul, 

Sodas, Liak and Patik ( who were truly speaking Ksaharatas ), 
and like Mauses, Aziz I, Azilises, Aziz II and Goodofarnes ( who 
were Indo-Parthians), were all ^akas. We have to bear this in 
mind, while investigating into the origin of the ^aka era. 

The foreigners who established their power in India in the 

first century A. C. or thereafter, were the Ku^ans and the 
Chasthaoas. Details about both will be given later on. We may 

simply state here, that neither of the two can be called §akas 
in any sense of the term. Scholars have however, committed the 

same mistake which they did in connection with the Ksaharatas 
and the Indo-Parthians, and have called these both ^akas. We 
have examined below the whole thing in details. 

It is stated on pp. 33 of I. A. Vol. 33, “ Prof. Oldenberg 
put forth the statement that Kanishka founded the Saka Era; 

this theory has been generally accepted by the majority of 

Oriental scholars.” 

Another scholar states the same opinion more clearly as 

follows®®:—“Four different theories prevail about the origin of 

the ^aka era; (a) some scholars say that it was founded by 

Turuska or Kaniska of the Ku^ana dynasty; (his publication 
Vol. I, pp. 3); (b) according to others K^trap Nahapatji founded it; 
(c) while still others ascribe it to either Venski, a ^aka king (d) 
or to Aziz, another §aka king. ” In the light of information at 

hand, we cannot help saying that all the four theories are void 

of truth. We shall prove later on, that the Ku^ans were quite a 
different race from the ^akas. Nahapap was decidedly a Kraharaf. 
As regards Venski, we have to state that the name itself is not 

found to have been mentioned in any historical treatise, worth 

(36) Vida *‘Bbarstno Pracbin Rajvams", Part 1, pp. 5. 
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the name. Probably, the writer means Vima Kadaphisis. If that 

is so, we might merely add, that he was also a Ku^an. The 
last one-Aziz-was, as we have already proved, an Indo-Parthian. 
Thus, none of the four theories hold water. 

We now turn to that venerable and veteran student of 
ancient Indian history—Sir Cunningham. He also holds the 

opinion that the ^aka era was founded by Kaniska of the Kudina 
dynasty. Mr. Vincent Smith, on the other hand, differs from 

him and states*'^:—“ I do not affirm as a fact the theory that the 
^aka era of A. D. 78 was established by Kanina. ” Leaving 
aside other points raised in this statement, we glean the fact 
that Kaniska was not the founder of the ^aka era. The extracts 
quoted above show, that though many scholars subscribe to the 
opinion that the ^ka era was founded by a king of the Kuiana 
dynasty, yet they are doubtful whether the Kusans were ^akas 

or not. Mr. Rapson, on the other hand, plainly states**:—“ One 
of the main objections brought against the theory, that the ^aka 
era was founded by Kanishka was, that Kanishka was not a 
Saka but a Kushan.” 

[Note:—In other words, Mr. Rapson objects to the theory 
that a Kudina king should have founded the era presumably 

connected with the ^akas. Kaniska, however, may have started 
his own era and by some inexplicable perversity, the era may 
have been named “ The ^aka era It is quite certain, that 
about this time a new era was started either by the Kudins 
or by Chasthaqas (Vide the previous pages). It is another matter, 
whether that era was started in 78 A. D. or somewhat earlier 

or later. We must bear in mind however, that though this era 
was named the ^aka, it does not, in any way, mean that it 

had any connection with the ^kas themselves-^either rulan 

or subjects. ] 

These are my views on the ^aka era, that was prevalent in 

North India. Details about the §aka era which was, and is stilli 

(37) Vide E. H. I. Edi. Ill, pp. 254. 

(38) Vide C. A. R. pars 85. 
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ill use in South India, will be given in the account of the Andhras. 
It will now be clear to readers, that there are two separate eras, 
beating the same name and that they were (and one of them 
still is) prevalent in different parts of India. 

Whenever we come across the term “ ^aka era ” we at once 
think of the era of the same name that was prevalent in south 

..I ... India. The ^aka era is found to have been 
The time of Its origin , , , , . , , 
& other pecuiiarities mostly used by the Brahmins, who have stated 

in their books that there elapsed a period of 

135 years, between the inception of the Vikrama era and that of 

the ^aka era*®. We know that the Vikrama era began 57 years 
before the Christian era,^® and that the ^aka era began 78 years 

after the Christian era. Hence Mr. Rapsoncorrectly says*^ “ The 
Saka era began in A. D. 78. There can be no possible doubt 

about it.” This is quite true**. It is also stated in Jaina books**:-+ 
*‘The ^aka king will flourish 605 years and 5 months after the 
Nirvip of Mahavir”. Other books also support this statement**. 

During the time of Yati 9^bh, the following three beliefs were 

prevalent:— 

(1) The ^aka king flourished 9785 years and 5 months after 

the Nirvap of Mahavir. 

(2) The §aka king flourished 14793 years and 5 months 

after the NirvlQ of Mahavir. 

(3) The §aka king flourished 605 years and 5 months after 

the Nirvap of Mahavir. 

(39) Ante. pp. 330, f. n. no. 3. 

(40) Vide the chapter on the Vikrama era; read also the account of 
Vikramaditya. 

(41) Vide C. A. R. para 83; J. R. A. S. 1899, pp. 365. 

(4^ We have to bear in mind, that he has made the above statement in 

order to express the opinion of all scholars of note. The general opinipo 

among the scholars is, that the same era was in use in both North a^pd 

Sooth India. 

(43) Na. Pta. Patrika, Vol. V, No. 4, pp. 722-23; vide also “Tiloksat” 

by Nemichandraji and "Tiloyapannati" by Yati I^bhadatta. 

(44) Nfi. Pra. Vol. X, No. 4, pp. 732, f. n. no. 4. 
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With the first two kings we are not concerned here. We are 
concerned with the third ^aka king only. Now, Mahavir died 470 

years before the beginning of the Vikrama era. (i. e. in 470+57= 
527 B. C.^®). 605 years after Mahavir’s Nirvai? means in the 135th 
(605-470=135) year of the Vikrama era, and in the 78th (605- 

527=78) year of the Christian era. In short, the Vedic books, the 
Jaina books and other reliable sources are unanimous about the 

fact, that the ^aka era was founded in A. D. 78. ( = 135 V. E. 
or 605 M. E.). This era was prevalent in south India. 

We now torn to its namesake, which was prevalent in north 
India. In the foregoing paragraph we have proved that it was 
started by either the Ku^ans or the Chasthans. We have also 

stated that two eras bearing the same name were prevalent in 
different parts of India—one in north India and one in south 
India. We shall later on discuss, whether they were the names 
of the same era or whether they were two separate eras having 
different origins and different founders. In f. n. no. 46, pp. 309, we 

have clearly stated that the era was founded, not in 78 A. D., 

but in 103 A. D. If we can prove that the era which was prevalent 
in south India was founded in 78 A. D., and the era which was 
prevalent in north India was founded in 103 A. D., it automati¬ 
cally becomes established, that they were two different eras, 
having naturally different founders. We have however, yet to 
prove this contention. We shall do so later on. In connection 
with this point, a writer*® quoted Dr. Keilhorn and says:— 

“According to Dr. Keilhorn himself, the solar month*’ is also 
used in Saka dates (first appears so late, as in the year 944 = 
A. D. 1022*® )...It may be said that the use of the lunar month 

(45) Vide Vol. II, Chap. I. 

(46) Vide I. A. Vol. 37, pp. 46. 

(47) The solar mouth be^us from the first of the dark half of a month; 

while the lunar month bef^ns from the first of the bright half of a month. 
(For further details vide pp. 374, f. n. no. 34). 

(48) So far as I understand, the solar system is of a very old origin. 

Like the Vikrama era, it also fell into disuse later on (pp. 440). It must have 

been, again like it, begun to be expressed later on—say from V. E. 944. 
(Cf. infra, f. n. no. 51). 
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-dates in Sakaera, is the result of its long residence in southern 
India, and that the use of the solar month-names, is the result 
of its northern and civic origin; or may it not be that the 
Buddhists of the earlier centuries of the Christian era used solar 
months in the reckonings, while the Brahmins used the lunar 
months, as their religious ceremonies and festivals are always with 
Tithis and Pakshas. ” We deduce the follov/ing conclusions from 
this extract. (1) The solar month is used in the ^aka era. (2) 
The reason of the use of the lunar month in it, is its long-time 
prevalence in the south India. (3) The Brahmins of south India 
used the lunar month in dating their religious rites with Tithis 
and Pak^s. (4) The Buddhists that lived in the 1st century 
A. D. or thereabout used the solar month in their books. (5) 
Because the system of using the solar month originated in north 
India. Points, other than those with which we are concerned 
here, will be discussed in a “ Note ” later on. We deduce one 
important conclusion that the system of using the solar month 
was in vogue in north India and that of using the lunar month 
was in use in south India. This shows that events were differently*" 
dated in the two parts of India. Moreover, there elapsed a 
period of 25 years between the origins of these two eras. In 
short, there were two different eras®” having the same name. 
They were founded at different times by different persons, and 
were in use in different parts of India. 

The era in north India was founded either by the Ku^anas or 
by the Chasfhaijas. It continued to be in use—with slight changes 
—for some time. We do not know exactly, how long it continued 
to be in use.®^ It is certain however, that it is no longer in use 
at present. The ^aka era that is in use to-day originated in 

(49) The same opioion has been stated by Sic Cunningham in his ‘"The 

Book o£ Indian Eras’’ pp. 31. 

(50) Read f. n. no. 52 below. 

(51) According to Dr. Keilhom, its mention was first found in V. E. 944. 

We have stated here however, that the method was in use as early as the 

rule of the Kusans. We do not know what happened to it in the intervening period. 
Further research work will,. I hope, throw light on the point 

57 
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south India, and is to-day in vogue there. The method of lunar 

months is used in it. It was founded by the §atvahana dynasty 
of Andhra kings.®® It had nothing to do with the Ku^anas or 

with the Chasthanas.®® 

[ Note:—We now turn to the other points raised in the extract 

quoted above. In the first place, Dr. Keilhorn says, that the 

Buddhists used this era in north India and used the system of solar 
months. In the account of emperor Pnyaclariin (Vol. II), we 

have proved, that he was quite a different individual from A^ok. 

We have also proved, that most of the inscriptions which the 
scholars have ascribed to A^ok, are as a matter of fact, connected 

with his grandson and successor, Priyadarsin. A^ok was a Buddhist, 
while Priyadarsin was a staunch Jain. Hence, the inscriptions 

contain Jaina doctrines and not Buddhist doctrines, as many 

scholars mistakenly believe they do. In support of this, we have 

given many facts (Chap. I) in the accounts of Mahavir and Buddha 
in the same Volume. The evidence of coins ( Chaps. II and III of 
the same Volume) is wholly in favour of the same contention. 

So, the system of using the solar month, which Dr. Keilhorn has 
ascribed to Buddhism is, as a matter of fact, connected with 
Jainism. The following points are stated in support of this. 

(1) The Buddhist generally used the Buddha era. They merely 

stated the number of the year. They seldom mentioned details 

like season, month, date etc. No definite mention is made of the 

solar system of months. Jaina books, on the other hand, contain 

frequent definite mention of this system. 
(2) On the evidence supplied by inscriptions, we have proved 

on pp, 352 & seq. Appendix B, Vol. II, that the Chasthaija ksatraps 

were Jains. An extract is quoted there from Mr. Rapson, who 

emphatically declares the same thing. They had adopted the solar 

method because it was in use in Jainism. 

(52) The Satvahaa kings who founded this eta, were followers of the 

Vedic religion. (Vide their account. Dr. Keilhorn is of the same opinion). The 

Saka era, on the other hand, which was prevalent in north India, was Jaina 

in origin, becanse its founders, the'Kusans, were Jains. 

(53) Read f. n. nOt 52 abovet 
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(3) Coins also definitely prove that Chasthaij was a Jain. 

( Vol. 11. Chap. Ill). 
Some one might doubt the authenticity of the fact that 

foreigners like Chasthaijas and Kusanas should have so staunchly 
taken to Jainism. In reply to this, we have to slate simply that 
at the time with which we arc concerned here (1st century A. D.), 
only three religions were prevalent in the whole known world— 

the Vedic religion, Buddhism and Jainism. Christianity was in 
its infancy, and was still practically confined to Syria and Palestine, 
the place of its origin. Except during the brilliant reign of A^ok, 
Buddhism had not exercised any noteworthy influence at any time 
or in any part of India. The Vedic religion had its bright days 
during the rule of the Sungas. In ancient times, no religion was 
as powerful or as prevalent as Jainism. It had stretched itself far 

and wide and had millions and millions of people under its broad 

and soothing wings. Priyadar^in, the staunch Jaina emperor, had 
sent missionaries to the most distant parts of the earth to spread 
the gospel of Jainism there. He himself had conducted invasions 
over Nepal, Tibet, Khotan, Asian Turkey and many other distant 
lands, had conquered those countries and had spread the Jaina 
gospel there. During his lifetime, he had appointed his son, Jalauk®*, 

as the governor of Kasmir, his son-in-law, Devpal, as the governor 

of Nepal and his another son, Kusthan*®, as the governor of Tibet. 
After his death, all the three declared themselves as independent 

rulers of the territories over which they were appointed as 

governors. This took place in about B. C. 200. The home of 
the Ku^ans was Tibet—Khotan. They came to India in about 

1st century A. D. Naturally, they must have had a strong 

inclination towards Jainism which was prevalent in their native 
place only a century ago. All these are facts based on the 

irrefutable evidence of coins and inscriptions. Scholars like Mr. 
Rapson, an expert in coins, subscribe to the same opinion. The 
inscription of Rudradaman, the grandson of Chastha?, proves the 

same thing. He got his inscription written on the same slab on 

(54) Read the appendix on Jalank in Vol. II> 

(59) Vol. llf'* account of Priyadanin. 
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which Priyadar^in got his, at the foot of Mt, Girnar, a holy place 

of the Jains. He must have done so with the ambition of being 
ranked with Priyadar^in. Secondly, Dr. Keilhom states that the 

difference in dating events in north, and south India is due to 
the influence of Brahmins. Of course, the Vedic religion might have 
exerted some influence over the era, but the extent of that influence 
was not so wide or so entire as is maintained by Dr. Keilhom. 

He seems, to have done so, in order to confirm to the general 

theory, that the same era was prevalent in both parts of India. ] 

We have given below a table of the eras we have discussed 

in these chapters: — 

No. Name Founder 
iTbe date of| 

founding ! 
Other details 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Mahavira 
era 

Buddhist 
era 

Ksaharata; 
era 

Kudina 
era 

Chasthaijal 
era 

Christian 
era 

Vikrama 
era 

Malava 
era 

Saka era 

People 

People 

Nahapatj 

Kaniska I 

Chasthan 

People 

People 

Rajputs 

People &j 
King 

527 B. C.jln commemoration of Mahavir's 
Nirvaij. 

520 B. C.iln commemoration of Buddha’s 
Nirvaij. 

159 B. C.|The year in which his father 
Bhumak became Mahaksatrap. 

A. D. 103 The year in which he came to 
the throne. 

A. D. 103 Though the era was founded 
by Chasthau, yet it was dated 
from the first year of the reign 
of Ghsamotik, his father, who 
was a k^trap. The same thing 
happened with the Traikutakas. 
|(Pp. 312). 

A. D. l|3J years after the birth of 
Jesus Christ. 

57 B. C-lFrom the year in which ^akari 
Vikramaditya ascended the 
throne. 

|A.D.53]- The year in which they came 
[to power after the extirpation 
of the Hfiijas. 

A. D. 78|The reason is half-religious”*. 

(56) Petaile will be given in their account, 
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We have given separate accounts of the various eras. Now 

we shall consider certain points which are common to all. 

The eras with which we are concerned here are; (l)Mahavira. 
(2) Ksaharata. (3) Vikrama. (4) Malava. (5) Kusana (6) Chasthaija; 

and (7) Saka Salivahan. The eighth era—the 
The different eras jji • . u . u .. Buddhist—has not been mentioned in any com 

or in any inscription. It does not also seem 

to have been adopted by any king. One expects, that some 

mention of it must be found in connection with the reign of A^ok, 
the staunch upholder of Buddhism. No coin or no inscription of 

A^ok, however, has yet been found out in support of this. It is 

found to have been in use in Buddhist books and legends. 

We now turn to the circumstances, in which each of the 
above eras was founded. The Mahavira era was founded in 

commemoration of the Nirvaii of Mahavir; and so was Buddha 

era founded in commemoration of the Parinirvao of Buddha. 
Undoubtedly, therefore, they were founded in connection with 
the most sacred and most revered events. The Malava era, 
strictly speaking, was not founded within the time-limit fixed for 
this book. It has been discussed above, in order to clarify details 

about the Vikrama era. 

Of the remaining five eras, the Saka era was founded in 
south India by Salivahan.®^ An account of that dynasty will be 

given in the next volume. Some scholars are of the opinion, that 

it had a religious origin, while some others believe that it was 

founded due to political exigencies. These latter scholars believe, 
that it was founded in commemoration of the extirpation of the 
§aka8 by Gautamiputra §atakaraiji, the son of Queen Balairi**. 

The opinion also exists that it was founded in celebration of the 

(57) In the next Vol. in which their account is given, it will be discussed 

whether the usage “^aka Salivahan” is proper or not. 

(58) J. B. B. R. A. S. Vol. IX, pp. 145. Dr. Bhau Daji states there;— 

“Gautamiputra, the son of Padumavi and king of Dakshinapatha or the 

Dcccan, boasts of having destroyed the Sakas, Yavanas, Pahlavas etc”. 

The Nasik inscription by Queen BalasrI contains the account in thg 

fame etrsin. 
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change of the seat"® of capital to Paithaij, which was the original 
seat of capital. In the account of the dynasty, we shall prove 
that both these theories, which advocate a political origin for the 

era, are ill-founded. The theory, on the other hand, that the era 
has a religious origin, seems to contain some grains of truth, 
though, perhaps, not all.®”. 

We now turn to the remaining four eras. All of them were 
founded in commemoration of a happy turn of events.®^ Either 
a king ascended on the throne or performed a marvellous feat of 

valour. That era must be considered to have the best origin, 
which was founded by the people themselves, in commemoration 
of an event connected with the life of their king, because it 
proves, that the king was the most beloved by his people and 
did all he could to make them happy. Judged from this view¬ 
point, the Vikrama era can be said to have the best origin. It 

was voluntarily and enthusiastically started by the people them¬ 

selves. The remaining three were founded, more or less directly 
or indirectly by the kings themselves. Consequently, they fell 

into disuse, when the rule of those kings or that of their dynasties 
ended. The Vikrama era is in full vogue to this day. So is 

the Saka era, which was founded in south India; which leads us 

to believe that it must have a semi-religious origin.®® 

Thus, we establish that the Vikrama era has the best origin 
and the ^aka era has the next best. We have refrained from 

giving any judgement on the Christian era because, at the time 

with which we are concerned here, it was not in use in any 

part of India. Some references to it are, however, made in the 

following paragraphs. 
lii this paragraph we shall discuss the eras which are in general 

use to-day. The Ksaharata, the Malava, the Kojina and Chasthst^ct' 

(59) J. B. B. R. A. S. 1928, New edi. Vol. Ill, the article by Mr. Bakhle. 

He has laid special emphasis on this point. 

(60) Read f. n. no. 62 below. 

(61) For details about the circumstances under which these four eras 

were founded, vide the accounts of the kings connected with them* 

(62) Read f. n. do< 60 above* 
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eras arc no more existent to-day. The Buddhist era and the ^aka 
era of the south also are not prevalent at present in many parts 

of India. 

We have discussed it in details in the fore-going paragraphs 
simply because many misconceptions prevail in connection with 
it among the scholars. 

Of the three remaining eras which are in use at present, 

the first and the most ancient is the Mahavira era. The second 

Dating of events 

in various eras 

is the Vikrama era and the third is the 

Christian era. The Vikrama era was founded 

470 years after the Mahaxii.i tra; and the 

Christian era was founded years after Vikrama era. The 

Mahavira era dates from the death of Mahavir*^'*, the Vikrama 
era dates from the year in which Vikramaditya ascended the 

throne®® and the Christian era was founded four years after the 
birth of Jesus Christ®®. 

We now enter into minuter details about them. According 
to Jaina books, Mahavir died on the last day of the dark half 

of Kirtik. So, the new year of that era begins on the 1st of 
the bright half of Kartik, because the dark half of the month 

preceded the bright half of the same month. Had it not been 

so, the last day of the dark half of A^vin might have been 

taken as the day on which Mahavir died.®’ The new year of 
the Vikrama era also begins on the 1st of the bright half of 

Kartik; but we should remember that in connection with this era, 

(63) It is stated on pp. 8 of Sir Cunningham’s “Book of Indian Eras”, 

“The initial point of this (Vikrama) era ought to be P. C. 57 or 56f instead 

of B. C. 56". 

(64) Vide preceding chapter. Vide also Chap. I of Vol. II. 

(65) Vide his account* 

(66) J* B. B. R. A. S. Vol. VIII, pp. 223. Dr* Bhau Daji states there:— 

“There is a difference of 4 years between the Christian era and the birth 

of Christ". 

[ Note : The Christian era, unlike the other religious eras, has no 

connection either with the birth or with the death of Jesus Christ. It is, in 

this point, quite different from the other eras. ] 

(67) Vide the Sukhbodhika Commentary of Kalpasutra. 
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the bright half preceded the dark of the same month. In short, 

the solar method is used in the Mahavir era, while the lunar 

method is used in the Vikrama era. This, however, does not 
make any difference as far as the dating of a particular event 
in both the eras is concerned. Thus, there elapsed exactly 470 
years between them. If we have to date any event, that happened 

before the establishment of the Mahavir era, or even if we have 

to date the death of Mahavir, we have to take into consideration 
both the systems; otherwise we are likely to make a mistake. As 

far as however, any event, which happened after the establishment 
of the Mahavira era, is concerned, we can date it in both the 

eras by taking into consideration the fact that the Vikrama era 
was founded exactly 470 years after the Mahavira era. 

As regards the Christian era, it is said to have begun 56| 
years after the Vikrama era. It was founded after the third, (and 
before the fourth), year of the birth of Jesus Christ. 

The Vikrama year is a lunar year of 354 days. The Christian 

year is a solar one of 365 days. Every year therefore, the Vikrama 
year is over 11 days before the Christian one. In the Vikrama 

era however, two extra months are added every five years and 
a month is dropped at the interval of some years, in order to 

make up its differences with the solar year. In the Christian era 
every four years, a day is added (the Leap year ) in order to 

make it correspond exactly with the time taken by the earth’s 

revolution round the sun. Once every four hundred years, the day 
is not added and thus the Christian years are adjusted to a nicety 

with the revolutions of the earth round the sun. Thus, once every 
five years or so, the dates of both the eras exactly correspond 
with each other. The new year of the Christian era®® ( January 1), 
begins at present sometime in Pausa, the third month of the 
Vikrama year. The same thing happened in ancient times also. 
So did the new year of the Vikrama era begin some time between 

the latter half of October and the former half of November. The 

(68) Probably a change was effected in the Christian year in the mediaeval 

age. A Christian year however> always consisted of not less than 365 days. 

Experts, it is hoped, will throw some light on this problem. • 
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same thing is seen to be happening at present. Hence, as a 
general rule, the Christian year begins nearly 2J to 3 months after 
the Vikrama year. This shows that the interval between the two 
eras is not 56| years as is believed by Sir Cunningham®®, but 
either 56J years or 57J years, unless of course, that the Christian 
year began with some other month in place of January, in ancient 
times^®. Experts on eras should throw some light on this problem. 
Sir Cunningham is a great and almost unassailable authority on 
such problems. Hence, when a scholar of his note states 
categorically that there was an interval of 56| years between the 

two eras, we cannot help thinking that he must have arrived at 

that conclusion, after a thorough and deep study of all the material 

on both the eras. Let us therefore try to adjust our difference 
with him. It is a difference of ^ year. It is said that the Christian 
era was founded when Jesus Christ was running in his fourth year. 
According to our calculation it comes to 3J years. There are 
therefore, only two ways of adjusting our difference with Sir 
Cunningham’s opinion. (1) The Christian era must have begun 
six months earlier than we believe it to have begun. (2) Jesus 
Christ must have been bom six months earlier than we believe 
him to be. If we take the first alternative for granted, the 
Christian year must be taken to have been begun in those times 
with the 1st of July in place of the 1st of January. In the case 
of the second alternative, the Christian era must have begun 3| 

years after the birth of Christ in place of 3^ years. This is a 
problem which deserves study at the hand of experts. So far as 
we are concerned here, we shall have to take for granted that 
there was an interval of 56i years between the two eras. 

From the above discussion, we deduce that when we want 
to fix the Christian date for any event that happened during 

(69) Some will argue that 56| is the correct number. These people should 

remember that the new Vikrama year begins in nearly the jlOth month of 

the Christian year, and that three months after that, begins the new Christian 

year. Hence three months should be added to 56 or 57, but should not be 

deducted from them. 

(70) Read f. n. nq. 68 above, 
58 
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first three months of the Vikrama era, we must date it 
according to the previous year of the Christian era’'^; for any 

event that happened during the remaining nine months, we must 

date it according to the succeeding year. 

The same method should be adopted in converting a date 

of the Mahavira era into the corresponding date of the Christian 

era. Only the interval between the two eras was 5264 years’*. 

The readies will see that the conversion of dates from 
Mahavira era into Vikrama era and vice versa is very easy. When 

any date of these two eras is to be converted into the Christian 

era, we must remember the formula stated in the preceding but 
one paragraph. 

The following table is given to give a clear understanding of 

the relations between the three eras. 
vikrama year 

(1) Ist year, Kartik, Marga^irsa = 

and Pausa 

(2) 57 V. E. = 
(3) 58 V. E. „ „ = 

(4) 1st V. E. Magh to Mvin = 
(5) 57 V. E. „ = 

(6) 58 V. E. .. = 

B. C. 

B. C. 

A. D. 
B. C. 
A. D. 

Christian year 

57, Octo, Nov. 
and Dec.’* 

1, Octo. Nov. & Dec. 

99 99 99 99 

56, Jan. to Sept. 

1 » » » 

99 99 

Or conversely 

(7) B. C. 57, Oct. Nov. Dec. = V. E. 1, Kartik, Marga^ir^ 
and Pausa 

(8) B. C. 57, Jan. Sept. = V. E. 1, Magh to A^vin 
(9) B. C. 1, Oct. Nov. Dec. = V. E. 57, Kartik, Marga^ir^ 

and Pausa 

(71) In the case of A. D., the common expression is “expired” usd in the 

case of B. C., the common expression is “To come” or “In store”* 

(72) The Vikrama era began 470 years after the Mahavira era} and the 

Christian era began 56i years after the Vikrama era* So the Christiaa era 

is separated from the Mahavira eta by 526^ years. , 

(73) As we are concerned here with B. C. any “current year” then means 

some months of the preceding year were yet to elapse* After A. D. a “current 

year” means that some months of the succeeding year have pewed. 
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(10) A. D. 1, Jan. to Sept. 

(11) A. D. 1, Oct. Nov. Dec. 

(12) A. D. 2, Jan. to Sept. 

etc. 

= V. E. 57, Magh to A^vin 

= V. £. 58, Kartik, Marga^ir^ 
and Pausa 

= V. E. 58, Magh to A^in 

etc. 

We have stated that the Christian era was begun 3| years 
after the birth of Jesus Christ. We have also stated that accord¬ 

ing to Sir Cunningham, the interval between 

A delusion the Vikrama era and the Christian era is 56| 
years. Adding them, we get the number 60. 

Now, ^akari Vikramaditya’s reign lasted exactly for 60 years, 

after which, he died and was succeeded on the throne by his son. 

This has made some scholars doubt, there must have been some 

connection between the two events—the death of Vikramiditya 

and the birth of Jesus Christ. This is a mere delusion as is 

shown below. 

The Christian era, as we know, was founded years after 

the birth of Jesus Christ, i. e. Jesus Christ was born in B. C. 4. 
Vikram died during the 60th year of the Vikrama era. It has 
been definitely proved that the Vikrama era dates from the day 
on which Vikramiditya ascended the throne, which he did in 57 

B. C. Thus, Vikramiditya ascended the throne in 57 B. C. and 
died in 4 A. D., while Jesus Christ was born in 4 B. C. It will 
now become clear, that Jesus Christ was bom nearly 8 years 

before the death of Vikramiditya. 

Looking from the view-point of the beginning of the Christian 
era also, the birth of Jesus Christ will have to be dated 4 years 

before the rule of the Vikramiditya ended. 

In short, there is no connection between the death of 

Vikramiditya and the birth of Jesus Christ. 



Supplement to Chap. XI, Part VI 

to read after i>p. 326 

In reference to the religion followed by the Abhiras and the 

Traiku takas and in reference to the political relations between 

them, we have quoted on pp. 324 an extract 
The religion followed from Mr. Rapson’s book; where he says:— 

by Abhiras and “ Abhira chiefs like Isvardatta were governors of 
Traikutakas Jaina Ksatraps; they became independent 

later on and assumed the title Mahaksatrap. 

Their coins bear the same signs On the same page, we have 

stated in continuation of this?—“ Later on, the territory over 

which they had established independent power, was annexed by 

the Guptas of Avanti, who were followers of the Vedic religion. So, 

Dharsen, Vyaghrasen and their successors, who were little more than 

governors appointed by the Guptas, adopted the title “ Parama 

Vai^ava Maharaj”. Briefly stated, this means that Isvardatta and 

his successors were Jains. When, however, the Guptas conquered their 

territory, they accepted the Vedic religion—voluntarily or com- 

pulsarily. Later on, when the power of the Guptas declined, they 

became independent and founded the Traikhtcika dynasty. 

Thus the Abhiras and the Traikht^kas are the same people. 
They, however, founded dynasties bearing different names at 

different times. The Abhiras did so, after freeing themselves from 

the power of the Chasthatias and the Traikhtakas did so, after 

freeing themselves from the power of the Guptas. 
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An article has appeared in a quarterly named 'Indian Culture’, 
April 1939, (Calcutta), in connection with the Gupta kings. Some 

of the details stated in it, support the theory stated in the above 
paragraphs. In it, it is also stated that the Copper-plates of 
both the Maitrakas and Traikutakas resemble each other in every 
respect, and that the method adopted in them is found in no 

other Copper-plates. From this, the writer of the article concludes 
that the Maitrakas were the vassals of Traikutakas. 

[Note:—It is more probable that both the Maitrakas and 
the Traikutakas were vassals of some third power. ] 

Moreover, the writer concludes from the dates found on the 
Maitraka Copper-plates, that the dynasty was founded in 150th 

year of the Gupta era (i. e. 469 A. D,). He further states— 
“ With reference to Droijasinha—their ruler—it is stated, that he 
was installed as king by the supreme lord, the master of the 
whole world, himself. The earliest known date of Drogasinha is 
183 G. S. « 502 A. D. It is undoubtedly certain, that the 

Maitrakas (Vallabhi kings) have made use of the Gupta era. 

They were governors appointed by the Guptas. They were installed 
by them on the throne. This is one thing to be noted. 

The method adopted by the Maitrakas in their Copper¬ 

plates is identical with that of the Traikutakas. These Traikutakas 
also came into power at the time of the decline 

The second |.]^g Gupta empire. The earliest known date 
to be noted r r 

of their dynasty is 207, i. e. there is a difference 

of 50 years only, between the earliest known dates of the 

Maitrakas and the Traikutakas. 
From the details given above, we come to the conclusion 

that the Traikutakas, like the Maitrakas, were the vassals of 
the Guptas, and had become independent when the Gupta power 
was in the days of its downfall. Both used the Gupta era. If this 
is true, the Traikutaka dynasty must have been founded in 207 

+ 319 « 526 A. D., just about the time when Maitrak Drogasinha 
was installed. The theory of some scholars that the 
Traikutakas used the Kalchuri or the Chedi era and that 

accordingly its date of founding was 207 + 249 * 456 A. D. will 
also be proved wrong. 



462 Sapplemeat to Chap* XL Pirt VI 

Abhiras Maitrakas Traiku^akas 

Whose governors? of the Cha^haoa 
Ksatraps 

of the Gupta 
emperors 

of the Gupta 
emperors 

Religion Jainism Vedic& Jainism 
(mixed kind) 

The VedicreU- 
gion (Jainism 
later on) 

Their territory Govardhan 
Samay 

Sauri^ra Govardhan 
Samay 

The era used by 
them 

The Cha^haoa 
era 

The Gupta era The Gupta era 
(not Chedi, as 
is believed) 

The new name 
given to that era 

The Abhira 
A. D. 103 

The Vallabhl 
A. D. 319 

The Traiku^aka 
A. D. 319 

The title assumed 
by them 

Mahak^trap Maharaj ParamaVaisQava 
Maharaj 



Dynastic Lists 
N. B.—If figures mentioned here differ from those mentioned 

in the text, they require correction and further 
investigation. 

X X X X X 

Name A. M. B. C. Yrs. Remarks 

Sungabhitya 301-339 226-188 38 Commander* 

X X X X 

in*chief to 
the Mauryas 

X 

Pusyamitra 301-323 226-204 22 
^nngabhrtjra 323-339 204-188 16 

(I) Sunga Dynasty: 323-413 204-114 

38 

90 

in retirement 

(1) Agnimitra, the founder 
(a) During the life-time 

of Pusyamitra 323-339 204-188 16 
(b) As an independent 30 king 339-346 188-181 7 
(c) As Emperor Kalki 346-353 181-174 7 

(inclusive of) 
Heir-apparent 
Vasumitra 339-346 188-181 7 

(2) Odrak alias Balamitra 353-370 174-157 17 1 
(3) Bhig, alias Bhigavat 

alias Bhanumitra 370-385 157-142 15 J 32 

(4) Sujyestha alias 
Sumitra 385-392 142-135 7 

(5) Ghos 392-396 135-131 4 • 28 
(6) Vasumitra 396-403 131-124 7 
(7) Devbhuti 403-413 124-114 10 . 

Total 90 yieara 



484 Dynaitic Lists 

Nunc A. M. B. C, Yrs. Remarks 

(II) Foreign Invaders : 
(A) Yonas-Bactrians 322-368 205-159 46 

(1) Demetrius 
(a) Outside India 322-335 205-192 13 •> 

(b) Within „ 335-345 192-182 10 10 

23 

(2) Menander 345-368 182-159 23 

33 

(B) K^haratas 368-453 159—74 85 

(a) Madhya-de^ 
(1) Bhumak 368-413 159-114 45 
(2) Nahapan 413-453 114—74 40 

85 
(b) Mathura 

(1) Rajuvul 372-410 155-117 38 
(2) Sodas 410-452 117—75 42 

80 
(c) Taksilla 

(1) Liak 372-412 155-115 40 
(2) Patik 412-449 115—78 37 

77 
(C) Indo-Parthians, Pahlavas 

(1) Manses 442-452 85—75 10 
(2) Aziz I 452-469 75—58 17 
(3) Azilises 469-497 58—30 28 
(4) Aziz II 497-546 30—19 A. D. 49 
(5) Goiidofarnes 546-572 19—45 99 26 

^ahi Dynasty 
130 

(D) Indo-Scythians : 
(1) iR^bhadatta 453-469 74—58 16 
(2) Deva^ak 469-475 58—52 6 

(E) Kaunas (See Vol. IV) 

22 



Dyaaatic Lists 465 

Name A. M. B. C. Yrt. 

(III) Oardabhila Dynasty ( Lords of Avanti) 

(1) Gandharvasen alias 
Darpaii 453-463 74—64 10 

Inter-regnum—^aka rulers (See infra) 7 years 

(2) §akm Vikramaditya 
A. D. 

470-530 57—3 60 
§anka 470-470 : i few months 
Bhartrhari 470 & seq. 

A. D. 

(3) Madhavaditya 530-570 3—43 40 

(4) Dharmaditya 570-580 43—53 10 

(5) Vikramacharitra 
alias Madhavasen 580-620 53—93 40 

(6-7) Two small kings 620-634 93-107 14 

(8) Bhailla 634-645 107-118 11 

(9) NaUla 645-659 118-132 14 

(10) Nahad 659-669 132-142 10 

iog" 

(iV) ^aka Rulers (Lords of Avanti) 

(1) Amlat 463-463 64—64 6 months 

(2) Gopll 463-464 64—63 6 „ 
(3) Puspak 464-465 63—62 1 year 

(4) ^arvil 465-468 62—59 2| » 
(5) Name unknown 468-470 59—57 n 

7 years 

59 



Chronology 
N. B.—Simple figures mentioned against the events show the 

pages and figures in brackets, the pages of the foot-notes, on which 
their description is given; when two dates of an event are probable, 

the one doubtful is bracketted; approximate dates are treated 
as erica; while those which are doubtful are marked as ? . 

B. c; b: m. 
5000 Mohan-ja-dero civilization, calculated by the 

scholars to be as old as (93) 
3201 Beginning of Kali age (370); scholars assign 

this time to the Great Mahabharata War (92) 
cirlOOO 9000 Composition of Gratis and Smrtis; 92, 96, 

197; 10th cent, time of the writers of Gratis 
and Upanisads, 276, (348) 

9th cent. Close relations existed between India and 
Persia, even before and after this; 237 

877- I 350\ Vodava Stupa was built 210; 7th & 8th 
777 I 250J century. Vodava Stiipa built by gods according 

to Jaina literature (207) and supported by 
Dr. Buhler’s theory, 208. 

778 251 Par^vanath, the Jaina 23rd Tnthankar, 93; 
8th century Par^vanath lived 223; His name 
has been preserved in the StQpas at Taxila 
and MaQikyal 223. 

7th & 8 cent. Brahml Script, prevalent in Jambhdwlp 125 

> Taxila came under the power of several 
7th to 1st cent [ d}masties 222; Jainism was prevalent there 

' all this time 223, 224 
6th cent. Origin of the Kharosthi from the Brahml 127; 

Buddhism came into being 400; a group 
of ^akas crossed the Indus 313; in 5th 
century 347. 

Emp. Darius of Persia (80) (518, (80)); (see 
under 486) 

558- 

530 



Chronology 46? 

B. C. 

551 

527 

cir 505 

486 to 

88 

4th & 5th 
cent. 

493 

486 

467 

457 

447 
cir 440 
429-393^=36 
425 98-134 

B. M. 

24 Death of king Pulnsaki of Gandhar 80, 
(550, 216) 

— There was a great forest in the region of Vidisa, 
upto this time 355; Vidisa came into existence 

(between 527 to 57 » 470 years) 357; Vidisa 
founded anytime between 527 - 372=155 
years 355; (shortly after 527) 363; It must 

have already been a flourishing city (in 527) 

364; 365. 

Chandapradyota of Avanti died, 355; he died 
in the same night when Mahavir died 356; 
Taxila ceased to be a Hindu capital (216). 

A. M. 
For these 400 years, Persia was under 

rulers, from Darius to Mithradates III, 132, 

(Cf. cir. 250) (Cf. 330 to 152) 

Gujerat was known, upto this time, by name 
of Lata (313) 

34 Founding of Pataliputra 58 

41 Time of Darius, the Persian Emperor, 278; 

(see above 558) 

60 Nandivardhan of Magadh conquered 
Avanti, 355 

70 Beginning of Shri Harsha era (Mr. Thomas) 
267 

A large number of ^akas converted to Jainism 
(from 457-447) by Ratnaprabhasuri 314; cir. 

450, Certain Jaina monk converted people 
by lacs into Jainism (278) 

80 Time of origin of the Gurjars 321 

Large pouring of ^kas into Rajputana (67) 

Kharvel’s time (22) 

Name of PaUavas is found, even long before 
the time of Kharyel 228 



466 Chronology 

B. C. A. M. 

417-414=110-113=3 Brhaspatimitra or Nand VIII (22) 

cir 400 Time of Var-ruchi 171 
333 to No name of emperors, ruling over Persia is 
152 found in the history of Persia, why ? (97) 

330-303=197-224=27i Real time of Asoka’s rule (223) 
327 200 Alexander the Great came to India 82 

325 202 Vi^akh, responsible for Suder^an lake, 227; cir« 
325, foreigners first invaded India by land 227 

324 203 Vasisthiputra §atakariji 334 (His time) 

323 204 Death of Alexander the Great 83 
317 210 Poros (of the Punjab region) was murdered 

(223) 

316 (after); 211 Amok’s power was established over the 

Punjab (223) 

304 223 Seleucus Nicator gave his daughter in marriage 
to A^ok, 128 

3rd cent. Indian rulers well understood the importance 
of trade by sea and also took possession of 

sea-coast, 161 

cir. 290-250; 237-277 A group of Sakas settled in O^iya 
281-225 246-302 The time of ^atakariji II, 28 

281 246 Seleucus Nicator died, 102 

276 251 Birth of Pusyamitra 8, 43 
270-180 257-347 Patanjali’s real time 28, (if his age is taken 

to be 90); 32 (if he lived for 95 yrs. from 
275 to 180); Patanjali alive (228) 31; His time 
(Prof. Weber) (27) & 150-40 according to 

a European writer, 27 (27) 

(140-20 according to Prof. Goldstflcker (27) 
Patanjali (living in 194) (174); (144-42 Dr. 
Bhandarkar, (27) 

261 266 Death of Antiochos I, (281-261=20 yrs.) 102 
260 267 Birth of Agnimitra 9, 37, 45 

250 277 Parthia & Bactria became independent 

279, (102) 



Chronology m 

B. c. A. M. 

cir. 250 

245 
245-230 

236-227 
236-202 

cir. 235 

230-202 
229 

226-204 

226 

223 

215 

213 

211-204 
210 

209 

208 

cir. 206 

205-182 

Rule of Arsex dynasty founded over Persia 
238; Persia became independent 239 
Priyadar^in had sent Dhamma-Mahamatras 

to various countries 193; erection of Sihchl 

Stupa by Emp. Priyadar^in 269 

282 Death of Deodotus I, (250-245=5) 102 

282-297 Bactrian King Deodotus II, 102 
291-300 Mauryan Emperor Subhagsen 107 

291-325 Taxilla was destroyed (between these year8)218 

292 Birth of Demetrius (203) 

297-325 Bactrian King Euthidemos, 102, 107 
Pusyamitra joined the Mauryan army 45 

301-323 Pusyamitra appointed C. in C. 8, 45, 46. 

The time of Sunga-bhrtyas 15, (Pusyamitra 

Sunga-bhrtya 29,(43); Pusyamitra’s whole time 

of office 25, 15, (226 to 118=38) 

301 Satakariji alive 31; ( ^atakariji II died; 29) 
Invasion of Avanti by Satakargi 43,45; AvantI 

came under the Andhra power 28; 

304 Anliochos III came to the throne of Greece, 103 

312 Euthidemos marched towards India 107; 

Antiochos III of Syria, married his daughter 

to Demetrius 103; 

Probable birth of Menander 107 

314 Probable birth of Mahaksatrap Bhhmak 137 

316-323 Mauryan Emp. Brhadrath 46 
317 Euthidemos conquered the Punjab 50: Siege 

of Sakai by Euthidemos (57) 
318 Jalauk of Kaimir conquered territories upto 

Kanoj 103 
319 Birth of Vasumitra 11, 12 

221 Both Jalauk & Euthidemos died 103: Siege 

of Madhyamika by Euthidemos 57 : Jalauk 
died (in 205) 47 

222-245 Rule of Demetrius 104 



Chronology 470 

B. C. A. M. 

204-188 323-339 

204-114 323-413 

204 323 

200-100 

197 330 

196 

194 

331 

333 

190-182 337-345 

189 338 

188 339 

188-174 
182 

339-353 

245 

182-159 245-268 

Pusyamitra as regent 8; 28; Agnimitra as 

king 9,16, 37; Pusyamitra (living in 204) (22) 
Snnga rule ; 2 

Brhadrath was killed by Pusyamitra and 
Agnimitra 20 

During this century, the Ksaharates came to 
India 193 

First out of the two bloody wars between 

the Yavanas and the Indians (48); (circa 199- 
197), 149; 

Two conquests of Agnimitra (one over 
Vidarbha and the other over the Greeks) 

(between 197-195), 49, 57, (68) 

Agnimitra married Princess Milviki 49 

Demetrius began preparations to invade 
India 50 

Demetrius ruled over India 105; His career 

practically came to an end soon after 175 
(I. H. Q.) (25) 

First A^amedh by Agnimitra during the 
life-time of Pusyamitra 31 ; (195, 50 ) 

Death of Pusyamitra (at his age of 88) 8, 

44, 50, 108; Vasumitra as heir-apparent, 12; 

(cir.). Demetrius conquered the Punjab, 50 
Agnimitra as independent ruler 10, 37 

Vasumitra killed in a battle with Yavanas 51, 

106 [ His death (in 181 or 178), 11; (in 181), 

11,12, (32)] Vasumitra’s time (187-181) 16; 

Demetrius died while fighting with Agnimitra 
51; (181 Bhiimak joined Menander as a 
Ksatrap 136, 137 ) 

Menander’s time 116, 132 [182-152*26 yfs. 

106, 107; according to scholars 160-140*20 
yrs. (107)] (156, 68) 

His death in 159; 115, 116, 239, (268) 



Cbrooology 471 

B. C. 

181 

cir. 181 
181 

181-174 

180 

174 

174-158 

16 yrs. 

174-136 
38 yrs. 

160 

159 

A. M. 

Rule of Hagam Hagamas 133 

(Menander’s time 150-54 according to Greek 
history, 13) 

246 Second A^vamedh by Agnimitra after the 

death of Pusyamitra 31 : Agnimitra performed 
sacrifice, 9. 

346 Menander appointed Ksatraps 136 
346 Emp. Kalki’s time 7, 10 

346-353 Agnimitra destroyed Vodava stupa at Ma¬ 
thura 207 

Pataliputra destroyed by Agnimitra (after 
179) 58 

347 Death of Patanjali, shortly after the second 

A^vamedh by Agnimitra 32; Patanjali’s time 
(175 (27), Jaina Sahitya San^odhak); Upto 

this time Mathura was a flourishing city, 206 
353 Death of Kalki Agnimitra 9, 44, 109; at his 

age of 86, 10, 55; 

Probable birth of Nahapio Ksaharat 146 
353-369 Odrak alias Balamitra 63 (174-157=17 yrs.; 

16); (correct date ought to be 159, 136); death 
by an arrow from a ^aka (158, 67) 

353-391 Mithradates II, 188, 240 

367 Greek King Eucratides (according to Greek 

history ) 25 

Bhag, BhSnumitra, Bhagvat ( 157-142 ) 16; 

accession of Bhanumitra 116 ( his rule 
159-142=17 yrs.); 63, 115 (158-142=16) 

368 Death of Adrak 136; 

Bhumak scored victory over ^ungas and 
became independent 136,137; His rule 159- 

114=45 yrs.: Nahapa^as a Ksatrap (in 158) 146; 
Bhanumitra annexed Mathura to the §anga 
kingdom on the death of Menan^r 179 



m Cbrooology 

C« At Ml 

158 369 

157 370 

156 371 

157-57 

151 376 

cir. 150 377 

142 385 

135-131 392-396 
131-124 396-403 

130 397 

127 400 

126 ’ 401 

124^114 403-413 

Bactrian rule ended in India (250) 

Hagam died a little earlier than this. 178 

Starting of Ksaharafa era 180; (158, 115 (137) 

The second, out of the two bloody wars 
between the Yavans & the Indians (48); 
the time of this (another calculation, cir. 
158-56) (48); 
The Yavana chief Anticialtidas contracted 
friendship with the ^unga king 69 
Kaijva ministers of the ^ungas (from 157- 

114=43 yrs.) 71, 171 
Birth of R^bhadatta 300 
Rajuvul succeeded Hagam-Hagama^ on the 

throne of Mathura 132: Rajuvul as Maha- 
ksatrap 133; Rajuvul conquered Mathura (cir. 

154- 5) from the ^ungas 179; His rule from 

155- 117=38 years, 180; 
Leak Mahaksatrap (Taxilla) 184; his rule 

(155-115=40 yrs.) 
These 100 years as Epoch of §ah kings 
according to Gen. Cunningham & Thomas 

268, 269 : (159-117, 270) 
Kalikstiri, the Jaina monk & maternal uncle 

of ^unga Balamitra (70) (341) 

Mithradates conquered Seistan 188 

Bhanumitra Sunga died 69, 138 , 
^unga Sujyesta alias Sumitra (142-135) 16 

§unga emperor Gho^ 16 

„ „ Vasumitra 16 
Heliocles, Bactrian king & son of Eucratides, 
living according to Greek history 25 

l^^bhadatta rose to power 300; he, as gover* 
nor under Bhumak (127-114) 301 
{Isabhadatta was married to Dak^mitra 300 
Rule of Devabhnti §unga 16 



Chronology 

B. C. A. M. 

123—88 404-439 
35 yrs. 

123 404 

cir. 120 407 

117 410 

115—80 412-447 
35 yrs. 

115—77 412-450 
38 yrs. 

114 413 

114—74 413-453 
40 yrs. 

112 415 

1 cent. B. C. 

88 439 
85 442 

♦73 

Rule of Mithradates II, 245, (342) 

Bactrian rule ended for ever (250) in Bactria 
and in India in B. C. 159 

Mauses appointed as a Satrap 245 
Religious ceremony of the Lion-capital Pillar 
at Mathura 181 (181) 

Nahapan was still a Ksatrap (181) 
Amohi erected Ayagapatta 182 
Death of Rajuvul 180; and Sodas as Maha- 
ksatrap of Mathura (117-75=42 yrs) 182 
Mathura Stupa restored by the chief Queen 
of Rajuvul 75 years after its destruction 
(202) 207; scholars have assigned 36 to 30 

B. C. to this, 202 (202) 

Patik’s time as Mahaksatrap of Taxilla 187; 
he came to the throne 185 

Rule of Mauses (Total length) 245 

End of §unga dynasty 72, 74: Both ^unga 
dynasty and Kaijva ministers’ rule ended 116; 
Death of Bhiimak 137, 143: Nahapaij as 
Mahaksatrap 146, (181): Nahapan as king 
of Avanti 136, 143, 146, 148; Nahapan 
minted coins with “Raja” title 155 ; Nahapio’s 
time (114-74=40 yrs.) 145, 182 
R^bhadatta, as governor under Nahapaij 301 

Birth of Devaijak 301 

One Bsabhadatta flourished (285); Haf^pur, 
near Ajmer was a prosperous city 140; 
Gadhaiya coins (339) 
Mithradates II, the Great died 251, 259 

Mauses, cir. (88); his conquest of Indian 
territory (240) 

60 



Cbrooology m 

B. C. A. M. 

Emp. Mauses conquered Taxilla 186: cir. (80) 

Mause’s rule began in India 253; [ C. H- 1. 

78, pp. 253) (255) ]. Scholars fix 78 B. C. 
asthe time of the beginning of Moga’s reign 

though it is not correct, 189 (187). Some 
fix it (as 75), 189. Rule of Mauses ended 

(cir. 77) (245) & according to C. H. I. ( 75 

to 58); Mauses conquered Sursen and esta¬ 
blished his capital at Mathura (in 79) 254: 

Mauses rule ended (in 78) 255 : he conquered 
the kingdoms (78 & 79) of Patik and Sodas 
256; True date (75) of conquering Mathura 

by Mauses 256, 257. End of Mauses’ reign 

(in 72) 189; his death (in 75) 256 

85—45 Punjab & Mathura under the Parthian rule 

for 30 yrs, 378. 

81 446 Patik of Taxila went to Mathura on pilgri¬ 
mage 186 

Birth of Vikramaditya §akari 370 

80 447 Patik gave up the throne of Taxil3 207 : 
same religious condition prevailed at this 

time which was there in B. C. 250; 208 
An inscription mentioning Vodava Stupa, 

built by gods is found out by Dr. Buhler 
206 (He fixes the period as A. D. 157 (pp. 
206), but it really comes to B. C. 80 (pp.207) 

78 449 According to scholars, some separate era 

(Aziz) was started (in 80) 406; supposed to 
be the beginning of ^aka era by Aziz I (B* 

C. 78 or A. D. 78 ?) 257, 258; 
Copper-plate Inscription of Taxila by Patik 
253, 255 

Aziz I: his rule from 78-58 : 257; possibly 

75 to 58=17 yrs. 257 



Chronology 475 

B. C. B. M. 

78—74 449-453 All the three Ksaharata kingdoms in India 
came to end 255 

7 5—57 452-467 Scholars believe that the ^akas inhabited the 
Sindh delta during this time (93) 

75 452 Death of Mauses 256 
75—58 452-469 Rule of Aziz I, (299) 

17 yrs. 

A. D. A. M. 

74—78 453-605 For these 152 years, Sahi dynasty of 

Rsabhadatta ruled over Saurastra (one theory) 
272, 164 

74 453 Death of Nahapan 146, 256, 267, 330 
Rsabhadatta founded his dynasty 291 : he 
became an independent ruler 301; Ilis reign 

(74-58=16 yrs.) 291 
Gardabhila dynasty founded 330, 335, (352) 

Gandharvasen’s period (74-64=10 yrs.) (335) 
Kaliksuri, the Jaina monk ( 127-74=53 yrs.) 

resigned from the Jaina Holy orders (341) 

74—52 453-475 Duration of Sahi’s dynasty 301 : one scholar 

=22 assigns the period (74-57=17 yrs.) (348) 

64 463 Sakas defeated the Gardabhila king 294; Their 

time (54-57) 335 
Kaliksuri gained his object 10 yrs. after he 
had resigned the Jaina Holy orders (341) 

End of the Gardabhila first king 257: acc- 

to others his death (in 61) 257; he was 

allowed to quit Avanti on his defeat 343 

(cir. 60) Foreigners landed in India by sea, 227 

64—57 463-470 ^aka rulers; 335 [King Amlat (64-63=iyr.); 
7 yrs. King Gopal (63-63=^ yr.); King Puspak 

(63-62=1 yr.); King Sarvil (62-60=2| yrs.); 
Nameless (60-57=2J yrs.) = all 7 yrs, 351: ] 

61 466 Death of Gardabhila Gandharvasen 257 (343) 
60 467 Mithradates III, came to the throne, 259 



476 Chronology 

B. C. A. M. 

58 469 Death of Rsabhadatta 301; his son Deva^ak 

ascended the throne 301 

Aziz I, died about this time 418; his time 

(58-47=11 yrs.) according to C. H. I. (245) 

(255) 

58 to 30 Indo-Parthian king Azilises, 260 

57-57=6 months. Sanku Gardabhila of Avanti 366 

57 470 Sakari Vikramaditya 2; (his time 57 B. C. 

to A. D. 3=60 yrs.) 335, 421; (57 to 4 A.D. 
=61 yrs. 388) 

57 470 Inauguration of Vikrama era to commemorate 

the defeat of Sakas by Vikramaditya aided 

by Aristakarna Andhra 352 : Vikrama era 
commenced (93) (268). Beginning of Vikrama 
era (352), 430; (B. C. 74 & 70 other theories 

430; another theory (in 52) (39); (58 according 

to Prof. Carpentier (370); 56| Initial point 

of Vikrama era, as per Gen. Cunningham’s 

theory (352) (426); beginning Kartik, Thursday 

18th September (374); Vikrama rooted out 

the Sakas 409. 

Battle of Karur, according to Amarko^ in 

which Vikramaditya Sakari was the victor 

and proved to be the fact 417, 426 

According to Amarkos, king ^udrak founded 

(B. C. 58) the Vikrama era (408). According 
to some scholars, Aziz I, is supposed to be 

the founder of the Vikrama era (in 58) 409, 

418. Aziz I, is proved to have no connection 
with the era, 419 : Taksilla inscription with 
fig. 79, is mistakenly supposed to be dated 

136 of Aziz era (419). 

Till B. C. 57, no method was definitely 

adopted by the Jains for dating events 404. 

Gadhaiya coins (339) of the 1st century B. C. 



Chronology 47> 

B. C. A. M. 

57__43 470-484 

57—47 470-480 

52 475 

47 480 

A.D. A. M. 

30—19 497-556 
=49 yrs. 
A. D. 

3—43 530-570 

15 542 

Time of three Jaina Acharyas (PSdalipta, 

Nagarjun and Arya-khaput) 371 

Time of Emp. Hal Salivahan : exact time 

of his rule is B. C. 47 to A. D. 18=65 
years (371) 

(Between these years ) War between Vikrama- 

ditya and ^.sabhadatta Indo-Scythian 377 
Devanak was defeated and killed 300 : death 
of Devaijak 301, 325: he was living (incir. 
50) 297 

Sahi dynasty (Rsabhadatta was the founder) 

ended 291 : my views confirming this (300); 

I thought this to be 78 at first (300) 

Some ten kings of Sahi dynasty ruled over 

Saurastra from B. C. 50 to A. D. 78 as 
some scholars hold. 297 

Andhra king Aristakartja (Gautamiputra 

^atakarni) who aided Vikramaditya, died 353; 

ten years after B. C. 57 he died, and began 

the reign of Hala Salivahan 415 [his time 

being B, C. 47 to A. D. 18=65 years (371) ] 

( 1st cent.) Arabia under Jaina rule (390) 

Time of Aziz II, 262 

King Madhavaditya 335 [ 4 : 386 : Vikrama* 
ditya died (391) and Madhavaditya came to 
the throne 386 ] 

Hal Salivahan died (391). ^akari Vikramaditya 

& King Hal had got several temples repaired 
on Mt. ^atrunjaya under the leadership of 

the three Jaina Acharyas Padalipta, Nagarjun 

and Arya-khaput (see under B. C. 57 to 47) 

their time being about 20 to 25 years before 
Vajrasuri (391) (For Vajrasuri’s time see 
under A. D. 21 to 57). 



478 CbroDoloRy 
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19—45 546-572 Goijdofarnes, Indo-Parthian king 263 

21 548 Emp. Goijdofarnes is said to have been 

initiated to Christianity by St. Thomas (263) 
21—57 548-584 Jaina Acharya Vajrasuri 391, 392 (see below 

under cir. 50 & 57) 

43—53 570-580 Dharmaditya Gardabhil 335 

45 572 Emp. Gondofarnes Indo-Parthian emperor, 

left India for good 264 : he left India to 
occupy the Persian throne 334 : he left India 

(334), 378, 389 
45—78 572-605 Punjab & Kasinir, were perhaps under 

Majntrigupta, the Gardabhila minister 379 
(see under 53 to 93 ) 

cir. 50 (see under 57 ) 

53—93 580-620 Vikramacharitra Gardabhil 336 : correct time 
of his minister Mantrigupta’s governorship 
over the Punjab & Kasmir (412) : (cf. infra 

A. D. 409 & 1009) 

57 584 Acharya Vajrasuri died (147): reparations by 
Javad^ah of temples on Satrunjaya (in cir. 
50) (391) : (As these functions are carried 

in presence of Vajrasuri, who died in A. D. 57, 

and Emp. Vikramacharitra, who came to the 
throne in A. D. 53, the date must be fixed 
to A. D. 55 instead of cir. 50 
The Jaina Ahgas in existence (147). Ten 

Parvas were also complete in existence (147) 
60 587 Emp. Goijdofarnes is said to have died (263) 

cir. 68-70 Hal ^alivahan (see under 78) 

78 605 Gautamiputra ^atakariji rooted out the 

Ksaharatas (scholars belief of this date) 151, 
334, 408; Gautamiputra's date fixed by the 
scholars (272), 297. (Though his real time 
is B. C. 47=see supra). 

According to scholars, beginning of the ^aka 
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era, (437), 447,448. ^aka era founded (scholars 

belief) by Kaniska 445. Kaniska the Ku^an 

is said to have established his power in 

north India 264. (Kaniskas real time is A. D. 
103, see infra) 

It is said that Saka (Rsabhadatta’s) rule 

ended in India 267; that is not the case 271 

(see supra under B C. 52). Descendants of 

Rsabhadatta are said to have ruled upto this 

time over Saurastra 271. (This is wrong) 

Scholars assign this date to the beginning 

of the Chasthaija dynasty 285; (307), (437), 

443,(443), (which is wrong; see under 103 A.D.). 
Some scholars believe that Gardabhila dynasty 

ended 330 (This figure is wrong, 333) 
Mr. Vincent Smith, fixes Hal ^alivahan’s 

time about 70 (A. D. 68) under the belief 
that ^aka era was founded (by him in A. D. 

78) 371; but his real time is in B. C. years 

(see supra under B. C. 47). 

93 620 Vikrama-charitra died 395 

cir. 100 Kadaphisis II died 395; (This is 103 in 
exact figures) 

103 Ku^ana dynasty founded by Kaniska (334) 

Beginning of Chasthana era (309) 448 

107-118 ®^ing Bhailla of the Gardabhila dynasty 336 

118-132 King Nailla „ „ „ 336 

117-180 The author of Periplus of Erythroean seals 

said to have lived at this time 268 

130 Time of Rudradaman, grandson of Cha^haQ 
(because the figure is 52 + 78 ^aka era date) 

according to scholar’s belief 335 (This is 

wrong; see Vol. IV) 

132-142 King Nahad Gardabhila 336; 

142 End of the Gardabhila dynasty 335. Chasthai? 
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2nd cent. 
236-238 

249 

249-261 
261 

261-264 & further 

3rd cent. 

319 

319-330 

375-414 

380 

400 

409 

succeeded his father Gsamotik (cir. 142) 395. 
Chasthan’s time (my theory) 335 

Origin of Abhiras traced to this period 288 
Supposed date of Damsen’s rule : present 

belief, (307); (it is wrong, see Vol. IV) 

Ishvarsen, (see below) father of Ishvardatta 
Abhir, can be fixed up at, 310, Beginning of 
Chedi era (310); foundation of Traikiitaka 

era by I^vardatta 309, 312 

I^varsen Abhir’s actual time of rule 311 
I^vardatta (second) became independent (286), 

his time is fixed at 249; according to some 
(between 236-249); 309 (Though I^vardatta 
is the founder & his time is 261, the begin¬ 

ning is reckoned from the time of accession 
of his father I^varsen in (249) 

Abhir I^vardatta’s reign 311 

Revival of Mathura, during the time of the 
Guptas (191) 

End of the Chasthaiia dynasty over AvantI 

(381). Guptas occupied the throne of Avanti 437 
Time of Chandragupta I, 421 

Time of Chandragupta II, 421 (369 to 
414; 408) 

Time of Samudragupta, according to Gen. 
Cunningham 268 

Fa-Hian, the Chinese traveller 213, 215 

^atrunjaya Mahatmaya supposed to have 

been written (Gen. Cunningham’s theory) 411; 

cir. 430 supposed time of Mantrigupta over 

Kaimir by Vikramaditya (Gen. Cunningham) 

412. Time of Chandragupta Vikramaditya 
409 to 433 (Gen. Cunningham) 411; (all 

these three beliefs are wrong; see infra, under 
1009 and also supra A. D. 53 to 93). 
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453 510 Supposed date of Devaddhigani K^atna^ramao 
is found to be erroneous (405) (see infra 
under 828) 

456 Dharsen Traikutak came to the throne 312 
(Further research tells me that the figure 
207, which is believed to be Chedi era is 
really Gupta era & hence Dharsen’s date 
will come to 207+319=526 A. D. (just very 
close to Maitrakas of Vallabhi becoming 
independent; ^61) («ee infra 469) 

469 Maitraka dynasty of Vallabhi founded, 461; 
479, (318); (which is wrong, see under 502) 

480-495 Kumargupta alias Vikramaditya III, 421 
490-533 Huijas (Torman and Mihirkul) rule over 

Avanti 318 
502 Droijsinha of the Maitraka dynasty was 

installed, 461 
515-550 35 yrs. Time of Parmara Ya^odharman 422 (also 

540-590). Some scholars suppose this to be 

the time of Vikramaditya, who founded 
Samvat era & revived Hinduism, 415 

524-544 Wrong theory of battles of Karur & Manseri 
having been fought, 425. Wrong theory that 
Ya^odharman defeated Mihirkul at Karur, 
416 (in 544) 

526 Traikiitaka dynasty must have been founded 
461 [ Scholars’ belief for 456 ( see above ) 

A. D. seems to be wrong. ] 
528 Supposed date of HaribhadrasQri (author of 

Samrai-kaha) (405), which is erroneous (see 
under 903 A. D.) 

531 Defeat of Hu^s by Ya^odharman of Avanti 
435; Battle of Mansheri fought between 
Hfii?ari Vikramaditya & Hti^s (proved) 426; 
HGqs wiped out almost to a man 319 (first 
this date was taken to be 533; further 
research says 531) 

61 
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A. D. A. M. 
533 

550 
6th cent. 

7 th cent. 

633 

640 
cir. 670 

8th cent. 

8th & 9th cent. 

720-790 

733-759 
738 

754 

755-834 
759 & seq. 

Long before this time, the Chaulukyas were 
in existence (320) 

Parmara Bhojdev 423; 
^akas were conspicuous by their absence 

417; origin of the Gurjaras according to 
scholars (313) 

The word Mlechchha came into use- (75). 

Islam was founded (390) 
Beginning of the reign of Emp. Harsa 267; 
Harsa lived 417 
Huen-Tsang, the famous Chinese traveller 215 

Beginning of the Traikutaka dynasty 284 

(erroneous : see under 456 A. D.) as some 
scholars think 

Beginning of the famous Ra Dynasty of 
Junagadh 287, (287); famous writer Vakpatirij 
flourished, contemporary to king Ya^overman 

of Gwalior 27. Jains of the south to the 
river Krsga were converted to §aivism 233: 

Jains driven out of the Pallava country by 
the §aiva saint Appar (in cir. 750) 233; 
Dantidurg (6th Traikutak) ruled over Maha- 
rastra (in cir. 750) 284 
Mathura enjoyed the same religious position 

in Jainism from B. C. 8th cent. (e. g. nearly 
1700 yrs.) 208. The appellation Vikramaditya 
was in vogue in N. India till 8th cent., but 
for a longer period in S. India (429) 
Parmira Deva^akti 422 

Chaulukya Vikramaditya I, 422 

See under 754 
Earliest inscription bearing V. E. date, 420, 

(420) (439). Earliest inscription with Vikrama 
era (738 + 57 = 795) is found however; it is 
proved unreliable 420 
King Amradev of Gwalior 209 

Chaulukya Vikramaditya II i 422 
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A. D. A. M. 

826 

828 G.E.510 

868 S.E.790 

870-915 

10th cent. 

903 G.E.585 
923 V.E.980 

996-1055 
998 

1009 V.E.1066 

1022 

1036 

11th cent. 

15th cent. 
1502 

cir. 1819 

1869 

Bappabhattasflri performed a religious cere¬ 
mony at Mathura 209. Vakpatiraj converted 
to Jainism 209 

True date of Devaddhigaiji Ksama^raman 433, 

(427), 431 (V. E. 885) 

This belief is wrong; see under 1009 A. D. 

Bhojdev Parmar alias Aclivarah 423; contem¬ 

porary to his namesake of Parihara dynasty 
Dharanagari selected by Bhojdev as the 
capital of Malva (338) 

Samaraditya-kaha by Haribhadrasuri (427) 

True date of reading the Kalpasutrain the 

public 432, 433. (Other provisional dates 
936, 940 A. D.) 

Bhojadev Parmar alias Siladitya 423 
Mularaj Solanki of Gujerat defeated Dharsen 

of Anandpur (337) 

^atrunjaya Mahatmya composed by Dhane^ 
war suri (428). Correct date of the above 

during the reign of Bhojdev Siladitya 412. 

Time of Daksinya-Chinha suri, author of 

Kuvalaymala [ according to my theory 790 

G. E. + 319 (and not taka’s; see 828 supra) 
= A. D. 1009 ] (428) 

Expressing the dates, with solar-month system 
is again found at this time (448) 
Cave inscription of this date at Udayagiri 

by Vikramaditya 410; (There seems to be 
an error in this) 

Time of Karoadev Solanki (337) 
Founding of Vaisuavism (42) 

Vasco-da-Gama landed at Calicut 111 

Said to be the date of a future Kalki 
according to the Jaina scriptures (41) 

Pandit Bhagwanlal Indrajit first found out 

the Mathura Lion-capital 202 



ERRATA 

pp. Line Incorrect Correct 

15 5 204-218 204-188 

41 28 B. C. 1819 A. C. 1819 

79 6 ^Skadwip ^akadwlp 

119 20 Brahmi language Brahmi script 

spoken by written by 

127 9 k Sahara! ksarat 

147 34 (upto A. D. 30, the (A. D. 57, the year in 

years in which.) which.) 

151 15 Amaya Ayama 

197 4 Baihbhan Baihbhap 

174 31 Patanjali, though KatySyan; and 

227 35 2nd century B. C. 2nd century A. C. 

262 32 grand-mother mother 

264 6 in A. D. 26 in A. D. 45 

264 9 half a century quarter of a century 

281 35 C. H. I. 0. H. I. 

297 16 grand mother mother 

314 12 457 to 447 A. D. 457 to 447 B. C. 

355 8 Kau^ambi with a large 

army Kau^ambi 

366 6 from B. C. 64 to 63 from B. C. 57 to 57 

370 22 B. C. 3101 B. C. 3201 

371 13 f. n. no. 19 below f. n. no. 19 

314 25&26 Godval Golvad 







Isvardatta Abhir 

Fig. 25 1 [ Pp. 308 

Traikutak Dharsen Traikutak Vyaghrasen 

Fig. 26 ] [ Pp. 305 Fig. 28 ] I Pp. 324 

Huna tribe-man 

Fig. 27 ] [ Pp- 318 

Rudradaman 

Fig. 30 I [ Pp. 335 



7 4inmes various eras were founded 
Persons^ tn whose itumes 

Lord Mahavir 

F,g. 33 1 t PP- 

Lord Buddha 

Fig. 34 } 
r Pn 400 



Nahapln 

( who founded Ksahardfa era) 

Fig. S'-) ] 

Kaniska Chastha 

(Founders of the eras) 

Fig 37] Fig. 38 





Fig. 40 ] 

Chasthan 

[ Pp. 400 



Map Nc. II J Fig. 44, Pp. 71 & seq. 



AdhI-dwip & Jambu-dwip 

(Their relative positions) 

Map No, 111 ] f F,g. 45, Fp. 8l 

JambQdwIp & Saka-dwip 

Their relative positions 
Map, No. IV ] f Fig. 46, Pp. 89 





Map No. VIll ] Fig. 50, Pp. 345 



Map. No. X ] [ Fir. 52, I'p. 327 



Map No. XI ] [ Fig. 53, I’p. 393 

Mathura Lion-Capital-Pillar 

(Consecrated by Queen-consort of Mahak^trap Rijuvul) 

Fig- 54] [Pp. 201 
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A 

Abesares 235 

Abhir [Abhirs, Abhir kings] 270, 285, 

287, 288, (289), 300, 302, 303, 304, 

305, 306, 308, 309, 312, 317, 321, 

322, 324, 430, 460, 462 

Abhishek 296 

Abu (140), 283, (314), 315, (318), 319 

Abula 177 

Achemenian (80) 

Aditya (367) 

Adivarah 423 

Adrak (See Odrak) 

Afganistan 28, (88), 89, 90, 92, 94, 

102, 106,109, 114, (120), 125, (126), 

227, 240, 248, 249, 251, 253, 255, 

260, 263, 275, 313, 394, 417 

Africa (86), (88), 91, 92, 161 
Agathocles 117 

Agnikula 302, (319), (320), 427 

Agnimitra 1, 3, 4, 5, (6), 7, 8, 9, 10, 

11, 12, 13, 14, (15), 16, 18, 19, 20, 

22, 23, 28, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 

37, (38), (41), 44, 45, 46, 47, 49, 

50, 51, 52, 54, 55, 57, 58, 59, 60, 

61, 62, 64, 65, 66, (70), 74, (75), 

76, 1C3, 104, 105, 106, (107), (108), 

109, (137), (153), 173, (202), (203) 

Agnipurap (369) 

Agnivarman 304 

Ahiebbatra 22 

Ahira (238), 286, 287 

Aja 236 

Aja^tru (55), 58 

Ajmer 140, 149, 319, 439 

Alasandadwip 106 

Alexander 81, 82, 83, 97, 98, 101, (111) 

62 

113, (116), 128, (191), 216, 217, 222, 

227, 238, 325, 347, (351), 403 

Alexandria (88) 

Alberuni 416 
Amarkos 9, 22, 44, (368), (370), (383), 

407, (408), 414, 416, 417, 425 

Amisiinta (374), (389), 429 
Ambhi 277 

Amobi 179, 182 
Amradev 209, (210), 423 
Amudaria 87, (275) 

Amyntas (352) 

Anahilpattan 380 

Anamitra 235, 236 

Anandpur 337, 338, 432 

Anantpur 98 
Anartapur (337) 

Andher (360) 

Andhra 25, 28, 29, (52), 71, 142, 150 

Andhras 3, 142, 162, (285), (286), 

(304), 305, 308, 317, (322), (325), 

334, 361, 377, 380, 415, 447 

Andhrabhritya 3, 20, 29, (285) 

Andhra dynasty [Andhra kings] 3, 17, 

19, 20, 21, 24, (28), 31. 46, (73), 

138, 150, 161, 162, 231, 267, 271, 

(286), 290, 298, 299, (303>, 309, 

343, 344, (348), (350), 352. (353), 

370, 376, 394, 421, 450 

Andhrak (14) 

Anga 58 

Angas (147) 

Antimachus 117 

Antitialcidas 66, 67, 69, (110), 115, 

116, 132, 184 

Antiochos I 102, (107), (110) 

Antiocbos II 102, (107) 



Antiochos TIT (102) 

Antitialtidas (see Antitialcidas) 

Anuruddha (231) 

Anuruddhapur (231) 

Apapanagari (351), 359, 360, 363 

Apallodotus 116, 268 

Apallophares (352) 

Appar 233 

Aparant 160, 161, (232) 

Arabia 89, 91, 161, 371. (390), 391 

Arabian sra 227, 333, 388, 390, 391 

Arachosia 249 

\rcot 98, 233 

Anana 249 

Aristakarna 343, 352, 353, 370, 377 

Arjun 235 

4rse\ 238, 240, 244 

Arta (178) 

Arvalli 109, 138, 139, 140, 141, 149, 

283, 315, 316, 317, 319, 343, 377 

Aryans (48), 75, 84, 109, 113, 157, 

217, 225, 229, (275), 313 

Amu [culture, kinRsJ (103), 114, 119, 

120, 144, 168, 190, 220, 221, 234, 

235, 236, 281, 288, (323), (350), 390 

Aryakhaput 371, 391 

Aryapratibaddha (41) 

Aryasusthit (41) 

Asadevas (360) 

Asia (86), (88), (96), (ill), 272, (323) 

Asia Minor 91 

Asian Turkey 87, 97, 274, 313, 340, 

417, 451 

Asoka (3), 7, 59, 74, 82, 83, (101), 

107, 114, 128, 152, (191), (193), 

198, 212, 213, 217, 223, 226, 227, 

228, 230, 262, 347, 354, 400, 450, 

451, 453 

Astadhyayi 174 

Astrnbad 98 

Astapad (358) 

Asvamedha 9, 11, (25), 27, 28, 29, 31, 
32, 33, 36, 44, 50, 51. 52, 53, 54, 
57. 74, (75). 100, 106, (109), 305, 
223 

Asvavarman 259 

Atri tamilv 236 

Attiraiyanar 229 

Audh 46 

Australia (86), (89) 

A\'anti 2, 6, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 

27, 28, 29, 30. 31, 33, 36, 43, 44, 

45, 46, 47, 48, (5l). 54, 59, (63). 

65, 67, 68, 70, 71, 72, 74. 76, 103, 

(119\ 136, 139, 142, 143, 145, 148, 

149, 152, 155. 156, 163, 164, 165, 

168, 1P9, 170. 191, 193, 227, 231, 

255, 256, 257, 261, 263, 267, (271), 

273, 274, (279), 280, 281, 283, 284, 

290, 291, 293, 294, 298, 299, 307. 

315, 316, 318, 319. 320, 321. 324, 

325, 330, 333, 334, 335, 338, 340, 

341, 342, 343, 344, 345, (348), 349. 

350, 352, 353, 354, 355, 357. 360, 

361, 367, (368), 373, 375, 376, 377, 

381, (385), (387), 389, 393, 396, 408, 

(414), 415, 423. 424, 426, 427, 429. 

435, 436, 437, 438, 439, 441, 460 

Avisar 235 

Aya 255 

Ayaya-patta (180), 182, 192 

Ayam 135, 148, 150, 151, 154, 162 
170 

Ayasikabbusa 177 

Ayodhya (56), 66 

Ayumitra (15) 

Aziz I 241. 243, (245), 246, 247, 254, 

255, 256, 257, 258, 259, 298, 299, 

378, 406, 409, 410. 418, 419, 445, 
446 

Aziz II (241), 243, 247. 260, 262, 

263, 389, 445 

Azilizes 243, 245. 247, s 259, 260, 261, 

262, 389, 445 
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B 

Bactria [Bactria, Bactrians, Bactrian 

kings] 47, 66, 67, 68, 69, 83, (95), 

97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 

105, 106, 107, (111), 113, 114, 116, 

117, (123), 128, 129, 131, 132, (157), 

165, 166, 218, 238, 239, 250, 251. 

266, 272, 276, 279, 294, 325, 326 

Bahubali 215 

Balasree 139, 150, 163, 166, 267, 

(290), 297, (317), 325, 334, (350), 

(353X (377), (408), 409, 414, 453 

Balbhanu 70 

Baldev 42 

Balkas (38) 

Balkha (109), 236 
Balmitra 4, 6, 14, 16| 60, 62, 63, 64, 

65, 66, 67, (70), 76. (l09), (110), 

115, 135. 138, (286), (314), 367 

Baluchistan 80, 92, 94, 98, (120), 227, 

228, 240, 248, 249, 417 

Bamapury 98 
Bambhans (157), (158), 197,(295) 

Bana (30), (51), 74, 423 

Banias 194 
Bappabhattsuri 209, 423 

Behar 46 

Bengal 27, 46, 341, 420 

Bennakatak 298 

Berar (48), 49 

Besnagar 68, 354, 357, 363 

Bhaclraghos (15) 

BhSgvat 5, 13, (14), 16, 61, 62, 63, 

64, 65, 69, 71, 132, 133, 331 

Bhailla (331), 332, 336 

Bbanumati 65, 66, (70) 

Bbanumitra 4, 6, 13, 14, (15), 16, 60, 

62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 69, 70, 73, 

76, (108), (109), (110), 115, 116, 

136, 138, 170, 177, 178, 179, 184, 

326, (341), (342), (367) 

Bhanusree 70 

Bbaradvaja 18 

Bharat (84), 196, 215 

Bharatkhand 84, (85), 92, (96), (120), 

190, 233 

Bhartrhari 54, 333, 335, (348), 365, 

369, 384, 385, 386 

Bhasma (41) 

Phattarak (318) 

Bhatarkka (see Phattarak) 

Bhavadsah 

Dhavalpur 278 

Bhid 218 
Bhilsa 344, 354, (358), 363 

Bhimdev (38l) 

Bhiladiyaji (382) 

Bhinnamal (67). 140, 278, 283, 284, 

314, 316, 319, 321 

Bhin-nagar (see Bhinnamal) 

Bhojak (89), 321 

Bhojdev (319), (338), 410, 411, 412, 

422, 423, 424, 428, (438), 439 

Bhoj (see Bhojdev) 

Bhojpur (360) 

Bhumak (39), 66, 67, 69, 109, (llO), 

115, (121), 124, 128, 129, 131, 134, 

135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 143, 

144, 145, 146, 149, (l52). 153, 154, 

(158), 169, (165), 167, 176, 177, 

180, 181, 182, (192), 204, (206), 

252, 273, (279), 280, 281, 289, 290, 

291, :92, 293, 294, 301, (306), 315, 

325, 326, (342), 347, (348), 395, 

403, 404, 445, 452 

Bhumimitra (15), 73 

Bbupal (dynasty) 405 

Bihar 214 

Bikaner (2/9) 

Bindusar (29), 59, 83, 128, (157), 229, 

(295) 

Black sea 87, 88, 280 
Bokhara 98 
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Bolan 248, 249, 258, 226 

Braganja (see Broach) 

Brahamputra (84) 

Brahmadwip 94, 277 

Brahrai 119, 124, 125, 126, 127, 134, 

326 

Brahmins 19, 20, 22, 28, 43, (63), 65, 

66, (70), (89), 140, 157, (158), 172, 

173, 194, 195, 196, 197, 220, (278), 

(289), 295,(319), 339, 447,449. 452 

Brahmanism (l58), 174, 191, 195, 197, 

198 

BThadrath 30, 32, 46, 47, 57, 101, 

(385) 

Brhaspati 21, 169, (236) 
Brhaspatimitra 17, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 

25. 26, (73), no, 169 
Broach (63), 65. 70, (7l), (109), 111, 

138, (140), (152), 161, (163), 291, 
295, (314), 325 

Buddha (41), 191, 192, 201, 205, 206, 

212, 213, 214, 215, (236), 276,(348), 

450, 452, 453 

Buddhism (41), 74, (158), 173, 191, 

(192), 195, 198, 201, 206, 214, 223, 

224, (322), (324), 379, 400, 451,453 

Buddhists 33,(38), 112, 157, 188, 223, 

(296), 449, 450 

Buddhist [Books, idols, signs, literature, 

writers] (331, 42, 107, (109), (191), 

205, 213, 224, 376, 380, 453 

Bulk 98 

C 
Calicut 111 

Carkas 295 

Caspian sea 87, 88, 90, 91, 238 

Caucasus (94), (275), 313, 320 

Chaitya 191, 192, 322, 

Chakra (223) 

Chambal 51, (106) 

Champa 58, (223), (358) 

'• Champipuri (see Champa) 

Chamund (381) 

Chandanbala 359 

Chandapradyot 355, 356, 363, (387) 

Chandragiri (230) 

Cbandragupta (3), (29), 59, 114, 216, 

226, 227, 228, 229, 230. 232, 262, 

(277), 353, 354, 355, 361 

Cbandragupta IT 378, 408, 409, 410, 

412, (435) 

Chanakya 26 35, (99), 127, 171, 172, 

173, (277), (278), 314, 385 

Charup (233) 
Chasthan 127. 131. 142, (145), 164, 

165, 166. 167, 168, 169, 266, 267, 
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Mercury (236) 

Meru 84, 87, 88. 95, (323) 

Merutunga (331), 333, 372 

Merutungacharya (see Merutunga) 

Merva 87, 88, 313 

Mewar 139. 140, 337, 338, 436 

Mihir (89) 

Mihirkul 318, 416 

Milinda 107, 112, 191, 206 

Milinda 107, 205 

Milindapanho 107, (109), (110), 112 

Minaldevi (232) 

Minanagar (see Min-nagar) 

Min-nagar (109) (see Bhinmagar 140) 

Miri 98 

Mithradates I 188, 241, 245, 250, 251, 
252, 347 

Mithradates II 189, 241, 244, 253, 259, 

279, (314), (342) 

Mithradates III 132, 240, 259, 260 

Mitradev (5l), (146) 

Mitre-dynasty (15), (23), 60 

Mlechchhas 38, 43, 75, 103, 219, 349, 

350, (351) 

Moga (see Mauses) 

Mogal 35 

Mogaliputra (360) 

Mohan-ja-^ero (8l), (93), 346 

Mohooras 229 

Mongolia-Mongolians 96, (217) 

Moon 32?, (324), 376, 380 

Mrcchhakalik (340) 

Moses (see Mauses) 

Mulraj (337), (381) 

Munj 423, (428) 
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Murva see Merva 
Muslims 188, 203, (390), (420), 427, 

428 

Mysore 415 

N 

Nabhovahan (see Nawahan) 

Kaga 231 

Nagarjun 371, 391, 442 
Nag-Raj (215) 

Nagsen 112 
Nagdrahe (223) 

Nagoda 359 

Naha^ (331), 332, 336, 3% 

Nahpan (28), 63, 74, (121), 124,130, 

131, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 

139, (140), 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 

146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 

153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 

161, 162, 163, 168, 169, 170, 176, 

181, 182, 183, (192), (204), 252, 

255, 256, 257, 267, 271, 272, 273, 

(279), 280, 283. 286, 287, 289, 290, 

291, 292, 293, 294, 297, 298, 300, 

301, (303), 304, (305), 306, 312, 

314, 317, 321, 325, 330, 338, (343), 

348, 357, (368), 376, 377, 394, 403, 

404, (409), 445, 452 

Nadia (331), 332, 336 

Naksubba (89) 

NalandS 127, 220 

Nanake (223) 

NandaVlII (22) 

Nanda IX 40, 55, (99), 127, 171,216, 

220, (375) 

Nanda-dynasty^kings (29), 40, 58, 

(121), 128, 231, (274), (323), 355, 

(356), 375 

Naud empire 222 

Nandasiaksa 177, 181, 191 

Naodivardhan (3), 58, 355 

NarayaO 73 
Narmada (84), 149, (152), 161, 352, 

415, (425) 
Narvahan 144, (147), 163, 300, (330), 

(350) 

Narsinha Mehta (337) 

Nasik 28, 149, 152, 161, 191, 305, 

309, 317,415 

Navanagar 152 
Navinagari (see Navanagar) 

Nearchns 80 

Ncminalh (42). 92, 93, 205, 401 

Nopal 4 20. 451 

Neptiiue (236) 

Nicias 117 
Nigam—sabha 158 

Nirvap 214, 358, 360, 361, 362, 363, 

364, 372, (376), 401, 403, 447, 448, 

452, 453 

Non-Aryans 84, 95, 225 

North India 227, 262, 333, (334), 378, 
389, 419, (420), 421, 428, 434,(447), 

448, 452 

N. W. Provinces (340). 379, 388, 392 

0 

Odrak (Adrak) 5,13, (15), 16, (46), 53, 

61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 67. 69, (70). 72, 

115, 135 

Orissa (295) 

Orodoes 260 

Osia (see Osianagari) 

Osianagari 278, 314, (315), 316, 319, 

321, 347 

Osval (278), 302, 313, 314, 315, 316, 

317, 318, 319, 321, 324 

Oudh 26 

Oxus 87, 88, 96, 97, 114, 275, 313 

P 

paraskul 274, (342) 
Paras 235 
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PSrsiv 235 

Parihara (320), 421. 423. 436, (438) 

Parinirvan (376), 453 

Parmars 319, 324, (338), (381), 421, 

422, 423, 426, 435, 436, 438, 439, 

441 

Parisi§ta-Parva 2, 4, 6, (144), (332), 

(367), (388) 

Parsvanath (42), (88), 03, 209, 210, 

223, (323). 401 

Parsi (89), 188, 217, 225, 235 

Parthians (38), 83, 95, 97, 98. 118, 

119, 122, (123), (1261, 129, (131), 

132, (165), 166, (167), 218, 225, 

227, 235, 238, 239, 240, 244, 246, 

247, 248, 250, 253, 258, 266, 272, 

273, 276, 281, 292, 326, 333, 378 

Parthiv 235 

ParyuSan (40) 

Patatoagar 93 

Pataniali 9, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, (25), 

26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 

43, 50, (51), 57, (71), 74, 107, (110), 

173, 174, (348), (380), (404) 

Patik 153, 175, 176, 181, 183, 184, 

185, 186, 187, (204), 207, 253, 254. 

255, 256, 257, (403), 445 

Patliputra 21, 36, 39, 40, 41, (49), 

55, 57, 58, 59, 110.143, 152,(153), 

212, (349), (353), 354, 355, 356,357 

Pattavali 433 

Pauiva (313) 

Pavapuri (358), 362 

Penkelaos (352) 

Periplus (111), 268 

Pesavar 99, (184), 211, 212, 344, 349, 

351, 354, 356, 357, 362 

Pacific 87 

Padaladaspure (223) 

Padivat 41 

Padlipt 371, 391 

Padumavi (453) see Pulumavl 

Pahlavas See Palhavas 

Pahlavi 

Language 126, 226, 235 

Faith 263 

Paithan 28, 31, 71, 150, 151, 152, 

298, (343), (348), (352), 454 

Palak (363) 

Palestine 451 

Palhavas 83, (88), 94, 95, 97, 98,118, 

119, 1:0, (123), (126), 149, (165), 

166, 225, 227, 231, 236, 238, 239, 

240, 244, 246, 247, 248, 249, 252, 

253, 254, (263), 266, 272, (274), 

(276), (453) 

Pali (314) 

Palik See Patik 

Palitana (391) 

Pallavas 98, 160, 225, 226, 227,228, 

229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 244 

Panchal (23), 48, (55), 57, 67. (109), 

110, 129, 133, 153, (165), 177, 

(340), 376 

Paijdya dynasty 160, 231 

Pandavas 401 

Panini 26. 35,(99), 127, 171, 172, 173, 

174, 276 

Pantaleon 117 

Parad 97, 98, 226, 235, 236, (238), 

(276), 295 

Paradas (88), 94, (95). 97 

Pardi 305, 310 

Pardia (235) 

Pardians See Parthians 

Persia (88), 89, (91). 92, 94, (95), 97. 

98, 102, 118, (119), 122, 127, 226. 

228, 233, 234, 235, 237, 238, 240, 

244, 245, 251, (252). 253, 255, 260, 

261, 262 
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Persian 

Culture 294 

Domination 227, (350) 

Dj’uasty (15), 80, 81, (97), 118, 

125, 131, 132, 223, 243, 262, 263, 

(271), (275), 276, 314, 378 

Empire 80, 91, (l67), 216, 222, 

237, 246, 251, 252, 259,260,261, 

Gulf 227, (235), 248, 278, (295), 

334, 342 

History and language 81, 126, (129) 

133, (144), 217, 220, 235 

Persians 97, 122, (123), 166, 225, 

228. 237, 238, 248, 294, 347, (347), 

403, (422) 

Potter-kund 210 

Pompeius (56) 

Poona 152, 153 

Porwad 302, 313, 315, 316, 317,318, 

319, 324 

Porus 217 

Posliden (236) 

Prabhas (152), 291, 295 

Pradyota dynasty (355), 356, (385) 

Prasenjit (385) 

Pratihars 319, 421, 439 

Prati|thanpur See Paithan 

Priyadarsin 7, 20, 28, (29), 33, 34, 35, 

46, (49), 54, 57, 58, (101), 102, 

114, 128, 140,143, 152, (157), (158), 

159, 160, 161, 163, 193, 196, 198, 

(202), 203, 204, 205, 208, 213, 217, 

218, 230, 231, 232, 238, (268), 269, 

(279), 280, (295), 314, 315, 321, 

347, (350), 353, 358, 360, (367), 

(368), (375). 385, 402, (403), 450, 

451, 452 

Pudukota 232 

Pulindak 5, (14), (15X 72, 73 

Pulumavi 152, (453) 

Pulusaki 80. 127, 214, 216, 222 

Panchasare (223) 

Punjab 20, (33), (46), 47, (48), 50. 51, 

67, 69, 80, 81, (89), 103, 104, 105, 

108, 109, 110, 115, 125, (126), 129, 

130, 137, 153, (165), 171, 180, 184, 

212, 216, 217, 218, 219, 223, 227, 

235, 246, 248, 249, 250, 255, 261, 

264, (340), (374), 376, 378, 379, 

394, 395 

Puranas 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10. 13, (14), 18. 

(24), (30). 36, 37, 3R, 42. 44, (52), 

53, 56, 57. 58, 62, 65, (68), 72, 75. 

(108), (303), 308, 309, 332, 339, 

(351), (352), 385, 432 

PuriJimMta (374), (389), 429 

FuSkalavati see Pe&var 

Pu^pur see Pesavar 

Puspak 350, 351. (352) 

PuSya 21, 169 

Pu§yamitra 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8,10, 11, 12, 

13, (14), 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21. 

22, 23, 24, 25, 26. 27, 28, 29, 30, 

31, 32, 33, 36, 37, (38), (39), 40, 

(41), 42. 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 

50, (51), (52) 

R 

Ra dynasty 270, 287, 288, 317 

Rah kings 237, 288 

Ra Khengar 287 

Ra NaughaQ (287) 

Raghu dynasty (15), 236 

Rajatarangini 75, 103,261, (336), 376, 

377, 378, 379, 388, 390. 410, 411. 

412 

Rajgrh 21, 353 

Rajputs 302, (319), 416. 435, 438,452 

Rajputana 34, (39), 46, 66, 68, 69, 

109, 110, 129, 138, 152, 277, 279, 

284, (314), (319X 321, 395 



Rajvardhana see Rajuvul 

Rajuvul or Rajul (55), 66, 67, 68, 69, 

no, (128), 130, 131, (134), 135, 

153, 168, 175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 

180, 181, 184, 192, 204, (206), 207, 

294, 326, (403) 

Ram 89, 92, 215, 234, 235 

RamayaP (92), 215 

Ramhurbhuj 235 

Ranakdevi 288 

Ranjubul see Rajuval 

Rastik 322 

Rattam 153, (414) 

Ratnaprabh-siiri 314, 324 

Ravi 50, 105 

Rebhila 304 

Rigihva (89) 

Rock inscription— 

Ayodhya (12), (52) 
Babhra-Vairat 140 

Besnagar (Bhilsa) (69) 

Hathigumfa 21, 23, 24, 26. 110, 

169, (402), (403). (405) 

Jasdan 167 

lunagadh 167 

Junner (138), 154 

Karla (146), 154 

Kausambi Prabhas (13), 22, 62 

Mansera 128 

Nasik (28), 127, 134, (138), 139, 

144, (146), 147, 150, 154, 166, 

170, (267), 273, 286, 290, 291, 

295, 303, (304), 308, (311), 325, 

(353), 377. (403), (408), 414, 

(425), 453 

Poona 154 

Rokhasten (88) 

Rome 103, (237) 

Safichi 68 

Sopara 154 

Sndarsan 227, 335 

Rock inscriptions 22, 66, 100, (lOl), 
112, 115, 120, 121, 135, 136, (138), 

144, 147, 148, (156), (159), 160, 

162, 163, 175, 180, 183, 187, 190, 

193, 201, (205), 207,208, 213, 226, 

(230), 267, (271), (272), 290, 291, 

297, 302, 311, (317), 321, (350), 

358, (377), 409, 420, 434, (439) 

Rfabh (yati) 447 

Rsabhdev 196, 215, (237) 

RSabhadatta (63), 133, 134, 135, 138, 

139, 140, 145, 146, 148, 149, 154, 

(156), 157, 158, 159, 162, 164, 167, 

252, 267, (269), 297, 298, (303), 

304, (305), 306, 307. 312, 314, 315, 

316, 317, 325. 330, 338, 342, 343, 

348, (350), 377, 393, 415 

Rudradaman (29). (227), (306), (312), 

335, 451 

Rudra^h (269) 

Rudrasah 11 (270) 

Rudrasah III (270) 

Rupnath (358) 

S 

Sabarmati 161 

Sagal see Sakai 

Sah 166, 167, (272), 285, 297 

Saha 266, 268, 269, 270, 271, 272 

Sahensahi 167, 265, 271, 273, 274, 

282, 2S4 

Sahi 166, 167, 265, 272, 273, (277), 

281, 282, 283, 285, 290, 293, 294, 

297, 299, 300, 301, (409) 

Saiva 232, 333 

Sakai (48), (56), (57), 104, 105, 108, 

(109), 112 

Sakani 303 

^akari See Vikramaditya 
Sakas (38), 46, 53, 67, (75), 83, (88), 

90, 93, 94, 95. 96. 98, 119, (120), 
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(123), 125, 129, (140), 151. 166, 

167, 168, 193, 202, 205, 218, 225, 

227, (235), 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 

244, 246, 247, 248, 249, 252, 253, 

254, 257, 258, 265, 266, 257, 271, 

(272), 273, 274, 276, 277, 278, 279, 

280, 281, 286, 288, 289, (290), 292, 

293, 294, 297, 298, 299, 300, 302, 

303, 304, 308, 309, 312, (314), (315), 

316, 317, 321, 324, 325, 326, 334, 

341, 342, 343, 344, 345, 346, 347, 

348, 349, 351, 352, 353, 357, 366, 

368, 373, 377, (381). 382, 393, 394, 

408, 409, 410, 413, 414. 415, 417, 

418, 419, 423, 428, 430, 436, 438, 

444, 443, 445, 448, 453. 

Sakadwip 79, 89, 90, 91, 94, 95,125, 

157, 211, 234, (249), (276), 281 

Sakadwip 79, 88, (90), 94, 95, (157), 

281, 321 

Saka^l 171, 173 

Sakasthan 79, (93), 94, 95, 98, 204, 

(205), (275), (278), 280, 281, 320 

Salisak 46, (153) 

SalivShan 388, 391, 414, 415. 442 

Samb see Samb-kumar 

Sambakamai 89, 92, 234 

Sambal 18. 19, 38 

Samaii^itya katba (427) 

Samvatsara 405 

Sami see Swami 

Sametsikhar (358) 

Samptati (279) (see Priyadarsin) 

Samndrogupta (230), 268 

SaSchi 68, 268, 269, 354, (358), 360, 
363 

Sangam literature 228, (229) 

Sankn 332, 333, 365, 366, 367, 369, 

(384) 

Sandracottus 114, 226, 229 

66 

Satadhar (360) 

Satdhanva 46, (47) 

Satdharman see Satdhanva 

Satanik (387) 

Satigani (348) 

Satkarni 19, 28. 29, 31, 33, (43), 138, 

142,154, (161), 163, 267, 271, (286), 
297, 325, 334, 344, (348), 361, (371), 

377, (380), 453 

Satkarni II 19, 27, 28. 29, 31, 43, 45. 

46, (71) 

Sattunjaya 86, 371, 377, 380, 388, 

391, 392 

Satrunjaya-Mahatmya 411,412, (428) 

Satrapies 80, (122), (275) 

Satvahan 3, 46, 149, 150, 154, 298, 

(322), (350), (351), 370, (371), (372). 

388, 391, (414), 415, 450 

Saurastra 34, 46, 66, 68, (109), (l 10), 

138, (150), 152, 164, 227, 265, 266, 

267, 268, 269, 270, 271, 281, 282, 

283, 284, 287, 288, 293, 294, 297, 

299, 300, 315, 316, 317, 318, 325, 

334, (337), (338), 342, 343, 377, 

391, 415, 421, 431, 432, 462 

Seistan (90), 93, 94, 95, 96, 98. 99, 

125, 188, 189, 204, (235), 240, 245, 

248, 252, 253, 257, 272. 273, 274, 

275, 279, 280, 281, 293, 298, (299), 

313, 314, 320, 329, (342), 346, 417 

Seleucns 83, 102, 107, 128, 217, 347 

Sen 166, 266 

Sen-Sinha 265 

Scychilles 89 

Seth Java^h (371), see JavaHjlwh 

Sarvila 350 

Siddha 361 

Siddbaraj (232), 288, (381) 

SiddbarSi 423 

SiddbaaUa (376) 
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SjJidityfl 417, 422, 423, 43<5 

Silanksviri (427), (428) 

Sindh 46, 66, (67), 68, 80, (81), 109, 

no, 138, (152), 248, 249, 276, 277, 

346, 347, 377 

Sindha-Sauvira 80, 277, (385) 

Sindb 166, 266 

Sirohi (67), 139, 140, (283), (314), 321 

Sistan see Seistan 

Sisunaga (3), 58. (121), 231, (323), 

(375), (387) 

Sivapnre (223) 

Siyalkot (56), 104, (108), 218 

Sivadatta 303, 304, 310, 311 

Solanki 209, (232), (412), 436 

Solar month and method 449, 456 

Son 40, 58, 59, 356 

Sopara (152), 160,161, (162), 291, 295 

Sodas 135, 153, 175, 176, 177, 178, 

182, 183, 190, (207), 254, 256 

Soparaga see Sopara 

South India (203), 227, 229, 232, 284, 

(420), 421, 428. 434, 447, 448, 449. 

450, 452, 453, 454 

Spalahores 258 

Spalires 260, 262 

SramaDas 19, 33, 54 

Sravak 196 

dravan Belgol (230) 

Primal nagar (140), 302, (314) 

Srimals 313, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 

321, 324 

Srimukh 17, 21, 24, 25, 26, (73). 169, 

170 

Srntavatara-katha 147 

Star and Moon 167, 323 

St. Thomas 263, 264 

Stupa— 

Besnagat 133 

Bharhut 193 

Magadba 40, 55 

Manikyal 217, 223 

Mathura 54,206,207, 208,210, 211 

Sarichi (29), (34), 68. 192 

Sarnath (202), 211 

Taxiia 223 

Uskar (217) 

Vidisa (39) 

\'^odva (404) 

Stupas (212), 356, 359, 360, 362, 363 

Sudarkn (29), (228), (324) 

Sudra 195, 220 

Sudrak 368, (382), 407, (408) 

Sukraditya 335, 369, 385 

Sumatra (89), 161 

Sumitra (12), 16, 36, 59, (60), (65), 100 

Sun (89), 322, (324), (408) 

Sunga dynasty 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 12, 13, 

15. 16, 18, (23), 24, 25, 31, 36,48, 

53, 54, (60), 61, 62, 63, (64), 65, 68, 

69, 71, 72, 73, 74, 100, 104, (l09), 

(110), 115, 116, (341), 357, (367), 

(404) 

Sungas 1, 2, 14, 20, (21), (30), (46), 

(49), (52), 54, (55), 57, 61, 67, 72, 

73, 74, 75. 76, (158), 173, 198, 

(279), (315), 348, 353, 369, 385, 

432, 451 

Sungabhrtya 1,3, 5, 8, 13, 14, 15, 20, 

(29), 31, 44 

Sursen 48, 57, 67, (109), 110, 129, 

(153), (165), 248, 254, (340), 376 

Surasen see Sursen 

Surat 161, (163), (305) 

Surya dynasty 236, (237) 

Suiarman 24, 73, 169, 170 

Svami Rudradiman (270) 

Svami Rudrasah IV (270) 

Svctambat (38), 40, (147), 431 
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T 

Taksa 215 

Taksak 215 

Taksha-Shir 213 

Taksa-sila (see Taxila 212 

Taksila (see Taxila 212) 

Tambavati 336« 338 

Tamil 229 

Tapasa sect (39) 
Tapti (84), 138, 161, 295, 343 

Taranath 75 

Tashkand 275, (323) 

Tathagata 213, 214 

Taxila 67, 68, 69, (99). 127, 130,132, 

153, 169, 175, 176, 181. 182, 183, 

184, 185, 186, 187, 191.193,(194), 

199. 200, 207, (208), 212, 213,214, 

215, 216, 217, 218, 219. 222, 224, 

(249), 253, 254.255, 354, 394, (403), 

(404), 409. 418, 419 

Tehran 98 

Tejanturi 80 

Telaogana 419, (420) 

Telugu (420) 

Tharparkar 80 

Theos 102 

Tibet 96, 193, 217, 417 

Tibetans 217 

Tirayar 228 

Tirhut 210, 420 

Tirthanker (see Jain-Tirtbankers) 

Titans (237) 

Titaya (59) 

Title 

.Acharya 431 

Badshah 294 

. .Chakravarti 9, 22, 294, (403) 

. Chatrap (see Chatrapati) 

Chatrapati (l28). (129) 

Emperor 294 

Gaoi 431 

Great king 117. (118), 120, 122, 

129, 294 

Great king of kings 252, 253 

King of kings 119, 120, 122, 240, 

246, 247, 258, 2')9, (271), 294 

K?amasraman 431 

Kfatrap 66, 83. 115, 119,120,122, 

123, 124, 128.130, 132. 133.134, 

135, 136, (137), 139, 142, 144, 

145, 146, 149, 155, 159,163,164, 

166,167,168, 169, 175, 177, 178, 

179, 180, 181, 183,184, 185, 186, 

189, 193, (206), 244, 250, 266, 267, 

270, 280, 292, 293, 294, 306, 307, 

308, 311, (312), (323), 324, 326, 

(380). 393, 395, 403, 408, 437, 

443, 445, 450, 452, 460 

Mabakfatrap (68), 69, 115, 119, 

120, 122,123,129, 130,133, (134), 

135,136, 137,139, 143, 144, 145, 

146,148, 153, 155,156,158, 164, 

168,175,(176), 178,179, 180,181, 

182, 184,186,187, 190, 192, 193, 

204, 207, 253, 254, (286), 290, 

294, 307, 308, (309), 310, 311, 

312, 317, 324, 326, 360, 452, 

460, 462 

Mabarajendradatta*>putra 322 

Mabopadhyay 431 

Tittbogali-payanna 39, (41), 42 

Tocbari dynasty 339 

Tope 359 

Top^image 209 
Torman 318, 416 

Traikutak 284, 288, 302. 303, 304, 

307, 308, 309, 310, 317, 321, 322, 

324, (403), 460, 461, 462 

Traitana (237) 

Trambavati 140 

Tri—rasmi 302, 303, 304, (305), (306), 

307, 311, 312 
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Tryambak 28 
Tuar 339, 340 

Tukbaras 339, 340 

Tumar (see Tuar) 

Tungahhadra 415 

Turkey (9l), 96, 217, (323) 

Turks (lOl) 

Turkomans 238 

Turufka 445 

Tasbaiasor 339 

U 

Udaipur 337, (352) 

Udayan 81, 278, 346, 347, 355, (358) 

Udayasva 58, 231 

Udaygiri 410,441 

Ujjaini (150), 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 

290, 332, (348), 349, (352), 353,354, 

356, 357, 373, 374, 376, *408, 409, 

410, 418, 436 

Unani 220, 221 

United Provinces 46, (110), 255, 264, 

(374) 

Upamiti 423 

Upasarga 203 

Up-Gupta (210) 

Upnisadas 96, (105), 197, 276, (348) 

Ural 88, (90) 

Uranus (236) 

Usavadatta 146, 158, 289, (292), 300 

UttamBhadras 296 

Uttar^hyayan (195) 

V 

Vacbchhiputra (360) 

Va^nagar (337) 

Vadivetal ^ntisuri 423 

Vaidarbbi 48 

Vairatnagar 140 

Vaisal, 217, (363) 

Vai?nav (200), 404 

Vail9ava (42), (200), 201 

VaiSnavism (42) 

Vaisyas (278), (289), 302, (319), 354, 

(392) 

Vajrades 210 

Vajramitta (l 4) 

Vajraswami (147), 388, 391, 392 

Vakpatiraj 27, 229 

Vallahhacharya (42), 200 

Vallabhi dynasty 421, 461 

Vallabhiput (427), 431 

Vallabhsen (381) 

Vamatirtha 295 
Vamba Moriar 230 
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OPINIONS 

Your book presents quite a novel aspect of ancient history* 
I conclude that you have not spared yourself in writing 
these volumes. 

Bombay Yours truly 
Krisbnalal Mohanlal Zavari M. A.; LL* B. 

* * * 

The author has certainly succeeded in bringing out a mass 
of facts hitherto neglected. He has endeavoured to prove his 
contentions with ample quotations and discussions. He has 
enriched his volumes with numerous chronological and analytical 
tables and maps. 

Madras Prof. V. Rancraehari (The Hindu) 
* * * 

It is a book which must be read, in order to be understood. 
There are a number of illustrations, some of which are really 
valuable. The author compels amazement by his sincerity. 

Educational Review 
* 

The standpoint of the author, is in many respects, radically 
different from the generally accepted one. We see no reason how 
and why these theories should be particularly Jain standpoint. 

The author has worked hard for his book. There are heaps 
of facts accumulated in these volumes. In spite of its defects, it 
is a readable book. 

Calcutta The Poteword 
^ iki 

His judgements are always synthetic and the book contains 
things hitherto unknown. 

Baroda Prof. Keshavlal Himatram Kamdar 
Prof, of History, Baroda College 

e e a 

He has laboured much in elucidating our past history and 

bis conclusions mostly run counter to the accepted tbeorjei* 
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Nevertheless, his new theories will stimulate further discussions 

and research, from which we may gain much good. 

Oriental Institute, Baroda. B. Bhattacharya Ph. D. 
* ♦ * 

1 believe that his work will prove very useful and 

interesting. Many new points are introduced by him and though 

agreement on these is not always possible, yet they show the 

great energy and vast reading of the author. 1 am sure, it will 

be most welcome to all Indologists. 
Wilson Collegei Bombay Prof H. D. Velankar M« A* 

* % 

He had collected a mine of information with an aim to 

compile an Fncyclopaedia of Jainism, and with the due discretion 

he has gleaned material out of it, which comes to light as 

“ Ancient India. ” Some of his theories and conclusions might 

strike many a reader as bomb-shells, hut there is not a shadow 

of doubt, that a close study of these theorits will disillusion even 

experts, on many a most and debatable point of ancient history 

and will clearly show us, how we misconstrued our own past. The 

book deserves encouragement from the heads of educational 
departments. 

Prince of Wales Museum, Acharya Qlr]ashanker VallabhJI M. A. 

Bombay Curator, Archeological Section 
♦ * # 

The boldness of his conclusions and the sustained effort 

with which he tries to support them, are the marked features of 

the book, vrhich is enriched with pictures, specially drawn, of the 

relics and personalities, which are treated with as much of 
realistic accuracy as can be brought to bear on them. The conclu¬ 

sions, which are to a large extent startling and opposed to 

accepted views, should attract the serious attention of all students. 

Journal of Indian History C. S. S< 
* * * 

They ( scholars ) have had an altogether inexplicable apathy 

towards the Jain sources, believing them to be-wholly mistakenly, 

as Mr. Shah has so admirably shown in this work-merely fantastic, 

mythological, and therefore unreliable story books. Mr. Shah 

therefore has done a very real service to Indian historical research 

by bringing out this book. 



In certain ways, Mr. Shah has done the same kind of work 
in relation to Jain historical literature as Pargiter did in relation to 
Hindu Puranic literature. The difference is in this, that while 
Pargiter’s aim was to fit a new source of information hitherto 

untackled into the accepted version of ancient Indian history. 

Mr. Shah’s is, in his own view, to correct the accepted theories. 
He boldly, and in some cases seemingly successfully challenges 

a good many theories and even the system of chronology hitherto 
accepted without hesitancy. 

To deny the identity of Sandrecottus and Chandragupta 
Maurya, indeed, destroys the very anchor-sheet of the present 
ancient Indian historical structure-But the important is. that Mr. 

Shah has successfully giveii a complete chain of the development 
of ancient Indian history, and in tl.is chain, two features are 
particulary remarkable. Firstly, it is noticeably rich in geographical 

detail, about which the present history text-book is so poor and 
disappointing-Secondly it is exhaustive in its treatment explaining 
its own view with as great clarity and with as many references 

as possible. Both these features should make it an eminently 
useful reference book for historical researchers of ancient India 

in future. The real significance of the book lies in its novel 
explanations and in its new orientation of the subject it deals with. 

University, Delhi Boolchand M. A. Pb. D. ( Lon.) 
Prof, of History 

jk ♦ 

Most of us arc quite ignorant of the real cultural glory of 

ancient India. Dr. Shah’s book is an admirable effort to supply 

this dificiency. 

He has put forth some new theories and has thus invited 

much criticism, argumentation and discussion. He has not failed 
to give as much evidence as possible for every theory. 

Bombay H. G. Anjaria M. A. 

(Principal, S, N. D. T. Women’s University) 
* * # 

Copious footnotes, chronological lists and.index have made 

the book worthy of the attention of scholars, while the homely 

st/ie of the author has laid the material within the rich of all* 
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The difficulties and setbacks which the author has experienced 

in the publication of this book, are enough to make his effort 
worthy of admiration. His new theories, his challenging attitude 

and his enthusiasm are really inspiring. 

Bombay Janmabhumi 

* * ♦ 

None should work under the erroneous conception that the 

author has been partial towards Jainism. 
In fact he has given a panoramic picture of ancient India 

and his theories and conclusions shed quite a new light on those times. 

Bombay Bombay Samachar 

* * * 

This substantial volume of live hundred pages deals with 
numismatics-old coins, i. e. coins current in ancient India. In 
adaition, the period covered by the Maurya dynasty and the on¬ 
slaughts of foreigners—Yavanas—have been handled with the 

precision of a scientist. The indexes are very useful and furnish 

a key to the varied contents of the volume. 
Modern Review 

e * 

The book is unique adventure. The scholarship, the information, 

the material and the zeal of the author are praiseworthy. He has 

not spared himself in the pursuit of his work. He has defended 

his theories with enthusiasm of a pleader. 

If scholars begin to reinvestigate all the available material 
in the light of this book, another link in the broken chain of 

ancient history is sure to be supplied. 

Karachi Urmi 

+ * it- 

The whole book sheds a new search light on ancient Indian 

history. He has not failed to advance solid evidence, wherever he 
has differed from his predecessors. 

Baroda Sahttyakar 

* * ♦ 

The book presents a connected history of ancient India from 

900 B. C. to 100 A. D.; the most noteworthy feature of which 



is a chronological statement of events, that took place during the 
period stated above. 

Bombay Jain Prakash 
■M. ♦ 

The present book will convince the reader that Dr. !5hah, 
though a doctor by degree, is a painstaking student of ancient 
Indian history and culture, and that he has dived deep into that 
ocean. He has made a formidable attempt in this book to prove, 
that many theories hitherto universally accepted by all historians. 
are entirely wrong. 

Ahmedabad Buddhiprakash 

if • ♦ 
It is a scholarly work and statements made in it, are supported 

by proofs from coins, inscriptions and writings of old authors. It 

has roused of course, an amount of controversy, but all the same 
is a monumental work. 

Bombay Chronicle 

« « * 

There seems almost everywhere the vast study, deep know¬ 

ledge and lofty conscience devoted to the message of History. In 
our land, few writers try on such a grand and laborious scale to 
make the best of the foundation of the subject they choose. The 

readiness of Dr. Shah for the subject he has handled is praise¬ 

worthy, and his love of duty and deepness of labour are also 
more welcome. On account of this singularity, his publications 
have been able to put before us some such new materials and 
theories which not only the oriental but also the western scholars 

have not yet touched. 
Ahmedabad ‘The Review of Oujaratl Literature* 

e * * 

This volume covers 1000 years of Indian History from B. C. 

900 to A. D. 100, which are described in the forward as ‘the 
really formative period of the History of ancient India.’ It is added 
that no really comprehensive work on this period exists—a claim 

with which the history-student will readily agree. 

The book has an added interest in that, apart from Buddhist 

and Brahmanic sources which have to a certain extent already 



been exploited. Dr. Shah has been able to draw on Jain material 
so far unavailable. That he is in an excellent position to be able 
to do this, is proved by his 25 years’ work on a Jain Encyclo¬ 
paedia. Since publication of this latter woik has not been possible, 
he has written this history instead. 

At least one feaure of this book wih startle history students 
and that is Dr. Shah’s recalculations of ancient Indian Chronology. 

Bombay The Illuatrated Weekly of India 

« * * 

Dr. Shah has undertaken an almost superhuman task of 
investigating most of the established landmarks of a most eventful 
period m India’s ancient historv and of propounding some 
revolutionary changes in them. 

.One can certainly commend Dr. Shah’s tremendous 
labours and uncommon boldness in setting forth some novel 
conclusions. 

History needs all workers and the whole truth of any period 
of history is never known until many have sought for it. 

Bombay Rao Bahadur Q. H. Sardesal 

♦ ♦ ♦ 

Epigraphic, numismatic and monumental sources have been 
sufficiently utilized by the author. The perseverance, zeal and love 
of historical studies of the author is really commendable. 

The foot-notes he has given are helpful in elucidating facts 
that they are a special help to the reader. 

The Bombay Sentinel 

* * it 

The book bristles with many such new theories. 
The book is an epoch-making publication. 

Calcutta 'Amrita Bazar Patrlka’ 

* -A * 

The whole work is based upon information which has not 
hitherto been exploited by historians and research scholars. 

Although sceptics might hesitate to take in all that the author 
says, I personally do not disbelieve his theories. 

Bombay New book—Digest 

[The Editor] 



We have all got to expunge our accumulated knowledge of 
Indian History and start learning all over again. What we have 

been cramming at school and at college and rubbing into ourselves 
all these years are now proved to be sheer balderdash. 

The Zanzibar Voice 
# * ♦ 

.We must throw overboard many preconceived notions 

about the history of ‘ Ancient India. ’ 
Lahore The Civil and Military Gazette 

# * * 

This is a novel work...The author’s learning is wide, his 

patience is inexhaustible. 
Bombay The Times of India 

♦ 

With the characteristic zeal of a medical man, he dissects 
and vivisects the sources in such a way as to present to the 

readers “ bomb-shell like and astounding theories ”, either quite 
new or presented with a new garb. 

One admirable feature of the book, is the inclusion of 
innumerable art plates of the architectural achievements of the 

epoch and the facsimile of the coins. Indian Review 
Hi 

Dr. Shah is Jain by religion and had had access to little- 

known, little-studied and somewhat inaccessible Jain works and 
manuscripts. A close study of these enabled him to produce a 
monumental work differing in many ways from orthodox historical 
works written by European orientalists in the middle and later 

decades of the last century and of the first decades of the 

present century. Tanganyika Opinion 
H ^ 

The whole work has been based upon information which 
hitherto has not been exploited by historians and research workers. 

The Kenya Daily Mail 
* * * 

Mr. Shah’s work on Ancient India is an attempt to throw 
further light on Indian history' from documents which, hitherto, 
have not been given the importance they seem to deserve. 

The Ceylon Observer 
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...show much industry and wealth of material-literature, 
epigraphy, and numismatics. The author is not a historian by 

profession, but he has made this study his own. Many may not 

agree with all his views, but these views are strikingly original 
and need careful consideration before they are accepted or rejected. 

Calcutta The New Review 

♦ ♦ 

It is possible that your conclusions may differ from the 
conclusions of those writers who have relied on Buddhist and 

Vedic literature. On the whole, your effort is sure to bring a good 

result and is therefore really praiseworthy. Yours truly, 

Bombay VIshvanath P. Vaidya 

Bar-at-Law 
* * ♦ 

The author has not spared himself in the pursuit of knowledge, 

and had gathered materials from various sources. This is admirable. 
Bombay Saoj Vartaman 

* * 

Dr. Shah is one of those scholars who have not spared any 

effort in unearthing the golden past of India. Few books in any 

language can stand comparison with his work, which is the outcome 

of many years of constant application. The book is sure to prove 

a great incentive to scholars and will go a great way in furthering 

research work in this direction. His style is homely. 
Ahmedabad Prajabandhu 

ir- ♦ # 

The book presents a new angle of vision into the cobwebs 

of Indian antiquity, and therefore deserves full study by all 

students of ancient history. Written with a view to incite more 

research work, the book is invaluable and admirable. 
To avoid all misconstruing, the readers may go through the 

preface first, as the author has clearly stated his viewpoint there. 

Baroda Nav-Oujarat 
* # ♦ 

His work certainly contains novel and startling theories. But 

all these theories deserve full attention and need not be disregarded 
as unacceptable simply because they are new. 

Bombay Qnjarati 
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